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ADVERTISEMENT BY THE EDITOR

It is with extreme diffideuce that I have undertaken a.

new edition of the Elementary Treatise on Mineralc^ by

the late William Phillips, being well aware of the dif-

ficulty of following up the ideas of any individual upon a

subject of this nature* and at the same time conscious of

my incapacity to do his work that justice which it merit?.

I have, however, endeavoured as far as possible to place

myself in the position which the author might be expect-

ed to have assumed, had he been in existence to re-edit

his valuable treatise at the present period. The nature of

the subject does not admit of additions in the form of

notes, and recourse has consequently been had to wiiat

may be considered unjustifiable freedoms with the iatc

author's text. During the fourteen years which have in-

tervened since Mr Phillit s's last edition, the science of

Miaerjilogy has undergone very great improvements ; and

although no treatise which has yet appeared on the sub-

ject lias afljidcd more saLlsfaction, ^larticularly in this

country, than that author's, there have been several hun-

dred new species described, and so many additional pro-

perties discovered in the old ones, as to render another

edition of the work essentially necessary. These new
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species I have endeavoured to bring into their proper

placesy andy by cartailin^ the descriptions of mere varie-

ties, have succeeded, although with the addition of one

hundred and fifty minerals and about sixty figures, in not

greatly increasing the size of the volume. With the in*

troductory portion of the book the same liberties have not

been taken as with the descriptive, excepting only the

chemical part ; for the improved appearance of which, I

am indebted to the able pen of a recently lamented and

highly talented friend, whose name must long stand pre-

eminent among British chemists. In the descriptive part

of the treatise considerable extracts have been made from

my own Manual of Mineralogy (Edinburgh, 1833), which

I trust will not be unacceptable ; and for the most recent

discoveries in the science, I have drawn from the works

of Necker, Beudant, and Rose, as well as from the

various scientific journals*

In conclusion, I have only to express a wish that cir-

cumstances had of late afforded me better opportunities of

doing greater justice to the work of Mr Phiulifs. It is

sufficiently difficult to explain one's own ideas on such a

subject with perspicuity ; but it must be allowed to be no

easy task to engraft them on the work of another. If,

however, I have succeeded in accommodating this origi-

nal British Treatise to the rapidly advancing state of mi-

ueralogical science, and retaining the name of " Phillips'*

in its former prominent position, I shall be fully repaid

for the difficulties of my labour as an Editor.

ROBERT ALLAN.

EdinhurgJi^ March 1837.
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PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.

Thc present difFers from the preceding edition io sone re<-

spects which appear to require notice in this place.

The most important additions and improvements that havL'

been made, consist, first, in the introduction of notices or

descriptions of ahout eighty minerals, of which the greater part

have been discovered since the publication of the preceding

edition ; secondly^ in the insertion of the results obtained by a
careful examination of most crystalline minerals, as regards

their structure and cleavage; thirdlt/, in thc addition of a
figure to the verbal description of most substances found in a
crystallized state, representing the primary form* and another

Che secondary planes in oonneotion with those of the primary

crystal, togetner with such- measarements of the planes as I have
been' able to obtain, chiefly by means of the reflective gonio*

meter of Dr WoUaston ; in the fourii pUm^ advantage has

been taken of a translation of Berzelius's excellent work on
^^The Use of the Blowpipe in Chemical Analysis and the Exa-
mination of Minerals, by J. G. Children, L. & £. c^c."

in so far as relates to the more simple experiments with that

useful a<?sistant to the student in reroirnizino; minerals ; and,

Jiftidify the meanings of the names by wliicti minerals are com-
monly known in this country are mof^tly given at the foot of tlie

page containing the description, except where, being: chemical,

they manifestly have been derived from the composition of the

substance.

In regard to arrangement, no alteration has been made in this

edition, except where new and more satisfactory analyses de-

manded a change : on the subject of the arrangement, therefore,

it seems requisite only to add, that» having in the first instance
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VIIJ Pn£FAC£ TO THE

adopted it as being in my own estimation the most advantageous
to the student that I could devise, the experience of its iitillfy

now induces me to recommend it to him as an instructive metliod
of placing the minerals in his ralVmet.

In pursiiinir the at once plea.«ant and laborious investigations

connected w ith the important characters of cleavage, crystalline

Jbrii], and measurement, and which were undertiiken with the

view of rendering the present edition more instructive to tlie

Btudenty it wUl be imagined that I have myself derived much
iiifonnation ; audi although some new facts relative to these points

have resulted, it must be acknowledged that much yet remains
for future investigation*

If the more accomplished mineralogist -should condescend to
consult this little work, he will perceive that the measurements
of the crystalline forms, and especially of the secondary planes,

are not precisely exact, do not on all occasions relatively agree

;

for in no instance has it been attempted to correct the geometry
of nature by a resort to the more rigid laws of calculation. It

has been ascertained, l>y a comparison of the inrasnrcments

taken from similar and brilliant planes of ditferent crystals,

that, owing to some natural inequality of surface, the same pre-

cise angle is rarely obtained, ?ind hence those given in the suc-

ceeding pages cannot be expected to be absolutely exact. Ex-
perience, however, leads to the conclusion that the limit of error

is considerably wiihiii one dtgiee,—that it rarely exceeds 40
minutesy and diat it is frequently confined to a minute or two.

The measurements annexed to the figures will therefore be con*
sidered only as near af^prtmauUkms to the true value; but
where those of the primary form have been obtained from planes

produced by cleavage, which is genersJIy noted, when that is

the case, in the description of &e mineral, they may be con>
sidered as approximating the truth much more nearly than when
taken by means of the natural planes. A considerable propor-

tion of the whole will perhaps be found sufficiently precise to

form a basis for the calculations of the mathematician, and,

together with the accompanying figures, to induce the student

to examine tlie forms of crystals^ and to delineate and measure
the angles formed by the meeting of the planes by which the

crystals in his own cabinet are bounded. If errors should be
found in the following pages, greater than those above alluded

to, they are to be attributed to my own want of exactness in

noting the measurements obtained ; for, although much care

has on all occasions been taken to select the smallest and most
brilliant crystals, and to note the results faithfully, it is scarcely

to be hoped that errors of this nature have altogether been
avoided.

It may perhaps be concluded, that by adopting at once the
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THIRD EDITION. IX

figures and measurements given by Haiiy, and other mineralo-

gists, much chance of inaccuracy might have been prevent ri!.

But it must be observed, that where the primary form is not a

regular geometrical solid, such as are the cube, regular octa-

bcdron^ and six-sided prism, the means resorted to for deter-

mining the true measurements—namely, that of subjecting the

planes obtained by cleavage to the reflective goniometer—^is a
more certain method than that adopted by Haiiy ; and it wtii

be perceived that a very large proportion of all the primary
fi>rms are not regular geometrical solids, such, for instance, as

the oblique and doubly oblicpje prisms, and the very numerous
class of rhombic prisms. Where the cube» regular octahedron,

six-sided prism, and other regular solids, are the primary forms,

I have adopted the measurements given by Hauy, acknowledg-
ing them in ail cases by annexing the letter H, or by some other

mode ; first, however, verifying tliem in most cases by the re-

flective goniometer. In a very few instances, the authority of the

Comtc de Bournon has been resorted to, but not without ac-

knowledgment. It will of course be understood that where no
authority is mentioned the measurements have been obtained

by the reflective goniometer, and,. iVoni what is said above, that

they must be considered only as approximations.*
- in regard to the figures to which the measurements are an*

nexed, it'may be ob^rved, that these are not in all cases the

representatives of single crystals, for in some of them are asso*

dated the planes observed on two or three ; thus occasionally

rendering the form more complicated than any single crystal I

have seen, but hot more so than may probably be found here*

after. This mode has been adopted, as offering to the student

the greatest assistance that I could devise, since it combines at

one view all the observed planes, without increasing enormously
the bulk and consequent expense of the work, as must have
been the case if all the varieties of form had been given sepa-

rately. As to the drawing of the figures, it remains to be add-

ed, that they are not given as the result of a laharious exr-

cution by tlie assistance of the rules of geometrical projection ;

but, in the general, only as diagrams, wanting the precision which
in that case might have been claimed for them, and drawn
without any other rule than such as the hand and e could

Ibrntsh,

The letters on each plane of the larger figures have been so

• In some, though comparatively few instances, the crystala of a sub-
stance hftve not been found sufficieritly bright for the use of the r^^flec-

tive goniometer ; the common goniometer has theu been resorted to, ami
the measurements (aken by it are always distinguished by having th&
letters e. g. anncjced to them.

a2

1
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PREFACE TO TUC

placed, according to the system of notation adopted in the Fa-
miliar Introduction to Crystallography, &c. by H. J. Brooke,
F. R« Bed' a work which may, without hesitation, be recom*
mended strongly to the student, as being calculated to teach the
interesting science on which it treats in its most pleasing form,

and of which the ftrst part is so simple that, without any re-

ference to trigonometry, geometry, or algebraical cabdation, it

show6> by means of the figures of crystals and attendant explana-
tions, the position on the primary ibrms of every secondary or

modifying plane to which those forms are liable, and thereby the

transitions of one form into- another ; and here, if he be so in-

chned, the ?tndent may stop, nfter having gained nil tluit a
purely meclianicLiI view ot the subject will afford him, or he may
proceed to the second part, in which crystallography is treated

more scientifically ; and it may be added, that the pupil may, in

either case, attain such a knowledge of it, as will not fail to open
to him new sources of dt;iiglit in tliis interesting department of

Mineralogy.

To the author of the fore-mentioned work I am under much
obligation, for assistance on various points connected with the
improvements whidi it is confidently hoped will be manifest in

the present EdRtton. Often as his name occurs in its pages, I

have been yet more often indebted to him, not only for the loan
of specimens, amongst which were several that I could not other-

wise have obtained, but for assistance in the clearing up of many
difficulties which, without his helpi would have been left in doubt»
or would have terminated in error.

My acknowledgments and thanks are also thus publicly due
to several others ofmy friends. To Thomas Allan, F.R.S.L. E.
tor many useful criticisms, of which I have not failed to avail

myself, as well as for the liberal transmission from Edinburgh
of some rare and valuable minerals. To Ashhurst Majendie,

M.G.S, for the loan of well-defined crystals of several scarce sub-

stances. To Samuel Luck Kent, M. G. S. for a i ree access to

his cabinet upon all occasions, and for his cheerful permission to

avail myself of the advantage in any manner that might tend to

benefit the work, and even for the presentation to me of some
rare substances. To Henry Heuland, For. Sec G. & for some
valuable minerals presented to me in a manner consistent with
his well-known liberality ; a liberality which also I have experi-

ienced in numerous instances from G. 6. Sowerby, F. L. S. to

whom likew ise I am greatly indebted for many valuable hints^

and for the readiness with which he has upon all occasions en*
deavoured to promote my views.

In conclusion, if the utility of a nice investigation of the

structure ot' crystallized minerals, and the measurement of their

angles, should become an inquiry, it may be replied that they
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THIRD £DiTIOK. Xt

often de^nnine the differences existiiig between minerals which
greatly resemble each other. This, as k obterved more at laree

ID the billowing * IntroductuMiy' is Mlj exemplified in the

diffiBrences ducovered by means of the reflective goniometer,
between the measureraents of the primary rhomboids of carbo<-

nate of lime, carbonate of lime aoci magnesia, and carbonate of
iron ; mtner^ wlueh oftea so greatly resemble each other, that

the difference between them can only be ascertained by a re-

•sort to chemistry, or the reflective goniometer. The vdlity of
a close attention to this instrument has been further manifested
since the foregoing was written, and in a very remarkable
manner :—A mineral which has always been considered as bit-

to be a new compound, namely, a carbonate of magnesia and
iron. The reflective goniometer is moreover of great use to

the geologist, who fin& those rocks which are termed primi*

tive, and many of those which are called transition, or the oldest

secondary, to consist, not of one homogeneous mass, as is often
the case with those of a newer origin, but of two or more mi-
nerals, so intermixed and associated that a reference to the che-
mist is of little avail to him: by such means he may indeed be-
come informed whether a particular earth or alkali is to be found
in the mass, but the various substances of which it is compound-
ed are often too minute, and therefore too intimately associated

with the others, to allow of a determination as to which of the

component substances may contain the earth or the alkali so

discovered. Hence structure, if it exist, becomes a character of
essential importance ; for it will be foiiiul that fragments far

too minute for analysis will often ailjrd brilliant planes, well

adapted to the use ol the rellective goniometer. A knowledge
of Structure, therefore, and of the measurements of the primary

forms of nunerals, is very important to the geologist i bat where
structure does not exists the examination of the various external

characters of the minute portions forming the aggregate of the

rock are often of singidar advantage ; and hence the geologist

should become intimately acquainted with the external charac-

ters of at least all such substances as are found entering into the

composition of rocks. Mineralogy, therefore, is in reality es-

sential to the geologist ; it is the very alphabet to the older roehst

and it is probably to be attributed in great measure to the want
of due preparation for the study of these rocks, by an intimate

acquaintance with minerals in the simple state, that the primary
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and transition tracts of England and Wales have been inveslr-

gated in a far less degree than those ofa newer origin,

" It has been said of crystals," says the Abbe Haay» thai

they are the flowers of minerals ; an obserration concealing a
very Just idea beneath the air of a comparison which appears to

more evident,** he further observes, " if, in pursmng our inquiries
into the niceties of the mechanism of structure, we conceive

all these crystals as the assemblages of integrant molecules per^

fectly resembling each other, and subject to the laws of regu-

lar arrangement. Thus, although by a superficial notiee of

crystals we might adjudge them to be only the sjxirts of nature,

a more intimate acquaintance with them leads to this conclu-

sion,—that the Deity, whose power and wisdom prescribed the

unerring laws of the planetary motions, has also estabhshed those

which are obeyed with the same fidelity, by the molecules com-
posing the various substances concealed in the recesses of tha

be only ingeniousJ

JGarthJ

Matf 10^ 1823. W.P.
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INTRODUCTION.

The investigation of the structure of the earth belungt to the

science of Geology. It may however be interesting to take a
rapid survey of the present state of our knowledge respecting

it, were it only for the sake of showing its intimate connection

with mmeralogical punuits.

la speaking of the earth and of our knowledge of its nattire*

it is essential that the limited extent of that knowledge should

idways be had in remembrance. We are acquainted with it

only to a very inconsiderable depth; and when it is recollected

that, in proportion to the bulk of the earth, its highest moun-
tains are to be considered merely as unimportant inequaHties of

its surface, and that our acquaintance does not extend in depth

more than one fourth of the elevation of these mountains ahove
its general level, we slinll surely estimate our knowledge of the

earth to be extremely superiiciai i that it extends merely to its

crust.

Tlie term * Crust of the Earth,' therefore, relates only to the

comparative extent of our knowledge beneath its surface. It is

not used with the intention of conveying an opinion that the

earth consists only of a crust, or tiial its centre is hollow ; for of

this we know nothing. The term may not be philosophical, but

it is convenient
The nature of the crust of the eartli is most readily studied

in mountains, because their masses are obvious ; and also be-
cause, as they are the chief depositories of metalliferous ores,

the operations of the miner tend greatly to facilitate their study.

Mountains are composed of masses which have no particular or
discernible shape ; or, as is more commonly the case, of strata or
beds, either horizontal or oblique, sometimes nearly vertical.

In these masses and beds different structures have been ob-

served. Some of them are crystalline ; thai is to say, are corn-
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XIY OB* THE OBJECTS OF MIKBRALOQT«

posed of crystals deposited in a confused nuinner, as in granite

;

or of crystals imbedded in some other substancoi as in porpliyry*

These crystalline rocks contain no organic remains ; and, as

they are always found beneath, never above^ those which do
contain them, they are considered to have been of earlier for*

mation, and therefore have been termed Primitive rocks.

Other mountain rocks have no appearance of crystallization
;

but, on the contrary, seem rather to have been formed by the

mere falling down, or settlement, of the substances of which
tliey are composed, from the solution which contained them.
These are always found above, never beneath, the crystalline

rocks; and often inchide abundance of organic reiuains, buth
animal and vegetable. The more ancient of these, or such as

contain the remains of animals of which the genera and species

are extinct, are called TransiUon roek$s the more recent, or

such as contain the remains of animals most nearly resem**

bling those novr inhabiting oor oceans, are called Fktiz or

Flat rockSf because their position is considerably or perfectly

horizontal! Uie former have received the name of transition,

as connecting the primitive with the fleets rocks. By roost geo*
legists the transition and the fleets are classed together under
the name of tSecondaary rodu.

Primitive and secondary rocks have suffered considerable

change and ruin from cruises which it is not our present object

to notice ; and their disintegrated portions, having been formed
anew, now constitute that peculiar description of deposit whicli

is termed alhivialyOt diluvial, and which tlierefore consists of the

ddnis of i ocks. Such are some clays, gravel, sand, &c. and these

often contain the remains of land and amphibious animals, and
of fish ; they are found above the preceding, or sometimes lest-

ing immediately upon primitive rocks.

But there is still another and a very difl^rent kind of rock,

abundantly fouAd in certain countries, which may in great mea-
sure be considered, like the preceding, as resulting from the
ruin of rocks, but from an opposite cause, or by an agent di-

rectly the reverse, vis. by fire ; constituting those known by tlie

name of Volcanic rocks* Many of these strongly bear the marks
of heat, and even of fusion ; some, on the contrary, offisr no evi«

dence of tlieir having been subjected to heat.

Lofly mountains composed of primitive rocks usually present

rugged and uneven summits, and steep acclivities on the sides,

as thougli they had suffered by convulsion. Such as are wholly

or L'Ktciruilly composed of secondary beds or strata are less

rugged, their sumunts are flattish or somewhat rounded, and
their sides present acclivities more easily accessible.

Both primitive and secondary mountains, more particularly

the former, are traversed in various directions by lissures of
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or THE OBJECTS OF MIITERALOGT. xr

differait dimenfiimia. These fissures are not often empty, but
are partially^ and sometimes, though but rarely, filled with stony
or metalliferous substances. They are termed Mneral Veins ;

and from them a large proportion of the specimens composing the
cabinet of the mineralogist are obtained ; indeed almost all such
as, from their rarity, brilliancy, or peculiarity of form and combin*
ation, possess the greatest attraction for the mere collector.

Mineralogy is a science of such interest, that it would be much
to be regretted if its real objects and tendency were misunder-
stood, or suffered to degenerate into an avidity merely for the

collecting ot what is brilliant or rare. To the attainment of the

science of geology, ^vhich is intimately connected with agricul-

ture and the arts oflife, that of mineralogy is essentially requi-

site. The study of mineralogy tlierelore does not include only a

knowledge of the more rare and curious minerals : there is no-

thing in the mineral kingdom too elevated or too low for the

attentbn of the mmeralogist> from the substances composing^ summits of the loftiest mountains, to the sand or gravel on
which he treads* It is true that the aggregated masses of com-
pound rocks are not arranged in a mineralogical collection ; but

it must be remembered that each of the substances of which
such aggregated masses are constituted, are comprehended in

a mineralogical arrangement, and therefore find their places

in the cabinet. Granite, indeed, is not to be found there ; but

its components, quartz, felspar, and mica, are met with in every

one.

Thus, then, by the study of what, in opposition to the term
aggregated rocks, may be termed simple minerals, the mineral-

ogist becomes enabled to detect the substance with which he
holds acquaintance by itself, when aggregated with others in a

mass ; and thus he becomes qualified i'ov the more difficult and
more important study of the science of geology, which embraces
a knowledge of the nature and respective positions of the masses
and beds composing mountains, and indeed of country of every
descrlptioni whether mountainous or otherwise.

It IS not, therefore, or at least it ought not to be, the sole ob-
ject of the mineralogist to be able to distinguish the several

genera and species of mineral substances ; nor should his atten-

tion be confined to the mere task of recognising a mineral at

first sight, or of being capable of at once assignmg it a proper

place in his cabinet. He should hold a more enlarged acquaint-

ance with minerals, and with the circumstances attending them,

in what may be termed their native places ; he should know
something of the positions they respectively bear towards each
other in those [places ; he should become acquainted with their

relative ages^ deduced from the nature of the rocks in which they

are ibund ; theur comparative scarcity or abundance $ their com-
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XVl OF THE CHARACTERS OF I^INERALS.

binations ; the eomiries in which they occur $ and their t^<xrae-

ierst both internal and external.

This knowledge, it may be repeated, is the first and requisite

step in the science of geology ; not that it is essential to this

science that every mineral should be accurately known : some
are of comparatively little importance in a geological point of

view, from their extreme scarcity ; but it is essential to become
acquainted with simple minerals in the general, because of some
of tbom, many of the vast masses of the enrth are composed.

Minerals which are found only in primitive rocks, are said to

belong to primitive countries; by which name are designated

such tracts as are chiefly cmnjiosed of primitive rocks. The
substance in or on uhich a iniueral is found, is called its yaugue
or imtrix ; when in its natural place or position, a mineral is

said to be in situ; when this place and position are known, we
are acquainted with its habitat

OF THE CHARACTERS OF MINERALS.

§ 1. It is one of tlie first, if not the first inquiry of those who
are uninstructed in mineralogy, if a specimen, of quartz for in-

stance* be shown them* how they may recognise it. The reply

necessarily is, that it is essential to observe it closely, to study
it, to mark with precision its characters;—that as mmerals are

not organized bodies, their chnracters are less defined, and
therefore not so readily intelligible, as those of such bodies as

possess regular organization ;— that, in fact, there is no trea-

tise, by a reference to which, the beginner is enabled, if he take

up a mineral, to arrive at once at a knowledge of its nature \*—
that therefore at present practical observation is the only mean
oi aUaining this knowledge. It will be of advantage, then, that

these characters, and the mode of observing them, should be
pointed out*

§ 2. Although long experience and attention give a facility

in recognising minerals by mere inspection, this facility can only
be acquired by such means. There are certain minerals which
may at once be detected by some simple experiment; that is to

say, there exist a few possessing some one character which de«
cides with precision what the mineral must necessarily be, be-

cause that character belongs to no other* For instance, there

are three substances which often so nearly resemble each other,

that simple inspection indicates no difierence, even when re*

• The method proposed by Professor Mohs is perhaps the most syste-
matic, and approaches nearer to this desirable point than any other,—.
more especially as regards crystalline minerals. £.
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OF THB FHYSICAL CUAItACTERS. XVII

duced by cleavage to the primary form. All may be deaved
into obtuse rhomboids, differing from each other in measure-
ment. If the planes of one of them meet at the angles of 105®
5' Rnd 74° 55', it is carbonate of lime ; if the second measures
106° 15' and 73^ lo', it is bitterspar ; the third, measuring 107''

and 73**, is carbonate oi' iron. But comparatively Anv substances

can be known by so simple a process; some carmot be cleaved
with regulai it} ; we nmst then resort to other characters ; and
it is frequently only by a comparison of several of these that

the desired object is attained. It is tlierefore essential that the

characters belonging to each should be faithfully detailed in

describing it, since there is no book to which the beginner can
resorty tmit will enable him to distinguish the genenuity of mi-
nerals with facility*

§ d« The characters belonging to most simple minerals may
be said to be numerous* If its parts cohere, it possesses some
degree of hardness; by trying its hardness, we may discover

the ease with which it breaks, or its frangilnlUy ; and we may
or may not perceive that it possesses a regular structure ; if the
structure be regular, we'discover the forms into winch it may
be divided, and amongst them, that from which all the rest are

derived, or, its primary cryslal. These regular* forms maybe
termed the geometrical characters of the substance ;

although,

along with numerous others, they are conmionly included under
the term ofphysical or external characters.

§ 4. These characters are extremely important ; but with

whatever precision they are given, we should still be far from

a competent kuuwledge of the real nature ol the substance,

without the aid of the chemist. Hence the characters of mi*
nerals may be said to be of two kinds ; Ph^Heal or ea^emalt and
ChemieaL

I. OF THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERS.

§ 5. These characters are numerous, and require to be well

defined, in order that the same language may always convey the
same definite idea : there exist, however, and often in the same
substance, such very nice shades of difference in certain of them,
that much at last is necessarily left to experience. The learner

will find that, after a laborious endeavour to d'scover by written

description what a mineral is, it will be much more easy to dis-

cover what it is not ; and at all times he will reap an infinitely

greater and more speedy advantage from personal instruction

than from books. Such, however, as can resort only to the
latter, will find that an attentive obscrvaLion of the physical

characters, and a comparison of them in different minerals, will

forward the acquisition of knowledge.
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These characters are comprehended in the following list.

Exlernalform,
Sti'ucture.

Fracture,

Transpareftey,

Imtrt,
Colour,

Double refi action.

Touchy Tasle, atid Odour,
Streak,

Powder,
Adkerion to <fte tongue,

MagneHsnu
Ekcltncity.

JSxienuU Farm.

§ 6. Only a small proportion of the specimens admitted into

our collections can be said to possess precise external forms,

since they mostly exhibit on one side or the other, and are some-

times entirely bounded by, surfaces produced by fracture; there

are comparatively few minerals which are found in masses abso-

lutely isolated.

I § 7. Nevertheless there are many minerals to which particular

ei^ternal forms belong ; some few are found in single or separate

cry^akf and the surmces of others are coated by them.
A crystal may be defined as a more or less symmetrical, geo-

metrical solid, commonly bounded by plane surfaces, which in

mineralogical language are termed pkmei oxfaces.
An edge is formed by the meeting of two planes.

A ealii angle is a point formed by the meeting of three or

more planes.

A prism is rarely found having only three sides, very com-
monly four, six, eight, or more sides ; the sides, or lateral planes^

surround its axis, which is an imaginary line passinjj; down the

middle of the prism, from the centre of the upper terminal plane

to tlie centre of the lower; the terminal planes arc also called

the bases. But prisms are foiirui both very long and very short;

when long, and the crystals slender and curved, they are termed
capillary ; when straight, acicular } wlieii the prism is short, the

crystal is said to be tabidar.

A pyramid is formed by the meeting of three or more planes

at a point, which is termed the apex^ each plane being bounded
by edges ; considered separately, a pyramid is supposed to haye
a baeCf which Is the case in regard to the tetrahedron ; but in

respect of most other forms, it is only imaginary, as in the in-

stance of the octahedron, which often is termed a double four-

sided pyramid; and also the dodecahedron with triangular faces,

which is frequently denominated a double six-sided pyramid.
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' The prtsm and the pyramid are however of^en combined in

ihe same crystal ; which m that case is generally detcribed aa

a prism of fi»itr» 8ix» or eight sidea^ terminaied by a pyramid of
four or more aides.

§ 8. We ha;ve spoken of the edges and $oHd angk$ of crys-

tals ; these however are sometimes wanting ; for instead of the

edge or the solid angle, we find a plane ; the edge or solid angle

is then said to be repilaeed or truncated. These are» however^
merely terms of convenience ; neither the edges nor angles ever
were on the crystal, and therefore could not have been replaced,

truncated, or taken off. Rut when it is said that the lateral or

terminal od^^es are re[)Iaced, or when a ?oHd angle or an apex
is described as being truncated, it is meant only by a singleplane^

unless expressed to tlie contrary.*

When the edges of a crystal are replaced by two planes, se-

parated only by an edge, they are said to be bevelled,

§ 9. These truncations and bevelments are sometimes so

slight as not to alter the general form of the crystal ; but are

often suffidenUy deep to give it a perfectly different figure. Thus
the octahedron passes hUo the cube, the cube into the octahe-

dron, and the latter uito the rhombic dodecahedron, as will pre*

sently be shown.

§ 10. These passages ofone form into another,—and in many
more respects than are above recited,—are constantly found to

occur in certain mineral substances. This is not ideal. For
not only may a series of crystals be observed which exhibit

these transitions, but they ma^ also be proved by evidence of

the most convincing kind, arismgout of an examination of these

crystals by a method more decisive than that u liich depends on
the accuracy of the C3'e. The fact here alluded to that the

crystals of many substances may, bt/ the application offorce, be

mechanically divided or cleaved^ in the direction of tlie lamince

(along their natural Joints), so as to reduce the one form into

the other ; but the consideration of this fact belongs properly

to that division oi the subject whicli maybe denominated struc-

ture.

• We must however make certain exceptions to some of the preceding
remarks in regard to prismatic crystals. Every crystal which has latercd

and terminal planes is not considered as being prismatic ; as, for instancev
the cube^ which is a solid of perf^t proportion, all its sides being equal

;

so with the rhombic dodecahedron, which also appears in some points of
view as having lateral faces ; but as these solids are periectiy s^ mme-
trical, their apparently lateral and terminal ftces are never so distin-

guished, and, when their edges are replaced, the fact is merely stated

without distinction ; indeed it commonly happens in these perfectly goo-

metrical solids, and in ot)iers, as the regular octahedron and the tetra-

hedron, that when one ed^c is re^iaced, the others are so alto*
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Sirudnre*

§ 11. Structure, when it exist?? in a mineral substance, arises

from tlic pai ticular arrangement of tlie minute portioDS or mole-
cules of wiiicli it is composed.

§ 12. In some minerals this arrangement exists l)Oth in the

regular crystals in which tliese occur, and in those masses which
have no particular external form.

§ 13, Of the forms of those minute and imperceptible mole-

cules which are aggregated by the law of attraction into masses,

nothing is known with certainty. Conjecture has in some in-

stances been allowed to supply the deficiency. The conse-

quences of their arrangement, however, are very perceptible,

and may be satisfactorily proved in some instances, by the

rudest attempt ; a slight blow, or letting fall a specimen of cer-

tain minerals on the floor or the pavement, will suffice to pro-

duce instantaneous conviction that this arrangement does exist;

for by such means fragments of perfectly regular form may be
obtained, and from the faces of these fragments may again be
procured thin slices, of which the larger planes are perfectly

parallel, and these slices may again be subdivided into regular

forms, until the fragments are no longer perceptible without the
aid of the microscope.

§ M. Structure, then, it may be repeated) arises from the par-

ticular arrangement of the minute portions or molecules ofwhich
the mineral is composed.

If a mineral can be mechanically divided or cleaved in direc-

tions which produce only one particular form, that form is deno-

minated its primary or primiihe eryttaL For instance, calcare-

ous spar can only be cleaved into the form of an obtuse rhom-
boid of particular measurements, which therefore is termed its

primary crystal ; a rhomboid has sik planes, which are parallel

two and two* Calcareous spar therefore has three cleavages

;

it possesses naturaljoirUs in three direcHom s SO has common salt,

of which the primary form is the cube.

But some minerals are not so circumstanced. Fluor spar,

which may be cited as yielding with ease to mechanical division,

is an instance. It cleaves in four direction?, and affords three

different tornis, a regular octahedron, a regular tetrahedron, and
an acute rhomboid ; of these, the first has arbitrarily been se-

lected as the primary crystal, and convenience may be assigned

as the reason for the preference.

Other substances are cleavable in a still greater number of

directions; for instance, blende, from which may be extracted a

rhombic dudccahedrun, and from this an obtuse rhomboid, an

octahedron, an acute rhomboid, and an irregular tetrahedron

;
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in this mineral also, the choice of a primary crystal lias been
arbitrary, the rhombic dodecahedron having been selected.

Further instances might be cited, but these will suffice ; they
are particularly quoted because ofthe remarkable easewith which
the learner may satisfy himself of the facts.

§ 15* Many minerals yield to cleavage with ease only id one
direction^ of which topaz is an instance. The structure of such
is described as being perfecdy aytfailine or lameliar in one di*

ndion. Sapphire yields to cleavage in one direction with much
ease; in the others with extreme difficulty.

§ 16. The arbitrary selections just noticed will suffice to in-

duce the suspicion, that in this department Mineralogy has not
yet attained perfection ; and also to lead the pupil to investigate,

as he advances in the science, rather than take for granted what
is asserted without proving the facts.

§ 17. Other circumstances also exist sufiicient to make us

extremely cautious on this point.

Some minerals, to which prinmry forms liave been assigned,

do not yield, or Imve not }el been found to yield, to regular

cleavage in more than one direction, or even not in any direc-

tion. In these determiDati<ms one of two modes lias been re-

sorted to. In the firsty thin fragments of the substence have
been held up between the eye and the light ; and by this means
the Abbe Hauy was enabled in several instances to deduce the

probable form of the primary, from the directions of the ere*

vices, or appearances of naiural joints, which are observable in

the fragment ; and, in many> these have -afterwards proved to

be correct. By the other mode, the primary form is deter-

mined b}' analogyt that is, by a comparison of the forms of the

crystals of a mineral with those of other known substances; but
this may in some cases prove a soui c e of error.

§ 18. L'leavage can be accomplished in various wavs, depen-
dent on tlie nature of the substance. In some, as in blende, it

is best effected by ^ sharp knife, when the mineral is held be-

tween the fingers, because of its numerous natural joints, w hich

a blow might disturb in the wrong direction. In suljiluite of

strontian, it is done by the same means for another rtason i name-
ly, because it is easily cracked in directions contrary to the na-
tural joints, even by a slight blow. Fluor is best deaved by
putting it on a table and facing the edge of a knife along the
natural joints; a slight blow then separates them. The oxide
of tin yields onlv to the pressure of the cutting pincers, when
held in proper directions.^

»

* For fiother practical bints on this subject, lAde Mr Phillips* Com.
munication to the Gcolof^ical Society On the Primitive Crystals of cer*

tain Substances, and ou the Modes of deaviog thenii inserted in voL iv»

«t' its Transactions. E.
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§ 19, By one or other of the preceding methods, liowever,

most minerals have had assigned to them someone solid, as the

primary form of the several varieties of crystals in which they

are found.

§ 20. The whole number of primary forms are comprehended
in the regular tetrahedron, the cube, the rhombic dodecahe-
dron, the octahfsdron, the six-sided prism, and the parallele-

piped.

The first four may be termed regular geometrical solids, all

the planes of each being equal and. similar. To those octahe-
drons in which the two pyramids composing them are higher or

lower than those of the regular octahedron, the term four-sided

prism is applied ; in these, the sides of the planes are not equal

and similar. Six-sided prisms, ns primary crystals, are of var-

ious lengths. The term para]lelo|)iped iiu ludiis all those solids

whose bounding planes are parallel two and two ; as, for instance,

all the varieties of the rhomboid, both acute and obtuse ; and all

the prisms, both right and oblique,* of which the terniinal planes

are rhombic ; and all the square and rectangularf prisms which
do not possess the precise proportions of the cube.

§ 21. Whoever undertakes, for the first time, the examination
of the crystalline forms of a mineral, will find, if they be numer-
ous, that many of them seem to possess no nnUuai riekUunu

§ 22. He will, however, eventually discover that a substance,

irom whatever country it may be brought, always assumes crys-

tals, which, if they yield readily to mechanical division, will

always afford by it the same nucleus or primary form.

§ 23. Hence we have a right to conclude that the form of the

molecules constituting these crystals must invariably resemble

each other in the same substance, and that their arrangement
must be invariable in regard to each other.

§ 24. How comes it, then, will be the inquiry, that so great a

diversity of external forms should be produced by an invariable

* Being aware that the most accurate verbal description of crystalline
forms conveys to the mind in most instances only a very impeifect idea

of them, it would have seemed requisite here to give those which are

above mentiojied as the primitive or primary forms, if the fin;ureg nrsncx-

ed to the following descriptions of minerals were not calculated to sueak

intelligibly to the e^e* Amongst them, however, there is one wnkh
demands an observation. The term o^tteprUm is usually and correctlj

employed to designate one in which, supposing the lateral planes to he

held perpendicularly, the terminal planes are not at right angles to them,
but are placed ohUquely—at a greater or less angle than 1/U degrees.

•|* A tquare prism is necessarily rectangular ; but there are prisms of
which the planes are at right angles one with another that are not jjimiv,

a term which implies that all the planes are of equal Avidth; when not
of e^ual width, these prisms are simply termed rectanguiar.
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internal arrangement ? A satisfactor}- answer to tliis qnestion

cannot jierliajis be given. We only know the fact; and are

compelled in general terms to suppose it to be the consequence
of affinity, or attraction, or polarity; of laws to which matter is

subject. We must not, however, fail to notice the curious and
important fact, that the crystals of a mineral, from what part of

the world soever it uiav be brought, and liowever unlike each
Other at first sight in external form, are always found to possess

audi s mutual relatloii as will enable the obeeirer to trace them
to the same ]^ruiiary form.

§ 25. A few of the many minerals which may be cleaved with
i^egtilarity have already been noticed (§ 14), and we have point*

ed out the manner in which tlie crystals of certain substances
may be reduced to^their primary forms (§ 18). Let us now attend
to the manner in'which the primary rorms of certain minerals
may be supposed to have increased, so as to assume external forms
which appear to have little or no affinity with the primary.

§ 26. Tn examining: a cubical crystal of fluor, we find that all

its solid angles may readily be taken off by means of a kniie ; and
that by thus displacing each angle, we produce ci^lit triangular

planes, which are smooth and brilliant ; we moreover find that it

cannot be cleaved, so as to produce a brilliant plane in any otlier

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

§ 27. Then let the lines of fig. 1 represent a cube, and the

d(^Ued lines, the triangular planes produced by cleavage.

§ 28. The cube having its solid angles displaced, is also re-

presented in fig. 2. If however we pursue the cleavage by which

we produced the triangular planes, tliatis, if layers or laminae pa-

rallel with those planes are removed, we reduce the volume of

the crystal by degrees^ and finally change its form ; for we ulti-

mately find that the eight triangular planes of the cube become
the ei^ht triangular planes of tibe octahedron withui it. Let us

not fell -to observe that the termination of each solid angle of the

octaliedron fonn8> as it were, a point in the centre of each plane

of the cubct
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§ 29. If we still go on, and remove from each plane of the oc-

tahedron other lamina;, we thereby reduce its size, but do not

alter its form ; hence the octahedron is considered to be the pri-

mary foaa of fluor.

§ 30. Every one of the lamine taken off in this process may
be again subdivided ; it may be broken into octab^ironsy tetra-

hedrons, and acute rhomboids (§ 14).

§ SI. Assuming, then, the octahedron to be the primary form
of fluor (§ 14), and knowing that all its lamina: may be divided

into regidar forms, is it not reasonable to conclude that the whole
cube upon which we first began to operate, is composed of minute
solids of a definitive form, whatever thatform may he ; and since

the cleavage is attainable only in the directions specified (§ 26),

is there not reason for concluding that they must be arranged
with perfect regularity ?

§ 32. Hence the cube (which is therefore one of the secondary

forms of fluor) appears to be tlie conseqitence of a regular arrange-

mentt on the planes of the primary octahedron^ of extremely minute

solids, resembling each other in respect ofform. We may assume
diis without pretending to decide the precise form of those mole-

cules or integrant particles.

§ 33. When, therefore! we describe a crystal offluor^ as being a
cube of which the solid angles are ^naturally) replaced by trian-

gular planes, we do not describe it either tndy or philosophically

;

but we thus describe it from motives of convenience ; we might
more aptly term it a cubo-octahedron, because the triangular

E
lanes belong manifestly, from what has preceded, to the octa-

edron, and the larger planes to the cube (§ 28). But there are
few crystals to which terms so convenient could be applied.

§ 34. Let us take one more example, in which the regular

octahedron is the primary ; this will also apply to fluor.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

§ 35. Let fig. 1 represent a crystal of fluor in the form of the

rhombic dodecahedron.

The same form is visible in fig. 2, and within it an octalie-

dron ; the lines of the latter being somewhat the darkest.
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^ ^(y. Now, by the latter flj^nre. wp perceive that the rhombic

dodecahedron is the con^c({ULnce ot an accession of crystalline

laminae composed of molecules placed in regular succession on
every plane of the primary; the laininnp regularly diminisiiing in

si^e until they arrive at a point, and {jroducing on every plane of
the octahediun a iovv three-sided pyramid.

§ 37. On one plane of the octahedron in fig. 2, the lauiinas,

progressively diminishing and terminating in a point, are shown
by Unes^ and these lines or striae are often visible in tbe rhom-
bic dodecahedron^ when the primary is an octahedron. When-
ever stris are seen on the planes of a crystal, they generally de-
note that it may be cleaved along them. These may be observ-

ed in dodecahedrons of fluor and red oxide of copper, of which
the primary is the regular octahedron ; and if the substance
does not yield to cleavage, they sometimes serve as a clue to the
determination of the primary form.

But it may be asked, how does it happen, that if these laminae

progressively diminish, forminp-, as represented in fig. 2, a sort

of step from one to tlie next, tliat the j)lanes have sometimes a
perfectly brilliant polish, without any of the roughness which in

such a case might be expected. The answer is siniple. The
molecules composing the crystal may be termed alniosi infinitely

small, since no Ihnil fuis been found to mechanical division.

§ 38. Hitherto the octahedron has been assumed as tlic pri-

mary; let us now take the cube, and suppose the octahedron
and rhombic dodecahedron to be its secondary crystals, as
they are in several minerals. Afterwards the pentagonal dode-
cahedron will be considered as arising from the same primary
form.

§ 39. Let the Umei of fig. 1 be a regular octahedron^ and let

the square formed by dotted lines represent the planes which
would be produced by replacing the solid angles*

B
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§ 40. In fig. 2, the octahedron is represented as having its

soh'd angles replaced, and a cube within it. On considering the

relations of these two figures, it is manifest, that by pursuing

the cleavage pacallel with all the planes produced hj displacing

tlie tolid angles of the octahedron, we idAMMrtd^ eonTert that

fom into the cube. This mig^t be perfonntd in the instanct

of common salt, but octahedral cfyasals of salt are rarew If how-
ever we apply the kniie^ or the hammer» to eadi of the solid

angles of an octahedion of galena, we find that thej may rea*
dily be taken off^ so as to obtain a brilliant cube.

§ 41. By pursuing the division still further, that is^ by taking

off laminae in the same directioaSy we only reduce ^e volume
of the cube, not alter its form.

§ 42. If then the cube, which in this case is the primary
crystal, can ofili/ be cleaved into cubes (as is the case with com-
mon salt and galena), we conclude that the octahedron, which
is only a secondary form, has arisen from an accession, on every

plane of the primary cube, of crystalline laminae composed of mi'
nute cubes ; the points of the solid angles of the cube being, in the

preceding figure, precisely in the centre of the planes of the oc-

tahedron*

§ 43. Let us now consider the rhombic dodecahedroa aa
arising from the ciAe.

' ..fL-..'- I

1
J,

1

This figure represents the rhombic dodecahedron, having with-

in it a cube. On considering the relation of these two solids,

we conclude that the rhombic dodecahedron, which is the se-

condary crystal, arises from the primary cube by an accession

of crystalline laminse on each plane of the cube, so as to form
thereon a low quadrangular pyramid ; and progressively dimi-

nishing in size, so as to termmate in a point. This pyramid, if

the primary can cnfy he deamtd into cubes, is assumed to be
composed of cubic molecules, regularly arranged*

§ 44. These laminae progressively diminishing, are represented

on one phme of the primary nudeus, and the sane ebservations
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apply to the crystals thus formed as were made upon the rhombic
dodecahedron arising out ol the octahedron (§ 34). The strifiB,

it has been observed, sometimes denote tlie primary. In this

case it will be seen tbat their direetiofli is pmllel with Ms Umt
dioffOHoh cf ike rk9miic planes; md the existence of these
striae m the aplome» usually ranked as a variety of garnet, ia«

duced the A\M HgMy to suspect its primary to be a cube.

§ 45. We noir proceed to consider the trapezoidal dodecahe-
dron aa a secondary crystal of the cube, in other words, as

arising from a regular deposition of crystalline laminae on the
planes of that solid*

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 refMneients a trapezoidal dodecahedron ; a solid bounded
by twelve equal and similar trapeziums ; it is sometimes termed
the pentagonal dodecahearon, all its planes being five- sided.

The same dodecahedrbn is also seen in fig* 2, having within

it a nucleus in the form of a cube.

§ 46, We here observe, that on each plane of the cube there

is an equal and similar pyramid ; and that each pyramid is not,

as in the instance of the rhombic dodecahedron just described,

composed of equal and similar planes. But, in this instance, the

planes of each pyramid are equal and similar two and two. a
and a resemble each other ; and the two small triangular planes,

the one above, the other below the planes a, a, also resemble
each othen

{ 47.^ Here, tlierefore, there must necessarily be an arrange-

ment of the little cubic molecules ofwhich the crystal is assumed
to be composed, very different to that which, in the instance of
the rhombic dodecahedron, produced a precise uniformity. Here,
between a a we have a line, but the four planes on each surface

of the cube terminated, in the rhombic dodecahedron, in a point

—in a single cube.

§ 48. Let us observe whence this difference of form arises, on

the assumption that the crystal is composed of cubic moiecuies.
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Let a b c d efhe the cubic nucleuSt or primary cry8tal> com-
posed of minute cubic molecules.

Then afehn will be one of the fiix pyramids on the planes
of the cube.

§ 49. Now there is a remarkable difFcrcnce in the arrange-

ment of the cubic molecules on the two sides of this pyramid,

which are obvious to us ; the same difference will consequently

exist between the other two. On the side afhn, which resem-

bles the steps of a stair-case, we observe that these steps are two
ranges cf moleeulet in breadth^ and ov\j om m height But the.

very reverse ofthis is the case of the sidefeh; for in this, the

molecules are two ranges in height and onfy one in breadth.

§ 50, The consequence of this difference in the arrangement
of the molecules is* that the gtiadrangular sides of the pyramid
incline much more upon the upper plane of the cube than those

which are triangular. Not so in the instance of the pyramids
on the planes of the cube forming the rhombic dodecahedron

(p. xxvi.y; for in them, as in all the preceding figures, the super-

position of molecules on the primary nucleus is 07i every side

equal and similar, producing equal and similar planes, and pre-

cisely equal measurements in every direction. The structure in

those crystals may therefore be termed simple: as the planes

decrease equally to a point, they are said to arise from a simple

decrement

But the structure of the pentagonal dodecahedron may be
termed compound^ because its planes do not decrease equally

on all sides; the decrement is compound. Of this spectes of

structure there are several varieties.

§ 5L But it may be objected, that, since the molecules of
which crystals are constituted, are too minute to be detected by
the help of the most powerful glass, every thing which can be
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iNUfl in regard to the form of these molecules must necessarily

be theoretical.

§ This of course will be granted. We are not specially

contending for any peculiar form in the integrant particles of
matter ; but only for this^^that since the crystals of a substance
jrield to mechanical division in particular directions, and can*
not be made to yield to it with regularity in other directionSt

these particles, wnaUoever may be iheirform^ musi necessarily re*

semble each other, and he arranged with the utmost regularity

;

and aUf} that this perfeetian ojmtemal structure is the cause ofre-
gular externalform,

§ 53. The planes of the rhombic dodecahedron (p. xxvi.) meet
each otlier under an angle of 120'*. and those of the pentagonal
dodecahedron (p. xxvii.), under different angles.

In the determination of the value of these angles, calculation

has been resorted to, for the purpose of confirming the measure-
ments obtained by the goniometer: and thus it has been de-

cided that the pyramid formed on each plane of the cube, in the

instance of the rhombic dodecahedron (§ 43) (being composed
of planes which are equal and similar, and the measurement of
any one upon the next being uniformly the same), that those
pyramids must be composed of laminae superimposed in regular

order on erery side ; namely, of one mokeule in /teight, and one
in breadth. But as the planes of the pyramid superimposed on
each face of the cube are dissimilar and unequal (or similar and
equal only two and two) in the pentagonal dodecahedron (§ 45),
60 they afford different results under the goniometer, which have

been confirmed by calculation ; far by calculation it has been
determined that the angles under which these planes meet,

could only be the consequence ot a superposition* of iamioae on

* It is a conclusion necessarily arisinff from the stnicture of ciystals,

that those which are aecondarj result from a superposition on the pri-

mary nudeus, of laminse, whic^i are composed ofregiUarly arranged mole*
cules.

iiut tiie usual mode of describing the manner in which the secondarjr

forms arise out of Uie primary, supposes the contrary to be the fact. The
secondary crystal is ! scribed as arisinir out of the replaeememt ofthe edge*

or anfflgf, or both, of the primary crystal.

Thus, in the instance of Hed Copper, p. 317, it is said that the priaiavy

is an octahedron ; that iig. 6 arises from the replacement of tit edges : but

-fig. 6 is in reality the consequence of a very opposite cause-^f an in.

erease oftammT-on the planes ofthe octahedron, the laminae diminishing pro.

gressively in width. Fif^. 7 is described as the consequence of a deeper,

fig. 8 of a Complete, replacement of its edges, by which the octahedron

is cftnverted into the rhombic dodecahedron—when, in ftct, these crys*

tals arise from an increase of laminse oii the planet, progressively dimi-
aishtng to a point.

It may be inquired, why, in these descriptions, a mode is adopted which

is diametrically opposed to fact. The reply is, that it is conveaieot. If
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XXX STRUCTURE.

eacli pkme of the cube, of two molecules In height and one in

breadth on the one side, and ofone in height and two in breadth
on the other (§ 49). And u^etkgr W9 astume these moleeuk$ to

he cubest or onjf otherform, we must assume them to be equal 0
each other ; tmd if<o, whatever may betheirform^ the eame etruo'

iure would enstte.

§ 54. Hy means of calculation the Abbe Haiiy determined
the angles under wbirh the secondary planes meet, which result

from an increase of laminLr on the cube and octahedron, and
on other geometrical solids, considered as primary crystals:

and thus, if we procure a portion of a crystal presenting: only

two planes of one of the vai itLits of those solids, we may decide
which they are,—the use of the common goniometer will ap-

proximate the truth sufficiently to enable us to decide by a re-

ference to his measurejfnents ; which may doubtless be relied

on in every instance wherein the primary crystal is a perfecUjr

geometrical solid^ as the cube* the regular octahedron, the tetr»>

hedron, the rhombic dodecahedron, and the six*8ided prism

;

for, the anglee farmed by the meeting ef ang two jjdanes^ these

eoluU being aeeuratelg hnowfh ^ follows that the angke ef the

secondary planes may be aecuraiely calculated.

§ 55. There are otlier primary forms which are not regular
geometrical solids ; for instance, all those varieties of the octa-

hedron of which the sides of the planes are not equal and similar

;

the primary octaliedron of the oxide of tin is flatter than the
regular octaliedron, and that of sulphur is more acute. The
varieties of the parallelopiped also are not i ej^ular geometrical
solids, amongst which are the several acute and obtuse rhom-
boids, and all those solids whose bounding planes are equal
and similar two and two, as the several varieties ut prisms.

the fact were adhered to, the descriptions woulfl be long, and scarcely in-

telligible ; and, in effect, it matters not which metiuMl isa4<^ted» ibr the
same consequence is arrived at in either case.

The beginner may convince himself of tfaiaaMertion, by moulding 'or

cutting a piece of wax or of soiip into the form of the octahedron ; then
let each edge be equally rut away (replaced) by a knife, nnd the ultimate

consequence will be the rhombic dodecahedron. I^t then those solid

angles of the dodecahedron which are formed hj the meeting of three

phine«« be in tike manner replaced by a knife, and the consequence will

be, that in lieu of each there will be a triangular planes if these trian-

gular planes (eight in Tuimber) be increased by deeper replacements

parallel with each , the rhombic dodecahedron will ultimately be converted

into tiie octahedron. Thus the assertion is proved, tiiat vhcihcr we describe

^it tecondary cryttal at aritingfrom the r^keement afik* edges qf the prU
mary, orfrom increase on Usgtlanesy the pjfict h the seme*

This practice is recommended to the beginner, not simply as regards

the above fact, but also as a pleasing method of convincing himself of the
transitions of crystalline forms.
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The Common Gojuomefcr, or that invented by Carangeau,

consists of a brass or silvt^r semicircle a b graduated into 180
degrees (in the above figure the graduation is only partial), each
degree be\u^ nnarked on the instrunnent by a short ihie extend-
ing frorn the outer rim, to tlie circle which is about one-twen-
tieth of an inch witliin it; d e andfg are two steel arms, the

horizontal one being tixed, the vertical moveable; beneath the

arm d e, there is a plate of steel^orof brasSy which is attached to

the semicircle near and extends somewhat more than half-

way towards a> its termination being connected with the semi-
circle bv the bar A for the sake of firmness : t is the head of a
pin in the centre of motion, which is precisely midway between
the two extremities of the scniidido a e, and at the same dis*

tance from 6 as from a or e. The pin passes through both arms
and the brass plate ; and on this pin the arm fg is at pleasure

moTed by the finger. The upper part of the arm /g cuts the
semicircle, in the above figure, precisely at 90 degrees, express-

ed by 90*^ ; if then two faces of a cube were presented to the

lower portions of the two arms I and / e, it would be found to

fit them accurately, since the planes of a cube always meet each
other at the angle of 90°. But if the solid be less or more than
that angle, the instrument may be accommodated to the angle
at which the two planes meet, by altering with the finger the
moveable arm / g, if applied near its termination jf; and the

value ofthe angle will be indicated by the edge of the move-
able arm.

As this eoniometer is here figured, it is adapted to the planes
of a crystal free from it gangue ; but if the crystal be small and
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XXXII STRUCTURE.

surrounded by obstruction, the two ams may be drawn by tlie

ends d and/(the cavities in the arms permitting them to slide^,

BO that the points g and e will be much nearer the pin which ja

the centre of motion. Sometimes however this goniometer is

made in two parts; the semicircle being one of them, and the

two arms, connected by the pin, the other. In that case, the

arms are in some instances more conveniently applied to the

planes of a crystal ; which being accurately done, the pin is

dropt into a small hole, made to receive it, and the arm /g in-

dicates the angle on the semicircle ; care being taken, that the

relative position of the arms be not disturbed, after they have
been adjusted to the planes of a crystal.

It must be obvious that the use of this instrument depends
on its precise adjustment to the planes of the crystal to be
measured ; for ntUm the lighthe eacdvdedfrmn beiweeniheiniiru-

ment and the crystal^ the adaptation will not be complete* If
this cannot be accomplished, it may be concluded that the crys^

tal, how perfect soever its planes appear, is not sufficiently regu-

lar to be relied on, if perfect accuracy be requured.

The Befl£cting Gomometet^ as invented by WoUaston^ and im**

proved by Sang, is a very superior instrument.
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A is a moveable circle graduated on one edge to half degrees,

and divided for convenience into two parts of 180 degrees eacii

(it is graduated only in part in the above sketch).

C is an immoveable brass plate screwed upon and supported
by the pillar D, and graduated as a vernier.

F is the axis of the circle A, and passes through the upper
part of two brass pillars D the lower ends of wiiich are insert

ed into a wooden base M.
13 is an axis enclosed within F, and turned by means of the

smallest circle G, which communicates a motion to all the appa-

ratus to the left of A, without however moving that circle.

H is a circle to which is attached the axis of the principal

circle A* If> therefore^ we would move the latter> it is done by
turning H; and as the axis of the principal circle includes that

of tlie apparatus on the left of it, the whole instrument is neces-

sarily put in motion, by moving the circle H.
L is a curved brass plate connected with the concealed axis

n, and to which a motion is given by turning the small circle G ;

to L another curved plate is attached, but so as to admit of

movement ; and through the upper extremity of this last, passes

the pin P, which is so adjusted as to allow oi being moved either

up or down or circularly.

By means of the several motions thus obtained, a crystal at-

tached to the lower extremity of the pin P may be bruugliL aa

nearly as possible on a line with the axis of the instrument.

I is a small mirror made of some substance which does not
give a very bright reflection ; black glass or obsidian for example.
This is placed obliquely on a support N; at an angle towards
the object of about 45**, immediately under the crystal (which
in the present instance we shall assume to be a rhomboid of cal-

careous spar). The support is fixed to the wooden base M by a
pin in the centre, which admits of its being turned for adjust**

ment, and by a clamping screw O at the extremity of the arm
Q O, which secures it in its proper position.

The use of this instrument depends on the reflecting povrer

of the polish on the natural planes or fractured surfaces of mi-
nerals, which, in some cases, is very powerful. In adjusting it,

the image of any object seen by reflection from the face of the

crystal, is made to agree with the image of the same object

seen by the help of the mirror I. In this way any object may be
selected which has a well-defined uuilinc; ^v lliie the goniometer,

lilce the common sextant, may be held in the band.

Ifa distant object, say the moon, be used, the coincidence of
its two images will indicate that the face of the crystal is ])aral*

lei to the mirror J, so that, if die two faces be brought succes-

sively into that position, the angular motion of the divided drde
must measure the inclination of these faces. In this, it is es-

b2
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sentlal that the plane of the mirror I be parallel to the axis of
motion. Its adjustment is thus effepted. Select a thin plate of
any mineral, say calcareous spar, of which the opposite faces

are parallel, and cement it to ttie lower extremity or the pin P;
then bring the image of any distant object seen In one of its

faces, to agree with that seen in I ; turn the instrument half

round, so as to bring up the opposite face. If the images agree
now, the mirror is correctly placed ; if not, one lialf of tlie ap-

parent error must be corrected by releasing the clam|> nut O,
and turning the mirror on the pin at Qi the otl)er haU" by the

motions of P ; a second, jicrhaps a third trial must be made, to as-

certain the adju-tiiunt completely; but, when this is once done,

it need only be examined at long intervals, or after any accident.

The mirror having been thus adjusted, and the reflexions in

both the surfaces whose inclinations are to be measured having

been brought to agree with it, we have now to observe Uiat the

line at 180° or 0 forms a line with that at 0 on the vernier, at

the same time that the double reflection of the distant object

in the mirror, and In one of the faces of the crystal, appear
exactly to agree. One movement more, and the measurement
is completed. Turn the circle H, until the reflection of the

same object, as seen on the adjoining plane of the crystal, ap-
pears exactly to cover the image in the mirror, and it is done.

We now observe what line of the principal circle touches that

at 0 in the vernier. Suppose that 105° on the former be now
on aline with 0 on the vernier;—it is the vahie of the angle.

But suppose it to be a little more than 105°, and less than 105^®,

it must then be observed which line of the vernier touches, or

forms but one line with, another line on the principal circle

;

suppose it to be 5 on the vernier; the angle is then 105° 5',

which is the true value oi the obtuse angle of a rhomboid of
calcareous spar.

Mr Sang's* important improvement on Wollaston's ^nio-
meter consists principally in the apparently simple addition of
the mirror I, which, however, renders it a vastly superior in-

strument, not only as regards precision and rapidity of measure-
ment, but from its being readily used as a sextant, or rather as

a repeating reflector, and thus enabling the expert mineralogist

both to determine the angles of minute crystals, and to deli-

neatc the geographical features of the district which he may be
exploring.

Of the comparative Value of Uie Common and Refiecling Go*
niometers.—The use of the common goniometer depends on two

• For Mr San-^'s polite attention in explaining tliis valuable addition

to Woliastuu'ti goniometer, the editor feels himself deeply indebted*
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circunwtanceB; one^ the perfection of the crystalline planes;

the other, the ateadioess and accuracy of the lumd and eye.

We are but little acquainted with the works of nature in her

more hidden processes, amongst which may be reckoned crys-

tallization ; but it can be demonstrated beyond dispute^ thai tlie

surfaces of large crystals are not so uniformly even, however
brilliant they may appear, as the surfaces of small ones. Now
the larger ones are best adapted for the use of the common
goniometer; licnce, if the crystal to be measured be not select-

ed with the utmost care, aiul if the hand and eye be not steady

and accurate, we cannot liopc for precision in the use of it; we
cannot expect that precision which ought to exist, since tlUs

mechaftical optration is to form //n foundationfor calculation.

That the planes ol sniall crystals are more perfect tiian those

of large ones, is proved by the use of the reflectiiig goniometer,

which depends on the perfection of these planes, and on their

brilliancy. Even minute crystals, which generally are the most
perfect, rarely agree in the angles they a£Pord ; but this disa-

greement is commonly too smSl to be detected by tAt eommon
goniometer; a &ct which clearly proves that its use cannot be
relied on as a foundation for calculation* When, therefore, we
would arrive at the greatest precision, we shall prefer the re-

flecting goniometer, and the reflections from the planes of mi-

nute crystals, in preference to those of larrrc ones, but, above
all, trom planes produced by cleavage, whenever they can be ob-
tained.

Now the surfaces produced by cleavage are sometimes very

small, and therefore are not adapted to the common goniome-
ter; while for the reflecting goniometer, it matters not if the

surface be small, provided it be perlect and brilliant ; a surlace

of the 100th part of an inch in length and breadth will suffice.

{ 56* Hitherto we have been treating <^iefly of that structure

which may be termed perfectly crystatthiei this exists in such
minerals as admit, in various directions, of regular cleavage.

There are, however, other kinds of structure observable* In
some minerals the natural joints are scarcely attainable, or, when
attained, are only perceptible by the assistance of a microscope {

in these the structure is said to be imperfectly lamellar, and this

effect may be supposed to arise either from the brittleness of the

substance, or from the strong cohesion existing between the lami-

nae. Such minerals may be said to be inipcrfertli/ crystalline, as

may those also of which the planes obtained by cleavage are

curved or undulating. It has already been observed, that some
minerals are perfectly lamellar in one direction only^—the topaz,

for instaacc ; otlu rs cleave readily in one direction, with difficulty

in another, as llie sapphire.
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§ 57. The,fi6rom structure which some tnineralg assume may
in most cases be considered only as resulting from the close

longitudinal adherence of small» or of extremely fine acicular

crystals ; for the terminations ofthe crystals are oflen observable

on the exterior of the mass.

§ dB. Perhaps also under the head of Structuremay be classed

the variety of appearances assumed by the aggregation of small

crystals. When merely collected, as it were, into a bundle,

they are said to he fasciculated ; when they are Aisciculated, and
diverge from a common ceiitre, tlicy are said to be scopiform ;

but when the divergence surrounds the centrci tbey are said to

be radiated, or stellated.

§ 59. Tiie term slatt/, as it regards structure, is rarely applied

to those minerals of which we have been treating, even wheti

they are separable only in one, or at most two, directions. Tliis

term is more commonly applied to such substances as consist of
parallel levers which are thick and coarse.

§ 60. The granular structure arises from an aggregation of
small particles, frequently of laminae which separately are lamel-

lar, intercepting each other in every direction. And in pro*

portion to the fineness of these particles, a mineral is termed
coarse-grained or finS'grained, If the particles are only per-

ceptible by the microscope, the mineral is said to be fine-grained

;

but if the parts of which a mineral is constituted be not thus

apparent} it is termed compact

Fracture*

An important part of this subject has already been consider-

ed under the head of structure ; namely, that which treats of
the geometrical forms into which some mmerals may be cleaved

;

and the means (p. xx.) of attaining this'havebeen adverted to*

But when such minerals as may be mechanically divided
along their natural joints are broken in directions contrary to
those joints, the surfaces so produced are not plane; they are

said to be canchoidal when the surface more or less resembles
the appearance of a shell ; thus, we have the perfect, imperfect,

large, small, and flat conchoidal. These varieties of fracture

also exist in minerals which appear not to possess any regular

internal structure. There are also other kinds of fracture : as

the eveiif when the surface is nearly flat ; the uneven^ when it is

not flat ; the sjAintery, Sec,

When a mineral breaks with a peculiarly uneven surface,

EoiiiLwhat similar to pure copper, for instance, the fracture is

said to bo hackly.
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FrangibiUiy.

The frangibiUty of some minerals may in a measure be said to

depend upon their structure ; in all, it is probably dependent on
some peculiarity in the arrangementof the molecules or particles

of which a mass or crystal is composed. From whatever cause
it proceeds, this quality varies greatly in diflferent substances,

ranging through all the interm^late degrees, from very hrUtk
to very Umgh,
Some fe\7 minerals, as sulphur, are so brittle, that a fragment

is easily detached by the pressure of the nail on the edge of a
broken surface ; but as tliis may be produced in any direction,

it cannot be said to tk pend on the structure of the sub>;tance.

The laminae ofselenite are readily separable in one direction ;

nnd, if very thin, arc brittle in another direction, while in the

same, if the specimen be a line or more in thickness, it is

tough ; licavy spar is easily frangible in every direction ; so also

are calcareous spar and fluor. But frangibiiity, strictly speaking,

ought not to be considered as connected with the ease or diffi-

culty with which minerals yield in directions parallel to their na*

tural Joints : it seems rather applicable to their property of yield-

ing to mechanical force in other directions. If this quality de**

pended on regular cleavage, we should say that corundum is

very brittle, because it yields along its natural joints with ease ;

and we should characterize the diamond as moderately britUe«

because it can be cleaved with but little force : but in contrary

directions these substances are far removed from either brittle*

Dess or tongliness.

Sulpliur, and the sulphate of lead, are very brittle; carbonate

of lead, red silver, G:rey copper, and others, are moderately brit-

tle, and easily frangible in every direction. From these, frag-

ments are readily detached by the pressure of the knife ; other

minerals yield only to a blow with the hammer. Others again

are said to he tough, because, instead of breaking, their particles

only yield to the force, and by sliding, as it were, over one an*

other, sufier depression without producing fragments* Ghranular

selenite is considerably tough ; massive hornblende is very tough.

In using the hammer, it will be found that a smart blow from a
small one will produce more effect, and better surfaces, than a
heavy blow with a large one.

It may be observed that most of the porous minerals, and per-

haps there are few which are not so, are much more frangible

when first taken from their native bed than after exposure. Of
' thi<, common flint, in which no regular strnctiu'c has been ob-

served, is a remarkable instance. This circumstance is doubt-

less owing to the water whicli fills its pores when in its native

place; but which evaporates on exposure.
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Hardness is a very useful property in determtning minerals

;

and we are indebted to Professor Mciis for a scale easily formed,

and at the same time distinct and accurate. The means of apply*

ing it also are within the reach of every mineralogist. It consists

of 1. Talc, of a white or greenish colour.

2. Rock salt, a pure cleavable variety ; or gypsum uncrystal-

lized, and only semi-translucent.

3. Calcareous spar, an}' cleavable variety,

4. Fluor f-par, presentini:; ^mod cleavage.

5. Apatite, the asparagus stone from Saltzburg.

6. Adularia, any perfectly cleavable variety.

7. Rock crystal, limpid and transparent.

8. Topaz, any simple variety.

9. Corundum stone from Bengal, which affords smooth sur-

faces when fractured.

10. The diamond.
In employing this scales we endeavour to find the degree of

hardness of a given , mineral by trying which number of the se«
ries is scratched by it % ot^ still better, by passing with the least

ossible force the specimens imder comparison over a very fine

le. Every person will observe a marlfed difference on com-
paratively trying in this way any two consecutive numbers of
the above scale, and by a little experience he will soon acquire
the manual skill necessary for nice discrimination.

From the resistance these bodies afford to the tile, from the

noise occasioned by their passing over it, and from the quantity

of powder left on its surface, their mutual relations in respect

to hardness are deducible with great correctness. When, after

repeated trials, we are satisfied which member of the series our
mineral is most closely allied to, we say its hardness (suppose
it to be calc-spar) is equal to 8, and write after it H. = 3*0.

If the mineral do not exactly correspond with any member of
the series, but is found to be between two of them, we say
H.= 3*5| or 3*75 if it approximate to the higher number. Care,
however, must be taken to employ specimens tif each which
nearly agree in form and size, and correspond as much as pos-
sible in the shape of their angles. They must lilcewise possess
perfect purity, as the degrees of hardness can no more be cor-
rectly ascertained than the specific gravity, if impure substances
are made use of. The file required for this purpose should be
cut fine, and, if possible, of the hardest steel. The latter pro-

perty, however, is of less moment, as it is not the hardness of
the tool with which we are to compare that of the mineral, but
the relative degrees ot iiardness of minerals, which are to be
ascertained through tlie medium of the filo^ (Introduction to

Allan's Manual)
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Transparency,

This Is not an essential physical character, inasmuch as the
degree in which light is transmitted through a mineral otten va-
ries greatly in the same substance, and even in tlie same spe-
cimen. In descriptiofi, however, a mineral is said to be trans-

parent when objects can be distinctly and clearly perceived
through it, semi-transparent when they are imperfectly seen,

translucent when they are scarcely or not at all vi&ibte ; but
when, from various causes, a mineral appears not to suffer the

transmiMion of H^ht, we may perceive, on holding it between
the eye and the light, that it is transluceiU on Me edjftts when
this does not exist, the substance is termed opake,

Lu9tr€.

Lustre is a character of considerable importance. It is of
several kinds ; and the same lustre which a mineral presents in*

^emaUy is usually exhibited throughout the species, althoueh
in crystallized substances it often differs very much s«llma%,
even on the same specimen.

That which is peculiar to the metals in their pure state is

termed the metallic lustre ; this belongs chiefly to opake mine-
rals, such as plumbago, among amorphous substances ; and spe-

cular iron and grey copper among those which are crystallized

:

but this kind of lustre is not equally intense in all those mine-
rals which possess it, inasmuch as it varies iVom shining to dull.

In some minerals, however, there is a species of metallic lustre

which is perceptible only when the substance is held to\\ ards

the light in some particular diiectiun, as in bronzite ; it is then

termed pseudo-metallic*

AdamanHne lustre will be better understood by a reference

to those substances to which it belongs, than by any descrip*

lion* It exists in the diamond, some varieties of corundum,
in sulphate of lead, &c. It belongs only to such species as

possess a greater or less degree of translttcency ; and being de*

pendent on their capabilities of reflecting and of refVacttng light,

it is supposed in some degree to depend on their structure.

Pearly lusitB,'more or less distinct, is peculiar to several spe-

cies, though sometimes only in a particular direction ; it rarely

exists but in lamellar minerals.

The silky lustre is particularly observable in satin spar, mala-

chite, and in other species of which the structure is fibrous
;

and the changeable play of light j^omt limes visible on an altera-

tion of po^iLion in the mineral, induces the conclusion that the
fibres ot which such substances are composed are in reality re-

gular crystals, irom the surfaces of which a reflection may be

supposed to arise. The chatoyement of the cat's eye is believed
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to arUe from fine fibres of asbestus or amianthus included in it.

But no adequate cause has been assigned for that changeable play
of light so beautifully displayed in moonstone and chrysoberyl

;

or the still more beautiful colours of noble opal and labradorite.

The resinous lustre in minerals resembles that which is ob-
servable on tlie fractured surfaces of resins ; the vitreous exhi*
bits that of broken glass : these belong chiefly to the surfaces
produced by fracture in directions contrary to those of the la-

minjE, if the mineral possess regular structure ; some varieties of
pitchstonc are instances of resinous, quartz of vitreous lustre.

Wajcy lustre is observable in Icclite, the newly broken surfaces

of which possess tliat lustre which belongs to bees' wax.: it is

rarely, if ever, observable where regular structure exists.

When no particular lustre is observable, except such as arises

from tlie mere polish of the natural surfaces, or of those pro-

duced by fracture, a mineral is described according to the in-

tensity, as being splendentf shining^ fflistejiinff, or glimmering

;

but a glistening or glimmering lustre only, often arises from the
fractured surfaces of some minerals* merely because those sur*
faces are uneven, and consist of minute irregularly-disposed

planes, from which the light is unequally rejected.
In the absence of lustre, a mineral is described as being duXL

Co/our.

It seems requisite to notice colour, though in reality it can-
not be considered of importance among tlie characters of mine-
rals, since there are few earthy substances, except the emerald,
in which it is characteristic, and even that substance exhibits

sevoral shades of the same colour, but in fluor, which is found
ot ahnost every hue, it would be absurd to quote its colours among
its characters. In some instances we have varieties of a mineral
under names very difterent from that of the mineral itself, merely
from tlie colour, as in prase as a variety of quartz, chrysoprase
of calcedony. The colour of the former is by some supposed
to arise from an intimate mixture of another substance in the
mass ; that of the latter is derived from a metallic oxide ; and
these oxides are the principal colouring matter .of earthy mine-
rals, the earths being all white and colourless when chemically
produced in a pure state.

When a crystallized mineral includes a metallic oxide, or any
other substance wliich produces no aUeroHon in ike crysUiliine

forms assumed by the mineral in its pure state, such an ingred-

ient, whether it be the colouring matter or not, is considered
to be only accidental.

In sotiic of the metalliferous ores, however, where it depends
on the nature of the mineral, and is therefore nearly uniform,
olour constitutes a more important characteristic.
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FkxibilUy and Elasticity.

Flexibility serves asoneamong the distinctiTe characters of the

few minerals which possess it. That substance is said to be flexi-

ble which, being bent* does not of itself resume its former
shape, but continues in the form forcibly given to it. Talc is

flexible j as is the Cornish phosphate of \ro\\ whWe that of New
Jersey is brittle. Those minerals, on the other hand, arc termed
elastic which, after btini; bent, spring back to their former po-

sition. Mica is very elastic, and may by this character alone

be distinguished from talc, which is only flexible.

Double Refraction,

Recent discoveries have so widely extended our information

on this subject, that any adequate explanation of its details

would be quite unsuitable in this place. The reader, tlicrcfore,

who desires to make himself acquainted with this most interest-

ing and curious ekjiartment of mineralogicai science, is referred

to the able papers of bir David Brewster, in the Transactions of *
the Royal Societies of London and Edinburgh ; to the two num-
bers ol the Library of Useful Knowledge on Double Ucfraclion

snd Polarization ; and, for a brief outline of the subject, to the

article on the Structure of Minerals as exhiUted in their Dou*
ble Refraction, which forms a prominent part of the Introduction

to Allan's Manual ofMineralogy

•

Taw^k^Tagie^Odour.

The touch, or feel, is very characteristic in a few minerals.

Soapstone is unduous to the touch. Chalk is said to be meagre,

being dry and without absolute harshness. It is principally in

these two respects that this character is used in description.

Taste is employed as a discriminating property in roost saline

minerals, ofwhich water is a solvent ; in this case the palate may
be resorted to as a test of their nature.

The odour of a mineral is a character of very restricted use*

When swinestone is struck forcibly) or rubbed against another
find a harder substance, it emits a peculiarly foetid odour; and
some argillaceojis minerals give out a smell of clay when breathed
upon.

Streak,

This is a very important character. The colour of a mineral
and that of its powder are frequently different ; and as the par*
ticular hue of the latter is. most easily obtained by rubbing or
streak/jff/ the specimen under examination on a slab of porce*
lain biscuit, tlie colour of the powder of a mineral is thence de«
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XLll MAGNETISM.

nominated its streaL The streak of white minerals is usually

white» that of coloured ones paler than the mass ; but when it

corresponds with the colour of the mineral, it is said to be un*

dkmff6(L This is a more constant property than colour ; and
among the metals (the magnetic and specular iron ores for in-

stance) is perfectly characteristic.

AdkgsioH 0 Me Tongue^

Tills character depends on the disposition of a mineral to im-

bibe moisture. I.iiliomarge adheres strongly to the tongue; as

do some substances which 'are supposed to be in a state of de-

composition! as several varieties of calcedony and opal.

m

Magnetism*

This dumcter is confined^ with litde exception, 'to some of

the ores of iron, amongst which there are very perceptible de-

crees of difference in their power of attracting the magnet

;

dependent on their several states of oxidation, or upon their

bemg constituted of iron differently oxidized. Oxydulated iron

is strongly magnetic, and possesses polarity ; the specular is

magnetic in a less degree ; and red haematite is sometimes feebly

so. Carbonate of iron is considerably magnetic. Iron, cobalt,

and nickel, are the only metals which possess magnetism ; and
whenever oiher substances present this property, it arises from
the presence of iron.

A common magnet has two poles, a north and a south. If the

north poles of two magnets be brought ^in contact, they repel

one another, and the same effect ensues if the south poles are
presented together. But the north pole attracts toe south
pole, and the south the north $ and hence, when a mineral is

presented to the magnet, which attracts the one and repels the
other, it is said to possess |Ni2ai^.

But in order to determine this point, it is advantageous to em-
ploy a needle of feeble power ; for if the magnetic power of the
needle be greatly superior to that of the mineral, the latter will

attract both poles of the magnet ; which has been explained in

this manner : it is said that the superior power of the needle
produces in the mineral a polarity contrary to its own.

It will be recollected, that tliere are two kinds of electricity,

which are called positive and ue^ativei or vitreous and resinous,

according as they are produced by exciting smooth glass, or any
resinous substance. It will aUo be recuilt^cted, tliat wiieu twu
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bodies possess the same kind of electricity, whether positive or

negative, they repel each other ^ but if one possess positive

electricity and the other negative, they attract each other.

A coDsiderable Dumber of minerals mav be rendered electric

by friction with the hand or woollen doth ; and when thus ex-
citedt they are capable of attracting light bodieSp or of movbg
a delicate electrometer.
Among the mineials which are capable of exhibiting electric

nroperties, there are a lew which acquire electricity by being
Aeo^y either by simple expoaore to a 6r6b or by immersion in
hot water. But those substances which are excited by heat, ac-
quire at the same time both positive and negative electricity

;

but so separated, that, f>n whatever part of the mineral the posi-

tive may appear, the negative will be found on tlie part diametri-
cally opposite. Thus, if positive electricity appear on one side,

or at one extremity of a crystal, negative electricity will exist

on the opposite side, or at the other extremity. And it is very
remarkable, that, in crystallized minerals, excitable by heat, the

opposite parts of the crystal on which the two electricities ap-

pear, are almost always diiferent iroai each other in their con-

flgufation, or number of sidea, although similarly situated in re-

ference to the Giyatal itself. Thu% if it be a prisaaatic crystal of
tourmaline, and ifthe two electricities appear at the two extrem*
ities or aummitt of the prism, these two aommits will di£ESBr

from each other in the namber or situation of their planes.*

Most frequently that part cf the crystal which possesses positive

electricity presents the greater number of fiu^s ; and, on the
contrary, when a crystal does not become electric by heat, the
opposite parts are usually similar. Sometimes certain angles
or faces possess positive electricity, while the opposite angles
or faces exliibit negative.

It may be stated as a general fact, with very few exceptions,
that earthy minerals and salts, possessing a considerable degree
of purity, and having their surfaces poiished, acquire positive

electricity; but if their suriaccs are not smooth and polished,

they acquire negative electricity, as is the case with rough glass.

Combustibles, the diamond excepted, become negatively elec-

tric by friction,. The diamond, whether polished or unpolished^
always becomes positive.

Ores are usually conductors of electricity, with the exception
of some metallic salts, which become positive by friction.

* The di^erent configuration of tlie opposite parts of a crysud, exhibit-
ing the two khids of electricity, htm been supposed to be a uniform ftct.

But more exteosiFe observations seem to show that it is net slwajs the
cas^. Some tourmalines from Pegu and Ceylon, which possessed both
electricities, appear to have both suiinnits perfectly regular and similar

Another exception appears in the dodecahedral crystals of boracite.—

»

(Aonmofi.)
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XLIY ELECTRICITY.

For observing the electricity of minerals, the electromotor is

the most conTenient instrument.

In tills figure a h is a needle of copper, terminated at cacli ex-

tremity by a small ball, and moving very easily on a ])ivot at the

centre. At c the instrument has a metallic base. If a minera),

which has been excited, either by friction or heat, be presented

near to one of the balls, the needle turns, whether the electri-

city be positive or negative ; and the force of the electricity may
be estimated by the distance at which the needle begins to move.
To determine which kind of electricity a minend possessesy

the needle roust previously be electrified, either positively or
negatively ; which may be done in the following manner. Let
the instrument be insulated by placing it on 4 a plate of glass

or resin* Having excited a tube of glass, or a stick of sealing

wax, place one finger on the metallic base c of the electrometer,

and then bring the excited glass or sealing-wax e within a small

distance of one of the balls of the needle. When the needle is

sufficiently electrified, first withdraw' the finger, and then remove
the glass or sealing-wax. If now an excited mineral be presented

to the needle, they will repel or attract each other, accord in^^

as they possess the same or opposite kinds of electricity. But
as the electricity of the needle is known, that of the mineral may
be determined.

To ascertaiQ the electric poles, or those parts of a crystal

which possess contrary electricities, let a thread of silk about
one fourth of an inch in length be connected to one extremity

of a rod of sealing*wax, which must then be excited. To this

thread of silk, which of course is negative, let the sides, angles,

or summits of the mineral under examination be successively

presented $ and the attraction or repulsion observed will indicate

those parts of the crystal where the two electricities reside.
^

Sealing-wax, when rubbed by most minerals, becomes negative.

There are, however, a few minerals, of which sulphuret of molyb-
dena is one, which, being rubbed on sealing-wax, communicate
to it positive electricity. Tn these experiments both the wax and

mineral should possess smooth surfaces of considerable extent.

(Introduction to Cieaveland's Mineralogy*)
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Phosphorescence,

This is a curious property rather than a ustfiil character in the

few muierals whicli possess it. A mineral which emits a light,

either by heat or iViction, is said to be phosphorescent. Fluor,

ai)d particularly that variety ot it term^ chlorophane, is an in«

stance of the first, and a variety of blende of Uie last ; if two

Sieces of quartz, or of the calcareous spar from Huel Goet in

Irittany, be rubbed together, they emit sparks of light.

This character is of the less importance, because it does not
seem to be essential to all such minerals as possess it even in the
greatest degree ; for, according to Boumon, some varieties offluor
are not phosphorescent.

The light emitted by phosphorescent substances is extremely
variable in respect of colour. The best mode of exhibiting it in

those which become so by heat, is by first pounding them, and
then ejecting tlie powder on a shovel not quite red hot, in a dark

room. Whatever colour a phos{)horesccnt mineral may possess,

it is generally lost by repeatedly subject incr it to heat ; and the

property of phosphorescing is also gradually diminished, and ul-

timately destroyed.

This property, however, does nui appear to be dependent on
colour, or even connected with it, since the most perfectly

colourless and transparent fluor, when powdered and thrown on
live coal, emits a brilliant blue light.

Specific Gravity,

Two masses exactly corresponding in size, but consisting of
different substances, are found in most cases to disagree in

weight. If the weight of one of these be considered as unity,

the proportionnl weight of the other is termed its specihc gravity.

For example, suppose a cube of water to weigh exactly a pound,
a similar sized cube of calc-spar will weigh two pounds and near-

ly seven tenths of a pound, a sum which is represented in deci-

mals as equal to 2'7.

This is one of those physical properties which are extremely
useful in acquiring a knowledge of the inorganic productions of
nature, as it can not only be easily ascertained to a considerable

degree of accuracy, but is constant, or at least ranges within very
narrow limits, in minerals of the same species.

The instruments used for ascertaining the specific gravity of
solid bodies, are the hydrostatic balance and Uie areometer.

The former allows of very high degrees of accuracy, and is most
conveniently used in the following manner :—One of the scales

of a very fine balance being elevated considerably above the
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XLVl SPECIFIC GRAVITY,

other, a small hook is attached to its lower surface, from which
a watch-glass is suspended by means of a hair or a fine fibre of

silk. The mineral is then placed in the watch-glass, and along

wiUi it immerBed in water. Thus the difference indicated in

the weight of the mass, before and after its immersion in the
fluid, amounts to the w^ght of the quantity of water displaced

by the bulk. When an experiment is to be performed^ this glass-

Is immersed in water» and the weight of the specimenplaced in the

elevated scale first ascertained. For instance, a piece of metal is

found to weigh in the elevated scale 2*645 grains ; but when put
into the watch-glass and immersed in water, its weight amounts
only to 0-995 f^rains. Then, as 0*295 is to 2*645, so is unity to

the spccitic tj^ravity of the metal, which in this case will be ibund
to amount to 8*966.

The delicacy of the hydrostatic balance occasions it to be
affected by the slightest current of air, and it therefore requires,

when used, to be enclosed in a glass-case. For this reason, in

perlbrming common experiments, and in most cases for obtain-

ing the required results with quite sufficient accuracy, the areo-

meter will be found preferable* This instrument has also the

advantage of cheapness and portabil*

itjr. Its form resembles the accom-
panying figure. The body consists

ofa hollow cylinder or tube, the low*

er portion of which terminates in a
point. A certain quantity of lead is

melted into the bottom of this at D,
so as to c:ive it, when placed in water,

an upright position, and admit at

same time of a portion of the cylin- F ^AmM F
der rising above the surface, as may
be supposed to the line F. Weis^hts

are then placet! in the cup A, until

the whole instrument is depressed in

the water to the pomt B, marked
upon llie wire-index which supports

the cup. This gives the normal or

standard weight. The mineral un«

derexamination is then placed in the

cup A, and so much of the weight

at the same time removed from it,

as to raise the whole again to the index-point B marked on
the wire. By this means the actual weight of the specimen is

obtained; but when it is removed from the nip A, and placed
on the top of the cylinder, which is a little liollow ed at C, the

instrument will be found to rise considerably in the water, and
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a certain weight will then be requisite to depress it to the above-

nmtknied pcMiit B» Thit lait weight then ii requirecl to coun*
tcrWaiice the loet mtaiiied by die minefal in water» and is

e^dfilent to the weight of the Tolnme of water dispkced by the
BDOcfaL The teeomi weight sublracted from the firtt or nor*

xmk weight, leaves the absolute weight of the mineral; the
9mmd w«^t deducted from liie AM, leaves the weight of an
eqoal Tdume of water ; and from these results^ as on the fiirner

occasion, the specific gravity of die nuneral nay be reckoned*
The normal weight, for instance, is twenty grains, that is, it re-

quires 20*000 to depress the instrument to the point B. Sup-
pose the same piece of metal as in the former experiment to be
used; it is placed in tlie cup A aiong with 17*355 grains, in or-

der to bring the iiibtrument to the same depth. When removed
from the cup A to that at C, 17,t>50 grains are found requisite

to produce the same effect. And now, to find the specific gra-

vity, divide 20 000— 17-355, or 2 645, by 17-650— 17-355, or

9*S95, from which, as in the foregoing case, the specific gravity

olAa nmetml will he fonmA to amount to 8*96$.

A considerable degree d attentioii is neoessarj both in ie-

kcth^ l&e specimena and in perlbrming the operation of weigh-
iflg. The mineralft intended fiv examination req^uire to be per-

lectly pure ; and, pFeviotia to oommenein^ the greatest care

Mast be. talcen to remove whatever foreign natter may adhere
to the specimen. All the vacuities or empty spaces are to bo
earefully opened, or the mineral broken down, not into powder,

but into fragments; and distilled water must be used, of a tem-
perature not differing much from 60'' Fahr. When the mineral,

during the process, is supposed to have absorbed water, the

weight of what is imbibed may be ascertained by again weigh-
ing tlie mineral in air, and adding tlie amount to the first term

of the proportion, or, what will generally suffice, it may be var-

nished belure being subjecled to sucii examination. • (Introduc-

tion to Allan s ManuaL)

% CHEMICAL CHABACTEBS.

Although the chemical characters of a mineral are most fully

and completely understood by its analysis, there are other means
of arriving at some knowledge of its component principles ; and,

therefore, althouf]:h the methods about to be described do not

make us well acquainted with all that is to be known, they serve

now and tiien to detect an important ingredient, and therefore

add, by very simple jno cesses, to the diiitinctive characters : the

means are chemical, inasmuch as they produce a change, or par-

tial decomposition.
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AcUon <fthe Bhtppipe,

The use of this instrament is somewhat difficult of attainment

;

supposing it to be applied to the mouth ^which is always under*
stood untess the contrary be expressed), its effect depends on the
power of producing a constant and pretty uniform stream of air.

This current is not supplied at once from the lungs. The
mouth being filled, the communication between it and the lungs

is to be closed by a peculiar action of the tongue^ which is to be
drawn back against the orifice, while the lungs are replenished

through the nose; as the mouth becomes empty, it is again to

be filled from the lung??, and the communication closed as be-

fore, while the lunG^s are tilling throui^h the nostrils. The best

mode of attaining the use of the blowpipe is, perhaps, to sit

down to it with no other object at first tlian that of producing

from the flame of a common candle a steady stream of flame;

takin<^ care that the wick be of a moderate length, and the top

of it bent in the direction of the blast. The best blowpipes

are formed of silver : those made of brass are apt to get out of
order, and glass does not stand the necessary heat<

The use of this instrument is highly interesting. If fusion be
not produced, we have at least the advantage of seeing the im»
pression made by very powerful heat ; of noting the appearances

and consequences which gradually take place, and which often

are very characteristic.

It will be observed that there are two cones of flame pro-
jected from the pipe ; the outer yellow, the inner blue—more
properly designated as the oxidating and reducing flames of the

blowpipe. The heat of the outer cone is Ics?; than that of the

inner, and the most intense heat of the blue flame is near its point.

The substance to be acted on ought not to exceed the size of

a grain of pepper; for if too large, a part of it will be without tlie

focus of the heat, to which every part ought to be subjected

alike. In most cases it will be advantageous to expose the

mineral at first to the heat only of the outer flame.

Various methods, depending on the nature of the mineral,

must be employed for supporting the fragment before the flame.

Very small forceps will be sufficient, when the mineral has but
little fusibility. For substances easily fusible, a small platina or
silver spoon may be employed. It is important that these metal*

lie supports should be very small, that they may not absorb too
much beat. When metallic oxides are to be reduced, a piece

of compact charcoal forms the best support. A small cavity is

made in the charcoal, in which even minerals in a state of powder
may be conveniently examinod, especially if the cavity be partly

covered by anotlier piece of charcoal.

Miuerals, while exposed to the action of the blowpipe, ex-
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ACTION OF THE BLOWPIPE. XLIX

hibit very different appearances, which, being directly bLfbre

the eye, are easily observed, and should be minutely described.

Sometimes their colour is chancre d, or entirely disappears. Some
minerals decrepitate, others divide or LxTuliate, when exposed
to the flame. Some indurate and contract their bulk; others

effervesce, or, rising in little blisters, melt with tntumescence.

On some minerals the blowpipe produces no effect whatever

;

others are partially fused ; and others again melt with faeiltty.

The results of fusion may depend in some degree on the inten-

sity or continuance of heat, as well as on tne nature of the
substance. Some minerals by the action of the blowpipe are
merely softened, and alter their shape ; or, if in loose grains,

they become agglutinated. Others are converted into a kind
of porcelain, in which only a few points are vitrified. Some
melt into a siag, which is a compact substance, containing metal*
lie matter ; others yield a tumefied mass, or are reduced into a

scoria^ which is light and porous ; and others give an enamel,

which has a vitreous aspect, but is not transparent; sometimes
the enamel is only supcrlicial.

Many minerals, wlien melted, yield a globule of perfect

which, in different substances, has various colours, aiui possesses

different degrees of transparency. Both enamels and glasses

are sometimes porous or vesicular.

These and all similar changes must be carefully noted, even
the vapour or odour evolved during the experiment, the colour

which some minerals communicate to the flame, their phosphor-

escence, and every other phenomenon which may lead to the de-

tection of elements whose presence was not anticipated, or per-

haps even suspected.

After having observed the alteration which the substance un-
dergoes by the mere action of heat, it will be necessary to exa-

mine what farther change takes place when it is melted with va-

rious fluxes, and how far it is capable of reduction to the metal-

lic state. Of these fluxes, or re-agents as they are termed, the

most invaluable for their respective purposes are tlie three pro-

posed (we may truly say) in the intancy of the science by Cron-
stedt. These are,

1. The carbonate of soda, which is used for ascertaining by
its means whether bodies be fusible or not, and for assisting the

reduction of metallic oxides.

2. Borax, which is employed in effecting the fusion of a great

number of subtiances.

3. Salt of phosphorus, or microcosmic salt, a compoimd of

phosphoric acid, soda, and ammonia, which, as it exhibits the

action of acids on the assays, is particularly applicable to the

examination of metallic oxides.

There are of course a variety' of other uses to which each of
c
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these may be rendered subservient, and of which the skilful

operator with the blowpipe will soon learn to ayail himself; but
as in some cases effects arc required to be produced, which do
not come within the reach of any of tliem, the test-box should

also contain compartments for tlic following substances

:

4. Oxide of copper, to detect the presence of muriatic acid.

5. Iron, in the state of very thin wire» for ascertaining the

presence of phosphorus.

6. Tin, in the form of foil, for promoting reduction in the

fused vitreous compounds.
7. and 6. Civpsura and fluor spar, which, when well dried, are

used mutually to detect each other,

9. Bisulphate of potash and fluor, mixed in the proportion of

four and a half of the former to one of the latter, for ascertain-

ing the presence of l)oracic acid.

lU. Another very useful re-agent Is a solution of the nitrate

of cobalt in water, which, when concentrated, is employed to

ascertain the presence of alumina and magnesia, affording with
the former a fine blue, and with the latter a pale rose colour.

It is unnecessary, in a treatise like the present, to enter more
at length on the subject of the blowpipe. Suffice it to say, that

the above re-agents are of tlie liighest importance in the exami*
nation of metallic minerals. The ores of the difficultly reducible

metals, such as manganese, cobalt, chrome, and titanium, are
characterized by the colours which their oxides give to glass.

In all these cases, therefore, glassy fluxes must be largely em-
ployed, both to dissolve the earthy matter witli which tlie oxides

are generally combined, nnci to furnish a bod}' with little or no
colour of its own, whieh may receive and suiiicicntly dilute the

inherent roiour of the oxide. Wlien the colour thus produced
is so intense as lo appear opake, it is requisite to flatten tlie glass,

belbre it becomes solid, between a pair of forceps, or to draw it

out into a thread at tlie instant it begins to t uol.

A desci jpLion of the comportment of each species, wlien ex-
posed to the action of the blowpipe, is shortly mentioned in the

body of the work, under their respective heads ; and for further

instruction, both as to the mode of performing ex])eriments, the
phenomena presented, and the results afforded by them, the
reader is referred to the excellent work of Berzeiius on the use
of tlie blowpipe, as translated by Mr Children.

Adim of Acids*

Although complete analysis be not the object in subjecting

minerals to the action of acids, yet we may thereby obtain cha*
racteristic information in regard to many species, especially the
acidiferous, and some of the alkalino* earthy minerals*
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In tins process it w ill often suffice that a small fragment of the

nnneral, or a portion of it reduced to powder, should be placed

in a concave receiver, a watch-glass for instance, and that it be
covered with diluted acid ; fur this pm jiose the muriatic is com-
monly used, bnt the nitric or sul])huric is sometimes employed.

When effervescence ensues, it is important to notice the rapidity

and degree of effervescence ; in some minerals it is great and
rapid, in others slow, and not very apparent : flometimes the bo*

lution is complete ; sometimes a residue is left, and occasionallyt

as in some of the alkaltno*earthy substances, the mineral becomes
gelatinous. In most cases, the process is carried on at the com*
9ion temperature of the air ; in others^ by the application of a
gentle heat.

Hence it will be concluded, that, in more than a few instances*

the consequences of the action of acids form an important fea-

ture among the characters of minerals.

Anafysis.

It forms no part of our present object to describe the manner
in which tlie chemist pursues his researclies. We look only to

tlie results ;—to the information which is to be derived from the

labours of the chemist in regard to the number and nature of all

the chemical elements of minerals which have hitlierto been
analysed.

Minerals have been considered as either simple or compound.
Strictly speaking, very few minerals are found in a simple form

;

for if, by that expression, be understood the tdtimaie elements

into which a body has been resolved, only a small number of the
native metals will fall within that definition. The true che-
mical elements which constitute, by their various proportions

and modes of combination, the immense variety of mineral bo-
dies which nature presents to our observation, do not exceed
fitly two in number. They arc the following :

—

NON-METALLIC.

Oxygen. Nitrogen. Silicon.

Chlorine. Hydrogen. Sulphur.

Iodine. Boron. Selenium.

.

Bromine. Carbon. Phosphorus.

Fluorine.

METALLIC

Obder 1.

—

Bases of the Alkalies and Earths, '

Potassium. Strontium. Glucinium.

Sodium. Calcium. Yttrium.

Lithium. Magnesium. Thorium.

Barium. Aluminum. Zirconium.
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Obd£r 2.

—

Meiak wl^ch dcco)npose Mater, and retain Oxygen,
at a red /teat,

Mangaoese- Tin. Cobalt.

Zinc. Cadmium. Nickel.

Iron.

Obdbr S^Mfialt wkM do noi deeompoie WaUr ai any tern'

peraiHTtf antftp^ow Oxides tire not reducible bp heat

Arsenic. Columbium. Titanium.

Chromium. Antimony. 7'ellurium,

Vanadium. Uranium. Copper.

Molybdenum. Cerium. Lead.
Tungsten. Bismuth.

Order 4hr-^Metal8 ibe Oxidee cfwhich are reducible beared heat.

Mercury. Platinum. Osmium.
Silver. Palladium. Iridium.

Gold. Rhodium*

To describe at length the properties and combinations of these

fifty-two simple bodies, would be foreign to the purpose of this

work, and is indeed within the province of treatises on Chemis-
try. A concise enumeration of their leading characters^ espe-

cially as respects their relation to the mineral kingdom, is all

that is suitable to this place.

I ^NON-METALLIC BODIES.

Oxygen has never yet been obtained in a state of complete
insulation. Its most simple form is that of an clastic fluid or
gas, rescmblin*]^, in mechanical properties, the air of onr atmo-
sphere, and not condensible into a liquid by any known degree
of cold. Oxygen gas was first obtained by Priestley in 1774,

and may be separated by heat from black oxide of manganese,
chlorate of potassa, &c. Its specific gravity, that of air being 1

at lotan temperature and pressure, is 1*1026; hence 100 cubic

inches weigh 34*1935 grains. Oxygen unites with some bodies

slowly and imperceptibly ; with others rapidly, and with the

extrication of heat and light ; and the resulting compounds are

sometimes gaseous, somrames fluid, at othm soHd. In the

compounds thus generated new properties are apparent ; some
being acidf others aikaUney others, which are neither add nor
alkaline, being called oxides. Among the non>metalIic bodies,

hydrogen, carbon, and silicon, are those^ in union with which oxy-
gen isonost abundantly diffused through the mineral kingdom,
under the forms of water, carbonic acid, and silica. Of its com*
binations with metals> the most universal are those with calcium^
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aluaiinum, and iron. Oxygen gas constitutes about four fifths

in volume of the air of our atmosphere, to which it imparts the

properties of being resjjirahle, and supporting combustion. Its

combining proportion or equivalent number, that of hydrogen
being taken as uuiiy, is 8 ; its symbol^O.

Crlorinb, diBcovered by Scheele in I774| is a gas of a yel*

lowish-green colour, not capable of being permanent over water,

which absorbs twice its Tolume. Its specific gravity is 2*47,

which gives 75*67 as the weight of 100 cubic inches* It is con-
sensible, by a pressure of four atmospheres, into a yellowish

liquid ; is not lespirable, and, if breathed unmixed, produces suf-

ibcation* It unites with an equal volume of hydrogen gas, gtv«

ing two volumes of hfdro-cldcine cit muriatic acid, which acid is

alMorbed to a great extent by water. Chlorine combines also

with most of the metals, with some exhibiting the appearance of
a brilliant inflammation. In nature it exists most abundantly in

common salt (chloride of sodium}. Its equivalent number is

35-42 ; its symbol Ci.

Iodine was discovered in 1812, by M. Couriois of Paris. It

may be ranked among mineral products, inasmuch as it exists in

sea-water, and in the water of several natural springs. The pro-

cess for obtaining it is too complicated to be described here ; aiul

it may be purchased ready prepared. It occurs in shining scales,

having the lustre and colour of steel, or rather of micaceous
iron ore, the specific gravity of which is 4*948. It is crystalliz*

able ; and the crystals have, for their primitive form, a rhombic
octahedron. At 225^ Fahrenheit it fuses, and at 347^ forms a
rich violet-coloured vapour, of specific gravity 8*7012; hence
100 cubic inches must weigh 269*84 grains. Iodine possesses

an extensive range of combination, and forms acids both with

oxygen, hydrogen, and chlorine ; but, compared with any of these
elements, it is a very rare production of nature.

Bromine, discovered by M. Balard of Montpellier in 1826,

exists in sea-water in the state of bromide of sodium or bromide
of magnesium, but in very minute quantity; and sparingly also

in several mint i al springs. At common temperatures it is liquid

;

dark red by reliected, hyacinth-red by transmitted light; its

odour is strong and unpleasant; its taste acrid. At 116° Fah-

renheit it boils ; between 0 Fahrenheit and — 4*^ it congeals.

The density of its gas is 5*54; its equivalent 126*3 ; its symbol
Br. It acts poweriUlly on animal substances, and is extremely
poisonous. It unites with all the simple bodies that have been
enumerated, and with the metals, forming, with the latter, a class

ofcompounds called tramidei*
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Fluorine has never yet been obtained insulated. From ana-

\o^y it is believed to constitute, with hydrogen ^ hi/drojiuoric add^
which was first described by Gay-Lussac and Thenard in 1810.

The estimated proportion is 1 by weight of hydrogen to 18*68

fluorine, which number therefore expresses its equivalent. The
great repository of this element in nature is the mineral called

jfluor spavy from which hydro-fluoric acid is obtained by distilla*

tion with sulphuric acid in a leaden vessel. The acid is gaseoua
over mercury* butactd powerfully in glass vessels, which, to con-
tain ity must be coated internally with bees' wax. The gas is

copiously absorbed by water; and tlie liquid may be kept in

leaden vessels well stopped^ at temperatures under G0° Fahren-

heit. A strong solution corrodes and destroys animal substan-

ces; and, when applied to the hunmn skin, produces deep ulcer-

ations. The ^as unites with silica* and forms fiuo-siUc ucUL
The symbol of fluorine is F.

NiTRor.EN is not known to us separately in a solid or liquid

form. The <i:reat re})ository of it is the atmosphere, of the whole
v(;luine of which it forms about four-fifths. It was discovered

by Professor Rutlierford ol Edinburgh in 1772, and may be ob-

tained by several processes, the object of most of which is to take
away the oxygen gas from atmospheric air. It is a colourlesa

gas, incapable of supporting respiration or combustion ; tasteless,

and free from smell ; its specific gravity 0*976 ; sparingly ab«
sorbable by water ; and in its gaseous state not disposed to en*
ter readily into combinations. It is the base of nitric acid, an
acid which enters into the composition of nitrate of potassa and
nitrate of soda, both found in the mineral kingdom. The com*
bining number of nitrogen is considered by some chemists to be
14*15, by others half of that number, according to their respective

Uieoretical views. Its symbol is N.

Hydrogen, in its simplest form, is a gas. It is obtained by
the action of iron or zinc on dilute sulphuric acid. It is perma-
nent over water ; destitute of colour, and. when pure, of smell ;

combustible ; and the lightest of all known bodies, its specific

gravity hein<^ to air as 0-0687 to 1. With halt its volume of
oxyfi;en jj^as it comljincs and forms water ; with an equal vuluaie

of chlorine gas it lonns hi/drochbric acid j and it composes ana-

logous acids with iodine, bromine, and fluorine. Its presence in

the mineral kingdom is therefore very extensive, perhaps more
so than that of any other dement except oxygen. Its symbol
is H.

Boron is an artificial product, obtained by the action of po-
tassium on boracic acid, which acid is found in nature both se^
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paratc, and in union with soda. Boron is a dark <j4ive-colourod

solid, possessin:^ ni'ither taste nor odour ; al)out twice the weight
of water ; not fusible when intensely heated in a close vessel,

but, when exposed at the temperature of 600" to the atmosphere,
taking fire, burning, and being converted into boracic acid. Its

e(|uivalent is 10*9^ and that of boracic acid 34*9. The symbol
ot boron is fi.

Carbon, or pure charcoal* In its ordinary forni» this sub-
stance is best represented by the charcoal prepared by exposing
wood to a red heat in close vessels. The diamond is a much
purer variety* Charcoal is highly combustible, and has exten-
sive powers of combination. When burned in oxygen gas, it

does not, under circumstances favourable to such a result, alter

the vchinie of the gas, but gives precisely an equal bulk of car-

bonic acid gas. Tliis acid gas, if pure, has the specific gra-

vity 1'5277 ; hence 100 cubic inches weigh 47*262 grains, a

specific weight which, in some subterraneous place-^ occasions it

to occupy a situation nearest the ground. It is non-respirable,

and is inca})ahle of sapj^orting combustion. Carbon is most ex-

tensively dilFused through the mineral kingdom, especially, as will

afterwards appear, in the compounds of carbonic ac itl with various

bodies, and in the several varieties oi cuui. its ei^uivalent i>

6'12; that of carbonic acid 1412.
#

Silicon is also an artificial product, obtainable from the

earth called tUex or n&o, which enters into a very great num-
ber of mineral bodies, and in large proportions. Silicon was
discovered by Berzelius in 1824, At first it was considered to

be a metal, but it has since been thought to bear a more striking

analogy to boron, carbon> &c It is of a dark nut-brown colour,

without any metallic lustre; incombustible in air orin oxygen gas;

but oxidisable by circuitous methods, which convert it into silica,

now more properly called silicic acid. Its equivalent is 7-5, and its

symbol Si. ; that of silicic acid is 15*5, and it is denoted by si.

SuLPHUK is an abundant product of the mineral kingdom,
not only in a nearly pure state, but also in cuuibination. As
met with in commerce, it is cliiefly the product of volcanoes;

and it is also obtained I'vom pi/ riles, a compound of iron or cop-

per, and sulphur. Its colour is yellow ; its specific gravity 1*99

;

it begins to fuse at 2ib ' F., and becomes more and more fluid up
to 280**. At 550° or (iOO° F., it is volatilized, and gives a vapour,

the specific gravity of which is between 6*5 and 6*6. This vapour,
when condensed, formsflowersofsulphur s and the flowers, when
melted and cooled, become roll or sHek sulphurs* By slow cooling,

Bulphur takes a regular crystalline form. When heated to 300^,
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or a little more* in the open air^ it takes fire and bums> with a
blue flame of BufFocating smell*

Sulphur unites with oxygen in various proportions ; but its

most important compound with that basis is sulphuric acid*

With hydrogen it forms sulphuretted hydrogen gas^ a natural

product ; and with the metals it constitutes the important class

of mineral compounds called sulphurets. Its equivalent number
is 16*1 ; its symbol & : the equivalent of sulphuric acid is 40*1

»

and its symbol

Selenium, first made known by Berzelius in 1818, is rather

fl rare substance. It was first obtained from some varieties of
Swedish iron-pyrites, and has since been found combined with

lead, cobalt, silver, mercury, and copper. Its chemical habitudes

approach most nearly to those of sulphur, from hich, however,
it is readily distinguishable* It has, when in uiab^, a metallic

lustre and the aspect of lead ; and, when pulverized, exhibits a

deep-red colour; its specific gravity is 4*3; at 21:^ F. it

softens^ and may be drawn into fine threads, which are red

by transmitted light« It becomes fiuid a little above 212%
and at 650^ is converted into a deep-yellow vapour* It unites

with oxygen in various proportions, forming acids; and with
hydrogen constitutes a ^ which powerfully affects the nose
and eyes, and has an acid re-agency. Its equivalent is 39*6,

and its symbol Se«
*

Phosphorus is an artificial solid, obtained most abundantly,

by a circuitous process, from bones, but also derivable from the

mineral kingdom. It is fusible at lOS® F*; volatile at 550*^. It

is highly combustible, both in air, in oxygen gas, and in chlo-

rine. According to the proportion of oxygen, it forms differ-

ent acids ; and one of these, the phosphoric acidy in union with
lime, exists in the mineral kingdom. It unites also with hydro*
gen. Its equivalent is 15*7 ; its symbol P.

II.*M£TALS.

ORDER I.

Potassium was discovered bv Sir H* Davy in 1807. It does
not exist in nature as a metal, but .is obtained by artificial me«
thods, all of which have in view the decomposition of potash or
potassa* It is soft and solid at common temperatures, and yields

like wax to pressure ; it begins to melt at 70^, and is quite fiuid at
150'' F. It rises into vapour when heated in a vessel from which
atmospheric air is excluded* In colour and lustre it resembles

quicksilver ; is quite opake ; conducts heat and electricity, and
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has the specific eravity 0*8G5, or it is considerably lighter than

water. It is liiglily oxidablc, and evcu lakes oxygen from wa-
ter, on the surface of which it burns with a bright flame by a
succession of explosions. In the pro{)ortion of 89*16 to 8 parts

of oxygen, it constitutes polaueu The former number there-*

fore represents its equivalent^ and 47*15 that of potassa* Its

symbol is K> the first letter of Kaliumy by which name it lias

been distinguished by foreign chemists.

Sodium, in its external properties, resembles potassium ; but
it has greater specific gravity, viz« 0*972. It fuses at 200*^ F.,

and is not volatilized bjr a heat unde r redness. When united
with oxygen in the proportion of 23-3 by weight to 8 oxygen,
it constitutes soda^ an important incrredient of several mineral

substances, such as the chloride aud the carbonate of that earth.

Lithium. Tlie oxide ut this metal, lithia, was discovered

by M. Arfwedson in iblH, in the mineral called petalite ; and it

has since been extracted from spodumene, lepidolite, and some
kinds of inica, and also from the waters of Carlsbad, by iierzelius.

1 rem litliia, the metal is obtained by de-oxidizing processes ; but

if placed in contact with air, it returns to the state of lithia too

rapidly to admit its accurate examination. The precise propor-

tion in which lithium unites with oxygen is not known. Indi«

rectly its equivalent has been estimated at 10*1, and that of
lithia at 18*1. In its obvious properties, lithia approaches to

potassa and soda, but has a greater neutralizing power.

Barium. Baryta, the source of barium, a metal which can
only be got by chemical operations, was discovered by Scheele in

1774. Barium has a dark-grey colour, and a lustre resembling

that of cast iron. It is much denser than water, and even than

sulphuric acid. It attracts oxygen with avidity, and is re-con-

verted into baryta, of which 76*7 parts contain (58-7 barium and
8 oxygen, numbers indicating the equivalents of these bodies.

Barvta is pretty extensively diffused through the mineral king-

dom, ciiietly in combination with the carbonic and sulphuric acids.

STRONTiu>f. The source of this metal, which does not exist

as such in nature, is strontia. The carbonate of that earth was
first accurately examined, aiid the peculiarities of its earthy base

established, by Professor Hope of Edinburgh in 1792. Little

is known of the properties ofstrontium in its metallic form ; and
the composition ofthe earth which it forms with oxygen has been
deduced chiefly from the indirect experiments of Stromeyer.

These render it probable that 43*8 parts of strontium unite with

8 parts of oxygen, and give 51*8 of strontia. The symbol ofstron-
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iium 18 Sr^ ofstrontia sr. In nature, the carbonate and the sul"

phate of strontla are not very uncommon productions.

Calcium, the metallic base of the welUknown earth lime^

is of a whiter colour than barium or strontium, and Jb rapidly

converted back again into lime, of which 20-5 parts contain 8
oxygen and 20*5 calcium. Lime, or protoxide of caJciumy forms

a very large proportion of the crust of our globe, chiefly in the

shape of carbonate of lime, wliich constitutes whole mountains

and extensive strata : an{i also of sulphate of lime. Lime, it

is well known, heats violently on the addition of water ; is spar-

ingly sohible in that fluid ; has an alkaline i e>agency, and enters

into energetic combination witli a great variety of bodies. The
symbol of calcium is Ca.

Magnesium, or rather its oxide, magnesia, is pretty ext^en-

sively dillused as a constituent of mineral bodies. The equiva-

lent of the metal, approximated indirectly, is 12*7 ; and this> with

one proportion of oxygen, forms 20*7 of magnesia. The chief

natural compounds of magnesia are with Bulphuricy muriatic^ si-

iici<^ and carbonic acids ; and with alumina and other earths.

Aluminum or Aluminium is the metallic base of a/trmtne, or
pure argillaceous earth or clay, than which, few substances are

more extensively diffused throughout the mineral kingdom.
Aluminum, artificially obtained, presents the appearance of a
grey powder, very similar to that of platinum. It requires an
intense heat for its fusion, and shows a feeble affinity for oxygen,

so far as is indicated by direct combination. Alumina is viewed

by l^erzelius and others as a sesquin-acid, consisting of two equi-

valents of aluminum (27-4<), and tlirec equivalents of oxygen,

(21), making up the number 514 for the equivalent of that

tarth.

Glucinium, Its source, (/lucino, was identified as a distinct

earth by Vauquelin in the year 1798. At first it was iuund

only in euclase, beryl, and emerald, and may still be considered

a yery rare product of nature. Its name was derived from a
Greek word signifying sweet, a property observed in all its salts.

Glucina itself is white, insipid, and insoluble in water. Its equi-

valent number is not accurately ascertained.

Yttrium is the base of the earth i/ttria, which was discovered

by Professor Gadolin in 1794, in a mineral found at Ytterby in

Sweden, since called gadolinite. Yttria bears a considerable re*

semblance in its properties to criucina. The equivalent of yttri-

um deduced by Berzelius is 3^*2, and that of yttria 40 2.
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THcmiUM. The earth thoria has only been ofaftained by Ber*

zelius from a rare Swedish mineral, now called thariie* The
high specific gravity of this earth, 9*402, is its most remarkable

characteristic. Xu equivalent is not known, but is supposed to

be about 67-6«

ZiRCONJUNf is the base of the earth zircaniat which was dii*

covered in 1789 by Klaproth, in the jart^on or zircon of Ceylon,
and since in the hyacinth of France. Tiie nearest approxima-

tion to its equivalent is probably, according to Berzelius, be-

tween 30 and 33.

ORDER tl.

Manganesk was first obtained in a metallic form by Galin,

^ from the black oxide of manganese, a substance lirst investi^^att d

by Scheele. As a metal, it possesses so j)o\verfal an affinity tor

oxvgen, that it never occurs native. It is of a grey colour ;

has a granular texture ; a specific gravity of about 8 ; is hard and
brittle ; and is very difficult of fusion. Its oxides arc, U/, the

prottMcide^ which is the base of all the salts of manganese. This
is of a light-green colour, is composed of 27*7 parts by weight
of metal, and 8 of oxygen ; and has so strong an attraction for a
tother proportion of that basis, as to take iire and bum when
heated to about 600* F. in the open air. 2d, The sesqui-oxide,

which may be obtained artificially, is also found in nature, com-
bined only with water, and constituting prismatic crystals. It is

the sesqui-oxide which remains after heating the next oxide to

redness* It consistsoftwo equivalents of manganese and three of
oxygen. Sd, The pet'oxide, the well-known black ore used in

preparing chlorine, consists of 27*7 manganese and 16 oxygen,
or of one equivalent of metal and two ccpiivalents of oxygen.

Besides tliese wcll-cliaracterized oxides, there are two otliers

which occur nativt^, but each of which may perhaps be proj)erly

regarded as compounded of two of those already described.

There are also two other oxides, the red oxide, and the mineral

called varvicite. Besides these, the sulphurqt is the only natu-

ral compound of manganese.

Iron is a metal too well known to need description. Of all

the metals, it is the one which is most abundant in the mine-
ral kuigdom. It is malleable and ductile ; its specific gravity,

which varies according to the processes it has undergone, is

about 7*7; it powerfully attracts oxygen, and in oxygen gas
even burns with bcilliant corruscations. There are two dis-

tinctly characterized oxides of iron ; the one, which is black, but
affords green salts with acids, is constituted of twenty-eight parts
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of iron and eight of oxygen, and is called the protoxide; the

other, named peroxide^ may be vieired as composed of two equi-

valents (28 X 2) = 56 of iron» and three equivalents of oxygen.

The colour of the peroxide is red, and it imparts that colour to

its saline combinations. Besides these two oxides^ ther^ is also

a native black compound of iron and oxygen^ which is probably

composed of the protoxide and peroxide in atomic proportions.

It is found in regular octahedral crystals, which not only affect

the magnet, but are sometimes magnetic Iron also enters very
extensively into combinations with other simple and compound
bodies. Its compounds with sulphur are, next to its oxides, the

most important to the mineralogist. 'Vho proto-sttlphirct, both

artificially prepared and occurring native, consists of 28 iron

and 16 sulphur ; the scsqui-sulphuret is an artificial product, of

66 iron and 48 sulphur ; and the hi-s^tJphtiret (native iron pyrites)

consists of iron and 32 sulphur. Besides these, there are other

sulphurets formed by the union of the preceding ones in differ-

ent proportions. With carbon, iron foruis that useful mineral

product jo/w?/^^<^^o, or graphUe. The sj'mbol of iron is Fe.

Cadmium was discovered by Stromeyer in 1817, in an oxide
of zinc. It may be obtained from the sublimate which- rises

from calamine. Cadmium is both ductile and malleable ; re-

sembles tin In appearance and fusibility ; is nearly as volatile as

mercury ; and its vapour^ which is free from odour, condenses
into shining drops. Its specific gravity is about 8-6. When
heated in the open air it is readily oxidized. Its only oxide is

of an orange yellow, and consists of 55*8 cadmium and 8 oxygen«
Its symbol is Cd*

Tin, in the form of pure grain thi, isof a wliite colour, resem-
bling silver, and has a similar lustre, it is malleable and ductile,

the latter in a less de gree than some other metals. Its speci-

fic gravity is about 7*9 ; it fuses at 442° F. ; and, when more
strongly heated, lakes fire and burns mXo jyrotoxidcy which con-
sists of 57*9 tin and 8 ox3'gen. This oxide is combustible, and,

when touched by a red-hot body, burns in the i\\v \\ \ih peroxide,

consisting of the same weigh. t of metal and 16 oxygen. Besides

these, ail arliiicial compound may be formed of two equivalents

of tin and 3 of oxygen, which has been termed sesqui-oxidc.

Analogous to these are the three sulphurets, the proto-stdphuret,

ht-'Stdpnuret, and sesgtd^^phureL The symbol of tin is Sn, from
its Latin name Stannum.

Cobalt is principally obtained from an ore of arsenic, and is

fomid in small proportion in meteoric iron. It is a brittle metaU
of a reddish-grey colour, and feeble lustre ; its specific gravity
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abo!it 7*8; fusible at a lieat rather below that at which iron

meils; attractable by the magnet; and readily oxidnble. It

constitutes, " it)) oxvuen, two distinct oxides, one consisting of
29'5 cobalt an i S oxyi^cii, v\ hich is the protoxifie ; the other, of
59 metal and 24 ox vijen, is the peroxide. There is also an in-

termediate Compound between these two. The distinguishing

character of this metal is, that in solution it forms the basis of

the best sympathetic inks. Sulphur also unites with cobalt in

three proportions. Its symbol is Co. ^

NicKBL is obtained from the ore of cobalt. It has the speci-

fic gmvity of about 8*5 to 9 ; is ductile and malleable, and is not
only attracted by the magnet, but capable of being itself ren-

dered magnetic. It is very infusible ; is not altered by tlie air

at common temperature?, but absorbs oxygen at a red beat.

The protoxide consists of 29*5 metal and 8 oxygen, the per-

oxide of 59 metal and 24 oxygen. The solutions of this metal
in acids have, for the most part, a beautiful green colour.

ORDER III.

Arsenic, in its metallic form, has a strong metallic lustre ; is

brittle, and reducible to powder ; is volatilized, without fusing,

at 356° F. ;
and, in close vessels, condenses into a brilliant solid.

The specific gravity of metallic arsenic is o'bS. Its vapour is

characterized by a strong odour, resembling that of garlic. Ar-
senic readily combines with oxygen, and forms two compounds.
The first, known as common arsenic, or white oxide of arsenic,

but now more properly termed arsenious acidy is of a white co-

lour, sparingly soluble in water, and intensely poisonous. It

consists of 754 arsenic and 2i oxygen. The second, arsenic

aeid, is the result of chemical operations, but is also found native
in combination. It consists of 75*4 metal and 40 oxygen. Of
the sulpkwrtts there are three, constituted of one equivalent of
arsenic, with one, three, and five equivalents of sulphur respec*
tively.

Chromium was discovered by Vauquelin in 1797, in a beau-
tiful red mineral, then called chromate, more properly dichro-

matey of lead. Chromium is a brittle infusible metal) of specific

jrravity about 5 : capable of uniting with oxygen, and of form*
ing two distinct compounds. The green sesqui-oxide consists
of 56*2 chromium (two equivalents) and 24 oxyp:cn f three
equivalents). The chromic acid of 28*1 (one equivalent) of
metal, and 24 (three equivalents) of oxygen. All the com-
pounds of chromium are distinguished by their brilliant colours,
from whence is derived the name of this metal.
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VANADiUNf was discovered in 1830, by Sefstrom, ruul lias sinde

been found by rruiessor Jolmston in vanadiate of lead. It is

extracted by complicated processes ; and is but iodistinctly cha-

racterized as a metaK In colour it resembles silver, or rather

molybdenum ; it is extremely brittle, and is not readily oxi-

disBed. When, however, this has been effected by circuitous

processes, it forms two distinct compounds, the prtioxide^ com-
posed of 68*5 vanadium and 8 oxygen ; Uie peroaeidef of 68*5

metal and 16 oxygen.

MoLTBDBNUM IS a white, brittle, and very infusible metal

;

Its specific gravity about 8*6 ; it is easily oxidtzable, and has

three degrees of oxidation, one of which is acid. In the prot-

oxide, peroxide, and molybdic acid, 47*7 molybdenum are re-

spectively united with 8, 16, and 24> oxygen* It combines also

in three proportions with sulphur.

Tungsten is a metal, not found pure in nature, but obtain-

able by chemical operations; \l is of a greyish-white colour ; lias

considerable lustre; is brittle, and infusible except at an intense

heat. With oxygen it ioijos two compounds, the dark broivn

oxidCf consisting of 99-7 tungsten and 16 oxygen, and the yellow

acid, constituted of the same proportion of metal and 24 oxygen.

There are also corresponding sulphureU.

CoLUMBiUM, or Tantalum, discovered by Mr Hatchett in

1801, is a very rare metal, existing chiefly in ianiaMu and yttro*

Umkdiie. When extracted by chemical processes, it has the

form of a grey powder, which, by pressure, acquires a metallic

lustre, and then exhibits an iron-grey colour. This metal takes

fire when heated in contact with air, and bums into columbw
acidf which is constituted of 185 metal and 24 oxygen. There
is also an oxide, composed of the same proportion of columbium
united witli 16 oxygen.

Antimony has been known ever since the fifteenth century,

when it was discovered by Basil Valentine. It is principally ob-

tained from the native sulphuret called crude antimont/. It is

brittle, of a white colour, with a shade of bluish grey. Its

specilic grav ity is 6*7 : it is fusible at 810° F., and on cooling

sometimes toruis crystals. If heated out of contact with atmo-
spheric au-j it is not volatile ; but when air is preseivt, it intiames

at a white heat, and forms an oxide, which condenses in white
needles, formerly calledfioxoers ofammony^ but now consider-

ed and named as a sesgui^oaside. In this, 125*2 parts by weight
of antimony (two equivalents) are united with 24 (three equiva-

lents) of oxygen. In antimonious acid> the same proportion of
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metal is combined with 32 oxvsrcn, and in antimonic arid witli

•iO of oxygen. There are tliree au/phureUf the proportions of

which correspond with those of the oxides.

Uranium. Klaproth first pointed out this metal in a mine-

ral found in Saxony, called pitc/iblcude, I'rom which it may be ex-

tracted by chemical processes. Its metaUic properties are faint*

iy mwkecl. but it Hm tome lustre. It » nit cUged by «r at

conamon temperatures ; but, when heated in an open vessel, it

absorbs oxygeni and is converted into protoxide* The equivalent

number of the metal, arrived at bj indirect processes, is 217.

Cjirium was discovered in 1803, by Hisinger and Berzelius»

in a rare mineral called cmV«, and subsequently by Dr Thomson,
in a mineral called allanitey in honour of the late Mr Allan, who
first showed it to be a distinct species. In a metallic state, the

properties of cerium are very impjerfectly known. Its equiva-

lent number has been stated at 4(3 ; and it is believed to form two
oxides, the protoxide, of a white colour, consisting of one equiva-

lent with one ofoxygen ; the jH-roridp, of a fawn red, composed of

the same proportion of cerium with three equivalents of oxygen.

Bismuth is a well-characterized metal, and can be obtained

in considerable quantity. It is brittle \vlien cold. Its colour is

reddish white, and it has considerable lustre ; its density about

10. It fuses at 476° F., and, when slowly cooled, crystallizes in

octahedrons. In close vessels it sublimes, but not under a red
heat. In open vessels it burns at that temperature into a white

volatile oxide, in which 71 of metal are united with 8 of oxygen.
By circuitous processes, 2 equivalents of bismuth (= 142) may
be brought to unite with 3 equivalents of oxygen. The sulphur-

et is a compound of one equivalent of each of its elements.

Titanium was first found by Mr Gregor of Cornwall, iii a
mineral called menaecaniiey and has since been detected in sev*

eral other minerals. In 18*^2 Dr WoUaston remarked it form-
ing very small but perfect cubes in an iron slag, and it appears
not to be uncommon in the refuse of iron furnaces. These
small cubes have a specific gravity of 5*8

;
they arc exceeding-

ly hard and infusible. They resist the action of solvents ap-

plied in the usual way, but, by particular management, the me-
tal may be oxidized. The equivalent of the metal is })rubably

near 24'3. It appears to be susceptible of uniting with one equi-

valent of oxygen, and also with two-, tlie latter constituting

tUanw acid*

TELLURIUM was discovered by Klaproth, about the year 1798,
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in an ore of ^okl. When extracted by artificial mctliods, and
metallized, it is of a tin-\v!iite colour, verging to lead-grey; has

considerable lustre, and a foliated or scaly fracture. It is very

brittle; iusible below i|»nilion ; and, excepting osmium and mer-
cury, is the most volatile of all metals. Its specific gravity does
not exceed 6*185, It is susceptible of two degrees of oxidation,

both of which exhibit acid properties* The one, consisting of
64*2 metal and 16 oxygen, formerly called oxide €flelluriwn, has
a feeble acid re-agency, and is now termed tetturoui acid; the
other, teUuric cufid, is constituted of the same proportion of me-
tal and 2i oxygen* The bi-sulpkuret and ter-^tdphurei of tel-

lurium are analogous compounds ; the former of two equiva-

lents, the latter of three of sulphur to one of tellurium.

Copper has been known from the most ancient times, and,
next to iron, constitutes one of the most valuable and abun-
dant mineral treasures of this island. In its metallic state it is

of a fine red colour; it is capable of considerable lustre; is

both malleable and ductile ; and has a specific gravity, varying

with its parity and the processes it has uiulergone, from 8'434

to 9*0. At 27° of Wrclgewood's pyrometer it melts, and emits

fumes. It has a great affinity for oxyercn, and may be converted

into black oxide by long exposure to a sufficient heat with con-

tact of air. This compound, consisting of 64f parts of copper

and 16 oxygen, was considered by some chemists as the perox» •

ide, and as constituted of one equivalent of metal and two equi-

valents of oxygen, which would make the number for copper

64; but it is now most commonly regarded as the true binary

oxide, constituted of an atom of each of its elements, which
fixes the equivalent of copper at 32. There is also an orange-

red oxide of copper found native in octahedrons, and obtainable

by chemical processes, which consists of 64 metal and 8 oxygen.

This may be regarded as constituted of two atoms of metal

(32 X 2 rr 64), and one atom of oxygen, t. e, as a suboxide

or dioxide. This suboxide is permanent at ordinary tempera-

tures, but at a red heat is converted into the black oxide or per-

oxide. There are also chlorides and sulp/iurets of copper, analo-

gous in atomic proportions to the oxides. Copper s^Iance (the

equivalent of copper hciu^ taken at 32) is a disjdpliuret, con-

sisting of two atoms of base and one atom of sulphur. The
true sulphuret, consistin<T of one equivalent of each element, is

one of the ingredients o\' copper pi/rites, in which it exists along

with protosulphuret of iron.

Lead. This well-known metal is of a bluish-grey colour,

of specific gravity 11*381, very malleable, and ductile in a small

degree. It melts at 612^ F.» and, when slowly cooled, shoots
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into octahedral crystals. It is readily oxidized when exposed at

high temperatures to the air. Its protoxide^ which is yellow,

and known under the name of massicot^ is constituted of 104
lead and 8 oxjgeiu The permnde is of a puce colour, and Is

oonaUtated of tne sane proportion of metal with 16 oxygen.
The beautifiil red oompoundy called ndmtm, or red had^ is not a
true atomic compound ; but is Yariahle m to the proportions of
protoxide and peroxide which constitute it* The mdpkwrH^
which is the most abundant source of the lead of commerce,
consists of one equivalent of lead, and one equivalent of
sulphur.

ORDER IV.

^I; KCL i;V or QricKSiLVER, as is well known, is fluid at com-
mon temperatures. Its specific Lrravity at 47^ V. is IS'Sid.

At 39° or 40° below 0 F it bicomes a solid, which may be
flattened by tlie liammer or cut witli a knife, and has the spe-

cific gravity 15'(il2. At a temperature variously stated between
656° and 680° F. it boils, and is convertible into a vapour, the
specific gravity of which exceeds, by very nearly seven times, that

of atmosplieric air. Mercury iuis two distinct oxides ; the prot*

mde^ of a black colour, consists of 202 (1 equivalent) of mer-
cury and 6 oxycen ; the second, or peroasiie^ of a fine red co*
lour, is obtained by long-conttnued oilcination, and consists of
202 mercury and 16 oxygen. Mercury forms also, with sul-

phur» two definite compounds ; the firsts of a black colour, con*
sists of an equivalent of each element ; the second, cinnahar^

which is ofa beautiful redcolourwhen powdered, and is then well

known as vermUkm^ occurs native, and is also an artificial pro-

duct. The latter consists of 202 mercury and S2 (two equiva«

lents) of sulphur.

Silver has a beautifully white colour, and is inferior in lustre

only to polished steel. Its specific gravity, after being hammer-
ed, is 10*51. In malleability and ductility it is superic)r to all

the metals except gold. At 12° of Wedgewood's pyrometer it

fuses, and by slow cooling turnis crystals. It doc^ not, like most
oti^er metals, enter in sever^il pi oj onions into union \\ ith oxy-
gen, chlorine, or sulphur, but forms only one compound with

each ot tliosc elLiuciits. In the proportion of 108 by weight to

8 oxygen, it constitutes the oxide of silver ; with 33*i2 chlorine,

the chloride ; and with 16 sulphur, the sulphuret. When alloyed

with copper, in the proportion ofabout one*tweliUi of the weight
of the latter metal, it constitutes the standardsilver of this coun-
try, which, though differing little in colour from pure silver, is

much hardeiv and less liable to wear.
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Gold \b the only metal which has a yellow colour. Its speci*
fic gravity varies with the processes which it has undergone; but
may be stated^ on an average, at 19*3. It surpasses all metals in
malleability and ductility. At a heat of about 32? Wedgewood it

fuses, and, on cooling slowly, shoots into quadrilateral pyramids.
It is not volatile at any known temperature. One of its most
valuable properties is, that it may be exposed to the air for ages
witliout change. It may, however, be oxidized by chemical pro-
cesses, and unites in the proportion of 199*2 gold to 8 oxygen,
fbrminiT profoxidc ; and of tlie same proportion of gold to 24 oxy*
gen, coDNtiimiii.: ilie peroxide of gold. The intermediate com-
pound, or deutoxide, is supposed to be the purple substance which
is formed when gold is burnt by intense heat or galvanic electri-

city. Only one stdphuret is known, constituted of 199*2 gold
and -ib o (3 eciuivaients) of sulphur.

Platinum. This metal, which, if it were more plentiful and
cheap, would be applicable, on account of its infusibility and pro-
perty of resisting most chemical agents, to a variety of valuable
purposes, is inferior in beauty and lustre to silver, but exceeds
that metal and all others in specific gravity, which is between 21
and 22. Among the metals it is one of the slowest conductors
of heat, and is less expansible than most of them by that agent.
It is both highly malleable and ductile. It is not oxidizable,
even by the long-continued action of heat and air, but may be
brought to combine with oxygen by circuitous processes, which
afford two well-characterized oxides. Tlie protoxide consists of
98-8 (1 equivalent) of platinum and 8 oxygen ; the peroxide^ of
the same weight of metal and 16 oxygen ; and there appears also
to be an intermediate oxide, consisting of 2 equivalents (197-6) of
platinum and 3 equivalents of oxygen, lliere are also chlorides
and sulphurets of platinum corresponding with the above as to
equivalent proportions of their elements.

Palladium was discovered by Dr Wollaston in 1803, for»n-
ing distinct small fragments in the native ore of platinum. He
extracted it also by complex chemical processes, which he has
described in the Phil. Trans, for 1804. in colour it resembles
platinum, but is of a duller white. It is malleable and ductile ;

its specific gravity varies from 10-972 to 1M82. It is not fusible
or oxidizable at a degree of heat sufficient to melt gold, but at a
stronger heat melts, and, on cooling, affords a mass, of specific
gravity ll*87I. By indirect metliods it combines with oxygen.
Its protoxide is black, and consists of dd*8 (1 equivalent) of pal-
ladium and 8(1 equivalent) of oxygen ; its peroxide^ also bUusk,
is constituted of i equivalent of metal and 2 equivalents of
oxygen.
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Uhodidm is also a discovery of Dr WoUaston, maile at the

same time* and from the same source, as palladium* It has a
white colour^ a metallic lustre, is brittle, and extremely hard,

and has a specific gravity of about 1L It attracts oxygen from
the air when heated to redness ; but resists, unless when alloyed,

the action of adds. Two oxides are known, the protoxid , \\ Iiich

is blacic, and enters into the salts of rhodium, is constituted of
52*2 (1 equivalent) of metal, and 8(1 equivalent) of oxygen ; the
perosadet of 2 equivalents of metal« and ^ equivalents of oxygen.

Osmium is another inijredient of the ore of jilatinum. m which
it was discovered in ibUU by Mr Smithson Tennant. It can only

be extracted by complicated methods, which present it in the

form of a black j)owder, susceptible of metallic lustre by friction ;

of the specific gravity of about 7. It takes Hre in the open air,

and its oxide, which is volatile, has an acrid and hulfocatini; odour.

From tJie experiments of Berzclius, it seems to be capable of en-

tering into combination wiili several proportions of oxygen. Its

equivalent number is probably about 99*7.

Iridium is another elementary metal (the fifth) which enters

into the crude ore of platinum. It is evolved in tlie process by
which osmium is separated from the same ore. Its distinguish-

ing property is the variety of colours which it exhibits (from tm,
the rainbow). It is a very brittle metal, susceptible, when care-

fully burnished, of considerable polish. It is very difficult of fu-

sion ; but when fused in iMr Children's experiments, with the

aid of a powerful galvanic battery, it had the specific gravity of

18-68. It is oxidized by a red heat, but only when finely divid-

ed ; and it is not easily acted upon by acids. From the re-

searches of Berzelius, who estimates the equivaleiit ot indium at

it appears to have three degrees of oxidation ; and it is the

rapid transition of these oxides into each other, that occasions

the variable tints of iridium.

Such are the comparatively few elements constituting the im-

mense variety of bodies that are objects of classification and de-

scription to the mineralogist. That these elements are com-
bined together iw debnite proportions (at least in all well-ebar-

acterized, and especially in crystallized minerals), does not ad-

mit of the smallest doubt. In a great number of instances, the

results of analysis fully bear out this general proposition. But
•minerals that are less distinctly characterized (all those, for ex-

ample, that are called amorphous)^ are also less uniform in the
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proportions of their constituents, probably from the admixture of
foreign matters. We may, however, reasonably entertain san-

guine hopes of great advantages from the alliance of chemical
\vi!h mineralogical science ; and may confidently expect that the

former will in time furnish data for a truly philosophical arrange-

meut of mineral bodies*



EXPLANATION OF TERMS
Used in Mineralogkal Descriptums^

Aeteular. Long, slender, and straight prisms, or crystals, are
termed acicular, from the Latin, aeieukh ft little needle.

Aggregated. A mineral or rock Is said to be aggregated when
the several component parts only adhere together, and may
be separated mechanical means : the felspar, quartz, and
mica, c(mstituting granite, may be separated mechanically.
Granite is an aggre<:atecl rock.

Alliaceous. The odour given out by arsenical minerals, when
exposed to the blowpipe or struck by the hammer, resem-
bles that of garhc, in Latin, allinm ; whence alhaceous.

Alloy* A natural combination of two or more metals in the
metallic state.

Amalgam, A iiauiial combination of two metals, of which mer-
cury is one.

Amofrj^xm** Without form ; of undeBnable shape ; from the

Greek, ce^sM^^ei having that signification. Amorphous mi-
nerals are sometimes described as being of indeterminate
or indefinite forms.

Anhydrous^ from the Greek avud^o;, signifying without water.

ArboreseenL From the Latin arbcresea, to grow like a tree.

See Dendritic.

Arseniate. A term applied to a mineral consisting of arseme
add united with a base.

Hase. A term denoting the substance to u iiich an acid is unit-

ed; ia the aiaeuiate oi copper, the copper is ilie base.

Borate. A mineral in which boracic acid is combined with a

base.

JSoirifoidaL From the Greek j8ofj^u«dj}(, signifying hun^ with
clusters of grapes or berries. So a mineral presenting an
aggregation of large sections of numerous small globes is

termed botryoidal ; but when the globes are larger, and the
portions are less and separate^ the appearance is expressed
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by the term matnmillated. These forms may be observed in

certain ores of cobalt, copper, and manganese, and often in

calcedony.

Brittle, This character of mineral bodies does not depend upon
their hardness; those of which the particles cohere in tlje

hii^hest de«xree, and are immoveable one amon<^ another, are

the most brittle. The diamond, (juartz, siiij)hate ofbarytcs,

and sulphur, vary greatly as to hardness ; they are all brit-

tle, the first only in particular directions*

Capillary^ derived from the Latin eapUius, a hair, is chiefly

used to express the long, tortuous, hair-like appearances

observable in native gold, silver, and some other minerals.

Crystals are sometimes termed capillary when long and
slender ; but when also straight, they are more properly

designated acicular.

Carbonate. A mineral in which carbonic acid is combined
with a base.

Cellular. This term was used by Werner in the description of

such minerals as exhibit cells formed by the crossing; and
intersecting of the lamellic of which tliev are constituted ;

commonly, any mineral presenting numerous small cells or
', cavities is termed cellular. See vesicular.

V
Chatoyant has been adopted from the French, who use it to

< express the changeable light resembling that observable

in the eye of a cat, exhibited by certain minerals.

ChronMUitf a mineral in which chromic acid is united with a base.

Cieavaffe, This term is most commonly used in relation to the

fracture of those minerals which, having natural joints,

possess a regular structure, and may be cleaved into more
or less geometrical fragments ; as, into varieties of the pa*
rallelopiped, the rhomboid, &c.

Coherent. In minerals that are brittle, the partleles nre strongly

coherent; in such as are friable they are slightly coherent.

Columnar distinct concredons ; a term useil to express the great

and small cokuuns in which certain iron ores and other mi-

nerals are found.

Compact, A n inirul is compact when no particular or distinct

parts are discernible ; a compact mineral cannot be cleaved

or divided into r^ular or parallel portions. It is too often

confounded with the term massive.

Concentric lamellar. This relates to structure, and is used in

the description of such minerals as, being of a spherical

form, have received successive coatings or depositions. An
onion cut in two exhibits the concentric-lamellar appear-
ance in perfection.

Conciifodai relates only to fracture, and is derived from the La*
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tin conchoidest signifj ing like a shell. Many of the brittle

minerals exhibU this appearance, and occasionally in great

perfection^ as quartz, sulphur, &c.
Canemion generally signifies a small and distinct mass.
CoraStndal^ resembling branches of coral.

Cune^armf wedge-shaped ; euneus^ in Latin» signifies a wedge*

Decomposed, This term, when used strictly in a mincralogical

sense, imports the consequence of the chemical action which

takes place naturally in some nuncrals. Certain ores of iron,

&c. in wliich sulphur predominates in an unusual degree^

decompose by exposure to air.

Decrement, This term relates to structure. See p. xxviii.

l}ecr€pitate, A mineral is said to decrepitate on exposure to

heat when it flies with a crackling noise similar to that

made by salt when thrown into the fire.

Dendritic, derived from the Greek iivd^mg, signifying, like the

growth of a tree. • The terms arborescent and dendritic are

used synonymously : they are alike applied to the tree-like

appearance in which native silver and native copper are

sometimes found ; to the delineations seen on the surfaces

of certain minerals ; to the appearance in the mocha-stonC)

&c.

Dentiform, in the shape of teeth ; dens being the Latin for a
tooth.

Disseminated, When a mineral, whether crystallized or other-

wise, is found here and there imbedded in a mass or another

substance, it is said to be disseminated in the mass.

Disintegrated is generally used to express the falling to pieces

of any mineral, without any perceptible chemical action.

Divergingt or Divergent. When the structure is fibrous, and
the fibres are not parallel, they usually diverge in part, but
not wholly^ around a common centre ; as in certain zeolites,

and haematitic irons. The crystals of some substances as*

sume a diverging position.

Drusy has been adopted from the German term druseUy for

which we linve no English word. The surface of a mineral
is said to be drusy when composed of small prominent crys-

tals, nearly equal in size ; it is often seen in iron-pyrites.

Efflorescence is the consequence of chcmicnl notion ; it is ap-

plied to such minerals as are found in extremely minute
fibres on old walls, *S:c.

Elastic, A mineral which, after bein<j^ bent, springs back to its

original form, is elastic. Mica is elastic; talc, which great-

ly resembles mica, is only flexible.

Earthy* This term relates to fracture and to texture. Chalk,
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and certain of the ores ofiron and lead, are notable instances

of tbe earthy fracture or texture.

Fasdculaied, When a numberof minute fibres or acicular crys-

tals occur in small aggregations or bundles, they are said

to be fasciculated ; from the l^atw fascirffhfs, a little bundle.

Fibrous, This term relates both to form aud structure. Certain

minerals, as amianthus, gypsum, &c. occur in distinct fibres.

Asbestus, red haematite, <S:c. are found massive, and present

a parallel fibrous structure ; others are of a radiating fibrous

structure, when the libres diverge from a coiiuuon centre.

FilamenU A mineral is said to occur in filaments when it is

found in slender thread-like or hair-like portions. It is

therefore nearly synonymous with the term capillary.

FiUformh used in the same sense as the preceding, but Werner
employed it to express the appearance of certain metals

which occur in the forni of wire, as native silver and native

copper. Fihtm, in Latin, signifies thread ; ^fikan mdaUi^
wire.

Flexible. Talc is flexible ; it readily bends, but does not return

of itself to its original form. Mica is both flexible and elas-

tic.

Fluate. 11
1
is term designates a mineral in which fluoric acid

is combined with a base.

Foliated, This term, from the Latin foliattts, having or con-
sisting of leaves, is used by Wei ner to express the struc-

ture of all minerals that may be divided or cleaved regular-

ly, and are therefore by him said to consist of folia or leaves.

The structure of such minerals is more commonly and bet*

ter expressed by the term lamellar ; and they are said to

consist of lamintc.

Fracture is a term chiefly employed in designating the appear-
ance of minerals which have no regular structure when they
are broken ; such minerals present an earthy, even, uneven,
or conch oidal fracture, S:c.

Frangible, This term relates to tlte snsroptlbility of minerals

to separate into fragments by force ; it is a quality not de-

pendent on hardness ; the structure of some, and the brit-

tleness of otIiLr iiiinerals, render tliem easily frangible ;

while many, i\o\\i their softness, and the ease with whicli

their particles or molecules yield or slide over one another,

are much more difficultly frangible ; these possess the char-

acter of toughness. Quartz is easily broken^ asbestus is

tough.

Friabk, A mineral whose portions or particles slightly cohere,

and which is therefore eas9y crumbled or broken down, is

said to be friable.

I
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Fungiform, Certain substances, as, for instance, calcareous
stalactites, are occasionally met with, having termioations
similar to llie liead oi a iungus; whence the leruu

Gimgwby from the German. The gangue or matrix is the sub*
stance In or upon which a mineral U fotiod*

GMe. This also is derived from the German ; a geode is a hollow
ball, generally lined with crystals.

Ghnce is a German wordy meaaing shioing; thus, gianoe-coely.

copper-glance, &c.

Globular distinct concretion is used to designate the form of any
mineral whicli occurs in small round or roundiblx masses:
pea-stone and roe-stone are examples of it.

Granular. The structure oi a mineral is said to be granular

when it appears to consist of small grains or concretions,

which sometimes are* sometimes are not, discernible ; we
have therefore the fine granalar and the coarse granular

structure.

Greiuj^ is used in relation to lustre*

Hackly, This term relates to a fracture wliich is peculiar lu tlie

malleable metalbj which, when broken, present sharp pro-

truding points.

BmmatiiB is derived from the Greek du/Mtrm;, signifying Idood"

red* It was first applied to the variety of iron ore which i»

called Red Hematite; but has since been extenided to

other iron ores of the same structure, but differing in colour.

Hepatic, from the Latin iupar^ the liver : it is applied either to

^colour or form.

Bydrate is derived from the Greek water ; and is applied

to those minerals of which water forms an ingredient in

large proportion.

Imbedded. A mineral found in a mass of another substance is.

said to be imbedded in it.

Jncrustedm Any substance covered by a mineral is said to be
incrusted by it.

Inkrlaeing, When fibres or crystals of a mineral are found in-

termingling with ench other in various directions^ they are

said to be interlacing.

Investing. A mineral coating or covering another is sometimes
described as investing it.

Iridescent. This term relates only to the colour with which the

suriaces of some metallic species are naturally tarnished.

Irisated, A mineral is described as irisated which exhibits the

prismatic cdours either externally or internally : the latter

IS generally the consequence of some injury sustained by
the mineral.

D
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Lamel/ce, Lamellar^ relate to structure. When a mineral can
be fractured or cleaved into rcjjular and parallel plates, its

structure is said to be lamellar ; and the portions tbus ob-

tained are termed laminae or lamells. These terms have
been adopted from the LatiD> in which they were almost

synonymoasljr used to express thin plates of any substance*

Lamellar mstinet conereiians. This is used to denote the form
of certain minerals consisting of separate tabular crystals.

Lamelliform, A mineral consisting of Jamete is said to be Ul"

melliform.

LetUictilrfr is employed to pxpross the forms of certain crystals

which are nearly flat, and convex above and beneath ; and
which consequently resemble a common lens.

MaBeabUUy. Some of the metals suffer extension when beaten
with a hammer, and are therefore termed malleable metals*

Native gold and native silver are very malleable metals*

Mammillated, See Boirpoidai,

Massive. This term is sometimes used in describing a substance
of indeterminate form, whatever maybe its internal struc-

ture; but is more commonly applied to those minerals which
possess regular internal structure, without any particular

external form.
• » ^ ^

Matrix. Sec Gangue.
Meagre, This term relates to the touch or feel of a mineral.

It belongs chiefly to some of those species which possess

an earthy texture. Chalk is remarkably meagre to the touch*

Natural joints. Such minerals as can be broken into regular

forms, as the cube, rhomboid, ike. are cleavable into those
forms only in the direction of or along their natural joints.

In some species these natural joints are perceptible by the
assistance of a strong light.

jVcimoM relates to lustre, and isemployed to express the lustre

of some minerals which greatly resembles that of pearl.

Nodular. A mineral which presents irregularly globular, eleva*

tions is termed nodular.
. .

*

Opake. Those minerals are opake which do not transmit a per-

ceptible ray of light even through the thinnest and small-

est pieces.

Pass into. One mineral is said to pass into another, when both
are found so blended in the same specimen that it is im-
possible to decide where the one terminates and the other
begins. Flint is found passing into calcedony.

PuTOus. A mineral is said to be porous when it is traversed in

different directions with communicating holes which pass
through the substance.
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PtKMAomorphouM* Minerals exhibiting impressions of the forms
peculiar to the crystals of other substances are said to be
psciulomnrphous. Y<ud»(i ID Greeky signifies false; /m^,
torm or tigure.

Pulverulent, When the particles of a rnirieral are minute, and
cohere very slightly, or not at all, it is said to be pulveru-

lent, or in the pulverulent state.

BadiaieeL Madiaius, in Latin, signifies beset with rays. When
the crystals ofa mineral are so disposed as to diverge from
a centre, the^ are said to be radiated.

Ramose. Ramus, m Latin, signifies the branch ofa tree. A mi-
neral having that appearance is described as being ramose.

Refractoriness. The term is used both chemically and mecha-
nically in relation to minerals. It is sometimes applied to

those which strongly resist the application of heat, and oc-

casionally to some whose toughness enables tliero to resist

repeated blows.

Reniform, kidney-shaped. in Latin, signifies kidney.

Reticulated. Minerals occurring in parallel fibres, crossed at

right angles by other fibres which also are parallel, exhibit

squares like the meshes of a net. Retis, in Latin, signifies

anet

Sehi^tm or slcUy strudure* ' Minerals which split only in one
direction, and present fragments which are parallel, but of
unequal thickness, which also are not smooth atid even, and
are without lustre, are said to possess a schistose structure.

Scopiform. If a number of minute crystals or fibres be closely

aggregated into a little bundle, with the appearance of di-

verging slightly from a common centre, tliey are said to be
scopiform. ScopUf in Latin, signifies a broom or besom.

Seclik. The term sectile is derived from the Latin seco^ to cut.

Those minerala are termed sectile which are midway be-

tween the brittle and the malleable* A slice or portion cut

from a sectile mineral is fragile, and the new surface on the

mass is smooth and shining.

8em*transparenL A mineral is said to be semi-transparent

when an object is not distinctly seen through it*

Specxdar Minerals are those which present a smooth and bril<-

liant surface which reflects light. SpeciUum, in Latin, sig-

nifies a looking-^rl^'^s.

Splinteryfracture belongs to im|)crrGctly crystalline minerals.

JStalactitiform, ^raXdy/^iu signifies a drop, an icicle, which sta-

lactitiform minerals greatly resemble in shape.

Stalagmite. A stalagmite is the deposition aii'orded by the water

dropping fi oui a btalactite, as on the floor of a cavern.
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Stellaied, When the crystals or fibres of a mineral diverge all

round a connmon centre, it is said to be stellated. Stciiui in

Latin, signifies a star.

StriiBy Striated, The slight channels occasionally observable

on the planes of crystallized minerals are termed strie, and
the crystals which exhibit them are said to be striated.

The Btrise are commonly parallel, and generally indicate the

direction in which crystals may be cleaved. Stnu^ in La*
tin, signi6es a groove or channel.

Suiphuret A metallic mineral in which the metal is combined
with sulphur. In these minerals the metal is not in the

state of an oxide, but in the metallic state.

Supernatant, Such minerals as are lighter than water, ami con-

sequently swim upon it, are said to be supernatant; from
the Latin.

Tabular, When this term is used in relation to structure, it is

nearly allied to the schistose or slaty. It is used more ge-
nerally to express the external form of such crystals as are
nearly flat ; these are termed tabular cr^-stals ; friNaai the
Latin, tabula^ a table*

Toughness relates to internal texture. Those minerals which
are bruised, or suffer depression, by repeated blows in the
attempt to fracture them, are esteemed to be tough.

Tramlucejit, A mineral through which an object cannot be
seen, but which transmits some light, is termed translucent.

Many minerals are translucent only on the edges.

Transparent. Those minerals are transparent through which
an object may be clearly seen.

Tubercular, A mineral whose unevenness of surface arises from
small and somewhat round elevaUons is said to be tuber-
cular.

JfMsttlar, A mineral is said to be vesicular when it haa small
and somewhat round cavities^ both internally and exter-
nally. Lava, pumice, limestone, &c. are sometimea vesi-
cular. From the Latin, vesicula, a little bladder.

Vitreous, Minerals having the lustre of glass are said to pos-
sess the vitreous lustre.

Unctuous, This term relates to the touch. Plumbago and soap*
stone are very unctuous.
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OF TH£ ARRANGEMENT

IN WHICH MINERALS AllE DESCUIBED IN THE
FOLLOWING PAGES.

In the absence of that organization which so admirably serves

as a guide to the generic differences in animals and plants, we
must seek for some odier basis on which to found an arrange-

ment of nuDeials* No one has yet been^ nor does il seem pos-

sible that one should be> constructed, that is altogether satistac'

tory ;—-one in which there is not much that is arbitrary.

- Tl^ characters of minerals are of two kinds, Physical and
Chemical : every system must be founded on one or oUier of
Uiese, or upon their combination.

Of the Physical characters, the most valuable, because the

most certain, when it exists, is Structure ; and since by it alone

we may olten recognise a mineral, it is liigiily deserving of the

earliest attention ot" the student. There are, however, many mi-

nerals in which no regular structure is visible. If, therefore, we
would depend on the physical chai aclers, we must look for some
other amongst them ; but there is none so invariable as structure*

Therefore any arrangement that is made to depend on the phy*

sical characters can only be founded on a comparison of a num*
her of them $ but many, if not most, ofthese characters, are sub-

ject to some, and often to a considerable degree of variation,

even in the same substance*

The physical characters, therefore, are not of that precise, in-

variable, and universal application which alone would justify their

adoption as the basis of an nrranjxement.

One of the chief difiiculties at tendant on the plan of arranging

mnn rals according to their conipusition is, tlie unecrtainty which
exists in particular substances, as to what their absolutely essen-

i/ai constituents are. It may, liowever, be understood, thatwhat-

suevci eniei a into the composition of a mineral, that does 710^

ter the externalform uOenuA sirudiire of tliat substance in

its purer state, is not an essential element, but an accidental in*

gredient. Thus, among earthy minerals, the various colouring
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LXXVIIJ OF THE ARRANGEMENT OF MiNERALSy

matters ofquartz, and in the rhombic calcareous spar of Fon-
tainbleau, the sand it encloses, which is said to amount to one-

fifVh of the whole weight of the mineral, are only accidental in-

gredients. Among metalliferous minerals, grey^copper or fahlerz

may he cited as an instance of remarkable diversity of compost*
tion» without any alteration of external form ; for, besides cop*
per, iron, and sulphur, it sometimes includes a proportion of ar-

senic, lead, silver, or antimony. Many other instances might be
cited.

Anotl^er difficulty arises from the still proj^ressive state of

chemistry. Hence new analyses, whenever they offer new re-

sults, tend to a perplexity of choice, which can only be terminat-

ed by selecting that analysis which has resulted from the labours

of the most eminent analyst.

But althougli tliese diiiicukies are attendant upon a reliance

on the chemical characters as the basis of an arrangement, such

an arrangement appears to be equally certain, more instrocdve,

of more universal application, and therefore far more intelli^ble

to the beginner, than one founded upon physical characters.'

Assuming, then, a chemical basis for the arrangement, another
point is still open for determination, namely, where to begin.
Hence it becomes requisite to seek a sufficient reason for esta-
blishing (instead of beginning arbitrarily without any apparent
motive) some precise order of description, founded npon an in-

telligible princijile, and such an one m should begin with the

most simple, and terminate with tlie must compound substances.

And viewing the intimate comu ction existing between minera-

logy and geology, it seemed that a sufficient motive might be
found in this connection to determine a preference.

The localities of minerals tend to show that there does exist a
more or less certain criterion for determining the relative ages of
the earths and the metals. ...
Some of the earths chiefly constitute those rocks which are

esteemed to be of the oldest formation, while others do not en-
ter into the composition of rocks^ being ^und only in the veins
which traverse them ; these therefore may be estimated 88 of later
origin tlian the former.

Of the alkalies and acids as mineral constitnents, either com-
bined with the earths or with each other, the former claim the
precedence, as entering into the composition of the oldest rocks.

Two or three of the metals occur in snuill quantity in the
masses of some of the earlier rocks j but in general the metals
are found in veins ; some in veins traversing Uie older rocks, and
rarely or never in those ofa more recent description ; others most
abundantly or only in those ofnewer formation.

As rocks are constituted chiefly ofearths, and metals are prin-

cipally found ui veins, eartliy minerals maybe assumed to be Qf
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ADOriED IN Tii£ iOLLOWiNG PAGES. LXXiX

earlier origin than the metalliferous ; hence mineralt appear to

poaaen ft daini to a aomewhat naiurai 0rder^ aneaeimoji m our

Thus siliceous minerals are first deacribedi because it is esti-

mated that silica forms the largest proportion of the oldest and
most abundant primitive rocks, and all earthy minerals of which
nlica is the largest ingredient are arranged under that head;
beginning, chemically, with silica in its purest form, and pro-

ceeding to such as consist ot that and another earth, as >ilica and
alumina, then to those consisting of silica and lime, &c. and af-

terwards to such minerals as are chiefly constituted of three or

more earths, teroiinating with the most compound ; and regard-

ing tlie iron, manganese, &c. involved \\\ many of them, only as

accidental mgredients. The other earthy muierals are proceeded
ivith in like manner; arbitrarily selecting sucfa as contain the
rare earth gludna, and placing them under that bead, except that

the gadolinite^ which also contains the still more rare earth yttria,

is olaced under the latter.

Next after those minerals which consist only of one or more of
the earths, succeed those in which one or other of the alkalies is

found ; to these, such of the acids as occur in the concrete state ;

then those minerals which are primarily constituted of one or

more earths and an acid ; and after these tbose^consisting of an
alkali and an acid ; and, finally, the very few in.which an earth,

an alkali, and an acid, are combined together.

The native metals and metalliferous minerals iiucceed, arranged

according to the order of age and formation* subordinately be-

ginmng with the metal in its native states when it so occurs

;

dien its cmnbination with other metals, when in the state of a
natural alloy \ then combined with sulphur, with oxygen, and
finally, as an oxide combined with an acid.

The combustibles follow, beginning with sulphur, to which
succeeds carbon in its purest form, and aflerwards its several

combinations with other bodies, as the base of the greater part

of all the substances belonging to this class*

The order of arrangement is therefore as follows

:

JEarUnj Minerals,

Alhalifuhearthy Minerals.

Acids,

Acidiferovs Eartliy Mifierals.

Acidiferou6 Alkaline Minerals.

Acidiferous Atkalino-earthy Minerals.

Native Mek^ and MetaU^Brous Mintrak*
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Tbb otject of the following Tables is principally thai of exhilnting

the Mineralogical Arrangement adopted in this work, by at once pre.

Renting the distinguishing constituents of the various species. Perfect

accuracy in respect of tlie relative quantity of these constituents is out

of tlie quthlion, but the most approved analyses liave been invariably

followed ; and for more ample details the student la reicried to the body
of the work.

N B.—Thc propanioiii are iwltartdl by ligam, whmaioirtaliMd i «he& doabllU» an
marked thus —

.

EARTHY MINERALS.

.Silica. Almnlna Water. Iron.

Silica.
-

QuartZy 100 • • • •

Opal, —
Flint, 98 2 • • •

Calcedony, 84 16 • • •

Jasper, — • • , ,iir

Hornstone» 74 16 • • 10

Leelltc, 75 22 • • • 3
Karpholite, 37 29 • 11 3 20
Alumo-calcite, 86 Q 7 •

Garnet, 43 16 20 » 21

Cinnamon stone, 40 23 32 • 5
Idocrase, 40 33 22 • 5
Gehlenite, 89 24 35 5 7
Prehnite) 44 2S 20 5 S
Slllbite,

Heulanditey

58 17 9 16
59 15 12 14

Dipyie, 62 25 11 2
Davyne, 45 34 13 8
Laumonite, 50 22 12 16
Zoisite, 43 31 22 4
Epidote, 40 28 15 17
Axinite, 50 16 17 9 8
Isopyre, 48 14 16 22
Indianite,

Xanthite)

43 38 15 4
35 14 38 13

Anthophyllite, 63 14 4 2 13
MagDMla.

Amphodelitc, 46 36 10 2 1 5
Smaragdite, 50 21 13 • 13 3
Anorthite, 45 34 15 • 1 5
Clays, 75 10 5 3 2
Kerolitei 39, .3 • 3i • 17



Earthy Mimseajus^—(Coniinued)

Silica.

Pyrophyllite,

Fahlunite,

Chfa8toHte»

lolite,

Sordawalite,

Harmototney
Brewsterite,

Petalite,

Spodumene,

Jefferson I te,

Tabular spar,

Okenitej

Mellilite,

Gisniondine,

Augite,

Diopside,

Babingtonite,

Bucklandito,

Hornblende,
Arfvvedsonite,

Hypersthcne,

Schiller 8{»r,

Bronzite»

Thulite,

Corundum,
Diaspos0,

Gibbsite,

Calaite,

Hydrate of alumina,

Allophane,
Scarbroitc,

Halloysite,

Worthite,

Fibrolite,

Sillimanite,

Kyanitc,

SUica. AlumiM. Line. Water.

60
48
67
50
50

47
54

78
66

58
52
57

40
43
53
58

59

56

43
60
47

Alumin.

98
85
65
74
45
34
43
34
54
58
55
64

30
29
80
34
15

18

17

17
25

3
3

28

Water.

14

35
19

40
42
48
26
5

Bar. and
Strontia

20
15
Lithia.

5
8

Lime
16

46
27

20
48
22
17

14

1

1

23

SUca

15

24
8

40
41

38
43
34

Iron. Magneaia-

5
13

15

13

16
Titan.

4

Water.

13

Iron.

1

4
2

2

5

o

19

1

10

14
4

17

6

26

14

8

4
5
8
11

11

Mangan.

14

Magnesia*

19

8
19

20

14

29
32
2

d2
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Earthy Minerals*—(QmHmed,)

Alumin. Silica. Iron. Fluoc.A.
-

Alumina,
StaiiroHtet 52 • 30 18 •

AutomnlitCf a
Ox ofzinc«

60 4 9 • 24
riuellite, • • •

• • 7

Chrysoberyl, O J •
1

Q

•

7il
1 TP

QO o •

OaUUII InilCy

leOIlaoICy

17 1 "i A •

QO to •

Turneritei

Magnesta^ Magnea. Water. Silica. Iron. Aiumin.

Hydrate ofmagnesia,
Chrysolite,

70 SO * • •

AO
* 38 HA

19 •

(Jiivine, ao • 50 12 •

Liigunte,

rorsterite, • — •

Condrodite, do • 38 6 •
T THumite,
fry . 1 •

.

I auto) I tc, • — •

Serpentine, 40 15 42 3
OUUUSLUnC| 1

Q

1 Q

Steatite, 32 7 59 2 .

Potstone, SO 3 49 12 6
Nephrite,

Nemalitei

81 3 50 6 10
52 29 13 6 *

1\Ta rmnil to. 42 ±9 A2 1 •

Picrolite,

Picrosmine,

1

0

A

35 8 55 2

Zitoonia.
J

Water. Silica. Iron.

ZircoD,

Ostranit^
69 29 2

Glucina. Glucina. Water. SDlca. Iron. Alumin.

Euclase,

Emerald,
• 44<

o3 O 1

15 • 68 1 16

YUria. Yttrb. Glndni. Silk*. Iran.

Gadoltnitey S8 5 25 16

Thorina. Thorina. Lime. Silica. Iron, &C. Water.

Thorite, 68 8 20 9 10
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ALEALINCEARTHY MINERALS.

AluBina* Water.

Pntnjth.

I (
Mica, <

•TP i

10 14 • in
Q to 25 4 • 15

EubeUane,
Mar^rite^*

10 45 10 5
LUne.

10 20
2 40 42 1 10 5

Leucite,

Herschellitey

21 23 • •

» • • • •

Andalusite, 4 36 55 • 5
Bucholzite, 2

1

50 % 2
Phillipvite, 7 ' 48 23 16 6
Ai)ophyHite, 6 59 • 18 25
Dysclasite. 2 « 14 26

Nacrite^ Id 50 26 •

Maglies.

1 5

Hauvne. 16A VP 38 19
Sulp. A.

13 12 2

tJiJ 23 4 9 3
Pearlstone.

Gieseckite,

4 76 12 • 5 3
7 48 36 5 4

Finite,

ryrargyllite,

9 56 25 • 10
3 44 29 16 3 5

Felspar, 14 67 1 Q
• •

Lime.

Latrobite, 7 45 37 2 9
Agalmatplitey 7 56 9Q 9 t>4 1

Chlorite,
Magnes>

7 52 10 6 12 13
Killinite, 6 56 27 8 t 3

Couzeranite,
Lime.

10 53 24 • 13
Glaucolite^ 5 52 29 • 14

^ Flu. A. JUiLbia>

d 29 5 5

Soda.
•

Soda.
• •

Alumina*

•

Water.
»

Lime.
Mesotype, 16 48 27 9
X iiuiiloUiiitC^ oo SO 13 14
Mesole, - 8 42 28 11 11

Needleatone^ 6 47 26 12 9
Brevicite^ 10 44 29 JO 7
Gmelinite/ 5 50 20 21 4
ComptoDitet • «

-*

• • •

Ledererite,
Magnesia. Phos. A.

4 50 22 9 12 3

Hypostilbite,
Alumina.

2 53 18 19 8
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Alkalino-Earthy Minerals.—(CotUimM)

Soda. Silica. Alumina. Lime. lion.

2 59 17 14 8
1 56 17 17 9

& Potash Magues.

loo Id
j»

O
5 44 11 6 31 8
9 51 12 6 17 5

&0 44 34 2
Water.

14 34' 30 12 10

21 46 32 • • 1

8 38 S6 8 19 1
Soda. Mur. A.

26 36 32 6 •

OA yL • •

.

Sul. A. IroQ> &c
lo wi d Q eO
1 A

. /U • •

OD 4,1 •

1 1
li 2

iX fU io
isl • •

Water.

14,
r do 8

•

3
•

73
*

12
•

8
•

1 3
3 77 18 • • 2
10 75 12 • • 3
A i*f km 4, •

QO

49 24
Magnes.

6 3 10 8
Water.

1 45 35 2 17
5 47 29 3 14 2
10 51 1 4 34
2 51 18 19 10

• •

Bor. A,

•

Magnea.

3 36 35 4 6KM 16
Lime.

2 40 32 • 24 2
3 54 14 • 21 8

8 51
Water. Uagnea.

• 4 3 34
11 56 • • • 33
9 59 • 2 • 30

14
Zirconia. Lime.

54 11 3 10 8

Soda,
Epistilblte,

Sphero8tilbite»

Erlamite,

HumboldtUite,
Lapis-lazuliy

NepheHney

Ittnerite,

Elaolite,

Nuttalite,

Sodalite,

Cancrioitey

Spinellaney

Peridine,

Labradorite>

Albite,

Analcime,
Sarcolite,

Pitchstone,

Flimioe>
'

Obsidian,

Spherullte*

Saussurite,

Scapolite,

EkcbergitCy

PectoJite,

Chabasie,

Levyne,

Tourmaltoey

Meionite,

Edingtonite,

Krokydolite,
Acbniite,

CummingtODite,

Eudyalite,
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ACIDS.

Sulphuric acid,

Su!phur.i Oxygen.

40 60
4

*

Borax. Oxygen.

Boracic acid, 26
1

74

ACIDIPEROUS EARTHY MINERALS*

Sul. A. Alumuu.
J

Water.
1

Silica.

1

1
Iron.

ouDsuipnateot aium., OAA'* QA
• •

Qfuipnatq oi aimniDa, OO 1Aio AO.
•a •

Phna A

v> aveiiite, o/ OQ
• •

Kakoxene, 1 Q 1 c\ 4b OO

AmDiygonicef . 94 • • • 4

Childrenite, • • —
Magnesia.

Azurite, So O o9 3 10

Liime. Garb. A. Lime. Water. Silica. IroQ.

Carbonate of lime, 44 56 • •

Strontla.

Arragonite, J.J. I • •
11

50
Bla^esia.

Bitter spar. 34 2 • 14
Ankerite, 35 50 • 3 12

. Plumbo*calcite, 43 54 «

LmiL
3

Phos. A.

Apatite, 44 56 •

Herderite, • t •

Fluor.A.

Fluor spar. 28 72 •

Sul. A.

Anhydrite, 58 42 •

Gypsum, 46 sa 21 •

Nit. A.

Nitrate of liine, GG 34 •

Bor. A.

Datholile, 22 36 5 37
Arccn.A.

Pharmacolite, 50 26 24 •

Haidingerite, 57 29 14 •

Tung. A.

TuDgstate of lime,
-

80 20 *



UXXTX

AcioiFBBOus Earthy MiNSRAL8«--(CS0ii/inuefif.)

Carb. A. Magnesia. Water.
1
Iron.

1

Magnesia* < -

Carbonate of magnesiay 50 48 2
Breunnertte» 49 42 • 9

Lime.

CoDitei 49 33 •
o3 15

Sulphate of magnesiay
Sul. A.

33 16 51 •

Mli. A.

Nitrate of m&firnesia* 72 28 #

Wagnerite> 42 47 4 7
Dorsc* A*

Boracite> 69 31 • •

Line.

Hydro-boracitei 50 11 26 IS

Baryta, Ajoxy vo*

Witherite, 22 78 • •

Lime.

Baryto-calcite» 81 51 • • 18
Sul. A.

Barvtes, 34 66

Strontia, Carb. A. Strontia. Sul. A. Barytftt

Strontite8» 30 70 • •

Lime, Stc

Barystrondanitey 22 48 0 18 3

Celestiae«

Sul. A.

44 56 • •

PhM. A. Ytt-ia. IroU'

Phosphate ofyttria* 85 63 • a 2

ACIDIPEROUS ALKALINE MINERALS.

Nitric AcUU Potaih. Water.

Nitrate of potash.

Sulphate of potaahi

54
Sulpf Acid.

46

46

54

•

•

Soda,

Carbonate of soda,

Trona,

Carbon. Add.

35
39

Soda-

50
38

15
23
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Nitric Acid. Foia«h. Water.

Sulphate of »oda»

Sulph. A.

45
Nitric A.

63

35 20

Nitrate of aada* 87

Borate of yoda*

Muriate of ioda»

87
MuriAtic A.

47

15

58

48

Ammonia,
Sulphate of ammoniat

Muriate ofammonia^

Su]ph. A.

53
MuftatleA.

51

23

32

24

17

ACIDIFEROUS ALKALINO-£ARTHY MINERALS.

Sul. A.
1

Potash. Aiuinina.|

Potash.

Alum,
Alum-stone,

34
36

10
10

11

40
•

•

PolyliaUlte, 53 15 19

Soda.
Cryolite,

Glauberite)

Fluor. A.

44
SuL A.

57

Soda.

32

22

24 •

21

Reussttei 67 29 •

Soda-alum,

Gajlussite,

38
Catb. A.

29

8

20

12

1

•

18
J

Native carbon, of)

lime and soda, J
37 9 39

Ammtnda*
Sulp. of alumina)
and ammoniay J

SuL A*

37

Ammo*

5 12 •

45
14

6

Mux. A.

2
Water.

42

32

10

45

Magnesia.

7

Ixan, &c

5

Magnesia.

1
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METALLIFEROUS MINERALS.

Native iron.

Iron pyriteSy

White iron pyrites,

Magnetic iron py-
rites,

Arsenical iron,

Oxydulatcd iron,

Specular iron,

Red haematite,

Franklinite,

Hydrous ox. of iron,

Goethite,
Brown haematite,

Stiipnosiderite^

CroDStedtite,

Pinguite,

Anhydrous silicate

of iron,

Chloropal,

Chamoisite,

Siderochisolite,

Uisingerite,

Yenite,

Pitchy iron ore,

Pyrosmalite,

Spathose iron,

Phosphate of iron,

Heteposlte,

Karphosideritc,

Sulphate of iron,

Botryogene
Misy,

Irnn. KiiltiKii r.

1

Water. Silica- 1 Lime>

NkkeL
y / • • •

Q

47 • * *

46 54 « •

61 39 « •

Ane&ic.

36 21 « • 43
v/Aygcii"

72
' *

n{\mi O 1
• •

65 29 3 2 1
Mangan- Zinc-

46 30 • 10 14

o i
1 a oA 1

1

61 28 11 m •

—
56

—
25

—
16

.

3
•

.

Magnet.

4^ 1 QXo 1

1

o« o
Alumina.

25 11 2o o7 1

51 19 29 1

Alumina.

24 11 18 44 2 1

42 19 17 14'
e 8

53 20 7 16 • 4
37 15 12 29 1 6

Lime.
lisId 1 OA9U oA

Sulp. A- Arsen. A.

24 11 29 .
1 f\ Zb

Mur. A- Mangan.

24 10 7 36 7 16
Carb, A.

« • 40
Phoft. At

32 10 27 31

32 u 48
Man^.

Sulp. A.

19 7 45
25 10 33 32
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MeTA I.LIFEROU8 MINERALS^—( CVlJIIeNIMli)

Iron. WW* 9l|ICll«

Arseniate of iron, 29 13 20 • 38

Oxalate of iron. 41 13 • • 46
Tung.A. Mangan-

Tungstate of iron, 9 2 71 4

Jnanganete. Mangan. Oxygen. SiHau Inn* Bivyta.

Hausmannite, 7» 22 « •

Braunite, 68 29 1 • • as

Pyroiusite,
iirPOv nvi<lA-AT tinttna

66 0

1

2 1
1 • •

ganese,

Psilomelane.

68 22 10 • •

55 SO Q •

Silica, &c.

Wad, 48 21 17 10 4

Cupreoos mangaD. 23 1-
Copper.

53 20 3
Glucina.bulph. A. Iron.

Helvine, 3^ 8 5 3d 6 9

Silictferous oxide of Water.

manganese.
Hydros! Iicate of

36 17 0 40 4

•

x^neuelite. 37 X5 • 33 25
Line.

BiMtamite, 28 8 • 49 9 15

Siilnhiirft rtf inan» Sulphur. Carb. A.

66 18 • 5 • 11
lAme.

Carb. of mangan. 89 17 • I 38 5
Pelokonite,

•

• •

Iron. Phos. A.

IIurdnlitG. 24 14 16 m 8 38
Inline.

PhoSa of mansan.4 v^^rBe wa aa*%vajKCwaap 25 14 • 2 25 34

Molybdeiia,
if Molvbd Sulphur.

Sulphuret of molyb-
dena, .60 40 • •

,
Oxide ofmolybdena,

Oxygen.

.85 15 • •

m Tin. Oxygen. Copper. Iron.

Oxide of tin. 79 21 • •

Sulph.

Sul[)Ii arc t of tin, 36 36 2

^ kj i^cd by Google



TUBglt.

* • •

Titaniunu Titan* 03C.VflAHIa Silieau

Anatase, • •

• • •

Tscrine, 9 •

Brookiie, — — • - '

Crichtonite, Jnangan.

llmenite, 59 10 30 • 1

Mohsite, — — •

bpiiene, • • 34 33
1 It. A. Water. Cerium. Uran.

Pvrochlore* 63 10 4 5 13
truu, Otc, Zircon.

^schynite, 56 4 4 I'? 4

Polymignitey
&Yttria.

53 12 16 4 15

waier. Inline* iron.

Cerite^ 54 15 18 10 2 1m

Silicate of cerium, • •

AUanite,

rorrelite,

A «& Alum.
19 15 33 3 26 4
11 8 33 4 28 16

Orthite,
&Yttria.

16 6 36 8 24 10

P*yrorthite» 12 4 11 27 5 41

CarboDi of ceriiim,
Carp. A.

60 16 • 13 11
-

Yttro-cerite, 14
Lime. Flnor.A. Yttria.

4 47 • 10
Fluate of cerium. 66 17 • • 16 1

Uranium. Uran. Oxygen. Silica. Iron. Water. Sulp.Lead

O cd oo • 5

Ufanite,
Lime, &c. Phos. A.

do 7 7 1 15 15

Chalkolite, 55 8 • 6 15 16

Carbon, of uiaoium, •
9

• •

Johannite*
Bulp. A.

• •

TanUl. Oxygen.

)

Iron. Vttria.

Tantalite, 81 10 4 •

Yttrotantalite, 51 4 4 • 37
Lime.

4

Fergusonite,
Cerium. Tin, &c. Zircooia.

44 5 3 3 42 3

Digitizca by Gu^.'
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Metalliferous Minerals.—{^Continued.)

ClUOBIOk OSJ|9B* InNi.
1

1

x^nrome.

Oxide of chrome, OA
• • • JJmnina.

Chromate of iron^ 39 28 26 « • 7

BUmulh, Eisnuth. Sulphur. Copper. Lead.

^ativA hifitntitli 100 • • • •

Siilpharetofbismuth, 81 19 • • •

v^upreous Disnnuuif 1 Q
•

Needle ore. 43 15 12 30

Oxide of bismuth,
Oxygen.

90 iO • • •

Silica. Iron. rnoe. A.

Bi8muth*blenae» 62 9 23 2 • 4
Sulphur

Oliver.

TeUuric-bismuth,
Tellur. « seien.

64 • • 31 3 2

Arsenic, Anenic. Oxjrgen* iron*

Native &Kipnii*> 96 1 • • 0
Oxide of arsenic. 76 24MTV • • •

oUipnuro

Sulphuret of arsenic, 70 30 • • •

Nickel.

Arsenical pyrites, 65 5 28 • 2

Cobalt. LODalt- ouipnur* TTIT- A^—
watnr* iron.

Bright white cobalt, 34* • 2
Tin-white cobalt. 22 75 • • 3

Bismuth.

Bismuth cobalt ore. 10 78 3 • 5 4

Sulphuret of cobalt. 44 39 4
Copper.

Oxygen.

Earthy cobalt* 61 16 • 23 •

Arseu.A*

31 9 38 22 •

HagMiw*

SUipn>
A 30 41 •

Alumlii.Nickel Sulphur. Aotim. Water*
•

•

Antimonial nickel. 28 16 56 •
•

Ar»enic.

Arsenical nickel, 44 1 56 «

Nickel ochre.
OxyRon. Ar«en<A.

30 b 37 25
•

Fimelite,
Silica. Lime, &o.

13 3 35 38 6 5

^ kj i.cd by Google
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Metalliferous Minbrals.—(CbnlwitM^)

Silver,

Native silver,

AntiQionial silver,

Telluric silver,

Sulphuret of silver,

Flexible sul, of silver,

Sternbergite^

Brittle suL of silver,

Sul. of silver and \

antimony, /

Polybasite,

Red silver,

Miargyrite,

Sul* of silver and
copper,

Bismuthic silver,

Seleniuret of silver,

Seleniuret of silver

and copper,

Iodic silver,

Carbonate uf silver,

Muriate of silver,

Gaosekothig- erz,

Copper.

Native copper,

Sulphuret of copper,

Kupferindig,

Bi-sulph. of copper.

Purple copper,

Grey copper,

Copper pyrites,

Seleniuret of copper.

Silver. Sulphur. Antim. Iron. Copper.
1

11

100 • •

84 m 16 •

Tellur.
4

63 • <L> / •

87 • *

—
33 33

•

• 34
Anttan*

68 16 14 2

•

G5 17 5 •
' 9 4

(60 23 17 • •

165 20 • 15

37 22 40 • 1

. 53 lis
• • 31

tsismutb Lead.

17 do O • OTP

AO 26 • • •
ft

Carb.A.&c

Oif AO • •
q

Auttm.
• •

Cash. A.

73 • 15 • • 12
Mur. A-i

72 • 6 22

* • #

Anen- A.

Copper. Sul^ttT. InNi. Anenic.

100 »

78 19 3
65 33 2
67 33
62 23 15

48 13 25 14
33 36 31 •

Selen.

60 40
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Mbtallifbbous Minsbals.—(Cimiinwd*y

Copper. Oxygen. Iron. Caib. A. Wilar.

Copper,

Red oxide of copper. 89 11 • • •

Hlark Conner. 1 80 20 • •

Tiliip rnrl> of ponnpr* 55 14 * 26 5
dreen carb. oi copper, 57 15 • 19 9

ChrysocoUa, 35 9 • 20 36
Dioptase> 38 11 • 14 37

Sulph.A<

bulphate of copper, 25 7 • 32 36
Tin> &c-

firochantit^ 53 15 * 17 12 3
.Zinc

ICu nf(Brsa.inmterz.
Mur. A.

4

57 15 * 11 17
DWm. a
FtlOft- A.

Phosphate of copper, 51 14 28 7
Hydrous phosph.l

50 13 22 15
01 copper> J

Arsen.A.

Ar^cniate oi copper, OQ QO •

£uchroite> 38 10 33 19
Carb.*of
Lime.

Kupferschauiii> 37 9 26 18 10
Alimiiui.

Eriiiite» 47 12 34 5

OI^wl wvilify 18 10
Iron.

21 32 19

GouU Gold.

100

Plfitiiifl
Platina. •

l^HllVc pXallUa^ inn
•

•

Pfi JJfifftiitn

.

Pallad.

^JofrivA nallafliiiTYllYaiiVc pailaUIUUly inn

Iridium.

ptRiiYC iriaiuiuy inn • • •
V 'If
Irulium. Osmium. Rhod. Iron.

Iridium and osmium, 47 49 3 I

Tellurium,
Tellur. Gold. Siim. Iron. Sulphur.

Natiye tellurium) 92 1 • 7
Lead.

Graphic tellurium, 58 28 12 2 •

Yellow tellurium, 45 27 8 20 •

Antim.

Black tellurium^ 16 6 • 63 11 4

^ .- L,d by Google
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Metalliferous Minerals.—{Contintied.)

Antim.

\Antimony.

Native antimony)

Berthierite,

Sulphuret of anti-

mony,
Jamesonitei

Ptagionite,

Zinkenite^

Red antimony,
Oxide ofantimony,

Antimonial cell re,

AntiiDonpiiyllite,

\Lead,

Native lead,

Suipliuret of lead,

Bournonite,

Prism.coppcr glance,

Native minium,

Seleniuret of lead,

Plombgomme,

Carbonate of lead,

Sulphato-carbonate
of lead,

Sulphate-tri-carb. of

lead.

Cup. sul. carbonate

of leadi

Mnriate of lead,

CotunnitCf

Murio-carb« of lead»

Phosphate of lead,

Polyspharite,

Arseniate of lead,

Sulphate of lead.

100
53

74
85
38
45

75
S4f

84

41

83
•

70

40

74

82

88

72

75
80
76

72

65

Sulphur.

31

26
23
22
23

20

Iron

16

Sulphur. Water

Lead.

40
40
32

16

20

10
•

Selen.

28
Oxygen.

3

10

6
6

19

Aneafcc

18

Cobalt

2
Alumin.

38

Oxygen.

5
16

Water.

Copper.

7

26

19

Carb. A.

16

Copper.

13

20

j
Sulp. A.

4 14

6
16

6

7

jArscn.A

IS
Sulp. A.

5^6

7

15
Mur- A.

25
8
2

Magnesia.!

Mur. A.

2
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Metalliferous MiVERALS^-^CmUinued*)

Lead,

Cupreous sul.oflead*

Molybdate of lead»

Chromate of leftdi

Melanochroite,

Vauquelinitey

Tungstate of lead,

Vanadiate of leadi

Sulphuret of ziiic,

Red oxide of zinc,

Siliceous ox. oi' zinc,

Cai buoatc oi zinc^

Willelmine»

Sulphate of zinc,
\

Hopeite»

Mercury,

Native quicksilver.

Native amalgam,

Muriate of Mercury^

Iodic mercury^

56

67

63
71

57

44

63

74
54

52

22

Mercuty

100
85

85

4

4

5
6
6

Sulphur.

33
Oxygen.

18

13

13

6

*

Silver.

15
Chlorine.

15
Iodine.

Wiiliv*^ Copper*

IfOQ.

4

8

15

Sttlp. A.

9

Silica.

25

Catb. A,

35
Sulp. A.

30

20
Molyb.

A.

39
Chrom.

A.

32
23
28

Tung. A.

52
V«Md.A|

Water.

42

Miir. A.

Google



XCVI

COMBUSTIBLE MINERALS.

Sttlptaur. Iroo. SUtca.

Sulphur, 100
Carbon.

iUU

• •

Diamond, • •

Flumbago, QO
94.Anthracite, no t

Aiote*A • VU 1UKWU *

Napntlia, QQOO 1 9
« •

Bitumen, 05 / AH
•

Coal, io 0 «> 1

A

Dysodile,

Amber, 81 12 7

Hatchetine,

Schererite, > 76 24
Ozokerite,

Mel. A. Alumin. Water.

Mel lite, 41 15 44
Retinasphalt,

Fossil copal,

APPENDIX.

Arsenical antimony
Arsoniuret of manganese
Atclcstite

Batracliitc

Berzeline

Beudantite
Biotine

Breislakite

Chelmsfordite

Chloroph«ite
Chonilorite

Cobaltic galena

Dermatine
Green iron earth

Herrerite

Marceline
Microlite

Monazite

Montlccllite

Mysorine
Ncoctese
Nontronite

Osniclitc

Pheiiakite

Poonalilite

Protheite

Pyroalilerite

SomervilUte
Stcinmannite

Stilpnomelan
Sylvyne
Tepbroitc
Thcnardite
Uwarowite
Zurlite

Digiiizca by Liu



EAKTHY MINERALS

Under this head are induded audi miiierals as conaial of one
earth or more* together with such oocaaional and variable pro*
portions of iron» manganese^ water, and even of acids, as in-

d ice the conclusion that they are only accessory constituents.

We shall begin with silica in its purest form, as being the old-

est and most abundant mineral, and as affording the moat simple
arrangement ; and then proceed to such as, by the most au-

thentic analyses, appear to consist chiefly of silica. Tliose of
wliich alumina forni> the trrcatcst proportion succeed, as being
theccirth next in i\i:c Lind aljuiidanc-e. Magnesia follows; then
such miiierals as consist primarily or in part of zirconia, or glu-

cina, or lastly of yttria.

QUARTZ*

Quarz, W. and H. Rhomboheclral Quarts, M.

Pure silica acddentally mixed with minute proportions of me-
tallic oxides,—firom whence the fine colours of this species are

derived.
Rock Crystal, Amethyst.

Silica 90375 97-50

with a trace of ferriferous alumina Oxide of iron 0*75

and manganese. Bucholz. Alumina 0*25 Rose.

Sp. Gr. 2rB. H. = 7-0.

Of ouartz there are many varieUeSi most of which the older

mineralogists described as distinct species* Some of these differ

considerably in their external characters; others nearly ^ee:
they are all sufficiently hard to scratch glass, and, when compact
enough, they give fire with steel ; they do not yield to the knife

;

and alone are infusible before the blowpipe, by exposure to

which the coloured varieties generally lose their colour.

Quartz occurs massive and crystallized ; also stalactitic^ pseu-

domorphousy spongiform, granular, compact, &c
A

^ ..L o i.y Google



2 SABTHY MINERALS.

CRY8TALLI2BD QuART2. Berg-cfjttal, Gemeiner Quara, W.
Qiiarz Hyaliiiy* ih There is no specific dafoence between
common quartz and rock crystaL The latter term was formerly
confined to the large tranqiarrat crystals of Madagascar, the

Alps, Sec. ; but the small and even minute transparent crystals

occurring in almost all metalliferous veins do not differ from rock
crystal, either in cliLinical or external characters.

The common IVji m of crystallized quartz is a six-sided prism
terminated by six-sided pyramids (fig. 6); the two pyramids
joined base to base (fig. 3) without an intervening prism are less

frequent. The crystals may be cleaved, presenting brilliant sur-

faces, parallel to all the planes of the six-sided pyramid (fig, 3),
which might tfaereAwe be oonsidmd at the primary form of

Suartz, but the obtuse rhomboid has been adopted as more simple

:

lie connection between this rhomboid and the six-sided pyramid
will be perceived by considting figs. 1, 2, and 3. The angles of
the primary rhomboid are 94° W and 85" 45^^ acceding to co-

indoing measurements by the r^cting goniometer, taken both
on cleavages and naturad planes. The cross fracture is often

perfectly conchnidal. From two pieces rubbed together in the
dark, a phosphorescent light is produced, and a faint empyreu-
matic odour is at the same time emitted.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12.

Fig. 1, the primary rhomboid. Fig. 2, the lateral angles replaced by
triangular planes ; which are complete in fig. 3, having converted the

ritomboid into a dodecahedron with triangular nlanes. Fig. 4 shows the

small triangular planes connected u ith tbur-sintd planes, which nre pa-

rallel with tlie axis of the crystal. Fig. 5, the four-sided plane com-

plete. Fig. 0, the four-sided plane elongated, being the common crystal

of quartz. Fig. 7 shows a rhombic plane on each of the lateral angles

of the dodecahedron ; this very rare fnem has been observed among the

* Tiie meaning ef the term Quartz is not known ; Hyalin, from its

vitreous aspect.

Digitizca by Liu..- . iv.



EARTHY MINERALS. 3

Bornhoim diamonds. Fig. Q exhibiU an irregular four-sided |ilanc on the
upper left oomer of eicfa pkoe of the priam oft cominon cr^r&ul ; If ihe
crystal weee drawn complete, the same plane would bediown on the lower
ri'^ht corner. Fig, 9 presents the same phne on the upper right corner,

which frequently occurs; these jilanes are mostly ?^epn in combination
with the rhombic piaues of fi^. 7> i ig* shows the replacement of the

edgee between the lateral and termioal planes* bj Ibiir planet i theae
mostly occur in combination with the four-sid^ planes of figs. 8 and fi.

Fig. 11 presents one of the four planes increased ; tending to a verv
acute six-sided pyramid, capped by the commou pyramid. Fig. 12 shows
the replacement of the apex of the common pyramid by six punes, form-
ing a verj obtuae pyxamid.

P on P .. 94" 15'

^1 103 20 H.
P on ^ 1 or^ 1 on ^2 100 5

A 2 ^3 15630
k'i g 4 152 20— ^iir4— ~_^5 14920

Por^l oo«* HI 40 H.
e one 120
P on I 1 or ^ 1 on A 1 1 C5 eg,
V org \ on I 2 151 20
Pon ASor^ I on i4 101 16

h4 — ^. t 5 I4B 50
A 5— ^^ i 6 142 20

b on i 125 10
Pon&or^lonc IGO 15
d2imd2 17915
d2imgl 17030

The planes b b tend to an obtuse rhomboid, or, in connexion with c, to

an obtuae rix-aided prism.

The planes & 1 to 4 to acute ifaomboids, or, in connexion with ^ 8 to 5,
to six-sided pyramids more acute than the common one.

The planes h 1 to 5 and i 1 to 6 occasionally, though rareiyt occur on the
same crystal.

Theplanea « and e axe tlwajraconTox : ddm alwaja minute and rough.
The plaiieae o aometimes xeplace only the alternate edges of the priam.

The finest specimens of crystallized quartz, or rock crystal,

occur in Savoy, Daupbine, and elsewhere among the Alps, form-

ini; drusy cavities in mica slate; gigantic crystals have been
brought from Madagascar and tlie Brazils ; while the smaller, but
often most transparent and perfect, are of frequent occurrence in

metalliicroiis veins. Beautifully limpid crystals occur imbedded
in priiiiitive marble at Carrara, and very brilliant specimens at

Cape Diamond, near Quebec. The species quartz does not by
any means abound io varieties ofcrystfuUne form, and yet, owing
to the disproportionate size ofthe faces, itscrystals offer consider*

able diversity of appearance. Rock crrstals sometimes present

beautiful iridescences^ both superficially and internally s vrhen



4 .EARTHY MIN£RAL&

external) it is supposed to arise from the deposit ol some metallic

oxide, probably of iron ; when internal, it is the refraction of light

in consequence of fissures in the crystal ; and it will often be
found that these fissures are straight, and parallel with one or

other of the planes of the pyramid. This appearance may be
produced by plunging a heated crystal into cold water; the la-

minae then partially separate parallel to the natural joints. Ano-
ther interesting peculiarity of quartz is its frequent occurrence
in pseudomorphaus crystals ; at Schneeberg in Saxony, it assumes
the forms of various calc-spars ; at Beeralstone in Devonshire,

those of certain fluors; at Montniartre> near Paris> that of lenti-

cular gypsum, &c.

In the massive state, quartz is a most abundant mineral, form-
ing extensive veins in primitive aiui transition rocks, and being

corisequently diffused over almost every quarter of the globe.

Sandstone, or granular quartz, is almost pure siHca, any mi-

nute portions of foreign matter united with it being merely a

mechanical admixture. Near Villa Ricca in Brazil, a variety of
sandstone occurs in thin strata^ which are remarkable for their

flexibility, a property apparently arising from small scales of mica
disposed throughout its mass* The minute particles of pure
white sand are likewise quartz in a state ofdisintegration, resulting

from the destruction of this species. Sucli are the sands of the

coast of Norfolk, and of Alum Bay in the Isle of Wight, so largely

used in the making of glass : a somewhat similar sand is found in

the caverns of Reigate in Surrey.

Crystals of quartz are occasionally found enclosing foreii^'n sub-

stances—as water, air, bitumen, schorl, asbestus, actynoiite> crys-

tallized titanite, and oxide of iron.

The following sub-species have been distinguished.

Avanturine. Quarz hyalin avanturine, H. A variety of

quartz rock, including small laminae ofmica, whidii when poliuied,

presents a shining spangle-like appearance. The most common
colour of the base is brown, or reddish brown» enclosing spangles

of a gold colour, as in the variety from Cape de Gatte in Spain

;

occasionally it exhibits a fine green tint.

Prase. Quarz hyalin vert-obscur, H. This variety derives its

dark leek-green colour (whence its name from the Greek) from
an admixture of amphibole. It only occurs massive, and that

principally in the iron mines of Breitenbrunn^ near Schwartzen-
berg, in Saxony.

Jdiik Quartz, Quarz hyalin laiteux, H., and Pose Quartz,

Quarz hyalin rose, H. Occur massive, and are only distinguished

by their colour ; the former, as its name denotes, presents a

milky aspect, while the latter has frequently a fine rose-red tint,

which is supposed to be derived from a minute admixture of

Digrtized by Google



SAETUV MINERALS. 5

manganese. It occurs in granite at Rabenstein in Bavaria, at

Abo in Finland, and near Connecticut in America ; when cut and
poliBhedy it fomw a handiome ornamental stone.

Vwtei Quartz. Ame^^fsL Qmn hyalin violet, H. Ame-
thyst chiefly difien from common quartz in its colour, which is

purplish violet^ supposed to be derived from a minute proportion

of iron and manganese, which it contains ; it becomes white and
opalescent by long exposure to heat. The best amethysts are

brou<;ht from Cambay in India, from Siberia, Ceylon, and Persia,

where they are found both lining the cavities of geodes, and in

rolled masses. Of inferior transparency and hue, they occur in

Sweden, tlie Hartz, Bohemia, Transylvania, in agate balls at

Oberstein in Germany, in large crystalline groups near Cork, and
in several parts of the United States.

Yellow Quariz* Quarz hyalin jaune, H. Is ofvarious shades
of yellow, and nearlv transparent. Splendid specimens have
been found at Caimgorum in Inverness-shire, whence the trivial

name frequently applied by lapidaries to this variety.

Brown Quartz, Quars hyiuin eitfum6, H. Closely allied to

the last, but less transparent, and more common.
Ferruffinous Quartz. Eisenkiesel, W. Quarz hyalin rubi-

gineux, H. Iron flint, J. This variety presents several shades
of yellow and red, and occurs both massive and crystallised. It

is opake
; gives sparks with steel ; and consists cliielly of silica,

with about 5 percent, of iron. Eisenkiesel is found in Bohemia,
in iron-stone veins in the Hartz^ and at AUenberg in Upper
Saxony.

liadiated Quartz occurs in crj'stals which are closely aggre-

gated, and which radiate from a point.

Fibrous Quartz is produced when the composition presents

thin columnar particles. The C^t's Eye is a variety of this, in^

terspersed with thin filaments of asbestus, which, when the stone
is cut m eabochofiy presents a peculiar opalescent, or (as the
French term it) chatoyant streak of light. It is usually of a
greyish or greenish colour, but often brown and red ; it con-
tains small portions of alumina and lime, derived from the as*

bestus which traverses its mass; is generally translucent, and is

frequently employed as an ornamental stone. Its principal loca-

lities are Ceylon and the Malabar coast.

Spongiform Quartz. Schwimmstein, W. Float-stone, J. The
quarz Tiectupie of Hauy is described as occurring in beds of flint

in chalk, at Si Uuen near Paris, It presents a spongy or porous

appearance ; consists of numerous minute white or greyish-white
crystals ; scratches glass ; and, as its name indicates, possesses

the property of swimming on water, at least until the air con-
tained m its numerous cavities is displaced. It has also been
observed under different forms in some of the Cornish mines. It

Digitized by Google



6 EARTHY MINEBALS.

ammtSy according to Vauquelin, of 98 silica, and 2 carbonate of
lime.

HyalUe,* MtiUer*9 Gbm. Quarz hyalin concretionn^, H.
It occurs in white and transparent botryoidal masses, or in Stalac-

tites ; has a vitreous lustre, is brittle, but is as hard as quartz.

Specific gravity about 2*4. Tt is infusible by itself before the
blowpipe; and consists, according to Bucholz, of silica 92, water
6-3, with a trace of alumina. This singular mineral is chiefly

found investing or lining the cavities of trap or basaltic rocks.

It occurs in amygdaloid near Frankfort-on-the-Maine, at Schem*
nitz in Hungary, and imbedded in clinkstone at Waltsch and
other places in Bohemia.
Smomnu iSSnler. Kieielstnter» W. Quarz agathe concretion*

n^e thermog^nci H. Consists of silica 98*0, alumina 1*5, iron

0*6^^lainoth. Sp. Gr. about 1*8. The common colours of this

mineral are wbite^ gr^8h-white» and yellow. It is light, brittle,

dull, commonly porous,with a fibrous texture, although sometimes
sufficiently compact to admit of a conchoidal fracture; lustre

pearly. Per se infusible before the blowpipe. It occurs abun-
dantly around, and is deposited by, the hot springs of Iceland.

A variety of this is the Pearl sinter or FiorUe, which occurs in

stalactitical, cylindrical, botryoidal, and globular masses, of a white,

yellowish-white, or greyish colour ; externally it is smooth and
shining, internally glistening with a pearly lustre ; fracture flat

conchoidal ; translucent on the edges ; not so hard as quartz ; and
infusible before the blowpipe without addition. It consists of
96 siUca, 2 alumina, and S lime. It occurs in volcanic tafyt

and pumice^ in the Vicentine ; the Florentine donuiuons ; and in

other volcanic districts of Italy.

OPAL.

Opal,W. auarzIUsinite,H. Silex Opale, Bt. UndeavaUe Quarts, M.
Sp. Gr. 2K)9.

Opal, like quartz, consists chiefly ofsilica and water; but ana-
lysis generally indicates a greater quantity of the latter than in

quartz. Its occasional resinous lustre is probably the origin of
Haiiy's appellation. None of its varieties are sufficiently hard to

give fire with steel.

1. Precious Opal. Noble Opal. Edler opal, W. Quarz re-

sinite opalin, H. This beautiful mineral is of a white, bluish,

or yellowish-white colour, and when viewed by transmitted light

* From the Greek, in alluaioD to its glas^ appearance.
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is yellow. It ezbibits brilliant and changeable reflections of
green, bltte» yellow, and red. This play of colours has not been
satisfactorily accounted for ; Sir D. Brewster supposes it to be
owing to the refraction and reflection of light in certain open-
ings in the interior of the mass, which are not fissures^ but pos-
sess an uniform shape. It is translucent ; fracture conchoidal,

with a vitreous or resinous lu«tre
; easily broken, but scratches

glass. Before the blowpipe it decrepitates, and loses its colours.

The Hungarian consists, according to Klaproth, of 90 silica, and
10 water : this water, however, is believed (in common with the

water found in other siliceous minerals) to be purely hygromc-
tric, and therefore to vary with the state of the atmosphere. It

occurs, accompanied by common opal, imbedded in porphyry, at

Caervenitsa in Hungary ; in trap-roda in the Faroe Iskoib ; at

Freyberg in Saxony ; and at Gradas a Dios, in the province of
Honduras, in America, whence it has been brought in specimens
of considerable size^ and of great sjdendour.

2. Fire Opal. Quan lesinite girasolt H. Silex giiasol, Bt
Is found with the noble opal in Hungary, but is much scarcer.

It differs from the precious in possessing only bright hyacinth-red

and yellow tints when turned towards the light. It occurs prin-

cipally at Zirnapan in Mexico, and in the Faroe Island*^.

3. Co^j ION (h'AL. Gemeineropal, W. Quarz rcsinite commim,
H. Silex resmite, Bt. Presents various shades of white, erreen,

yeliuw, and red, but is entirely devoid of the play of coluiiis pe-

culiar to noble opal. In hardness, translucency, fracture, and
specific gravity, it corresponds; and its constituents are, 92*0

8ilica» 7*76 water, and 0*25 oxide of iron. It occurs abundantly

at Telkobanya and elsewhere in Hungary, forming short irregu*

lar beds which traverse porphyry ; in Faroe occupying the cavities

of amygdaloidal rocks ; in Irdand, at the Giant's Causeway ; and
in many parts of the Hebrides.

4. Semi-Opal. Halb-opal, W. Quarz resinite hydrophane»
H. ? Differs firom the last in being more opake ; the tranducen*
cy, however, of some varieties is increased by immersion in water,

particular^' when in thin fragments. It occurs of various shades

of white, grey, yellow, brown, and green. When ct)ni[)act, the

fracture is flat conchoidal. According to Klaproth, it consists nf
85*0 silica, 1*0 carbon, 1*75 oxide of iron, 8 ammoniacal water, and
a small portion of bitumen. It is foimd in amygdaloid in the

Faroe Isles, Iceland, <l'c. associated with common opal ; also near

Frankfort ; and in some of the metalliferous veins of Cornwall.

5. Wooi>-Opal. Holz-opal, W. Quarz reunite xyloide, H.
This variety is remarkable for its ligneous appearance. It pre-
sents several tints ofwhite, grey, brown, and black ; and in frac-

ture, translucency, and lustre, does not materially differ firom

semi-opal} although somewhat harder. It occurs occasionfdly
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forming large trees, in the pumice conglomerates of NeuBohl and
Kreronitz in Hungary; in trap-rocks in Transylvania and the
Faroe Islands; and in Van Diemen's Land.

6. Ferruginous Opal. Opal-jasper, W. Jaspe-opal» Br. Jas«
per-opal, J. The ferruginous is distinguished from common opal
by its colours, which are deep shades of red, yellow, and grey

;

and by being opake, or only feebly tran sincent on the edi^cs. Its

fracture is flat conchoidal. It does not become w bite before the

blowpipe. A variety from Telkobanya yielded to Klaproth silica

43-5, oxide of iron 47-0, water 7-5. It occurs in porphyry near

Telkobanya and Tokay in Hungary \ in the Saxon Erzgebirge i

at Dominica ; and in St Helena.

7. Hydrophane. Q,uarz resinite hydrophane, H. A variety of

opal devoid of transparency, but assuming it when immersed in

water or any other transparent fluid (whence its nam^ from the

Greek) ; emitting at same time numerous globules i£ air» and
becoming considerably heavier. It adheres to the tongue ; and
consists, according to Klaproth, of 93*1 silica, 1*6 alumina, 5*0

water and inflammable matter. It occurs in Hungar} , i n Bucbaria,

and at the Giant's Causeway, in small masses resembling moun*
tain-cork, which are quite opake until immersed in water, when
they dilate and become translucent.

8. Menilite. Quarz resinite subluisant, brunatre, H, Menilite

is a variety of semi-opal, occurring in compact reniform masses
of a brown colour; structure slaty ; somewhat translucent; and
found in beds of adhesive slate at Menil-montant, near Paris,

1 rum the resemblance of its darker varieties to pitch, it is some-
times called the PUchstone of Meml-moiMM, It consists, ac-

cording to Klaproth, of85*5 silica, 1 alumina, II water and inflam*

mable matter, with small portions of lime and oxide of iron.

FLINT.

Feuerstein, W. Quarz Agathe Pyromsque, H« La Pierre k Feu, Br.

Consists of about ninety-eight per cent, of silica, with minute
proportions of oxide of iron, lime, alumina, and water.—Klaproth.

Sp. 6r. about 2-59.

Flint is of various shades of grey, yellow, and black. It is

somewhat harder than common quarts, which it scratches ; is

rarely laminated, and therefore may be broken with nearly equal

ease in every direction : is brittle when first taken from the na-

tive bed, but becomes harder by exposure ; has a flat conchoidal

fracture, and feeble lustre : thin fragments of the black varieties

are very translucent, and sharp. It is infusible, but whitens and
becomes opake when exposed to heat.

Digitized by Google
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In the chalk lormation it occurs in regular beds, and consists

either of nodules or flat tabular masses ; the cli£& near Dover
preBent fine examples of this. Flint is also abundant in alluvial

deposits in the ndgfabourliood of chalk, as in France and the north

ofIreland. It isonenftvuid enclosing sponges, alcyonia»edunite8»

and other fiissil remains. By exposure to the action of air and
water it becomes yeUoWy and 15 then tervaieA ferrtiginam jUnt;
such for the most pert are the flints of our gravel beds, which
have beoi rounded oy attrition.

CALCEDONY.*

KakedoD, W. Quarz Agtthe Calcedoine, H. Cakedoinei Br.

Consii»t8 of silica and alumina.

Faroe.

Silica 840
Alumina 16-0—Bergman.

Sp. (jr. about 2'6.

Calcedony presents various shades of white, grey, yellou-, brown,

green, and blue,—^the colour for the most part bein^ uniform. It

occurs massive ; forming veins ; in nodules ; and Sso botryoidal

and stalactitic ; but never crystallized. It iscommonly semi-trans-

parent ; has an even or very fiat oonchoidal fracture ; is harder

than flint ; and is infusible.

Splendid stalactitic specimens of this mineral were at one time
found in Trevascus mine in Cornwall ; Iceland and the Faroe
Islands are now, however, its best knonn localities. It also oc-

cur? in Ceylon, in several parti^ of India, in Siberia, in Carinthia,

Hungary, and many of the Hebriflcs. Pcdnandrac mine in Corn-
wall has yielded it of a smalt-blue colour; and a variety present-

ing the form of hexahedral crystals, which, however, are certainly

pseudumorphousi has been brought from Tresztyan in Transyl-

vania.

The following are considered varieties of calcedony.

On,ux*\ Consists of alternate layers of brown and opake white
calcedony^ and is that variety specially used in the formation of
cameos.

PlaMmia\ b grass-green and semi-transparent, with a glistening

* So nsmed from the town of Cakedon in Upper Asia, where It was
collected by the ancients.

f Aci ordino" to Brongniart, " onyx veut-dire ongW'' (the nail) ; inferrinf*

that this stone received itaname&om the two colours sometiuies observ-

able on the human uail.

X Plasma, Greeic, engraving ; the stone having been used by the an<*

cients fxa that purpose.

i^iy u^Lo Ly Google
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luBtriu It oocirs principally io India and China» and U brought
to tfaii ctmatrf in tiie shape of beads and other ornaments ; ooca*

aonal tpeciniins are found among the ruins of Rome.
MtUoitope Or Bloodstone is usually deep green» and translucent

;

with yellow or blood-red spots interspersed through the mass.

Its colour is supposed to be derived from green earth. It is found

in Siberia, Iceland: in the Isle of iium, and elsewhere. Among
lapidaries it is in considerable request.

Chrysoprase is of an apple-g^reen colour ; translucent ; mas-
sive; internally somewliat glimiuciing, or not quite dull ; and its

fracture is evt}i), rarely approaching the conchoidal. Bei'ore thti

blowpipe it loses its colour, becomes opake, but is infusible with*

out addition. According to Klaproth, it consists of silica 96*16«

oxide of niclcel 1*0, and minute portions of lime, magnesia, alu-

mina, and oxide iron,<-*its colour being attributed to the

nickel. It has been found extensively at Kosemutz in Silesia, in

veins traversing serpentine, and accompanied by calcedony, opal,

quartz, and pimelite; also at New Fane, in Vermont, North
America. It is much prized by jewellers, and is usually cut into

a convex form.

CcLcholong is opake, of a milk or yellowish-white colour ; ex-

ternally dull, but internally of a somewhat pearly lustre ; it some-
times thsintegratcs l>y exposure, when it adheres to the tongue ;

and l)cfore the blowpipe is infusible. Its specific gravity is about
2-2 ; aud it appears to be closely allied to hydrophane.

it occurs in loose masses on the borders of the river Cach,*
in Bucharia; also with calcedony in the trap-roclcs of Iceland;

in the Faroe Islands ; and in Greenland.
Camdian,\ Kamed, W. Quartz agathe comaline, H« Car-

nelian and agate do npt materially differ. The former is prin-

cipally from Arabia, India, and Surinam, where it is found in no-
dules ofa dark-grey colour. These are first exposed to the sun
for some weeks, and then placed in earthen pots and subjected

to heat, which gives them those hues which constitute their value
in jewellery.

Agate is an impure variety of calcedony, of frequent occurrence
in the vesicular cavities of amygdaloidal rocks. It presents the

most brilliant and the most varied colours, and, from its hardness
and compact structure, being capable of receiving a high polish,

occupies a distinguished position in most collections. The pa-

rallel lines which some agates exhibit, when cut and polished,

much resemble those of a fortificaHon, In others the colours

alternate^ as in certain ribbons* A variety from Saxony presents

* Hence its iMOM of CicboloDg.
t From the resemblsnce of its colour to that of flesh.
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a brecdaied structure; and so forth* When translucent, and
containing appeanmces of aborization, or vegetable filaments,

but which are ascribed to the infiltration of iron or manganese,
it 18 termed ilfiicAMAMM ; this is principally brought fit>m Ara-
bia* Mass agate is calcedony containing delicate vegetable ra-

mifications of di£Perent shadesy and occasionally traverMd by irre*

gular veins of red jasper.

The most beautiful agates are found in the trap-rocksof Ober-
stein ; some arc hollow, and are lined with crystals of amethyst

;

others also include harmotomc. Agate is also found in Saxony,
Boliemia, Silesia, Italy, Siberia, and India. The Hill of Kin-
noull and the Isle of Skye are weii-known Scotch localities. Atrate

is used both as an omainental stone, and for cups and mm tar» by

the chemist. The facility with which ccriiun of its liiics imbibe

moisture enables the lapidary, by boiling it first in oil and then
in sulphuric acid, to give it roudi the resemblance of the onyx.

JASPEIL
Jaspis, W. Jaspe, H.

Jasper, in a chemical point of view, only differs from agate in

containing a larger portion of iron ; mineralogically, it is for the

most part readily distinguished by its opacity. Its prevalent

colours are yellow, brown, and red of various sliadis, and some-
times green ; occasionally iiUenaixed, or in s[)ots and irregular

veins. It lias often a resinous lustre, but is sometimes dull ; its

fragments are rarely translucent on the edges ; is hard, and fire-

quently brittle ; and does not fuse before the blowpipe. It occurs

in many parts of the Continent, in veins and beds both in pri-

mitive and secondary mountains ; also ui Cornwall $ in the Pent-
land and Moorfoot Hills, and in other parts of Scotiand*

Striped Jasper, or Hibbon Jaspetf presents green, yellow, and
red colours, of various shades, tlie most beautifid variety being
composed of equal and parallel layers of these colours. It occurs

principally in the Ural Mountains of Siberia, in Saxony, and in

Devonshire.

Egyptian Jasper, or Egyptian Pebble^ occurs in roundish

masses which are externally rough, and generally of a brown co-

lour. Internally it exhibits a lighter hue, which sometimes ap-

proaches to that of cream, arouiid which are disposed irregular

zones or bands of brown, sometimes intermixed with nearly black

spots, and also with dentritic appearances. It is found, accord-
ing to Dr Clarke, in abundance, together with masses and de-
tadied fragments of petrified wood, scattered over the surface

of the sandy desert eastward of Grand Cauro, even to the borders

of the Red Sea.
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Porcelain Jasper^ or PmiMmU^ is alioby some mineralogists

considered a variety of this species s but i t Is merely clay indurat-

ed by heat. It is compact, massive^ and opake % presents some*
times a slaty structure, with a vitreous, uneven, condioidal frac-

ture, and has either a bluish-grey or a light-fawn colour. It

melts before the blowpipe into a semi-transparent enamel, and
is Uierefore quite distinct from any of the jaspers. It occurs

principally in the neighbourhood of coal scams w hich have been
iti a state of combustion, and is abundant around Carlsbad in

Buiiemia. (Manual.)

HORNSTONE.

Honistein, W. Qusce Agathe Groisier, H.

A green-coloured soft hornstone, used for the setting of lan-

cets, yielded to Faraday, silica 71*3, alumina 15*S| protoxide of
iron 9*3, and a trace of lime.

Tills substance occurs massive, in nodules, and pseudomor-
phous. The massive has a splintery or somewhat conchoidal

fracture, and is translucent or opake ; is dull, or has a glininier-

ing lustre ; is scarcely so hard aj» quartz ; and is infusible. Its

general colour is grey, which is tinged blue, green, brown, red, or
yellow. In appearance it closely resembles compact felspar x

homstoncy however, is infusible ; felspar is fusible. Hornstone
is found in round masses in limestone in the Tyrol, formine veins

in Hungary and Sweden, and presenting remarkable pseudomor-
phous crystallizations in Saxony and Bohemia* It is by most mi-
neralogists classed with flint.

LEEUTE.*

Leelite—the helleflinta of the Swedes—is ibund compact and
massive, of a deep flesh-red colour, at Gryphytta in Westnumia,
in Sweden. It possesses a peculiarly wax-lite texture, and about

the same lustre and translucency as liorn. The fracture re-

sembles that of flint Sp. 6r. 2*71. This mineral was first no*

ticed by Dr Clarke of Ciimbridge, to whom it yielded silica 75,
alumina 22^ manganese 2*5(^ water 0*50.

* In honour ofJ. F. Lee, l«L.D« of St John*s College, Cambridge.
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KARPHOUTE.

Strohatein, W. CarpboliCe, K.

Silica 36*ir), alumina 2S G7, protoxide of manganese 19*16,

protoxide oi iron 2*29, lime 0-27, fluoric acid 0 47, water 10'78

—Stromeyer.

Sp. Gr. 2*9S5.

The colour of this mineral is generally wax or straw yellow

aence its name). It occurs In tints of minut^ fibrous, imper-
[^y-formed crystals ; also massive, with a fibrous and firequent-

ly radiated structure, which is rather incoherent; and in an
earthy state> probably from disintegration. Opake; with a silky

lustre ; and very brittle. Under the blowpipe on charcoal it in-

tumesocp, whitens, and fuses slowly into a brown opake alass

;

with borax it forms a t ran s})a rent glass, which in the outer dame
presents the amethystine tinge of manganesey and in the redu-

cing flame becomes green.

It is found disposed on granite, with tiuor and quartz, in the

tin mines of Scidackeiuvaid, lu Bolituiia.

ALUMOCALCITE.

Silica 86-60, alumina 2*25, lime 6*25, water 4*0—Kersten.
Sp. Gr. 2*174. May be crushed between the fingers.

Co/^r milk-white, inclining to blue. Streak the same, frac-
ture conchoidal. Adheres strongly to the moistened lip. Yields

water in the glass tube. Becomes ojjakc and grey coloured when
exposed to heat io tlie platina forcci).s. With borax forms a
colourless glass. In salt of phospliorus is soluble, with the ex-
ception of a silica skeleton. Id concentrated muriatic acid it

forms a transparent jelly.

This substance occurs in the clefts ofironstone veins at Eyben-
stock in the Erzgebirge. Breitbaupt separated it from opal, with

whidi it had previously been conibunded ; and to him we are

indebted for the above description.
,

GARNET.*

Dodecahedral Garnet, M.

Under this term are included several substances, consisting

* Grenat, Fr. { of the colour ofpomegnmste seeds.
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principally of the same elements in variable proportlonsy but se-

veral include other constituents; they agree so far in external

character, that all such as are found regularly crystallized oc-

cur in the rhombic dodecahedron and its varieties.

1. Almandine. Precious Garnet. Edler p^anat, W.
Grenat, H. Grenat noble, Br. Bt. Combination of a silicate

of the protoxide of iron with silicate of alumina.
JJubeuiia. New York.

SiUca 33-75 42-51

Alumina 87*25 19-15

Oxide of iron 36-00 33-57

Oxide of manganese 0*25 5*49

Lime 0 00 Rlapiotb. 107 Wacfatmeister«

Sp. Gr. 4-2. H. between 6-5 and 7-5.

The principal colour of this beautiful mineral is red of various

shades, having sometimes a tinge of yellow or blue, or a smoky
aspect : it is commonly translucent, often transparent. It occurs

crystallized in the rhombic dodecahedron, and may sonictiiue^^ be

cleaved, though not without difficulty, parallel to the plants at that

solid,—this is therefore considered its primary form. Fracture

conchjidal, with a shining, vitreous lustre. Belbie the blowpipe

j)€r 86 it fuses into a black globule, which acts upon the mag-
net, and with borax melts slowly into a dark glass tinged by iron.

Insoluble in add*
The almandine is much esteemed as a precious stone. Its

principal localities are Ceylon and Pegu, where it occurs in al-

luvial deposits ; and Greenland, whence many fine stones have
been obtained for the purposes of the lapidary. In smaller but
most beautiful crystals, it is found accompanying diopside and
talc, at in Piedmont ; sometimes near Ely in Fifeshire ; and
in several parts of Bohemia. It is believed to be the Carbuncle
of the ancients.

2. Common Gahnet. Gemeiner granat, W. Grenat brun,

&.C. H. Colour reddish-, yellowish-, greenish-, or blackish-brown,

and it differs tiom precious garnet in being commonly opake,

or only translucent. It is found in granular masses, and crystal-

lized in dodecahedron^ which are often considerably modified.

Not quite so hard as almandine; fracture sometimes uneven^
sometimes lamellar.

Fig. 1, Primary rhombic dodecahedron. 'F\g. 2 the same, all the

edges being replaced by ii-fiided planes, wbicb| being further advanced

Digrtized by Google
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in fig. 3, reduce thmt of the primary crystal to small rhombs; and beinff

complete in fig 4, assume the form of trapeziums, forming the tnpezoidu
garnet, in which no portion of the primitive planes is yisible.

VV^X Hauy.
A^tV^JV X\ P or P on P 120*

^Lyy^^^SA] P on i 160»

<rx p >CJf Pon* iwdyse^
JTnNsX/^ koTk on 1 1C9» fi' 21"

KX » or & on i ^ 166' 64'4«"

Comnioii garnet is abundantly dlsseimnated in some ofthe older
rocks* as mica-slate, serpentine, and gneiss ; and sometimes in

granite. It is met with in most countries in which those rocks

occur, and is often so abundant as to form an important ore to

the iron smelter. Regular dodecahedrons of several pounds
weiL^ht have been found at Fahlun in Sweden ; also at Arendal

and Kongsbcrg in Norway; and in the Zniertlml, Tyrol. In

the mica-slates of Pertlishire, Invernesii-shiiCj ^^lietland, and
the Isle of Mull, it is of frequent occurrence. At Schwartzen-
berg in Saxony, and in the Hannat, it presents peculiarly green-

coloured crystals ; and at Vesuvius occupies the cavities of eject-

ed debris.

3. Pybsnbite. Pyrenit, W. Pjreneite, J. This variety of

garnet is black, and occurs in minute but very symmetrical rhom*
bic dodecahedrons, which glisten external! v. The fracture is

uneven. It ts opake ; hard ; and before the blowpipe loses its co-

lour, and melts easily into a porous black stag* It occurs im-

bedded in primitive limestone^ in the Pic Eres-Lids near Ba-
reges in France.

4. Grossular. Combination of silicate of lime and silicate

of alumina.
Siberia.

Silica 4.4-0 40*55

Alumina 85 20-10

Lime 33-5 34*86

Oxide of iron lS-0 5*00

Oxide of manganese 12*0 Klaproth. 0*48 Wachtmeisten
Sp. Gr. 3-372.

This rare mineral generalljr assumeB the trapezoidal form of

crystallization. It is light olive-green ;^ translucent or semi-

* Grotsulaure, 7r. goosebetty, firom its green colour.
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transparent; liard ; and brilliant exteraally. Its fracture U con«

choidaly and its fragments possess a vitreous lustre. Its com-
portment before the blowpipe is similar to that of almandine,

only that the glass produced is of a brownish colour. It oc-

curs, with idocrase, in a greenish*grey argillaceous rock, near

the river Wiioui in Siberia.

5. Api.ome. Aplome, H. Combination of silicate of lime and
silicate ol the peroxide of iron.

Altenau.

Silica 35-64

Lime 29-22

Oxide of iroQ 30-00

Oxide of manganese 8^1
Potash 2'85—Wacbtmetster.

'

Sp. 6r. 3-4i.

It is usually considered a variety of garnet* with which it

agrees in external form as well as in general aspect ; but differs

in this respect, that although it commonly occurs in rhombic
dodecahedrons, its planes are striated parallel with their lesser

diagonal, which, in Hauy*s opinion, indicates its primary not

to be a rhombic dodecahedron, but a cube.* It is usually of a
deep-brown or orange-bro\vri colour ; is opake, and somewhat
harder than quartz. It is fusible into a black glass.

PonP 90*

e one 120"

Pon«......l35*

Aplome h found on the banks of the river Lena in Siberia;

in the liannat ; and at Schwartzenberg in Saxony.

6. Manganesian Garnet. Grenat nianganesie, lit. Spes-

sartine, Beudant Of which the protoxide of mangautae forms

from twenty to thirty-five per cent.

Spessart. Brodbo.

Silica 3500 39-00 35-83

Alumina 1425 14^30 18<»
Peroxide of iron 14rOO 0-00 0-00

Ptotoxide of iron 00-00 15*44 14-93

PMox. of mangan« 35*00 Klap* 27*90 D'Ohson. 30*96 Seybert

This mineral occurs massivC) and in dodecahedral crystaJs va-

* AVhence Aplome, in allusion to the leadjr transition of the cube into

the rbomUic dodecahedron.
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rioudy modified ; it is slightly translucenton the edges. It does

not appear to possess any regular atmcture ; tecture commonly
vitreous and imperfectly condioidal ; colour deep hyacinth or
brownish red.* It is fusible before the blowpipe ; and, by the

decided green colour it eadiibits with soda on piatina fbil» marks
distinctly the presence of manganese.

It occurs in granite near Aschafienberg, in Franconia ; mas>
give in the United States, at Jones's Eddy near Bath; at Finbo
and Brodbo near Irahiun in Sweden ; and elsewhere.

7. MfiLANiTB. Grenat noir> H. Grenat melamte> Br. Bt. .

Frescati.

Silica 35-50

Alumina 6-00

Lime 32-30

Oxide of iron 25*25

Ox. of manganese 0'4<^yauquelin«
Sp. Gr. S*7.

Melanite is usually quite black,* and completely opake. It

occurs in rhombic dodecahedrons, whose edges are replaced.

Before the blowpipe it fuses alone into a brilliant black globule

;

with borax difficultly into an impure green glass coloured by iron.

It has been found in the neighbourhood both of Naples and
Rome, imbedded in ancient lava.

8, CoLOPHONiTE. Grenat resinite, H. This mineral, com-
posed of round particles, which may be separated with facility,

is of a greenish, yellowish-brown, -f or orange-red colour ; and
presents, both superficially and w lien iVactured, a shining vitreous

lustre. Its specific gravity is 3*5. It consists, according to

Simon, of 37 silica, 13*5 suumina, 29*0 lime, 6*5 magnesia, 7*5

oxide of iron» 4*75 oxide of manganese, 0*5 oxide of titanium^

and 1*0 water.

PonP'orF' \20*

It is found at Arendal in Norway.

9. Allochroite is of a greyish, dingy yellow, or reddish co-

* Whence Melanite, ftom the Greek.

<f Colophonite^ from the Greeks in allusion to its resin colour.

^ ..L o i.y Google
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Iour»* and opake ; its ooinposition is impalpabley or the particles

so intimately connected that they cannot be distinguished ; not

80 hard as quarts, but gives fire with steel ; fracture uneven. Be-
fore the blowpipe comports itself like melanite. Contains silica

35*0, alumina 8*0, lime 30 0, oxide of iron 17*0, oxide of manga-
nese 3-5—Va^iqiielin. The allochroite is principally found in an
iron inliie near Drammen in Norway.

10. FYROPE.f Pyrop,W. Grenat, rouge de feu, granuiiforme, H.
Is nearly allied to almandine, with the exception that part of the

protoxide of iron is in pyrope replaced by magnesia*

Siiica 4000
Alumina 28*50

Lime 8-50

Bfagnesia 10*00

Oxide of iron 16*50

. Oxide ofmanganese 9*25 Klaproth*

Sp. Gr. S'a
It is found only in rounded or angular grains, of a red colour,

which is sometimes clouded with yellow: never crystallized. It

is transparent ; has a conchoidal fracture ; and vitreous lustre ;

scratches glass. That of Ceylon before the blowpipe fuses into

a brilliant black globule, with borax into a chrome-green glass.

Pyrope is found imliedded in serpentine at Zoeblitz in Saxony,
and in wacke in BoheniiLi, but is mure cuiuiiion in the latter

country ; and in Ceyloii; m alluvial deposits, accompanied by
hyacinths and sapphires.

11* TopA20LiT£.:|: Topazolite, Bofwomn, This variety of
garnet occurs in remarkably well-defined dodecahedrons, of sl

topez*yellow colour, either perfect, or more commonly exhibit-
ing a very low four-sided pyramid on each plane; occasionally

also of an olive green ; translucent. It consists of silica 37,
alumina 2, lime 29, gluema 4^ iron 25, manganese 2—-jBonvotsin.

ktmie IIQPW

k on 178'40

it is found at Mussa in i^iedmoat, sometimes upon mussite.

^
• Whence probably its name, from two Greek words signifying of va-

riotts colours,

f From the Greek, signiQdng a fire-red colour.

X So named fi:om ito <»olour b«og ofa nearly topsa yellow.

Digiiizca by Liu^.' .
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The SveemUe of BoDvoisin is considered to be an amorphoui
variety of topazotite. It is amber yellow,* and tnmalucent ; and
occurs in small rounded masses : it is not hard enoush to scratch

glass, but easily pulverizesy and melts into a blamsh globule
under the blowpipe.

Its locality is a serpentine rock in the Vin valley^ forming part

of the great valley of Lans in Piedmont.

CINNAMON STONE, t

Kuieelitehi, W. Easonite, H.

Combination of silicate of alumina, silicate of lime, and silicate

of the peroxide of iron.

Ceylon. Cevlon. Alaisjo.

Silica d8-80 4000 41*87

Alumina ftl-20 82*99 20-57

Lime 81*25 30*57 S894
Oxide of iron 6*50 Klaproth. 3^ Gmelin. 3*93 Arfwedson.
with minute proportions of potash and magnesia.

Sp. Gr. 3-5—3*6.

This mineral commonly occurs in masses which are full of fis-

s!ires. Its general colour is red, with occasionally a brown or

orange-yellow tin^e ; trfinsluccnt, rarely transparent ; fracture

flat conchoidal ; lustre vitreo-re?inoiis ; scratches quartz with

difficulty. Before the blowpipe it is fusible with ebullition into a

darkish-green glass ; and witli borax melts very readily into a
transparent glass, niore or less feebly tinged by iiun.

It has been lound in considerable masses in some of the primi-

tive rocks of Ceylon, and imbedded in limestone at Haisjo in

Sweden ; but is most commonly met with in grains among the

sand of certain rivers, both in Ceylon and in Brazil*

The JRamanzoviie of Nordenskiold is considered a variety of
cinnamon stone. Its colour is brown or brownish-black ; and it

is described as occurring either compact or in crystalline plates

which indicate the rhombic dodecahedron ; fracture resinous,

with a greasy lustre ; brittle, but hard enough to scratch felspar ;

streak light yeno\v. Before the blowpipe it melts without ebulli-

tion. Contains silica 41-24, alumina 24*08, iime 24-76, oxide of

iron 7*03, magnesia and o ade of mana:tmose 0-92, volatile parts

and loss l'98~Nordenskioid. It occurs at kimito in Finland.

^ Suocin« Fr. Amber ; whence Succinite.

t Its name is proboblj derived from the resembhoKe of its colour to
that ofcimuunoD.
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IDOCRASE.

Vesuviaiiy W. Idocrase, H. Pyramidal Garnet, M.

Combination of silica, alumina, and lime.

Egeran,

BohemUu
41*0^

22-0

22-0

6*0 BorkowBky.

'

VesuTiut. Siberia.

Silica 35*50 43-00

Alumina 33*00 16 25
Lime 2-> 25 34-00

Oxide of iron 7-50 Klap. 5*50 Klap,

with traces of oxide of manganese.

Sp. Gr. 3-08—3*4. H. ^-5.

Idocrase occurs crystallized, either solitary or in groups; and
massive. The general tbrin* of the crystals is a quadrangular

prism, which sometimes is terminated by planes, and the edges

of tlie prism are often replaced. Primary tbrm a right prism

with square bases ; yielding tu cleavage readily parallel to all its

planes, with sufficient brilliancy to obtain incidences of 90® by
the reflective goniometer in every direction ; the prism is also di«

visible parallel to both its diagonals* though not easily : fracture

small oonchoidaly and shining. Idocrase is mostly brownish- or

yellowish-green, sometimes orange, rarely black ; generally trans-

lucent, sometimes nearly transparent ; possesses double refraction

;

is fusible with ebullition into a yellowish translucent globule, and
forms with borax a diaphanous glass tinged green by iron.

1. 2.

FifT. 1, the primary ; a rirrht prism with square bases. In fig. 2 the
lateral edges of the prism are repkced by quadnmguiar planes, and a por-
tion of the summit is replaced by four ste-sided planes. In fig. 3 the
quadrangular planes replacing the edges of the prism are very much ln«

creased, so as gieatly to reduce the lateral primary planes.

* Idocrase, in allusion to its form ; a mixed figure. Veduvuin, from
its having been first discovered on Vesuvius.
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>f on M' or d on d dO'
PoDMM'ordL M)0 0
MorM'oiiii 135 0
~— f 153 27 ir«
d on f IGl 33 H.
P ou a 1 IGG 6

«S 142 48
^—03 124 30

a 4 II M r^f)

b\ UO 12
Mod 61 128 5

62 138 80—— 63 145 5
64 152 3 H.

Monc 118 8 H.

Idocrase is met with both in volcanic and primitive countries.

It occurs in the ejected masses of Vesuvius, where its crystals

line the cavities of volcanic rocks, accompanied by garnet, born-

bieode, melanite, mica, and icespar. Crystals, occasionally of

large dimensions, are found at this locality ; but their forms are

complicated. The above fig. 3 is tlie usual crystallization of the

Siberian idociaac, w hich i» met with in a greenish-white serpen-

tine, near the Lake Baikal, and on the banks of the Wiloui ; but
by far the finest specimens come from Ala in the Val di Brozzo,
in Piedmont : these are in general semi-transparent, present fine

olive-green, hair*brown,ana, though rarely, perfect black colours;

are deeply streaked longitudinally, and are as remarkable for

lustre and brilliancy aa for the symmetry and perfection of their

crystalline forms. Large, well-defined, opake crystals, often ex*
ceeding four or five inches in diameter, occur at £gge near
Christiansand in Norway.

1, Cyprine, or cupreous idocrase, from the vicinity of Telle-

marken in Norway, exhibits occasionally crystalline faces, and
has a fine smalt-blue tinge, arising, it is supposed, from a minute
portion of copper. It fuses readily, with cllervescence, into a

globule, which becomes black in the oxy dizing flame and red in

the reducing one.

2* Egsran. It occurs in diverging groups ef deeply streaked
translucent crystals, ofa liver-brown colour, whose form is that

of a right rectangular prism, having its lateral edges replaced*

Before the blowpipe it melts with intumescence into a greenish

blebby glass* It occurs at Haslau, near Eger* in Bohemia, and
is sometimes accompanied by quartz and tremolite.

* Whence Egeran*

Digiiizca by Liu^.' .
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GEHLENITE.*

Corobinattoii of silica, alumina, lime, and oxide of iron.

Tyrol. Tvrol.

Silica 20-64 29-50

Alumina 24-80 U-50
Lime 35-30 27-55

Oxide of iroa 6-56 12-20

Water 3-30 6-00

Soda and loss 0 00 Fuclis. 10-00 Clarke.

Sp. Gi. 2-98 to 3-02. H. 5-5 to 6-0.

Gelilenite occurs in rectangular four-sided prisms, nearly ap-

proaching in their dimensions the fonn of the cube ; sometimes

isolated, generally invested by calcareous spar, aggregated ir-

regularly in groups; or massive, including pleonaste. Usual co*

lour grey, but frequently having a greenish or yellowish tinge*

Surface commonly rough and dull ; when sufficiently brilliant for

the use of the reflective goniometer, the crystals afford angles

of 90° in every direction. Fracture uneven, passing into splint-

ery
;
opake, the fragments feebly translucent on the edges. Be-

fore the blowpipe Gehlenite suffers little change when alone

;

with borax it melts with difBculty into a glass coloured by iron.

It gelatinizes in heated muriatic acid.

Mount Monzoiii, in the valley of Fassa, is its only well-authen-

ticated locality, although Monticelli mentions it as occurring

indistinctly crystallized, among the productions of Vesuvius.

PREHNITE.t

Prehnite, W. H. Azotomous Tripbane Spar, M.

Combination of silica, alumina, lime, and water.

Cape of Good Hope. Dumbarton. B-eichenbach.

Silica 43-80 43-60 42-50

Alumina 30-88 2300 28-50

Lime 18*33 22-33 2040
Oxide of iron 5*66 2*00 3*00

Water 1*83 6-40 2*00

Kkiproth* Thomson. Laugier.

Sp. Gr. 2*926. H. 6-0 to 7 0.

Generally of a pale greenish or yellowish colour ; with a vi*

• Gehlenite, in honour of the chemist Gehlen.

f In honour of Colonel Prebu, ita discoverer.

Digitizca by Liu..- . iv.
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treous or pearly lustre ; and somewhat translucent ; becomes
electric by heat, and is slowly soluble in dilute muriatic acid* It
occurs fibrous, massive, and in crystals, which are for the most
part closely aggregated; their' primary form is a right rhombic
prism of about 100° and 80°, but tlte crystals are subject to mo-
dification by two planes on the suniniit, al aV, of the following
figure. It presents several varieties uf form. Clenvage distinct

parallel to P, less so parallel to M. Per se it tusca with intu-

mescence into a white or palt-yellowish iiudiy glass ; and with
borax fonns a traD^parent bead.

EmgMiUf* a variety In small larmisparent rhombic tables
(fig. 1) from Bareges in the Pyrenees ; has a white or yellowish-
white colour, and a glistening pearly lustre. It consists, accord-
ing to Vauquelin, of 48 silica^ 24 alumina, 23 lime, and 4 oxide
of iron ; and it is fusible into a white frothy glass.

Frimaiy Fonn.
M on M' iOO' 00'

PorMonM' 90 00
M or M' HQ /. 139 45
al oiial'«...........I77 20

/. *J 2 00
^— MorM' yi 30
M on e. 128 30

Crystallized prehnitc in considerable quantity, and of a purer

green than tliat of Europe, is found at the Cape of Good Hope ;

it occurs in tlie Fassa valley, ,Tyrol, of a peculiar bluish-green

hue ; with axinitc and epidote, at St Christophe in Dauphini ; in

large, well-iurmed, pale green coloured crystals in Massachusetts

;

ill Carinthia, Sweden, and elsewhere. In England it has been

noticed in Staffordshire, at Woodford in Gloucestershire, and at

Botallack near the Land's End, Comwall. In Scotland it is

abundant in veins traversing trap near Dumbarton ; at Hartfield

Moss, near Paisley ; at Frisky Hidl, near Glas^w $ at the Castle

Rock and Salisbury Crag, near Edinburgh ; m the Isles of Mull
and Skye ; &c. The Scotch varieties in general exhibit radiated,

botryoidal, orbicular, or mammillated masses of various colours,

from apple-green to straw-yellow, the latter particularly at Salis-

bury Crag ; sometimes translucent and colourless, as at the Castle

Rock ; and very often white and opake, as in Dumbartonshire.

* From two Greek words, signiiF^iDg a light stone.

Digitized by Google
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STILBITE.

Stnibl^eoUth, W. Stilbite, H. Bt. Radiated Zeolite^ J.

toidal Kouphone Spar^ M.
Prisma*

Iceland. Faroe. Red firom Dumbarton.
Silica 58*0 59*25 58*3 52-50

Alumina 16*1 1500 17-5 17-37

Lime 9-2 5-35 6-6 11-52

Water 16'4< 16-00 17-5 18-45

Potash 0-OHisin. 4-75 Dumenil. 0 0 Meyer. 0-00 Thorn.

Sp. Gr. 2 0—2-2. II. 3-5 to 4-0.

Its colours arc white, grey, red, and brown ; translucent

;

lustre vitreous, except on the faces T, which exhibit a peculiar

glistening or shining pearly appearance.* Primary form a rierht

prism with rectangular bases, in wliicli it sometimes occurs; but

it is more frequently found in prisms of which the edges are re>

placed^ and which are terminated by tetrahedral eummits ; the

planes forming the pyramids beine placed on the angles of the

prism. Cleavage parallel to the planes T and the latter only

being perfect. It intumesces before the blowpipe, and runs into

a blebby colourless glass.

Primary Form

MonT 90" (K

PonMorT 90 0

M on a' 120 30
a on a' 1 18 50

M on d 133 30?

Stilbite is met with occasionally in the fissures of primitive

rocks, "and ,in mineral veins ; but its principal repositories are

the cavities of trap. The Faroe Islands and Iceland are the

great localities of this beautiful mineral. Splendid specimens

have also been brought from Indore in the Vendayah Mountains
of Hindustan. And very l)Lauiirul crystals, of a brick-red co-

lour, occur in porph^ritic amygdaloid, near Kilpatrickin Dum-
bartonshire; and in the Fassa valley, Tyrol. Dauphin6, Andreas-
berg in the Hartz, Arendal in Norway, Gustafsberg near Fah-

* Whence Stilbite, signifying a particuUr lustre.

Digitized by Google
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hin in Sweden, and the island of Arran, are also well-known lo"

caliti^ of stilbite $ at most of the latter being found in granite
and primitive rocks.

IIEULANDITE.*

Blatter Zeollth, W. Var. de StUbite, H. Foliated Zeolite, J. Heu.
iandite, Brooke Hemi-priamatie Kouphone Spar, M.

Combination of silica, alumina, lime, and wateri with occa-
sionally a little oxide of iron.

Bed, Camprie. Bed, Edelfoiii

Snica 59-90 60-28 52-6

Alumina 16-83 1541 17-5

Lime 17-19 8-18 9-0

Water 13-43 1107 18-5

Oxide of iron 0-00 Waimstedt. 4-16 Ketzius. 0-0 Vauq.
Sp. Gr. 2-20. H. 3 5—4-0.

This mineral commonly occurs crystallized in right oblique-

angled prisms (two of its opposed lateral planes being longer
thwi the other two), generally modified on the angles and one
lateral ed^e. Cleavase narallel only to the terminal plane P of
the foUowmg figures, highly perfect. Lustre vitreous, except P,
which possesses high degrees of pearly lustre, both as faces of
cleavage and of crystallization. Generally translucent, but the
crystals are often nearly transparent when colourless; from which
it varies to white, yellow, brownish, and deep red. It also occurs
massive ; frequently in a globular form ; and is easily frangible.

Before the blowpipe it melts with intumescence, emittin^^ at tlio

same time a phosphorescent light. With acids it does not ge-
latinize.

P on M or T 90« C
M on T 130 0

a 146 30
T ona ua 0
Pon« ...... Ill 56
M on / 114 20
b on / 129 40
P on 6 133 35

b 108 15

n^e varieties of heulandite are usually found accompanied by
stiibite in the vesicular cavities of amygdaloidal rocks, and in

certain metalliterous veins. The Faroe Isles and Iceland atford

the finest crystals ; but splendid specimens have also been
brought from the Vendayah Mountains in Hmdustan, and Cape

* Heulandite, as a testimoDy to the liberality and zesl ofM. Heuland.

Digitized by Google
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BlomidoD in Nova Sootia. Campsie^ near DambartoD^ and the

Fana Valley^ Tytol^ are the localitiei of the red variety.

DIPYRE.

SchmelBteiii» W. Dipyxe, H.

Consists of 60 silica, 24 alumina, 10 lime, and 2 water, loss 4,

Its specific gravity is about 2'7. II. = 6*0.

This rare substance occurs in slender indistinctly formed
prisms, of a greyish, or reddish^white colour, ftsdculated into

nuuMies. It hM been observed in the form ofa hezahedral prism

terminated hj a low pyramid. Lustre vitreous ; translucent

;

hard enough to scratch glass ; and becomes slid^tly phosphores-

cent by the application of heat. Before the blowpipe it fuses

with effervescence into a blebby colourless glass.* It is found

in the torrent of Mauleon, in the Western Pyrenees, imbedded
in a kind of sofl slate. It is genonlly classed with scapolite.

DAVYNE.
Davina, MmUkeUL Davytic Kouphone Spar, HaUdkiger,

Contains silica 49*91, ahimlna 8S-S8, lime I2K)2, iron 1*25,

water 7-i3, loss 3*1 l-*Covdlli.

Sp.Gr. 2*4. H. = 5<^-5.
Colour white or yellowish ; transparent, translucent, or opake,

—

the lustre inclining to opalescent in the first case, to pearly when
opake ; and the colour to grey when transparent,—to whitish when
opake. Cleavage highly perfect parall^ to fracture conchot-
dal.

.If

r on r contiguous.....154° 46'

r oa M ...115 53

With nitric acid it effervesces and gelatinizes; and alone be-

fore the bk>wpipe fiises with effervescence into a white opake

• Dipyre, from the Greek, signifying the double effects of fire, in al-

lusion to its phoBphareflcence and fuslbmty by heat.
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Bomewhat ponrai globule. Lamhiae ezpofed to the flame of a
candle do not lose tlienr tianiparencT. With boradc add on
platina wire, it aflbrds a limpid colourleflB globule ; and with salt

€f phoflphonifl in proper proportions, yields a peariy beady which
appears milky and opake wiien hot, but beooaMS tianslacent on
cooling.

This mineral was described by Monticelli and Coveil i, in their

Prodrome della Mineralogla Vesuviana, and named by these mi-
ncralocrists in honour of our illustrious; countryman JSir Hum-
plii y Davy. It occurs in the more anciuot rocks of Vesuvhis, ac-

companying garnet, mica, \\ oliastonite, SkC, It may be distin-

guished from nephtline by the length of its crystals invariably

exceeding their breadth, the reverse of which is the case in that

mineral ; its specific gravity is also much lower ; and nepheluie

is not acted upon by acid as this is. (Manual.)

LAUMONITE-*
LoouMiit, W. Diatomous Kouphooe Spar, M.

Combination of silic% alumina, lim^ and water.
Hoelgoet. Skye.

Silica 48-3 490
Alumina 22-7 22-9 2M4
Lime 12-1 90 10-62

Water 160 17-5 14-92

Carbonic acid 0 0 Graelin. 2-5 Vogel. 0 00 Conneil.

Sp. Gr. 2'3. H. above 4*0 when ficsh.

This mineral occurs in agp^egated crystalline masses, deeply

striated ; or in separate crysuis of several varieties of form, and
sometimes in that of its primary crystal,—an oblique rhombic
prism^ ofwhich the inclination of the teimtaal plane is from one
acute angle to the other : this prism yields t» cleavage paralld to

its lateral planes and both diagonals. It is whiter or yellewish

white, sometimes with a tinge of red; and is tiansparent or trans-

lucent. Before the blowpipe with borax it intumesces, and fuses

into a colourless glass : per se^ it first forms a white spumous ena-

mel, and on continuing the heat, becomes translucent* it gela-

tinizes with nitric or muriatic add.

MooM' lU'SO"

P on M or M' 86 15

M orM on « 104 20

* lu boiiour ui Gillet de Laumont, its discoverer.
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liaumonite was fbnnerly termed the efflorueeitU ateolUe, on ao
count of its losing its water on exposure to the air ; in conse*

quence of which it becomes opake, of a shining white colour, and
pearly lustre; and eventually lalis into a white powder siroikur to

that resulting from the decomposition of Glauber's salt.*

This mineral was first discovered in the lead mine of Huclj^oet

in Brittany, lining the cavities of the veins. It has since been
found in trap in Iceland and Faroe ; at St Gothard ; forming large

masses, which exhibit a radiating and divergent structure, in the

Fassa-thal, Tyrol ; near Paisley in Renfrewshire ; at the Kilpa-

trick Hills, Dumbartonshire ; near Loch Eiiort in the Isle of Skye,

accompanying stilbite ; and at Port Rush in Ireland with anaU
cime and stilbite in trap rocks. More recently it has been dis^

covered in the amygdaloid of Connecdcuty and in Nova Scotia.

ZOISITRf
Zoidt» W. Yar. d*Epidiite, H.

Combination of S])ica» aluminai and lime, with a little protoxide

of iron.

Stjria. Barren th. Valais.

Silica 430 4025 370
Alumina 290 30-25 26-6

Lime 210 22-50 20-0

Protox. of iron 3*0 Klaproth. 4*50 Bucholz. 13-0 Laugier.

Sp. Gr. 3-2 to 3-3. H. = 6-0—7-0.
It occurs in rhombic prisms, of a grey, greyish-yellow, or

brown colour, but which are rarely perfect, owing to deep longi-

tudinal strie. The obtuse lateral edses of the prism are often

rounded, and the terminations incomj^ete. It also occurs mas-
sive, and deaves parallel to the sides and both diagonals of a
right rhombic prism of about 60® and 120^, but not witli bril-

liant surfaces. It has a pearly lustre ; and is translucent. Alone,

before the blowpipe, it fuses on the outer edges into a yellowish

transparent glass, but finally into a vitreous scoria ; with borax
intumcsccs, and forms a diaphanous glass.

It is met with in the Bacher Mountain and the San Alp in

Styria, in a rock composed of kyanite, garnet, and augite ; in

granite in Bayreuth ; also in Bavaria, Salzburg, the Tyrol, and
the Vallais. It is mentioned by Jameson as occurring at Glen-
elg in Inverness-shire, and in Shetland.

This species is by Molis united with epidote, from which it

principally differs in colour.

* This may to a considerable extent be counteracted, by dipping the
BpeciineiiB, when fresh, into a thin solution ofgum arabic.

f Zoiait^ afler the Bsron de Zois*
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EPIDOTE.

Pdntttoidal Augite Spar, M. Fittadt, W. Epidote, H.
Thallite, JTarHeii.

Combmation of silica, alumma» protoxide of iron, and lime*

Silica

Alumina
Lime
Oxide of iron

Ox. of mangan

P\sta::\tey

Is. re.

37 0
27-0

14*0

17-0

1-5

CriisfaU'ized

SrO
21-0

1*5

Isle St John.

40-9

28-9

16*2

14-0

Yauqudin. Beudant.

St MaiceL

33-5

150
14-5

19«5

120
Coidier*

Sp.Gr*S*42. H. =5 6-0^7-0.

This mineral is found granular, massive, and in prismatic crys-

tals, variously teminated aod longitudinally stnated. Colour
green ofdifferent shades occasionally almost black, rarely brown
or reddisb. It bas a sbining lustre i and is somewbat transpa-

rent* The primary crystal is a right oblique angled prism, of
about 115^ SC and 64° SO'; and it cleaves with brilliant surfaces,

parallel to the sides and lesser diagonal of the prism* Before

the blowpipe it intumesces, but does not, even by a strong heat,

completely melt; with borax it intumesces, and then fuses into

a glass coloured by iron—unless manganese predominate, in which

case it assumes in the oxidating flame an amethystine tinge*

1.& ^rn fffi^
Fig. L The primary ; a right prism of which the hases are oblique-

angled poraUeh^ma. ^Of Utis there are several modifications, which
commonly do not apperir to have much direct affinity with the primi-

tive : £*ig. 2 exiiibits one of the most simple.

M on T 116''

90
160
145
145

.

114

P on M orT...,

M on €

T on e
/I
/2

M on d 126

P on^ 146

cl... 148

T on cl 121

6 1 104

^ — 52 142 86

41'

16
24
39
40
2
6
30
50
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l.jiidotc is not ulten found massive, but chiefly in crystals,

varying in size from the acicular to near an inch in diameter^ and
several inches in length ; the acicular are met with in the depart-*

mentof Isdre in France, atBourg d'Oisans in Daaphin^, In the

Alps, &c. {TAaliiie of Kanten). The larger occur at Arendal in

Norway, and Normark in Sweden (Acanticonite of Dandrada, or

AfendalUe): the magnificent crystals from these localities consist

of concentric coats, the exterior of which admit of removal, and
thus out of a large imperfect crystal, one of smaller size, but more
completely formed, may be produced with facility. It belongs

chiefly to primitive rocks, but is only found in veins and fissures,

among which, in small quantities, it occurs in many countries

;

magnetic iron, garnet, ielspar, adularia, axlnite, and asbestus^ are

the minerals which chiefly accompany it.

Granular epidote. Scorza, Br. Appears from its analysis to be

epidote reduced to small grains by attrition. It occurs on the

banks of the river Arangos, near Moska in Tran8;^«ania : and is

oalled SeonM by the inhabitants of th» country.

. Manffoaiierian ^pidcite* Manganese oxyd# silidfl^re, H. Epi-
dote violety Bt. Occurs in smaU prismatie crystals of a violet or
reddish-brown colour, which are generally assodated in groups^

sometimes imbedded in asbestus. It is opake, aad jr^^Ms to toe
knife ; contains about 12 per cent, of the oxide of maiiganese, and
before the blowpipe fuses easily into a black glass,—with borax
into a transparent one, exhibiting in the oxidizing flame the ame-
thystine tinge of manganese.

It occurs at St Marcel, in tlie valley of Aosta, in Piedmont, in

gneiss accompanied by oxide of manganese, quartz, asbestus, ^c*

AXINITE.*

Prismatic Aziiiite» M. Axinit, W. Axinite, H. Thumentone^ J.

Combination ofBtHca^ alumina> lime, oxideof iron, and manganese.

Daupbine'.

Silica 50*50 44K) 45*00

AlumiiMt 16-00 180 19-00

Lime 17*00 19-0 12-50

Oxide of iron 9-50 14*0 12*25

Oxide of manganese 5 25 4 0 9 00
Magnesia 000 00 2*25

Boradcacid 000 00 200
Klaproth. Vaiiqnelin. Wiegmann.

Sp. Gr. 3*27. H. = 6*5—7-0.

* In sharpness like, the edge ofa hatchet, whence Axinite.

Digitizca by Liu..- . iv.
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This mineral rarely oocun iiias8ive> more frequently in flat

oblique rhomboidal prisms, whose edges are remarkably sharp.

CSommon colour yiolet or dove-broirn, inclining to plumb-blue
and pearl-grey ; also yellow and green, fh>m an amiizture ofchlo-
rite $ occasionally nearly colourless, and tranqiarent. The crys-

tals do not appear to possess regular cleavages, their primary
therefore has not been determined ; their general form is that of
a doubly oblique prism, which is assumed as the primary in the
following figure. Externally the crystals arc very brilliant ; frac-

ture small and conchoidal ; becomes electric by exposure to heat

;

before the blowpipe inturaesces, and fuses readily into a dark
green glass, whicli changes to black in the oxidating flame ; with

borax into a glass, also coloured by iron $ is not acted upon by
acid.

It occurs in beds at Thum* in Saarony ; at Bareges in the Py-
renees, upon a gangue of quartz ; in splendid crjrstws, as remark-

able for die brvUumcy of their lustre as ibr their siae and syin-

metry of form, at St Christophe, near D'Oisans in Dauphine

;

near Kongsberg in Norway, in a wbit€ laminated calcareous rock,

accompanied by black mica, quartz, and native silver ; at Aren-
dal, with felspar, epidote, Ac; on mica slate in Savoy ; in seve-

ral places in the Hartz ; and in killas at Botallack near the Land's

End, Cornwall, where it occurs both in well defined thougli rather

complex crystals, and massive and compact entering into tiie com-
position of a rock with tourmaline and garnet

* Whence its designation of Thumite or Tbumerstone.
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ISOPYRE*

laopyric Quartz, Haidinger,

Contains silica 47*09, aluinina 13-91, peroxide of iron 20*07,

lime 15*4)3, peroxide of copper 1*94«—Turner.

Sp. Gr. 2-9—3-0. H, = 6 0—6-5.

Occurs in compact masses of a velvet-black colour, occasional-

ly dottedjwith red» as in heliotrope. Opake, or fttatly translucent

on its thinnest edges, with a dark iiver*brown tint. Brittle.

Lustre vitreous. Cleavage not perceptible. Fracture flat con-

choidali highly perfect when the mineral is pure. Acts slightly

on the magnetic needle. It fuses before the blowpipe widiout

emitting any gaseous matter. Acids act upon it with difficulty,

but it is easily and completely decomposed by alkaline carbo-

nates.

This mineral much resembles obsidian, but was distinguished

by Haidinger in consequence of its fainter and less vitreous lustre.

It is perfectly black, and forms compact masses occasionally two
inches in diameter, in the granite of St Just near Penzance, where
it occurs associated with tin and tourmaline, lireithaupt'b l achy^

iUe appears to be the same mineral ; .its specific gravity is stated

somewhat lower, but jn other repects it is identical; it forms
small massea in basalt and wacke, at Sjisebuhl near GSttingen,

INDIANITE.

Red. mite.
Silica 42*5 420 430
Alumina 37*5 34*0 S4o
Lime 15-0 15*0 15*6

Oxide of iron S'O 9-2 1-0

Soda 0*OChenevix. S*3Laugier. S-GLaugier*
with a trace of manffanese.

Sp. Gr. 2*74. Scratches slass,
^ In granular masses, of a white or greyiui colour, with a shin*

ing lustre, sometimes tinged brown by a mixture of garnet It

is translucent. It cleaves, according to Brooke, into rhombic
prisms of 95° 15' and 84° 45'; is infusible before the blowpipe ;

and when dicrested in ncids, becomes gelatinous. This substance

was described by Bournon. It forms the gangue of corundum
from tiie Carnatic \* and occurs associated with garnet, felspar,

iibrolite, and hornblende.

* Whence Indianite.
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XAMHITE.
^ Mather wad ThomMH,

Contoins Silica 82-71

Alumina ' 12-28

Lime 3G-31

Peroxide of iron 12-00

Protoxide of manganese 8*68

Water 0*60—Thomson.

Sp. Gr. 3-20. Easily crushed by the nail.

Consists of a congeries of small rounded gi alns easily separa-

ble from each otlier. Colour light greyish or yellow. Translucent

or transparent. Lustre splendent or shininfr, inclining to resin-

ous. Cleavage parallel to the sides of a doubly oblique prism,

and forming angles of 97° S0\ 91°, and 107° 30'. It is fusible in

small partides on a fine slip of platinum foil ; when in fusion it

intomescesi and forms a greenish translucent bead» which is

slightly attractable by the magnet With borax it produces a
glass which is yellow when hot, but becomes colourless on cooling.

It occurs imbedded in calcareous spar at Amity, in Orange
Countyi U. S« The rounded grains of which it is composed^
seem when examined by the microscope to consist of imperfect

crystals having a foliated texture*

ANTHOPHYLLITE.*
Stnihliger.Anthophyllite, 11. J. Prismatic Schiller Spar, M.

Combination of silica, alumina, magnesia, and protoxide of iron.

Silica 62-6fj

Alumina 13-33

Magnesia 400
Lime .S-33

Oxide of iron 1200
Oxide of manganese 3-25

Water l*4a—John.
Sp. Gr. 3-0 to 3-3. H. zs 5*0 to 5*5.

Anthophyllite has a grey or cloye«brown colour ; with an occa*

sional blue tinge ; and a glistening, pearly, pseudo-metallic lustre.

It occurs massive, the mass consisting of crystals or crystalline

fibres, oflen disposed in a radiating form : these may be cleaved

parallel to the lateral planes of a rhombic prism of about 125°

and (73"" 44/ and 106*' 16' according to Necker), and both iu

* From its resemblance in colour to the flower AntbopbyUum*

b2
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84 EARTHY MINERALS.

diagonals ; the latter are not brilliant. The prism is generally

traversed by natural crevices nearly at right angles to its axis

;

translucent on the edges. It is infusible before the blowpipe jMr
$es wiUi borax it melts with difficulty into a glass coloured by
iron ; and with salt of phosphorus decomposes uowly, and yiel«is

a skeleton of silica.

It occurs at Kongsberg in Norway, with hornblende ; trans-

lucent, and of a rich clove-brown colour, at Ujordlersoak in Green-
land ; in foliated masses with mica, at Snarum, near Modum in

Norway ; and associated with tourmaline and iolite at Haddam in

Connecticut.

AMPHODELITE.

Contains silica 45*80^ alumina* d5*45> lime 1(^15, magnesia
5*05) oxide of iron 1*70, water l*66b

Sp.Gr. 2*76. H. = 4*5.

Crystalline form, resembling that of felspar. Colour light

red; similar to scapoHte in its fracture, and possessing two
cleava<^es which meet at an angle of 94" 19'.

Occurs in the limestone quarry of Lojo in Finland*

SMABAGDim*
Smaragdity Sauuure, Piallage verle, H. Diallage, J.

It contains silica 50, alumina 21, lime 13« magnesia 3, oxide
of chrome and oxide of iron IS^Vauquelin. Sp. Gr. 3*0.

Smaragdite has a brilliant or emerald-green colour, and a
silky or pearly lustre $ is transparent on the edges, or opake

;

IS scarcely so hard as glass, and yields to the knife ; has a
laminated structure, with cleavage parallel to the sides and dia*
gonals of a slightly rhombic prism. It fuses into a grey or
greenish enamel.

It is found massive, or dlsf^eminated in Saussnrite, near Ge-
neva, and on Monte Rosa in Switzerland ; also in Corsica imbed-
ded in felspar. Haidinger corisi(.]crs it to be a compound of la-

niinaj of horAblende, alternating with lamina: of augite, both fre-

quently of bright-green colours. Vol. x. o£ Edinburgh Boyal So'
ciety Transactions,

* From the Greek, aigniQriiig a green stone«-att emmld.
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' ANO[{TniTE.
Anorthotomous Feldspar, M. Christiaaae, MonticeUi. Anorthite, Rose,

Combination of silica, alumina, lime, magnesia, and oxide of
iron. Silica 44*49, alumina 34*46, lime 15'68^ mi^nesia 5'2Q,
oxide of iron 0*74— Rose.

Sp. Gr. 2'G5. H, == 6*0.

Primary form an oblique iliombic prism. Cleavage perfect
parallel to P and M. Occurs in white, translucent or transparent
crystalfly which present a vitreoiis lustre, inclining to pearly on tlie

planes ofcleavage ; fracture conchoidal ; streak white. Is entirely
decomposed in concentrated muriatic acid* Before the blowpipe
on cfatfcoal, it assumes first a vitreousand tranducent aspect, and
then fuses with difficulty on the edges into a blebby and semi-
transparent glass ; with salt of phosphorus is decomposed, with
the exception of a silica skeletoui and yields a glass which be-
comes opaline on cooling«

/ on M 122» 2'

T on I. ISO SO

X on M 117 28

P on M 04 18

This species was simultaneously described by Rose under the

title of anorthite, and by Monticelli under the denomination of
Christianitc.* Its principal locality is Vesuvius, or rather Monte
Somma, the ancient crater of that volcano ; it generally occupies

the cavities of chloritic masses, and is associated with ice- spar,

augite, mica, and idocrase. Its Infasibility before the blowpipe
serves to distinguish this mineral from any of the zeolites, as well

as from nephemie and leucite*

CLAYS-
ThoD, W. Argile, H.

The substances comprehended in the term Gay admit of no
general description, but most of them agree in possessing an
earthy texture sad endt an argillaceous odour when breathd on.

They consist chieBy of silica, with a variable proportion of alu-

mina, and a small quantity of lime or magnesia, occasionally of

* In Gompliinent to Prince Christian «f Denmarlu
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alkalu They all appear to be meduDical deposits, doC one of
them occurring crystallizec^ or with a crystalline structure ; some
are slaty.

1.Slatb-clay« Shale. Schieferthon,W. Afgile8chisteuBe,Br*

Shale occurs only massive; its general colour is grey, which
sometimes is bluish, yellowish, or blackish i in one direction its

structure is slaty, in the otlier earthy ; it is easily broken j it

usually adheres to the tont^ue, and yields to the nail; is opake,

meagre to the touLli, and dull, except from casually imbedded
mica, whicii sometimes imparts a glimmering lustre : its specific

gravity is about 2*6. It is found resting upon, as well as inter-

posed between, beds of coal, which it invariably accompanies. It

oflen contains impressions of reeds and of ferns.

BkickBUvminaus Shale has a slaty structure ; when put into tiie

fire, it blazes, crackles, and emits a black smoke and oituminous

odour, loses a considerable portion of its weight, and is converted
into a whitish or reddish flaky ash. It is found in common coaly

being generally more or less mixed with it.

Brown Bituminous Shale is met with at Kimmeridge in Hamp*
shire ; and from its giving out a bituminous odour when placed
in the flame of a candle, or in the fire, is termed Kimmeridge^
coaL Its colour is greyish brown; it has a soniewhat slaty tex-

ture, and occasionally a large flat conchoidal fracture : it yields

easily to the knife, and acquires lustre by the pressure of the nail.

On exposure to a considerable heat, the bituminous part is con-
sumed, and it is reduced to a grey earthy ash.

Mottetistone, Its colour is du ty grey, or reddish brown, passing

into black : it is dull, earthy, soft, meagre to the touch, and emits

an unpleasant odour when rubbed. According to the analysis of
R. PbiUips, it consists of 86 alumina, 4 silica, and 10 carbon.
Occurs at Bakewell in Derbyshire, and is believed to arise fcom
the decomposition of the shale of that country ; also at Albany
near New York.

2. Adhesive Slate. Schiste a polir, Br. Adhesive slate, J.

Contains silica 86*50, alumina 7'00, magnesia b50, lime 1*25,

oxide of iron 2-50— Klaproth. Is found massive, and possesses

a slaty texture, \vhi(h becomes visible by exposure; but if the

mass be immersed in water, it resumes its former appearance.
Has a yellowish or smoke-grey colour ; is very soft, splits easily,

adheres strongly to the tongue (whence Adhesive slate), and is

opake. Its specific gravity is 2 08^ and it is infusible before the

blowpipe. On exposure to a red heat, it becomes brownish, and
loses weight* It absorbs water with avidity* but does not ftll to

• pieces. It has hitherto been found only in Uie girpsum formation
around Paris, and is the imbedding substance of the Meniliteb *

3. Polishing Slate. Polierschiefer, W. Sp. Gr. 0'59—0*60.
Is of a white, yellowish*white, or yellow colour; massive, with

Digmzca b
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a slaty texture; is opake, brittle, and so ligbt as to swim on
water. One variety yielded to Bucholz, silica 83*50, alumina
4rO| lime 8*50, oxide of iron 1*60, water 9*0. It imbibes water

;

and when burnt becomes red» but does not fuse* It is found
near Bilin in Bohemia, in a bed resting on marl $ also at Zwickau
in Saxony, and in Auvergne, and is supposed to be a volcanic

production. It is used for polishing glass, marble, and metals.

4. LiTHOMARGE. Steinnuurk, W. Argile lithomarge, H.
Sp. Gr. 2*43. Is yellowish or reddish-white ; also grey or bluish,

and is frequently spotted internally. It is massive ; soft : ad-

heres strongly to the tongue ; has a greasy feel ;
gives a shining

streak; and is commonly opake, occasionally translucent; tex-

ture earthy, but has a large conchoidal fracture. It is infusi-

ble before tiie blowpipe ; sometimes phosphoresces when heated ;

and liardens if exposed to a high temperature. It occura at

Ehrenfriedersdorf and Altenberg in Saxony ; at Planitz, near

Zwickau in Bohemia ; and has been noticed in small quantities

in the tin and copper veins of Tin Croft and Cook's Kitchen
mines near Redrutn, which traverse both granite and schiste.

Friable Lithomarge, in scaly, glimmering particles, which are

phosphorescent in Uie dark, occurs in . the tin veins of Ehren-
friedersdorf in Saxony, and some other places* Klaproth found
it to consist of silica 32, alumina 26*d0, iron 21, water 17, and
muriate of soda 1*50.

5. Fuller's Earth. Walkerde, W. Argile smectique, H.
Sp. Gr. 1-82 to 2-19. Occurs massive, and is usually of a green-

ish-brown colour, sometimes nearly that of slate; it is opake,

soft, dull, possesses an earthy fracture and a j^-reasy feel, and

yields to and receives a polisli Irom the nail, but scarcely ad-

heres to the tongue ; in water it becomes translucent, and falls

into a pulpy impalpable powder* A variety from England yield-

ed 53 silica, 10 alumina, 0*5 lime, 1*25 magnesia, 9*5^ oude of

iron, 1 muriate of soda, and 24 water. It is fusible into a po-

rous slag, and ultimately forms a white blebby glass.

At Nutfield near Riegate, in Surrey, it occurs in regular beds

near the summit of ahUl of considerable elevation, between beds
of sand or sandstone containing fossil wood and impressions of

the nautilus and other sea-shells. There arc two distinct beds

of fuller's earth; the upper, of a greenish clay colour and five

feet in thickness, rests upon the other, which is of a light slate

blue, and eleven feet thick; in these beds, but principally in

the latter, are found considerable masses of sulphate of bar-

ytes, sometimes exhibiting regular crystallizations. Fuller's

earth is also found at Deptling, near Maidstone in Kent ; and at

Aspley, near Woburn in Bedfordshire, under nearly the same
circumstances as at Nutfield. Also at Old Down near Bath

;

near Nottingham ; in Sussex ; and at Rosswein in Saxony. It

Digiii^ca by Gu^.-
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OCCU) s among primitive rocks, and is supposed to originate from

their decompositioD* From its property of dMOrbing oO and
ffreasy matter, this substance was formerly mtich used in the

fuUiDg of cloth (whence its name)^ and was forbidden to be ex**

ported under severe penalties: soap is now generally sob*

stituted.

6. Tripoli. Tripel, W. Quarz aluminif^re Tripol^en, H«
Sp. Gr. 1*86^S*^ This mineral has generally an argillaceous

aspect. It occurs massive, with a coarse, dull, earthy fracture ;

it is meagre and rough to the touch, does not adhere to the

tono;ue, and yields easily to the nail. Presents various shades

ofgrey, yellow, and red ; and yielded to Haase 90 silica, 7*0 alu-

mina, and 3'0 iron. It imbibes water, which soitens it ; when
burnt, becomes white and is hardened ; but is very difficultly

fusible. It was first brought from Tripoli in Africa, but has since

been noticed in the Puy de Dome, in Tuscany, near Prague,

at Amberg in Bohemia* and many other places ; and appears to

be merelya fine arenaceous variety ofquartz, accidentally mixed
with clay. It is used in polishing metals, marble^ glass, and other
hard bodies*

7. Boui. Bol, W. Bole, J. Sp. Gr. 1*60 to 1-97. Bole
occurs in solid amorphous masses of a yellow, red, or brownish-
black colour. The yellow is translucent on the edges, the red

is nearly transluecnt, and the brownish-black opake. It yields

to the nail, exhibits a conchoidal fracture ; gives a shining streak ;

adheres to the tongue; has a greasy feel; and fuses into a

slag. Immersed in water, it emits a crackling noise, and breaks
in pieces.

This substance is found in irregular beds or disseminated

masses in wacke and basalt, from the decomposition of which it

is supposed to arise* It occurs at Striegau in Silesia, at the
Habicntswald in Hessia»' and near Sienna m Italy*

8* Lemniah Earth is yellowish grey, or white, frequently
with ochreous spots on the surface. The fracture is earthy;
it is dull ; has a mea^e feel ; adheres slightly to the tongue

;

and, when immersed m water, falls to pieces, evolving numerous
air-bubbles. Klaproth found it to consist of silica 66, alumina
14-50, oxide of iron 6, water 8*50, together with very minute
portions of lime and magnesia, and 3-50 of soda.

It is dug once a year with much ceremony in the isle of Lem-
nos,* in the Mediterranean, where only it is found. It was
formerly used in medicine.

9. CiMOLiTE is of a light greyish-white, inclining to pearl-

grey, but by exposure it acquires a reddish tint ; it occurs mas-

* Whence Lemnian earth.
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sive, and exhibits a somewhat slaty texture ; is opake, dull, and
has an earthy ftactnrc ; yidds to the naily and adheres to the
tongue* It often encloses small grains of quartz* It consists

of 63 siilca» 23 alumina^ 1*35 oxide of iron^ and 19 water* Sp.

Gr. 2. It is infusible.

It abounds in the island of Cimola,* now called Argenteria»

situated near that of Milo. It was employed by the ancients^

and still is by the inhabitants of the islandi for some of the pur*
poses to which fullers earth is applied.

10. Mountain-Meal. Bergmehl, Pabbroni, This singu-

lar mineral was found in the form of a bed by Fabbroni, at Santa
Flora, between Tuscany and the Papal dominions; it is manu-
factured into bricks so light as to swua on water. It consists of
silica 79, alumina 3, oxide of iron 3, water 12—Kiaprotii.

1 1. Black Chalk. Zeichenschiefer, W. Argile schisteuse

f aphiq^Lie, H. Schiste ^ dessiner, Br. Ampelite graphique, Bt.

his mineral is greyish or bluish black ; has a slaty texture ; is

meagre to the touch $ and soils the fingers. Exposed to heat it

becomes red. It is found in primitive mountains^ accompanying
argillaceous schiste, particularly the aluminous, to which it is

nearly allied. It is met with in France, Spain, Italy, and in

Bayreuth* It is used both in drawing and painting ; its streak

on paper is quite black. The variety from Bayreuth contains

silica 64*50, alumina 11*25, oxide of iron 2*^70, carbon 11*00|

water 7*50—Wiegleb. Sp. Gr. 2*11—2-18.
12. Pipe-Clay. Has a greyish or yellowish white colour ; an

eartliy fracture ; and smooth greasy feel; it adheres pretty strong-

ly to the tongue, is very plastic and tenacious, and is infusible,

it is uiaaufactui'ed into tobacco-pipes, and is the basis of the

^ueen's-ware pottery. An extensive stratum of pipe-clay lies

in a horiaontal position above the chalk extending from Hand*
fast Point to beyond Corfe Castle In Dorsetshire* It may be
traced in the hills near Poole, and Is found in many parts of
that extensive tract called the Trough of Poole.

13. Potter's Clay is plastic, and disintegrates by exposure

;

is generally of a reddish, bluish, or greenish colour, and has a sofl

and often greasy feel. When mixed with sand, it is made into

bricks and tile.s. A variety found in the forest of Drcux in

France (employed, on account of its infusibility, in tlie making
of tiles for the porcelain furnaces), consists of 43 silica, 33 alu-

mina, 3 lime, 1 iron, and 18 water. Most of the clay used in

the Staffordslure potteries is brought from Devonshire.

* Whence dmolite.
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KEROLITE.
Cerotite, Kerolite, L. BrtUhaupL

Contains silica 37*95^ alumina 12*18^ magnesia 16*0% water

81-Oa-Pfaff:
Sn. Gr. 2 0—2-2. H. about 2-0.

Is found in kidney-shaped masses, which have a lamellar or

compact structure, and a white, yellow, or <j:reen colour. Lustre

vitreous or resinous; transparent or translucent; fracture con-

choidal ; feels greasj% but does not adhere to the toii<;ue.

It occurs at Frankenstein in Silesia, and at Zoblitz in Saxony,

ill both localities associated with serpentine.

PYROPHYLLITE.
JfemmimofJiioteem,

Silica 59*79, alumina 29-46, magnesia 4fOt oxide of iron 1*8,

water 5*62^Hermann*
Sp. Gr. 2*8. H. VB.

Occurs in fibrous raaiatingmasse8» and small elongated prisms,

sometimes with terminations, but whose form is nevertheless not

ascertained* Of a light green colour ; lustre pearly ; in thin la-

minae, transparent. This mineral nscd to be considered a radi-

ated variety of talc, but its comportment before the blowpipe is

peculiar. Heated j)cr se, it exfoliates into white leaves, and in-

creases to about twenty times its orio^inal size; but does not fuse.

With borax it forms a green transparent glass, which on cooling

loses its coluur ; with salt of phosphorus is decomposed into a
colourless glass and a skeleton of silica; with soda fuses with

effervescence into a transparent yellow glass ; and heated with a
solution of cobalt, it assumes a blue tinge*

It occurs near Deresof, in the Ural Mountains of Siberia*

FAHLUNITE. ,!

Tricklasite, Leonliurd.

Combination of silica, alumina, and water, mixed with magnesia,
oxide of iron, and manganese.

Green. Black.

Silica 46-79 44-95 44-60

Alumina 26-73 30-70 30-10

Magnesia 2*97 6*04 6*75

Protoxide of iron 5*01 7*22 3*86

Ox. of manganese 0*43 1*90 2*24

Water 13-,50 8-65 9-35

Potash 0-00 Hising. 1-38 Wacht. 1*98 Wacht*
Sp. Gr. 2-6—2*7. H. = a-0.
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Trlmary form an oblique rhombic prism of 109*^ SS' and 70^

82^. Occurs massive^ and in six-sided prisms; the crystalst

however, from their highly perfect cleavage, almost invariably

fracture in parallel position with the slate in which they occur*

and thus present only sections of their form* Cleavage perpen-

dicular to the axis of the prism ; lustre resinous. Before the
blowpipe it becomes crrey, and fuses on its tliinnest ed^jes ; but
with borax melts slowly into a glass sligluly coloured by iron.

Colour dark-rcdtlisli brown ; occasionally green or black, and
opake; but when reduced to small fragments^ translucent^ and
yellowish brown by transmitted light.

It occurs in the copper mine ot liric Matti» atFalilun in Swe-
den, imbedded in chlorite blate.

CHIASTOLITE*

Hohiiipatb» W. Made, H.

Sp. Gr. 2*9—3*0. H.= 5-0—5«5.

Occurs crystallized in rectanguUu prisms, which present a black

cross in their transverse section. Colour white or grey, the dark
portion black or bluish-black. Translucent* Lustre vitreouB^

though indistioct. Streak white. Cleavage imperfect. Frac-
ture splintery. Contains silica 68*49, alumina 30*17, magnesia
4*12, oxide of iron 2*7, water 0*27—Landgrabe ; which corre-

sponds with the researches of Berzelius, who ascertained it to be
a compound of silica and alumina. .Before the blowpipe the

white portion becomes still whiter, but does not fuse ; while the

black melts into a dark-colonred glass. With cither borax or salt

of phosphorus it is di^cultiy fusible, ibrming a trans[)arent glass;

but it effervesces, and is entirely soluble, in nitric acid.

ChiastoHte occurs imbedded in clay-slate or schiste in many
places, particularly near Bareges in the Pyrenees ; at St Jago di

Compostella in Spain ; in clay-slate near Santa Elena in the Sierra

Morena, as observed by Dr Traill ; at Bretagne in Normandy ;

on Skiddaw in Cumberland ; and at Agnavanagh in Wicklow.
Haiiy supposes the crystals to be produced by the union of two
individuals similarly crystallized, the one in a state of purity, the

other a mixture.

* Chiastolite, from the Greek, in allu8i<m to its being marked with the
fbaem ofan X, in dark Unes, visible on the summits of the crystals.
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43 EARTHY MINERALS.

lOLITE.*

Dichroite» Cordier» Cocdierite, Leonhard. Fnsinatlc Qaartis, M.
loUte, H.

CombiDation of siUcii» ahiniiiiay magnesia, oxide of iron, aod
manganese.

Silica

Alumina
Magnesia

Sim it (A.

4n-r7

33- 10
11-48

Oxide of iron 4*33

Manganese 0*00

Water

Bodenmaifl.

48-35

31-70

1015
8-Sl

0-33

OrijerfwL Fahlun.
49-95 50-24^

32-88 33-42

10-45 10-84

500 4-00

003 o-ns

1-20 Strom. 0-59 Strom. 1-75 Bonsd. i'bU Strom.

Sp. Gr. 2-56—2-6. H. = 7-0—7-5.

This mineral has a dark-blue colour, sometimes with a tinge of

black i but when viewed by transmitted light at right angles to

the axis of the prism, it appears brownish-yellowv It occurs mas-
sive, and crystallised in nx or twelre-sided prisms ; its primary
being the six-sided prism. Transparent or truuduoent % with a
sluning vitreous lustre ; and an uneven or somewliat oonchmdal
iractiire. Alone, before the blowpipe^ in a strong hea^ the edges
fuse into a blue glass ; with borax it melts slowly into a diapha-
nous glass. Not affected by add.

P on M orM 90* OO'

MoaM 120 00
M on M ord 150 00
Monc 197 40

It is found at Cape de Gatte in Spain, imbedded in granite ; in

very large individuals engaged in quaitz at Ljordlersoak and^Si-

mitok, in Greenland ; and in distinct crystals, with magnetic py-
rites, at Bodcnmais, in Bavaria. It is more common massive,

being found in that state among the primitive rocks ofArendal in

Norway; Orijerfwi in Finland, &c.
I* PELioMf is a name occasionally given to the Bodenmais

variety, which, from its containing a larger proportion of iron, is

somewhat heavier.

2. STEiNHEiLiTBit again,Vcfcrs to that from Finland* Both
of these, however, are perfectly identical with lolite.

* lolite, from its bluish violet colour in one direction \ Bichroite, from
two Greek words, signifying of two colours,

•h i'ruui the Greek, signi^inff bluisii cuiuur or blackish.

t So nsmed after Count SteioheiL
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3. Thb Hard Fahlunite of Berzelius, from Fahlun in Swe-
den, is merely a Imnniish-yeilow variety of thu species, wbidi
derives its peculiar colour and opacity from aoddantal admixture*
In olber respects it is similar* The Sapphin dttm of jeirdlers»

is a transpaient lolite from Ceylon.

SORDAWALITE.

Contains silica 49*40, alumina 13-80, peroxide of iron 16-17,

magnesia 10*67, phosphoric acid S*68^ water 4*38—Nordenskiold.

Sp. Gr. 2-53—2'5a H.= 2-^3-a

Occurs in opake, greyish or bluish-black coloured masses^

vhich do not exliibit traces ofdeavage ; lustre vitreous ; fractiu'e .

coochoidal; streak liver4irown; brittle* Before the blowpipe
per se it fuses with difficulty into a dark-coloured globule, and
with borax forms a green glass ; with a small quantity of soda it

yields a bladdsh-green globule, and with a larger Quantity arough
slaggy mass. It is partly soluble in muriatic acid ; and becomes
red on exposure to the atmosphere.

This mineral was discovered and analysed by Nordcnskiold,

who found it near the town of Sordawala in Finland, ibrming thin

layers in a jn imitive rock. It occurs also with magnetic pyrites

at Bodenmais in Bavaria*

HARMOTOM£.

Kreutzatein, W. Harmotome, H* Pierre Cruciforme, Br* Croaa-stone, J.

PftntoiDous Kouphone Spar, M*

Combination of silica, alumina, barytas, and water, wiUi occa-
sional small proportions of lime, soda, and potash.

Schilieiiburg. Andreasberg. Oberstein. Strontian.

Silica 44-79

Alumina 19*28

Barytas 17-59

Lime 1*08

Soda or potash CMM)

Water 15-32

Wemekinck, Klapr. Gmeliiu Taisaert* ConnelL

Sp. Gr* 235—24. H. =s 4-5.

Harmotome sometimes occurs in flattish quadrangular prisms,

terminated by rhombic planes, replacing the solid angles of the

490 56-30 47-5 4704
16-0 14*50 19-5 15-24

\M 17-52 16-0 20-85
0*0 1-00 OK) 0*10

0-0 1-25 0-0 0-88

15*0 11-69 ia*5 14-92
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44 EARTHY AIINERAL8.

prism ; these crystals often cross* each other lengthwise and
at right angles^ so that their axes ooindde. Hie crystals yield

to cleavage parallel to the planes and both diagonals of a right

rectangular prism^ which is the primary form. The usual colour

of this mineral is greyish-white; it' is translucent, and has a
somewhat pearly lustre. Before the blowpipe it fuses easily,

without intumescence, into a diaphanous glass; and is scarcely

affected by acidsy unless they are heated.

1. 2. a. 4. 5. 6« 7.

r<?>i
M T

Fig. 1. The primary form, a right rectangular prism, of wliidi certain

ofthe angles are replaced in fig. 2, reducing it, when ]dsced in another
direction, to a six-sided prism, of which the edi^cs arc modified in fig. 3
hy narrow planes, which are increased in lig. 4, and complete in iig. G,

and so increased in fiff. 7 as greatly to reduce the primary planes, and to

give a nearly octahednl form to the crystaL Fig* 5 represents two crys*

tals ofthe same form as fig; e, hut flatter, crossing each other.

Hon 125* W

5 on & over summit 110 26

6 on a 1 171 4

»ona2 161 35

6 on a 3.. H9 32

« 4 on e 4' )
or \ 177 28

a 4 on a 4''
J

^
Strondan, in Argyleshire, produces the finest specimens of the

simple crystal ; while the cruciform varieties are best known
in metalliferous veins, traversing grawacke, at Andreasberg in

the Hartz. It is also met with in the Kilpatrick Hills, Dambar-
tonshire^ accompanying analcime; on gneiss at Kongsberg in

Norway ; and in the cavities of siliceous geodes at Oberstein
in Deuxponts*

• Harmotome signifies that which divides along the jouits ; alluding
probably to the easy separation of the cross crystals som each other,
where they Join.
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BREVVSTERITE*

Biewsterite, Brooke. BrewBteriUc Koaphone Sptr,SM
CombioatioD ofsilica, alumina, strontia, baryta, lime, and water,

with a little oxide of iron. Silica 53*66, alumina 17*49, atrontia

8*32, baryta 6*75^ lime 1*34, water 12'58, oxide of iron 0*29^
ConneU. Sp. Gr. 2*1^2*4. H. = 5*a-5»5.

g on T.. 08* 40^

d on d 178 0

Primary form, an oblique rectangular prism. In small white
or yellowish coloured crystals, whose clca\'a«:e is highly perfect

parallel to P. Lustre vitreous, except on the faces of cleavage,

which are pearly ; transparent or translucent ; fracture nm.vcn.

It gelatinizes with acids ; and before the blowpipe loses its water,

becomes opake, froths, and intumesces, but docs not fuse ; with

salt of phosphorus it melts easily, leaving a skeleton of silica.

Brewsterite was first observed at Strontian in Argyleshire,

where it generally occurs associated with calcareous spar ; but
has latterfy also been met willi coating the cavities of amygda-
toidal rocks at the Giant's Causeway ; in the lead mines of St
Turpet, near Freiburg in the Brisgau ; in the department ofMro
in France ; and in the Fyrenees^ (McmuaL)

PETALITKt

Petalite, Br. Berzelite. Priamatic Petaline Spar, M.

Combination of silica, alumina, and lidiia.

Silica 79-21 74-17

Alumina 17-22 17*41

Lithia 5-76 5-16

Lime 0 00 Arfwedson. 0*32 Gmelin.
Sp. Gr. 2-44. H. = 6-0.

Colour white, with frequently a reddish tinge ; its structure

is perfectly lamellar in one direction, and it admits of median i-

• In honour of Sir David Brewster.
•j- Petalite, from the Greek, signifying of perfectly kmeiUr structure

(in one direction).
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46 EARTHY MINBRALS*

cal diviaon with some difficulty parallel to the sides and both

diagonals of a rectangular but not square prism, apparently with

oblique summits. It is translucent, and has a glistening lustre,

approaching to pearly on the perfect faces of cleavage ; but is

not affected by acids. Alone on charcoal, before the blowpipe,

it fuses on the ed^res with difficulty into a blebby semi-transpa-

rent glass ; with borax into a diaphanous glass.

Petalite has hitherto been met with only at the iron mine of

Uton, an island about thirty-hve miles south-east of Stockholm,

where it was first noticed by D'Andrada, accompanying lepido-

lite, tourmaline, spodumene, and quartz. The pink tinge wJiich

it occasionally presents, denotes a minute admixture of oxide of

manganese.

SPODUMENE.
Prismatic Triphane Spar, M. Spodumene, D'Andrada, Tiiphane, H.

Combination of silica, alumina, and Utiiia.

Uton. Uton. Killiney.

Silica 66*40 63*29 63-31

Alumina 35*30 28-78 28*51

Lithia 8*85' 5*63 5-66

Oxide of iron 145 Arfwedson. 0-79 Strom. 0*83 Thorn.

Sp. Gr. 3*0—3*2. H. = 6*5—7 0.

This mineral occurs massive; its structure is lamellar, with

cleavage parallel to the sides and the shorter diagonal of a rhom-
bic prism of about 100° and 80''; lustre shining and slightly

pearly ; cross fracture fine grained and uneven, with a glimmer-
ing lustre ; colour greyish or light-green ; it is translucent,

scratches glass, and is brittle. It becomes colourless and opake
when exposed to a red heat. Before the blowpipe, on charcoal,

it intumesces, and fuses into an almost transparent glass.

It occurs in the iron milie of Uton, in Sweden, in a gangue of
red felspar, quartz, and tourmaline ; also in the Tyrol, near Ster-

zing ; and, having a pale green or yellowish tinge, in granite,

with killinite, at Killuey near Dublin.

JEFFERSONiTE*
FolyBtomoui Au^te Spar, £Mir^.

This mineral contains silica 56-0, lime 15*1, alumina 2-0, prot^

oxide of manganese 13*5, peroxide of iron 10*0, oxide of anc
1*0—Keating.

Sp. 6r. 3*51^*55. H. about 4*5.

* J«ffcr8onite,in honour of Jefferaon, Pre^dent of the United States.
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Occurs in lamellar or crystalline masses of a dark olive-green

colour passing into brown ; translucent on the edges ; and yield'

ing to mechanical division in three directions. On the planes of
cleavage the lustre is semi-metallic ; on the cross fracture resin-

ous. It fuses readily befinre the blowpipe into a black globule, but
does not act upon the magnet In heated muriatic acid a portion

h dissolved. It occurs with Franklinite and garnet, at the Frank-
lin iron-worksy near Sparta in Sussex county^ New Jersey.

TABULAR SPAR.

Prismatic Augite Spar, K. WoUaatouite, Nedeer^ Sdiaalftein^ W.
Spath en TSbleai H.

Conbination of sHica and lime.

Csiklowss Ptejgas. Petbeni^iiiL

Silica 51*44 53*1 52-58 51*60

Lime 47-41 451 4445 46-41

Magnesia 000 1*8 0 58 0-00

Ox. of iron 0*40 Strom. 0*0 Beud. 113 Bonsd. traces. Rose.
Sp. Or. 9.'m. H. = 4-5—5-0.

Tabular spar generally occurs in fibrous masses of a greyish-,

yellowish-, greenish-, or reddish*white colour ; with a shining and
somewliat pearly lustre ; translucent ; often friable. Primary
form a right or oblique rhombic prism. Principal cleavages are

parallel to the planes of the primary. It is pliuspliorebcent when
fecratched with a knife, as well as when heated. A fragment

placed in nitric acid effervesces quickly at first, and then falls

into powder. On durcoal it melts on the edge into a semi-

transparent colourless g1as8» but requires a very strong heat for

its' perfect fusion ^ with borax it melts easily into a transparent

glass.

Frimsry Form
M on T 96"W
M on ! 139 45
T oni 135 :\0

M on 7/1 IKi 40

T on hi 126 —
hi on h2.,*m^ 156 SO
e on A 1 return..... 04 15

This mineral lias been found in small, extremely fragile, tabu-

lar-shaped crystals, in the ejected stones of Vesuvius ; in fibrous

masses, with apophyllite, at Cziklowa and Dognatska in the

PjannaL of Tcraeswar ; in cinnamon-stone from Ceylon; with co-

lophonite in North America ; and in fibrous radiated masses in

basalt at the castle rock of Edinburgh. It frequently bears con-

siderable resemblance to some varieties of tremolite. By fusing

lUne and silica in i^e required proportions^ cleavable masses have

been obtained*
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OK£NIT£.

KobelL

Silica

Lime
Water
Al

56-99

26-35

16-65

55-64

26-59
17-00

iuiiiiiia, oxide of iron,")

and traces of potash j
Sp. Gr. 2*28. H. =

0*53—Kobelh

Sp. Gr. 2*28. H. = 5-0*-6-0.

Occurs in delicately fibrous and sometimes radiating masses,

hairing a glimmering or pearly lustre. Colour white, with a
shade of yellow or blue; translucent on the edges. Before the

blowpipe in the matrass it affords much water ifiightly alkaline

;

alone on charcoal it fuses readily, intumesces, and forms a porce-

lain-like mass. With borax it melts into a limpid and colourless

glass ; but is difficultly and imperfectly soluble in salt of phos-

phorus.

It occurs at Disco Island and Tupaursak in North Greenland,

in amygdaloid.

MELLILITE, H. Bt.«

Combination of silica, liuie, magnesia, alumina, and the oxides

of iron, manganese, and titanium.

Silica 38-0, lime 19*6, magnesia 19*4, alumina 2*9, oxide of iron
12" 1, oxide of manganese 2-0, oxide of titanium 4*0--«Carpi«

Sp. Gr. 3*24—3*2a Gives sparks with steeL

P on M or M' 90' 00*

Mon M'. 90 00

M or JVroni 135 00

d

This mineral occurs in small square prisms, whose lateral edges
are mostly replaced. Internally the crystals are of a honey-yellow

or orange colour •, externally they are usually coated by oxide of

iron of a brou n hue. Before the blowpipe it melts without effer-

vescence mto a greenish glass; and, when reduced to powder,

gelatinizes with nitric acid.

It has only been found at Capo di Bove, near Home, in the

iissures of a compact black Java, with ntpheline, pleonaste, and
other volcanic minerals.

* Mellilite, from its being of a honey yellow.
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GISMONDINE.
Abrazite, Brocchu Zeagonite, Gitmondi. GUmondine, L.

Silica 57*45 41-4.

Alumina 7*36 2*5

Lime 25-30 48-6

Magnesia 2*56 1*5

Oxide of iron 3 00 2*5

Oxide of mangan. 0*50 iani. 0*0 Carpi.

Sp. Gr. 2'IG—2-2. il. = 7 0—7-5.

Primary fomiy a right square prism ; secondary, tlie saniei sur-

ranted by finirwddea pyrandds.

WW
85 40

Occurs in white translucent crystals, having an adamanline
lustre, and presenting an imperfect cleavage parallel to n. Frac-

ture conchoidal. Before tlie blowpipe it phosphoresces, and be-

comes friable, but does not melt. It gelatinizes in acids without

effervescence.

This species occurs at Capo di Bove near Rome, coating the

cavities of ancient lava, along with other volcanic minerals.

AUGITE. PYROXENE.*
' Augit, W. Pyrox^e, H. Pisnitoinoufl Augite Spar, H.

Combination of silica, lime, protoxide of iron, and sometimes
alumina.

Analyses of black wielies.

Tbberg. FfiieatL £tna.

Silica 58*36 4M0 52*00

Lime 2219 24*00 18*20

Protox. of iron 17-38 12 00 U G6
Magnesia 4-99 8-75 10-00

Alumina 0-00 5-00 3-34

Manganese 0*00 Rose. 1-00 Klaprotli. 2 00 Vauquclin.

Sp. Gr. 3-10 to 315. H. = 5 0 to 6 0. .

• Augite, from the Greek, splendour, in allusion to the brilliancy of

its crystals ; Pyroxene, signifying a guest in the domain of fire,-~ur2U
tered by beat.

G
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Auglte occnr? crystallized, also in grains, and amorphous; the

crystals generally small, and often hemitrope or macled. Its co-

lour is green, brown, or brownish-black, sometimes black; witli

vitreoui) or resinous lustre; and opake. It cleaves paralle] to the

sides of an oblique rhombic prism of 87** and 92^ 55^ by the

reflective goniometer^ which therefore is its primary form. Be«
fore the bfowpipe it fuseSi emits a few babbles, and finally yields

a glassy globule* more or less tinged by iron ; it is readily so-

luble with borax. Several varieties of augite have been obtain-

ed artificially by means of fusion*

Hide.

rrimary fbrtu*

M on M' B7* 5'

Mor M'on r 100 10

/1....134 40

g 1....122 15

g 2....144 26
.1. ^ 3....ie6 33

« 8....132 00
l\r' on k 136 15

P on h lOG 15

el «160 2.— €2 131 SO

P on fl 14fiM5'
tfl on a 120 38
fl OD k 138 48
e2 on e3 164 00
fl on/1 131 30
gl ongl 120 38
glmcl 150 18
^on^ 87 10
h on cl 105 20
P on P' made 148 30
«2 on t2 159 50

Augite is a cominon volcanic production ; but that it existed

prior to its matrix being subjected to volcanic action there is

no doubt. The debris of the Monti Rossi on Etna is full of de-

tached crystals of black augite; and in the volcanic regions of

Vesuvius, Stromboli, Auvergne, TenerifFe, and Bourbon, tliey

are also of frequent occurrence. Augite is likewise met with,

imbed^ted in basalt, at Aussig and To^itz in Bohemia ; in Hun-
gary, T>ansylvania» Hessia, and elsewhere on the continent;

occasionally also in primitive rocks, as in Greenland, and in the

iron mines of Arendal in Norway. The ci^stals met with in

basalt are generally larger than those found m lava.
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The five following substances are varieties of aiit?ite.

1 . DioFSii>£.*^ Diopgid, W. Var. de Pyroxene, H. Mussite,

Alaiite.

Combination of silica^ lime> magnesia, and a little protoxide

of iron.

The Piedmontese variety contains silica 67-5, lime 1G\>, mag-
nesia 18*5, oxides of iron and manganese 6*0—Laugier.

Sp. Gr. 3'SU Scarcely icratches glass.

DIopside occurs in prismatic crystals, whteh are colourless,

or green of various shades; and translucent or transparent.

Their primary is an obhque rhombic prism, of the same form
and measurement as that of augite. The crystals are generally

striated longitudinally, have a shining lustre, and may be cleaved

parallel with tbe planes of the primary prism. Before the blow-

pipe it fuses alone into a colourless semi-transparent mass; with

borax into a diaphanous glass.

M on W r.r 5'

M or M' on P....ln() 25_ h ia:i35

/1...134 4ft

^U..122 10_ g2....Ul 12
.— ^3.... 155 35

152 35
M' on k 196 17
P onh 106 30
/I on/1 131 30

^ oni'2 9b 26

^3 on ^3 87 18
h on 1 1G2 30
di OD A.. 165 00 eg*

d2 175 00 ^
d2 on d2 170 00

It was first discovered bv Bonvoisin, in veins traversiner ser-

pentine, at Ala io Piedmont (hence Alaiite), where it occurs
in translucent crystals, accompanied by epidote, hyacinth, red
garnet, and crystallized green talc ; and latterly lias been ob-

tained in large indiridnals and crystalline masses, sometimes of
a fine pista<£io-green colour, at the Rothenkopf in the ZUler-
thal, TyroL

2* Ptroom. Fassaite.f Is generally of a dingy-green co>
lour; assumes nearly the same crystalline form, and readily

* From the Greek, signifying transparency, in allusion to the occa*
sional transparency of its crystals,

t Fasssite, from its locality, the yalley of Fissa.
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yields to mechanical division parallel to the lateral planes of a
prism of the same measurements as that of augite.

M on M' 87'' 5'

MorM'onP 100 12

f2 146 80_ /S...............ie9 5_ e2 125 30
155 20

M'on* 136 10

/2 on/2...........,.....^...120 20
/3 on/3 95 38
^3 on g3 «7 6

P on a 148 23
/3....... 137 fiO

fS 114 40

/2 on a 150 1

^3 on c2 133 32

It is found in the valley of Fassa in the Tyrol.

3. Sahlite. Sahlit, W. Pyroxene laminaire gri8-verdatre» H.
Malacolithoi Bt. Baikalite*

Finland. Siberia.

Silica 500 64-83 44-0

Lime 20-0 2476 200
Mapesia 190 18-55 30-0

^*±lnSr/"^W-0 0-99 6-0
manganese J

Alumina 9*0 Vauquelin. 0*28 Bonsdorff. OK)Lowitz.
Sp. Gr. 9*256.

Sahlite occurs in prismatic crystals of four or eight sides, and
generally with inclined summits ; it is greenish -grey, feebly

translucent, and scarcely hard enough to scratch glass. It also

occurs massive. The structure is lamellar, with joints parallel

to the planes of an oblique rhombic prism, of the same measure-
ments by the reflective goniometer as that of augite; the pri-

mary form of the two substances is therefore the same, but sah-

lite readily allows of mechanical division parallel to the oblique

terminal planes of the prism, which augite rarely does. Before
the blowpipe it melts per se, with dight effervescence, Into a
translucent glass ; and is soluble in borax, salt of phosphorus,

and sodsy forming with them a clear glass.

MonM nr y
on P. ..100 40
on A.. .133 34

M on Xr 136 96
P on A 106 12

k 00 00
h on k UO 00
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Sahlite occurs principally in the filTcr mines of Sahia* in

Sweden, and at Arendal in Norway; the yarietj termed Baika"
hie is found in granite at the mouth of the Sljumanka river,

which falls into Lalce Baikal In Siberia.

4» CoccoLiTE. Kokkolith, W. P^rox^ne granuliforme, H.
Consists of 50 silica, 1*5 alumina, 24* lime, 10 magnesia, 7 oxide

of iron, and 3 oxide of manganese—Vaiiquelin. Specific gra-

vity 3*3. It presents various sliades of green and bluish green,

and occurs in small translucent masses or grainsf of irregular

shapes, which are very slightly coherent; but sufticientiy liard

to scratch glass; structure lamellar, and lustre vitreous, it oc-
curs principally in the iron miues of Arendal in Norway

BABINGTONITE-t

Axotomoiis Aiigite Spar, H. Baljingtenite, £«py.

.
Sp* 6r. 9-4—3^5* H.5-5—a<».

Pdnm. 99*84'

m on •••137 A

m on ^•....•..•.138 15

mont........*.112 30

Sometimes the faces marked m are awantiiig. Colour dark-greeW"

ish black ; the splinters faintly translucent, and appearing green
perpendicular to P, brown parallel to it. Lustre vitreoiu. Sur*
face brilliant Cleavage pmect parallel to P| lew so to t Frac«

ture imperfect oonchoidaL
Before the blowpipe it fuses on the surface into a black ena-

mel, and with borax gives a transparent amethystine coloured

globulei which in the reducing flame becomes bluish-green*

Babingtonite resembles certain dark -coloured varieties of au-

gite, from which it was tiist distinguished by Levy. According
to Children, it is composed of silica, iron, manganese, and lime,

with a trace of titanium. It occurs in very distinct crystals at

Arendal in Norway, associated with epidote and massive garnet

;

and in tlie Shelluiid Lsles imbedded in white t^uai tz. (^ManuaL)

• Whence Sahlite.

t Whence Coccolite, from the Greek, signifying a granular sUme*
% Named in honour ofDr Babiiigton.
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buCelandite.*

Djatomic Au^te Spttr,SM Buckkndite, toy.

gp, Gr. 3*94. Harder than augite.

Primary form an obHque rhombic prism of 2& and 70*^

P (mm 103*60^

m onm 70 40
VI on 7i 125 20
P on A........ 114 56

P OB 99 41

Colour dark brown, nearly black. Opake. Lustre vitreoua*

Cleavage not observable. Fracture uneven.
This very rare mineral bears much general resemblance to au-

gite. It was distinguished and described by Levy, to wlioni ^\ e

are indebted for the above raeasurements. It occurs at Ai eu-

dal in Norway, with black hornblende, felspar, and apatite ; and
in minute briUiant crystals in lava» at the lake of Lrach on the
Rhine. (JfowtiaJL)

HORNBLENDE.

Hornblende, W. Var.iie Amphibole, H. Hemi-prismatic Augite Spar, M.

Hornblende occurs crystallized, massive, and slaty. Combi*
nation of silica (partly replaced by alumiaa)i protoxide of iron»

magnesia* and lime.
Blacky Pargas. I}ee^ Green, Aker.

Silica 45-69 47-21

Lime 1385 12-73

Magnesia 18*79 21*86

Protox.of iron 7*82 S-SS

Alamina 12*18 13-94

Flooric acid 1*50 BonsdorS: 0-90 BonsdorflT.

Sp. Gr. 3 0 to S'l. H. = 5*0—6*0.

Crystallized HorMende is found in prismatic crystals, occa-

sionally isolated, but more oflen confusedly aggregated, and fre-

quently macled. The crystals cleave readily and with brillianl

• In compliment to Protestor Buckland of Oxford.
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4w^iio6b parallel to the sides of a rhombic prism of 124<' 3(y

and 55° 30' by the reflective goniometer, but not parallel to the

terminal planes, which are assumed to be oblique to the axis of
the prism ; and hence the primary crystal is an oblique rhombic
prism, the dGclination of the terminal planes being from one ob-

tuse ani^^Ie of" tlie prism to the other. Colour dark bottle-green

or brownish-green, or brown approaching to black, but, when
pulverized, ot a greenish-grey ; lustre vitreous ; yields pretty

easily to the knife ; opake, or presenting on the thinnest edges
a fine red colour by strong transmitted light ; when massive,

tough| and difficultly frangible. The bladL varieties invariably

contatn more iron than those of a lighter colour, as may be as-

certained by bringing them in contact with the magnetic needle

;

some of them have been found to contain about nineteen per
cent. Dark-green lamellar hornblende fuses alone before the

blowpipe^ with effervescence and intumescencBf into a black bril-

liant glass. It affords with borax a transparent globule, and
with salt of phosphorus a glass which becomes opaline on cool-

ing.

The appellation of Basaltic has been given particularly to

those cleavable and highly crystalline black hornblendes which
occur in basaltic and aniygdaloidal rocks. Hedenbergite is a va-

riety from Tunabtrg in Sweden, cuntaiiiiiig a large proportion

of iron ; and Otrmtkin applies to one of a green colour from the

Sau Alpe in Carinthia.

Form*

M M
1

/ P

MonM' 124' 30'

M or M' on P 103 1

M'on k 117 32
P on Q or i 40 4iJ

H oo^or^« 68 42
148 22

Pen A: 90*00'
^on ^......«aO« 00

or
J-
...14b 42

The 3d fig. represents a lunntrofe^ ia which one half of the crystal is

turned round, and is thus attached to the other hslf.

Massive Hornblende has a crystalline structure, consisting of
minute and often of long crystals intersecting each other, some-
iimes confusedly radiating. Superficially it frequently assumes

Digitizca by Gu^.-^ic
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a ferruginous brown ftom decomposition ; b very toiighi tnd
difficult to break.

Homblende'slate, Hornblende Schiefer, W. Is commonly of a
greenish-black colour

;
and, except that it has a slaty or schis*

tose structure, agrees in all its characters with the massive.

Hornblende is a very abundant mineral, being an essential in-

gredient of syenite and greenstone ; and occurring frequently in

granite, gneiss, basalt, and lava. It is therefore found in almost

every country, but more particularly in the repositories of uiag-

netiG iron at Arendal, and other mining districts of Norway and
Sweden; in large, frequentlj^ heiDitro{>e crystals, in amyg(]aloid,

near Teising and Toplitx, in Bohemia; tn crystals occupying
the drusy cavities of Vesuvian minerals ; and in Greenland of a
peculiar asparagus-green colour. Massive hornblende is met with

on the Sau Alpe in Carinthia, and in several parts of Saxony

;

while hornblende-slate forms beds in gneifi8» mica-schiste» and
other primitive rocks.

The following are considered varieties of hornblende

:

1. Paroasits* Contains silica 46-26, magnesia 19*0S^ lime
13*96, alumina 9*43^ fluoric acid 1*60. It occurs disseminated

in somewhat round semi-crystalline masses, and in six-sided

crystals with diedral summits. It yields to cleavage parallel to

the lateral planes of a rhombic prism of the same measurements
as the oblique rhombic prism ofhornblende ; hut not parallel to

the terminal planes. Colour, however, is the principal difference

between hornblende and pargasite, the latter being somewhat
translucent, and of a lighter green, or more generally of a bottle-

green hue. It is harder than flu or, but is scratched by quartz.

Specific gravity 3*11. Itb coaiportnient belbre the blowpipe is

the same as Uadt crystallized hornblende, except that the glass

is less coloured.

M on M'. 124 3(K

M' on k 118 10

M on g or M' on 68 48

gmk lOSSS
^on^. 147 04

It is found at Pargas,* near Abo in Finland, in calcareous

spar.

2. Trt- ^roLTTE.-f- Tremolith, W. Var. de Amphibole, H.
Tremolite, Br. Grammatite, I^t. Common Tremolite, J.

Combination of silica, magnesia, and lime.

• Whence Pargasite.

f Tremolite, from the valley ofTremoia, where it was first diKOvered.

Digmzca by d^r..- . iv.
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Gulsjo. Fahlun. Aker. Czikiowa.

Silica 6975 60-10 4*7-21 59*6

Magnesia S5*00 24r31 21«86 SO-8

Lime 14kll 18-78 12-73 12-8

Alumina 0-60 00-42 13-94' 1-4

Protoxide of iron 0 00 100 2-28 0 0

Fluoric acid 0-94 Bons. 0-83 Bons. 0-90 Boos. 0*0 Bead.
Sp. Gr. 2-9—31.

Its colour is white (Amphibole Wane, TT.), occasionally grey

with a greenish tinge. It occurs iti masses composed of delicate

crystalline fibres, which sometimes radiate; and in flat deeply

striated four, six, or eight sided prisms, terminated, though rare-

ly, by diedral summits. It cleaves with brilliant surfaces parallel

to the sides of a rhombic prism of the same measurement as that

of hornblende ; its crystals oflen exhibit the appearance of fis-

•ures which are oblique to the azia of the prism. Semi-tnms-
parent or translucent, and hard enough to scratch glass, but
ery brittle ; it becomes phosphorescent both by heat and fric*

tion. Before the blowpipe it fuses^ in a very strong heat, into

an almost opake greyish-white mass* With borax forms a trans-

parent colourless globule.

Ashestiform Tremoiite occurs in masses consisting of fascicu-

lated groups of minute diverging, occasionally radiating fibres;

its fracture exposes a delicately fibrous texture, with a glisten-

ing pearly or silky lustre. It becomes pljosphorescent by fric-

tion, which is not the case with common asbestus, a mineral it

otherwise much resembles. Before the blowpipe, that Irom
Sheffield in Massachusetts bubbles and fuses with great difficulty

into a vitreous mass.
^

Tremoiite occurs in dolomite^ at St Gothard in Switzerland

;

at Sebes in Transylvania ; and in the United States ; in Corsica
in ^c ; near Nantes in granite abounding in felspar ; the fibrous

variety occurs snow-white and translucent in a bed of limestone
at Gulsjo in Sweden ; in Scotland, in primitive limestone in Aber-»
deen«]iirc and lona, and in the marble of Glen Tilt. Asbestiform
tremoiite forms masses of thin capillary crystals in Switzerland,
the Tyrol, the Bannat, and otlier places ; some beautiful speci-

mens are met with at St Gothard in dark-green groups.
Calamite,* It occurs in rhombic prisms of a light asparagus-

greeo colour, translucent, striated longitudinally, and yielding

to mechanical division readily, parallel to the sides of a rhombic
prism of the same measurements as that of hornblende* This
mineral is soft; ; in form it resembles tremoiite*

It occurs imbedded in serpentine with magnetic iron and cal-

careous spar, at Normark in Sweden.

' Caknite ; eakmui (Lat.), a reed $ from the iq>pesnace of its crystal.

c 3
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3. Pyrallolite.* Tri-silicate of mat^nesia, mixed with hy-

drate of magnesia. Contains silica 56*62, magnesia 23*38, alu-

mina 3*38, lime 5 58, peroxide of iron 0*99, protoxide of man-
gauese 0*99, water 3*58—Nordenskiold. Sp. Gr. 2*35— 2*6. H.
= 8*5. It occurs both massive, and crystallized in flat rhombic
prisms greatly resembling those of tremolHe» and is divisible pa*

rallel to the planes of a rhombic prism^ bat it cleaves more
readily in one direction than the other; apparently also to its

lesser diagonal, but not with brilliant tmSices; the prisms are

l^enerally above an inch in lengthy have occasionally a greenish

tinge, but by exposure become pale yellow, and are then very

soft and friable. Opakc in the mass, but when reduced to thin

laminae parallel to the principal cleavage, translucent. If thrown
in the state of powder upon a red-hot iron, it gives out a bright

bluish phosphorescence. Before the blowpipe it first becomes
blackish, afterwards white, and the edges are reduced to a white

enamel; with borax it fuses with facility into a diaphanous glass.

It is found at Storgard in the parish of Pargas in Ftnlandi in

calcareous spar, with augite, felspar, and scapolite.

4. AciTNOLiTE. Strahlstein> W. Var.de Amphibole^H. This
mineral is green of diiFerent hues, sometimes almost bliick, more
or less translucent, and by reflected light yellowish or brownish.

It may be divided into three varieties»-*-crystaUized> asbestifomiy

and glassy.

Combination of silica, magnesisy protoxide of iron, and lime.

Til)ci<r. Zillerthal. J^nicrthaL

Silica 59-75 53-1 531
Lime 14*25 114 10 6

Protoxide of iron 3-95 25-6 21*8

Magnesia 2M0 7*8 10-4

Alumina 0*00 Arfwed. 1*7 Beudant. 4*1 Beudant.

with occasionai traces of mangranese, potash, and fluoric acid.

Sp. Gr. :i'0.

Crystallized Actynolite generally occurs in acicular hexahedral

prism^ which are not regidarly terminated, but which yield by
mechanical division a prism of the same measurements as that i»

common hornblende. It has a shining lustre, and is translucent

or transparent. Occasionally it appears in fine fibres having a

silky Iustre» and sometimes disposed in a radiating form-f It is

hard enough to scratch glass. Per as it fuses, after beconung
white, into an opake yellowish or brownish coloured j^la«;s.

Asbestf'form Arff/nolfff^ presents agreen, greenish-grey, or brown-

ish-green colour ; and occurs both massive, and in capillary crystals

• From the Greek tw^, aXXety ^ifi«t, in allusion to the change of colour

it presents when exposed to the action oi iire.

t Whence Actynolite^ from the Gxeek> in sUiuloa to the swi's nyi.
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which are dastic. The crystals are sometimes disposed in wedge-
shaped mosses^ or in rami proanicuottsly aggregated ; they are

opake or alighdy translucent on tfa« edges. It roelta before the

blowpipe into a yellowish-brown opake glass. The Bifuolkt» of

Sauaaore appears^ from its analyaia and principal chaiacter8» to be
the same mineral.

Glassy Acti/nolite differs from the preceding in possessing an

external lustre, which is vitreous inclining to pearly ; and in be-

ing transhicent and brittle.

Actynolitc is chietly found in primitive rocks ; as g:nei?s, mica-

slate, and limestone. It occurs in long six-sided prisms, imbedded
in wliite tale, at Greiner in the Zillerthal, Tyrol ; at St Gothard;
near Salzburg; in Norway; and in riedraont. In Britain, it has

been noticed in the copper veins of the Maudlin mine, near Lost-
withiel in Cornwall ; in Glen Elg, Iamnes8*shire{ in Skye, and
ebewherei in small quantities.

5. OfAsBKSTOS there are several varietiesy which generally

present a fibrous texture^ but vary in respect offlexibility. The
fibres have not yet been seen in any very determinate form» but
HaHy regarded some which fell under his observation as rhom-
bic prisms. Asbestiis* is extremely difficult of fusion in the mass.

According to i>r Thomson^ its varieties contain the following

proportions

:

White Amianthut^
Mountain
Leather^

Strontl.in.

Mountn\n Cork,

Sardinia. TyroL Piedinout.

Silica 55-91 54*92 5 /'Go 57-75

Magnesia 2707 26-08 2-06 10-85

Lime 14-63 0-00 10-00 1405
Alumina 1-82 1-64 9-50 1-95

Protoxide of iron 6-52 12-60 5-80 18-90

Water 0-00 5-28 21-70 0-00

Prot. of manganese 000 0-00 0-00 1-85

Andamhtis, Amianth, W. Asbeste flexible, H. Amianthus
occurs in long and eztremely slender fibres, longitudinidly co-
hering with each other» and easOy aenarated ; these are more
or less flexible and elastic, and of a wnitish, greenish,* or red-
dish colour. It is somewhat unctuous to the touch ; has a shin-

ing or silky lustre ; and is slightly tranducent. In mass it fuses
though with difficulty into a white enamel; but when in single
fibres it melts nt the flame of a candle.

It usually occurs in serpentine ; and is found in the Taren-
taise in Savoy, in the longest and most beautiful fibres : that of
Corsica is so abundant thatDolomieu used it for packing his mi-

* It^ name is derived from a Greek word S^fDlfyiog inipcrilhable, or,
according to some, unstaiaed, uasoiled.
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nerals. It occurs ia Dauphin^^ and at St Gothard in veba In

mica-slate ; in serpentine in several of the United States ; in

Saltzburg ; the Tyrol ; St Keverne, in Cornwall ; Portsoy, in

Aberdeenshire; and in the Shetland Isles of Unst and Fetlar.

Amianthus was woven by the ancients into a kind of cloth, in

which, being incombustible, they wrapped the bodies of their

dead, before being placed on the funeral piloi that their ashes
might he collected free from admixture.

Common Asbestos, Asbest dur, H. Common asbestus is

much heavier than the preceding variety, its s[)ecific gravity be-

ing nearly 3-0. It occurs in masses consisting of fibres of a
dull greenish colour, with occasionally a somewhat pearly lustre;

and yields splinteiy iVagments. It is scarcely or not at all flex-

ible, and thereby is distinguishable from amianthus. It is some-
what unctuous to the touch; and is easily fusible before the

blowpipe into a slightly greyish enamel. It is of more frequent

occurrence than amianthus ; is usually found in veins in serpen-

tine; and is met with in Sweden^ Hungary, Dauphine, the

Ural Mountains, &c. ; also in serpentine at Portsoy, in Anglesey,

and at the Lizard in Cornwall.

Mountain Leather, The principal difference between this

and the foregoing variety appears to be the position of its

fibres. In common asbestus, they are generally even and paral-

lel : in mountain leather, they are interwoven or interlaced. It

occurs in flexible flat pieces, having much the aspect of leather ;

but when very thin has been termed niouiUain paper. It is com-
monly of a whitish or yellowish-white colour, and is meagre to

the touch* It occurs at Strontian in Argyleshire, and at the Lead
Hills in Lanarkshire.

Mountain Cork Berg Cork, W« Asbeste tressee, H. Rock
Cork, J. Mountain cork has a fibrous texture, the fibres be-
ing interlaced so intimately as not to be recognisable, or capa-

ble of separation. It is opake, has a meagre feel, somewhat re-

sembling that of common cork ; about the same hardness ; is sec-

tile like that substance ; ratlier elastic, and swims on water. It

forms veins in serpentine, and is met with in Norway, Saxony,

Spain, &c. ; and at Portsoy and the Lead Hills in Scotland.

Mountain Wood. Berg-holz, W. Asbeste Ligniforme, H.
Rock Wood, J. Is generally of a brownish colour and massive,

and has somewhat the aspect of wood, being occasionall]f so

hard and compact as to resemble petrified wood. It breaks into

long masses in the direction of the fibres, which are sometimes

curved, and separable inth ease. It is opake ; the fibres rarely

elastic. It is fusible into a black slag; and is about twice the

weight of water. It occurs at Schneeberg near Sterzing in the

Tyrol, with asbestus and other minerals ; in Dauphine ; Styria i

in Maryhuid, North America i and at Portsoy in Scotland.
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ARFWEDSONITE*

Sp. Gr. 3-4—3-5. H. = 6 0. .

Tliis mineral has been separated from hornblende (of which it

was commonly assumed to be a ferriternus \ ariety), owing chief-

ly to the measurements which its cleavages afford ; like that mi-

neral, it yields to cleavage only parallel to the lateral planes of a

rhombic prism, of which the measurements are 123® 53', while

those of hornblende are 124® SC. Its colour is black without a

shade of green ; and opoke. It has not been obienred regularly

crystalUzed ; its cleavage planes are very brillianty^much more so

than those of hornblende.
According to Thomson, it contains upwards of 35 per cent of

iron ; and by Children is described as fusing readily before the

blowpipe into a black globule, yielding with borax a glass co-

loured by iron, and with salt of phosplionis the same, but paler,

w hlch becomes colourless on coolingy and leaves a silica skeleton

undissolved.

It occurs with sodalite and eudialite, at Kangerdluarsuk in

Greenland.

' HYPERSTIIl-NE.t

Labradorische TTornblende, W. Var. do Diallage INIetalloide, H. PauUte.
liyperathciie, Bt. Prismaloidal Schiller Spar, M.

Combination of silica» magnesia^ and protoxide of iron.

Silica 54-25

Magnesia 14*00

Oxide of iron 24*50

Lime 1*50

Alumina 2*25

Water 1-00—Klaproth.
Sp. Gr. 8*3 to 3*4.

Hypersthene is ifiet with either massive, or imbedded in rocks.

Its colour ia dark brown, or greenish black ; it has a lamellar struc-

ture parallel with the diagonals and sides of a rhombic prism of
about 87^ and 93^| The cleavage of one side of the prism is

more easily obtained than the other. Whenfractured» it exhibits

reflections which are strongly metaUic> and sometimes greenish,

* Named by Brooke, in honour of Professor ArfWedson*
+ From the Greek, in allusion to its difficult frangibility.

t W I2f and 81** 48', according to Necker.
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sometimes of a copper-red colour : this lustre is observable in one
direction but not in the other ; when reduced to very thin laminse,

it is translncent, with a slight iin^e of green in one direction, but
opake in the other; when pulverized it is dark grey. Before the

blowpipe, on charcoal, it fuses easily into a greyi^-green opake
giaris ; w ith borax into a grreenish glass.

It is tound at the island of St Paul, on the coast of Labra«*

dor, chiefly in rolled masses, but also as a constituent of a sye-

nitic or greenBbme rock ; likeiriae in Greenland.

SCHILLER SPAR.*

SchiUerstein, W. Var. de Diallage Aletalloide, H. Schillerspatbt Br.
Dialiage Cbatoyante, Bt. Diatomous Schiller S|iar, M.

Combination of bisilicate of magnesia, protoxide of iron and
lime} with hydrate of magnesia.

Silica 410 43*90

Magnesia 29*0 25*85

Alumina 3*0 0*00

Lime 1-0 2*64

Oxide of iron 14 0 13-21

Water 10 0 Drapler. 14-43 Kohler.
Sp. Gr. 2-6—2-8. H. - 3-5—4*0.

Cleavage in two directions, forming together an angle of about
135°; one of tliese cleavages higiily perfect and easily obtained, the

other appearing only in traces. Colour oUve-grcen, occasionally

pinchbeck-brown ; with a shining metallic lustre on the faces of

cleavage ; opake ; and yields to the knife. Streak greyish or yel*

lowish-white. Becomes hard when exposed to heat ; and before

the blowpipe assumes a metallic aspect. Is with difficulty solu-

ble in borax, exhibiting the re-action of iron ; and with salt of
phosphorus leaves a skeleton of silica. Reduced to powder, it is

readily acted upon by sulphuric or muriatic acid.

It is found in serpentine and greenstone, at Baste in the Hartz.

BRONZITE.

Hemi*pri8oiAtie Schiller Spar, M. Bronzit, Kartten, Var. de DiaiUffe
MetaUcHMle, H.

Combination of silica, magnesia, iime, and the protoxides of

iron and man^uiit.se.

* From the German, signifying Chatoyant Spar.
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Harburg. Ulten-TliaL

Silica 5719 56*81

Magnesia 32-67 29-67

Lime h29 219
Protoxide of iron 7*46 Kaliler. 8*46 Kolder.

with small proportions ot protoxide of manganese, alumina, and
water.

Su. Gr. 3 3. H. between 4*0 and 5 0.

Its colour is brown, dark green, or ash-grey. It has a pseudo-

metallic lustre^ i^requentiy approadiing that of bronze ; structure

lamellar. Primary form an oblique iour-nded prism. Cleavage
very distinct, and readily obtained,* parallel to tbe lateral planes

of this prism. Frequently thin layers of calcareous spar appear
between the laminae ; surface striated ; opake when in mass

;

translucent if reduced to thin laminae.

• It is found in imbedded crystalline masses in serpentine, near

Kraubat in Upper Stiria ; very abundantly on the I^Ionte Bracco,

near Sestri, in Piedmont ; imbedded in greenstone at tbe Baste, in

the Ilartz ; near Huff, in Bayreuth ; at Stempel near Marburg ; in

the Ulten-Thai, Tyrol ; in the Lizaid district of Cornwall mid
elsewhere.

WITHAMITE.*

Sp. Gr. S-1—3*3. H. = 6-0—6-d.
Occurs in minute, translucent, brilliant carmine-red crystals,

wliich in form bear considerable resemblance to epidote. Lustre

vitreous; streak white. Before the blowpipe iiitumesces, and
fiises with difficulty into a dark greenish -L^rey scoria; with salt

of phosphorus tornis a globule, which contains a skeleton of sili-

ca, and becomes opake on cooling. Is not affected by acids

;

but silica, hron, and manganese, are unequivocally indicated

among its constituents.

It occurs in Glenco in Argyleahire, both crystallized and mas-
sive^ filling small cavities in a species ofcompact reddish trap.

THULITE.
Brooke,

H.= 6*0.

' Contmns silica 42*5^ alumina 85*1> lime 19*4^ magnesia 0*6—
Beudant.

In orystalline masses ofa rose-red colour $ the form» when vi-

sible, resembling thatof efudote. Translucent. Streidc greyish-

* Named by Sir David Brewster^ in honour of its di^oveiery Henry
AVitham, Esq,
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white. Cleavage in two directioiis paiallel to tlie aides ofa rhom*
bic prism of 92** 3(yand 87^ 80'; no distinct deavage transverse

to the axis of this prism.

Tliiilite occurs at Tellemarken in Norway, associated with

quartz, fluor, and the variety of idocrase termed Cyprine. Like

the preceding, it is generally considered an indistinct variety of

epidote.

CORUNDUM.*

Rhomboliednd Corundum, H.

This species includes sapphire, corundum -stone, and emery.

It consists of pure alumina, coloured from admixture with oxide

of iron.

Bhie Sapphire^ Bed Sajtphire, Corundum, Emery,
Chiiuu Bengal. Nazos.

Alumina 98*5 84*0 90*0 89-50 860
Lime O-S 00 00 000 3-0

Silica 0-0 6-5 70 6-50 3-0

Oxuleofironl-0 7-5 1-2 1-25 4 0

Klaproth. Chenevix. Klaproth. Tennant.

1. SAPniiRE.j Saphir, W. Corindon hyalin, H. Perfect

Corundum, I^oumon, This consists of two varieties, tlie sapphire

properly so called, and the oriental ruby, whose chief diiici ence

consists in their colour, although the specific gravity of tiie lat-

ter is also distinctly lower. They assume crystalline forms,

which are derived from the same primary crystal, a slightly acute

rhomboid, by the reflective goniometer of 86*' if and 93^ 56^, in

which messurements brilliant fragments of the sapphire and co-

rundum-stone perfectly agree. It possesses double refraction.

Alone before the blowpipe it suffers no change whether in frag-

ments or powder ; with borax fuses slowly, but perfectly, into a

colourless glass. It is not acted upon by acids ; but becomes
electric \\ hen rubbed, a peculiarity wbich the transparent polish-

ed specimens preserve for a considerable time.

The sapphire is only inferior in hardness to the diamond ; it

occurs crystallized, in six-sided prisms variously terminated ; and

in rolled masses, wbicli are culuuiless, or of a blue, yellow, or

yellowish-green tinge, and transparent or translucent. The crys-

tals yield to cleavage pretty readily in one direction, with a most
brilliant sur&ce; but they are extremely difficult to cleave pa-

* Corundum is the name given to common corundum by the inbtbi-
tants of India,

-f Sappheiros, Greek, its ancient name.
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rallel with the other phmes of the primary

ture laoondioklaiL
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.118 56
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See Conmdimi Stone.

Sapphire has obtained several names dependent on its colour

and lustre: the transparent or translucent, white sapphire;

the blue, arimial iapphire ; with pearly reflections, the fAaiayani

or opcd^cmU wppMre ; when trani^Murent» and with a pale red-
dish or bluish r^ection, ffinuoi wppMre* Some, when cut em
cabochon, present a silvery star of six rays, in a direction perpen-
dicular to the axis ; this variety is termed Asteria* The same
crystal occasionally exhibits an union of two or three of these
different colours.

The Oriental Ruby* (improperly so called) is of a blood- red, or

occasionally a rose-red colour; and chietly occurs in the general
form of six-sided prisms.

1. 2. a

For an illustratlOB of the paasafj^e of the primary rhomboid into a six-
aided prism, see patre f^G. In fic^. 1 and 2 the alternate triaiin:ular planes
ure the small remains of the primary rhomboid ; the alteroate planes
of fig. 3 are also those of the rhomboid.

P on f
P orFona 122 30

o 137 30

f on 0 151 30
a.............118 80

« on o» 90 00
pooPorj»onFl54 7

* Bubjr, £rom the Latin ruhcr^ red.
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Blue sapphires are prindpaUy brought from Ceylon, either In
six-sided prions wlously terminated^ or in rolled masses from
the beds of torrents ; perfect specimens have been found upwards
of three inches in diameter. The finest red sapphires are found
in the Capelan Mountains, twelve dnys* journey from Sirian, a

city of Pegu ; it also occurs near Billin and Meronitz, in Bohe-
mia ; in tlie sand of the brook Expaillie, in France ; at Brendola,
in the Vicentine; on Mont St Gothard j and in Portugal. It is

a valuable gem when obtained ul" some size.

2. Corundum-Stone, or Common Corundum, has, proba-

bly from its texture, received the name of imperfeet corundum»
andfirom its hardness, or from its occasional peculiar lustre, that

of Adamanime Spar, It is sometimes nearly colourless, and
somewhat translucent ; but more often has a greyish or greenish

tint, occasionally reddish ; also brown, with a metallic chatoyant

lustre ; more rarely blue, yellow and transparent, or black and
opake. The common form of its crystal is the six-sided prism,

which rarely exhibits a tendency to flat triedral terminations ;

it occurs also in obtuse and in acute hexahedral pyramids. Is

likewise found s^ranular or compact. The form of tlie primary
rhomboid, wlikli perfectly agrees with that of sap})hire, is pretty

easily obtained by cleavage, because some foreign substance is

commonly interposed between the laminae. Before the blowpipe

, this substance comports itself like the sapphire.

Granular corundum has the general fqppearance ofa rough, pur-

pUsh^coloured jasper i but it consists of gnuns, here and Uiere of
a rose-colour, closely associated with fibrolite ; it is described by
Boumon as compact corundum.

1. fL 8. 4. 5«

F;^-. 1 Is the primary rhomboid. Fig. 2 represents a rare variety, in
which all the lateral edges of the primary rhomboid are deeply replaced
by planes, tending to a six-sided prism, but terminated by portions of
the planes of that rhomboid. Fig. 3 la a six-sided prism, arising from
the complete replacement of the summitsof fig. 2. Fig. 4, a Tery scute
double six-sided pyramid ; of these there are several varieties ; ns well
as of obtuse six-sided pyramida, fig. 6* The two latter are rarely ibund
presenting both pyramids.
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6— 6

7— 7
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86" 4'

93 M
120 00
90 00

122 60
190 00 o^.
114 00
58 00
50 00
40 00
35 00
30 00
24 00
2 00

12 00

The plane*; o o o'm ooqjuBCtioa with « tend to the production of a re-

gular •ix-sideil prism.
I- b 1 and 6 2 to obtuse rhomboids, bj planes situated on

thoie of the primary riiomboid, and inclining on its summit.
——— h 1-8 to double six sided pyramids with triangular planes

;

thej do not however occur as above represented on the same ciystaL

Common corundum occurs in granitic rocks, accompanied
by fibrolite, talc, garnet, zircon, and magnetic iron ; in China

;

in tlie kingdom of Ava ; on the coast of Malabar ; and in the

Camatic. In smaller quantities also imbedded in magnetic iron

at Gtllivara in Sweden ; near Mozzo in Piedmont in compact
felspar ; and at St Gothard ofa red or blue tinge in dolomite.

In the East Indies it is used for polishinff steel, and catting

gems ; but the lapidartes of Europe prefer diamond-powder» on
account of the greater rapidity with which it works.

3.£mbrt. SchmiergeljW. Corindon eranulaire, H. Emeril, Bt.

Emery, though it bears little resemUance, is, from its hard-
ness and analysis, considered to be a variety of the preceding.

It usually occurs in masses of a blackish or bluish-grey colour,

having the aspect rather of a fine-grained rock, than of a simple

mineral. It occurs both massive and disseminated, with a some-
what glistening lustre ; and is extremely tough and difficult to

break. Its specific gravity is 3-66. In the Isle of Naxos, emery
is fimnd in rounded masses at the foot of primitive mountains.
It occurs also near Smyrna; in Italy i and m Spain ; but that of

Ochsenkopf, near Schneeberg in Saxony, seems to be the only

variety which has been seen in sUu t it there occurs with talc*

slate> is of a dark blue or black colour, and has mucb resem*
blance to fine-grained basalt.
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DIASPORE.

Euklastic Disthene Spar, Haii, Diaspore, H. Bt.

Combinatioa of alunuQa and water ; olten mixed with hydrate
of iron.

UraL
Alumina 85-14 8CK) 76*06

Water 14r56 17-0 14r7a

Oxide of iron OKM) Hess. 3 0 Vauq. 7-78 Children.

Sp. Gr. 3-43.

Diaspore is yet a scarce mineral. It occurs massive, in slightly

curvilinear laminae of a shining pearly lustre and greenish-grey

colour, and which may be readily separated ; also in cellular

masses, constituted ofslender crystals, which have a pearly lustre,

and intercept each other in every direction, of a brown hue ex-

ternally, but perfectly transparent and colourless wlien reduced
to thin laminae ; rarely also in separate crystals, in the form of a

doubly oblique prism.* It scratches glass. Exposed to heat in

a matrass, it decrepitates violently, Is dS^wriMf (nence its name,
from the Greek), and splits into small white brilliant scales,

which, before the blowpipe with borax fuse readily into a colour-

less glass. When digested in muriatic acid, it becomes colourless,

the oxide of iron being dissolvedy but the mineral itself remain-
mg unchanged.

64»64'

101 so

It is described as occurring only near the village of Kosoibrod

in the Orenbourg government of Asiatic Russia, where it forms

veins in primary limestone. Its superior lustre distinguishes it

from the last species, some varieties ofwhich it nearly resembles.

GIBBSITE.

Oibbnte, OtrnML

Combinatbn of alumina and water. Analysis by Torrey : Alu-

mina 64*8^ water 3^7. Specific gravity 24.

* According to Mobt, it is a ibombic prism of about 130%
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It is described as eomnumly occiming in aggreeatiens of irre*

gular stalactites from one to three indies in length, and not less

than an inch in diameter. Structure indistinctly fibroma the

fibres radiating from the centre ; a little harder than calcareous

spar, but easily reduced to powder ; slightly transhicent, and
lustre faint ; colour greenish- or greyish-white. Before the

blowpipe it m lilt ens but is infusible ; yields in the matrass much
water, but does not effervesce with acids.

It is found at Richmond in Massachusetts, North America, in

a neglected mine of brown hsiuutitic iion.

CALAim

CaUite, J'McArr. Odontslite. Turquoiae. UncleaTable Azure S|isr, M.

Consists, according to Berzelius, of phosphate of alumina and
phosphate of lime, silica, the oxides of iron and copper, and a
little water $ while John noticed onlj

Alunmia 73*0

Oxide of copper 4*5

Oxide of iron 4-0

Water 18-0

Fischer considers it merely clay, coloured by oxide of cooper.
Sp. Cr. 2-8—3 0. H. = 5-0—6 0.

It occurs in reniform masses, which are either botryoidal or

nianimillated ; has a peculiar greenish-blue colour, but of various

shades, passing on the one hand into sky-blue, and on the other

into apple-green ; and is dull internally ; but occasionally the

lustre is waxy, rarely splendent ; fracture conchoidal ; roueh
and uneveD, frequently scaly. It is commonly opake ; nmy
translucent on the edges ; streak white. The decomposed spe-

cimens resemble porcelain-day. In the reducing flame of the
blowpipe it becomes brown, and colours it green, but does not
fuse ; with borax it melts readily into a limpid glass*

The oriental calaite occurs in alUivial clay in the neighbour-
hood of Nishapuri and Firuzkuh in the Persian Korassan; and
is found on sale in most of the cities of Persia.

Malachite, with which turquoise may sometimes be confound-
ed, yields a green streak, wliilc that of calaite is white.

Tiie occidental turquoise found near the town of Simor, in

Lower Languedoc, is merely tooth or bone, coloured with
phosphate of iron. Analysis by La Grange : Phosnhate of lime

80, carbonate of lime 8^ phosphate of iron 2, phosphate of mag-
nesia 2, alumina 1% water 1*6.
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SILICIFEROUS ilVDRATE Oi ALUMINA.

SoHyrite, 1m Alumine H/drat^ SUidf Lnif,

Alumina 45*0 44*5

Silica 110 150
Water 40 0 Klaprotli. 40*5 Bertliier.

Sp. Or. 2 06 to 2-11.

This mineral occurs in white and nearly opake masse?, which
are perfectly sc ctile. When broken, it presents an eartiij trac-

ture, with a somewliat vitreous lustre.

It dissolves without effervescence in nitric acid ; but is not
affected by the blowpipe. When caldned, it gives off much
water» separates into columnar masses like starch, and loses

weigBt; adheres to the tongue; absorbs water with a slight

.. noise, and becomes almost tranmrent.
It occurs at Schemnitz in Hungary, and in the gallery of a

lead mine on the bank of the river Oo, in the Pyrenees.

The following are similar compounds, and most probably mere
varieties of this species.

1. Sevebite. Analysis by Pelletier : Alumina 22, silica 50,

water 26, loss fL It occurs m small masses of a white colour,

^ without lustre, but possessing a slight degree of translucency

;

. occasionally it is semi-transparent. It is a little harder than
lithomarge, which it somewhat resembles. The surfaces pro«

duced by fracture are dull ; it is extremely brittle, and yields

easily to the knife ; is soft, hut receives a high polish by fric-

tion ; adheres stronc^ly to tlie tongue, and emits no argillaceous
• odour when breathed on. It does not efiervesce with acids,

nor form a paste with water. Its colour does not chang:e by
exposure to heat^ and it is said to diffuse a smeii like that of

apples, when newlv fractured.

It was found by BI. Dufour in the neighbourhoodof St Sever*
in France, In a gravelly soil, in masses from two to four or five

inches in diameter.

2. LENziNiTE.f John, Has been divided into two varieties,

the opaline and the argillaceous, which are described as follows

:

Opaline, Consists of alumina 37*5, silica 37*5, water 25*0,

and a trace of lime—John, Of a milk-white colour ; to the

touch smooth and slightly greasy ; suri'ace not shining ; frac-

• "Whence Severile.

f Named in honour of Lenz, a Oertnan minendogiatt
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ture large and flat conchoidal
;
translucent, or transparent oa

the edges ; sectile ; easily reduced to a white powder ; adheres

to the tongue. Specific graTity S*l. In vater it acfiuralet

into numeFoiis pieces which are nearlj trantparent, and which,
on the slightest touch, fall into smalJ hard grains. Exposed to

red heat, it loses 25 per cent, (water), and becomes haro enough
to scratch glass.

Argiliaceofis. Consists of alumina 85*5, silica 39*0, water
25*0, lime a trace—John. Colour snow-white ; occasionally

tinged yellow by oxide of iron ; dull, with an earthy fracture,

and slight coherence. In minute pieces only it is slightly trans-

lucent; it becomes shining and unctuous by friction, and strong-

ly adheres to the tongue. Its specific gravity is 180. Placed
in water, it breaks down with much sediment, but less than that

. of the opaline, without increasing its transparency. Exposed to

a red heat, it becomes hard enough to scratch glass ; bat un-
dergoes no other change. Both varieties occur at Kail in

Eifeld.

4b Allophanx. Siromeiftr,

Saalfeld. Black Forest.

Alumma 32^20 S8*76
Silica 21-92 24*11

Water 41-30 35-75

Carbonate of copper 3-06 0 00
Oxide of copper 0-00 2-33

Hydrate ot iron 0*28 Strom ever. 0*00 Walchner.
Sp. Gr. 1-8— 1-9. H. = 3 0.

This mineral occurs in translucent masses, jjossessing a some-
what vitreous lustre, and a pale blue, ^rcen, or brown colour ; it

is extremtly brittle, but may occasionally be cleaved into prisms

whidi apparently are rectangular. Before the blowpipe it intu-

mesces without fusing, and &lls into |K)wder, communicating to
the flame a green tinge ; with borax it melts into a colou%s8
g^lass; and in acid it gelatinizes. It occurs at Saalfeld in Thu-
ringia; at Gersbach in the Black Forest; in the Upper Palati*

nate ; and at Schoeeberg in Saxony.
5. ScARBRoiTE. Contains alumina 42*75, silica 7*90, water

48*55, peroxide of iron 0-80—Vernon. Sp. Gr. 1*48. Easily

scratched by the knife. Massive. Colour pure white. Devoid of
lustre. Fracture conchoidal. Highly adhesive to moist surfaces,

and polished by the nail. I>reathed upon, it emits a strong earthy

smell; and when immersed in water neither becomes translucent

nor fidk to pieces, but gains considefablj: in weislit It occurs in

a calcareous rock on the Yorkshire; coBsty" near Scarborough, be-
tween septn of oxide of iron.
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6. Halloysits. Consists of alumina S4rO» nlica 39*5, water
26*5—Berthier. Sp.Gr. 1-8—9*1. In coinpect amorphous masseSi
having the aspect of steatite. Colour white^ generally with a
slightly bluish tint; translucent on the edges; mictuie conchoi-
daT, like that of wax ; imbibes water, giving off numerous globules

of air, and becoming more ti anslucent. Adheres to the tongue ;

yields to the nail, and is polished by it. When exposed to a high

temperature it loses in weight, but acquires much hardness, and
its colour becomes milk-white. Sulpiiuric acid decomposes it

readily, dissolving the alumina, and leaving the silica in a gela-

tinous state.

It occurs along with ores of zincy iion» and lead» in the vicini-

2 of Li^ge and Namur ; and, according to Boussingauh, also in

e province of Bogota, in New Granada. It was described as a
new species by Berthier, and named by him in honour of his un-
cle M. Omalius d'Halloy, who first noticed it. {Manual.)

7. WoRTiiiTE. Alumina 54*45, silica 40-79, water 4*76

—

Hess. In foliated crystalline masses of a white colour ; trans-

parent ; lustre vitreous ; scratches quartz. Before the blowpipe

in the matrass gives uff water, and loses its transparency ; alone

upon charcoal it is infusible ; witli borax and salt of phosphorus

undergoes no change ; and v/ith soda effervesces but does not

melt* Occurs in Imildars in Sweden or Rnland.

FIBROLITE.

Banrmiu

Camatic. China.

Alumina 58-25 460
Silica S8*00 330
Iron 0*75 Chenevix. 13*0 Chenevix.

Sp. Gr. 3-214.

Fibrolite is white, or of a greenish-grey colour ; it is fibrous ;*

and rather harder than quartz, giving sparks with the steel. The
fibres of wliich it is composed are rarely so large as to present

anyvery determinate form, and are obliquely traversed by cracks;

but Boumon describes some as right prisms with rhombic bases,

of which the angles are 100^ and 80<*. It is infusible ; acauires a
sensibly resinous electricityby ftictlon, and emitsa reddish phos-
phoric light when two pieces are rubbed together.

It is found accompanying crystals of corundum in the Cama-
tic, and as a component part of the granite which is the matrix
of that of China.

• Whence Fibrolite.
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SILLIMANITE.

Bomem.

Alumina 54*11, silica 42*67, oxide of iron 2 00, water 0*51—
Bowen.

Sp. Gr. 3*41. H.=:6*0—6*5.
Primary form an oblique rhombic prism of 106° 30', the inclin-

ation of the base to the axis being 113®. Occurs imbedded in

quartz in tient and twisted crystaliy whose planes being dull

and somewhat convex, seldom admit of accurate measurement.
Colour dark grey, passing into clove brown ; translucent on the

ed^es. Lustre vitreous, considerable on the face of cleavage,

which is parallel to the shortest diagonal of the prism. Fracture

uneven, splintery. Brittle, and easily reduced to powder. It

occurs in the county of Saybrook, Connecticut, ana used to be
considered a variety of anthopb yllite, which in several respects

it close!} reseniblLs, bat tVom which it may easily be distinguish*

ed by its superior barduess.

KYANITE.

Sappire,5aMraf«. Kyi]iit,W. D]8th^e,H* Prismatic Dbthene Spar,M.
fi.hietizite.

Combination of alumina and silica.

St Gotiiard.
Zillerthai.

Alumina 54-50 55*0 6439 67-8

Silica 30-62 29-2 34-33 31-6

Oxide ot irou 600 6-65 00 0-0

Lime 202 2-25 00 0-2

Magnesia 2-30 ^00 00 0-0

Water 4-56 4*09 0*0 0*0

Saussure. Arfwedson. Beudant.
Sp. Gr. 3-5^-7. H.= 5*0—7-0.

Primary form a doubly oblique prism, of which the tormina*

tionsare nearly rhombs; cleavage parallLl to the planes of the

prism, with difficulty parallel to those which may be considered

as the terminal. The angles of the prism are 106° 15' and 73°

45'; of the terminal plane on the prism, in one direction 100**

50' and 79° 10', and in the other 93° 15' and 86" 45'. Gene-
rally occurs in irregularly terminated four-sided prisms. Its co-

lours are white> grey^ and blue :* it has sometimes a greenish

* Whence Eyanite, from the Greek, signifying blue.
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tinge the grey and blue are otlen intermixed in the same crys-

tal ; lustre pearly ; the edges of the crystals Bcratch glass, but the

broad surfiices yield to it. Some crystals by friction acquire ne-
gative electricity, others posittye.* Belbre the blowpipe even
its powder is invisible, and it remains unaltered in very high
degrees of temperature ; with borax it fuses slowly into a trans-

parent colourless glass, and with salt of phosphorus forms a
translucent silica skeleton, and a glass which does not become
opaline on cooling. Is not acted upon by acids*

M on T lOC^ ].V

P onM 100 50
T 93 15

i 97 4H— k aa 38
M on » 145 IC

T on i 140 55

k 122 20

It occurs only in primitive rocks. In St Gothard in mica slate,

associated with garnet, staurolite, and quartz ; in the Sau-alp in

Carinthia, with garnet, actynolite, &c. ; in the Tyrol with ouarta

and hornblende ; in very large crystals in Bohemia ; at Villa Rieca
in South America, and in Massachusetts. In Scotland, it occurs

at Botrifny in Banffshire in gneiss ; in primitive rocks near Ban-

chory in Aberdeenshire ; and in mica-slate in Mf^inlnnd, Shetland.

Rhactizite is a nearly white or somewlmt reddish variety, in

aggregated masses, from the Pfitsch-thai in the Tyrol.

When in sufficiently large masses, of a fine blue colour and
transparent, this species is cut and polished as an ornamental

stone^ bearing some resemblance to sapphire*

STAUROLITE.

Grenatit,tW. Staurotide, H. Prisnuitoidsl Garnet, M.

Combination of alumina, silica, and oxide of iron.

St Gothard.

Alumina
Silica

Oxide of iron

Oxide of manganese
Lime

Bretagne

440
330
13-0

1-0

3-8 Vauq

Reiduh'brtfwn*

52-25

27-00

18-50

0-25

O'OO Klap.

Sp. Gr. 3-3 to 3-9. H. = 7 0 to 7-5.

BlackuhAnmn,
4100
37-50

18-25

0-50

0-UO KJap.

* Hence the name Dislhcnc was given bjr Haiiy to this miaeraU on
account of its double electric powers.

f Staurolite, from the Greek, signifying a croes stone. Grenatite, in

allusion to its (occasional) gamet colour*
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^
StauroUte presents a reddish-bi ovvn colour, and occurs some-

times in rhombic prisms, of which the acute edges are fre-
quentlj replaced, thus conyerting them into six-sided prisms.
The crystals often intersect and cross each other at particular
angles, and are then superficiallj of a dull brown ; the primary
crystal is a right rhombic prism of 129** 2(y and 50" 40', by the
reflective goniometer; it is divisible parallel to its sides and di-
agonals, the latter with the ipreatest brilliancy. Staurolite is

opake or translucent; has a vitreous or resinous lustre ; and in
the apparently pure varieties, a conchoidal fracture. Before the
blowpipe it assumes a darker hue, but per se does not fuse ; with
borax it melts slowjy into a transparent deep-green coloured
glass.

1- 2. 3. 4w 5.

Fig. 1, the primary form ; a right rhombic prism. Fig. 2, the* same
of which the acute edges are replaced by planes, forming a six-sided crvs-
taL Fig. 3 diffezs omr from fig. 8 in having the obtuse solid angles re-
placed by triangular pluiea. h%. 4, a made, consisting of tiro ciyatals
resembling fig. 2, crossing each other at right angles. Fig. 5^ ^ made
in which the crystals cross each other at a diiii^^ent arigle.

M M

M on M' 129'' 20'

PonMorM'... 90 00

M or M' on a .... 137 68

M'onA 115 18

The staurolite belongs to primitive countries. It occurs in the
form of 6g. 2 at St Gothard in Switzerland^ accompanying ky-
anite, and imbedded in talc slate ; also in the Greiner Mountain^
Tyrol: niades of considerable size, superficially of a dull brown
colour* and opake, arc met with in Bretagne in micaceous clay,

considered to be the debris of a primitive rock. Several otlier

varieties occnrat Compostella in Spain, in some of the HebrideS|

and in North America, generally dark coloured and opake.
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AUTOMALITE.

Automalith, W« Spinelk Ziaatkt^ H. Oetthednl Conmduni, M.
Gahnite.

It i:> an aluminale of zinc and of iron.

Fahlun* America.

Alomina 6(H)0 55-14 57*09

SUica 4-76 3 84 1-22

Oxide of zinc 24 25 30 02 34-80

Oxide of iron 9-25 5 85 4*55

Magnesia 0 00 Eckeberg. 5*25 Abich. 2 22 Abich.

Sp. Or. 4-1 to 4-3. IT. 8-0.

Aiitomalite by some mineralogists is considered a variety of

spinel ; and as it contains so large a })ro})ortion of the oxide of zinc,

it has been designated Zinciferous Spinel; sometimes it is called

GahnitCy in honour of Guiiii, its discoverer. It occurs in regu-

lar octabedi ons, which may be cleaved parallel with all its planes ;

it also occurs in tetrahedrons ofwhich the angles are replaced ; and
in macles. It is much heavier than spinel, from which it also

differs in being nearly opake, and of a dark bluish-green colour

by transmitted light, as well as essentially in respect of composi-
tion. Before the blowpipe it is unalterable alone, and nearly so

with salt of phosphorus or borax.

It occurs m a talcose rock at Fahlun in Sweden ; in crystals

of a large size at the Franklin iron works, Sussex county, New
Jersey, accompanying quartz, felspar, and Jefferson ite ; and in

granite associated with chrysoberyl, garnet, and tautalite, at Had-
dam in Connecticut.

FLUELLITE.

Levy. WoUattoiu

Combination of alumina and fluoric acid.

In small acute rhombic octahedrons^ whose angles are 109^B%
and 144^ ; the acute solid angles generally replaced. White
and transparent; lustre vitreous* Occurs with wavellite and
chalkolite on quartz at Stenna*gwyn in Cornwall, but is an ex«

treraely rare mineral.

It was discovered by Levy, but examined and named by Dr
Wollaston.
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TOPAZ.*

Topaz, W. SlUee Fiiuit^ Alumineuse, H. Prismatic Topaz, M.

Combiaation of aluaiina» silica, and fluoric acid.

Brazil. Saxony.
Alumina 47-5 o8-38 59*0 57-45

Silica 44-5 3401 350 34*24

Fluoric acid 7 0 7-79 5-0 7-75

Kl^roth. Berzdius. Klaproth. Berz^us.
Sp. Gr. 3*49 to 3*56. H. = 8-0.

The topaz occurs maMive^ in rounded pieces» and crystallized.

General form prismatic, variously and dissimilarly terminated

;

the prism usually striated longitudinally and modified. Its struc-

ture is lamellar at right angles to the axis of the prism ; it also

cleaves, though with difficulty, parallel to the sides of a right

rhombic pri^m of about 124° 22' and 55** 38' ; and it appears to

yield to mechanical division on all the angles of the prism; cross

fracture conchoidal, with a shining vitreous lustre. It is sometimes
limpid and nearly transparent ; or of various shades of yellow,

green, blue, or red, aiul translucent. It becomes electric by
heat, witli polarity and is easily excited by friction, the oi)po-

site terminations of the crystals presenting opposite kinds of

dectridty. Fragments exposed to heat burn with a blue» green,

or yellowish phosphoric light. The pale-greenish and almost

transparent topaz of Siberia becomes electric by heaty not by
friction ; the Saxon topazes^ of a pale*yellow4x>lour, become elec-

tric by friction, not by heat, but lose their colour when exposed
to fire ; the deep-yellow topaz of Brazil becomes electric by heat,

and red when placed in the fire. Before the blowpipe on char-

coal it does not fuse ; but the faces of crystallization appear co-

vered with minute blisters \vhich crack as soon as formed ; with
borax it melts slowly into a transparent glass.

1. 2. 3.

Fig. 1, the primary ; a ritfht rhombic prism. Fig. 2, the same, ter-

minated by four planes, of which two replace the acute solid angles, and
the other two the obtuse solid angles. In fig. 3 each scute soud angle

* The name of the island whence this mineral was procured by the

anaients.
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w replaced bj one plane, and each obtuse solid angle by two planes.Iwing apparent a portion of the flat summit of the primary prism :
there are several modifying planes on the prism itself The crystols areraw^^jranudal at both ends « when thej are so^ the tenniniUona are

M on M' 124'

P on M or M'... 90— »1 124
ft2 185M on i l,,^ 160
i 2.

«3.
Poncl

c2—.<;3

.16*1

.169

.128

.135

,117

j;{8

b 1 145
12 134

J 2 on 52 140
b2 on ^3 162
6 3 on 12 14R
a 1 on^. 134
/on <2 122
c 2 one 2 over P.. .92
on / 2 ...131

^ a ou a 2 155

22' H.
00 ...

36 ...

59 ...

6 ...

16 ...

34
26 H.
5d
— * •».

20 ...

...

1 ...

46 ...

00
22
00
17
45
34 H.
20

Topaz is almost peculiar to primitive countries. It is not, like

quartz, a component part of any particular rock ; but at Schneck*
enstcin in Saxony, and in seyeral parts of Comwall, it occurs
associated with tourmaline, quartz, and lithomarge, producing the
mixture named by Werner, topaz-rock. Its usual matrix is gra-
nite, accompanying beryl, mica, tourmaliae, iiuor, apatite, and
tin.

The district of Cairngorm in Aberdeenshire has produced the
largest and most magnificent cn^-stals of topaz. Jameson men-
tions one which weighed nitieLetii ounces. They are usually of
a fine sky-blue colour, except on the edges of the prism, which
appear iNde brown. Topazes from this locality, however, are
rare. In the Ural and .Altai Mountaiin of Siberia tliey are more
common; in Brazil they occur imbedded in an argillaceous
earth, resulting, it is believed, from the decomposition of primi-
tive rocks. In smaller crystals topaz is met with in the tin mines
of Schlaggenwald and Zinnwald in Bohemia; at Scbnecken-
stein, Ehrenfriedersdorf, and Eibenstock, in Saxony ; at St
MichaeFs Mount in Cornwall, and in other places, with tin. In
the Mourn e Mountains of Ireland it is found in small but ex-
tremely perfect limpid crystals, associated with beryl, albite, and
mica, in the dnisy cavities of granite. The tinest natural stones
employed by die lapidai y are those which, from their peculiar
limpidity, are termed ffouUe d'eau, irum Muias Novas in Brazil

;
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the larger portion of such as arc used in jewellery beirig more
or less altered in cotour by expostne to heat.

L PraopaTSALiTB. Phtsalite. Pyrophysalith» Hmnffer*
Contains alumina 57*74, silica 34*36, fluoric acid 7*77, being tlie

same ingredients as in topaz, and with very little variation of
relative quantity^ according to Berzelius. It is in fact a coarse

opake variety of topaz found occasionally in yellowish-white

crystals of considerable dimensions, and resembling that mineral
in form. Its structure is lamellar in one direction, and splen-

dent ; the cross iracture glimmering and uneven. It is translu-

cent on the edges ; and not so hard as topaz. Specific gravity

341. It intumesces when heated,* and gives out a greenish
phosphoric liffht.

It is found at Finbo, near Fahlun in Sweden, in a granite com-
posed of white quartz, felspar, and silvery-white mica. A single

well-pronounced crystal, weighing eighty pounds, is presenred in

the college of mines at Stodmolm.
2. Ptcnitk. Schorlartiger beryl, W« Var. de silice fluat^

alumineuse, H.
Altenbsfg in Saxony.

Contains Alumina 51*00 49*5

Silica 38-43 43(>

Fluoric acid 8*84 Berzelius, 4 0 Kiaproth.

Sp. Gr. 3-51.

Pycnite is a variety of topaz which occurs in long six-sided

prisms, deeply striated longitudinally, often closely aggregatedf

laterally, and exhibiting transverse rents, but without any appa-

rent r^idar structure. It is usually of a dull yellowish or red-

dish-white colour, and translucent ; is brittle^ and may be readi-

ly broken across the prism ; in other directions its fracture is im-
perfectly conchoidal> with a shining lustre; scratches quartz,

before the M n^pipe on charcoal it dtoes not fuse; with borax it

melts slowly into a tranisparent glass. Becomes electric on ex*

posure to heat.

It is found cnterinjr into the composition of a rorl<, chiefly

consisting of quart/ and mica, at AUenberg in Saxony ; it is

said also to occur in Bavaria, and other places; but AUenberg
is its most noted locality.

• Whence Pyrophyaalite, firom the Greek, in allutioo to the effect of

heat OD it.

f Whence Pycnite from the Greek, sigmfying closely aggregated.
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CHRYSOBERYL.*

KryaoberyU, W. Cymophane, II. Bt. Prismatic Corundum, M«
Chrjrsoberil, lir.

According to Berzelius, a combination of subsUicate of alu-

mina with subsiiicate of lime.

BraziL BraziL

Alumina 71-5 81-43

Lime 6'0 0*00

Silica 180 18-73

Oxide of inm 1*5 Klaproth* GOO Arf^edBcm*
(Seybert'tand Tliomson'B analysesofchrysoberyl indicate from

15 to 18 per cent of glacin8» no lime, and an occasional quan-
tity only of silica).

Sp. Gr. 3-65 to 3 a H. = 8-5.

This substance occurs crystallized, and in rolled fragments in

the alluvial deposits of rivers ; its colour is green, sometimes
with a yellow or brownish tinge, and occasionaHy presenting in-

ternally an opalescent bluish-white light. The primary form of

its crystal is a right rectangular prism. The crystals yield to

mechanical division readily and with brilliant surfaces parallel

to the plane M of the following figures, and with difficulty also

parallel to the plane T, and to the longer diagonal of the prism;

the fracture is perfect conchoidal, with a splendent resino-vitre-

ouB lustre. It becomes electric by friction, but is not affected

by heat. Before llie blowpipe it suffers no change alone ; but
with borax fuses slowly into a transparent glass.

M on T.... 00° 00'

<il...l54 51

<22...1S6 20— d3..A2o 18

(24... 120 55
ffl...l37 6
a2...l28 43 H.

al on c ...133 19 ...

T on fll...iio ...

<j2...12G 8 ...

al on a2...1(>3 53

At Haddam in Connecticut it occurs in granite, in six-sided

tables and prisms, with garnet, beryl, automalite, and tantalite.

The finest specimens for lapidaries' purposes are» however^ from

• Chrysoberyl, from the Greek, denoting a superior kind of beryl,

Cymophane, from the same, signifying a floating light, in allusioo to its

opalescence*
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Brazil, where, as in Ceylon, it occurs in the alluvial deposits of

rivers, and consequently ia rolled, and generally much rubbed,

masaes. When transparent and i'ree from flaws, it forms a hand*

some gem.

SPINEL.

Spioell, W. SjpiMelle, II. Dodecahedral Conmdum,

Combination of alumina and magnesia, coloured red by a mi-

nute portion of chromic acid, or blue by the protoxide of iron.

Bed. Blue^ Aker*

Alumina 74-50 72-25

Mni^mesia 8*25 14*63

Silica 15-50 545
Lime 0-75 0-00

Protoxide of iron 1*50 Klaprbth. 4*26 Berzelius. .

Sp. Gr. 3 o. H. z=. 8 0.

Spinel occurs crystallized either in regular octahedrons, occa-

sionally having their edges replaced, or in mades presenting very

different forms. It exhibits various shades ofred, violet, or yellow

;

more rarely black* Its structure is lamellar, though not very dis*

tinctly so ; but it yields to mechanical division parallel to the

faces of the octaliedron. Its fracture is commonly flat oonchoi-

dal, with a splendent vitreous lustre. It scratches quartz easily,

but is not so hard as the oriental ruby, from whicli it is readily

distinguished both by its colour and crystallization. It is infu-

sible per se ; the red varieties become brown and even black and
opake as the temperature is increased, but on cooling they appear

first green, then aliuosL colourless, and at last resume their red

hue. With borax they are difficultly fusible, but more easily

so with salt of phosphorus.

1* ^« 3k 4* 5.

F\p 1, the primary ; the regular octahedron. Fig. 2, a macied

crystal, in such a position aa shows it to be composed of about equal parts

of an octehedron (fig. 1), of which one halt is half turned round. Fig.

3, the octahedron with its edc^es replaced. Fi^. 4, a made consisting of

two equal and similar portions of a crv^tal rcjenihling fig. 3, being sec-

tions, parallel with two opposite primary planes, placed base to base.

Fig. 5, the rhombic dodeeihedroo, resulting from tbe replacement of all

D 2
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the 8dge« of the octahedrmi, by planes similar to those of fig. 3, but
deeper.

P on F or on 109" 2^ 16" H.

P orF on or P' or P" on «' 144 44 8 ...

b on h .'. 129 31 16 ...

b on P ur Z» on P' 150 20 00

Spinel is principally found in Ceylon, Siam, and other eastern

countriesi where it occursy like most other gems, in isolated and
rolled crystals in the channels of rivers. The pale*blue and pearl-

grey varieties occur imbedded in calcareous spar at Aker in

Sudermannlandy Sweden.
By lapidaries the scarlet coloured is termed Spinel Eubf/ ; the

rose red, Balas Hithy ; the yellow or orange red^ the HubioeUes
and the violet coloured^ Aimandine Ruby*

SAPHIRINE-

Siromeyer. J^evy.

Sp. Gr. 3«42. H. = 7-0—8 0.

Alumina 63* II, silica 14*50^ magnesia 16'8d, lime 038, oxide
of iron 3*92, oxide of manganese 0*53, water 0'49—Stromeyer.

Occurs disseminated in translucent grains of a pale-blne or

green colour. Lustre vitreous. Streak white. Fracture im-

perfect conchoidal. Is not affected by the blowpipe, either alone
or with borax.

This niineral was discovered by Giesccke, associated with mica
and fibrous brown anihophyllite, at Akudlek iii Greenland.

PLEONASTE.

Zeylanite, "\V. Pleonastc, II. Ct vluiiite, J. Candite, Uoumoii.

Aluminate of the protoxide of iron and magnesia.
Alumina 6b U 65-0 57-2

Silica 20 20 3-1

Magnesia 120 130 18*3

Lime 0-0 2-0 00
Oxide of iron 16 0 Descotils. 16'5 Laugier. 2U-5 Gnieliu.

Sp. Gr. 3'64.

Pleonaste is frequently considered a variety of spinel ; but its

specific gravity is somewhat higher, and it differs both in colour
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and composition, i^leonaste appears nearly black, and opake ; but

by transmitted light isieebly translucent on the thinnest edges,

and has a green or blue tint. It occiu"s in crystals, whose primary

is considered to be the regular octahedron. Fracture flat con-

dioidal ; lustre splendent* Before the blowpipe, alone, it suffers

DO change, except that when strongly heated it becomes blue

;

with borax it fuses into a dark-green transparent glass.

1. 2. 3.

Fig. 1, the primary octaliedron. Fig. 2, the same, of which the edges
are deeply replaced ; the triangular planes being portions of the primary
octahedron. This shows the passage ofthe ocuhedion into the rhombic
dodecshedroD, fig. 3.

P on F or P' on P^..100» idf 16* H.
F or on e 144 44 8 U*
P'on/or V" on/. 167 60

^on/or/' 166 30

b on b 144 54 10 H.
b on F or 6 on P" 150 25

The geological situation of pleonaste differs materially irom

that of spinel. Pleonaste is found, accompanied by tourmaline,

&c. in the rivers and alluvial country around Candy in Ceylon
(hence Bournon's name of Candite for this variety). It also oc-

curs in small but very perfect splendent crystals, coating, with

mica and idocrase, the drusy cavities of ancient scoria at Monte
Somma; imbedded in compact gehlenite at Monzoni in the

Fassatbid, Tyrol ; in the volcanic rocks of Laach near Andemach
on the Rhine ; and in distinct octahedrons two or three inches

in diameter^ associated with chondrodite, at Amity in the

Orange county^ United States.

TURNERITE.
Turnerite. Levy*

H. above 4*0.

This rare mineral occurs in small crystals of a yellowish or

brownish-yellow colour ; brilliant externally i and translucent^
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approaching to transparent. The primary form is, as determined
by Levy, an obliqae rhombic prism ; but the only natural joints

that have been objuerved (they are o€casionally visible by trans*

mitted light) are paraUel with botii diagonals of the prism ; one
of them is easily obtained with brilliant surfaces. Streak white
or greyish. According to Children, it contains alumina^ line,
magnesia, imd a little iron.

Primary*

M on M' Oe" 10' L.

P on M or M' 99 40 L..

4...: 142 29 L.
ei oreV 155 17 L.
e2 or e2' ...139 25
^3 or e3' 137 22 L.
ei orc4' 135 00
eo or <?5' 117 48

/ or/', 133 50
g^mgSr, 153 52
A: 131 55

M or on a 126 10
c 118 45

Mon«6orM'on€0'....144%51 L.
^1 or— 140 50 L.
t or— i' ; ...162 16 L.
I or— i' 161 2 L.
k 90 00 L*

a on c 92 55
/. 149 38

c ong\ 143 30
k ; 90 10

i on 131 50
k on g\ 126 30

eC 146 10

/ 150 55
Such of the preceding meaaiirementfl as have the letter L added to

them, were taken by Levy.

It has been found only on Mount Sorel in Dauphin^, acoom«
panying quartz, adularia, crichtonitOi and anatase ; and has occa-

sionally been brought into this country under the name ofPio
ate*

HYDRATE OF MAGNESIA.

Native Magnesia, Bruce, Hydrate of Magnesia, A.

Combination of magnesia and water.

Hoboken. Unst.

Magnesia 70-0 69-75 66-67

Water 30-0 Bruce., 30-25 Fyfc. 30-39 Stromejer.

Stromeyer also observed portion*; of manganese, iron^ and lime.

Sp. Gr. 2 35. XI. = 1-0 to 1-5.

It occurs in plates, which have a lamellar structure, and oc-

casionally present mdications of flat six-sided prisms. It is
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white, occasionally with a tinge of green ; semi-transparent, with
a somewhat pearly lustre, but becomes opakc by exposure ; is

rather elastic, adheres slightly to the tongue, and is so soft as

to yield to the nail. It dibsuUes entirely in the muriatic^ nitric,

and dilute sulphuric acids, without effervescence.

This mineral has been found at Hobokea in New Jersey, in

veins traversing serpentine ; and at Swinaness in Unst, one of
the Shetland Ides.

CHRYSOLITE.*

Magnesia

Krysolith, \V. Peridot, H. Prismatic Chrysolite, M.

Combination of magneaia^ Bilicai and protoxide of iron.

auysoiUe. Meieoric,

43-5 385 44-24 48-42
Silica 39-0 50-0 4008 38-48

Oxide of iron 19-0 Klap. 12 0 Klap. 15-26 Walm. 11-19 Strom.
Stromeyer noticed also a iniimte pui Liun of nickel, Klaproth

a little lime, and Walmstadt some manganese and alumina.

Sp. Gr. 3-3—3-5. H. = 6-5—7 0.

Chrysolite occurs in angular or somewhat rounded crystalline

masses^ and in prismatic crystals variously terminated. Their
grimary ibnn is a right prism with rectangular bases, which may
e obtained by cleavages parallel to all its planes, yielding the

measurement of 90® every way by the reflective goniometer

;

the cross fracture is conchoidal with a vitreous lustre. Colour
briG:ht yellow^, sometimes tinged with green or brown ; transpa-
rent or translucent ; and possc>:pes donTyle refraction. Per se, it

is infusible before tiie blowpipe, but becomes darker; with bo-
rax it forms a transparent green glass.

P on M T or M on T 90^W
M ondl 164 62

4 3 119 13 H.
~— a 1 137 00— a2 128 60

b 141 50 H.
T on c 1 119 29

e 2. \Z» 20
P on & 128 20 H.
6onal 160 2

d 1 on a 2.... 103 55
dl ond 2 162 17 H.

The best specimens of clirysolite are brought from Constan-

tinople and the Levant, but under what cikcumstances they oc-

Primaiy.

T M

* Chrysolite^ signifying a valuable stone, or gem.
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cur is not autliLiilicated. It is found ai.^o occasionally in pale-

grcen transparent crystals, amon^sand, atExpaiUie iD Auvergne}
at \ e&uvius j and in the Isle oi Bourbon.

Olivine, Olivin, W. Peridot granuliforme, H. Olivine it a
variety of chrysolite, differing slightly in respect of analysis, the

general form of its crystals, and also in cleavage. It is chiefly

found in olive-coloured semi-transparent masseit which, from
their being in a state of decomposition, have externally an iri-

descent and somewhat metallic lustre ; fracture imperfect con-

choidal ; not so hard as chrysolite. It occurs in crystals whose
primary form may be considered a right rectangular prism, but

tJicy yield to cleavage with re<;ularlty only parallel to the ter*

minal plane P of the following figure. Before the blowpipe alone

it becomes somewhat brown without fusing ; with borax it melts

«iowly into a diaphanous glass, coloured by iron.

P on T or d 90°_ e 140 00
h 1....J32 52
b 2 116 00

Tond 180 00
e on ^ 80 00
6 2 on 6 2'... 130 00

doud' 100 00
a ICO 00

The above figure represents a crystal in IMr ^fajendie's collection,

iVum the current of lava which flowed into the sea at Torre del Greco.

Olivine is met with abundantly in certain lavas, basalts, and
other volcanic rocks; crystals, several inclies in <Iiameier, are

found in compact greenstone at Unkle, near Bonn on the Rhine ;

large spheroidal masses in trap-tuff at Kapferstein in Styria; at

Habichtavvald in Ilussia ; and at Vesuvius. These, however, are

generally granular, disintegrating and falling to pieces on the

pressure of the fingers. In smaD quantity it occurs in many of

the basalts of this country.

Meteoric Olivine* The semi-transparent olivine indosed in

the mass of meteoric iron found in Siberia by Pallas^ is only pe-
culiar for its 8traw-yelIo\v colour.

The HytUosideriie of Walchner, though possessing inferior

hardness and specific gravity, and containing a little more iron,

is also generally classed with chrysolite. It occurs in small

masses, imbedded in brown basaltic amygdaloid, at the Kai^er-

stuhl in the Brisgau.

The small, uncrystalline, wax- or honey- yellow masses, of

which the one is with difficulty, the other more easily fusible by
the blowpipe, observed by iSaussure in the basalt of Linibouri:,

and which he denominated Limhelite and Chusile, appear to be
decomposed varieties of this species.
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LIGURITE*

Tliis mineral is described as occurring in oblique rliuiiibic

prisms of 14(P and 40'', sometimes modifiedy of an apple-green

f3olour» and occasionally speckled externally. Its fragments are

uneven and tranqparent» with a itreous lustre. Strc^ greyish

white. Sp. Gr. 3*49. It does not become electric either by
heat or frictioni and exhibits no phosphorescence when placed

on live coaL
It occurs in a sort of talcose rock, on the banks of the Stara in

the Apennines. According to T.eonhard, it is con^iiclercd as a gem
superior to chrysolite in colouri hardness^ and traosparency.

FORSTERim

Levy.

H. about 7*0,

Contains magnesia and silica, according to Children.

Primary form a right rhombic prism, whose faces are inclin-

ed to one another at angles of 128° 54' and 51° 6^

Occurs in small colourless and brilliant translucent crystals

Cleavage peL-fect> aod easily obtained parallel to o.

Is associated witii pleonaste and olive-green pyroxene at Ve-
suvius. Its angles pretty nearly correspond with those of cliry-

soberil ; but its cleavage perpendicular to the axis, winch is ex-
tremely distinct in Forsterite, has not been observed in that mi-
neral.

* LIguiite, after Liguris, the country In which it Is found.
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CONDRODITE*

Condrodite, Ben^ut, Brucite. Gibbt* HemUprumatic Chrysolite, M«
Madureitet Se^erL

Forgas* New Jersey.

Magnesia 54*CM) 54*00

Silica 88-00 38-66

Oxide of iron 510 2*33

Alumina 150 000
Potash 0-86 2 11

Fluoric acid 0 00 D'Ohsson. 4*09 Seybert

Sp. Gr. 3-15 to 3-25. H. = 0-5.

This mineral occurs massive, and in small grains, having oc-

casional, but not very decided appearances of regular external

form, and crossed by nearly parallel refts, of which the surfaces

have a somewhat pearly lustre. No decided marks of regular

internal structure are discernible in them ; but the massive of

Pargas is divisible into apparently rhombic prisms ; and that of
New Jersey is described by Cleaveland as occurring in rhombic
prisms of 124^ and 56^, with dihedral terminations* The colour

is wax*yellow, or brown ; it is translucent ; yields to the knife

with difficulty ; and by firiction acquires a resinous electricity.

Before \hc blowpipe it is infusible, but loses its colour ; with
borax it fuses slowly but completely, into a transparent glass,

tinged by iron. The brown varieties act slightly on the magnet

;

not affected by acids.

The largest and most crystalline masses occur at Newton in

New Jersey, and Amity and Edcnville in New York, accom-
panying graphite in granular Cv^rbonate of lime. It is also found

massive, and in e:rains, associated with pargasite at Pargas in

Finland ; and at Guibjo and Aker in Sweden.

HUMITE.t

Boumon*

It occurs in very small crystals, which are of a yellowish or
deep reddish-brown colour ; and transparent or translucent ; with
a shining lustre. The crystals are modified in an extraordinary

degree ; their primary form may be considered as being a right

rhombic prism of 60^ and 120% but they yield to cleavage paral«

• Condrodite, from its occurring in grains. Brucite, in honour of the
late Professor Bruce of Kew York. Maciureite, in honour of Air
Maciure.

t Uumite^ in honour of Sir Abraham Humo.
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lei only to its shorter diaeonal (i. e, to the plane h of the follow-

ing figure). Before the blowpipe it becomes opake, but does not

fube
i
and with borax aibrds a clear glass.

Primary.

MonM. 120'

P on M or M 90
for h... 90

M on h 120
i. 118

— Mor/...150
P on cl 144

c2. 153
A on a 90

k. dl 101
d 2 103
d3 ..112

00'

00
00
00
12
00
1

45
00
60
42
45

on 4 4 119'' 24'

d5 121 45
d6 125 30
d7 129 46
dS 121 20

124 2
d 10. ...136 16
d ll....ld7 20
^3 100 40
g2 103 40
^1 115 15

il 133 36

56'

20
2
10
30
26
22

^3....13l 15

52011^3 143nfi
b 1 on M 137 00
/cmb 115 10

h imi2 ....140°

i3 143

cl on i 1 155
db.

dl,
d 1 on

.159

.159
116^3

d I t? oil d a.... 163

It is found on Monte Sommay with brownish mica, pleonaste*

and other volcanic mmerak; the crystalsi though minutOi being

extremely distinct.

TAUTOLITE.

BrHthmtpi,

Sp.Gr. 3*865. H.=:e-5^7*0.
OpakOi and of a Yel?et>b)ack colour, with a vitreous lustre,

and grey streak. Geavage only in traces, and interrupted.

Fracture conchoidal, uneven. Very brittle. Before the blow-

pipe it melts into a black scoria, which acts on the magnet ; and
with borax forms a ctear green glass : with solution of cobalt it

presents a blue colour ; and, on the whole, appears to be a sili-

cate of the protoxide of iron, combined with a silicate of mag-
nesia.

It occurs in volcanic felspar at the lake of Laach, near Bonn
on the Rhine.
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SERPENTINE*

Ophite, Im

Has been divided into noble and common serju ntine, a distinc-

tion which it is not very easy to draw. The term noble applies

to such varieties as have an uniform green colour, and are trans-

lucent, and fit for cutting ; while common serpentine has a more
eaitliy texture, is less impalpable, and uiieu containb admixtures

of foreign matter.

Fahlun.
Ptettdomorfihouiy

Snarum.
Magnesia 38*68 40-64. 41-66

Silica 42-50 41-95 42-97

Alumina 1-00 0-37 0-87

Lime 0-25 000 000
Oxide of iron 1*50 2-12 2-48

Oxide of manganese 0-62 0-00 U OO
Oxide of chrome 0 25 0-00 0-00

Water 15-20 11-68
12*02 Hartir*

Carb. add andbitum. 0-00 John. 8*42 Lychn.

}

: Sp. Gr* 2*5 to 2*56. H. z= 3*0.

Colour commonly dark green, passing into yellow and grey.

Translucent or opake, with a slightly resinous lustre. Fracture

oonchoidal or splintery ; is occasionally somewhat unctuous to

the touch, and yields easily to the knife ; but it neither adheres

to the tongue nor is scratched by the nail. It loses its water,

and hardens, on exposure to heat ; before the blowpipe the thin

edges may be fu'^ed into an enamel; with borax it melts slowly

into a greenish transparent glass.

Dark-green opake crystals of this substance have been met
with in the 1 assa valley, Tyrol ; their form, however, is gene-
rally so indistinct that a few only of the faces can be traced.

Crystalline varieties of a blackish-green colour, sometimes of

oonslderable dimensioiis, occur at Amity, New York, dlsseminat-

ed through limestone with black spinel and ilmenite. At Sna-
rum in Norway it is found in greenish-grey masses, which con-

tain large and perfect pseudomorphous crystals. Noble serpen-

tine occurs at Fahlun and Gulsjo in Sweden, in the Isle of Man,
the vicinity of Portsoy In Aberdeenshire, in Corsica, Silesia^

Saxooy, &c.

• Serpentine and Ophite, from the Latin and Greek, in allusion to

Ihe spotted or variegated appearance,—like the skin of a snake,—which
it frequently presents.
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Common serpentine is frequently trnver«;cfl by veins of asbes-

tus, and occurs in masses and beds in primitive rocks in the

Shetland Isles, at the Lizard in Cornwall, in Hedmont> SalU-
burg, and elsewhere on the continent.

SOAP-STONE.

Speckstem, W. Talc Steatite, H.

The goap-stone of Cornwall consists of 45 silica, 9*25 alumina^
24<*75 magnesia, 0*75 potash, 1 oxide of iron, and 18 water*-*

Klaproth. It is found massive, and nearly white or of a grey
colour, sometimes with a tinire of yellow, and mottled with green

or pui'ple ; when first raised it may be kneaded like dough, but

by exposure loses a part of its moisture, and is then translucent

on the edges, yielding to tlie nail> and possessing an unctuous

feel; hence its jiame.

It occurs in a vein of serpentine at the Lizard Point in Corn-

wall, where it sometimes presents the appearance of passing into

isbestus. It is used in the manulSiCtiire ofporcelain, at Swansea
in Wales; and is also found near the Cheesewring, at St Cleer

in Cornwall.

It is commonly classed with steatite, but is much sofler. In

the composition of steatite no alumina has been detected, and it

is infusible, whereas soap*stone fuses into a white enameL It

sometime* includes veins of asbestus.

h STEATrTE."^ Speckstein, W. Talc Steatite, H.

Silica 59-5 50-60

Magnesia 30*5 28-83

Oxide of iron 2*5 2-59

Water 5*5 Klaproth. 15*00 Dewey.

Sp. Gr. 2*65.

Steatite presents various shades of white, grey, yellow, green,

and red, and ismet with only massive ; the distinctly pronounced
crystals, which occur imbedded in a massive variety of the same
mineral at Gopfersgriinn in Bayreuth, being pseudomorphous of
the common variety ofquartz, or occasionally of calcareous and
pearl spars. It has generally an unctuous feel ; yields to the

nail, but does not adhere to the tongue ; fracture splintery, some-
times slaty ; somewhat translucent on the edges ; hardens before

the blowpipe, and becomes black, but is infusible.

Steatite is tbund in considerable masses, or in beds or veins,

• From a Greek word, signifying soap, in aiiusivn to its greasy fe^L
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in some primitive mountains. It is most common in serpentine.

At Freyberg in Saxony it occurs in tin veins, accompanied by
or mingled with mica» asbestus, quartz, and occasionally native

silver, &c* It abounds in,the principality of Bayreuth, and is

also found in Bohemia, Norway, Sweden, and France ; in the west-
ern part of Massachusetts, in New Hampshire, Vermont, and
Rhode Island ; in the Isle of Anglesey ; at Portsoy, in Aber-
deenshire, in serpentine ; in the Isle of Skye, and others of the

Hebrides, in wadc^; and in Fiteshire, of a sky-blue colour, with
limestone.

The white varieties, or iliosc which become so by calcination,

are employed in the manuliicture of porcelain ; others are used for

fulling-. The Arabs, according to Shaw, use steatite in their baths
instead of soap, to softcii the skin : and Humlmldt states that

the Otomaques, a savage race inhabiting the banks of the Orono-
ko, are almost entirely supported during three months ofthe year

by eadng a species of steatite, which they first slightly bake, and
then moisten with water.

2. PotsTONE. Topfttein, W. Talc ollaire, H. Pierre ol-

laire, Br. Serpentine ollaire, Bt. Is a coarse, indistinctly granu-
lar variety of indurated talc, having a greenirii-grey or leek-

green colour, with a glistening or pearly lustre. Contains silica

49*01, magnesia 30*20, alumina 6 08, protoxide of iron 11*40,

water 4*2—Variety from Sweden by Thomson.
Potstone is plentifully found at Chiavenna, in the Vaheline ;

at Como, in Lombardy ; and, generally speaking, in serpentine

countries ; in Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Greenland. Its

united properties of infusibility, suitness, and tenacity, admit of

its being readily turned on the lathe ; from time immemorial it

has been formed into vessels* in the Valais and Grisons, and Pliny

describes it as being used in like manner in his time.

NEPHRITE.
Uncleavable Nephrite Spar, Jiaid. Nephrite, Common Jade, Axe

Stone, J. Ja^ Nephritique, H.

Contains magnesia 31*00, silica 50*50, alumina 10*00, oxide of
iron 5*50, oxide of chrome 0*05, water 2*75—Kastner.

Sp. Gr. 2*9—3*0. H. = 7*0.

Nephrite occtn-s in masses of a leek-green colour, passing into

grey and greenish -white ; is translucent on the edges ; extreme-
ly tough ; fracture coarse-splintery. Per se before the blowpipe
it is infusible, but becomes white ; and with borax forms a trans-

parent glass.

• Whenee the name of Potstone.
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It occurs in the Hartz, in Corsica, in China, anJ in Egypt

;

also in New Zealand, and other islands in the Pacific, where it

is made into hatchets and instruments of war.

N£MALIT£.

Kemalite, NuttoB, Silieeoui Hydrate of Magnesia, TAmnoh,

Contains Magnesia 5 1*7
-2

Silica 12-57

Peroxide of iron 5*87

Water 29-67 Thomson*
Sp. Gr. 2-35, Scratched by the nail.

Composed of elastic fibres, easily separable, and bearing a
striking resemblance to tfie fibres of amianthus. Colour white,

with a slight shade of yellow. Opake. Becomes b^u^vn on ex-

posure to red heat, aad gives off water, is soluble witli eiier-

vescence in nitric acid, with the exception of a little silica.

This mineral was discovered by Mr Nuttall, in serpentine

eins, in New Jersey.

MARMOLITE.

3ianBolit«, NuUaU, Magnede Hydrat^e Siliceuae, Letjf,

Magnesia 46*0 41*25

SiUca 36-0 41*67

Water 15^0 13-80

Lime 2-0 0-00

Oxide of iron 0>5 1*64

Bitumen and 1 ^.^^ ^.^^^^^^ 1.3^ Lychnell.
Carbonic acid j

^

Sp. Gr. 2*41—2-47. Scratched by the knife.

This mineral occurs in grey and green translucent or opake
masses, which have a cohmmar or foliated texture. Lustre

pearly. Cleavage in two directions, parallel to the sides of an
oblique four-sided prism ; one of ihtm obtained with facility.

It decrepitates and hardens before the blowpipe, separating into

feathery-like masses, but does not fuse ; and in the matrass yields

water* With nitric acid it forms a gelatinous paste*

• Marmolite occurs associated with hydrate of magnesia in ser-

Sntine veins at Hoboken, in New Jersey ; and in the Bare

ills near Baltimore^ United States.
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PICROLITE.

PikroUtb, L.

Magnesia
Silica

Water
Protoxide of iron

CarlxHiic add

33-44

40-98

12-86

8-72
•

1*73 Lychnell.

38-80

40-04

9-08

8*28

4*70 Almroth.
H. = 3*5—4*0*

Massive or fibrous, with a radiated structure. Colour leek-

green, passing into yellow. Translucent on the edges. Streak

somewhat shining. It colours glass of borax green ; but the

colour disappears on cooling. This mineral occurs in irregular

veins at the Taberg of Smaland in Sweden, traversing beds of
magnetic iron ore, and associated with calc-spar and serpentine.

It is mentioned also from Reichenstein in Silesia. It was de-

scribed and named by Hausmann. (^ManucU,)

PICROSMINE.
Picrosmine, Ilaid. Pikrosmin, L,

According to Beudant it is a tri-silicate of magnesia combined
with a hydrate of magnesia. Magnesia 33*34, silica 54*88, prot*

oxide of mancrnnese 0-42, protoxide of iron 1-39, water 7'30—
Magnus. Sp. Gr. 2-58—2-66. H.=:2-5—3*0.

» on I contiguous..... 117° 49^

#on * over T 120° 52'

Primary form a rectangular four- sided prism. Principal
cleavage parallel to M. Colour greenish-white, sometimes dark
green; nearly opake. Lustre pearly on M; inclining to vitre-
ous on the other faces. Streak white and dull; very sectile.
Before the blowpipe it does not melt, but gives out water, be-
comes first black, then white and opake, and acquires a hardness
equal to 5-0. It is soluble in salt of phosphorus, with the excep*
tion of a silica skeleton ; and when heated with solution of co->

bait it assumes a pale red colour.
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. The only known locality of picrosmine is the iron mine of En-
gelfiburg, near F^esDitz in Bnbmniay where it is associated with
magnetic iron ore. In external appearance it resembles asbes-

tu6» but was distinguished by Haidinger, who named it picros-

mine, from m^.f, hittery and (xsfi,^^ smeU, in allusion to the bitter

and argillaceous odour which it exhales when moistened.

ZIRCON.

Zirconia

Silica

Oxide of iron

1.

I'^Taraidai Zircon, M.

Combination of zirconia and silica*

Ziramiie* HyacMh, Jargoon^ Ceylon.

690 700 660
26-5 25-0 310
0-5 Klaproth. 0-5 Klaproth. 2-0 Vauq.

Sp. Gr. 4f5—4r7. H, = 7-5.

2. S. 4w 5*

1^

Fig. I, the primary octahedron. Fig. 2, the same having its lateral

solid angles leplacc l. Fig. 3 is the same as fig. 2 ; but the replace-
ment of its angles is so considerable as to p^ive to the crystal the form ot'

a quadrangular prism terminated by four-sided jiyramids with rhombic
planes. Tig. 4 ; in this, the edges formed by the mteLnig of two pyra-
mids of the primary octahedron are also replaced* Fig. 6 diows the
solid angles formed hj. the meeting of the prism and pyramid, replaced
each by two planes.

PonPiOrP'ooF)
over the summit / "

'^^

PonP' 123 15
P on n or P' on «' 132 10
P or P' on e 118 12
Pone 163 15
P on A or F on A* 150 12

honh 147 12

h or h'on e 147 50
h on h 133 00
« on ^ 90 00
n on n' 90 00
7/ or on r 135 00
h on n ur W an n' 148 17
fi on 0, 159 35

n
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The primary form is an obtuse octahedron, with a square base,

which occurs only among the opake brown crystals ; its angles,

taken by the renective goniometer, on natural planes, are WW and 95^ W» The crystals of this substance resemble in a re«

markable degree those of the oxide of tin, which also have for

their pimary form a flat octahedron : they are doubly refrac*

tive when translucent, are harder than quartz, and theur lustre is

adamantine. Zircon is infusible, and is not acted upon by acids,

but it sometimes loses its colour on exposure to heat.

Zircon is divided into three sub-species—Hyacinth, Jargoon
and Zirconite.

1. The Hyacinth presents various sliades of red, passing into

orange- red; it is transparent or translucent; its structure is la-

mellar, yielding to cleavage parallel both to P and n of the above
figure. Its cross fracture is conchoidal, with a vitreous lustre.

Before the blowpipe alone it is infiisible, but with borax melts

into a diaphanous glass. The hyacinth is commonly found in

grains or rolled masses in the beds of rivers. It occurs in the

brook Expailly, in Auvergne ; at Ohlapian in Transylvania ; near
Billin in Bohemia ; and in the alluvial deposits of Ceylon ; occa-

sionally also imbedded in volcanic tuff inAuvergne; attheLaach-
ersee near Bonn ; and at Vesuvius.

2. The Jargoon occurs in small transparent or translucent pris-

matic crystals (fig. 3), of a grey, yellow, or brown colour, having

frequently a smoky tinge. It is iound in tlie sands of certain

rivers in Ceylon, with spinel, sapphire, and iron sand.

3. The Zirconite'' occurs in reddish-brown and nearly opakc

prismatic crystals (figs. 4> and 5). Of these, magnificent specimens
occasionally as large as a walnut are found at Miask in Siberia ; at

Bunkum in South Carolina ; at Kitiksut in Greenland $ and in

the zircon syenite of Frederickswam in Norway. In smaller crys-

tals it is found in several granite and gneiss rocks, as at the Sau-

alp in Carinthia ; in New York county ; at Scalpay in the Isle of
Harris; and elsewhere.

The varieties of zircon are cut and polished by the lapidary,

but in general arc not greatly esteemed: the hyacinth often ex-
hibits a brilliaut colour when set as a gem, but it w^nts dimen-
sions.

* Zirconite, firom its containing the earth Zirconia.
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OSTRANITE.*

Spw Gr. 4*32-^4. H. between 4*0 and 6*0.

Four-sided prism surmounted by a finir^sided pyramid.

This mineral bears considerable resemblance to zircon, both in

Ibnn and appearance ; its angle however differs. Its colour is

dove*brown ; lustre vttreotis ; streak inclining to pale grey ; very
brittle. It does not fuse before the blowpipe> but its colour be*
comes paler ; with borax it melts, thougn with difficulty, into a
transparent glass. Insoluble in nitric acid.

Locality—Norway^ and supposed to belong to the zircon syenite

of Frederickswiiro* It is a very rare mineraU

Combination of glucina, silica, and alumina* Glucina 21*78,

silica 43*22, alumina 30-56, oxide of iron 2*22, and oxide of

tin 0*70—>Berzeiiu8«
Sp. Gr.S'06. H.s7*5.

It occurs In crystals which, when held in one direction, may
be termed prismatic ; the prism sometimes appearing rectangu-
lar, sometimes rhombic, and variously modified and terminated.

The principal cleavage is highly perfect, and easily obtained,t

parallel to the plane P of the following figures : it cleaves also

parallel to M and T ; whicli, tnn:ethcr with the measurements,
and the nature of the modilying [)lanes, prove the primary form

to be a right oblique<angled prism. The planes P and T, and

* Ostranite, named by Breithaupt, from the goddess Ostnu

t Euclase, from the Greek, ngnifyiog easily broken ; in allusion to

this circumstance.

EUCLASE.

Prismatic Entrald, M. Eudaae, H.
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the intermediate planes (which at first sight appear only as

striae), are those of the apparent prisms of the crystals, which
usually are attached to the matrix at M, or the opposite plane.

It is either colourless and nearly transparent, light green of va-

rious shades^ or bluish-green ; fracture conchotdaU with a splen-

dent vitreous lustre. Very fragile ; possesses double refraction^

and becomes electric by friction or pressure^ a property which
it retains for many hours. Before the blowpipe it becomes opake,

and then melts on the edges into a white enamel ; with borax it

fuses slowly into a transparent colourless glass. Not affected

by acids.

Primary.

P on M or T 00° 00'

MonT 130 62

T on ft 1 98 AO
b 2 100 10

Pen cl 124 30

d 124 24

c 1 1«2 28
. e2
. c3.
c 4.

. c 6.

. e6,
, c7.
, c 8,

, c 9.

c 10.

ell.

.ISl

.120

116

.112

.111

.109

.108

.107

.106

.105

30
10
05
50
60
40
46
20
22
14

P on c 12 103' 38'

c 13..........a00 60
h 1 i.....l23 10

2 108 24

b 1 130 10

b 2 112 60
b 8 189 18

blonb 2 165 18
ft 2 on 6 2' 143 32
b 1 on b 2 162 20
b 2 on b 3 169 45
b 2on ft 1 •••••••148 20
dond 105 20
e I on d 140 00

b 1 148 10

ft 1 115 20

The above figures represent the planes of sonne crystals in the

possession of H. J. Brooke, from which Mr Phillips obtained the

accompanying measurements by the reflective goniometer.

Ettdase was first found in Peru, in small quantity ; and has

since been brought from Capao, in the mining district of Villa

Ricca in the Brazils. Its matrix is described as chlorltic slate,

resting on sandstone* but it is principally known in isolated crys-

tals.
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' BERYL* EMERALD.

EdkrBefjlyW. £merau(le, ri. Heril Aigue-marlne, Bt. Aquainaritte.

RhoDibobedral Emerald, M>

Combination of gludna^ silica^ and alumina*

BmenUt Peru.
Beryl,

Siberia. Broddbo*

Glucina 12-50 1300 I5*o0 1313
Silica (iS-50 64-50 66-45 68 35
Alumina 15-75 1600 16-75 17-60

Oxide ofchrome 0*30 S-25 0-00 ooo
Oxide of iron 100 0-00 0*60 0-72

Lime 0-25 1-60 000 0*00

Klaprotb. Vauquelin. Klaprotli. Berzeliu8«

Beraeliiis noticed also a small portion of oxide of tantalum.

Sp. Gr. 2-76 to 2-73. H. =: 7-5—8 0.

The only important difference between emerald and beryl is in

their colours ;
which, since they present an iinintcrriiptGd series,

is altogether insufficient for a division of the present species. The
emerald is emerald-green, it derives from a small propor-
tion of chrome ; all the varieties ot utlitr colours, tinged more or
less yellow and blue, ur altogether colourless, are beryl. Com-
mon ibrni the hexahcclral prism, which sometimes is deeply stri-

ated longitudinali) , and tei minated by a six-sided pyramid, whose
summit is replaced ; or the terminal edges and angles of the
prisms are replaced by small planes. Readily yields to cleavage

parallel to all the planes of its primary form, the hexahedral prism.

Transparent, translucent, or opake. Lustre vitreous. Fracture
conchoidal and uneven. Transparent varieties become clouded
before the blowpipe^ and on increasing the heat, assume the ap*
pearance of mother-of-pearl ; with borax it fuses into a transpa-

rent colourless glass.

P on MM or M 90" 00'

M on M 120 00
P on a 13e 14

c 2 150 10
c 1 on 1 179 40
M QTid IdO 00

Tliis species occurs principally in veins traversing granite, in

implanted crystals, associated with i'elspar» topaz, tin-ore, &c.;

• Called IJerjllos by the Greeks. Aquamarine from the Latin, #*a-
uaicT^ in relation to its colour.
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likewise in fractured crystals and rolled masses in secondary de-

positories. The most splendid crystals of emerald occur in a vein

of magnetian llme8tone> which traverses a honiblende rock at

Muso> near Santa Fe de Bogota in Granada ; some of these have
been found exceeding two inches in length and breadth. Less
distinct varieties occur at Mount Zalora in Upper Egypt» the
only locality of emerald with which the ancients are believed to

have been acquainted ; at Cangarjum, in the district of Coimbe-
toor, in Hindustan ; and imbedded in mica slate in the Heubach
valley, Pinzgau district, Saltzburg. Such varieties of beryl as

are clear, transparent and exhibit brilliant shades of sky-blue, or

nioiintain-green, are denominated by lapidaries aqua-7nariney or

precious beryl. They are principally from the Brazils, and fre-

quently occur in considerable masses. Of the common beryl,

large hexagonal pale-green coloured translucent prisms are met
with in the granitic district of Nertschinsk, and in the Uralian

and Altai ranges of Siberia ; they have been found exce^ing a
foot in lengthy and, when divested of their matrix, appear deeply

striated longitudinidly. The most remarkable, however, in pomt
of size are uiose from Acworth in New Hampshire, whidi are de-
scribed as weighing from two to three hunared pounds, and as
measuring four feet in length. A coarse nearly opake variety

occurs, both crystallized and in large masses, near Limoges in

France ; and imbedded in granite at Finbo ond Broddbo, near

Fahlun in Sweden ; and others at Bodenmais and Rabenstein in

Bavaria. Beautitul crystals occasionally two or tliree inches in

length, and having a peculiar pale blue colour, occur in granite,

associated with topaz, felspar, black quartz^ and mica, at the

Mourne Mountains, County Down.

GADOLINITE.*

Prismatic Gadolinite, M.

Combination of y ttria, silica, glucina, and the oxides of cerium
and iron.

Karafvet. Broddbo. Ytterby.

Yttria 45-00 4500 36-54 55*5

Glucina 0-00 11-60 5-90 4r5

Protoxide of cerium 19-92 4-33 M-:ll 00
Protoxide of iron 11-43 13-59 14-41 16-5

Silica 25-80 24-33 0-45 23-0

Berzelius. Thomson. Connell. Ekeberg.
Sp. Gr. 4-2 to 4-3. H. = 6-5—7 0.

* After Gadolin, its discoverer.
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In imperfect oblique rhombic prisms. Colour iron-black, and
dull externally, internally black and shining ; its primary tbrm
appears to be an oblique rliombic prism. Translucent on the

edges, or opake. Cleavage imperfect. Fracture conchoidal.

Before the blowpipe the Karafvet varietj decrepitatea» and fuaea,

when strongly heated, into an opake pearl-grey or reddish glait;

that from Ytterby incandesces and loses its colour, but does
not Aise. With borax they all melt readily into a globule^ more
or less tinged with iron, u heated nitric acid it loses its colour

and geiatinizen

Primary.

Mon M' ll.vo'

P on A 88 0

M' on <'... ]^^^

on y... f
6 on ^ 120 0
eoaef 120 o
( an «, or 1

V on ...... f
130 0

The above figure represeuts a crystal in the possession of Blr Brooke.

Its principal localities are the quarries of Karaf^et and Finbo,

near Fahlun in Sweden. ' .Both there, and at Ytterby near
Stockholm, it occurs indistinctly crystalliaedy and in amorphous
masses, which are often encircled with a yellow crust, and are
imbedded in coarse-grained granite. It has likevrise been no-

ticed at Disko in Greenland, and imbedded in granite in Ceylon.

THORITE.

Thorina 57*91, lime ftSS, made of iron 9*40, oxide of man-
ganese 2*39, oxide of uranium 1*58^ oxide of lead 0*80, silica

18*98^ water 9-50, with minute proportions of magnesia, potash,

soda, and a1uminft^-Berzelius. Sp. Gr. 4*63—4^*8. Not scratched
by the knife.

Massive and compact. Colour black. Streak dark-brown-

Fracture vitreous, like that of gadolinite. Before the blowpipe

it gives off water, and becomes yellow, but does not fuse ; in a
glass tube it exhibits traces of fluoric acid ; with borax it forms

a glass coloured by iron; and in salt of phosphorus fuses, with

the exception of its silica.

This species was discovered by M. Esmark, in syenite, near

Brevig in Norway.
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The minerals included under this term generally consisf, pri-

marily, of earths in various proportions; they include also some
portion of one or more oi' the alkalies, giving them a very

important chemical distinction. Many of them contain iron,

and some of them manganese; which in most, if not in all

cases, may be considered as accessory rather tlian as essen>

tial ingredients.

MICA.*

Glimmer, W. Mica, H.

Recent optical investigations have pointed out to mineralo-

gists the necessity of separating the varieties of mica which
possess only one axis of double refraction, from those which
present a double system of rings when viewed through the me*
dium of polarised light.

Rhombohedral Talc Mica, M. Mica, A. Mica Rhomboed-
riquc, on Mono- Axial, Nccker. Exhibits one axis of double re-

fraction ;—a lamina placed betw^een two polarising tourmalines

presents only one system of coloured rings, traversed b\ a black

cross. Occurs in regular six-sided prisms, which cleave with

extreme facility In one direction, viz. perpendicular to their

axis. Colour generally dark green or brown ; varying between
transparent and opake. Lustre pearly, often inclining to me-
tallic on the terminal faces of the prism ; streak white or grey

;

thin laminae are flexible and very elastic

The varieties of this species differ also from the fbUowing'in
composition. They generally contain several per cent, of ma^«
nesia, and afford no indications of the presence either of fluoric

acidy boracic acid, or lithia, which many of the following do*

* Mies, In allusion to its property of shining.
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Potash
Silica^

Alumina
Magnesia
0\lde of manganese
Oxide of iron

Miack\ Siberia.

lOO
42*5

U-5
9*0

20

Siberia.

7-55

42*50
16-05

25-07
0-00

22^Klaproth. 4*93-.Rose.
. Before the blowpipe it sometimes fuses into a S€Oria» but gc
nerally only becomes white and opake.

To this species belong the dark-coloured micas from Siberia

;

the deep-brown, transparent, and perfectly formed six-sided

prisms, which occur in tlie ejected debris of Vesuvius ; and the

black hexagonal prisms from the basalts of the Rhine and the

trachytes of Hungary. Its abundance in nature, however, bears

no prupurtion to the univer&al diffusion oi the following.

Hemi-prismatic Talc Mica, M. Talc Mica» A. Mica Pris-

mati^ue ou Dt-Axial, Neeker. Exhibits two axes of double re-

fraction ;—a lamina placed between two polarising tounnalinea

presents two systems ofcoloured rings, each traverwd by a single

black bandi Occurs in oblique rhombic prisms of 60^ and 120^,

which are easily divisible parallel to their terminal plane (P of

the following figures).

fynn.

M'on M. 60*00"

V on M' 98 40
M 81 20

/1 135 16

/2 m 45
a 114 80

The dark-coloured varieties^ which contain most iron, fre*

quently act on the magnet. Before the blowpipe it loses its

transparency, but does not fuse, except when lithia is in combin-
ation, in which case it melts with facility, and at the moment
of fusion tinges the Hame of a delicate red hue.

PoniS 94*90"—^ a 92 65
k 90 00
I 100 20
gl 107 8— g2 as 2

Zlnnw«ld« Kimito.

Potash 14-50 4-90 9-22

Silica 47*00 46-23 46-36

Alumina 2000 1414 36-80

Oxide of iron 15-50 17-97 4-5;3

Oxide of manganese 1-75 4-57 0-00

Fluoric acid and water 0-00 3-73 1-81

Lltliid 0-00 4-21 0-00

Klaproth. Gmelin. Rose*
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This species is an essential ingredient of many rocks, espe-

cially the oldest primitive, as granite, gneiss, mica-slate, &c.

;

and is often found filling up their fissures, or crystallized in the

cavities of the veins wMdk traverse Uiod. It also occurs in

sandstones and in schistes. The best-known loadities of this

mica are Siberia and America, St Gothard in Svritzerkndy Par-
gas in Finland, Arendal in Norway, Finbo and Broddbo in Swe-
den, Zinnwald in Bohemia, Hdrlberg in Bavaria, Aberdeenshire,

' and Cornwall.

According to Haiiy, Muscovy glass, which occurs in plates of
a yard or more in diameter, in veins of granite and micaceous
schiste, in some parts of Russia, may be divided into laminar no

thicker than -rcunroo^^^ P^^^ inch. It is used for enclosing

objects for tlie solar microscope, and instead of glass in the Rus-
sian ships of war, as less liable to be broken by the concussion

of the air during the discharge of heavy artillery: an inlerior

kind, which is found in Pennsylvania, is used there instead uf

window-glass.
*

RUBELLANE.

Contains potash and soda 10, silica 45, alumina 10, oxide of
iron 20, lime 10, volatile matter 5—Klaprnth. Sp. Gr. 2*5—2-7.

H. rather below 3*0. In thin lamina:' ot a reddish-brow n colour,

which are not flexible, l .xtbiiates in the flame of a taper.

It occurs with mica and angite at Schima in the Mittelge-

birge, Boliemia ; and is considered by some mineralogists to be
a uiica altered by heat.

MARGARITE*
lihombohedral Pearl Mica, M. Rhomboidal Pearl Mica, J. Ferl-

Gllmmer, L.

Contains silica 37*00, alumina 40-50, oxide of iron 4*50, lime

8*96, soda 1-24, water 1-00—according to Dumenil ; making a
loss of ii'Si), and rendering a new aiial} sis desirable.

S^. Gr. S-O-^S-l. H. = 3-5—4-5.
It occurs in thin cirstalline laminae, whidi intersect each other

in every direeitoa/ Colour pale pearl-grey passing into reddish-

and yeUowisli-wkite ; translucent ; lustre pearly on the terminal

faces, vitreous on the others ; streak colourless ; deavage highly

perfect parallel to the base of a six-sided prism.

Pearl mica is distinguished from the foregoing species by its

superior hardness and specific gravity. It is peculiar to primi-

tive rocks, being mixed with and engaged in foliated chlorite at

Sterzing in tlie Tyrol.

* Margarite, from its peculiar pearly lustre.
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LEUCITE*

JLeuzit, W. Amphigeoe, H. Trapezoidal Koupbone Spar» M.

Combinatioii of potash* 8ilicB» and alumiiuu
Vesuvius* Vesuvius.

Potash 21*35 21*15

S51ica 53-75 5610
Alumina 24*63—Klaproth. 23*10—ArfwredsoD.

Sp. Gr. 2*48—2-5. H . = 5-5—G-0.

Leiicite occurs in crystals whose [)laiR's are twenty-lour equal

and siiiiilar trapeziums, apparently with joints parallel to the

rhombic dodecahedron and the cube ; the latter of" which, being

the most simple of the two, lias been adopted as the primary form.

Leucite is generally of a dirty-white or grey colour, seldom red-

^flh-wfaite, and Is oocasiondly somewhat tranducent ; its fracture

is, imfwrfectly conchoidal* with a yitreous lustre* Under the
blowpipe per «e it is infusible^ even in powder ; with borax, fuses

slowly into a diaphanous glass ; and, with socl% efovesoes and
ibrms a transparent blebby glass.

13r48' IG H.

U6 26 S3.

The manner in which this crystal is derived firom the cube will be sp*
parent on consulting the ciystaiiine ibrms of Analcime*

In the vicinity of Rome, at Borghetto some miles to the north,

and at Albano and Frescati to the south, some of the older lavas

are so thickly studded with this mineral as to appear almost en-

tirely composed of it. Around Vesuvius it occurs in large w elU

pronounced crystals of the above form; and near Andernacli on
the Khine it is equally abundant, though in less remarkable indi-

viduals.

Tills mineral is peculiar in the history of chemical discovery,

from being the first in which Klaproth observed the presence of

potash*

* Leucite signifies a white substance : Amphig^ne, ofa double origin, in

allusioD to its being found both in the earlier roos and in volcsnicmatter*

b2
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NACRITE.

Erdiger Talc, W, Tale Gnnuleux, H. Nacrite, Bt J. Sealj Talc, H«

This mineral is composed of 17-.) potash, 50 silica, 26 alu-

mina, 1*5 lime, 5 oxide of iron, and a small portion of muriatic

acid—Vauquelin. Occurs in minute aggregated scales, of a

silvery-white or greenish colour, and presenting a glimmering

pearly lustre ; the mass is Iriablc, very unctuous to the touch,

light, adheres to the fingers, and gives out an argillaceous odour
when breathed on. It differs from lepidolite and chlorite prin-

cipally in respect of colour, and by its analysis appears to be al«

lied to mica.

It forms small masses* in the cavities of primitive rocks, and
in the interstices of crystallized quartz ; and occurs in Piedmont;

near Freyberg in Saxony ; and near Meronitz in Bohemia*

ANDALUSITE.*

Andalusit, W. Teldspath Apyre> ^. Prismatic Andalusite, M.

Combinatbn of alumina and silica, with limei potash, and the

oxides ofiron and manganese.

Potash
Herzogau. Spain. Tyrol.

00 8-0 200
Alumina 60-5 52-0 55-75

Silica 36-5 S8-0 34-00

Oxide of iron 4-0 2-0 3-37

Lime 0-0 00 212
Oxide of manganese 0-0 Bucholz. 0-0 Vauq. 3*62 Brandes.

Sp. Gr. 316. H.= 7-5.

It occurs massive, and in slightly rhombic prisms ; it has a latnel-

lar structure, with joints parcel to the sides of a rhombic prism,

measuring by the reflective goniometer SdP 40'and 9P Won the
cleavage planes. It has a grey or reddish colour, sometimes purp-
lish-red, and is translucent on the edges or opake. It is infusible

before the blowpipe alone ; with borax fuses with extreme diffi*

culty, and only when reduced to powder, into a transparent colour-

less glass. Not affected by acids.

In the Linsenz valley above Inspruck in the Tyrol, where it

occurs in very large crystals, thh species is accompanied with

another which presents the same form, and has hence been taken
for grey andaiusite. The crystals of this substance are however
certainly pseudomorphous, their hardness amounting only to 5*0,

while their specific gravity exceeds 3*6.

* Andilunte, from Andsiuna In Spam, where it wis flrst found.
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M on M 0V 20

P on M or M' ... 9a*00>— e 140 00

e OB tf.. 14ft 00

135 00

Andalusite belongs to primitive countries. It was first found
in Andalusia in Spain ; ana latterly also near Braunsdorf in Saxony |

at Guldenstein in Moravia ; in Bavaria ; at Forez in France ; at
Westford in the United States ; at Botrifney in Banffshire im-
bedded in gneiss ; and in mica-slate at Killiney, County Dtiblin.

The ciiiastolite or made is by some mineralogists united with this

species.

BUCHOLZITE.*

rarities.

Combination of alumina and silica.

TjTToL America.
Potash 1-5 0-00

Alumina 500 52-92

Silica 46-0 46-40

Oxide of iron 2*5—Brandos. traces^Thomsoq.

Sp. Gr. 3*19. H. about 6*0.

This mineial is amorphous, spotted white and black, with a
glistening lustre, which is waxy, pearly, or vitreous ; separating

into fibres, especially in the black part, but in the white and
grey the texture is often with difficulty perceivable. The cross

fracture is occasionally conchoidal. A tendency to a lamellar

structure is said to have been observed, the cleavage indicating

some analogy with that of felspar. The fragments are mostly
wedge-shaped and sharp, and when thin are slightly translucent.

It scratches glass, but is scratclied by quartz.

It was only known from Fassa-thal in the Tyrol, where it was
noticed by its analyst Dr Brandes, until Dr Thomson published

his description of the American variety from Chester on the

Delaware.

* So named in honour of Bucholz the chemist.
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PHILLIPSITE.

Lime^Htrmotome, ComteU. Staurotjrpous Kouphone Spar, M.

Contains potash 7*50, silica 48 02, alumina 22*6 1, lime 6*66,

water 16'75-—Variety Worn Marburg, by Gmelin,

Sp. Gi. 2 0—2-2. H. = 4 5.

Has been observed only in macles of the following form.

c OD c 177* 28*

In white translucent or opake crystals, having much the as-

pect of Harmotome ; cleavage imperfect. It occurs with gmelin-

ite in the island Magee, County Antrim, in minute flesh-red

coloured crystals, coating cavities of amygdaloid ; in large trans-

lucent crystals in the same clLscription oT rock, at the Giant's

Causeway in Ireland; forming groups or sheaf-shaped aggrega-

tions at Capo di Bove near Rome \ at Ad Reale on the eastern

coast of Sicily ; at Marburg in Heasia ; at Lowenstein in Silesia %

and among the lavas of Vesuvius. {ManuaV)

APOPHYLUTE.*

Fishaugenstein, Aibin, W. Apophyilite, H. Ichthyophlhaimite,
Pynunidal Kmiphone Spar, M.

Combination of potash, silica, lime, and water.

Uton. Faroe.
Karasrat in

Grtenlind.
OxahverUCt
loeland.

Potash 5-S7 5^14 531 4-18

Silica 52-90 52*88 59-86 51-86 50-76

Lime 25-20 24-98 25-20 25-22 2239
Water 16-00 16-20 1604 16-90 17-86

Flaoric acid 00-82 0-00 0-00 0-00 traces.

Berzelius. Strom cycr. Turner*

Sp. Gr. 2*3—2-5. 5-0.

* ApopbjrlUte, probablj from its exfoUsting befbre the blowpipe.
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Apophyllite occurs in square prisms whose solid angles are

sometimes replaced by triangular planes, which by a deeper re*

{)Iacement assume the form of rhombic planes; the structure is

amellar ; cleavage highly perfect parallel to ail the planes of
its primarir form, but most leadily perpendicular to its axis

;

fracture uneven. Colour white or greyish, sometimM with a
green or reddish tinge ; transparent, translucenty or opUce ; the
lateral planes of the prism have a shining lustre ; the terminal
are pearly. It becomes feebly electric by friction. It exfoliates

before the blowpipe, intumesces, and ultimately fuses into a
white blebby glass ; with borax it melt*? readily into a transpa-

rent globule ; in nitric acid it separates into fiakcs, and when re-

duced to powder becomes gelatinous and translucent.

P on M or M^...........90*00'

M on M' 90 00
P on a or a'...............120 5
M on a\

or y 188 20

• m^, 104 18,

The most splendid crystallized varieties of apophyllite occur

coating the cavities of amygdaloid, associated with calcedony,

stilbite, chabasio, &c. in Greenland, Iceland, the Faroe Islands,

and at Poonali in Hindustan. The peculiar pearly lustre oi' the

crystals is one of the most decided characters of the species,

and has obtained for it the denomination of Ichthyophthalmite»

otfiik-^ stone, from the Greek. At Andreasbeig. it is found
in silver veins traversing grauwacke-slate; in the Auinat associ*

ated with wollastonite ; and at Oberstein occupying the cavities

of agate balls. Foliated apophyllite occurs in the iron mine of
Uton in Sweden, and along with analcime in trap at the Seisser

Alp, Tyrol; at the former almost transparent, at the latter white

and opake. The variety termed oxahverite by Bicwster, from
the Oxahver springs in Iceland, is of a pale-green colour, indis-

tinctly crystallized, somewhat translucent, and disposed on fossi-

lieed wood. Werner's alhin rarely presents the terminal faces P
;

it is white and opake, and occurs associated with natrolite, near
Aussig in Bohemia.
The T€iMM§$ of Brewster is that variety partimdarly accom-

panying diabasie and mesole, from Nalaoe in the Faroe Islands,

which exhibits, upon optical examination, a mosaic-like ortessel-

ated structure.
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DYSCLASim

ComulL

Contains Potash 0-23

Soda 0*44

Silica 57G9
Lime 26*83

Water 14*71

Oxide of iron 0-32

Oxide ofmanganese 0*22—ConnelL
Sp.Gr. 2*362. H. = 4*0—5*0.

Occurs in white masses which have an opalescent appearance*

and exhibit considerable translucency. Lustre glistening and
vitreous. Its texture is imperfectly fibrous, but the fibres in

some places diverge with considerahln regularity, exhibiting an
a{)proach to crystalline structure. It is remarkably tough, and
diriicultly frangible, so as to rccjuirc much time and labour to

separate a mass into smaller fragments,—from which property its

name has been derived, it gives olF water at a red heat, and
before the blowpipe is per se fusible only on the edges, and
without Intameacence ; In soda it yields with effervescence a
semi-transparent glass ; with borax, and salt of phosphorus, it

presents colourless glasses ; and with nitrate of cobalt exhibits

no re-action of alumma. When reduced to powder it gelatinizes

readily with muriatic acid.

This mineral is found in the Faroe Islands, and was supposed
to be a variety of mesotype until distinguished, analysed, and
described as above by Mr Connell.

Dysclasite appears to bear considerable analogy with okenite|

page 48.

H£RSCH£LLIT£.

Contains potash, silica, and alumina.— WoUasUm*
Sp. Gr. 211. H. = 4v>.

Occurs in six-sided prisms, whose lateral ficcs are streaked

horizontally. Colour white. Translucent or opake. Fracture

conchoidal. Cleavage easily obtained parallel to the base of the

prism*

Herschellite occurs associated with Fhillipsite In the cavities

of trap, at Aci Reale, near Catania in Sicily. The Individuals are
sometimes isolated, but generally very closely aggregated, in a
manner analogous to that which prehnite frequently presents.
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HAUYNE.*

Uaujn, Kartten, Latialite, H.

Combination oi potash or soda^ silica, aluiuiua^ liaie, and auU
phuric acid.

Marino. Ldreof Laach*

PoU«h 15*45 000
Soda 0-00

Silica 35-48 3700
Alumina 18-87 27-50

Lime 32-uO S'U
Oxide of iron 1-1(5 115
Sulphuric acid 1239 11-56

Water 1-20-Gmelin. 1*50—Bergemann.
Sp. dr. 268—3-0.

Tiie Ilaiiyne is usually found in grains and niassive, but it

has been observed in extremely brilliant crystals, in the form of

the rhombic dodecahedron* When this mineral is oj^ake, it is

of an indigo-blue cdour; when translucenty blue orbluish-grcen;

is somewhat harder than quartz^ and very brittle i fracture con-
choidal> and considerably splendent* Before the blowpipe on
charcoal it loses its colour, and fbses slowly into an opake mass

;

with borax it forms a diaphanous glass, which becomes yellow

on cooling, with salt of phosphorus is decomposed with etter-

vescence, leaves a silica skeleton, and becomes opaline on cool-

ing. Is reducible into a white transparent jelly in heated acid*

p' \

p
P on F or P on P"

^

or F on F'- J

120* <MK

It occurs either disposed in the cavities of volcanic debris, as

at Vesuvius, and in the neighbourhood of Rome ; or imbedded in

lava or pumice, as near Andemach, on the Rhine.

Hauj ne is distijjffuished tioui lazulite by its vitreous lustre,

a character which Wt latter does not possess*

* Haijjne, in honour of the late celebrated French minendogist

Hauy.
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WEISSITE.*

Contains potash 4-10, soda 0-68, silica 53-69, alumina 21-78,
magnesia 8*99, protoxide of iron 1*43, protoxide of manganese
O-eS, oxide of zinc 0-30, water with traces of ammonia 3'20
Wachtmdster. Sp. Gr. 2-80. Scratches glass.

In oblique rhombic prisms, ofan ash-grey or brownish colour

;

translucent ; and presenting only feeble traces ofdmrs^e. Lustre
pearly or waxy ; fracture even or coarse granular. BdTore Uie
blowpipe, in the matras8» it becomes brown, and yields water
slightly adduloiu ; on charcoal it whitens, fuses on the hedges,
and becomes surrounded with an areola of zinc fumes ; with borax
it is slo%dy soluble into a colourless glass ; also with salt of phos-

'

phorus, leaving a silica skeleton ; with soda it melts into an opake
scoria, and on platina foil exhibits the green colour indicative of
manganese.

Its locality is the copper mine of Eric Matts at iahlun ia
Swedcii, where it occurs in chloritic talc*

PEAELSTONE.

PerlsteiD,W. Lave Vitretise Perl^, W.

Contains potash 4-50, silica 75-25, alumina 1% lime 4*5, oxide
of iron 1'6, and water 4*5—from Hungary.

Sp. Gr. 2-34.

Pearlstone occurs in large coarse angular masses composed
of smaller round concretions, which consist of very thin la-
mellae. Surface smooth and shining, with a lustre resemblmK
that of pearl.t Colour grey, brown, red, or blackish ; is fragile

:

translucent on the edges, and scarcely hard enough to scratch
glass. It almost always gives out an argillaceous odom: when

gl'Ts
" * ^^"^^^ blowpipe melts into a whitish frothy

At Tokay and elsewhere in Hungary, it is found endosbir
round masses of black vitreous obsidian, and is intermixed with
the debris of granite, gneiss, and porphyry, and alternating in
beds with tlie latter. It also occurs at Cap de Gat in Spain, of
a green or bluish colour ; in Iceland, &c.

• In comphment to Professor Weiss of Berlin,
t Whence Pearlstone.
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GIESECKITE.*
^tmnnAit n - -

Combination of |K)tash, silica, and alumina, -w ith admixtures of

magnesia and the oxides of iron and manganese.

Sp. Gr. 2-78 to 2*85.

Aat^ym by Stromever, potaih 6-2; sQica 46*27, alumina
83*82, magneBia 1*2, oxide of iron 3*35^ oxide ofmanganese 1*15,

water 4r8. This mineral occurs in regular six-sided prisms, ex«
temally of a brownish tinge, internally greenish and blackish-

green intermixed; it possesses no regular structiu-e, but, on the
contrary, being granular, with a waxy lustre, it has rather the ap-
pearance of a pseudomorphous steatitic mineral than of a crys-

talline substance j the crystal is opake, but small fragments are

translucent ; it yields to the kniib, atfording a wliite powder,
but scratches common glass, on which the white powder of the

mineral is left. Before the blowpipe it is extremely refractory,

fusing onl}^ on tlie edges after a long-continued exposure ; and
becoming at the same time magnetic. It^ effervesces slightly

with nitric acid.

It was brought by Sir C. Gieseckg from Akulliarasiarsuk in

Greenland, where it occurs imbedded in compact felspar*

PIxMTE.

PiBit,W* fiidte,H. MicazeUe, JTiraNm.

Combination of potash, silica, and alumina, with admixture of

soda, magnesia, and the oxides of iron and manganese.

Auvergae.

Potash 7-89

Soda 0-59

Silica 55-96

Alumina 25'4<8

Oxide of iron 6*51

Manganese 3*76—Gmelin.
Sp. Gr. 2*78—2*a H. = 2*0^2-5.

The pinite occurs in six*sided or twelve*sided prisms, of
which the lateral, and more rarely the terminal edges, are some-
times replaced, as in the following figure ; but it does not ap-

pear generally to possess any regular structure ; one crystal from

the Puy de Dome yielded to mechanical division parallel to the

* In honour of the late Sir C. Gies^k^.
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terminal planes of the six-sided prism, which is considered to be
the primary crystaL It haa a brown, blackuh-brown, or grey
colour^ IB opake, and almost devoid of lustre, being often some-
what ochreous externally. It yields to the knife easily ; and is

not affected by acids. Before the blowpipe, on charcoal, it

whitens, and fuses on the edges into a white blebby glass, but
does not melt ; the most ferruginous varieties fuse more readily

into a black glass. With borax it yields, after a continued bUst,

a transparent globule.

M on M 120° c.^.

PonMorM'... 90 ...

cl 150 ...

2 131 ...

a 120 ...

M or J\r on <l...160 ..«

It was first discovered in granite, near Schneeberg in Saxony,
in the mine called Pini, whence it was named by Werner. It

has since been found In the Puy dc Dome in France, in a de-

composed porpliyritic felspar ; at Haddam in Connecticut, in a
micaceous rock ; at Arcndal in Norway, in mica ; imbedded in

the granite of St Michael's Mount, Cornwall f and in Aberdeen-
shire.

PYRARGYLLITE.

Nordentkiold.

Contains Potash 105
Soda 1-83

Silica

Alumina 28-93

Oxide of iron 5*30

Magnesia 2-90

Water 15-47

Sp. Gr. 1^-50. H. = 3-5.

Occurs massive \ assuming, though rarely, a form analogous to

the four-sided prism with bevelled edges ; frequently traversed

by chlorite. Colour partly blacki and in that case shining;

partly bluish, and then devoid of lustre. Is entirely soluble in

nitric add. Emits an argillaceous odour when heated.*

It occurs in granite near Helsingfors in Finland.

* Named Pyrargyllite by Nordenikiold> in allusion to this property.
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FELSPAR*

Feldspath, W. H.

Combination of potash, silica, and alumina.

AduUlr'uu

Potash 140
Snica 64-0

Alumina 2(H)

Murch'wMiUc.

14-8

68-6

16-6

Lime 2*0—Vauquelin. 0*0—^PhiHpa.

Opakty tchiii

Carlsbad*

Iridescent^

Fredeiickawanu
Green^

Siberia. Lomnitz.

Potash
SiUca

11-50

64-50

Alumina 19-75

Lime a trace.

ISO
62*8

17-0

30
1-0 Vauq,

H. = 60.

12*00

66-75

17*50
1-25

0-75 Rose.

12-2

63*0

20-0

a tr3C6(

Ox. ofiron 1*75 Klap. 1-3 Klap.

Sp. Gr. 2-5 to 2*6.

Few minerals vary so much in appearance, or present more
numerous and complicated crystalline ibniis, than felspar. It

has hence been distinguished into several varieties, the traIl^iti()n

from the one to the other of which is however so giadual, tluit

in describing them these distinctions are not very easily made.
1. Adularia. Moon-stone.j Adular, W. Feldspath nacre, H.

Orthoklas, Breithaupi, This variety of felspar is semi-trans-

parent, or translucent ; it is greyish, greenisn-white, or milk-

wbite, and is frequently iridescent. It occurs both massive and
crystallized ; the forms of the crystals of Adularia, which consist

of two, three, or four individuals, placed either parallel or ob-
liquely to one another, being extremely complicated. Cleavage
highly perfect, and easily obtained parallel to P of the following

figure. Lustre vitreous, inclining to pearly on the perfect faces

ofcleavajrc. When splendent, with a pearly lustre, and exhibit-

ing, especially if cut and polished, a bluish- or greenish-white

chatoyant reflection of light, it is tunned Moon-stone, The Sim-
stone IS tile same, having exceedingly minute scales of mica in-

terspersed throughout its mass, which being disposed in parallel

position, reflect a pinchbeck-brown tint. In these, as well as in

the Norwegian Labrador (as it is called), from Frederickswarn,

• From the German Feldspath, field-spar; in allusion perhapatoitS
being found loose on the surface of some parts of the country.

-f-
Adularia, from Mount Adula, on wiiicii it is supposed first to have

been fowaA, i Moon-stone, from the brilliant light reflected by it.
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this opaleBcent appearance is only in one direction, namely,
in that which bevels the

.
edge between T and T somewhat

obliquely* The variety from this locality is a grey felspar, dis-

tinct from the species labradorite which follows, but present*

ing, like it, some very beautiful hues. Before the blowpipe upon
charcoal It becomes glassy, semi-transparent, and white, but fuses

only on the edges; with borax it dissolves slowly into a clear

globule, and is not acted upon by acids.

ft occurs in veins and cavities in granite, gneiss, clay-slate,

and limestone, with quartz, amianthus, «Src. at St Gotliard, where
crystals sometimes even a foot in thickness have occurred ; in

granite in North America ; in New York in veins of quartz, tra-

versing limestone ; in Britain in the granite of Arran ; in veins

passing through schiste at Tintagell on the northern coast of
Comirall, &c. The finest specimens of moon-stone occur im*

bedded in granite in Ceylon.
2, Common Felspar is mostly opake» or translucent only on

the edges; the lustre on the lamellar fragments is vitreous or

pearly ; the cross fracture uneven and glimmering. It presents

white, yellow, blue, green, or red colours ; and is either granu-

lar or massive, disseminated or crystallized. The crystals yield

to cleavage parahcl to tlie planes P M and T of the following

figures, affording as primary form a doubly oblique prism, which
presents in one direction four angles of 90° ; in another, four

alternately of 59° 25' and 120° 35^; in another, four alternately

of 67° 15' and 112° 45': the latter are obtained with great diffi-

culty, the former with more ease, and the natural joints are ge-

nerally visible in a direction parallel to the plane P« On cfaar«

coal it is fusible with borax into a semi-transparent glass.

M on T. 120°36'00'^

P on M...... 90 00 00
T G7 15 00
c 1 14j 20 00
e 2 129 80 00
e3. 99 41 8H.
k 1 112 5 00

M one 1 90 00 00
i 150 00 00
kl 120 30 00
A:2......150 00 00 H.
/* 116 35 00

T one 2 Ill 00 00
1 150 00 00 H.
k 60 50 00

c 1 on f 2 1C4 42 00
c 2 on c 3..... 150 45 28 H.
c 1 on h 14i> 10 00
c S on A.......162 30 00

•••••150 00 00 H.
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ComnMm fel^mr is a very generally dliFuBedmmend $ it is an es-

tential constituentofgranite and gneiss, and also frequentlyoccurs

in tiiese rocks in veins, and in micaceousand argillaiceouB schiste.

It abounds in primitive and secondary traps, and in most lavas.

The coarser kinds of felspar are also 4equently maded, pre-

senting some of the most remarkable hemitrope forma that oc-

cur in the mineral kingckmL At Carlslwd and Elbogen in Bo-
hemia, twin crystals occur, exhibiting the union of two indivi-

duals which have been turned round to the extent of 180'', and
attached to eacli other laterally. According to tlieir points of

junction, these are denominated riffhts and lefts; for in whatever
jx»siiiun one of them is placed, its faces are never parallel or ho-
mologous to those of ilic other. At Carlsbad they occur from
two to tour inches in length, the rapid decomposition of the sur-

rounding granite strewing tileMm with t&em in vast quantities*

They, as well as the varieties from Ekatherineburg in Siberia,

and Wannbronn in Silesia, are opake^ have an earthy-brown co-

lour, and are extremely coarse and rough externally. The Land's

End granite is also studded with similariy formed crystals, though
on a smaller scale ; and, what is remarkable, pseudo-crystals of
tin have been found in Cornwall assuming precisely similar

macles. Large well-defined opake crystals are brought from El*

ba, and Arendal in Norway. The twins from Baveno in Pied-

mont, and La Clayette in Auvercrne, are well known ; as are the
beautiful varieties accompanying beryl and topaz in the Moume
Mountains of Ireland. An occasionally crystallized variety of a
beautiful apple r/reen colour (Amazon-stone) is met with at the

eastern ba»e of the Ural Mountains, near the fortress of Troilzk
;

and the yellowish-grey and somewhat transparent kind, termed
MurMmniie by Levy, is found near Dawlish in Devonshire, and
in Arran* (Manual),

3. Glassy Felspar. Glassiser Feldspath, W. Occurs ge-
neralljr in crystals whidi have the appearance of being cracEed
in various directions, and are mostly imbedded. Its name ci
glassy is derived from its vitreous lustre ; it is semi-transparent
and translucent, and of a greyish or yellowish-white colour.

It occurs imbedded in trachyte in Bohemia; at Drachenfels
near Bonn on the Ivbine; in many of the tracliytic lavas of the
neighbourhood of Naples, and Hungary^ and imbedded in pitch-

stone in the Isle of Arran.
4-. Ice-spar.* Eis-spath, \V. It occurs in white transparent

or translucent flattish crystals, of which the primary form is a

right oblique-angled prism, differing but little in its proportions

• Ice-spar, from its possesaing a considerable resemblance to ice, both
eitenislly mi Ua biittfeoM
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from a ripht rhombic prism. It yields to cleavage parallel to

ftU the primary planes—with difficulty parallel to T, more easily

to P and M of the following figures* It possesses a shining

1iistre» and is very brittle. According to Berzelius, under the
blowpipe on charcoal it becomes vitreous, semi>transparent, and
white» and fuses with difficulty on the edge into a blebby semi-

transparent glass ; with borax: into a diaphanous glass.

P onMorT W^W
M on T 129 40

0. 127 45
T on a 128 15

P on a 318 3

P on M 126 25

Poo 52 A99I^W—— c 134 38
dl 116 35

M on /• 150 00
i on 02 11 2' 20
M on (2 over/....110 49

It occurs at Mont Somma near Naples with nepheline^ micay
mcionite, and hornblende.

a. Decomposed Felspar, Porcelain-Clay. Porcellan-

erde, W* Feldspath decompose, H. Porcelain- Clay, Kirtoan,

Sp. Gr« 2*216. It is commonly yellowish-, sometimes reddish*

white ; occurs massive, and disseminated in certain rocks; and is

composed of small particles which possess bat slight coherence.

It adheres to the tongue, and is soft and meagre to the touch.

It often includes crystals of felspar* of cp&xiz^ and of mica, and
is evidently derived from the decomposition ofgranitic rocks. Is

infusible. A variety Trom Aue in Saxony yielded silica 52*0,

alumina 37*0, and iron 6-33. The Saxon porcelain is made of clay

from a bed in granite near Meissen ; the Austrian from clay

dug near Passau ; that of Copenhagen from the produce ot

Bornholm, an island in the 15altic. The porcelain-clay of Cliina

is called Kaolin, In Britain, a large tract of this clay, which
includes crystals of felspar, quartz, and mica, exists near St

Austle in Cornwall, on uie south side of the granite range it

supplies the porcelain manufactories of Worcester*

LATROBim
Latrobite, Brooke and Gmelin. Diploite, BreWtaupU

Occurs in crystalline masses, and in oblique rhombic prisms of
about 931^ d(Kand 86<> 3(K Colour pale rose-red; and opeke.
Lustre vitreous. Cleavage in three directions, intersecting each
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otlier at angles of 98° S(H, 91°, and 93° m. Two analyses by
Gmelin yielded

Potash 6-58 6-57

Silica U'65 41-78

Alumina 36-81 32-83

Lime 8-29 9-79

Oxide ofmanganese 8*16 S^B
Water 2-04 2-04

and a little magnesia.

Before the blowpipe, in the platina forceps, it fuses, intumescea

into a white enamel, and with borax yields a globule which is pale

amethyst-red in the oxidating flame, and colourless in the reducing

one. With salt of phosphorus it fuses into a dear glass^ contain-

ing a skeleton of ?ilica.

Its only known locality is Amitok Island, near the coast of La-
brador, whence it was brought by the Rev. C. J. Latrobe, who
found it associated with felspar, mica, and calcareous spar.

AGALMATOLITE.
BildstejO) Tak Gzaphique» H. Steatite Ptigodite, Bt.

China.

Contains Potash 7-0 0-00

Silica o&O 54*50

Alumina 29K) 84*00

Lime 2*0 &2S
Oxide of iron 1<0 0*75

Water d*0—Vauq. 4rOO--£laproth.

Sp. Gr. 2*8**2*85. Soft.

It occurs massive, and sometimes presents an imperfectly slaty

structure ; general colour greenish, or yellowish-green, with veins
of blue or browm ; rarely also pink or mottled ; translucent on the
edges, unctuous to tlic touch, and generally yields to the pressure

of the nail. Before tlic blowpipe on charcoal it whitens, and pre-

sents some slight marks of fusion ; and with borax affords a co-

lourless glass. It is partly soluble in sulphuric acid, leaving a si-

liceous residue.

Brongniart has given it the name of steatite pagodite, from its

being always brought from China in the form of little grote6(^ue

figures* and chimney ornaments, hut its diffierent analyses distin-

guish it sufficiently from steatite, which always contains mag-
nesia, but no potash. The agalmatolite is also found at Nagyag in

Transylvania; in Norway; and at Glyder Bach, Caernarvonshire.

* Whence also the name Agalmatolite, from the Greek*
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CHLORITE.

Prismatic Talc Mica, M. Chlorite, W. Tale, H.

Sp. Gr. 2^—2*8. H.=:l-a-.l-5.

Crystallized chlorite occurs in flat six-sided prisms. Colour

various shades of green,* passing from dark-green into apple-green

and greenish-grey ; also pure white and yellowish. Semi-trans-

parent, translucent, presenting different colours in different di-

rections* Lustre pearly on the terminal planes, parallel towhidi
the deavage is highly perfect Yields to the nul, and when in

powder, is unctuous to the touch. Streak corresponding to the

colour, generally white or green. Thin laminae are easily flexi-

ble, but not elastic ; a character which serves to distinguish this

mineral from mica, which is very elastic Three varieties of this

species, the foliated talc, slaty chlorite, and green*eartb» have
yielded the foliowinit results

:

Silica

Magnesia
Oxide of iron

Alumina
Water
Potash

Lime 0*0 Vauq. 1*5 Gruner* 0*0 Vauq.
presenting considerable discrepancy in their chemical composi-

tion. Bmre the blowpipe some varieties lose their colour, and
are difficultly fusible ; others (the green-earth in particular) are

changed into a black scoria, and, probably from their deficiency

in potash and magnesta» will not nise at all. {MmimL)

If on T 60 00
k -)

or V 120 00
T on k J

The above figures and measurements are given on theauibority ofHaiiy

.

Compact chlorite is amorphous ; chlorite-slate possesses a slaty

structure ; and earthy chlorite consists of slightly coherent scaly

particles.

One of the roost beautUul dark-green foliated chlorites occurs

in ^e Taberg iron mines of Wermeland in Sweden ; the grey

variety is found in Aberdeenshire. In Cornwall^ where it is

known under the title of Pmek, some of the more crystalline

620 29-5 520
270 21-4 60
3-5 234 230
15 15-6 70
60 74 4-0

00 0-0 7-5

* WBnatot Chlorite, from the Greek, signifying green.
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kiiids are met with in metallic veins. Apple-green coloured talc,

in large foliated masses, occurs in the island of Unst, one of the

Shetlands ; also m the Gi eiiier Mountain in Saltzburg ; and in tlie

Vallais. The same, deposited in stellular concretions, imbedded
In quartz, is found in Sweden ; and a beautiful inassive and trans*

lucent white Tariety at Almorab, in the Himalayah Mountaina.
Gbbbh Earth. Griinerde, W« Talc Zographique» H. It

met with in snudl masses, in, or lining the cavities of, amygdaloid

;

and is of a greyish- or bluish-green colour, passing into blackish-

green ; it is dull, and yields to the nail ; its firaeture is generally
earthy. It is found wherever amygdaloid occurs ; as in Saxony,
Bohemia, ^lonte Baldo near Verona; in the islands of Faroe;
and ill mdny })arts of Great Britain* When of a good colour it

is made use of by painters.

KILLIMTE.

Contains Potash 5*00 6-72

Silica 5M9 4M8
Alumina 24-50 30*60

Oxide of iron 2-49 2-27

Ox. of manganese 0-75 0 00

Water 5*00-.Barker. lO OO^Thomson.
Sp. Gr. 2-65 to 2-75. H. = 4-0.

This mineral is of a light green, sometimes tinged brinv n or

yellow, the progress of decomposition resulting from exposure.

It occurs massive, with the occasional appearance of prisms, rift-

ed across, and irregular!} disposed; one prism atibrded, by the

common goniometer, angles of 135° and 45°, The structure is

lamellar, yielding to mechanical division parallel to the lateral

planes arhombic prism of 135*^ and 45% and its lesser diagonal,

but^not parallel to its terminal planes ; its lustre is glimmering

;

the'crofis firacture is fine grained. It is translucent, yields to me
knife, and is easily frangible. The coating arising from exposure,

yields an argillaceous odour when breathed on. Before the blow*

pipe it loses its colour and becomes white» intumesces, and iiises

into a while enamel.

This mineral was discovered by Dr Taylor in granite veins,

near the junction of mica-slate with n-ranite, at Killiney* near

Dublin. It is accompanied by spoduineue, quartz, felspar, and

garnet,—to the first oi which it bears considerable resemblance.

* Whence Killiiiitew
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COUZERANITE,
Charpcni'icr»

Combination of silica» alumina^ ]ime> magaesia, potash, and soda.

Potash 5*52, soda 3*96, silica 52*37> alumina 24*02, lime 11*85^

magnesia 1*40-—Dofr^noy.
Sp. Gr. 2-69. H. under 5*0.

Primary form an oblique rhombic prism of 84° and 96°. Oc*
curs in small but highly perfect crystals imbedded in limestone.

Colour varying from greyish-black to indigo-blue. Opake, but
when in frnf^ments transparent nnd brilliant ; lustre vitreous or

resinous; fracture slightly lamellar; not affected by acids ; but
fusible before the blowpijtc into a white enamel.

This mineral was noticed by Charpentier, in the defiles of
the valley of Seix in the Pyrenees termed " Des Couzcrans.**

GLAUCOLITE.

Contains Potash 1-27 4-57

Soda 2-96 000
Silica 50*58 54-58

Alumina 27*60 29*77

Lime 10*27 11*08

Magnesia 2*96 Bergmann. 0*00 Bergmaniu
Sp. Gr. 2*72—2*9. H. = 5*0.

Occurs massive, presenting traces of cleavage parallel to the
faces of a rhombic prism of 143® 30' nearly (according to

Broolco). Colour lavender-blue, orcasionnlly passing into green.

Translucent on the edges; fracture splintery: lustre vitreous.

Before the blowpipe it whitens, and fuses only on tlie edges ; but
is soluble with effervescence in borax, or salt of phosphorus.

This mineral was first noticed near Lake Baikal in Siberia,

imbedded in compact felspar and granular limestone ; it has also

been found with elaolite at Laurvig in Norway.

LEPIDOLim*
I<epidolith, AV. Lepidolite, H.

The red variety from Moravia contains potash 9-04, silica

50'35, alumina 28*30, oxide of manganese 1*23, fluoric acid and
water 5*20, lithia 4*49^Tumer.

Lepidolite is of a pearly grey, or peach-blossoro-red colour. It

consists of an assembkige of small flexible scales* which are trans-

* From the Greek, signifying a scalj stone.
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lucent;, and sometimes hexagonal : the mass has a pearly or sil-

very lustre, yields to the nail, and is somewhat unctuous to tlie

touch. Its specific gravity is 2'85. Before the blowpipe it melts
into a spongy semi-translucent white globule*

Lepidolite occurs in granite near Rossena, in Moravia, accom-
panying the rubellite; also at Perm in Siberia; and associated
with petalite at the isle of Uton in £>weden.

MESOTYPE.
2e«12tli, W, Vttf, of Zeolite, J. Peritomous Kouphone Spsr, M,

Mesotype, H.

Combination of silica, alumina, soda, and water.

Faroe Ntarme^
1 aroe,

HohentwieU
Soda
Silica

Alumina
Water

17-0

490
270
9-6

16-12

47-21

25-60
8-88

Oxide of iron 0 0—Sniithson. l*3d—Gehlen.
Sp. Gr. 2-24—2-5. H. = 5 0—5 5.

Tbismineral occurs crystallized, fibrous, and pulverulent. The
crystallized variety cleaves withfacility parallel to the sides of'a
prism of 91«» 20' and 88** 40^; colour white, yelltnr, or greyish,
and transparent or translucent, with a vitreous lustre; it yields
to the knife, but scratches calcareous spar.

It becomes electric by heat, the heated fragments exhibiting
a dull blue phosphoric light. Before the blowpipe on charcoal it

becomes opake, and then vitrifies without intumescence; with
bdiax, fuses with difficulty into a transparent colourless glass;
and is soluble in, and ibrms a thick jelly with, acids.

M onW 9V2Kf
M on c' 1 ^

or [ 116 66
M' on
M on c'2. 117 24
e' 1 on e'2 179 32
«'lon «"l 143 33
e 1 on^r'l 142 33
V on h" 146 23
2 on e"2 , 142 3a

The fibrous variety consists of uiuiutc cry stals aggregated in

a radiating or stellular form ; the centre being often compact
enoiffih to yield a splintery fracture, while the surrounding part
is soft and apparently decomposing: these masses are sometimes
globular.
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The earthy or ]ui Irenilcjit variet}' (Mealy Zeolite, J.) occurs

in sof\, dull, friable masses, having an earthy fracture, and rough
meagre feel. It is of a white, greyish, or reddish colour.

The crystalline varieties of this beautiful mineral are princi-

pally found forming diverging groups, in the vesicular cavities of

amygdaloid in the Faroe Islands. In the trap>rocks of the Giant's

Causewayi and some of the Hebrides, it likwUe occurs in deli-

cate acicular crystals ; associated with analcime at Montecchio
Maggiore in the Vicentine ; in small silky-ltke diverging tufts

coating cavities of lava in the more ancient portions of Vesuvius

;

radiated and mamiUated at Hauenstein in Bobemia» and else-

where on the continent.

Natroltte.* Natrolit, W. H. Prismatic Kouphone Spar, M,
It occurs in mamillary ranssc?, which when broken present a fib-

rous structure; the fibres are diverging, exhibit a pearly lustre,

and are white, or of yellowish or reddish-brown colours, disposed

in alternate zones around the centre ; in the cavities or on the

sur&ce of these may sometimes be observed minute crystals of

the same ibnn and measurements as those of mesotype. Its

8|iecific gravity is 2*2. Before the blowpipe it affords tne same
results as mesotype.

M on M ui 36'

— or M'on/.....lS5 S5— on )
or V 1]6 66

M' on c^)

e on c" 143 3d'

Oregon/. 109 18

Its principal locality is Hohentwiel in Suabia.

THOMSONlTE-t
Orthotomous Kouphone Spar, M.

Combination of silica^ alumina, lime, soda, and water.
Kilpatrick.

Soda 4*53

Silica 38*30

Alumina 80*20

Lime 13*54

Water 13-10—Berzelius.
witii traces of mogncsia and peroxide of iron.

Sp. Gr. 2^35. H. about 5*0.

This mineral has much resemblance to roesotjrpe or needle*

• Natrolite, from its containinp^ natron,

t Thomsonite, in honour of lir i liomson.
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stone, from which, however, it differs essentially in respect of

cleavage and form. It occurs generally in masses liavinyf a co-

lumnar or radiated structure) in the occassional cavities of wliicli

indistinct crystals may be observed. Colourless and translu-

cent, but sinall fragments are transparent. It possesses consi*

derable lustre, approaching to pearly ; and is brittle* Primary
form a right prism with square bases ; cleavage readily obtained
parallel to its sides, affording, by the reflective goniometer, 90^

of one plane on the next ; but it does not cleave parallel to the
terminal planes of the prism. Before the blowpipe it intumesces,

and becomes snow-white and opake, but does not melt. When
exposed to a red heat, it gives oti water, becomes opake, white,

and shining like enamel ; the edges are rounded, but it does not

altogether lose its shape*

MonM. 90= 0'

P on M or M...90 0
Mon if.. ..185 0
d on if«.«...«««...SO 18
P on ••...0....134 36

e.. 126 0

It occurs, imbedded in trap with analcime nnd prehnitei at
Kiipatrick near Dumbarton*

M£SOL£.
FUbelllfbrm Kouphone Spar, HaU.

Sweden. Faroe.

Soda 10*19 5*63

Silica 42-17 4d'60

Alumina S7«00 28*00

Lime 900 1143
Water ll-77_Hisinger. 12-70—Berzelius.

Sp. Gr. 2-3o—2-4. H.= 3-5.

In implanted globules, which have aflat columnar or lamellar

structure radiating from the centre ; colour greyish-white, some-
times yellow ; translucent, with a silky or pearly lustre; cleav-

age perfect parallel to the broad face of the individual ; laminae

slightly elastic.

It occurs at Nalsoe in the Faroe Islands, coating the cavities

of basalt and amygdaloid, and associated with chabasie, apophyl-

Hte, stilbite, and others ofthe zeolite family ; also in Disco Island,

Greenland, in large individuals, which have a silvery lustre, a dis-

tinctly lamellar composition, and which bear much resemblance
to crystallized spermaceti. Skagastnmd in the north of Iceland,
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and Rostanga in Scania, Sweden, are likewise localities of mesole.

It is distinfTviished from mesotjpe by its perfect single cleavage
and pearly lustre ; tVoni stilbite or htuiandite by its superior

specific gravity ; and from apuphyllite by its crest or fan-like ag-

gregations, which never occur in that mineral. When associated

with apophyllite or Bttlbite, it always foims the lowest stratum,

immediately adjoining the basalt or amygdaloid, in the cavities

bf which it is depositetL (Manual.)

N£EDL£STONE. MESOLITE.

Gthleu.

Combination of ulica, alamina^ lime, soda, and water*
Iceland. Faroe.

Soda 5-4i 5-40

Silica 47-0 46-80

Alumina 25-9 26-50

Lime 9-8 9*87

Water 13*3—Gehlen. 12-30—Beraelius.
Sp.Gr.2>26. H.=5*0—5-5.

It occurs massive, and also in long slender prisms terminated
by quadrilateral pyranuds* It cleaves parallel to the sides of a
slightly rhombic prism, corresjiondrng in measurement with that

of mesotype ; there is also a remarkable agreement in some of its

secondary planes with those of that mineral, of which it would
thence a[)pear to be merely a variety. The prisms are translu-

cent or transparent and colourless, or of a ijrcyish colour, exter-

nally shiniiig with a somewhat peaily lustre. Specific gravity
2-26. Before the blowpipe, it becomes opake and curls up, and
finally melts with the extrication i/i uir-bubbles into a porous and
almost opake bead.

MonM „ «f22'^
e'l or AI'on«"l 117 10
r'l or M' on #^....146 38

g 102 30
eTl on e"i 144 l&

e'l on 142 10

€l or«*l on a', 162 15

ff'lone'2 15a 42

The finest specimens of this mineral are found in the Bern-
fiord, Iceland. In these the crystals often exceed two inches in

len<^th, and diverge or interlace in the most beautiful manner,
it occurs in colourless transparent radiated masses, also corn-
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pact and opake, in the trap district of the Vendayah Mountains,
Hiodostan ; in Greenland ; in Bohemia ; and at Pargas in Finland.

BREVICITE.

Berzeliui,

Contains soda 10-32, silica 43*88, alumina 28-39, lime 6*B8,

magnesia 0*21, and water 9*63.

In transparent prismatic crystals and white striated masses,
occupying the cavities of a trnchytic rock at Brevig in Norway,
the striae occasionally of a dark-red hue.

GMELINITE.*

Hexabedral Kouphone Spar, Haid, Hydrolite> De Dree,

Combination of silica, alumina, lime, soda, and water.
M<mtecchio Maggioiew CasteL

Soda 4*5 4*25

Silica 50-0 50*00

Alumina 20*0 20*00

Lime 4*5 4*25

Water 21*0 Vauquelin. 20 00 Vauqueliu.

Sp. Gr. 2-0—2-1. 11. = 4-5.

Primary form a rhomboid. Secondary flat six-sided prisms,

terminated at both extremities by truncated six-^ded pyramids*

y cm over u 83** ae'

Colour white, passing into flesh-red ; translucent ; lustre vi-

treous ; streak while ;
cleavage distinct parallel to the faces of

the primary, fracture uneven ; suriace of the prism st riated hori-

zontally. It is soluble in acids. Before the blowpipe in the

matrass it gives ofi* water, and is reduced to powder; on charcoal

it fuses with intumescence into a White glass. When held in the

flame of a candle it separates and flies off in minute scales. Gme-
linite occurs coating tne cavities of amygdaloidal rocks at Mon-
tecchio Maggiore, and Castelin the Vicentine; of a white colour

in the Deer Park of Glenarm, County Antrim; and presenting a
flesh-red tinge at the Island Magee, near Lame.

* Gmelinite^ in compliment to Professor Omelm cf Tubingen.
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COMPTONITE.*

Comptonite, Breu^stcr. Comptonitic Kouphone Spar, Haid.

Sp. Gr. 2-35—2-4. H. = 5 0—5-5.

Is found in translucent white crystals, which yield to cleav-

age parallel to the planes M and T of the foliowinL^ fif^ure ; the
primary form is a right rectangular prism, of which the bases are

not square. Lustre vitreous ; streak white; fracture small con-

choidal, arul uneven ; scratches stilbite, but not mesoty pe. By ex-

posure in powder to tlie action ot nitric acid, it is convertible into

a jelly. Before the blowpipe it gives off water, intumesces slight-

ly, becomes opake, and thai foa^ imperfectly into a veflicolar

glass ; the globule obtained with borax is transparent; that with

salt of phi^Dhonifl' contains a skeleton of silicay and becomes
opake on cooling.

M on T..... 90° OC
Tone'. 93 00
c on (f 177 S
Mon<r.«...........J36 35

This mineral occurs among the vesicular lava of Yesuvius^

assodated with mesotype ana other ^ecies. It has also been
noticed in basalt at the Pflaster Kaute, near Eisenach in Hea-
sia ; forming a thin coating on the surface of mesotype, and occu-
pying the cavitiesofgraitstein at Hauenstein in Bohemia ; and asso-

ciated with analcime and phillipsite at the Cyclopean Isles^ Sicily.

L£D£R£RITE.t

Jadaon,

Soda 3-94, silica 49-47, magnesia 2! 18, lime 11^ phosphoric
acid 3*48, oxide of iron 01 4, water 8*58—Hayes.

Occurs in extremely brilliant, generally transparent and colour-

less, six-sided prisms terminated by s;iv-sidc(i pyramids, whose
summit is replaced by a plane perpendicular to the axis; a form
not uncommon in nepiieUne, davyne, and apatite* Some crystals

are pale red and translucent.

It accompanies mesotype, stilbite, and aDalcime» in a basaltic

rock at Cape Blomidun in Nova Scotia.

* In honour of Lord Compton—the present Earl of Korthampton

—

by whom it was flist diefeinguishecl.

f Nsined in conplinieiit to the Austilsn minister Von Lederer.

^ JA d T
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HYPOSTILBITR
Seudant.

Contains soda 2-41, silica 3243, alumina 18'32, lime 8-10, water
18*70—Beudant. Sp. Gr. 2-li. Does not scratch glass.

Either in white dull globules, consisting of delicate iibres,

ui compact ; iracture devoid ot* lustre. Soluble in acid without

forming a jelly. Before the blowpipe fuses with difficulty on the

ec^es only, intumesces slightly, and becomes exteniaUy roughs

LMality, the Faroe Islaudsi where it occurs associated with stil-

bite and epistilbite.

EPXSTILBITE.

Diplogenie Kouphone SpMr, M. E|i!stiU>ite« Rote-

Combination oi biiica, alumina, iiuie, soda, and water.

Jceland. Faroe.

Soda 1-78 1-20

Silica 58-59 58-61

Alumina 17-52 17-03

Lime 7'5e 8-21

Water 14-00—Rose. 13^80—Beudant.
Sp. Gr. 2«2^2-25. H. = 4-0--4*5.

Primary form a right rhombic prism of IBS'" liV and 441* 50^.

* on * 1 17 " -10'

M on M 13o 10

lon< 109 46

Commonly in maded crystals. Colour white or yellowish

;

varying from transparent, to translucent only on the edges ; lustre

vitreous, except on the faces of deavage, and the corresponding

crystalline planes, which are pearly. Cleavage highly perfect

parallel to T. Alone before the blowpipe it melts, becomes
white» intumesces^ and forms a blebby enamel ; and with soda
fuses into a transparent glass. In concentrated mmiatic acid it

is dissolved, with the exception of a fine granular residue of silica.

Epistilbite occurs in large distinct crystals, along with others

of the zeolite family, in the trap-rocks of Iceland and tlie Faroe
Islands. It was distinguished by Dr Gustav. Eose of Berlin.

s 2
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SPHEEOSTILBITE.

BeudanU

Consists of soda 0*68, silica 55^h alumtna 16*61, Ume 9*0S»

water 17-84—Bendant. Sp. Gr. 2-31. II. above 3*0.

In globular masses, which present a radiated structure, a pearly

lustre, and a brilliant fracture. The fibres are flexible, and the

surfaces of the globules may be scratched by the nail. It forms

a jelly with acids ; ami fuses before the blowpipe, witli exfolia.*

tion and intumescence.

It occurs both in the Faroe Islands and in Iceland.

ERLAMITR

Contains soda 2-61, silica 53*16| alumina 14*03, lime l^-S^^

magnesia 5*42, oxide of iron 7*14, oxide of manganese 0*64^
Gmelin.

Sp. Gr. 3 0—3-L H. =s 5-0.

Occmv mas^ve^ occasionally compact, generally in small and
fine ^anular concretions, of a light greenish-grey colour. Lustre
feebly shining, or dull. Streak shinini^, with a resinous lustre,

and w l iite ; structure distinctly crystalline, but no regular cleavage

has been observed ; fracture in some specimens foliated, in others

splintery. Before the blowiiipe it fuses rt adiiy into a slightly

coloured transparent compact globule ; iiiud. wiOi borax forms a
clear greenish- glass.^

Eriamite is described as possessing the aspect of geblenite. It

was discovered by Breithaupt in the Saxon Erzgebirge, forming
a part of the oldest gneiss formation. It appears to be a mere
miechanical mixture. (Manual),

HUMBOLDTILITE.

JUontteem ani CUveUL

Contains soda 4?-28, potash 0*38, silica 43*9G, alumina ll*20j

lime 31'9G, magnesia G IO, protoxide of iron 2*32—Kobell.

Sp. Gr. 3-10. H. = 3-0.

In crystals derived from a rectangular prism with a square
base i cleavable parallel to the base. Colour greyish-yellow or
grey; lustre vitreous, passing into resinous; fracture conchoidal or
uneven ; between transparent and feebly translucent. Before the
blowpipe per se it fuses readily, with a slight intumescence, into

a diaphanous glasB^ which is blebby,and in colour resembles the
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mineral, only that it lias a more ^ey or greenish hue. With
borax it melts slowly into a colourless glass. Reduced to powder

after being calcined, it is quickly soluble in acid, forming a very

characteristic jelly.

Humboldtilite occurs at Yesavtus*

LAPIS-LAZULI.*

l>azursteio, W. Lazulite, H. La Pierre d'Azur, Br. Azure-stoue, J.

Combination of silica, alumina, lime, oxide of iron^ magnesiai
soda, and sulphuric acid.

Silica 49*0, alumina 11*0, lime IG-O, soda and potash HQ,
oxide of iron 4*0, magnesia 2 0, sulphuric acid 2*0—Gmelin.

Sp. Gr. 2-95.

This mineral is found massive; also, though rarely, in rhombic
dodecahedrons, of an azure blue colour ; the texture of the mas-
sive is fine grained or compact with a glimmering lustre, and it

is hard enough to scratch glass, thoush it scarcely gives sparks

with steel ; it is nearly opafe ; and its blue colour is not uniform,

as it firequently encloses iron pyrites, compact felspar, and quartz.

On charcoal it fuses with difficulty into a white glass when pure

:

with salt of phosphorus is soluble with effervescence, the portion

melted burning with great brilliancy : w ith soda is partly soluble

into an opake fjreenish-grey glass, w liich assumes a red appearance

on coolinj!:; and ifpreviously calcined and reduced to powder, loses

its colour in acid. The finest specimens are brought from

China, Persia, Lake Baikal in Siberia, and Bucharia. Lapis-

lazuli is prized by the lapidary, but, is chiefly important as jif-

fordiiig that beautiful pigment called ultra-marine, so liighly va-

lued by painters.

NEPHELINE.

Ke|»helin, W. H. Sotnmit, Kartten, Bhombohedral Felspar, M.

Combination of soda, silica» and alumina.
KatzenbucheL Vesuvius.

Soda 13-.S6 20-46

Silica 43-3G 44- IJ

Alumina 33*49 33*73

Potash 7*13 0*00

Water 1*39 0*00

Lime l*90-^Gmdin. 0*00^Arfwedflon«
Sp. Gr. 2*5—2*6. H. = 6*a

* Lspis-lsxtdi, s2ttre«toBe, from its blue colour.
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Occurs in regular six-sided prisms (the form of the primary
crystfd), of which the terminal ed^esare sonu times replaced. It

may be cleaved, though iaipei luctly, parallt;! to all tlie planes of

that solid; fracture conchoidal ; colourless or greyish-white, with

a diiniDg vitreotu lustre; transparent or translucent. Before
the blow|npe it is fusible into a blebby colourless glass. With
salt of phosphorus is soluble, without efferyescencey and leaving a
silica skeleton, into a glass which becomes opaline on cooling

;

and with borax fuses slowly into a transparent colourless globule.

A translucent fragment, when immersed in nitric acid, assumes
a nebulous appearance (whence the name nepheline, from M^fXij,

a cloud) ; and is finally converted into a jelly. When reduced
to powder it gelatinizes in heated muriatic acid.

M on M' 120^W
PonMorH'.. 96 60

el 151 53 H.
—

.
.. r2 135 40

M oncl 118 7 U.
c2 134 20

The fine white crystals of this species are as yet almost pecu-

liar to that part of Vesuvius called Monte Somma, where they

occur in cavities accompanied by garnet, hornblende, micfti and
idocrase ; it has been met with in die lava of Capo di Bove, near

Rome
;
and, indistinctly crystalliaedi engaged in dinkstoneat Kat-

zenbuchei near Heidelberg.

—/ c/ V

/ B

ITTNERITE.

Gnwllfi. Leonhard,

Soda ] 1*29, potash 1-57, siUca 30*17, alumma 98*40, Ume 5*24,

oxide of iron 0*62, sulphate of 11010 4*89, muriate of soda 1*62,

water and sulphuretted hydrogen 10-76.

Sp. Gr. 2-3. H. = 5 0^0 0.

Primary form the rhomboidal dodecahedron. Fracture* im*
perfect conchoidal, passing into uneven. Colom* bluish-grey or
ash-grey; lustre resinous, inclining to vitrcoiii?. Before the blow-
pipe on charcoal it fuses /;er se with strong tiFcrvcscence, and the
disengagement of sulphurous acid, into an opake blebby glass,

which the solution of cobalt colours blue ; is ini{)crrectly soluble

in salt of phosphorus ; with borax melts easily into a transparent

colourless globule ; and with soda is changed into an opake glass.

It dissolves quickly in acid% forming with them a jelly.

This mincialy which bears much analogy with hauyne and so*

dalite^ is found in basalt at Kaiserstuhl in the Brisgau* Beudant
considers it a hydrous variety of nepheline.
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ELAOLITE.*

FetUtein, W. Piem Gnne, Levy.

Contains Silica 46-50 44*19

Alumina 30-25 34-42

Lime 0*75 0>52

Potash 18*00 4*73

Soda 0*00 16*88

OiddeofiiOD 1-00 1-36

Water 2 00 Klaproth. 0*00 Gmelin.
Sp. Gr. 2*54—2-62. H. = 5-5—6 0.

Primary form a right rhombic prism of about 112° 68'. It

occurs massive, of a dark green, bluish-grey, or brick-red colour

;

translucent ; lustre resinou?
; frequently opalescent when cut

;

cleavage both parallel and |)erpendicular to tlie axis of a four-

sided prism ; fracture conchoidal. It gelatinizes Ireely with acids

wlieo rtduced to powder ; and before the blowpipe fuses into a
white enamel. It is found in Norway, imbedded in the zircon-

syenite of Laurvig, Staveru, and i lederickswarii. The pale blue

has a slight opalescence like cats-eye, whence it is occasionally

employed for ornameDtal purposes.

NUTTALITE.

NttUsUte, BroniMw XuttaUl^.L.

Contains potash 7-30, silica 87*81, alumina 25-10, lime 18*33,

protoxide of iron 7-89, and water 1'30—Thomson.
Sp. Gr. 2-7—2-8. H. between 4*0 and 5-0.

In rectangular four-sided prisms, of a grey colour, imbedded in

calcareous spar* Has coDsideratUe resemblaace to scapoUte, but
is softer, and more vitreous in the Iracture ; it also possesses a
play of Ught on the iiices of the prism, similar to that of elaolite.

Colour white, in some parts yellowish, in others bhiish or green

;

the yellow portions transparent, the blue nearly opake. Streak
white ; lustre vitreous. Before the blowpipe it melts into a co-

lourless glassy and with borax forms one which is biebby and pale

white.

The locality of this mineral is Bolton, Massachusetts, where
it occurs la coarse granular limestone, with epidote and titanium

ore.

* From the Greek «XMi», oU, and a stone, in allusion to its pe-

culiar resinous or sOywlike lusirei
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PEllICLINE.

Uetmtomous Feldspar, M. Penklin, Breiihmpi,

Contains soda 9*99, potash 2-41, silica 69^1, alumina 18*93^

Ume 0*15, oxide of ifon 0*48—Irom Zoblitz» by Gmdin.
Sp. Gr. 2-54—2-56, H.= 6 0.

Occurs in twin crystals, closely resembling those of albite.

Cleav^ perfect parallel to P and T ; more so to T than to

K, the reverse of wtitch is the case in aibile.

It occurs in large distinct crystals at St Gothard in Switser*

land ; in the Pfundersthal and Schmiemerthal in the Tyrol ; upon
the Sau-alpe in Carinthia, at Zoblitz in Bohemia, and other places*

It is moregenerally opake than albiteor felspari and its specific gra-

vity is lower.

LABRADORITE.

Labradorstein, W. Fddapatli OpaiiD, H. Polychromatic Febpar, M.

Combination of silica, alumina, lime, soda, and oxide of iron.

I^abrador.

Silica 55-75 ' 55*1 )0

Alumina 26-50 24-OU

Lime 1100 10-25

Soda 4-00 *3-50

Oxide oi iron 1*26 5 25

Water 0*60 Klaproth. 0-50 Klaproth.

Sp. Or. 2-7« H. = 6*0.

Its pfimary form is an oblique rhombic prism of 119^ and 61^.

The cleavage parallel to the base is most perfect; lustre inter-

nally vitreous, pearly upon the perfect fiices of cleavage ; trana-

luoent when in thin fragments ; colour grey, with opaline reflec-

tions ofa blue, yellow, or brilliant red hue. Before the blowpipe
on charcoal it fuses into a compact glass, whose fracture is bril-

liant ;
is scarcely affected by salt of phosphorus, unless reduced to

powder, when it is decomposed into a skeleton of silica, and a

glass which becomes opaline on cooling ; and with borax fuses

V
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dowly without eflbrrescence into a diaplianoiis glass* When in

powder it is entirely dissolved and forms a jelly with heated mu-
riatic acid.

Rough indistinctly-formed crystals of considerable size were
brought by Gieseck^ irom Greenland ; but the beautiful irides-

cent slabs to which the name of their locality is applied, arc found

at the island of St Paul on the coast of Labrador, associated with

hornbleodeyhypersteoei and magnetic iron ore. It also occurs in

Finiaad*

ALBITE.

Tetarto-priamatic Feldspar, M. Cleavelandite, Brooke and Levy, Tetar-
tin, BreiihaupU

Combination of silica, alumiua» and soda.

Finbo. ArendaL Chesterfield.

Silica 70*48 68-04 70-68

Alumina 18*45 20-53 IMO
Soda 10-50 9-12 9*06

lime 0-55 Eggertz. a trace, Rose. 0*23 Strom.

Gr. ^*6—2-68. ILss6*0.

MonP ^ 93* SO'

P on F the fe-entering angle 186 40

Primary form, an oblique rhombic prism. Generally in flat twin
crystals, of whidi the &ce M is greatly enlarged. Colour com-
monlywhite, sometimes grey^ green* or brown, varying from trans-

parent to op^e. Lustre pearly upon cleavage planes, vitreous

in other directions. Cleavage perfect parallel to M and P, less

so to T. Its comportment before the blowpipe resembles that

of lei spar.

Alb ite occurs in large transparent colourless crystals, with pearl-

spar, in the Tyrol; and at St Gotliard in white translucent twins,

having a brilliant lustre ; at Arendal with epidote and garnet

;

with eudyalite and hornblende in Greenland ; and with tourma«
fine at Massachusetts ; also in Siberia, Norway, Sweden, Bo-
hemia, Oisans in Dauphine, and elsewhere on the continent. In
the granite of the Moume Mountains it is associated with felspar,

from which however itmay be distinguished by its superior white-
ness and translucency. Felspar and albite indeed frequently oc-

cur in the same granite as in that ofPompey's Pillar, and the block
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on which the statue of Peter the Great in St Petersburg is placedy

the albite presenting a greenishowbite coSottr, wbUe the fdspar
is flesh-rea. The crystals from Baveno are often extremely cu-
rious in this respecti the albite being disposed in parallel posi-

tion upon the faces of die felspar, from which its greater wmte«
ness distinguishes it. Albite, more frequently than felspar, is

one of the constituents of syenite and greenstone, as in the rocks

around Edinburgh. Rome de I'lsle first distinguished it as a
particular species under the name of white schorl ; but it is to

Dr G. Rose that mineralogists are indebted ibr their more accu-

rate knowledge of its properties. {Manuai*)

ANALCIME.
Kubizit, W. Analdme, H. Hexahedral Kouphone Spar, M*

Combination of silica, alumina, soda, and water.
Fassa. Kilpatrick.

Contains Silica 55*12 55-07

Alumina 22-99 22*22

Soda 13*53 13*71

Water 8-27—Rose. 8*22—Connell.
Sp. Gr, 2*2—2-53. H. = 5-5.

Analcime generally occurs in distinct crystals, either colour-

less and transparent ; or white, grey, red, and opake. The cube
is the primary form, there being occasional appearances of cleav-

age parallel to the planes of that solid; fracture impertect con-

choidal ; lustre shining, and betw een pearly and vitreous. It be-

comes weakly electric* by friction. Alone on charcoal, before

tiie biov\|)ipe, it fuses without intumescence into a diaphanous

glass ; with borax is very difficultly soluble. It dissolves in acids»

and when reduced to powder, forms a jelly with heated muriatic

acid.

1. 2. 3.

Fig 1, the primary ; a cube. Fig 2, the same, of which each flohd

angle is replaced by three planes, thereby adding iwenty-four planes to

it. Fig. 3 represents the kositetrahedron, a crystal on ^vluili these

twenty-four planes are increased to their utmost extent, so that no part

of the primary planes is visible, and forming a solid bounded by twenty-

four equal and similar trapeziums.

• Whence Analcime^ from the Greek, In sUusion to the feebleness of

this property.
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The most perfectly pellucid crystals of tliis mineral are brought

from the Cyclopean Ishinds, near Catania ; they, as well as most

of those from the Tyrol, present the above tbrm (^tlie tri-^point^

of Haiiy); while the only crystallization met with in Dumbar-

tonshire, Glen Farg, and otlier Scottish localities, is that of fig. S.

These in general are more or less white and opake> occttning in

crystals three or four inches in diameter. At the Seisaer Alp in

the Tyrol, large individuals, extremely similar in appearance^ are

met with ; and in the Faroe Islandsy Iceland, several of the He«

brides, the Vicentine, and elsewhere, among the cavities ofamyg-

daloidal, basaltic, and trap rocks, it is of frequent occurrence, as-

sociated with prehnite> chabasi^ apophyUite, ftc.

SARCOLITE.

Octahedral Kouphone Spar, Haid, Sarcolithe de Thomson, H.

H. about 5 0.

Colour y^ale flesh-red, or brownish-white; semi-transparent;

lustre and iracture vitreous ; very brittle.

p <m 11 115* If

This mineral, from its hardness and vitreous aspect, was classed

by Haiiy with analcime ; but the combination of the octahedron

and cube, under which fonn it occurs, never having been ob-

served in the latter substance, rendered their separation unavoid-

able. It is found among the anciently ejected debris of Vesuvius,

associated with woUastonite, hornblende, and others of the zeo-

lite family ; being extremely brittle and full of Haws, it splits and

falls to pieces unless carcfiilly handled. It was discovered and

named by the late Dr Thompson of Naples, and is designated by

MonticelVi, analcime carnea ; the analysis, however, given both by

him and Haiiy, refers to Gmelinite. {Marmal^
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PITCHSTONE.»

PecbsUio, W. Petroailex llesinite, H*

Meissen. Newry.
Soda 1-75 2-85

Silica 73-00 72-80

Alumina 14-50 11-50

Lime 1-00 1-20

Protoxide of iron 100 3 03
Water 8-50 Klaproth. 8-50 Knox.

The colours of this mineral are various shades of grey, blue»

green, yellow, brown, and blacky but they are not lively. De-
void of regular form or deavi^e ; it occurs massivoy the struc-

ture sometimes riaty, occasiomdly curved; has a glistening re-

sino-vitreous lustre, and an imperfectly conchoidal fracture^ which

is frequently the cliief characteristic distinction between pitch-

stone and obsidian ; almost always opake, or only translucent on
the edges. Pitchstone is found extensively in the liills around

the valley of Tribisch near Meissen in Saxony ; also in the Isle

of Arran, where it forms veins traversing granite ; and in Ireland,

near Newry, County Down, in smooth lamellar concretions of a
mountain- or leek-green colour. When composed of roundish

masses, imbedded in a vesicular matrix, pearl-stone is ibrmed

;

these consist of concentgc coats, and not unfrequently include a
grain of obsidian. They form extensive beds in Hungary ; also

in Iceland, Spain, Meidcoi and elsewhere.

PUMICE.

Bitnstein, W.

Contains soda and potash 3-0» silica 77*d, alumina 17*5^ oxide
of iron 1-75.

Pumice is extremely porous, of a fibrous texture, and is harsh to

the touch ; its colour is grey, tinged with brown or yellow ; it

has a shining pearly lustre, is translucent on the edges, and very

light. It fuses into a dirty-green blebby glass.

Pumice is closely coimected with obsidian, being frequently

interstralified with it, and at Lipari exhibiting every intervening

stage of tranddon. At this locality it is sometimes compact, ana
then its liffhtness and freedom from humidity render it a pecu-
liarly suitable buildinff material ; sometimes it is fibrous, its fila-

ments having a pecmiarly siUcy aspect} and frequently it pre-

sents the most delicate glassy texture, breaking into a million of

* From the resemblaaoe ofsome of its varietlts to pitch.
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atoms on the smallest stroke with the hammer. At the northern

extremity of the island of Lipari it forms a hiU 800 or 1000
feet in hlnght, which from its pecnlitf whitenefls and scanty herb-
age IS termed H Campo Bianco. This and the isles of Ponza
are the great deposits of the piunice Imown in commerce^ and
from tliese localities it Is quarried and exported in large quanti-

ties ; for though by no means an uncommon mineral in other vol-

canic countries, as in Hungary, the neighbourhood ofAndemach
on the Rhine, Teneriffe, Vesuvius, and Ischia, it occurs at these

localities in small cindcr-like rrtns<cs, and is neither so massive

nor so pure as at Lipari. {ManuaL)

OBSIDIAN*

Obsifliaii, W. lAve Vitreose Obndieime, H.

New Spain. Hecla. Muitkanite.

SUica 72« 78-0 77-50

Alumina 12-5 10-0 11*75

Oxide of iron 2 0 IH) 125
Lime OK) Descotils. 1-0 Vauq. 0-50 Klaprotb.

Sp. Gr. about 2-35. H.= 6-0.

Ob«Hlian occurs in beds, in large masses, and in small grains;

colour [greenish- or brownish-black, or smoke-brown; possesses

internally a shining vitreous lustre ; fracture large concboidal ;

some varieties are transparent, others nearly opake, or only trans-

lucent on the edges; is very brittle. It occasionally much resem-

bles common glass. Iceland and the Lipari Islands are the most
celebrated localities of obsidian ; though some remarkable va-

riedes are likewise found in Ascension, Teneriffe, and many of
the South Sea Islands, Siberia, and Mesdco. 'The specimens from
Iceland are almost opake, exhibiting a brownish tinge only on the
thinnest edges, while tho<;c from Lipari are more transparent, and
of a greyish colour. In Lipari the large continuous tracts of ob-
sidian form the lower strata, while those varieties of a more pu-
maceous aspect occur invariably at a higher level. The purest,

blackest, niirl mo-^\ beautiful specimrn>, fiowcvcr, form imbedded
nodules in the pumice at a great heigl it, in masses from two mclies

to as many teet in diameter. Obsidian is frequently interspersed

with small white opake globules, which, being formed in paral-

lel lines, give it a stratified appearance ; and some of the Lipan
specimens closely resemble certain glass-house slags. A variety

presenting a silky and chatoyant lustre is found in New Spain

;

and another of a transparent bottle-green hue, in detached masses,
at Moldantheim in Bohemia. It frequently contains imbedded
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crystals and grains of felspar and mica; and certain varieties aUo
include specks of olivine, and traces of other volcanic minerals.

Marbkanite occurs in the form of grains, of a pearly white,

aod con»8tiiig of thin' concentric layers ; it is found at Mare^
kan* in the Gulf of Kamtschatka^ and it possesses the general

characters of obsidian.

SPUiEKUUTE.

Sphserulite, J. SphicniHth, L.

Contains potash and soda 3-58, silica 79*12, alumina 12*0, oxide
of iron 2'46, magnesia MO, water 1*76—Fucinus.

Sp. Gr. ?-4—2-54. H. - 6-5—7-0.

Occurs in roundish or spheroidal imbedded masses, whose sur-

face is sometimes rough, sometimes quite smooth ; colour brown,
yellow, or grey ; opake ; no regular cleavage. It is almost in-

fusible before the blowpipe, the edges only becoming covered
with a sort of enamel.

This mineral is met with in round nodules imbedded in pitch-

stoAe at Spechtshausen, in Saxony; in radiated orbicular masses
in ash-grey pearlstone at Glashutte, near Schemnitz in Hungary;
in round balls which have a radiated fibrous structure, disposed
in sofl friable clay, which is evidently a decomposed rock, in the

Shetland Islands ; and in botryoidal masses of a bright yellow

colour in Brittany. It was first distinguished by Breithaupt.

SAUSSURITE.

Prismatic Nephrite Spar, Haid, Jade Tenace, H.

Soda 550 6-0

Silica 49-00 410
Alumina 24-00 30-0

Lime 10-00 40
Magnesia 3-75 0-0

Oxide of iron 6-50 Klaproth. 12*5 Saussure*
\ Sp. Gr. 3-2—3-4. H. = 5-5.

In masses of a greenish-white, mountain -green, or ash-grey

colour ; lustre pearly, inclining to vitreous on the faces of cleav-

age ; resinous in compound varieties ; cleavage in two directions,

parallel to faces which meet at an angle of 120^ nearly ; is trans-

lucent on the edges, unctuous to the toudi, and extremely tough*

Before the blowpipe it fuses with difficulty into a white glass.

* Wlunice Marefcanite.
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It was first discovered by Saussure,* m luuiukL] masses, on tlie

edge of the lake of Geneva ; it is peculiar to primitive moun-
tains, as in Corsica, in Greenland, at Madras, asa elsewhere, con*

stituting with augite aod hornblende the rodcs called gabbro and
euphotide*

SCAPOLITE.t

ScapoUth, W. Paranlhine, AVei iieiite, H. i'/rauiidal Felspar, JM.

Combination of silica, aliiniina» limOy and soda.
Pargas. ArenflaL

Silica 43-83 45 0
Alumina 35-43 330
Lime 18-9G 170
Soda 0*00 1-5

Water 1*03 Nordenskiold. 0*0 Laugier.

Sp. Gr. 8*5->-2*7. H. = 5*0—5>5.
Scapolite oecurs in prisms of four or eight sides, sometimes

terminated by tetrahedral pyramids ; they are often aggregated
laterally. The crystals yield to cleavage parallel to the sides,

terminal planes, and both diagonals of a square prism. It also

occurs massive. Its colours are grey or yellowish; sometimes
deep red and opake ; or various shades of green. It has a sliining

or somewhat pearly lustre; is translucent; never transparent; and
generally pioents a greenisli colour, either pale and -omewhat
translucent, or dark and then the crystals are nearly opake. Be-
fore the blowpipe on charcoal, with a strong lieat, it fuses, with

violent intumescence, into a colourless semi-transparent mass;
with borax> with efferTescence» into a transparent glass.

M on M 90" 00'

~.orM'on i..ld5 00

— on fl 112 30

a on d, , 122 10

Scapolite occurs in primitive mountains, being met with in

the iron mines of Arendal, in gneiss ; in the mining district of

Wermeland in Sweden ; presenting lar^e and beautiful crystals

in the parish of Pargas in Finland ; at Akudlek in Greenland,

* In honour ofwhom H is naine<l.

i* From the prismatic form of its crystals.
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The variety termed Wernerile occurs principally at Aren-
dal, in short thick crystals which have a granular composition,

and present for the most part darker shades of colour ; beautiful

specimens are also brought from Greenland. Paranthinef in-

ciadittg the more compact Tarieties, possesses pure white and
pale-blue colours, and is met with in the limestone quarries of
Gulsjo and Malsjo in Wermeland.
The BergnumnUe of Schumacher^ from Stavern in Norway^

which occurs massive, and of a greyish-white or brick^red co-

lour» is also supposed to be a variety of scapoltte*

EKEBERGITE.

Ekebergite, BendUu, Sodaite; Ektter^*

Contains soda 5*25, silica 46, alumina' 88*75^ lime 13*50, prot^

oxide of iron 0*75, water 2 ?5—Ekeberg.

8p. Gr. 2-74.

In compact or finely fibrous masses, of a green, greyish, or

brownish olour ; occasionally in thin laminae. Transparent; lustre

vitreous oi resinous ; with difficulty acted upon by acids. Before

the blowpipe, in the matrass, it yields a little water, without alter-

ing its appearance ; on charcoal it whitens, loses its transparency,

intumesces slightly, and melts into a blebby colourless glass*

In borax or salt of phosphorus it fuses with effervescence ; and
in soda forms with considerable difficulty a greenish glass.

The above description is given by Necker, who l owever doea
not mention any locality* It appears to be nearly allied to sc»>

polite*

PEKTOLITE.

Kcbett.

Silica 51*30, Hnic 33-77, soda 8-26, potash 1*57, water 3*89,

alumina and oxide of iron 0-90—K obeli.

Sp. Gr. 2-69. H. = 4*0—5*0.

Occurs in spheiuidal masses, which have a columnar compo-
sition, and consist of delicate diveigeiit iibi cs ladiating from a

centre ; colour greyish ; surface generally dull ; opake ; lustre

pearly on the fracture ; small fragments placed in muriatic acid»

after several days are converted into a jelly y ields easily a white
translucent glass when exposed to the action of the blowpipe.

It bears considerable resemblance to certain fibrous radiated

varieties of mesotype. It forms large masses on Monte Baldo
in the Southern Tyrol, and at Monzoni in the Fassa-thal.
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CHABASIE*
Scbabasit, W. Chabaaic, U. Bhombohedral Koupbone Spar, H.

Combination of silica^ alumina, lime, and water, with a little

soda and potash.

Silica

Alumina
Lime
Potash and soda
Water

Gustafsberg.

50-65

17-90

9-73

1-70

Faroe.

48-30

19-28

8-70

2-50

Kilmalcolta*

50-14

17-48
8-47

19-50 Berzel. 20-00 Arfwed. 20-83 CunneU.
Sp. Gr. 2-0—2-1. H. = 4 0—4-5.

This mineral is found crystallized in the form of an obtuse
rbomboid of 94** 46' and 85"" iV by measurements on tht planes

of cleavage with the reflective goniometer ; it yields to cleavage
narallel to the planes of the rhomboid, occauonally with biu-
liant surfaces. Colour white or greyish, sometimes pale-red
superficially ; transparent or translucent ; scaroely hard enough
to scratch glass. Alone it melts earily before the blowpipe into

a spon^-like white enamel. Is not acted upon by acids.

Primary.

P on P' 94"^ 46'

e or F on P" 85 14

P on ^, P" on ^, or P' on 120 6
P on i or i

IF on i' or i' 175 30
P" on i" or )
f on i, r on n or i"* on 1^. 173 83
g on m, 143 59 H.

Chabasie is met with in the fissures or cavities ofsome basaltic

rocks, or within geodes of ouartz or agate which are disseminated

in those rocks. It is thus found in large and very beautiful crys-

tals in the amygdalolds of Faroe, Iceland, and Greenland, often

associated with stilbite and green earth. Splendid specimens
occur in a kind of greenstone rock (the gratuUin of Werner)

* From the Greek, signifying a particular spec-iea of stone.

G
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at Aussig in Buliciiiia. Smaller but more transparent varieties

are met with in the basalt of the Giant's Causeway ; disposed

on trap and accompanying stilbite at KUmalcolm in Renfrew-

shire; In the Isle of Skye, and elsewhere in the west of Scotland

;

also at Gustafsberg in Sweden ; in the agate balls of Oberstein

in Deuxponts ; and at Husavic in Iceland, in small transparent

crystals filling tlie cavities of the fossil Venus Islandica. ft does

not occur massive* {ManuaL)

LEVYNE,
Macrotypous Kouphone Spar, ^I. I^evjne, Brcusier, Journal, II. 332.

Combination of silica> alumina, lime, and water, with a little

soda and potash.

Silica 4G-30

Ahimina 22*47

Lime 9-72

Soda 1*55

Potash 1-26

Oxide of iron 0-77

Oxide of manganese 0- 1

9

Water 19-51—Connell.
Sp. Gr. 2 0—2-2. H.= 4 0.

Primary form a rhomboid of 79° 29'. The colour of this spe-

cies is white. Semi-transparent; lustre vitreous ; streak white

;

cleavaee indistinct, parallel to the faces of the primary ; fracture

imperiect conchoidal ; brittle.

PonF 125' 12'

0 on 13G 1

0 on F 117 24

Upon charcoal it inturnetices, and with salt of phosphorus yields

a transpai Liit globule, which contains a skeleton of silica, and be-

comes opuke on cooling. In the glass tube it gives off a consi-

derable quantity of water, whitens, and becomes opake ; but is

neither soluble in acids, nor does it gelatinize with them.
Sir David Brewster subjected this mineral to optical examina*

tion> and named it in compliment to Mr Levy, who had previ-

ously examined its crystallographic properties. It occurs dis-

posed in cavities of tro}), associated with acicular and radiated

mesotype, at the Little Deer-park of Glenarm, county Antrim

;

also at Skagastrand in Iceland ; at Dalsnypen in Faroe; Godhaven
in Disco Island, Greenland; in the Vicontine; and, though rarely,

in large reddish coloured opake crystals at Hartiield Moss in Ren-
frewshire.
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TOURMALINE.
TourmiOm, W. Schorl, fir. fihombobednl Toumuline^ M.

Combination of ftUic8» alumina, oxide of iron, and Lme, with
amaU proportions of magnesia, potash, 8oda» and boradc acid.

Analyses by Gmetin.

Devonshire. Kariiibricka.

Soda
Potash

SiUca

Alumina
Oxide of iron
Ox. of manganese 1*89

Boradc acid 4*0S

Magnesia 4*68

Lime 0*00

Black,

Rabenstein.

1-75

:o-48

35-48

34-75

17-44

2-09 i

000 j
35-20

35-50

17*86

0-43

4-U
0-70

0-55

2-53

87-65
33-46

9-38

0*00

3^83

10-98

0-25
7-0—7-5.

Greenland*

3-15

0-22

38-79

3719
5-8 i

0-00

3-63

5^86

OOO
Sp. Gr. 3-0--3-2. H.

It occurs both in semi- crystalline prisms of irregular fonn and
deeply striated on the surface, and in prisms of six or more sideS)
variously terminated, the two terminations being generally dis-
similar. Sometimes these prisms are extremely short and thick,
and at others are acicular or even capillary. Its colour is usually
black, dark-green, or brown ; the latter being generally translu-
cent in one direction and opake m the other, the black altogether
opalce ; externally the crystals are splendent. The primary form
is considered to be an obtuse ibomboid of 133° 50', and 46° 10'.

Cleavage and fracture uneven and imperfect. It is not so hard
as quartz. One of Its remarkable characters is, that it becomes
electric when heated, the termination whidi presents the greatest
number of planes always exhibiting, according to Hauy, the posi«
tive or vitreous electricity, while that which consists of the smaller
number indicates the negative or resinous. Before Uie blowpipe
the black tourmaline of Bovey intumesces and becomes a black
scoriaceous mass ; with borax it fuses into a transparent glass.

Fig. 1 represents the primary rhoaiboid,"of which the summit is re-
placed by a triangular plane in fig. 2, as well as each lateral soUd angle,
by planes which form the ordinary six-sided pritm of this mineral; the
edges of the prbm are modified in fig. 3.
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PonF. ..ISS'ftO'

PorFon m. 156 50
on g 141 10
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t on tf' or e^....».120 00
c on /1 149 30
/I on/ 2 155 25
<r on • or i' 147 32
eon^ 136 15

a on e, ..•...«• 90 00 e^^.

fM on e •.••.•••103 30 a g,

Toumuilme is confined to primitive rocks, such as gneiss, gra-

nite, niica*8cbiste,&c.and the veinswhich traverse these rocks, llie

largest and most striking black crystals occur in Greenland; at
Horlberg near Bod^nmais in Bavaria ; at Karinbricka in Sweden

;

and near Bovey in Devonshire, coating the cavities of red granite

and associated with apatite; small brilliant black crystals, having
mucl j the aspect of tin ore, are met with imbedded in white quartz

in Norway, at St Just in Cornwall, and in decomposed felspar at

Andreasberg in the Hartz. Large curved crystalline prisms occur
in granite at Portsoy in Banllshire ; alao in Norway, Saltzburg,

the Tyrol, and Saxony,—the name Schorl^ which is applied to this

variety, being derived from the village of Sdiorlan in the latter

country^

Tourmaline is also met with in pale yellowish-brown crystals

imbedded in talc at Windiach-Kappel in Carinthia ; in pale-green

translucent^crystals in dolomite at St Gothard ; of a dark pista-

chio-green colour in Brazil; and nearly pure white in Siberia and
Switzerland. In Elba the crystals, when transparent, frequently

exhibit parallel zones of distinctly different colours, being red at
t)ie two extremes, arid dark-blue in the centre, or partly grass-

green and partly azure-blue, d-c. Tourmaline possesses the sin-

gular property of exhibiting different colours according as it is

vieweci parallel or perpendicular to the axis of its crystiils, and
almost invariably is less transparent in the first of these direc-

tiuns tlian .n the last.

Indicolite. Tourmaline d'Uto. Blue tourmaline containing

more oxide of iron than oidde of manganese.
Uton. BracO.

Silica 40*30 4000
Alumina 40-50 8916
Boracic acid 1*10 4'59

Oxide of iron 4-85 5-96

Oxide of manganese 1*50 2'14<

Luliia 4-30 3o9
Water, &c. 3*60 Arfwedson. 1-58 Gmelin.
In crystals of an indeterminate form and presenting an indigo-

blue colour (hence its name). Aione before the blowpipe it
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whitens, intumesces slightly, and becomes acoriaceous mi the sur*

face, but docs not melt. With bonuL it fiiseswith efferreioenoey

but more difficultly than rubellite.

Its principal locality is the iron mine of the island of Uton near
Stockhohii, \vliLi e it occurs disseminated in a gangue of quartZp

steatite, and felspar.

Rubellite. Siberite. Tourmaline Apyrc, H. Tourmaline
rouge, 'i ouraialiiie coutainiiig more oxide ui manganese than
oxide of iron.

Siberia.

Silica 4213 SQ'S?
-

Alumina sr>-43 4400
Boracic acid 3-74 4-18

Oxide of maaganese 6-32 5-02

Lime 1-20 0-00

Potash 2-41 1-29

Lithia 2*04 Gmelin. 2-52 Gmelin.

The rubellite presents various shades of red, from a slight tinge

to a fine pink, and sometimes a violet colour. Its crystals are

rarely distinct, bLint; commonly closely aggregated. Alone on
charcoal before the blowpipe it taras milk-white, intumesces,

splits, vitrifies on the edges, but does not fuse ; with borax it

fonns a transparent glass ; on platina, with soda. It exliibitB toan
intense degree the green colour indicative of mani^ese* It

*

occurs imiwdded in iitiiomarge near Elcadierineburg in Siberia;

accompanying lepidolite at Rozenain Moravia; and in granite

witfagreen,tDurmalinein Massachusetts^ U*S« Some ofthe Siberian
specimens eadiibit internally a brown or blue colour, surrounded
with carmine-red or some other lighter tinge, or internally a red
hue bordered with pistachio-green.

MEIONITE.

Meionit, W. H.

Combination of silicai alumina, and lime, with some potash
and soda.

Vesuvius. Sterzing^

Potash and soda 0-82 24 0*89

Silica 40-53 40-8 39-92

Alumina d2-73 30*6 31*97

Lime 24*25 22-1 23-86

Protoxide of iron 0*18 Strom. 10 Gmelin. 2*24 Strom.

Sp. Or. 2*6-.2-8.

It usually occurs in small four or eight-sided prisms, termi-

nated by tetrahedral pyramids, the edges or angles of which
arc sometimes replaced ; the primary iorm is a right prism with

0(|uare bases, and it yields to cleavage parallel to the planes
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fracture imperfect conchoidal ; surface of r irregulail^ striated

loDgitudiauily.

Frequently macied parallel to r. Alone before the blowpipe

achmite fuses readily into a brilliant black globule ; with borax
forms a glass coloured by iron; and when reduced to powder
is acted upon by the sulphuric and muriatic acids.

• This is a rare mineral, its only known locality being Runde-
myr, near Kongsberg^ in Norway* It there occurs in crystals

sometinses a foot long, imbedded in granite, which, however,
from their ^ngibility, are not easily disengaged entire.

CUMMINGTONITEL
Thonuon,

Contains Soda 8*44

Silica • 56*54

Protoxide of iron 21*67

Protoxide of manganese 7*80

Less from heat S«18-—Thomson.
Sp. Gr. 8*20. Readily ,scratched by the knife.

This mineral occurs in fine needles, forming tufts of crystals^

which diverge slightly from one another. Cobur greyish-white.

Lustre silky. Opake, or translucent only on the edges. Alone it

does not melt before the blowpipe ; with soda it effervesces and
fuses into a dark coloured globule ; and with borax forms a black

glass, indicating the presence of much iron and mani^anese. It

is found at Cummington in Massachusetts in a granitic rock. By
most mineralogists it is united witli epidote.
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EUDYAUTE.*

Composed of sUica» soda, zirconia, lime» the oxides of iron and
ina^gan6se» mimatic acid, and water.

Soda 13*92 13^
Silica 5247 53-32

Zirconia 10-89 IMO
Lime 10-U 9-79

Oxide of Iron 6.85 6-75

Oxide of manganese 2*57 2-06

Muriatic acid 1-03 108
Water 1-80 Stromeyer. 1*80 Stromeyer.

Sp. Gr. 2-89. H. = 5 0—5-5.
Eudyalite occurs both massive and crystallized, but the crys-

tals are generally small and irregular. The following figure, how-
ever, is taken from avery perfect crystal nearly an inch in diame-
ter, which was brought from Greenland by Gies^ck^.

P on P over «„...J06" 36^

P on ». 186* IS'

Itscolour isred or brownish-red, and generallysomewhat trans*

lucent; lustre vitreous, cleavage para&l to o very perfect, less

80 parallel to z; fracture conchoidal or uneven. Before the

blowpipe it fuses into a leek prrocn scoria; and when reduced

to powder loses its colour, and gelatinizes with acids. This mi-

neral was distinguished by Stromeyer; its only locality is Kan-
gcrdluarsuk in West Greenland, where it occurs either accom-
panying sodalite and hornblende, or imbedded in compact white
felspar.

* £udyalil€ from the Greek, In aliusioo to ita ready solubility in acidf.

g2
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ACIDS.

Op the adds only two have been found in the concrete state^

viz* the sulphuric and boracic acids.

NAT1V£ SULPHURIC ACID.

Tliis acid has been found in its natural state in the caverns

of the volcanic mountain Zaccolino, near Sienna. The concre-

tions are in the form of cauliflowers, depending from the roofs

of the grottoes, and adhering to sulphate of June. Professor

Pictet mentions a cavern near Aix in Savoy, from the roof of
which this acid mixed with water and a little sulphate of lime

is observed to drop. It was also noticed by Dolomieu in the

caverns of Etna.

NATIVE BORACIC ACID.

Sassoliue, J. Prismatic Boracic Acid, M.

The pure varieties consist of borax 2d*83^ and oxygen 74*17

—Berzelius.

Sp. Gr. 148.
In loose scaly particles, or crystalline grains (probably six-

sided tables), sometimes aggregated in the form of crusts. Co-
lour greyish or yelluwibh-white. The latter arising from admix-
ture with sulphur. Lustre pearly ; taste acidulous, and slightly

bitter. It fuses readily at the flame of a candle, and yields a
transparent glassy globule, which becomes opake on cooling

if there be any gypsum in union. When dissolved in alcohol it

communicates to tne flame a fine green tint*

It occurs in a state of perfect purity, or mechanically mixed
with a little sulphur, at the island of Volcano, one of the Lipari

group ; sometimes massive and in incrustations which present a
fibrous structure ; and frequently pulverulent, and disposed as a
loose covering on the surface of the sulphur. It is likewise de-
posited by some of the lagoni of Tuscany, and at the hot s[ rings

of Sasso, a locality which has procured for it the trivial name of
iSassoline,
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Under this head are comprehended those minerals which chiefly

consist of an earth combined with an acid ; some of them
include variable proportions of oxide of iron, which may be
coosidered only as an incidental ingredient.

SUBSULPHATE OF ALUMINA.

Aluminiie, J« Webslerite, Levy, Alumine SouMulfiitee.

CombiDation of sulphuric acid, alumina, and water.
Halle. Newhaven. AuteuiL

Sulphuric acid 23-36 23*27 23*0

Water 40-33 46-76 470
Alumina 30-26 29-87 300

Stromeyer. Dumas.
Sp. Gr. 1-669.

In i Lnift rra masses and botryoidal concretions> of a white

or yellowish-white colour, occasionally translucent, but more
frequently dull and opake, with an earthy fracture ; it yields to

the nail, is meagre to the touch, and adheres to the tongue. It

fuses with difficulty before^the blowpipe, but dissohes readily in

acidsy without effervesceDoe. It imbibes water, but does not in

consequence fall to pieces.

It occurs imbedded in ferruginous clay, which rests on the

chalk strata ou the coast near Newhaven in Sussex; also at

Epernay in France, and in plastic clay at Halie on the Saale in

Prussia.
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SULPHATE OF ALUMINA.

Sulphate cf Alumina, Bou$tingmitL Alunogene, BeuitmU

Contains Sulphuric acid 36-4 35*87

Alumina 16-0 U-64.

Water 46-6 46-37

Peroxide of iron 0-4 O-oO

6odsL 0-0—Boussin. 2'26—Thomson.
Sp. Gr. 1-66. Very soft.

In crystalline masses and efflorescences. Colour white, occa*

sionalty tinged yellow when impure; translucent; lustre silky

;

taste^ and comportment before uie blowpipe, similar to alum.

Humboldt observed this mineral in cla^^-slate at Araya near
Cumana; also at Socono^ and elsewhere u South America.

WAVELLITE.*

Sub-plin<?phatc of Alumina. Alutnine Hydro-phosphat^e, H. LasloDltey

Uevonite, Fuchs, Waveliit, Klaproih. Hjrdrargillite, Duvy.

Combination of phosphoric acid, water, and alumina, with a
little lime, the oxides of manganese and iron, and fluoric acid. •

Pliosphoric acid 33-40 34-72

Alumina 35-35 36-56

Water 26-80 28-00

lime 0-30 0-00

Oxide of iron and raangan. 1'25 0-00

Fluoric acid 2*0G Bei zxlius. 0-00 Fuclis.

Sp. Gr. 2-337. H. = 3-5—4 0.

Primary a right rhonabic prism of 122^ 15^ and 57^ 45^.

It occurs in minute crystius, which usually adhere together and
radiate^ forming hemispherical or globular concretions from a
very small rize to that of an inch in diameter. The general form
of the crystals is that of a rhombic prism with diedral termina-
tions, but the lateral edges of Uie prism are sometimes replaced;
and they are rarely sufficiently distinct to admit of measurement*.
It cleaves parallel to Mand A, with brilliant surfaces; commonly
translucent, somethnes opake, and possessing a silky or vitreous

lustre; colour yellowis]i-\vhlte, yellow, greyish, green, or bluish
;

occasionally of a dingy brown, owing to tlie progress of decom-
position; brittle. It is infusible, but under tlie blowpipe becomes
white, opake, and loses its crystalline form, giving a sliglit green-
ish tinge to the flame. It is soluble in heated acid, ^v illlout ef-

fervescence, emitting a vapuui which slightly corrodes the gla:>b.

• Wavellite, in honour of Dr Wavel, its discoverer.
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It was first discovered by Dr Wavel in small veins and cavi-
ties in argillaceous schiste, near Barnstaple, in Devonshire; it has
been since found at Stenna Gwjii, near bt Austle in Cornwall,
on a decomposing granite ; in very highly coloured pistachio-

green mawefl at C&nmell, and near Cork; in white steUated
groups on red sandstone at Zbirow, in Boneniia $ on brown uron
ore at Amberg* in Bavaria (a varietynamed by Fucbs LatkmUe) /
in the Shaint Isles of Scotland ; and near VUIa Ricca in BraaiL
The SirieffUan of Breithaupt, from Stfiegis in Frankenbeiigy is

evidently a variety of waveliite.

KAKOX£N£.*

.

^leifimann, in Brewster^s Journal, v. 163.

Combination of phosphoric add* water, fluoric add^ alumina^

peroxide of iron, silica, and a small quantity of lime.

Phosphoric acid 17'86, alumina 10*01, silica 8-90, peroxide of
iron 36*8% lime (hl^ water and f!noric add 25*95—jSteinmann.

Sp. Gr, 3-38.

In extremely minute fibrous crystals, which appear to be irre-

gular six-sided prisms terminated by pyraniitls ot six faces, ge-
nerally disposed in diverging groups radiating from a point. Co-
lour brownish-yellow of different hues ; lustre silky, sometimes

. adamantine ; adheres to tlie tuiigue ; has an argillaceous odour,

\ and—probably from an accidentel admixture with some saline

substance—has an astringent taste. In water it partly loses its

lustre and becomes brown ; and when placed on a red coal it

emits a green phosphoric light. Before the blowpipe on char-

coal it decrepitates powerfully ; with borax is incompletely so*

Juble into a dark bottle-green coloured glass; and with soda Irises

with difficulty into a blackish mass.

* From )t»xoSi bad, and a guest, in allusion to the bad iniluence

of its phosphoric acid on the iron extracted from the ore with which it

occurs.
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Kakoxcnc occurs disposed on'brown iron ore in the iron mines
of Hrbeck near Zbirow in Bohemia ; and, but for its deeper
tint, might be readily mistaken for karpholite, which is found
under similar circumstances*

AMBLYGONITE*
Amblygonite, Leonhard* Amblygonie Augite Spar, HeAiingtr^

Combination of phosphoric acid, alumina, and Hthia.

Phosphoric acid 54*12, alumina 38*96, litliia 6*92—Berzelius.

This mineral occurs masbive, and in rhombic prisms of 106° 10'

and 73" jU', which are rough externally, and present a greenish-

white, a mountain- or sea-green colour. It cleaves parallel to

the sides of the prism with brilliant surfaces ; and when reduced
to thia laminae^ it varies ftom trtnslucent to transparent. On
charcoal it fuses readily into a dear glass, whidi becomes opake
on cooling $ with borax it melts into a transparent colourless

glass.

It is found, with tourmaline and topaz, in eranite» at Chursdorf
near Penig in Saxony ; and at Arendal in Norway.

CHILDRENITE.

Childrenite, Zety.

A compound of phoqihoric acidi aluminai and iron^ according

to Wollaston*

In very minute yeUow or brownisb^yellow crystal^ disposed

either singly or in crystalline coats on carbonate of iron or quartz*

Cleavage in planes parallel to the axis ; lustre vitreous, inclining

to resinous ; translucent ; str^ white ; fracture uneven. The
only known locality of this mineral is the vi(»inity of Tavistock in

Dc\ onshire ; it was distinguished by Levy, who named it in com-
pliment to Mr Children of the British Museum. (Manual,)

* From the Greek, in allusion to the obtuse angles of its prism*
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AZURITEL

LazuUty W. H. Azurite, J. Prismatic Azure Spar, M. Klaprothine*
Bcudant,

Combination of phosphoric acid, alumiiui, magnesia, and water.
Krieglach. Kadel-graben*

]%08phoric acid 43 32 41-81

Alumina 34-50 35-73

Magnesia 13-56 9-34

Lime 0-48 0-00

Oxide of iron 0-80 2-64

Silica 6-50 2 10

Water 0"50—Brandes. 6*06—Fuchs.
Sp. Gr. 3-0—3-1. H. = 5 0—6 0.

Primary lonu a right rhuaibic piisai ot 121° 30'.

LazuHte rarely occurs crystallized, being more often granular,

or in small fragmenta, exhibitingvarionashades ofazture-blue* It ia

slightly translucent; brittle, yet nearly as hard as quartz; the frac-

ture is lamellar, and its cleavage is parallel with the planes of the
prism, though indistinct Before the blowpipe it intumesces a
little, and assumes a glassy appearance where the heat has been
highest, but does not melt* With borax it yields a clear colour*

less globule.

Primary.

i<;rjp^
L ^iTm

The second of the above figures represents a superb crystal in the

possession of H. J. Brooke, Esq.

MonM'. 121*30'

e or M' on c' 138 45
M on i 140 30
MorM'on/. 150 45
a on a' 91 30

cl orcl' 129 10

a on e or e' or a' on or £"^..158 10

elm el'. 120 40
cl on or cl' on cS'. 150 00
c on (? or on d' 102

cl on cor cl' on c' 25

cl on d 141 20

It occurs in a gan^nie of quartz, near Vorau in Styria ; and in

narrow veins traversing clay-slate in the torrent beds of Schlam*
ming and Kadel-graben near Werfen in Saltzburg.
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CARBONATE OF LIMB.

The nmnerous varieties comprelientlcd under tlie term carbo-

nate of liaie, differ greatly in external character. Scarcely more
can be said of them in the general, than that they all readily

yield to the knife, and that their q>ecific gravity is below 9*0*

1. Calcareous Spar. Kalksnath, W. Cbaux carbonat^e, H«
Spath calcair^, Br. Calc Spar, J.

Calcareous spar is pure carbonate of lime^ consisting of
Iceland.

Lime 66-15 55-50 56-33

Carbonic acid 43*70 Strom. 44.-00 Phillips. 43*05 Biot.

Sp. Gr. 2-5—2-8. H. = 3*0.

Its most prevalent colour is white; it is frequently transparent,

and is then strongly doubly refractive. Occurs cr^'stallized in

upwards of 800' varieties ol form, all originaLing from an obtuse

rhomboid of 105** 5f and 74^ 55^ ; this rhomboid may readily be

obtained by cleavage, and may itself occasionally be cleaved pa-

n^el to a plain passing through the greater diagonab in one di*

recdon ; the brilliant surfaces of the primary are well adapted

to the use of the reBective goniometer. It often occurs both

diemically and mechanically united with minute proportions of

iron, magnesia, alumina, carbon, bitumen, &c.; cross fracture

occasionmly conchoidal, but not easily obtained. It efferves-

ces violently with acids. The Iceland variety, which is consider-

ed to bo the purest form of carbonate of lime, is transparent, and
doubly retractive in a ]ii;,h degree, hence its familiar appellation

of Iceland spary or doubli/ refracting spar. Some varieties of cal-

careous spar give a yellow phosphorescent ligiit when laid on a

hot coal or struck in the dark ; as that accompanying s^arnet in

Wermeland; laumonite in Brittany, &c. Alone, un charcoal,

before the blowpipe, it becoDMS caustic by heat, and shines with

peculiar brightness as soon as all the carbonic add is expelled.

Does not yield water in the matrass^ but with the fluxes com-
ports itself like arragonite.

1. 2. a 4. 5. 6.

Fig. 1, tlie primary, an obtuse rhomboid. Fig. 2, the same, of which

the lateral edges and terminal solid angles are replaced by planes. Fig.

3, in this both the lateral and terminal solid angles are replaced. Both

this and the former figure tend, by the extension of the modifying pbnes,

to the production of the six-sided prism (fig. 4), on which no portion of
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the primary planes is Tisible. Fi^. 5, an acute rhomboid. Fig. 6, a

riuNnboidmm obluse thtn tbe pnmaiy.

BouxnoD described fiftj-siz modifications of the rhomboid of cartioiiate

oflime, and other mineralo^ts have greatly increased the number. It
would he perhaps iniposslh^ to represent the whole of these witli any
tolerable accuracy on one figure ; the above figure therefore is iiUendeii

cnly to point out the fiict, t^at the several modifications are retierabie to
tliKe great dtsMt, vis. primi, acute YhomboMai and obtuse ilioinbeids.

Thus the planes a and eee^ replacing the aolid eagles, tend, by their ex-
tension, to produce a six-sided prism represented by the small fig. 1

;

the plane a with the planes o o o replacing the lateral ed^es, likewise tend
to produce a regular six-sided prism, while o in conjunction with the
planes liilti tend to a twelTe-aided prisnu Thus uio of rhomboids,
the plane h situated on the primary plane, and e on the edge, tend to
two rhomboids much more obtuse than the primary, or than that which
would be consequent on the extension of the planes »«, while g and k
would produce ver^ acute rhomboids. The planes d\ Jl, of which ax
are vinble on the figure, would produce very obtuse dodecahedrons

;

the planes d2 ^2, less obtuse; while the consequence of the extension
of the planes h h would he acute dodecahedrons, and of the planes ii still

more acute. But ot rhontboids, both acute and obtuse, there is an al-

most endless variety, all actually differing by admeasurement.

It occurs in veins in almost every kind oi rock, from tlie old-

est to the newest alio vial strata, and accompanies or constitutes

the gangue of a great variety of minerals. It is bo generally

distributed, that any enumeration of its localities would be im-
possible. Among those most distinguished may be mentioned
Andreasberg in the Hartz, where the nx-s!ded prisms have been
found in great beauty; Alston Moor in Cumberland, which af«

fords the flat rhombic crystals ; and Derbyshire^ whence the

pale-yellow transparent pyramids, someUmes of very large di-

mensions, are obtained. The transparent variety from Iceland

is not found in distinct crystak, although the surfaces of the

masses indicate crystallization, and are often implanted with stil-

bite and henlandite.

2. ScHiEi ER Spar.* Schiefer-spath, W. Chaux carbonatee

nacree, H. Slate-spar, J. This variety occurs massive, and in

* Schiefcr or slate-eptr, in allusion to its slaty structure*
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extremely thin tabular
]

] atcs intersecting each other in various

directions, but without any determinate crystalline form. Its

colour is usually white, with a shining and more or. less pearly

lugtre } it is tnuulitcent, yields easily to the knife» and pos-

sesses a greasy feel. Specific gravi^ about 2*5. It is infusible;

but is soluble with effervescence in acids. It is an almost pure
carbonate of lime.

It occurs in metalliferous beds in Norway; in Glen Tilt, Perth-

shire ; in Assynt, Sutherlandshire ; and in the county of Wick-
low, in Ireland.

4. Agaric Mineral.* Rock Milk. Berg milch, W. Chaux
carbonatoe spongiense, H. Is of a white colour, or yellowish

or fi^reyish- white ; and is soft, dull, meagre to the touch, soils

the lingers, is very tender, opake, and so light as to float for a
short time on water. It is nearly pure carbonate of lime.

It is found in beds and crevices of calcareous rocks in Swit-

zerland, where it is employed fur white-washing the houses ; also

near Ratisbon ; at Sunderland in Durham ; and in Oxfordshire.

5. ApHRiTE.f Earth-poam. Schamnerde> W. Cbauiccar-

bonat^e nacr^ lamellaire^ H. Ecume de Terre, Br. This va-

riety is found sometimes solid, more often in a friable state ; it con-
sists of white scales ofa shining pearly or pseudo-metallic lustre.

It is opake, very sofl to the touch, and is nearly pure carbonate

of lime. It is usually found in calcareous rocks in veins or ca-

vities; and differs from schiefer*Bpar principally in beiup: less co-

herent. It occurs in Hessia, and abundantly at Eisleben in

Thuringia, in mountains consisting of stratified limestone.

6. Stalactitic Carbonate of Lime. Kalk-sinter, W,
Chaux carbonatee concretioiuiee, H. Calc sinter, J. Occurs
mamillated, or in long straight pendulous masses or tubes,

coating the interior of oaves and fissures. The fracture is either

lamellar or fibrous, the fibres diverging from the centre j tlie

cleavage always that of the perfect rhomb ; with a pearly or

silky lustre ; prevalent colour yellowish-white*

Stalactites are sometimes of prodigious dimensions, of which
the grotto of Antiparos in the Archipelago, Uie extensive caves

of Adelsberg in Camiola, and that of Auxelle in France, are

striking instances. The most remarkable in Britain are to be
found in the cavern of Castleton, and other caves in Derbyshire,

and Macallister Cave in the Isle of Skye.
Stalactites are now continually forming. They are deposited

from water loaded with particles of carbonated lime, in the hol-

lows and caverns of mountains ; the water, finding its way into

these tlirough crevices in the rooi^ becomes expoied to tlie air,

• Described by IMiny the name of A^aricon;—resembling fungUS.

•f Aphrite, tVoni ihe Greek ;—a fuam-like substance.
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evaporation ensues, and thus tlie calcareous pai Licles are caused
to precipitate. Some caverns have been entirely filled with cal-

careous stalactite, so that it is occasionally obtained in large

masses ; in this state it is called Alabaster^ and is used in staU
nary and in the formation of vases ; its name being derived from
Alwastron, an Egyptian village between the Nile and the Red
Sea, which was ^e principal locality known in ancient times*

7. Granular Limestone. Kalkstein» Chaux carbo-

natee saccliaro'ide, H. Granular limestone is massive, and con-
sists of small grains or minute crystals, presenting a lamellar

structure and brilliant lustre ; but as these grains intersect each
other In every direction, the lustre of the mass is only glimmer-

ing. It is of various colours ;
wliitc, ^l ey, yellow, bluish, red-

dish, greenish, &c. and is sometimes vLiiiLd or spotted; frac-

ture splintery, occasionally slaty, in consequence of containing

parallel layers ot mica; somewhat translucent, and brittle.

Granular limestone is found in many, if not in moot primUive

countries; it sometimes forms entire mountains> but more often

occurs in beds. It is considered to be of contemporaneous for-

mationwith gneiss, porphyry, argillaceous and micaceous schtste>

with which it frequently alternates. In the Alps and the Py-
renees examples of this are of frequent occurrence.

The whitestand more esteemed primitive limestonewas termed

by the French mineralogists Chaux carbonate saccharoide>

from its likeness to sugar when in small masses. From its im-

portant uses in tlie arts, it is commonly called Statuary marhk.
The most celebrated statuary marbles of ancient times were
fouiul in the islands of Pares, Naxos, and Tenos, in the Archi-

pelago. Parian marble is white, large grained, and consider;ibly

translucent. The Pentelicon, taken from quarries on a moun-
tain called IViUcliLus, near Athens, is traversed by greenish or

greyish veins, which are commonly micaceous. Tiie uiaible of

Carrara has a finer grain and closer texture, and is that now
usually employed by statuaries ; the quarries <^ this marble are

on the eastern coast of the Gulf of Genoa* and are worked on
the face of a mountain to the height of about 800 feet*

The name LtrntSUe^ as apf»lied to black marble» arose from

the quantity of that colour which Lucullus imported into Rome»
from an island in the Nile. That from Kilkenny in Ireland en-

closes shells of a whitish colour, which, when the marble is cut

and polished, present segments of circles ; this is much used for

chimney-pieces and ornaments.

The Vcrd antique consists of carbonate of lime imbedded in

green serpentine : its <:LoIogic;il situation is not known.

The Lumachelli marble exhibiis beautiful iridescent colours,

which are sometimes prismatic internally, but more coimnonly

of various shades of red or orange, whence it has also obtamed
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at particular angles. It cleaves parallel to the lateral planes of a

right rhombic prism of 116° 5' and 63° 55',—the priaiary form.

Most prevalent colour white, though sometimes tinged] yellow,

green, and blue* The crvBtals are internally shining or vitreous

;

they are translucent—the small ones sometimes colourless and
transparent ; yield to the knife and are brittle, but scratch cal-

careous spar easily. They refract doubly in particular direc-

tions* Thin fragments of transparent crystals decrepitate in the

flame of a candle ; other varieties lose their translucency and be»
come friable. With borax it dissolves and forms a transparent

glass, which crystallizes on cooling; but in soda \t\s insoluble. It

presents a yellowish-red phosphorescent light upon hot iron ; and
issoluble in the nitric and muriatic acids, during which process

carbonic acid is disengaged
; paper dipped into a mixture of this

solution and alcohol burns with a purple iiame.

1. 3. 5. 6.

Fig. I, the primary form, a right rhombic prism, which in fig. 2 is

modified by planes replacing the four acute angles, so as to cause the
plane P of fig, 1 to disappear. In fig. 3, two crystals of the same form
as fig. 2 cross each other. Fig. 4 represents two crystals crossing each
other, of which the planes M M and P of fig. 1 appear, but the acute
e^^^ of that figure are replaced by planes parallel to the axis of the
pnsm. In fig. 5, three similar crystals cross each other ; these do not
often occur so distinct, but usually as represented by fig. G, in which
they are more closely united in the general form of a six-sided prism.

The dotted lines represent the cracks observable down each face, aris-

ing from the contact of the planes forming the diednd tenninations of
the several crystals of which fig. 6 is composed ; and from the same cause
the six latcr.il planes of this apparently six.sideAcrystid are not flat, but
each presents a slightly re-cotering angle.

MonM' 116^30'

M'on h 121 38

M on cV or M' on ci i08 18

b or M on 6... 144 00

el on cV 108 18

€2 150 30
c3 141 00

?i 125 55

b 13G 30
( on » 129 38

This mineral is named from its localit}^ the province of Ar-
ragon, in S^>ain, where it was first found in large detached twin

crystals, disseminated in a ferruginous clay, accompanied by
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sulpliate of lime, the most transparent and best-defined prisms

however occur nearBiliain Holiemia, in a vein traversing basalt;

while the branching or coralloulal varieties, to which the name
of Flos-ferri has been given, occur in beds of iron ore, and are

particularly beautiful in the Styrian miiies of ESseaerz, where
they appear atalactitlcall^ disposed od the rooft and sides of con*
siderable cavities. Radiated and acicular minute white crystals

have been found in the recent lavas of Vesuvius. The massive^

silky, and fibrous variety, termed satin ^par, occurs at Dufton,

in thin veins, traversing shale, generally accompanied by iron-

pyrites ; it is susceptible of a tine polish, and is employed in the

mannfnct'jro of ornaments. Stalactittc specimens of a snowy
whiteness have hvci\ met with at Leadhills ; also in Buckingham-
shire ; in Devonshire ; and in Dirk iiatterick's Cave, on the coast

of Galloway.
Arragonite may with facility be distinguished from calcareous

spar by exposing it to heat, betbie which it at once iiies into

powder, while the calcareous spar placed alongside of it remains
unchanged, and even retains its transparency. Its cleavage in a
longitudinal direction should also be a sufficient characteristic—

the faces of cleavage in calc spar, however small the individuals^

being always inclined. {MamiaL)

BITT£R SPAR.

Chaux Carbonatt5e ^fagnesif^re Primitive, II. Bitterspath, W. Rhomb
or Dolomite Spar, J. Macrotypous JLime Haloide, M* in part Brown
apar.

Combination of carbonate of lime and carbonate of magnesia,

the latter occasimially repUced by a small proportion of carbo-

nate of iron.

Halle in Taberg in Micmite^

Tyrol. Sweden. Tuscany.

Carbonate of lime 68-0 73-0 53-0

'

Carbonate of magnesia 25*5 25*0 42*5

Carbonate of iron 1-0 (hO S-O

Mnn .mesiaa oxide of iron 0*0 8*2 0*0

Water 20 00 0-0

Klaproth. Klaproth.

Sp.Gf.2-85-.2-D. H.= 3-5-.4 0.

" Bitter spar is usually found in the form of its primary crystal,

' an obtuse rhomboid, so nearly allied to that of carbonate of lime

that it was considered the same until Wollaston discovered the

; difference by means of the reHective goniometer. Ita angles are
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106° 15' and 73° 45'. Colour grejish or jellow, with a some-
what ptarly lustre ; harder tlian calcareous spar, semi-transparent,

and very brittle. It cleaves readily into rhomboids of the same
form as the crystab. Before the blowpipe, bitter spar is not dis-

tinguishable iVom calcareoiui qpar ; it nowever is more slowly

soluble In acids^ and produces only a yery slight elfervescence.

The finest and most transparent crystals occur at Traversal I a

in Piedmont, at St Gothard, and near Gap in France ; it is also

found in the Tyrol and Salzburg ; and atTaberg io Sweden, with

asbestus, talc, and chlorite.

The following substances are conridered Yarielies of bitter

spar.

1. MiBMiTE occurs crystallized, but more often massive. In-

ternally it Is splendent and pearly ; its fracture is foliated and
curved ; colour greenish-white or green ; translucent ; and brittle.

Sp. Or. 2*8. It is found imbedded in gypsum at Miemo* in

Tuscany.
2. Pearl SpAR.f Chaux carbonatee terro-manganesifere, H.

This is the most common variety of bitter spar. It occurs in ob-

tuse rlionibs, with curvilinear faces ; generally presents a shining

pearly lustre ; is translucent, yields to the knife, but is harder

than calcareous spar ; colour white, grey, or yellowish. Specific

gravity about 2*5.

It occurs abundantly in the lead mines of the north of £ng<
land ; in those of Derbyshire ; in that of Beendstoh in Devon-
shire ; in several mines in Cornwall $ at Schemnitz in Hungary

;

at Kapnik in Transylvania ; at Claosthal in the Hartz ; at Frey*
berg in Saxony ; and in many other places on the continent.

3. DoLOMiTE.j: Magnesian limestone. Occurs massive, and
has sometimes a slaty texture ; it consists of fine crystalline grains,

which are lamellar ; is generally white, occasionally with a tinge

of yellow or grey ; is translucent on the edges, and, when struck,

fre(|uently emits a phosphorescent irght, which is visible in the

dark. It greatly resembles primitive limestone, but is readily

distinguished by its feeble efi'ervescence in acid.

P onF
PorFonF'.

106* 15'

7S 45

• Whence Miemite.

•f From its pearly lustre.

t Dolomite, in honour of the geologist I>olomieu.
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It occurs in the Pyrenees, Saxony, France, Sweden, in lona

one of the Hebrides, aiid» though in a more impure state, in

many counties of England—Somersetshire, Yorkshire, Notting-

hamshire, &c. At Building Hill near Sunderland it forms glo-

bular earthy-like concretions; and in the same vicinity is found
in slaty masses, which, when split into thin pieces, are very flex-

ible,—a quah'ty supposed to depend on the water it contains, as

it is nearly lost wlien the mineral dries.

Gurhofian is of a snow-while colour, and very compact;
the fragments, which are sharp, are translucent on the edges

;

fracture flat conchoidal. In many respects it may be mistaken

for semi-opal. Tt orcurs in veins traversing serpentine betwcei^

Gurhof* aiid Aggisbach in Lower Aa>tria.

The mortar obtained from this species is esteemed for cement,
being less subject to decay, owing to its absorbing less carbonic
acid from the atmosphere than that of common limestone. But
for agricultural purposes it is of Inferior value ; for when laid on
particular soils it tends rather to injure than to improve vegetation,

which is wholly destroyed when the quantity is large ; this effect

is owing to the magnesia it contains. The catliedral of Milan,
and the Minster and city walls of York, are built of magnesian
limestone ; the white marble of Paros, and tliat of lona in the

Hebrides, belong to this species ; it therefore often admits, as

well as limestone, of being cut and polished, and is described q»
being particularly durable*

ANKERITE.

raratomous Lime Haloide, M. Rohe W&ud and Wandstein oiStjftian
Minert.

Carbonic acid with oxide of iron 35*31, lime 50'11, magnesia
11*85, oxide of manganese 3 08—Sthrotter.

Sp. Gr. 2-95—31. H. = 3-5— 10.

Primary form a rhomb of 106° 12', In crystalline masses of

a white colour, though sometimes tinged yellow and brown, from
an admixture of iron. Cleavage perfect paraU^ to the faces of
the rhomb; lustre vitreous; slightly translucent; streak white

;

fracture uneven ; and the surface generally striated. Before the

blowpipe jper M it becomes black, and acts on the magnet, but
does not fuse ; w ith borax it melts into a pearl. In nitric acid

it is soluble with a brisk effervescence ; and on exposure to the

atmosphere its surf-^ce becomes darker. This species occurs at

the Rathhausberg in tlie Gastein valley, Saltzburg ; and in con-

siderable quantity at tlie Styrian mines of Eiseners, where it is

* Whence Gurhpfiaiu

H
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prized both as an iron ore, and as a flux in the process of smelt-

ing ; it is also met with at Golrath and the Neider Alp in Styria.

It was distinffuished by Mohs, who named it in compliment to

fVofessor Anker of the Johann«iim in Giatz. (Manual)

PLUMBO-CALCITE,

Johnstone.

Carbonate of lime 92*2, carbonate of lead 7*8—Johnstone.

Form and cleavage the f^ame as the primary rhomb of calcar-

eous spar ; massive. When heated the carbonic acid is driven

oil] and the specimen assumes a reddish colour. Before the blow-

pipe it yields with soda a white enamel, but no reduced lead ap-

pears. Occurs among the old workings at Wanlockhead in Dum-
fries-shire.

APATITE.*

Phosphate of lame. Apatit, W. Hhombohednl Fluor Halddcy M*
Chaux Phosphat^e» H.

Combination of the phosphoric, fluoric, and muriatic acids,

with lime*

StG.th.rd. Gr.n.r. ^'^f

Lime 55*66 55*30 55*57 44-75

Muriatic acid 0*02 0-43 0*07 0 00
Rose. Rose. Rose. Klaproth.

Some massive varieties also contain silica, carbonic acid, and
oxide of iron.

Sp. Gr. 31—3*3. H. = 5*0.

Phos}>hate of lime is found massive (Pkatpkorik) ; and crys-

tallised in six-sided prisms, terminated by one or more planes
(Apaiiie% or the prism is terminated by a six-sided pyramid, and
the lateral edges are sometimes replaced; it yields, though with
some difficulty, to mechanical division parallel to all the planes
of the regular hexahedral prism, which therefore is considered the
primary form ; fracture more or less conchoidal, with a vitreous

lustre ; translucent, rarely transparent
; white, yellowish-white,

wine-yellow, green, blue or bluish-green, and red,—these co*

* Named by Werner, from »waT»*t<, to'deceive $ in alludon to its being
readily mistaken for certain other minerals*
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lours sometimes intermixed in the tame crystal. In »

hiffh temperature, the edges and angles are rooaded off, but it

does not fuse without addttioo ; with borax it forms a dear glo-

bule, and in salt of phosphorus dissolves in great quantity, af-

fording a transparent glass, which when nearly saturated be-

comes opake en cooling, and presents crystalline faces. Soluble

without eibnresoence in the nitric and muriatic acids ; and wlien

thrown in powder on live coal, emits a yeUow phosphorescent

Ught.
*

1. 2- 8-

Tier. 1, the primarv—a six-sided prism. Fig. 2, the same, of which

the terminal edges are replaced; tending to a six-sided pyramid, which

is perfect in fig. 3, the lateral edges of the prism being replaced. Fig. 4,

in this the latenl and terminal edges of the prism axe all XtpMced by

planes, and its solid angles by immil six-sided faces.

]\r on M' or M' on M^..12(r Of

P on M M' or M" 90 0
MorM'onii 150 0
MoncorM'oo*' If') 2

Pon rl 157 0
r J 134 43

a 120 3«
«. 124 10

M M M on ct ........^IIS 49
c2 130 30
c3 139 48

M'on 6or i»' 149 40
»ona 162 18
It issomewhat remarkable that

the planes b 6' are rarely seen to*

getlier on the same cryatal.

EhrLnfrledcrMlorf in Saxony, and Sdilackenwald in Bohemia,
are wcll-kno^vn continental localities oi'tliis mineral. The crystals

from JSt Gutltard in Switzerland are remarkable for their white-

ness and transparency, md the regularity of their complex forms

;

those from Ara:idal in Norway (Jfomsfe) are <^iake, and of a
greenish*blue colour ; while me atpafOffut'^lonB or spargelUeinf

from the Zillerthal in the Tyrol, is tramuucent, ofa wine-yellow
hue, and imbedded in green talc« In the St Lawrence county,

United States, apatite , occurs abundantly in well-defined sea-

green coloured crystals, occasionally four to six inches in lei^ith,

imbedded in granular limestone ; and in the British Museum
there is one very remarkable crystal, which is said to be from the

vicinity of St Petersburg* Beautiful crystals have also been
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discovered at Caldbeck-fell in Cumberland ; in Cornwall in tin

veins in the granite of St Michael's Mount* with topaz, &c. ; with
axinite on the clifib of Botallack near the Land's End ; and near
Bovey Tracey in Devonshire, in large greyish-white translucent
prisms, with crystallized tourmaline, in a quarry of red granite.
The massive variety of apatite is usually distinguished under

the appellation of phosphorite. It presents a granidar texture,
and a yellowish or reddish-white colour ; is nearly opake ; and be-
comes p]H)s|»liorescent on the application of heat. It is found at

Schlackenwald in Bohemia, and abundantly near Lagrofan in Es-
tremadura in Spain, in beds alternating with limestone and quartz.

HERDERITE.*
FristDAtic Fluor Haloide, HaHinger.

Primary fbrm a right rhomhic prism of 1 15° 9' and 64* 51'.

Sp. Gr. 2*9— U.=rd O.

p on p over M .....77* 20*

p on p contiguous... 144 16
t on t contiguous* 64 dl

Cleavage interrupted parallel to M. Fracture small conchoi-
dal. Colour several shades ofyellowish- and greenish-white; very
translucent s with a vitreous or somewhat resinous lustre. Streak
\vhite

; surface of M smooth, and delicately striated pivaUel to
its ed<ies of combination with p,

Ilerderitc much resembles asparagus-stone, but was distin-
guished by Haidinger. It occurs imbedded in fluor, in the tin
mines of Ehrenfriedersdorf in Saxony ; and is a very rare species.

FLUOR SPAR.f
I' iuorine, Beudant. Fluate of jLime. l luss, W. Chaux fluate, H.

Octahedral Fluor Haloide, M.
Comhination of fluoric acid and lime.

Lime 67'75 72-14
Fluoric acid 82*25—Klaproth, 27-86—Berzelius.

Sp. Gr. S-0 to 3-3. H. =s 4-0.

• In compliment to liaron von Herder, the director of the Saxon
mines at Freybei^.
^ From the Latin to flow—in allusion to its important use as a

flux to the metallic ores.
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Fluor occurs crystallized, nodular, compact, and tai tliy ; the

first has a perfectly lamellar structure, and may be cleaved willi

facility into the tetrahedron, acute rhomboid, and regular octa-

hedron, the latter of which has been adopted as its primary form

:

occasionally however the edges of a cube of fluor may be dis*

placed mechanically, affording an apparent cleavage parallel to

the planes of the rhombic dodecahedron j but this is only decep-
tive, for the planes so produced are irregular, and therefore un-
like those parallel to the planes of the octahedron, and may be
termed planes ofcomposition. It occurs in the form of the octa-

hedron and iti varieties ; as the cube, dodecahedron with rhom-
bic planes, Sec. Fluor is found perfectly limpid and transparent

;

also white, grey, and exhibitin<r various shades of blue, green,

red, yellow^, and purple ; uhcn puuudcd and placed on Uve coal it

emits a phosphorescent light, blue, green, purple, or yellow ; when
thrown in mass into the fire, it decrepitates and flies. Is

acted upon by acids, and narticularly by heated sulphuric acidp

which decomposes it, and disengages fluoric add in vi^urs*
Alone on charcoal it fuses by much heat into an opake white
globule ; with borax, and salt of phosphorus it forms a transparent

glass, which when saturated to a certain extent becomes opake.

!• 2* 3* 4b

5. 7.

9. 10. 11. 12.

Fig. 1, primary ; the regular octahedron. Fig. 2, the same, having all

its luid angles replaced by square planes, which are enlurgeJ and com-
pletein fig. 3, the cube. Fig. 4, the cube, of which the edges and angles
are replaced. Fir?. 5, the octahedron, witli its edi^es replaced by six-sided
planes ; which in tig. C are complete and of a rhoml)ic shape, forming the
rhombic dodecahedron. Fig. 7 the cube with its edges bevelled, or re-
j^laced by two phrnes { these planes are complete in fig. 8, forming a solid-
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ANHYDRITE.

Muriadte, Wuifel^tb, Cfaaux SulphateAnbjdre, H. Prismatie
Gypsum Haloide, M.

CombiiialioQ of Bulphuric acid and lime.

Su]z. Eisleben. Yuipino. Bohemia.

Sulphuric acid 57-0 56-28 58 00 56-0

Lime 420 41-48 41-70 390
Water 0 0 0-75 0-07 0-0

Bai>ta 00 0 00 0 00 2 0
Silica 0*2 0*00 0*09 0-2

Klaproth. Rose. Stromeyer* Beudant.

Sp. Gr. 2*5^2*9. H. = 8*0^*6.
Anhydrite occurs crystallized in the form of a rectangular

prism, of which the lateral edges are sometimes, though rarelyt

replaced. It readily yields to cleavage parallel with the planes

of the prism, but with more difficulty in one direction than in

the other two. It is white, violet, bluish, or reddish ; is trans-

lucent, sometimes transparent ; with a splendent, pearly lustre.

It possesses double refraction. In the matrass it yields no water,

and it does not exfoliate like gypsum before the blowpipe, but
becomes glazed over with a white friable enamel ; wjth borax

it fuses with effervescence into a traiis|)ai4jiit glass, Mbicli on

cooling is yellowisli-brown, and wiiicli, il'the propgrtion of the

assay be considerable, becomes brown and opake ; with fiuor spar

it forms a transparent globule while ho^ which alters into an
opake white enamel when cold.

PonMorT 90" (K H.

M on T 90 0 —
M on 42........^ UO 4 —
T on a, 129 56 —

It is found in the salt mines of Hall in the Tyrol, and Bex id

Switzerland ; also in deavable masses of a brick-red colour

imbedded with gypsum and polyhaUte> in beds of rock salt at

Aussee in Upper Austria.

Compact Anhydrite or Vu^pinite occurs massive, contorted, and

reniform. It is found in the salt mines of Upper Austria and

Salzburg ; at Sulz on the Neckar in Wirtemberg, and at Bleiberg

in Carinthia. The contorted variety termed pierre des trippes

(from its resemblance to the convolutions of the intestines) occurs

in clay, in the salt mines of Wielitzka and Bochnia in Poland;

while the variety which takes a fine polish, and is known by

artiste as the nutrmo bardigUo di BerffamOt occurs with limestone

at Vulpino in Italy.
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GYPSUM.*

Sulphate of Lime. Selcniie. Gyps, W. Cbaux Sulph&tee, H.
Prismatoidal Gvpaum Haloide, M.

Cambination of gulphuric acid, lime^ and water*

Sulphuric acid 46*0

Lime SS'O

Water 2 1-0—Bucholz.
Sp. Gr. 3-26 to 24. H. = 1-5—2-0.

Of gypsum there are several varieties. It occurs crystallized

;

fibrous ; liaving a granular texture ; compact ; and earthy.

SelenUe] occurs generally in flattish crystals. The primary
form is a right oblique-angled prism, of which the bases are ob*
li^ue-angled parallelograms of 113^ 8^ aod 66^ 52^$ it cleaves

with ease and brilliancy parallel only with the terminal planes

P of the following figures, but cleavages parallel to the lateral

planes may be attained from the fine^ divided laroins ; lustre

shining, sometimes pearly ; more or less transparent and so soil

as to yield to the naiL

M 9

The precedinpj fi<^ires are given onlv with a view to elucidate tlie

manner in which the moilityinja: planes abed of the folIowiDg figure
are situated on the angles or edges ot the primary.

P on or T Cpriinarv) 90' 00*

M on i dilto.'...H3 08
P on hi ; 108 00

bS 144 40
cl 153 65
d2 143 42
c3 124 2*

a 112 1.
4 110 5

e 90 00
51 on 61' 143 48
bS onW 106 05
r3onc3^. Ill 20
a on : 138 42
a on c3 118 18
d on a 14y 20

i2 on c3 126 OOc^.

* Gypsc is said to have been the term given bv the ancients to csL
cined sulphate of Vime : that mineral in its natural state is now termed
gypsum : it contains water.

\ Selenite, from the Ci reek f
m uiiusion to tlie biiiiiuncy with which

it reflects the moon. ^

h2
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It presents various shades of white, yellow, ^ey, brown, red,

and violet. Reduced to thin laminae, it is flexible but not elastic.

Gives oflP water in the matrass ; and before the blowpipe in the

platina forceps exfoliates and fuses with difficulty into a white
enamel.

Selenite is most commonly met with disseminated in argilla-

ceous deposits ; not often in veins. Tiie iinebt and most trans-

parent crystals occur in the salt mines of Bex in Switzerland,

at Hall in the Tyrol, in the sulphur mines of Sicily, near O^ana
in Spain, and in detached and very symmetrical individuals in

day at ShotOYer Hill in Oxfordshire* Large lenticular crystals,

and the scaly varietieSy are found atMontmartre near Paris ; and
in the Ohio county, and other parts of the United States^ it is

met with abundantly.

Fibrous Gypmm occurs in extremely delicate and easily se-

parated fibres; also mnssive, ofwhich the fibres are either straight

or curved. It has a glistening or pearly lustre, and presents

various shades of white, grey, yellow, and red ; it is generally

translucent. It occurs in Derbyshire in long slender fibres,

and particularly at Matlock, where it is found in masses of great
brilliancy and remarkable lustre.

Grannksr Gypsum generally occurs massive, being composed
of an aggregation of small crystalline laminse* It has a shining

pearly lustre; is translucent; and very soft. Its colours re-

semble those of selenite. It occurs in beds in primitive and se-

condary rocks* At Luneburg it is the matrix of the boracite*

Large quarries of a pure whit^ variety exist near Cavalese in

the Southern Tyrol ; also at Vizille, near Grenoble in France. In
Cheshire and Derbyshire it forms beds in marl.

Compart Gf/psufn occurs only massive : its fracture is com-
pact, or slii^Iitly splintery; it is dull, or possesses a glimmering
lustre; is 8oil and translucent on tlie edges. Its culDurs are

much the same as those of selenite, but it is often party-colour-

ed ; either spotted or veined.

It occurs in England, at Ferrybridge in Yorkshire, in jNot-

tinghamshire, and in Derbyshire. Near Sienna in Tuscany it is

obtained extremely pure and compact; and is employed by
the architect for columns and other ornaments, being more
easily worked than marble; it also admits of being turned on
the lathe into cups» basons, vases, and other similar articles.

Earthy Gypsum oocttia in loose earthy particles or scales,

which are dull, or possess a glimmering lustre, in beds, endoted
within the strata of secondary formations of gypsum, in Saxonyi

.

SalzburcT) and Norway.
The most decided characteristic of crystallized gypsum is

the flexibility of its laminae, into which it may be separated to

almost any degree of tliinness i tlie massive varieties are at once
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distinguuhed from limestont by their inferior hardnesB, being

readily scratched by the nail» and yielding a white powder.

NITRATE OF LIM£.

Kalk Salpeter, L. Chaux Nitrite, H. Nitrate de Ghauz, Bfvtof.

Consists of Nitric acid 66-2
* Lime 8—Wenzel.
Primary form a rhomboid, or a regular six-sided prism.

It occurs in fibrous efflorescences ofVen united in the fonn of

aUken tufts, or pulverulent; Is very deliauescent, and soluble in

water* On burning coals it melts slowly, with slight detona*

tion, and, as it dries, loses its acid ; the residue does not after-

wards'attract moisture from the air, and is pliosphorescent ; taste

bitter and disagreeable*

It is found in silky efflorescences on old walls, in caverns, or

on calcareous rocks, in the neighbourhood of decayed vegetable

matter ; and in some mineral waters*

DATHOLITE-*
Borate of Lime. Datholit, W. Chaux Boratee Siliceuse, H. Chaux

Datolit, Bt. Prismatic Dystome Sjpar, M. Eamarkite, Hautmann,
Humboldtite, Levff,

Combination of silica, boracic acid, lime, and water.
Arendal. Andreasberg. Boiryolite,

Boracic acid 24*0 21:67 21-26 13*5

Silica S65 36-66 37*36 36*0

Lime 35*6 34*00 35*67 39*5

Water 40 6*50 5*71 6*5

Klaproth. Vauquelin. Stromeyer. Klaproth.

Sp. Gr. 2-9 to 3-3. H. = 5 0—5-5.

Datbolite occurs massive, and crystallized in rhombic prisms

of wliich the lateral edges and the solid angles arc commonly
replaced by planes ; colour greyish, or greenish-wliite ; trans-

lucent; fracture imperfectly conchoidal, with a somewhat vi-

treous lustre. The primary form is a right rhombic prism of

about 103^ 40' and TG"* 20' irom the measurement of its natural

planes by the reflective goniometer. When exposed to the

flame ofa candle it becomes opake, and crumbles aown between
the fingers I before the blowpipe it intumesces into a white

mass, and dien melts into a transparent or pale ro8e*coloured

globnle. It dissolves readfly in, and gelatinizes with; nitric acid.

* Datholitet from the Greek, signifying tufUdt in allusion to the want
of tran^arenpy in the mineiaL
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P on M or M' 90* 0<K

M on M'. 103 40
MorM'on/ 141 48
— on or M' oa«' ... 1 2!) 5

Interesting cnrstallizations of datholite occur in greenstone

in New Jersey, United States ; at Arendal in Norway ; at An-
dreasberg in the Hartz ; in the island of Uton in Sweden ; and
in the valley of Glen Farg' in Pcrtlisliire. The humboldiUe ift

found in air^tc halls at the Seisser Alp in the Tyrol.

Botryolite occurs in mamillary concretions formed of concen-

tric layers, having a splintery or libiuus texture; it is brittle,

translucent on the edp^es, and externally of a pearl- or yellowish-

grey colour
;
internally wliite, greyish, and red in concentric

circles. It also occurs in small botryoidal* masses, which are

white and have an earlhy texture. Before the blowpipe it

melts into a white glass. Its locality ia Arendal in Norway*
where it forms in a bed in gneiss, accompanied by schorl, magne-
tic iron ore, and iron pyrites*

PHARMACOLimt
Arseniate of Lime. Araenikbluthe, W. Cbaux Arseniat^e, H. Hemi-

prismatic Gjpsum Halotde, JRTolA

CombinatioD of arsenic acid, lime, and water.

Wittichen. Andreasberg.

Arsenic acid 50*54 45*68
Lime 25-00 27-28
Water 24*46—Khiproth. 23*86—Jobm

Sp. Gr. 2-64—2 a H. = 2 0—2'5.

The pharmacoliteia found in minute fibrous or acicular crys-

tals, which commonly are aggregated into botryoidal or globular

masses, having a glimmering or silky lustre; more rarely in

distinct crystals. Cleavage parallel to P, highly perfect and
easily obtained. Its colour is white or greyish-white ; but the

surface is often tinged of a red or violet colour by arseniate of

• "^Fhence botrjoiite, from the Greek ; in allusion to the resemblance
Sn form to grapes,

t Phamiaceliteii ftom the Gredr ; in sllmlon to its containing poison.
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cobalt. Before the blowpipe it is almost entirely volatilized,

witli a dense white arsenical vapour, in nitric acid it dissolves

readily without eliervescence*

Pharmacollte occurs at Andreasberg in the Hartz ; at Rie-
gelsdorf, and Gliicksbrunn in Thuringia ; at St Marie-aux-
Mincs in the Vosges, in minute silky white crystals; and at Wit-
tichen, near Furstenbcrg in Germany, disseminated on granite,

in a vein containing cobalt, barytcs, and sulphate of litne. Clear
transparent cr3'stals oi pharmacolite, very distinctly pronounced,
and lully a line in diameter, were at one period found in the

Grand Duchy of Baden, probably at Badenweiler, and of these

tome fine specimens are preserved in the palace at Carlsruhe.

The PkrO'pharmaeoilUe of Stromeyer, from Riegelsdorf in

Hessia, contains about three per cent, of magnesia^ bat in other
respects corresponds with thb mineral.

HAIDINGERITE.

Biatomous Gypaum Haloide*

Aneniate of lime 85*68» water 14'32^Tunier.
Sp.Gr*2-8«. H.=:2 0^2-5.

TOmary, a rectan^uhir four-sided prism ; coiour white and
transparent, with a vitreous lustre, and white streak. Cleavage
highl)^ perfect and easily obtained parallel to 4' Readily so-

luble in acid.

eone 100° 0'

« on a over the terminal edge... 126 68

This very rare mineral was distinguished by Haidinger from
the pharmacolite of Baden, which it accompanies, and with
which it used to be confounded. Its form and lustre are dis-

tinct, and it contains one half less water than pharmacolite.
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TUNGSTATE OF LIME.

P/ramidal Sdteelium Baiyte, M. Tungsten* Schwent^» Sclieelln

Calain, H. Scheelite, Hedier*

Combination of tungstic acid and lime.

Sweden. Huntiagiowti,

Tungstic acid 8042 76*05

Lime 19*40 19*36

Oxide ofiron 0*00 103
Silica 000-~Berzeliu8. 254—Bowen.

Sp. Gn 6 0—61. H. = 4 0—4-5.

Tungsten has a greyish and yellowish-white colour, and oc-

curs both crystallized and amorphous ; the crystals present tlie

form of a four-sided pyramid, approaching nearly to the octahe-

dron. Two of the lateral angles are often replaced by the faces

of another pyramid considerably more acute (fig. 1) ; the angles

formed by the meeting of a plane of tlie upper with the adjoin-

ing plane of the lower pyramid being, according to the measure-
inents annexed to the following figure, 128^ W. It yields to

cleavage parallel to the feces of both pyramids (figs. 1^3)^
ifith a somewhat shining lustre ; it is translucent generally only
on the edges. Before the blowpipe it crackles andbecomes opake»

but does not melt» except that the thinnest edges are converted,
at a high temperature, into a semi-transparent vitrified mass

:

with borax it yields a white glass $ and with salt of phosphorus
melts in the oxidating flame into a transparent colourless globule

—and in the reducing, into a green one, which becomes of a fine

blue colour on cooling. When pulverized and tin own into heated
nitric acid, it assumes a yellow colour, but docs not dissolve.

Fragments dropped upon live coal exhibit a phosphorescent
light.

This mineral, when massive, considerably resembles carbonate
and sulphate of lead, and also barytes. It may be distin-

guished from the two first by its not efFervescing in acids ; from
the last by the yellow colour which it assumes when placed in

L 2. 3.

Tungsten, German ; a heavy stone.
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Fig. 1, the primary ; an acute Ibur-rided pyramid. Fig. S repre-

sents the usual fonn in which this substance occurs; its larger faces

arise from the deep replacement of the pyramiilal edges of fig. 1, bv

planes which are parallel therewith ; those of the primary crystal being

thus reduced to soiaU triangles. The replacing planes of fig. t art com.
^et« in fig. 3, forming a pynumid which is less acute than the prtmaiy.

_fli V on P. 4^
^^iLi£ZfS>^ PeuP • 100 40W X —ft 137 ao B.

n •» \Ji \ ^- •

/ X>v \ eiQTcl 136 28
vL / P — orP'on/' 140 20

>^ni7~~~J*A k^:^ P on Ar or P on iS: 152 10

-p^y^/ c\ on c\ orere 96 00 B.

ct" y c2onc2'.... 129 40
c2orc2'ou62' Id3 .HO^"^^^^ €2 on/, 160 ftO

/onArorle' 152 66

The abo^e figure (with the exception of the upper planes, which are
given on the authority of Bounion) was taken from a ciystal in the pes*

session of Mr Sowerby.

This mineral occurg both crystalline and amorphous, particu-

larly in the repositories of tin ore at Schlackenwald and Zinn-

wald in Bohemia, and in Monro County, United States ; the

crystals from these localities are occasionally of large diraen-

Rions ; the most symmetrical, however, are found associated

with apatite, molybdena, and woltVani, in quartz, at Caldbeckfell

in Cumberland. Sweden, Dauphine, and Cornwuli, are otlier

localities of this species.

CAHBONATE OF MAGNESIA.

Styria. Salem.

Magnesia 48-0 47*88

Carbonic acid 49*0 51-82

Water 3-0—Klaproth. O-OO—Stromeyer.
Sp. Gr. 2-8.

Magnesite occurs massive, amorpbou?;, and reniform j one va-

riety, from Salem in theCarnatic, presents occasionally slight in-

dications of crystallization. The fracture is splintery or flat con-

choidul ; it is nearly opake, dull, and yields to the nail externally,

but internally is slightly harder than calcareous spar ; is somewhat
meagre to tbe toudi, and adheres to the tongue. It Ib of a grey

or yellowish colour^ with ^ts and dendritic detineatioas of black-
ish-brown.

It occurs in serpentine, withbronsdte, at Gulsen in Upper Styria

;

at Hrubachitz in Moravia $ at BaldiBsero and Castellamonte in

Italy ; at Vallecas in Spain ; at Baunigarten in Silesia \ and in

the Bare Hills near Baltimorei North America.
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Earihy Carbonate Magnesia, Meerschaum, W. Ecume de
Mer» Br. Meerschaum is of a white or yellowish colour : opake
and dull ; it has an earthy fracture, yields easily to the nail, and

adheres to the tongue; sometimes it is so light as to swim on water,

and occasionally is very porous. It consists of 45*42 magnesia,

47 carbonic acid, 4 5 silica, 2 water, 0*5 alumina, with traces of
manganese and lime.— Tromsdorflr.

It occurs in the isles of Samosand Negropont in the Archipe-

lago, in mass, or disseminated; or in beds ; and at Kiltschik in Na-
toTia. It is fiofl when first dug, and in that state is made into

pipes, but hardens on exposure to the air. It is also met with in

Carinthia, Moravia, and Spain ; and is mentioned as occurring in

veins in the serpentine of Cornwall.

In the Turkish dominions Meerschaum is employed as fuller's

earth ; and it is well known as the material used in the manufac-

ture of Turkish pipes.

BREUNNERITE.
Breunnerite,* A. Carbonate of Magnesia and Iron. Brachytypous
Lime Haloide, M. Spath Magnesien, Necker, Giobertite, Bcudani,

Carbonate of magnesia, witli occasional admixtures of protoxide
of iron and manganese.

Analyses by Stromeyer.

ZillerthaU Hall in TyroL
Carbonic acid 48-94 49-67 49-93

Magnesia 41-06 42-10 43-44

Protoxide of iron 8-57 6-47 4*98

Ox. of manganese 0*43 0*62 1-52

Sp. Gr. 30^ 2. H.= 4 0—4-5.

Prunary&rm a rhomb of 107'' SS'.f Occurs in single, yellow-
ish or brown, translucent crystals ; lustre vitreous, sometimes in-

clining to pearly ; cleavage perfect parallel to the faces of the
rhomb ; fracture flat conchoidal. Soluble without effervescence

in nitric acid. The best-known localities of this mineral are the
Rothen-Kopf and Greiner Mountains in the ZiUerthal, Tyrol,

where it occurs imbedded in chlorite slate, and associated with
crystals of bitter spar, from which, however, it may be distinguish-

ed by its colour,—the breunnerite being brown or yellow, whilst

the other is white and translucent. Under similar circumstances
it is met with imbedded in green foliated talc on the ilsand of
Unst in Shetland. (^Manual.)

By Necker and Beudant this species and the preceding are united.

• In bonour of C\nint Brcmmer of Austria,

t According to Brouke it is lU?" 30'.
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CONITE.

Conite, FneMbm^ J»

Sp. Gr. 3-0. Scratches glass.

Amorphous^ ma88ive> and in crusts. Colour fie8h*redy exter-

nally coated with iron ochre. Devoid of lustre. Opake. Brittle.

FVacture sometimes fine grained or imperfectly conchoidaL Con-
sists of carbonate of magnesia 67*5, carbonate of lime 28*0, oxide
of iron water 1*0—^John.

It occurs in Icelandi on the Meissner in Hessiai and in Saxony*

SULPHAT£ OF MAGNESIA.

£psoaute, B udant, Naturlicher Bittersalz, "W. Afacrne^^ie Sulphate, H.
Sel d*Kpsom Xatit, Dr. rrismaUc i^^jsuui iialt, M.

Combination of sidphuric acid» magnesiay and water*

Cstiaonia.

Sulphuric acid 32*57 32-53

Water 51-43 51-43

Magnesia 16-00—Berzelius. 16-04—Gay^Loasac.
Sp. Gr. 1-66 to 1-75.

Primary form a rhombic prism of 90« 30' and 89° 30'. It

occurs in crystalline fibres, rarely pulverulent ; colrmr ^v]lite or

grey, transparent or upake ; very brittle*; its taste hitter and sa-

line. Soluble in less than double its weight of cold water.

This salt forms the principal ingredient of several mineral

waters, and is a product of the decoiiiposition of certain rocks,

upon the surtace of which it appears in efflorescences. In the

finrmer state it is obtained at Ej^om in Surrey,—whence its name i

and in the latter it occurs in the old coal wastes or alum mines

of Hurlet near Paisley ; in the qtucksilver mines of Idria \ on
gypsum in the quarries of Montmartre near Paris ; and on the sur*

face of the soil in many parts of Spain> and in Chili* It occa*

sionally exhibits a fine fibrous texture.

NITRATE OF MAGNESIA.

Nitro-Magnesite, Sheperd* Alagnesie Nitrat<;e, Neckcr,

Contains nitric acid 72*0, magnesia 28*0—Wenzel.

Colour white $ is usually met with in a deliauescent state, mix-

ed with nitre and nitrate of lime^ on old walls and in limestone

caves.
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WAGNERITE.
Hemi-prismatic Fluor Haloide, TIaid. Magnesie Pliosphatc^e q/* the French,

Wagnerit, Fuchs, Pleurokias, Brcithau/t. riiosphorsaurer Talk,

Leemard,

Combination of phosphoric acid, magnesia, the oxides of iron

and manganese, and fluoric acid.

Phosphoric acid 41*73

Magnesia 46-66

Oxide of iron ^00
Oxide of manganeie 0*50

Fiuoric add 6*5(^FuchB.
Sp. Gr. 3-1 1. H. = 5 0—5-5.

Primary form an oblique rhombic prism of 95° 25' and Si° 35^,

whose base is inclined to its planes at an angle of 109^ 2CK. In

crystals extremely complicated. Colour yellow of different shades,

often inclining to grey. Translucent. Streak white. Lustre vi-

treous. Most of the planes of the ])risrn are deeply striated.

Fracture uneven and splintery. Before the blowpipe per se it

fuses with difficulty into a dark greenish-grey glass ; with borax
ajid salt of phosphorus, however, it is readily and entirely dis-

solved. From its powder digested in tiie nitric or sulpliuric acids,

fluoric add fbmes ere given off.

It. occurs in the valley of Holgrabeny near Werfen in Saltz-

burg, in irregular veins ov quarts^ traversing clay-slate ; but it is

an extremely rare mineral.

BORACITE.

Borate of Magnesia. Boracit, W. Magneaie Borate, H. Tetrabe-
dral Boracite, M.

Combination of boracic add and magnesitty occasionally mixed
with lime and a little silica.

Luneburg. Segebeig. Schildatein.

Boracic acid 69-7 64-53 64-U
Magnesia 30-3 80-68 3M1
Silica 00 2-27 0-00

Oxide of iron 0*0 Arfwedson. 0 57 Pfaff. 1*50 Dumenil.

Sp. Gr. 2-56—3 0. H. = 7-0.

It occurs only crystallized in the general form of the cube, of
which the edges are replaced^ and Sie diagonally opposed solid

angles dissimUarly modified ; the cube is considered by Hauy its

primary form ; fracture uneven, or imperfectly conchotdal, with a

glistenmg lustre ; more or less translucent; is hard enough to give

sparks with the steel, and is of a yellowish-, greyish-, or greenish-

white. The opake white crystals are not so hard, and contain a
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proportion of carbonate of lime. Without addition on charcoal
It intumeBoes, imparts a green tinge to the flame of the blowpipe,
and fuses mto an opake white glass. It is remariDBble that the
diagonally opposed solid angles, on the application of heat, be*
come, the one posttiye electrip, the other negative.

P on P. 90" OO' a.
g, 125 15

P or P on e 135 00
k 144 44

It is found only in gypsum at the Kalkbefg near Luaeburg,
and at Segebergf near Kiel in Holstein, in small but very per«
feet isolated crystals. It is unknown massive.

HYDRO-BORACIT£.

Boracic acid 49*92, lime 13*29, magnesia 10*43, water 26-33

—

Hess.
Sp. Gr. 1-9.

Slightly soluble in water, and readily in acids, the saturated

solution yielding crystaUiaed boracic acid on cooling. Resem-
bles in appearance a worm<eaten wood, and is riddled with small

holes, which are filled with a mixture of clay and salt.

WITHERITE.*

Carbonate of Barytes.-f- Witherite, \V. Barjte Carbonat^e, H.
Diprismatic Hal-barjte, M. Rhomboidal Baryte, J.

Combination of carbonic acid and baryta.
England. Stjria.

Carbonic acid 20-66 22 5 22-0

Baryta 7900 77-1 78-0

Water 0*33—Bucholz. O-O—BeudanU 00*0—Klap.
Sp. Gr. 4-3. H. = 3-0—3-5.

• Witherite, after Dr Withering, its discoverer.

<f Barytes, from the Greek, signifying heavy ; in allusion to the great

specifie gravity of the earth.
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It occurs nmssive, stdactitic, and crystallized; tlie structure
of the massive is fibrous; the crystals in their general form re-
semble the common variety of quartz, namely^ a six-sided prism
terminated by six-sided pyramids ; but by the assistance of the
reflective goniometer it is found that the measurements are not

AT^ Av^ fLT^i'"^^."^ P"*'""' ^''""e on the lateral planes(M on M') only 118° 30'
; hence these crystals may be consider-

ed as macles, analogous to the artificial crystals of sulphate
ot potash, their prniiary form probably being a right rectangu-
lar prism. Occasionally a re-entering ancjle is observable on the
alternate planes of the prism, as in the following figure, in which
case the cnrstal is a made in a double sense. Internally trans-
lucent, with a glistening lustre ; externally the small crystals are
sftming, the larger opake ; generally white, sometimes greyish or
greenish. Exposed in the plaUna forceps to the blowpipe, it
melts readily and with a brilliant light into a white enamel : it
is soluble slowly and with feeble effervescence in dilute muriatic
or nitric acid.

T

The first figure represents the probable primary form, namely, a riffht
rectangular prism, of which, in the second figure, the lateral edges are
replaced (the plane T totally disappearing) by the planes ill, 2, and 3,
and the dotted lines include one, of several similar portions, COtttributuiir
to form the macled crystal on the right of it.

Mon M', 118*30^—^ rfl ordV. 145 30-

— _<f2or</2' 126 Ifi—— rf3orrf3' no 30
M* on M*' (re^tering angle)... 1 75 30

It was first noticed by Dr Withering, at Anglesark in Lan-
cashire, in a vein, with sulphuret of lead and some of the ores
of zinc, in globular concretions having a radiated structure. It
occurs abundantly in the lead veins of the north of England,
generally in botryoidal and reniforni concretions, but of late
years also in large transparent crystals. It has likewise been
found in Styria, in Salzburg, Sicily, and tlie Altai Mountains in
Siberia^ but nowhere so abundantly as in England*
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BAUYTO-CALCITE.

Hemi-primwtic HaUbtryte, M. fiaryto^^ite, Bn»ke,

CombiDation of carbonic acid, baryta» and lime.

Carbonate of baryta 65'9, carbonate of lime 33*6—Cbildren.

:Sp- Gr. 3-6—3-7, H*= 4*0.

- Primaij form ao oblique rbombic prism of 196^ 54^ and
73* ^.

M on M over the face h loO^ 54'

h on ft 95 15

h on the edge between 5 and h ...119 00
P on the same edge. 13$ 00

C]ea\ age perfect and easily obtained parallel to the fiices M
and P. Occurs both crystallized and massive ; and of a wbite»

yeilowy or greyish colour. Transparent or translQcent» with
a vitreous or resinous lustre, and white streak. Before the

blowpipejwr se it does not fuse; but with borax in the oxidat-

ing flame affords a diaphanous globule of a light amethystine
tinge, which becomes colourless in the reducing flame> It

effervesces briskly in nitric or muriatic acid.

Alston Moor in Cumberland is the only known lornlity of

baryto-calcite. In the lead mines there, it is met with in consi-

derable quantity, and occasiunrill y in crystals which exceed an
inch in length ; but the larger crvatals often suffer decomposi-
tion, and are converted into a white mealy-like mass resembling

barytes* It was first described by Brooke*

BARYTES.

Sulphate oi Barytes, Heavy Spar. Schwerspatb, W. Bar_) Lc Sulphatc^e

Crystallise, H. Lameliar Heavy Spar, J. Prismatic Hal Bary te, M*
Bfloytiney BtudanL

Combination of sulphuric acid and baryta.

Sulphuric acid 34-37 33«0

Baryta 65*63—Beudant 67*0—Klaproth*
!Sp. Gr. 4*4I to 4-67. H. = 3*0—3'6*

It occurs both massive and crystallized, with a lamellar struc-

ture, which in the massive is sometimes curved ; the crystals are
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divisible into the form of a right rhorabic prism, which therefore

is the primary crystal ; its angles by the reflective goniometer,

irom nractttred surfaces, being 101* 48^ and 78* 18^: tlie lustre

of llie fragments is shining. It occurs transparent and opake ;

white^ yellow, red, grey, and blue ; it possesses double refrac-

tion when held in a particular direction. It decrepitates briskly

before the blowpipe, and is difficultly fusible, but eventually

melts into a hara white enamel which is not affected by acid.

1. 2. 3. 6, 7.

4. 5.

Fifif. 1, the primary—a right prism with rhombic bases. Fie. 2, the

same ; of which the obtuse edges are replaced by piaaea parallel with

those edges. Fig. 3, the same ; of which each obtuse solid angle is re-

placed by a triangular plane. In fig. 4, each acute edge of the prism la

replaced by aq\iadran!Tular plane. In fip;. 5, all the acute solid angles are

replaced by triangular jilanes, which, in iig. 6, are SO greatly increased as

to give the crystal a prismatic form : in this fiisure the triangular planes

of fiff. 8 are also visibla In fSg. ?« the triMigiuav jUmsB of fig. 6 are so
greatly increased as entirely to replace the primary terminal plane« and
to reduce the primary ktend planes to small triangles.

P onal 173Wc.^.
—.— tfS 161 00 e.g.

fl3 141 10

a4 lil 55
cl« 127 12
<22or(l2' 124 00 e.g.

^^iSatda^ no 30
d4 143 00——el or eV 125 00

— «2or«2' 116 80
~/. 90 00

90 00

HorM' oni 160^00'

on A 128 55
on d'3 141 00
on rf2 154 00
on d4 126 00

—^^on/. 140 50
on^. 166 00

fong org' 163 00
a4 148 10

08 ; 128 50
h on • 153 00
cl on d2 00

€.g»

c. ff.
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Barjtes is a very widely diffused species, and is also one
which presents great varietj of crystalline form. In the size

and beauty of its specimens, the most noted locality is Dufton
in Cumberland, where perfect crystals exceeding lialf a cwt.

have occasionally been met with. Many elegant forms, though
on a smaller scale, occur at Przibram and Mies in Bohemia.

Crystals of large dimensions, and exhibiting splendid colours,

are met with at Felsobanya and Cremnitz in Hungary ; while at

Roya and Uaure in Auvergne the form represented by fig. 7 is

of general occurrence. The deposits of thb species in America,
particularly the uncrystallized varietiesi are very numerous*
The following have been described as sub-niecies:---

Columnar Heavy j^mt, J. Stangenspath, W. Which occurs
in rhombic prisms, generally iU defined, and aggregated later-

ally into columns. It is white or greenish, with a shining pear-

ly lustre, and translucent ; structure lamellar. It occurs near
freyber^ in Saxony.

JBohg/dan Stone. Radiated Barytes. Baryte sulfatce radiee, H.
Occurs in roundish masses, composed apparently ot iiiiimte fibro\is

crystals radiating from the centre. Internally it is shining oi

glistening, and of a grey or yellowish-grey colour ; it is translu-

cent oii the edges, and the fragments are wedge-shaped and soft.

It is remarkably phosphorescent when heated, and retains that

property for some time even after cooling. It occurs imbedded
in marl at Monte Patemo, near Bologna.*

CawLf Occurs massive, with a coarse earthy fracture, and
is opake, rarely translucent on the edges. It is white, grey, yel-

low, or reddish, and is glimmering or dull, soft, and brittle. Spe-

cific gravity 4*81. It occurs in Bohemia, Saxony, the Hartz, and
particularly in Staffordshire, and the lead mines of Derbyshire.

Hepatite.J Baryte sulfatee fctide. H. Applies to such va-

rieties as on being riibbed or heated emit a l et id, sulphureous, or

hepatic odour, and are generally of a yellow or brown culour. It

consists of 85-2 sulphate of baryta, 6 sulphate of lime, I alumina,

6 oxide of iron, and 0 5 carbon—Klaproth. It occurs at Andra-
rum, and Kongsberg in Norway ; at Lublin in Galicia ; and in

Albemarle county, North America.

Barytas is one of the most common aocomoaniments of me-
tallic minerals in veHis, and, when assodatedwith ores of iron, pos-

sesses a deleterious influenceon the process ofsmelting. The pure

white varieties are ground and used as a pigment, either alone or

mixed with white lead ; but it is otherwise of no great value.

* Whence Bolognian Stone.

+ The name of Cawk* is said to have been given to this substance

from its resemblance to chalk.

$ From the Greek, signifying of a liver colour.
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STRONTITES.

Carbonate of Strnntian. .Strontianite * Strontian, W. Strontiane Car-
bonat^e, H. Pcritomous Hal Barjte, M. Strontites, A.

Combination of carbonic acid and strontia.

Braunsdorf. Strontian*

Carbonic acid 29-94 30-31

Strontia 67-51 65-60

Lime 1*28 Stromeyer. 3-47 Stromeycr.

with minute proportions of oxide of manfjar.ese and water.
Sp. Gr. 3-6 to 3-8. II. z=

It occurs massive, fibrous, stellated, and regularly crystallized

in the form of a hexahedral prism modified on the edges, or ter-

minated by a pyramid. The primary crystal is a right rhombic
prism of 117^ 32^ and 62"^ 28', by measurements on planes pro*

duced by cleavage, to which the crystals readily yield parallel to

the lateral faces of the prism. The structure of tlie massive is

fibrous, sometimes divergent, with a shining pearly lustre ; it is

translucent, yields rnsi^y to the knife, and is brittle. Colour

grey, green, or brown. It is infusible before tlie blowpipe,

except on the surlacc, but becomes wliite and opakc, and tinges

the flame of a dark purpHsh-red. It is sohdyle with effervescence

in Muiriatic or nitric acid ; and paper dipped into the solution, and
then dried, burns with a red iUune.

M on M' 117* 32'

Primary, i _ /' 121 30
iP X if on tV 108 12

, , r ^ .---rN on cl or ) ,

'^> 7.^^^^~~r'''l2--A '"'on
t

'^^

m:^"^Tm: J V ^^A--'"'''^V'<^ /* on cl 126 5

Ji^></ <2 148 20
X--;;^^:^^^ cl on c2 100 35

This mineral was described and its properties first determined
by Dr Hope ; it was discovered at Stronttan in Argyleshire, in

veins traversing gneiss, and accompanied by galena, barytes,

calc-spar, and pyrites, in massive, stellated, fibrous, and diverging
groups, but rarely presenting more than mere traces of crystalli-

zation. The finest asparagus green, as well as dark-brown fibrous

varieties, arc from this locality. In Yorkshire it occurs in acute
snow-white pjTamids ; and at Braunsdorf in Saxony in brilhant

wliitc and brown hexagonal prisms. The most splendid crystals

of strontites, however, have been found at Leogangin Saltzburg;
but they are very rare.

• From Its iiaving been first found at Strontian in Scotland.
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BARYSTRONTIANITE.
Stroiiiiilte» TirM,

. Contains wbonate of Btnmtia 68-6, sulphate of baryta 27-5.
earbonale oflime oxide of iron (hi, lo^ 1-2- XniilJ .

Sp. Gr« 3*7.
Occurs massive, of a greyiah-white colour extemally, but ap-proachmg to ycUowish-white internally on the fresh jracture;

iustre weakly shining and pearly; translucent on the edges: brit«
tie and soft. It effervesces with acids, but does not melt before
tlie blowpipe.

This mineral was distinguished and described by Dr Trail!who found It in veins.with galena and barvtes in a kind of day-
Slate at Stronaness* in Orkney. It appears to be very rare.

CELESTINE.
Sulphate of Strantia. Gdettin, W. Prumatoldal Hal Baryte M

**^"*'**- Sulphate, H.
*

Combination of sulphuric acid and strontta.
Sulphuric acid 43^ strontia 56-36—Beudant : even the

raatter'^"*^
i^wew, are mixed with smaU portions of foreign

Sp. Gr.'3-6—4 0. H.ssS O—3-5.
This mineral is white, grey, yellow, or reddish; also of a deli-

cate blue colour;! it occurs massive, tibrous, stellated, andcrys-
tirilized i the primary form is a right rhombic prism of 104" and
76*, by meaaiireraents with the reflective goniometer, from the
planes produced by cleavage ; the transparent crystals are pretty
readily divisible into that form. It possesses a shining lustre ;

18 tiansluoent, transparent, or opake; and is brittle. Before the
blowpip It decrepitate^ and melts into a white, opake, friable

Mod M'. 10400
P on M or M'..... 90 00
Poncl 174 32—— c2 128 14

h 90 00
..^al.......« 1S7 54—— a2 140 32

a3 127 48
/. 90 00

on ^•••••.•••.•••.1S4 3
/. 142 5

c2 onc2' 105 20

/

* Whence Stronuiite ; Barystrontianite, firom its containing both bary.
ta and strontia.

t Somotimes i^iproacbiDg to sky.Uuo^ whence Celestiae.

I
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The sulphur mioes of Sicily have loDg been celebrated for

their magnificent groups of this substance ; it there occurs in

prismatic crystals^ often beautifuUy transparent* aggregated, and
either disposed on, or accompanied by> aidphur and gypsum.
Tabular crystals, several inches in diameter, and of a bluish

tintjc, have been found at Strontian Island in Lake Eric ; while

iiunierous interesting forms on a smaller scale, occur at Bex iii

Switzerland, at Conil in Spain, and in the Vicentine. It is met
with in straight fibrous concretions of a blue colour, imbedded in

clay at Dornberg near Jena, and at Frankstown in l^ennsylvania ;

in radiated scopiform groups, opake and of a bluish tinge, in red

clay at Aust Ferry near Bristol ; crystalline and massive in mag-
nesian-limestone, near Knaresborough in Yorksh^r^i radiated

and fibrous at Norton In Hanover (a variety which» according to

Turner, contains twenty per cent, of sulphate of baryta) } and in

earthy nodules, cracked and hollow, at Monte Martre near Paris.

PHOSPHATE OF YTTRIA-
Phosphonaure Ytteverde, L. Xenotime, Stud, Phosphyttrls, Sirxth

Yttria Phoephatde, Iftdter*

Combination of phosphoric acid and yttria—^mized with traces

of fluoric add, and a little sub-phosphate of iron.

Phosphoric acid and fluoric acid 33*49/ yttria 62*58, sub-phoi-
phate of iron 3*93—Berzelius.

Sp. Gr. 414—4-55. H. = 4*5—5-0.

. FHmary form, a rectangular prism, with a square base.

P on P over I tbout 90^

Colowr yeUowish*brown; with a resinous lustre; and pale

brown streak. Cleavage perfi^t parallel to /; fracture uneven

and splintery ; nearly opake. Before the blowpipe it does not in

the matrass yield .'water. On charcoal per se it is infiisihle

;

with borax it affords a colourless bead, which becomes milky on

cooling ; with salt ofphosphorus is difficultly soluble into a colouf-''

less glass ; aiul with boracic acid and iron wire yields phosphurcti^

of iron. Insoluble in acids.

This mineral occurs in crystalline masses imbedded in granite

at Lindenaes in Norway, where it was first noticed by Mr Tank
of FriederickshalU
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Umdbr this head are included such minerals as consist ditefly of
nn alkali united with an acid; but several of them are very
impure in their native state.

NITRATE OF POTASH.

Nitre» Naturlischer Salpeter, W. Potasqe Nltiat^, H. Frismatk
NitieSalt,M.

Contains potash 46'4:(), nitric acid 53*54.

Sp. Gr. 2*0.

Primary form a riiomblc prism of about 60^ and 190^. Oc*
curs in crusts, and in capillary crystals, of which the forms are

not discernible ; it is whitish or yellow ; is translucent or trans-

parent ; brittle ; saline, and cooling to the taste : it deflagrates

when placed on a hot coal, and detonates with combustible sub-

stances.

It occurs on or near the surface of the earth, on old walls, &c.

In Hungary, Persia, Arabia, E'_ypt, and in many of the plains

of Spain, it is Ibund in considerable quantities. It is also com-
mon in India, especially on a large plain near Agra in Bengal.

The mountainous regions of Kentucky, wliich are calcai'eous and
full of caverns, afford it to the inhabitants of North America.
In Soutii America^ the plahds bordering the sea near Lima are

covered with it. It is not however produced naturally to an ex-

tent sufficient for its multipfied uses ; and is therefore princi-

pally procured artificially from the decomposition of animal and
vegetable substances.

Nitre is employed in medicine, the arts, and in metallurgy for

assisting the processes of oxidating and smelting ; but its princi-

pal, if not its chief use, is in the manufacture of gunpowder, for

which that imported from Egypt is most esteemed, as it contains

the least calcareous matter, (iunpowder consists of seventy-six

parts of nitre, nine of sulphur, and tii teen of light charcoal.
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SULPHATE OF POTASH.

FriimatoidAl Olauber Salt»M. Aphthitalifte, Shep. PoUaie Sulphit^ N.

rSp.Gr. 1*78K H.s2*5^«0.
Masrive ; mamulary, apparently fimned In successive layers.

Colour white or ydlow, with certain bluish er greenish stains.

Lustre vitreous ; translucent ; taste saline and bitter ; cleavage
and fracture indistinct. Consists of sulphate of potash^ wi^ a
trace of sulphate and muriate of copper.

The artificial cnstals present right rhombic prisms, having
their acute angles replaced, so as to form dihedral summits

;

they consist of sulphuric acid 45-93, and potash 54 07; they de-

crepitate when heated, and fuse at an increased temperature.

edge X on that opposite 120** 20"

P on P .........112 82

dond 112 8

The natural salt has only been met with in a state of sublima-

tion surrounding the,,^f»8aro/le»ofvolcanoes,and particulady at Ve-
suvius.

CARBONATE OF SODA.

IifitiODi*Beudant. Katurlisches Mineralalkali, W. Soude Carbonat^e, H.
Prismatic Nation Salt, M.

Combination of soda, carbonic acid, and water.

; Analyses by Beudant.
Hungary. Egypt. Vesuvius.

Soda 5U-2' 43-8 46-7

Carbonic acid 35-1 30-9 32-3

Water 14^ lS-5 14rO

Sulphate of sod^ 0*0 7*S 0*0

Sp. 6r. !•& H. ss l«0^1«5w

It is found crystallized, raasriTe, fihrous, and sometimes ra-

diated» in crusts, and efflorescent. When fresh, the massive is

compaici or granular, of a glistening lustre^ and translncait, but
on exposure it becomes opSce. Colour grey or yellowish-wliite

;

* Natron; from the dcsert of Nstron, wheie it is-isidto have been
ancientiy collected.
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taste urinous and saline. It effervesces with acids, is very soluble

in water, and meits readily befinre the blowpipe.

The natuial crystals of this species are rarely found distinct.

Beuig a salt whidi loses its water on exposure to a dry atmo-*

gere, it occurs most frequently in the state of efflorescentpoir-

on the surface of the earth, at the sides of lakes, or in natu-
ral caverns. In the plain of Debretzin in Hungary, it appears
during the heat of summer in ^line efflorescences like heaps of
snow ; also in Bohemia, and Italy. It is likewise met with either

dissolved in the water of certain hot springs, as those of Carlsbad
in Bohemia and Rykum in Xcelandi or in some lakes, as the soda
lakes of Egypt.

The natrou both ofEgypt and Hungary is imported in pulveru-

lent masses of a dirty-grey colour. Its chief employment is in

the manufiicture of soap, but it enters also into tbe compodtioii of
glasBi and is used in dyeing, bkadiingy &c.

TRONA.

JJxw^Battlaitt. Sesqui-carbonate of Soda o/'t^ CAMilfif. Hemi-prismstic
Natron Salt, M.

Combination of soda* caibonic acid, and water.

Soda 37-43 38-62 41-22

Carbonic acid 39-27 4013 39 00
Water 23 28 21-24 18-80

Beudant. Boussingaidt. Rivero.

Sp. Gr. 2112. H. = 2-5—2-75.
Primary an oblicj^ue rhombic prism of 30' and 4)7° 30*.

t

n<mfi 19S*M'

M on T 103 16

f» onT 103 46

Cleavage perfect and eauly obtained parallel to M. Surface

ofn and M smooth^ of T generally striated horizontally. Seldom

in distinct crystals. Colour white, inclining to yellowish-grey

when impure. . Transparent when in minute crystals, translucent

in large masses; streak white ; taste pungent and alkaline ; frac-

ture uneven; rather brittle. Soluble in water, though less so

than natron. This substance is distinguished from the preced-
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iDg not only in crystalline form, but in superior specific grav-

ity and hardness; in being more cfifficultly sotuue in water,

and in its taste being less intensely alkaline ; neither does it de>

liqnesce aa natron dM», and it may be preserved for any length

oftime uttdumged in a dry atmosphere.

It occurs in the province of Sukena in Egypt, forming a thin

stratum in mTiriatc of soda ; also in Barbary, anfl in Maracaibo
and Columbia in South America. Trona i& its African^ Urao it»

American name.

SULPHATE OF SODA.

Glauber Salt. Naturllsches Glaubersalz, W. Soude Sulphat^e, H.
Pnsmfitic Glauber Salt, M. Exantholose, Bendant*

Vesuvius. Hildpsheiuo.

Contains Soda 35-0 3;i'4.

Sulphuric acid 44-8 42-5

Water 20-2 lieudant. 18-8 Beudant.

Sp. Gr. 1-47.

Primary form an oblique rhombic prism of 99^ 36^ and 80^ 24r.

Sulpjbateofaoda is found in efflorescences ofa yellow orgreyish-
white colour^ or in an earthy form, but is more commonly dia-

Bolved in certain mineral waters ; translucent or opoke ; lustre

itreous on the fresh fracture, dull on the surface; extremely
efflorescent, and falling spontaneously into powder. It is cool-

ing, bitter and saline to the taste, and is nsimlly met with in the

neighbourhood of rock-salt or brine springs. Before the blow-
pipe in the matrass it melts in its water of composition.

Sul}iliate ofsodaislbund in the salt mines ofUpper Austria, Hun-
gary, and Switzerland; near Madrid in efflorescences at the bottom
of a ravine ; at Grenoble in France ; in the workings of old mines,

and sometimes on old walls, in the same manner as nitre. It is an
ingredient of the hot springs of Carlsbad, Eger, and Sedlitz in

Bohemia. When purified of the iron widi which it is usually

tinged in the native state, or when prepared artificially, it is

used in medicine under die name of Giauber^s Sak.

NITRATE OF SODA.

^Tootinsalz, BreUhuHj/t. Soude iS'ilrutte, AVA-er.

Consists of Soda 45 03 37*2

Nitric acid 54-97 62-8 Gmelin.
Sp. Gr. 2-1. H. = 1-5— 2 0.

Primary form an obtuse rhomboid of about 106° and 74°
; cleav-

age parallel to the faces of the primary. This salt appears oc-
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casionally as an efflorescence, sometimes crystallized, more often

intermixed with day and sand i to the taste it is,cool and bit-

ter ; it is deliquescent ; and when exposed on heated charcoal it

melts and deflagrates. It is described as occurring in immense
quantity in the district of Tanqittca in Peru, near the frontiers

of Chili. It there forms a bed several feet thick, which in many
places appears on the surface, and occupies an extent of more
than forty leagues.

BORATE OF SOBA.

Boraxsaures Natron, I* Soude Borat^e, H. li^rismatic Borax Salt, M.
Borax. TiDcai.

Contains Soda 14*5

Boracic acid 37*0

Water 47'0--Klaprptli.

Sp. Ur. 1-71. H. = 2 U—2-5.

Tincal occurs in prismatic crystals, variously terminated, and
yielding to mechanical division parallel to the lateral planes
of the primary form.->«n oblique rhombic prism of 86^ S(K and
93^ and both its diagonals. The crystals are whitish, oc-
casionally possess a tinge of blue or of green, and vary from
translucent or nearly transparent, to opake. Taste feebly al-

kaline ; sofl, and brittle. Before the blowpipe it intumesces vio-

lently, and then fuses into a transparent globule.

M onM fWSC
P on or M'.»...,...101 30
M or ArottA 133 20
M'on k 4r,

c Uii i'J.

P on h 106 90— 5-1 13n 15

g2 116 30

«on^ Ul 62

Tincal is chiefly brought from Thibet, where it is found on
the surface of the foil in the vicinity and at the bottom of cer-

tain lakes. It is mentioned likewise from the province of Potosi
in Peru. The borax in its crude state is called tincal, and is

brought to Europe in the form of a brownish-grey impure salt,;

or in detached crystals resembling the above fii::nre.

It is cm})Ioyed as a flux in several metallurgical prjucesses, and.

in the manuiacture ot solder.
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MURIATE OF SODA.

Heiilitidial Kock Salt, M. Steinnls, LeonharA M Mare» Meudmt
Sei QeBune^ Nicker.

Rock-salt cooststaof muriatic acid and soda, in the proportion

of 46*71 to 53*29 ; it, however, always contains some impurities*

The CSbeshire salt yielded to Henry, muriate ofsoda 98*32, sul-r

phate of lime 0*65, muriate of magnesia 0*02, muriate of lime
0*01, undissolved matter 1*00.

^
Spw Gr* 2*3. H. = 2*0. It oc-

curs in beds or masses ; sometimes crystallized in the form of
the cube, M'hi'ch ts that of its primary crystal, and into which,

when pure, it may readily be cleaved ; lustre vitreous ; translu-

cent or transparent ; when pure, colourless or white ; but when
with any foreign admixture, reddish-brown, brick-red, violet-

blue, aiul green. It yields with facility to the knife; and wlien

scratched with the nail receives an impression, but yields no
powder* It attracts moisture, but remains unaltered in a dry at-

mosphere* It has sometimes, though rarely, a fibrous textnre^

Muriate of soda is one of the most abundant substances in

nature* Not only is it found in large beds and masses, but also

in the waters of certain springs and lakes, and in those of every

sea. It forms about one-thirtieth part of the waters of the

ocean.

Rock-salt is commonly disposed in thick beds, either super-

ficially, as in Africa, or at a very great depth, as in Poland ;

sometimes also at a high level, as in the Cordilleras of America,

and in Savoy, wliere it occurs at an elevation equal to that of

perpetual snow.
tts principal European deposits are the salt-mines of Wie-

licska m Poland, where perfect cubes are frequently met with

;

the Saltzkammergut in Upper Austria^ Hallein in Saltzburg, and

Hall in the Tyrol, in which it is accompanied with, and imbedded
in clay, gypsum, and other extraneous matter ; and Northwich

in Cheshire, where it occasionally presents pure, transparent,

and highly cleavable specimens. All these deposits afford ex-

tensive supplies for culinary and other economic purposes, though

generally in a state so far from pure as to render the process of

solution and subsequent evaporation indispensable.
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SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.

Mascagnin, Kartteru Ammoniaque Sulphate, H«

Contains aminonia 22*80, suiphuric add 6S*29y water 28*91

—

Gmelln.
Sulphate of aramonm has an acnti, bitter taste. Its colour is

greyish or yelloiv, and it generally occurs stalactitic, pulveru-

lent, or in mealy efflorescences; translucent or opake ; attracts

moisture from the atmosphere, and is entirely volatile at a high

temperature. It is found in the fissures of the earth, and among
the lavas uf Etna and Vesuvius ; in tlie Suliataia ; and in the

lagune near Sienna in Tuscanj.

MURIATE OF AMMONIA.

8«1 Ammoniac. Katnrlirhir Salmiak, W, Ammoniaqu« Muiiat^, H.
Uctahediai Ammoniac Salt, M.

When pure, it consists ofammonia 32*06, muriatic add b\'\%
water 16*78. Two varieties yielded to Klaproth,

Vesuvius. Bucharia.

Muriate of ammonia 99*5 97*5

Sulphate of ammonia 0*5 2*5

Sp. Gr. 1 45 to 1-5. H. — 15—2-0.
Primary form the regular octahedron. It occurs massive ; with

afitnrmu texture ; plumose ; in crusts ; and in octahedral crystals

of a minute size. Colour, when pure, white, grey, or yellow

;

generally puneent and saline to the taste ; tnins|iarent or opake

;

externally dull or glistening; internally shining and vitreous.

This salt is readily soluble in water, but does not attract mois-

ture on exposure to the air. It is completely volatile at a high
temperature, risinj^ in white fumes ; and emits, when triturated

with lime, a pungent ammoniacal odour.

It is principally found in the neighbourliood of volcanoes,

sublimed among uther volatile substances, in the cracks ami fis-

sures of lava. It thus occurs at Etna and Vesuvius, in the

island oi Volcano, and at the Solfatara near Naples. Small

quantities have been noticed in the vicinity of ignited coal

seams, as at St Etienne in France, in Scotland, and Newcastle.

A variety presenting a greyish-white colour, and conchoidal frac-

ture, is mentioned as occurring with sulphur, in rocks of indu-

rated clay or clay-slate in Bucharia. Though extensively em-
ployed in dyeing and in medicine, this salt is of trifling im-
portance as found in nature, ftom its scarcity.
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MINERALS.

Tiic mineral substances included under this head are few io

number.

ALUxM.*

Naturllscher Alaun, W. Alumine Sulfat^e Alkaline, H. Octahedral
Alum Salt, M. Alauo, L.

CombiDdtion of sulphate of alumina, sulphate of potash, and
water; and contains alumina 10*8^ potash 10*1, sulphuric acid

33*7, water 45*4—Gmelin.
Sp. Gr. 1-75.

Form the octahedron, though it cliicfly occurs in fibrous masses,

or as an efflorescence on argillaceous minerals, as alum-slate, alum

-

stone, &c. Colour wliite or greyish ; lustre vitreous, transpar-

ent or translucent ; to the taste sweetish, styptic, and acidulous.

When artificially prepared, it cryBtalluees in the octahedron,
which is its primary fornif and in some of its varieties. It is

soluble in about twenty times its weight of cold^ and little more
than its own weight of boiling water. On exposure to heat it

melts in its water of crystallization^ froths up in a remarkable
manner^ and is converted into a spongiform mass of anhydrous
alum.

It is found on the alum-slate rocks near Christiania in Nor-
way : in strata of brown coal in Bol iemia ; on the lavas of Strom-

boll, Nevis, and other volcanoes ; in bituminous shale and slate-

clay at Hurlet near Paisley; and near Whitby in Yorksliire.

It is used in eiug, iu medicine, in the manufacture of paper

and leather, and for Uie prevention of putrefaction.

* Alum, from its base consisting of alumina.
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ALUM-STONE.
Alunite, Necker. Alaunstein, W. Rhombohedral Alum Haloide, M.

Combination of sulpimric acid, alumina, potash, and water.

Crifttatthei^TMu MontioDe.
Sulphuric add S5«49 35*6

Alumina 39-65 40-0

Potash 10-00 13-8

Water 14-83-.Cordier. lO&^Deacotils.
Sp. Gr. 2-7—2-75. IT. - 5 0.

The colour of this miucral is usually greyish-white, occasion-

ally red ; and it occurs botli massive and crystallized, the crystals

generally occupying the cavities of the mass ; they are uuiuite,

shining, and sometimes brownish externally; their form is an
obtuse rhomboid of 92*» 50' and 87*» 10' ; but the rhomboid is

variously modified, one or more of the solid angles being gener-

ally replaced. Cleavage distinct perpendicidar to the axis.

The maaaive is translucent and ea^y frangible^ being frequently

mixed mechanically with silica, and appearing cellularand porous.

It decrepitates imder the blowpipe, but does not fuse per «e.

With borax it forms a transparent colourless globule, but is not

affected by soda; when pounded it is soluble in sulphuric acid. .

PonF 92"W
Por P'oaP" »7 10

It occurs well crystallized in a secondary rock at Tolfa, near

Civita Vecchia, in the Roman States; decomposed and friable at

the Isle of Nevis, and in the crater of Volcano ; and so compntt
and hard at Beregh in Hungary, as to be there employed in tlie

formation of millstones.

POLYHALUTE.*
Stromeyer.

Sulplnite of Hmc combined with water 28*45

Anliydious sulphate of lime 22*42

Anhydrous sulphate of magnesia 20*03

Sulphate of potash 87*70

• Muriate of soda 0*19

Red oxide of iron 0-34-*Stromeyer.

Sp.Gr.2»77. H- = 2-6--3-0.

* From the Greek wtKmt^ «Xf» signifying a stone of many salts $ in al-

lusion to its composition.
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In masBes, which are either compact, or present a fibnm tex-
ture, the fibres being parallel and mosdj curved Of a brick- or
flesh-fed colour, and' somewhat translucent; brittle i has a resi-

nous or pearly lustre; taste bitter and astringent, but very iaint.

It is slightly acted upon by exposure to a moist atmosphere,
but its solubility in water is very inconsiderable. In the flame
of a candle it iraraediately forms an opake brownish-coloured
mass ; and melts instantaneously under the blowpipe.

The adjacent faces) ||-»
0 to o about /

It is firand at Ischel and Aussee, in Upper Austria, in beds of
rock-salt, and at Hall in the Tyrol. The mineral noticed by Leon-
hard under the name of Bloedit (afler the Dresden mineralogist

Bloede) as occurring at Ischel with the polyhallite, and described

as being soft, of a close fibrous texture, of a colour between flesh-

and brick-rcd> as transparent and brilliant, but losing both these

characters by exposure,—is probably only an impure variety of
this species. (^ManmL)

CRYOLITE.*
Kryolith,W. AlumineFluatee Alkaline, H. Prismatic Cry one Haloide,M.

Combination of iiuoric acid, soda, and aluraioa.

Alumina 24*0 2440
Soda 36*0 31*35

Fluoric add 40*0—^Vauquelin. 44*25—>Berzeliu8.
Sp. Gr.2-96. 3*0.

It occurs massive ; wlute» but, when associated with iron, yel-

low or brown; structure perfectly lamellar, parallel to all the
planes of a rectangular prism ; translucent^ but by immersion in

water it becomes transparent, and admits more readily of cleav-

age when retained in that fluid for some time. It is very fusible,

dissolving even in the flame of a taper. Ikfore the blowpipe, on
charcoal, it melts into a transparent globule while hot^ but which
becomes opake on cooling.

The only known locality of this mineral is Arksut-fiord in West
Greenland, where it occurs in veins in gneiss, accompanied with
carbonate of iron, pyrites, galena, quartz, and felspar.

* Cryolite, from the Greek, in allusion to its easy fUsibilityi—^to its

melting beiort the blowpipe like ice.
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GLAUBERim*
Glauberite, Bt H. HemUPrismatic Br/thine Salt, M. Brogniartln, L.

Combination of sulphuric addt lime, and soda, without water.
Villa Kubia.

Sulphate of lime 49-0

Sulphate of soda 51*0—Brognhart.

Sp. Gr. 2-75 to 2-85. H. = 2-&—S O.

It oocmrg masaive; also crystallized in the form of oblique

and extremely flat rhombic prisms* the crystals bein^ for the
most part constitated only of the planes P» ^ and ^ ot the fol-

lowing figure ; but they yield readily to mechanical division^

parallel to the faces P, M, and M', the primary form being an
oblique rhombic prism, whose terminal planes incline from one
acute ede:e of the prism to the other, and whose lateral angles

are alternately 83° 20^ and 96° 40\ Colour pale yellow or grey ;

translucent, rarely transparent ; taste slightly saline; lustre vi-

treous; fracture conchoidal: w hen immersed in water, it becomes
opake and is |)artly soluble. Before the blowpipe it decrepitates,

and then melta into a white enamel.

M on M' 83* 2^
P on M or M 104 15

<ror«'. 137 09

/. 112 20
M or M' on/. 131 35
M on e or on e'. ...... 14? 40
tfonc'. 116 20
tttt^ on/.. .132 37

It is found at Villa Hubla, ten leagues south of Madrid, in

Spain, imbedded in rock*saIt; also at Aussee m Upper Austria.
Its optical properties, according to Sir David Brewster, are very
peculiar—Shaving one axis of double refraction for violet, and two
axes for red light.

REUSSim
Sulphate of soda 66-04, sulphate of magnesia 31*35, muriate of

magneria 2*19, sulphate of Ume 0*42—>Reuss.
' Occurs in mealy efflorescences, fiat six-sided prisms, and aci*

cular crystals. Colour white, shining ; fracture conchoidal.

This substance forms superficial efflorescences in the vicinity

of Sedlitz and Seidschutz in Bohemia.

* From its containing a very large proportion of 01auber*s salt, or
sulphate of suda.
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SODA-ALUM.

Sulphuric acid 38- j, alumina 12 0, soda 7-a, water 4<2'0, with

a little silica, lime, iron, and manganese—Thomson.
Sp. Gr. 1*88. H. abpiit

Occurs in white fibrous masses, the outer fibres opake from
decompositioB, interodly transparent, and exhibitmg a glossy or

silky aspect. ResembleB ahim in taste^ but is more soluble in

water.

Is found in irregular nodules resembling fibrous gypsum, im-

bedded in soft blue slate, at St Juan in South America ; and

Beudant mentions it as also occurring in the soliataras of Miio

in the Archipelago.

GAYLUSSITE.*

Corner* SoHsnnffaMH.

Combination of carbonic acid, soda, lime, and vv ater.

LaguniUa.

Contains Carbonic acid S8*6d
Soda 20*44

Lime 17-70

Water ' 32-20

Alumina 1*00—Boussingault*

Sp. Or. 1-92—1-95. H. 2-0—3-0.

Occurs in detached lengthened prisms, and aggregated crystals

disseminated in clay ; the less perfect of them might be mistaken
for selenite, the more perfect and binooth have rather the aspect

of calcareous spar. Primary, an oblique rhombic prism of 109°
30^ and 70" 30*, according to Beudant ; of 111° 10' and 68° 50',

acoordlnp to Leonhard. Sur&oes seriated ; limpid and colourless,

or ofa dirty white ; transparent, with marked double refraction

;

or translucent; fracture conchoidal, with a vitreous lustre; very
brittle ; easily reduced to a grc

}
powder, and soluble with brisk

effervescence in nitric acid. When reduced to powder, is, to a
trifling extent, soluble in water. In the matrass it decrepitates

slightly, gives off water, and becomes opake, decrepitation con-

tinuing until it has acquired a red heat. Before the blowpipe it

fuses rapidly into an opake globule, which has a distinctly alkaline

taste.

This mineral is found abundantly at Lagunilla near Merida, in

* In honour of the celebrated French chemi^L Ga^'Lussac.
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Maracaibo, disseminated at the bottom of a lake in a bed of clay,

covering trona, which the natives term tirao, in contradistinction

to the gaylussite, the latter, from its gciicially elongated form,
being denominated clavos or nails. {^Manual,)

NATIVE CARBONATE OF LIME AND SODA.

Jiarrncl,

Contains Carbonate of lime 70 0
Carbonate of soda 14*0

Water 9-7

Peroxide of iron 1*0

Matrix 5*0

Sp»Gr.2*92. H. = 3-0^'5.
Primary form a rhomb, not differing materially from that of

calc-spar. Cleavage in three directions parallel to the faces of the

primary. Lustre vitreous ; structure laniinatod ; fragmentfi per-

fectly transparent; possesses double refraction. Before the blow-

pipe it decrepitates a little, becomes brown, and eventually is

reduced to lime. Entirely sulubie^ and with effervescence^ in

nitric acid.

Locality unknown.

SULPHATE OF ALUBONA AND AMMONIA.
Amtnonalum, Necker and Bcudant.

Combination of snlphuric add, alumina, ammonia, and water*
Tschermig.

Sulphate of alumina 37*0 36*68

Sulphate of ammonia ib O 12-47

Sulphate of magnesia 0*0 0*33

Water 45*0 Lampadius. 43-39 Stromever,
Primary form the cube or the regular octahedron. White

;

taste bitter. Before the blowpipe in the matrass it yields water»

intumesces, and forms a sublimation of tlie sulphate ofammonia,
which is soluble in water. The dried mass becomes blue with
solution of cobalt.

Occurs in small fibrous masses in the lignite of Tschermig in

Bohemia.
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NATIVE METALS
AND

METALLIFEROUS MINERALS.

Including such metals as are found nearly pure in the native

state ; or variously combined with other substances, forming
metalliferons ores

; as, with other metals, with sulphur, with

oxygen ; also in the state of oxides, minerallized by acids

;

beginning witli tlie oldest and most universally diffused of the

metals—Iron.

NATIVE IRON.

Oediegen £iflen, W. FerNati{;H. Octahedral Iron^ M.

Agnun. Siberia. Mexico. Atacama.
Iron 96-5 98-5 96-75 93-40

Nickel 3-5 1-5 8 25 6-62

Cobalt 0*0 OK) 0*00 0*53

Klaproth. Turner.

Sp. Gr. 7-44 to 7-8. H. = 4*5.

Primary form the regular octalicdron. Colour pale steel-grey

;

lustre metallic ; acts powerfully on the magnet ; is soluble in all

the acids.

Native iron has been noticed under three different forms.

1. At Kamadorf in Saxony, diaaemtnated through a mass of
brown oxide of iron mingled mth spathose iron and sulphate of
barytes ; in this Klaproth found about 6 per cent, of lefid» and 1*5

of copper. It is not however considered a natural production

;

but, like the native steel from La Bouiche in France, appears to

be ofsecondary formation. The American mineralogists, however,
describe a variety from Canaan in Connecticut^ which forms a
vein about two inches thick in mica-slate.

2. Native volcanic iron. Fer natif volcaniqne, H. Was disco-

vered in a ravine formed by torrents across the lava and scoriae

of the mountain of Graveneire, in Auvergne.
3. Native meteoric iron. Per natif meteorii^ue, H. This oc-

curs in irregular isolated masses, sometimes of very considerable

in different parts of the globe: but the only piece described
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as having been seen to fill from the atmosphere is that of Hras*
china, near Agram in Croatia. The mass found in Siberia by
Professor P^las exhibited a vesicular striicture^ and contained

crystals and grains of chrysolite; that discovered by Don Rubin
de Celis, in the district of Chaoo-Guabunba in South America
weighed about fifteen tons.

Many masses are scattered over the continent of North Ame-
rica, as in Louisiana, and still fartlier north in the countries in-

habited by the Esquimaux ; several bpeciuiens also occur in

Africa, as in the Senegal river, and near Uie Cape of Good Hope.
With the exception of the Siberian variety mentioned by Pallas,

and a mass lately noticed in the Atacama desert of Peru» both
of wludi bad a vesicular appearance and oontnned straw^yellow

coloured olivine^ native irons have uniformly presented a sdUd
structure.

Iron has also been found entering into the composition of those
stony masses termed meteoric stones or aerolites, which have been
seen to fall from the atmosphere in various parts of the world,

and e% cn in our own country. These, however, may with more
propriety be looked upon as mixed minerals or rocks* than as

distinct species.

IRON PYRITES.*

Schwe&Uucfly W. Far Sulphur^, H. Bt. Hexahednd Iron Pyrites, M.
Pyrite Martiaie, Br.

Combination ofiron and sulphur.

Iron 47-85 45-74.

Sulphur 52*15—Hatchett. 54*26—Berzelius.
Sp. Gr. 4-75 to 5-0. H. = 6-0—6-5.

Colour brass-yellow, sometimes approaching to bronze-yellow,

occasionally to sleel-grey ; often brown, owing to decomposition ;

lustre meUilIic; streak brownish- or greenish-black. It occurs

disseminated in rocks, veins, and beds, investing other minerals,

and sometimes enclosed in them ; also amorphous, mamillated,

globular, cellular, stahictitiGa], psei^Dmorplious, capillary, and
crystallized in the cube and octuiedron, and in forms conunon
to them both as primary crystals. It yields to deavage parallel

to all the planes of the cube and regular ot^ahedron, affording

aurftoes sufficiently brilUant fox the use of the reflective gonio*

meter, but with the greatest ease and brilliancy parallel to those

of the cube ; its fracture is granular or uneven, sometimes ap-

proaching to conchoidal ; it is brittle, but does not yield to the

knife, which serves at once to distinguish it from copper pyrites.

* Pyrites, from the Greek, in allusion to its giving sparks when struck.
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which it readily scratches. In the flame of a candle it becomes
red I the sulphur being driven off, and an oxide of iron, which is

magnetic, remaining. After a lengthened exposure to the redu-
cing flame of the blowpipe^ it forms an uneven and crystalline

black mass.

1. 2. 3. 4.

5« 6* 7* 8*

Fig. 1, the primary ; 2, the same, its solid angles roplnco l ; the 3d
more deepljr, passing into the cube ; 4, the cube ; d, the primary, each
solid angle replaced by two planes ; which are increased in fig. 6, com-
plete in fiff. 7, forming the pentagonal dodecahedron, and connected
with the planes of the cube in fig. 8.

The above figure and the folloT\'ing measurements are given on the

authority of Haiiy.
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PonP'or WW
P F or F'on «. P or P'oil < orF or V" on 125 15

P or F on c, F or P" on r', or P or F' on 135 00
P on tl, P' on il', or P" on il" 150 4?

P on i4, P' on t4' or P^on »4 ' 14^18
P on kl\ V on or P* on W..^ 146 18

P' on A3 or AS', F'on Jfc3«or ifcS^, or P onilci^...^-.168 36
a on a' or 109 20

ooutf, ^, orr" 144 44

i5, tb\ or io ' 157 47
l3,i3',orl3'*'. 164 12

A-2, A-2', or ^2" HO 4K

i5 on i5\ io' on i5", ?V on i5"'. 146 26

t4 on t4\ t4' on i4'\ i-i" on i4 — Ul 47

U on tl, t4' on tP, or U*"m il*..^ 189 18

t4 on j», 14 on ft2^% orW on A3*. 1^2 48

k2 on c', *:2" on c^, or Jfc3^" od c.......... 169 19

A on A:2', ^2", or A'2''" 126 52

Iron pyrites is universally diffused, and is found in most de-

scriptions of rocl<. C ubcs of gigantic dimensions have occurred in

some of the Cornish mines ; very perfect octahedrons, also of large

size, are found at Persbergin Sweden ; and crystals, forming pen-

tagonal dodecahedrons of tlnee or four inches in diametLr, in

Elba. Alston Moor, Derbyshire, and the mining districts ofCorn-
wall, afford it in great profusioo* and under various fomiB, some-
times crystallizefl^ fi'equeutly coating fluor spar, galena, and odier

minerals; and very brilliant crystals, remarkable for tbe variety

of their facets, occur at Traversella in Piedmont.

Hepatic Pjfrites, Fer suUur^ epigene. It occurs in most of

the forms assumed by common iron pyrites. Externally it pre-

sents a liver-brown colour (hence its name); internally is steel-

grey, with more or less lujitre. Its colours appear to arise from

the progress of decomposition, which (»tte" proceeds so far as to

divest the substance of internal metalUc lustre, without altering

its form. It occurs in veins in primitive rocks.

Arsenical Iron Pyrites, Fer sulfure arsenicale, H. Is of a

paler yellow colour than common iron pyrites, passing, according

to the proportion of arsenic it contains, into steel-grey. When
struck' witn the hammer, and also before the blowpipe, it yields

arsenical as well as sulphureous vapours. Sometimes it is mag-
netic. It occurs with common pyrites, and arsenical cobalt, in

Sweden and in Cornwall.

Awyhrous Iron Pyrites, Fer sulphure auriferc, H. Occura

in grains of a deep yellow colour ; also crystallized in cubes, of

which all the planes are deeply striated, and some times partially

decomposed on the surface. The gold it contains is but small,

and exists, according to Bergmann, enclosed in the pyrites in

small angular grains, and therefore in a state of simple mixture.

It is found abundantly in the gold mines of Beresoff in Siberia,

and in Brazil in detached crystals.
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WHITE IRON PYRITES.

Cockscomb Pyrites, A. Sparkles, Kamkies, Strahlkies, W. Fer Sulfur^
Bluic^ H. Priamatie Iron Pyrites, M*

Combination similar to that of the preceding ; its strong ten-

dency, however, to decompose on exposure, and the efflorescences

it affords of the sulphate of iron, appear to indicate some differ-

ence in the composition.

Iron 4507 45-56

Sulphur 53'35—Berzelius. 54*34^Hatchett.
with mimite proportions of silica and manganeseb

Sp. Gr.M9 to 4r84.

Colour nearly tiD*wlute» hence its name, occasionally tarnish-

ed with a tinge of yellow or grey. It occurs stalactitical, reni-

form, botryoidal ; and in crystals which assume the form of modi-
fied rhombic prisms. The variety termed spear-pyrites is found
only in very flat crystals, having at first sight the appearance of
dodecahedrons with triangular planes, but which are macles, con-

sisting of similar portions of five crystals, connected as in the last

of the three ^'olIo\^ ing figures. Cockscomb pyrites, or kamkies,
is of the same description, the individuals being i^gregated in

such a manner as frequently to represent the crest or comb of
a cock. Primary form a right rhombic prism of about 106^ and
74^

; paraUei to the planes ofwldch it yields to deavage.

M on M \o*r r
P on IVI or M 90 00

It occurs detached and imbedded in plastic clay at Littmitz
and Altsattel, near Carlsbad in Bohemia ; in Dertiyshire accom-
panying galena and fluor spar ; and in the western part of Corn-
wall in extremely delicate stalactitic concretions*
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Iron

Sulphur

60-32

38-78

Kose.

MAGNETIC IRON PYRITES*

Magiietklee» W. Fer SulAir^ Ferrifere, Fer SulfM Magnetique, H.
Rbombohedral Inm J^^tcfi M

•

CornwalL Uton. Pyrenees.

63-5 59-85 56-37
36-5 40 15 43-63

Hatchett. Stromeyer. Stromeyer.

Sp. Gr. 4-4— H. = 3-5—4-5.
Colour bronze-yellow, reddish, or brownish ; subject to speedy

tarnish on exposure to the air ; lu:>tre metallic. Bournon de-

scribes it as occurriiig in irregular six-sided prisms Tariously mo-
dified ; the cleavage being pearallel to the terminal }danes of the
prism, but it is rarelv found cryataliized. The maasiYe varieties

frequently exhibit a lamellar structure^ yidding to cleavage paral-

lel to all the planes of a regular six-sided prism ; firacture uneven
passing into imperfect conchoidal* Acts on the magnet. Be-
fore the blowpipe it affords similar results to the preceding spe-

cies ; and is soluble in dilute sulphuric acid*

M on :vr' iso^aiKBounMnu
P on M or M' 90 00
M or M' on J 150 00
F on a « 135 00

108 13

The crystalline varieties of this species have been noticed at

Kongsberg in Norway, and at Andreasberg in the Hartz. Tlie

cleavable varieties are principally from Bodenmais in Bavaria*

where they are associated with iolite ; and the jo^raniilar, compact,

and masdive, &om Cornwall, Appin in Argyleshire, Saxony and
Silesia.

ARSENICAL IRON.

Mispickel. Fer anenic^l, H. Bt. Prismatic Arsenical Pyrites, M.
Arson ik-kies of the Germans,

Combination of sulphuret of iron and arseniuret of iron. '

Freiberg.
**

Iron 86-04 36-4

Arsenic 48-42 42*88 48*1

Sulphur 20*13 21*08 15*4

Chevreul. Stromeyer. Thomson.
Sp. Gr. 5-7 to 6-2. H. = d-d—6'0.

It is nearly of a tin-white colour, sometimes with a tinge of
yellow. It occurs massive, acicular, and crystallized in the form
of a right rhombic prism, parallel to ^vhose planes it may he
cleaved (to the lateral planes most readily), afibrding, by the
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planes so produced, angles of 111° 12' and 68^ 18' ; this prism is

considered the primary form of mispickel ; tracture uneven, with
a metallic lustre. It gives fire with steel, and the sparks are at-
tended with a little train of white smoke, having an alliaceous

odour. Before the blowpipe on charcoal it gives out copious
arsenical vapours, aad forms a globule of nearly pure sulphuret of
iroDy which attracts the magnetic needle.

1. 8. 3. 4. 5.

^ S ® E

Tirr. 1, the primary ; a right rhombic prism. Fig. 2, the same, ofwhich
each terminal plane is in part replaced by two faces slightly inclining

on the acute angles of the prism. Fig. 3 exhibits the primary prism
modified by triangular planes replacing each obtuse tolid angle $ these
planes are further advanced in fi^. 4, and still further in fig. 6; having
totally replaced the terminal faces, and reduced the lateral plane* to
triangles, meeting two and two at the acute edges of the prism.

^

Mon M IIP 12'

P on M orM 90 00
M on « 136 20

a 117 2
«4 116 10

fl on «' 121 62
cl on cl'overP 154 56 H.
c2 on cl' 142 00 ^.
c3onc3' lift A
c4 on c4 79 30
u on c4'....«.'. 100 ao

It chiefly occurs in the veins and beds of prinntive mountainsi

accompanying ores of silver, lead, and tin. It is found abundantly

at Freyberg, Munzig, and other mining districts of Saxony ; at

Anclioasberg in the Harts; at Joachim&thal in Bohemia; and at

Wheal Maudlin and many others of the Cornish mines.

Argentiferous Arsenical Iran. Weisscrz, W. Fer arsenical

•argentiferc, H. It is whiter than pure arsenical iron, being of a

Fomcwhat silvery-white : but agrees with it in all other cbnrac-

ters, except that it contains from 1 to 15 per cent, of silver. That

of Andreasberg consists of 44< iron, 35 arsenic, 13 silver, and 4 an-

timony—Klaproth.

At i revbti^ and Braunsdorf in Saxony, it is worked for the

silver it contains.

According to Brogniart, arsenical iron sometimes contains goldf
and even cc^alt in small proportion> without any sensible altera-

tion of external character.
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OXYDULATED IRON.

Hagneteisensteio, W. Fer Oxjdul^, H. Bt Octahednl Iran Ote,M;
Magnetic Iron Ore» J« A» Sidecite Aimant, Nieeker,

Consists entirely of iron and oxygen, in the proportion^ accord-
ing to BerzeliuB, of two atoms pmxide to one protoxide $ con-
tains S8*2i per cent of oxygen.

Occurs earthy, compact, lamdliibnn, and crystallized in the
regular octahedron, which is considered to be its prhnary form

;

structure imperfectly lamellar parallel to the planes of the octa-

hedron ; fracture uneven, or conchoidal with a splendent lustre ;

colour iron-black, with a shining or glimmering metallic lustre ;

streak black. It is highly magnetic, with polarity, especially the

massive (Native Zjoadstonc), and attracts iron filings. Before
the- blowpipe it becomes brown, and loses its intluence on the

magnet, but does not fuse. Colours glass of borax in the oxy-
dating flame deeg red» which becomes ^gy yellow and imnnre
on cooling; and in the reducing flame botue-green. Sohible in

heated muriatii^ but not in nitnc add*

1. a

Fig. 1 , the primary ; the regular octahedron. Fig. 2, the same, of
which all the edges are reoiaced hy planes : this repUcemeut ba9 pro-

ceeded fiirther» and the pUnes are complete, in fig. 3, the rhombie do>
decahedron*

P on P W 2^ H.

P on < or P on r.......144 44

eonc 120 00

Oxydulated iron is most common in primitife countries, gener-

ally forming beda and large irregular naaaea ; and accompanied
by hornblende, granular limestone, and garnet ;

occasioTinlly also

by blende, pyrites, fluor, tin, and calcna. The extensive beds of

Arendal in Norway, and almost ail the celebrated iron nunes of

Sweden, consist of massive ma<^netic iron. Dannemora, Geiii-

vara, and the Taberg (a mountain of considerable dimensions),

are entirely formed of it, and immense quantities of iron are an-

nually obtained irom these localities. It is plentifully found also
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in Cordca» Savoy, Saxony, Bohemia, Silesia* RtUBia, and the East
Indies ; in Nora America, in beds in granitic mountains, with
little intemiption, from Canada to New York, and inmany other
districts.

In Scotland, it occurs in serpentine in Unst, one of the Sliet-

land Isles. In England, in the parishes of St Roach and St

Stephens, and at Trelisweli near Penryn in Cornwall. The most
interesting crystallized varieties occur imbedded in chlorite-slate

at Fahlun in Sweden, at Normal k in Wermeland, at Traversella

in Piedmont, and among the ejected masses of Mount V esuvius.

Siberia, Elba, Sweden, and the Hartz, yield the most power-

ful natund magnets
;

' these usually form eiUier compact or earthy

amorphous masses, and are unknown crystallized.

TUan^ferous Oxi/dulated Iron, Fer Titane, CortUer, Siderite

Titanique^ Necker. Titaneisen, Leonhard. A combination of

the protoxide of iron with the oxide of titanium ; in very differ-

ent proportions, however. One variety from Auvergne yielded

iron 82, titanium 13, and manganese 5 ; while in others the pro-

portion of titanium is much larger, and it is theretore impossible

to draw any accurate line of distinction between this variety and
the menaccanite.

SPECULAR* IRON.

Eisengbma, W. Fer Oligiste,* H. Fer Speculaire, Br. Iron Glance, J.

Fer Ozjd^ Atfrib fiisenoxjd, L. Rhomboliednl Iron Ore^ M*

It is the pure peroxide of iron, in tlie proportion, according to

Beudant, of iron 69*34, to oxygen 3066.
Sp. Gr. 5 0—5-3. H.= 5-5—6-5.

It is considerably magnetic, especially the highly crystalline,

but does not, like oxydulated iron, attract iron filings. It oc-

curs lamellar, and crystallized in many fymm which are derived

from a slightly acute rhomboid of 86<* W and 93^ 5(y, the struc-

ture of the crystallized bang lamellar, and redudble into the

form of its primary crystal i firacture uneven, passing into con-

dioidal ; colour deep steel-grey, with a brilliant and often iri-

descent tarnish externally ; internally it possesses a shining lua»

tre; opake in large fragments, but the edges of thin laminae pre-

sent a blood-red colour by transmitted light. Streak cherry-

red, or reddish-brown ; occasionally acts feebly on the magnet

;

is infusible without addition, but with l>orax forms a green or

yellow glass, like pure oxide of iron.

* Specular, IVom its bi'illiancv Oligiste, from the Greck^ in allusioil'

lo its containing onl^ a small portion oi' metal.
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1. 2. 4* 5. 6,

Fig. 1, the primary; a slightly acute rhomboid. Fig. 2, an octahe-

dron, arising from the replacement of the upper and lower acute angles

of the primary. Fig. 3, an acute rhomboid, of which only the upper plane,

and that parallel with it, correspond with the planes ofthe primary. The
opper and lower lateral faces of fig. 4 belong alternately to the primary.

In fig. 5 none of the primary planes are vis'blc. Of fig. 0 all the larger

planes belong to the primary, and the small triangular faces result from

the replacement of its lateral and lower an^^les by two planes, and the

upper acute angle by three planes. Sometimes the edges and angles

are so rounded that the crystals assume a lenticular fimn.

The crystals of this Substance, however, and e.-;pecially those

from Elba, most commonly occur in the general form of tlie se-

cond of the two following figures.

Primarft

P on F 06'' 10'

P on 93 50
PorFono 122 40

b\ 178 50
&2 159 35

F on^or P'on^ 140 0
PonAl ochV 179 80

161 40

,, 159 12

It occurs in transition and primitive rocks, both in beds and
veins, and is accompanied by oxydulatcd iron, &c.

The mines of this substance in the Isle of Elba are of great exr

tent, and are said to have been worked upwards of 3000 years

;

the surfaces of the splendid crystals from this locality frequently

present the most magnificent tarnish-colours. It is also met with

in Saxony ; in Bohemia in beds of mica-slate ; in specimens con*

sisting of large crystalline plates, grouped together in the form
of rosettes, accompanying adularia at St Gothard ; at Arendal in
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Norway ; al Langbanshyttan in Sweden ; in South America ; and
in Siberia. In England^ it occurs finely crystallized in one or

two of the Cornish mines. Very resplendent crystalline plates^

sometimes of considerable dimensions, and intersecting each other
at various angles* are formed by subUmation in ti^e fissures of
lava at Stromboli and Lipari ; likewise* though in smaller indivi-

duals, at Etna, Vesuvius, and in Auvergne.
A micaceous variety, consisting ofminute shining scales, either

loose or slightly cohering, which appears by reflected light of an
iron-black, sometimes tinged red, and by transmitted light, blood-
red—occurs at Tavistock in Devonshire* and near Dunkeld in

Perthshire*

RED HEMATITE.*

Red Iron Out. Red Iroiurtone* J. Rother Eissnsttln* W»

Contains Peroxide ui iron 94*0

Silica 2*0

Lime IH)

Water S-O^D'Aubuisson.
The more compact haematites sometimes slightly aflect the

magnet, rendering it probable that they contain a small portion
of ttie protoxide of iron. None of them are blood-red by trans-
mitted light ; and they never assume a crystalline form.
The fibrous variety (Rother Glaskopf, W. Per oligiste COn-

cretionne, 11.) has externally a bluish or iron-grey colour, and
presents eitlier a metallic lustre, or is red and without lustre

;

internally it is red or brownish-red. It occurs in botryoidal
masses, or in stalactites, formed of concentric coats, and liaviog
a fibrous or radiated structure.

occurs abundantly in Saxony, Boliemia, the Palatinate,
Silena, and the Harts ; also near Ulverstone in Lancashire, and
in smaller quantities in many parts of England and .Scotland.
It affords excellent iron both castHmd malle&le. When ground
to fine powder it is employed in the polishing of me^S.
The variety (Rother Eisenrahm, W.) occurs in slightly

cohermg scales or particles of a red colour with a tinge of brown,
«nd opake

;
the lustre is somewhat metallic. It is unctuous to

the touch, and stains the fingers. It accompanies the preceding,
but is principally known from Cattas Altas in the Brazils.

• HtMttstiti, from the Greek, in allusion to its blood-red colour. Now,
however, the origiDal meaning of the term is so ftr lost sight of, that we
have hrvmn sad orca Hkck hmstitou
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FRANKLINITE*

FnakUnite, AirUlim Bodccsbedna Itmi Oic^ M. Zinc Ox vd^ i? erri.

Combination of the peroxide of iron, with the oxide of xiaCp
and red oxide uf manganese.

Kew Jenej.
Peroxide of iron 66-0 66*10 68-86
Oxide of zinc 17*0 lT-48 10*81
Red oxide of manganese 16 0 14*96 18*17

Berthier. Tliomson, Abich*
Sp. Gr. 5 0—5-1. H. = 6 0—6 5.

Th is mineral bears much resemblance tooxidulated iron. ItOC«
curs in grains or in granular masses composed of imperfect crys-
tals, occasionally exhibiting the planes of the octahcdrnn, and
those replacing its edges, but bounded more often by the irregu-
lar faces produced by contact; tfic sfructurc is lamellar, parallel

pJ«nei of the regular octahedron
; brittle; fracture con-

choidaT; atreakdeep reddish-brown—distinguishing it from oxid-
ulated iran, the streak of which is black. Acts slightly on the
magnet; soluble without effsnresoence in heated muriatic acid.
Ata high temperature the sine is driven off, anda hard compound
ofiron and manganese remains. Before the blowpipe with boiaa:

,
™* * g(«en glass, which when completely saturated becomes

red, and on cooling assumes a greenish-brown colour, and remains
transparent; with salt of phosphorus it jields a yellowisb-grev
glass, and with soda is insoluble.

109** sa"

F on c........... 144 49

The metiurementsIj the nOeetlve goniometer proTe tiie regular octa-
nedron to be its primary wnn.

It occurs in Sussex County, New Jersey, accompanying the
red oxide^of zmc, and is frequently imbedded in calcareous spar,
and associated with quartz, yellowish-green garnet, and other
substances. It is also mentioned as accompanying ores of zinc,
in amorphous masses, at the mines of Altenberg near Aix-la-
Chapelle.

* Franklinite, in honour of the celebmted Fiankliii.
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HYDROUS OXIDE OF IRON.

Prwmalic Iron Ore, M. (in part). Brown Iron Ore. OnegiLe. Pjrrbo-

siderite, lamonite, BcudanU Fer Hydro-oxid6, Boumon.

Peroxide of iron combined with water.

Peroxide ofiron

Water
Oxide of manganese

Silica

HamatiUcm CompaeU

820 84-0

140 110
20 20
10 20
D'Aubuisbon.

Sp. Gr. 3-50. H. = 5 0—5-5.

- This mineral presents consiclerable diversity of external ap-

pearance. It is ibuiid both ci) stallized and massive. The crys-

tals are small; externally black, and very brilliant ; mternally

blackish-brown. Streak yel!owi8h.brown ; brittle ; and opake. U
also occurs in extremely tender stalacUtes, of which the libre»

racKate from the centre; and compact. The primary form ap-

pears tobe a right rectangular prism, the only cleavage bemg par-

allel to the pUnc M. Before the blowpipe in the matrnss it

gives offwater, the remainder being red oxide i^i iron ;
with borax

it forms a yellowish-green glass. Occasionally it acts on the mag-

net, and does so always after exposure to heat. \V lien rubbed up-

on paper it leaves a black mark like manganese, for which it may

occasionally be mistaken.

1*1 ill 1 a I" V

T M

V on M or T 90^ (XK

T on M 90 00

Monfl2' 136 6

1 121 46
d\ 117 50

a\ —aV 125 30

fl2— fl2'. 149 24

h — y 117 »o

e 120 42

c —horV 135 20

h —. a2 or ft' or a2'....12l 25

a\ — dl 129 30

a2 dX 168 26

d\ — owT 130 40

a2 or da' on e* ...U7 00

The second figure represents the crystals from the vicinity of Bristol.

It occurs at Clifton near Brislol in quartzose gepdes, in tlie

form of mamillary masses, and often enclosed in quartz crystals ;

on compact hard iron-stone at Botallack, and in highly brilltant

crystals near Lostwithiel, in Cornwall ; also disposed In groups

at Lake Onega in-Siberia; and in France.
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GOETIUTE*

Rubln-GUmiiier, Ammimmm* Goelhite« LmE» Lepidotookitei Uttmmih

Combination of the oxide of iron, and water.

iilngland. Hollerterzug.

Peroxide of fron 89-2 bb UO

Oxide ot" manganese traces 0-50

Water 10-8 10-75

Silica 0*0—Beudant 0*50—Brandes.

Colour brownish-red, by reflexion yellowish, and of a brilliant

red when transparent and viewed in strong light Streak orange*

red ; lustre metallic adamantine. Primary fbrm» either a right

rhomboiilal or rectangular prism. Occurs in minute lamin» or
tables modified on their edges by oblique facets.

The principal locality of this species is the HoUertersug, in

the Westerwaldy Germany. It is not a common mineral.

BROWN H^MATim
Fibrous Brown Iron Ore. Brauner Glaskop^ \V. Fer Oxide Haema*

tite, H.

Sp. Gr. S*7—i-O.
Is of a dove or blackish-brown colour ; externally is often

steel-grey and splendent. It is more finely fibrous than the red
haematite, sometimes with a silky lustre, and often radiated

;

in the other direction it is generally concentric lamellar, the

colours being disposed in bands of brown of various shades.

It occurs in mamillary and botryoidal masses^ in stalactites

and tiibes. It is brittle.

It ionns beds in limestone and other secondary rocks in must
European countries ; afiording materials iur tixteusive iron works
in Bohemia, Styria, &c. Sweden and Lapland, which abound
in magnetic iroui contain but small quantities of the brown or
red haematites.

In Scotland it forms veins in sandstone at Cumberhead in

Lanarkshire; at Sandloge in the Shetland Isles ; and in Hoy, one
of the Orkneys. In Cornwall it occurs at Botallack near the

I^and's End, and in Tin Croft mine near Redruth. It affords

a very malleable and much harder iron than the red hsmattte
and excellent steel.

Compact Brown Iron Ore* Dichter brauDeisensteiD> W. It*

* In honour ofthe celebrsted German poet GoSthe.
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occurs massive and oellulary Bometimes with an iridescent tap*

nlsh superficially.

Seafy arid Ochrey Brown Iron are varieties of the same spe-

cies more or less decomposed^ presenting either slightly comv-
ing scales and particles, or having an earthy consistence which it

meagre to the touchi and soils the fingers. Bog iron ofv, the
mofoskrziwitm^erZf unuenens of the Germans, is of recent for-

mation; it arises from the decomposition of certain rocks over
which water passes, and is deposited by it in low and marshy
situations. It frequently contains traces of phosplioric acid, and
forms considerable repositories in Germany, Poland, and Russia.

The variety termed bohmnerz or pea-orey consists of concentric

globuliform concretions, imbedded either in friable or compact
brown liamatite ; at Si Steplieiis in St^ria this kind of ore yields

about 33 per cent, of iron. Brown iron ore not unfrequentiy

assumes the form of other minerals; at Huttenberg in Carinthiay

for instance, it has evidently taken the place ofsparry iron ; and
at Beresof in Iberia occupies large cubical pseudo-crystals of
iron pyrites. {3Ianual)
As an ore it is not inferior in value to any of the preceding;

and the pig-iron obtained from smelting its purer varieties with .

charcoal, may be easily converted into steel. That yielded by
bog-iron is what is termed cold short ; it therefore cannot be used
in the manufacture of wire, and seltiom even of sheet or plate

iron, though it is well adapted for casting.

STILPNOSIDERITE.*

Cthuam.

Conuins Oxide of iron 80*50 80*25

Water 16 00 1500
Silica 2-25—Ullmann. 3-75—Vauquelin.

Sp. Gr. 3-6—3-65. H. = 4-5.

In botryoidal groups, massive, and dendritic ; of a black or
brownish-black colour, with a splendent lustre bodi externalljr

and internally; fracture concnoidal; opake; brittle. Streak
yellowish'browA. It becomes black before the blowpipe, but
does not fuse ; and tinges borax dark olive*greeD| thmigh it it

not melted itself.

It occurs at Rashau and Schiebenberg in Saxony, in Thur<«>

ingia, Nassau, and the Hartz, frequently associated with brown
haematite, to which it appears to be nearly allied.

* From the Qxe«k, tignifyiog a shiniDg ore of iron*
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CRONSTEDTITE.*

Uomboliednl Heine Mki, M. Ckeostedil, li. 8id«raMyiolite*

Cootains Oxide of iron 56*85

Silica 22-45

Oxide of manganese 2-89

Magnesia 5*08

Water 10*70—Steinmann.

Sp. Gr. 3*3—3*35. H.= 2*5.

Massive and crjstallized ; the massive consisting of bbdc and
opake fibres, having a brilliant lustre; the crystallized occasionally

in separate six-sided prisms, more often however the prisms ad-

here laterally. In thin laminas, somewhat elastic; streak dark

leek-green ; cleavage distinct perpendicular to the axis. Before

the blowpipe it intutnesces slightly, but does not melt. With
borax it affords with difficulty a bard, black, and opake enamel.

When reduced to powder U gelatinizes in conceiUfated muriatic

acid.

It is found near Pribram in Bohemia with cwiKHinte of iron

;

in diverging groups at Wheal Maudlin in Cornwall ; and asso*

dated with quarts and magnetic pyrites at the mines of Coofho*
nas do Campo in BraaiL

PINGUITE,

Contains oxide of iron 35*60, silica 36'90, alumina 1*80, mag-
nesia 0*45| oxide of manganese 0*14, w ater 25*10—Kersten*

Sp. Or. 2*315. H. under 2 0.

Pingiiite occurs in masses of a siskin- or oil-green colour ; with

a slightly resinous lustre; and coaclioidal or uneven fracture;

feels greasy ; does not adhere to the tongue, and emits a feeble

argillaceous odour when struck. Streak lighter than the mineral.

Extremely soft, resembling newly made boap.

In the matrabs it yields much water. Before the blowpipe

per se it becomes black, but only fuses on the edges. With bo-

rax it melts easily, exhibiting tiie presence of iron ; as also with

salt of phosphorus, in which a skeleton of silica remains^

Occurs in a vein of barytes at Wolkenstein in the Erzgebiigef

and has been severally described by BreithaupC, Freisleben, and
Beckmann*

* In honour of Gnmstedt, the Swedlah ndnendogist
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ANHYDROUS SILICATE OF IRON.

Thonuon,

Consists of protoxide of iron 68*60, silica 29*60> and protoxide

of manganese l*85«^Thon)8on«

Sp.Gr. 3-884. H. = 4*0.

Occurs in foliated opake masses of a dark-brown colour

;

cleaves with facility into four-sided prisms ; is brittle ; acts on the

magnet* It emits ammoniacal vapours when heated in a glass

tube, and loses about one-fiftieth in weight; before the blowpipe

it is infusible, but in the reducing flame it acquires a metallic

lustre, and assumes the appearance of magnetic iron. In heated

muriatic acid it dissolves without effervescing, leaving a residue

of silica in flakes. It is found at Sclav-corrach, one of the

Mourne Mountains, in Ireland.

CHLOHOPAL.
Sp. Gr. l-7^2-0. H.= 8 (U4*0.

Of this there are two varieties ; the one massive and com-
pact* the other earthy. Colour pistachio-green ; opake, or feebly

translucent on the edges ; fracture conchoidal and splintery

;

it does not phosphoresce. It consists, according to Brandes^ of
ConchoidaL £artliy.

Oxide of iron 35-3 32 0

Silica 46-0 45*0

Magnesia 2*0 0*0

Alumina 1-0 0-7

Water 18-0 20-0

Manganese a trace 2 0
It occurs associated with opal at Unghwar in Hungary, and

appears to be closely allied to green iron-earth.

CHAMOISim

Contains oxide of iron 60*5, siiica 14; 3, alumina 7*8, water
]7*4—-Berthier.

^
Sp. Gr. S-0—8*4. Pretty hard.

Occurs massive, of a greenish-grey or black colour, and has a
granular earthy fhicture ; magnetic. Is soluble in acids, with
the' exception of its silica* and gives off water when heated in

the matrass.

Is found in the calcareous deposit of Mount Cbamoison in the
Valais ^ wl^ence it is advantageously extracted as an ore ofiron.
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SiDEliOSCHISOLIT£.

WemekiHck,

Contains protoxide of iron 70*16, silica 16*S0, alumina 4*10,

water 7*30—Wernekinck.
Sp. Gi . 3 0. H. = 2 0—3*0.

Primary form a rhomboid, presenting only a single cleavage,

which is perpendicular to the axis. This mineral occurs in

small six-sided prisms of a black colour* Its streak is green ; its

lustre brilliant ; it becomes magnetic and black from exposure
to heat. Before the blowpipe is readily fusible into a black
mittnetic glass ; and is soluble in acids.

It occurs at Congbonas do Campo in the Brazils.

HISINGEUITE.

Protoxide of iron 47*80, silica 2r50, aluuiina o jU, oxide of

manganese 0*77, water 11*75—Hisinger.
Sp. Gr. S<A

Occurs in masses which are deavable in one direction only,

and possess a foliated^structure. Black ; dull ; with an earthy
fracture; streak greyish-green; capable of being cut with the .

knife. Before the blowpipe at a gentle heat becomes magnetic ;

at a more elevated temperature fuses into an opake black dull

globule ; and with borax forms a yellowish glass.

It is found in the cavities of calcareous spar, in tlic parisli of

Suarta in Sudermaniand, Sweden ; but it is not common.

YENITE.*

Lienite, J. Dipriamatic Iron Ore, M. Ilvait, Jiam, Fer Cakareo-
Siliceux, H.

Combination of mlica, protoxide of iron, and lime.

Protoxide of iron 55 0 52 54
Saica , 28*0 29*28

Lime 120 13-78

Oxide of manganese 3*0 1*59

Ahimina 0-6 0-61

Water 0*0—Descotils. 1*27—Stromeyer.

Sp. Gr. 3-8—4 06. H. = 5-5—6 0.

• liievrite, in honour of Le I^ievre, its discoverer; Yenite« in com-
memoration of the battle of Jena.
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Its colour is brown, or brownish-black ; sometimes dull exter-

nally, but the crystals have oflen a metallic lustre ; opake. Pri-

mary form a right rhombic prism of 111° SCK, It occurs amor-
phoi|S| aciculary and also crystallized, generally in the form of a
j^fnblc prittn terminated by a pyramid with seTeral modifica-

tions; cleavage not very distinct, parallel to a plane passing

through its longer diagonal. Streak black, inclining to green or
brown ; fracture uneven ; the faces of the prism deeply striated

longitudinally. On charcoal it fuses into a black globule^ which
attracts the magnet if not heated to redness ; and with borax melts
readily into a dark green and almost opake i^lass. It is soluble

in, and forms a jelly with^ heated muriatic acid.

MonM' lir«K
P on M or M' 90 00
M on ^ or on g. 164 36
M on • 160 48
g on g .....IM 4S
M on or 4m e'M..M*128 60
P on <r or e'.............. 141 48
e on 138 30
a on tf' or e iCO 30
P on o 146 30
P on c.........M«.......«..137 45
c on r'.... .....^144 25
b on « or b' on e*» 161 20

It is principally found in Elba, at Rio la Bfarina, and Cape
Calmite, where it occurs both in solitary crystals of considera*

hie dimensions, and imbedded in compact auglte. It has also

been noticed in Siberia; Silesia; at Fossum in Norway; and at

Cumberland, Rhode Island, United States, in long slender crys-

tals, traversing quartz.

PITCHY IRON-ORE.*

JEiisnnatcr. Eisenpechera,^. Fer Oxyd^ Rednite, H. Pittizite,

Levf, Sideritine, Matimi*

Saxony. Freyberg.
Oxide ofiron S8-46 61^4 4045
Arsenic add 26 06 0 0 80*25

Sulphuric add 10 75 15-9 0 00
Protox. ofmangan. o-.>7 0-0 0-00

Water 28-48 21-7 28-50

Stromeyer. Berzelius. Kersten.
Sp. Gr. 2-2—2-4. H. = 2-5.

* Fnm its more or less perfect resemblance to ^tdk.
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Colour bladdsh-brown, or reddish-black. It occurs in small

masses, reniform, and stalactitic, having much the aspect of resin

;

fracture flat conchoidal, with a vitreous lustre; translucent on the

edges, and yields to the knife ; streak olive-green or lemon-yel-
low.

Before tlie blowpipe per se it instantly becomes opake and
cracks, some varieties emitting a strung arsenical odour, during
which they are partly volatilized ; at an increased temperature
it fuses into a black enamel, and on charcoal bccoiues magnetic

;

in the matrass it gives off water profusely.

It occurs in several old minies near Freyberg and Schneeberg
In Saxony, In the district of Pless In Upper Sileaa, in Brittany,

and in ChllL ' It is supposed to be produced from tfie decompo-
sition of h!on pyrites.

PYROSMALITE.*

F/rofmalith, Karrtem, Fer Muriate, H. Pyrosmalite, or Native Murimte
of Irooy J. Pynxte Peno-Mangsiiesien, Hfiiiml*

Contains Protoxide of iron 21*81

Muriate of iron 14*09

Protoxide of manganese 2i'14>

SUica 35-85

Lime I-2I

Water and loss ' 5*89—Htsinger.

Sp. Gr. 2-95 to 3-10. H. = 4;0—4-5.
In six-sided prisms of a liver-brown or pistachlo-e;reen colour^

of which the terminal edges are sometimes replaced. Cleavage
distinct and easily obtained perpendicular-to ^e axis. External
lustre shining, that of the terminal planes pearly ; structure la-

mellar, translucent on the edges, and brittle. On charcoal be-

fore the blowpipe, with a gentle heat, it becomes reddish -brown,

and gives out a weak acid odour ; in a strong fire it fuses readily

into a globule presenting a brilliant smooth surface and irc n-

black colour, which is attractable by the mag^net. Willi glass vf

borax it melts readily, exhibiting the coloura characteristic of

iron ; and is soluble in muriatic acid, leav ing a small residuum of
silica.

It occurs, both crystallized and massive, .with magnetic iron,

calcareous spar, and hornblende, in Bjelke Gruvan, one ofthe iron

mines of Nordmark near Philipstadt in Sweden.

• Pyrosmalite, or P^rodraalite, from liie Greek r*^, /ff, and .•V'j—emitting an odour when bested.
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SPATHOSE IRON.

England,
fix -sided primu.

Protoxide of iron 59*97

Carbonic acid 38-72

Oxide of raangan. 0 39

Lime 0-92

Magnesia 0*00

SjtfuBrotHeHte*

63-75

3400
0-75

0*00

0*52

Hartc.

57-50

36-00

3-30

1-25

0-00

Carbonate of Iron. Brown Spar.* Bracliytypous Parachrose Baryte«M>
Spatb.£ueii8tem,W. Fer Oxyd^ Carbonate, U. fer Spatiiique, Br.

Combination of carbonic add* and protoxide of iron» of wliich

occasionally a small portion is replaced by protoxide of mangan-
ese, magnesia^ and lime.

lameiiar.

53-0

410
0-6

0*0

Beudant. Berthier. Klaproth« Klaproth.

Sp. 6n 3*6—3*a H. s= 3*5—4*5.

Colour various shades ofyellow, passingon exposure into brown,
and brownish-black ; transparent, translucent, or opake. Occurs
in obtuse rhomboids (whose ftuces are occasionally curvilinear)

;

in acute rhomboids, sometimes perfect, or Laving the terminal

anirles replaced ; in six-sided prisms ; in octahedron? ; and in len-

ticular crystals ; also striated and massive. Externally it is

shining. Structure lamellar, with a brilliant or pearly lustre ;

yields reatlily to cleavage parallel to ail the planes of an ob-

tuse rhomboid of 107*^ and 73°. Affects the magnetic needle.

Before the blowpipe blackens and becoiiieo iiiore magnetic, but

does not melt ; colours borax bottle-green in the reducing flame,

and yellow in the oxidating ; and Is with difficulty soluble in
acids, unless previously reduced to powden

Von F 107* OC
V or P' on P" 73 00
Tor P'on ^(fig. 2) 122 50

^ on ^' (fig. 2) 67 20

P or P' on a (fig. 3) MK c. g.
^ on a (fig. 3) 165 00 „.
a on - or ^ on <f ) ^

(fig. 4; i
^ *••

* Spatlio c lion, from its presenting rnther a sparry than SJlietallic
substance j browu spar, from its prevailing colour.
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It occurs abundantly in some countries, and particularly in

Styria arul Carlntliia, where it forms coherent tracts, which ex-
tend along the cijuni ot" the Alps into Austria and Saltzburg.

On these the great iron manufactories of Eisenerz and Vordern-
berg are situated, so celebrated for the fine steel they produce.

Magnificent crystals of spathose-iron occur at Harzgerode in the

Hartas, in veins traversing grauwacke ; at Freyberg in silver

veins ; and presenting many interesting varieties in the mining
districts of Al8ton-Moor» Cdmwa]]» and Devonshire.
A JPAroua Carbonate of Iron occurs in the veins of Tin Croft

mine in Cornwall, in tabular masses of half an inch or less in

thickness^ striated in a direction perpendicular to the surffices of
the mass, and of a brown colour. Sphcerosiderite is the name
applied to a spheroidal and radiated \ ariety from Hanau, where
it is met u ith occupying hollows in greenstone without any in*

dication of crystalline form.

Coiuiiuiar Clay Iron-stone. Its colours are the same as the

amorphous. It occurs in anf^ular pieces composed of columnar
concretions like starch, often closely aggregated, and cohering
slightly ; or the interior is found to be columnar, the interstices

being in some cases filled either with bitumen or calcareous spar.

It is dully soft, brittle^ and when of a reddish-brown colour is

magnetic. It occurs in Bohemia, the Upper Palatinate, and
Saarbruck; in Scotland in the Isle of Arran ; in England in the
Wednesbury coal deposit in Staffordshire, where the columns are

coated with pyrites, and their interstices partially filled with car-

bonate of lime, sometimes with blende and galena.

Lenticular Clay Iron-stone^ Fcr oxyde brun granuleux, Bt.

It occurs in small granular or Unticular concretions, which are

separate or aggregated into masses. Its colour is reddish, or

yellowish-brown, or greyish-black, with a pseudo-metallic lustre.

Is brittle, and easily broken. It occurs in Frajiconia, Bavaria,

Salzburg, bwitzerlaud, i'rance, aad the iSclheiiuuda.

PHOSPHATE OF IRON.

Vivianite, W. Fer Phosphatt?, H. Blue Iron Ore, J. Prismatic Iron
Mica, JM. Dicromatic Euclas Haloide, HaUL

Combination of phosphoric acid, protoxide of iron, and water.

CornwalL Bodenmais. Earthy Phos^ate*

Protoxide of iron 41-23 41-0 32*0

Phosphoric acid 3MB 26-4 47-5

Water 27-49 31-0 200
Stromeyer. Vogel. Klapruth.

Sp. Gr. 2-66. H. = 2 0.
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Vivianite occurs crystallized in the form of a right oblique-

angled prism, which is that of its primary crystal. It cleaves

readily, and only parallel to the plane P of the ibllowing figures;

the crystals are prismatic, and of considerable length, being at*

tached to the matrix at the face M or the oppottte plane, in

which case the faces P T and e form the prismatic planes of
the crystal. Colour varying from pale green to indigo-blue;

by transmitted light green at right angles to the axis, and of
a pale blue colour paralleVto it. Transparent or translucent^ with

a partly metallic, partly vitreous lustre ; streak almost whiter but
on exposure to the air soon changes into indigo-blue. The pow-
der produced by crushing^ the mineral in a dry state, is liver-

brown. The crystals arc often very small, aggregated, and di-

vergent ; those of Cornwall are flexible, but not elastic, while

the crystallized variety of New Jersey is extremely brittle.

Before tlie blowpipe on charcoal it intumesces, reddens, and fusca

into a steel-grey coloured globule with metallic lustre. Solu-

ble without effervescence in dilute sulphuric and nitric acids.

P onM or T 90° 00'

MonT 12A 18

Pond 125 56

d 135 35

T on cl 143 40
—— c2 165 25
^^hiKth 125.25

M on cl . 117 40

M oil d or d' i50° SO'

5 00 ft •..•.«...148 6
cl on a 140 35

d 134 6
h 125 40
cl 108 30

^^tA 157 45
<lon^ 120 45

It occurs with iron- and magnetic-pyrites in gneiss at Boden-
raais in Bavaria ; in the prold mines of Vorospatak in Transyl-

vania; in the I^k of France; and in Brazil.

In England it is met with finely crystallized near St Agnes in

Cornwall, accompanied by magnetic iron-pyrites and spathose

iron ; in Derbyshire in crystals of the same form and colour, in

the decomposed shale of that country.

The Anglarite of Kobell is a fibrous and compact variety of

pho^hate of iron* Its colour is grey, inclining to blue ; and it is

translucent. Before the blowpipe it melts into a black globule^

and in the matrass vields water*

It occurs at Anglary in the Haute Vienne^ France.
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Sarthy Phosphate of Iron, Blaue Eisenerde, W. Ter phos-

phate lerreux, H. Blue Iron Earth, J. The colour of this va-

riety on its first exposure is grey, yellow, or greenish-white, or

with a very slight tinge of blue ; afterwards it becomes blue of

different degrees of mtenslty* It occurs massivei dissemiiialecl

in or coaiinff other substances; and is sometimes loose, oc-

casiopally ccmering^ and with an earthy fracture. It is dul1»

meilgre to tlie touch, soils the fingers slightly, and ia li|^t* Be-
fore the blowpipe it becomes reddish-brown, and then mdts into

a brownish-black slag, attractable by the magnet
It occurs in clay, and mud, more or less intermingled with ani-

mal matter, frooo^ which the phosphoric acid is coi^ecuired to

have proceeded*

It is found in solid masses in the argillaceous deposits of New
Jersey, occasionally witii bog iron-ore; also in Styria, Carintliia,

and in Greenland. The friable varieties have been met with

in forming excavations in the river mud of the Isle of Dogs;
in the same deposit at Toxteth near Liverpool. On the surface

of peat*mos8es in several of the Shetland Isles; at Ballagh in

(he Ue of Man« accompanying animal matter, particularly the

bones of the elk and deer ; and elsewhere.

It is sometimes employed as a pigment.

HETEPOSlTJa.

KobcO,

Combination of phosphoric acidy protoxide of iroui protonde
of manganese, and water.

Phosphoric acid 41-77 48*0

Oxide of iron 34-89 35-5

Red oxide of manganese 17-57 16*5

Silica 0-20 0-0

Loss by heat 4*40 Dufresnoy. 0-0 Vauquelin.

Massive; having a lamellar structure, and a greenish-grey or

blue colour; lustre resinous, like that of apatite. Primary ibrm an
oblique rhombic prism of 100° and 80**, and 101 and 79°, obtained

by cleavi^e. After long exposure to the atmosphere its colour

becomes violet, and its lustre is changed into semi-metallic Is

soluble in acid^ with the exception of its silica ; and before the

blowpipe fuses into a brown enamel, which has a semi-metallic

lustre.

It occurs at Hureaux, in the Haute Vienney and was noticed

and described by M. I>ufrteoy«
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KARPHOSIDERITE.

BreiilutupL

Consists of phosphoric acid, oxide of iron, and water.

Sp.Gr. 2-6. H. = 4*0—4-5.

Occurs in reniibrm masses of a straw-^ ellow colour ; lustre re-

sinous ; fracture uneven ; feek greasy. Before the blowpipe, in

the open tube, it gives off water, accompanied by fumes which
redden turmeric paper; nlonc on charcoal it becomes black;

and at a high temperature melts into a globule, which is power-
fully magnetic. Is soluble with facility in borax, and with salt

ol phosphorus forms a black scoria.

This mineral was distinguished by Breithaupt, who named it

in allusiou to its straw-yellow cuiuur. Its locality is Labrador.

SULPHATE OF IRON.

Gzeen VitiioL Melant^rie, £isen.yitrioI,W.'Fer Sulphate,H.
Hemi-Prismatic Vitriol Salt, M. "

,

Sulphuric add 28*8, protoxide of iron 25*7, water 45*4—
Derzelius.

Sp. Gn 1*84p—1*9. H.= 2-0.

Primary form an oblong rhombic prism of 99"" W and 80° 27'.

/ on /over the edge * 82*21'

h on/ 99 23
h on the edge x .....104 25

It presents various shades of green, sometimes emerald-

green ; but more frequently, owing to exposure, is externally of

a yellow or yellowish-brown colour. It occurs massive, pulver-

ulent, and in stalactites; and crystallizes in the form of aright
oblique-angled prism ; sometimes modified \ deavage perfect par-

allel to 6, \esA so to /; translucent ; lustre vitreous ; taste ex-

tremely astringent ; fracture conchoidal. It is readily soluble in

double its weight of water, and the solution turns black on the ad-
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dition of tincture of galls. Before the blowpipe on charcoal it be-

comes magnetic, and colours glass of borax green. Exposed to

tiie aifi it soon appears covered with a yellow powder, which is

llie persulphate of iron.

This species in its natiyejBtate is rare ; in most cases it is pro«

duoed by the decomposition of other minerals, particularly iron

pyrites. It is also found dissolved in the waters of several mines.

It occurs in the Rammelsberg mine near Goslar in the Hartz, at

Schwartzenberg in Saxony, and at Schemnitz in Hungary ; also

in aluminous shale, at Ilurlet near Paisley; and in New England,

whore it forms crusts upon tlie surfaces ot such mica*slate rocks

as iiappeii to abound in iron pyrites. It is used in dyeing, in

making ink, Prussiau blue, and sulphuric acid.

BOTRYOGENE.
Native Red Iron Vitriol of ( ahluu, Haidinger. liother £isen-Vitriol,

Jj:onhariL Neoplase, Beudant.

- Bisulphate of the peroxide of iron, combined with bisulpbate

of the protoxide of iron, and water.

Sulphuric acid S2''j!y, peroxide of iron 23'86, protoxide of
iron 10-71, water 32-85.

Sp. Or. 2 039. H. = 2-25—2-5.

Primary form an oblique rhombic prism of 119° 6iymd 60^ 4f*

/on/. 81«44
qonq • 141 0

gimg. 119 66

Occurs in small crystals which are usually aggregated in reni-

form and botryoidal masses, consisting of globules with a crystal-

line surface ; sometimes like a bunch of grapes, hence its name,

from fior^v;. Faces of / and ^ striated parallel to the axis, and

less perlectly formed than the incUned planes; cleavage parallel

to g. Colour deep hyacinth-red» passing, when massive^ into

ociire-yeUow, the colour of its streak i translucent ; lustre vit*

reous ; taste sliglitly astringent. When exposed to a moist at*

mosphere it becomes covered with a dirty yellow powder> butre«
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mains imdianged when dry* Bdbre the blowpipe it intiimeaoei

and gives off water, leaving a reddish-ydlow c«ith ; with salt of
phosphorus yields a red glass, which becomes colourless on cool«

ing. Boiling water dissolves only a part of it. It occurs in the

great copper mine ofFablun in Sweden, in the level called Mel-
lanrumsort) forming a coating on gypsum or pyritesi along with

£fisoni salty green vitriolt drc. (ManmL)

MISY.

The persulphate of iron with excess of base, according to Ber-

sellus. Occurs in pulverulent opake masses of a sulphur- or

lemon-yellow colour* It is found principally at Godar in the
Hartz> but is sJso met with accompanying botr) ogene at Fahlun
In Sweden. Misy is a name applied by Pliny to some artificial

compound obtained in the process of miakine vitriol in the Island

of Cyprus, and was given by Hausmann to uiis substance.

The (UnmtaU stem is another curious compound of sulphuric

acid and iron ; it is a mixture of the sulphate and peroxide of
iron ; is compact, ponderous, and of a dark brick-red colour ; and
occurs with the present species in the deserted part of the copper
mines of Goslar. (MmtuU.)

ARSENIATE OF IRON.

Wuifcl«»,W. Fer Arseniat(<, TI. Cube-Ore, J. PhaniMkofideiity JSrM#.

Hexahediai Lirocoue Malachite, H*

Combination of arsenic acid, protoxide and peroxide of iron,

and water, mixed with pho^horic add and oxide of copper ia

very minute proportiona*

Peroxide of iron 39-20 40*56 45*5

Arsenic acid 37-82 38-00 31'0

Phosphoric acid 2 53 0*70 0-0

Oxide of copper 0*65 0*60 9*0

Water 18-61 19-57 10-5

Insoluble matter 1*76 0-35 4-0

Berzelius. Berzelius. Chenevix.
Kp. Gr. 2-9-~3-0. H. =: 2-5.

Various shades between hght- and bottle-green, and yellowish

and brownish-green ; it rarely occurs massive, mostly crystallised

in cubes, either perfect or having the alternate angles replaced
by one or by three planes, very rarely all the edges and angles
are replaced. The small planes 6, on the largest of the follow-

ing figures, appear al. first only as stri«, apparenUy indicating
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the tetrahedron as the primary form ; but the crystals yield to

ctavage parallel to the planes of the ciibe» though not with sitf*

ficiCDt biflUancy for the use of the reflective goniometer. The
CRM fracture is uneven or imperfectly oondioidal» with a shining

vitfeooa lostre. It varies from transparent to opake ; sometimes
ochreoos externally^ from partial decomposition ; and is brittle.

Streak pale olive-green. Before the bbiqnpe on charcoal it

emits arsenical vapours, and fuses into a grey scoria which ex-

hibits metallic brilliancy and is attractable by the magnet. With
the fluxes, after the disen^as:ement of arsenical fumes, it forms

bottle-green coloured globules. On ej^posureto heat it becomes
electric> and is soluble in concentrated acid.

1. 2. S* 4.

Fig. 1, the cube. Fig. 2, the same, ofwhich^sltmatesofid angltt
are replaced by triangular planes. Fig. 3, in which they are replaced by
four planes J these are sometimes rounded, and appear but as one plane.
Fig. 4| the cube, of which both the edges and angles are replaced.

Its principal localities are the mines of Huel Grorland* Huel
Unity, and Carharack in Cornwall, where it occurs associated
with various ores of copper. On the continent it has been
found at St Leonard in France, and at Schneeberg and Schwarta-
enberg iu i^ouy, but it is a rare mineral out of England.

OXALATE OF IRON.

Fsr Oxslat^ Levf. Oxalate de Fer. Humboldtinei JliMro. Ham^
bddtite, Nccker and BeudmU*

Combination of oxalic acid and protoxide of iron.

Oxalic acid ;46 14

Frotoxideofiron 53-86—Rivera.
,
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Sp. Gn 2*13 (Leonhard), 1*3 (Beudant). H. abouit 2-a
It occurs in small flattvh masses of a bright yellow colour, and

crystalline) but the crystals are not determinable; opake^ devoid
of lustre, and having an uneven earthy (racture. It acquires

resinous electricity by friction ; it decomposes easily on live coal,

gh inii^ out a vegetable odour, the residue passing by degrees

from yellow to black, and finally to red. It is insoluble in boil-

ing water and alcohol, but diissoives without effervescence in

nitric acid, imparting to it a yellowish tint.

It is found at Koloseruk, near Bilin in Boliemia, inibcddod

in liioor-coal or friable lignite, and is supposed by iu Uiialysl to

result from the decomposition of succulent plants.

TUNGSTATE OF IRON.
Wolfram, W. Scheelin Ferrugin^, H. Bt. Prismatic Scbeelium Ore, M«
Combination of the oxides of tungsteui iron, and manganese.

Oxide of iron 18-00 18-32

Tungstic acid 67-00 78*77

Oxide of manganese 6-25 6-22

Silica 1*50—Berzelius. 1-23—Delhuyar.
Sp. Gr. 71 1—7-33. H. = 5-0-^5-5.

Colour brownish-black; is found both massive and crystallized.

Structure lamellar ; cleavage perfect parallel to a plane which
bevels the lateral edge between r and r ; streak dark reddish-

brown ; lustre brilliant^ often metallic ; opake ; and is brittle.

Before tbe blowpipe it decrepitates, and fuses under a strong

heat into a black and somewhat scoriaceous globule ; it is readily

soluble in borax, and does not act on the magnet.

font mrer the spex 125* 20^

r on r overM 101 5

Wolfram is j)L culiar to primitive rocks ; and is a common asso-

ciate of tin ore, particularly in tlie mines of Saxony, Bohemia,

and Cornwall. In the lonuer countries it is found in large welU
defined crystals ; in the latter in such abundance as iirequently to

impede the working of the tin ore. At Wheal Blaudlin in Com*
wall it has occurred in pseudomorphous crystals, assuming the

precise form oftungsten. Greenland, Siberia, Limoges in France,

and the island of Rona In the Hebrides^ are other localities ofthis

species.
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HAUSMANNITE.
Hau8ma]iDite, /TatJ. Pyramidal ^fanganese Ore, M. Black Manganeit.
Manganese Oxide Ilydrato, H. Bluttricher Schwarz Braunsteinerx,
Ilausmann, Foliated Black Manganese Ore, J.

Aniiydrous red oxide of maoganese, mixed with a small pro-
portion of the peroxide.

Red oxide of maoganese 98-09

Oxygen 0-22

Water 043
Baryta O'll

Silica 0*34—Turner.

Sp. Gr. 4-72—4-8. H. = 5 0—5-5.

It occurs massive, and crystallized in fiiur-sided pyramids,
which yield to cleavage parallel to their base, which is square*

Colour iron*bIack» opdre^ very hard, and affords a dark reddish

or chesnut-brown powder* Lustre imperfect metallic* On char-»

•coal in a strong heat it fuses on the edges ; with borax readily

forms a deep violet-blue or almost black globule ; and with soda
produces a green coloured scoria. Is insoluble in muriatic acid,

but is decomposed by heated sulphuric acid*

P on F'or F on P*'...117*30'

r on T' or F " on P'" ...lOa 4o

Hausmannite is found in veins of porphyry, along with other

ores of manganese, at CElircnstock near Ilmenau in Thuringia

;

at Ihlefeld in the ITartz; and at Lebanon in Pennsylvania, Unitccl

States. The most distinctly cr^'stallizcd specimens are met with

at Framont in AUatia ; but it is on the whole not a common
species*

BRAUNITE.*
Brachytvpous Manganese Ore, M. Bracbytypous Manganerz,

It is an anhydrous dciitoxide of manganese. The variety

from Elgeibburg yielded to Turner, protoxide of manganese
86*94, oxygen 9'85, water 0*95, and bar) ta 2 '2G.

Sp. Gr. 4-8—4-9. IL = G-0—6*5.

* Xnmed by Turner nnd Haidinger, in compliment to their mutual
friend Mr ISraun of Gotha.
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Primary forin, an octahedron with a square base whose hem
are inclined at angles of 109* 58^ and 108* 39^ Secondary form
the same* occasionally truncated. Occurs both crystalline and
massive, fi^quently fibrous and divergent, of a dark brown ish-

black colour, with an imperfect metallic lustre; streak black

or slightly brownish ; cleavage distinct parallel to the faces of
the primary; fracture uneven ; brittle. It is soluble in muriatic

acid, leavincr a trace of siliceous matter. Before the blowpipe

on charcoal it is per se infusible, but nssumes in the reducing

flame a reddish colour. With borax it melts with a slight

effervescence.

This species of manganese forms veins in porphyry at (Ehren-
Btock near iimenau, at Elgersburg, Friedrichsroda> and else-

where in Thuringia ; also with red epidote at St Marcel in Pied-

mont* Besides its superior hardness to other or£s of manganese,
the direction of its cleavage parallel to the faces of the pyramid
sufficiently distinguishes this species ih>m hausmannite^ in which
the cleavage always takea place parallel to the base.

PYROLUSITE*

Prismatic Manganese Oie, M.

It is an anhydrous peroxide of manganesei according to

TmneTiiand contains

Red oxide

Oxygen
Water
Baryta
Silica

84.-05

11-78

M2
0-5S
0*51

85-62

11-60

1-56

0-55

0-66

83-44

11-43

0-75

2-31

0-88

Gmelin,

Cretnich.

82-3

11-5

1-2

00
40

Berthier.Turner.

Sp. Gr. 4-6—4-9. H. =: 2 0—2-5.
Primary finrm a right rhombic prism. Colour iron-black,

sometimes bluish ; opute ; lustre metallic ; streak black ; cleav-
age parallel to M, v, and w.

Hon M OTerv 93*40'.

* Pyrolusite, from irv^,Jfrr, and ktvn^ I vat\ in allusioB to its Taluable
property ofdiscfaaiging the brown and green tints io glasii
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Before the blowpipe, at a powerful heat, in the reducing flame,

h becomes brownidi-redy but does not fuse ; is soluble with
brisk effervescence in borax, colouring the globule of an ante*

tbystine tingei but yields no water when heated in tlie nuitrass*

In an economical point of view, pyrolusite is the ore of man*
ganese properly so called, and is extensively worked in many
countries, particularly at Umenau, Friedrichsroda, Elgersbuigy

and other places in Thuringia. The mines of Ehrensdorf, near

Maehrisch-Triebau in Moravia, afford annually many hundred
tons of this ore; and in Cornwall, Devonshire, Saxony, Trance,

Hungary, and other countries, it is of more or less frequent oc-

currence. In all these localities it is associated with psilonie-

lane, from which, however, it is easily distinguished by its great-

ly inferior hardness indeed it is generally so soil as, even in

crystalline specimens, to soil the finger when handled. At first

alghl it may be confounded with certain crystallised varieties of
antimony ; but its dark steel-grey colour is sufficiently charac*

teristic; and if not, the blowpipe will distinguish it, pyrolusite

being perfectly infusible, while antimony yields even to the flame
ofa candle* {MimuaL)

GREY OXIDE OF MANGANESE.

Grau Braunsteinerz. AV. Manjijanese Oxidt^ "MetallnitJc, H. Prisma-
toidai Manganese Ore, M. Mangan ite, /iaul i'rismatic ManganeM
Ore, J* Hydiited Beiitoxide ofMtnguMie* Turner.

Red oxide of mangan. 86-85 87*1 86-41

Oxygen 3-05 34 3-51

Water 10-10 9-5 10 08

Turner. Gmelin. Arfwedson.
Sp. Gr. 4-81->4r4. H. = 4 0—4^2.

Colour ateel-^rey, passing^ into iron-black ; occurs in prisma*

tic crystals, which are occasionally modified; cleaves readily and
with brilliant surfaces parallel to the lateral planes of a rhom-
bic prism of 100* and 80°* (the primary form), and both its dia-

gonals* It occurs also in acicular crystals longitudinally striated,

either diverging, or confusedly intersecting each other i also

massive, with a fibrous structure, or having a granular or earthy

texture ; lustre imperfect metallic ; opake, except in tlie thin-

nest fragments, which exliibit a feeble translucence ; brittle;

marks strongly when rubbed, giving a dark reddish-browOy and
in the massive varieties a black, streak.

• AceonUngto Necker, 99* 41' andSO* 19".
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Prinurjr,

P on M or 'M'. M on ff2

dl ia

.

e\

€2 dl on el

,152 35

161 0

el on h T. 168 12

Before the blowpipe it yields water in the matrass. Per se it

is infusible, but assumes a reddisli tinge in the oxidating flame.

With borax it affords a violet-blue coloured globule. It is in-

soluble in nitric acid, but in muriatic it gives off chlorine, and dis-

solves without residue; when exposed to a powerful heat, oxygen
is disengaged*

This is the purest and most beautifully crystallized ore of
manganese. It occurs both in* primitive and secondary coun*
tries, in veins, beds, and irregular masses. Its principal locality

is IhJefeld in the Hartz, where it is associated with calcareous

spar and barytes, in veins traversing porphyry. It occurs also»

though less abundantly, in Bohemia, Alsatia, Saxon)', Aberdeen-
shire, Cornwall, and at Undenacs in West Gothland. It is dis-

tinguished from pyrolusite by its superior hardness and charac-

teristic brown streak, which sometimes appears black until a
portion has been abraded.

PSILOMELANE.*
Uncleavablc iSrangarese Ore» M. Compact and Fibrous Manganese

Ore, or Black Hematite, J. Black Iron Ore. Schwartz Jb^iseustein.

Schwartcer Glaskopf, W. Bichtes Scbwarta Muiganerz, L. Man-
ganese Oxid^ Hydrate Concretionn^* Manganese Oxyd^ Non*
Soiytifere, H.

Though this ore has been placed by mineralogists among the

" PsUomelane, from ^tx»s, smooth or naked^ and ^fXcf, Vack^ in aL
lurion to Its smooth or botiyirfdal form, and black colour.
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oxides of iron, under the names of blac:k lurmatitc and black iron

ore> pure tragmeuu of it do not contain a trace of that metal.

Red onde of mangaBese 69-7d£» 70-3

Oxygen 7-S64 7*2

Baryta 16-365 16-5

Water 6-216 4-0

Siiica 0-260~Turner. 20—Berthier,

Sp. Gr, 4-0—4-15, H. = 6-0—6-a
*^ Crystalline form unknown ; massive and botryoidal ; colour

black, passing into dark steel-grey; lustre imperfect metallic;

opake ; streak brownish-black, and sbinini^; cleavage and frac-

ture not observable. Before tlie blowpipe it colours glass of
borax violet-blue, like othir ores of manganese; and iscotnplL te-

ly jBoluble in muriatic acid, with the exception of a small quan-
tity of silica.

Hbm species is frequently associated with pyrolusite, some-
linet evea altenMling witli h in lajers of dtfiferent thickness;

wad oocun in botrroicnl and stalactitic-shaped masses in Devon-
diiie and Cdrnwdl ; at Ilile£eld in the Hartc; in the district of
Siegen in Hessia; and at several places in Saxony, Silesia, and
Bayreuth. The RomaaMieTirietjr possesses asomearhat higher
specific gravity*

WAD.
Evthy Hangnieie. BlmkWaA.

Contains Oxide of manganese 6&0
Oxide of iron 6*5

Water 17-5

Carbon I'O

Baryta and Itica 9*0

Sp. Gr. 3*7, though apparently very light when taken in the

liand.

It occurs of various shades of brown, blackish-brown, and

grey, sometimes approaching to steel-grey. It is commonly
dull, but the grey possesses a glimmering lustre. Occurs mas-

sive, botryoidal and amorphous, sometimes pulverulent ; . or in

froth-like coatings on other mfaierals. The massive commonly
yields to the nail and soils the fingers. From its giving off

water abundantly on exposure to heat in the matrass, it is con*

sidered by Berzelius as a hydrate of manganese.
It occurs principally at the manganese pits of Upton Pyne^

Devonshire ; in Cornwall^ the Harts, and in Piedmont.
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CUPREOUS MANGANESE.
Kupfer MaDgan ^*lfte Gemmu, Manganese H/drat^ Cuprif^,

Hydrate of the oxide of manganese^ mixed with oxide of cop-

per and gypsum.
Oxide of manganese • 74*10

Oxide of copper 4*80

Water 20-10

Gypsum 1*05

Silica 0*30^KerBten.
Sp. Gr. 3*15—8*25. H. about 1*&

Is found massive, in small reniform and botryoidal opake
groups of a bluish-black colour ; lustre resinous ; streak corres-

ponding to the colour ; not brittle. Before the blowpipe it

becomes brown, but is infusible ; to borax or salt of phosphorus
it communicates the amethystine and green colours characteristic

of manganese; witli a mixture of soda and borax, grains of re-

duced copper are obtained. This very rare mineral was distin-

guished by Breithaupt and Lampadius. It occurs in the tin

mines of Schlaggenwald in Bohemia.

HELVINE*
Helvine, W. and H. Xetrahedral Garnet, M,

Combination of si1ica> glucina, alumina^ and the protoxides of
iron and manganese.

Schwartzenbeag.

Silica. 35-27

Alumina 1-45

Gkicina 8-02

. Protoxide of manganese 29*35

Protoxide of iron 7*99

Sulphuret of manganese 14'00—Gmelin.

Sp. Gr. 3-i—3-3. H. = 6 0—6 5.

Primary form the regular tetrahedron. Occurs in small te-

trahedrons, whose solid angles are replaced ; of a pale wax-yel-

low colour, inclining to brown or siskin-green ; translucent on
the edges; lustre vitreous, inclining to resinous; and streak

white. Before the blowpipe, on charcoal, in the reducing flame,

it fuses into ao opake p;lobu1e of nearly the same colour as the

mineral ; with borax it melts slowly into a diaphanous glass,

which remains yellow when cold, if the dissolution be not com-

* From the Gredc, signifying sun-ijcUow ; in allusion to its colour.
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fAete ; and which, when it is complete, becomes colourless in

the reducing, and of a deep ametliystioe tinge in the oxidating

£anie.

FonFor P*., ^109" SO*

Schwartzenberg in Saxony, where it occurs in beds of gneisg,

accompanied with garnet, quartz, fluor, and calc spar, and Hor-
tekulle, near Modum in Norway, are the best known localities

of heivine.

SILICIF£ROUS OXIDE OF MANGANESE.

MaagBiiese Ozid^ Silidf^re, H. Silicate of Man^nese, A. Mangan-
ese Spar» J.

^
Manganspatb, W.

Langbansbyttam
Oxide of manganese 5^60
Silica 39-60

Oxide of iron 4r60
Lime and magnesia 1*^0

Water 2-75

49-04
48*00

a trace
3-31.

Berzelius. 0*00—^Rose.

'

Sp. Gr. 3-5—8-7. H. = 5 0^5-5.
It occurs mnssive; of a pale rose-red colour. The fracture is

even or Hat conchoidal ; it is translucent on the edges, and is

very hard ; lustre intermediate between pearly and resinous

;

cleavage apparent in two directions perpendicular to each
other, exhibiting as the primary form a doubly obii<jue prism;

that parallel to P highly perfect.

M on T 121" (K

M on P 93' to 94 0

T on F 112 30
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Alone before the blowpipe on cliarcoal it becomes dark brown,

and fuses into a reddish-brown or black globule. With borax it

forms a violet-coloured glass. Reduced to powder and treated

with muriatic acid, it is^partly dissolved ; the insoluble remain*

der aMunuDg a white colour.

It occurs at Hamburgh, New Jer«ey» with magnetic iron and
garnet ; at Langbanshyttan in Wenne1and» Sweden, in bedt of
iron ore ; at £latherineburg in Siberia ; at Elbingerode in the
Hartz ; in Devonshire on Black Down, near Tavistock, asso-

ciated with grey oxide of manganese; and in Cornwal), near Cal-

lington, in a manganese quarry* It is cut and polished by the

lapidary, and employed for inlaid work.

The substances 'described by Leonhard under the names of

allagiUf photizitet rhodoHUe,and corneous manganese^ ail from the

vicinity of Rubeland in the Hariz, are evidentl \ compact varieties

of this species under different states of oxidation, and ia more
or less perfect conditions of purity.

Alkgite. Ehodonite. Photizite.
ji^JJJ^J^,

Oxide of manganese 75 0 49*87 46-13 54*58
Silica 160 3900 39-00 3400
Carbonic acid 7-5 4-00 11-00 B-00

Aiuraina 0-0 0-12 0-25 0-00

Water 0-0 6-00 3-00 200
Oxide of iron 0-0 0-25 0-50 0-50

Du Menil. Brandes. Brandes.

The rhodonite Ijas frequently a fibrous texture, and, as well

as the photizite and corneous manganese, presents various red,

green, and grey colours, which become darker on exposure to

Uie air.

HYDROSILICATE OF MANGANESE.

Opsimose, Btuiant. Schintmr Mtngsn^KieseL

Occurs compact, of a black colour and metallic appearance;
streak brownish-yellow. Gives off water in the matrass, and
becomes grey. Is fusible into a green glass in the reducing

flame, and forms a black one in the oxidating. Upon platina

foil it communicates a green colour to soda* Is acted upon by
acids.

,
Locahty, Claperude in Dalecarlia, Sweden.
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KNEBELITE.*

CoDtaiof Protoxide of mangaoeie S5*0

Prouncide of iroa S2-0

Silica 32^5—Dobminer.

Colour grey, spotted with dirty whitOi browoish-redy bronmy

and green ; it if massiTe, but the surface h cellular and unoYen;
and both internally and externally it b glistening ; fracture im*
perfectly coiichoidal ; is opakci hard) brittle and difficultly fran-

gible* No locality is given.

BUSTAMITE.

Contains Silica 48-90

Protoxide of manganese 36-06

Lime 14-37

Protoxide of iron 0-81—Dumas.

Sp. Gr. 3-1—3-3. H. about 7 0.

Occurs in irregularly disposed prismatic crystals, having a
snmewhat fibrous Structure, and a pale grey, greenish, or red-

dish colour ; almost opakc. It occurs, associated witli iron py--

rites, at Real de Minas in Mexico.

SULPHURET OF MANGANESE.

Mangan Blende, Breit, llexaliednl Glance Blende, ^f- Prismatic
Manganese Blende, J. Schwarizerz, Naus. "Muagjuakst Sullttr^> H.
Manganglanz, Lcanhard* Aiabandine, Meudamt,

Conibination of sulphur and manganese.
Protoxide ofmanganese 85*0 B^Q
Sulphur 150 110
Caibonic add 0*0—Vauquelin. 5*0—Klaprotb.

Sp. Gr. 3-95—4r05. H.= 3*d—
Primary form the cube, or a rectangular prism nearly corres-

ponding to it. Cleavage parallel to its Hicesy distinct; traces

parallel to its edges.

* After Mi^ior Von Knebd, who presented the mineral to Debeieiner.
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Colour brownish-blacky but, when fresh fractured, of a dark
steel-grey ; it occurs massive^ sometimes botryoidali with an im*
perfect metallic lustre ; fracture commonly fine grained ; streak

dark green ; opake. Before the blowpipe it fuses with diffi-

culty, and only on the thinnest edges, forming a brownish scoria;

reduced to powder it is dissolved when thrown into add* emit-
tin<^ at same time fumes of sulphuretted hydrogen.

It occurs in the <^ohl mines of Nai^yag in Transylvania, with

t' Iliii imn, blende, copper pyrites^ and other ores of xuaogaaese

;

also in Mexico.

CARBONATE OF MANGANESE.

Manganese Oxyde Carbonatee, H. Macrotypous Parachrose Baryte,

M. lied Manganese, A. Rotbbraunsteinerz, Haid, Kohleusaurei^

Mftngan, Ij. Bother Braunsteiii, W. DiaUo|^te, Beudani.

C ui bonate of manganese, more or less mixed with the carboi>-

ales of iron and iime.
' Buchenberg.

Oxide of manganese 54*60

Carbcmic acid 33-75

Oxide of iron ]«87

Silica 4*37

, lime 2*50

Du Mcnil.

Frejberg.
52-6

88-7
4*5

(HI
5-0

Berthier.

Nagyag,
56*0
38*6
0-0

00
5-4

Berthier.

Sp* Gr. 3-3—3-6« H. = S'5.

P on P ..106* 5F

Primary form a rhomb of 106" 51'.* Cleavage parallel to

the faces of the rhomb. Surface of o deeply streaked parallel to

its edges of combination with P ; this produces lenticular crvs-

talsy and when tiie surface of P is curved, those peculiar saddle-

shaped lenses so common in this species are formed* It also'occurs

masnve* . Colour rose-red, and translucent ; possesses a lamel-

lar structure; scarcely scratches glass, and yields to the knife

;

fracture splintery ; lustre vitreous, inclining to pearly«

Before the blowpipe its colour is changed into brown or blacky

and it decrepitates strongly, but is infiisible without addition.

• loa*" and 77% according to BeudanU
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It is readily soluble in, and colours borax or salt of phosphorus

violet-blue in the oxidating flame, becoming, however, colour-

less in the reducing flame ; it effervesces rather briskly in nitric

add. On exposure to the at it becomes Inrowper in colour ; and
the bright rose-red varieties lose their hue from the action of
light.

This species generally occurs in metalliferous veins accom-
l&mying various ores of silver and lead, both massive, and in

botryoidal concretions coating cavities. The mines of Freyberg
in Saxoay»andtho6eofKapnik, Offenbanya, and Nagyag in Tran •

sylvania, are its principal localities. It is apt to be confounded
with manganese spar, though its v ery inferior degree of hardness
is sufficiently characteristic. {ManuaL)

PELOKONITE.

Richter,

A mixture of hydrous oxide of manganese^ hydrous oxide of

iron, oxide of copper^ and siHcn—Kersten.

Sp. Gr. '2'D—2-57.

UncrystalHzed ; colour blackisli blue ; streak liver-browUi with

alow degree of lustre, and conchoidal fracture.

It occurs at liemolinos in Chili, associated with malachite and
chrysocolla, and derives its naiiio tVoiu rsXoj, brmon, and xov/;,

powder, in allusion to the coluui of its streak, from which Idat

property it may be distinguished from cupreous manganese*

HURAULITE.
<

Combinatioa of phosphoric acid, oxide of iron, oxide of man*
ganese, and water.

Phosphoric acid 36 G0 S2-8
Oxide of iron 11*10

( ^^^^
Oxide of manganese 32*85

j

Water 13-00 Dufr^snoy. 20*0 Vauquelin*
Sp. Gr. 2-27. H. above 3-0.

Primary form an oblique rhombic prism of 117° 30*; in minute
translucent crystals of a reddish-yellow colour; fracture con-
cliuidal, with a vitreous lustre ; heated in the matrass, it yields

water. Alone it fuses readily before the blowpipe, alTording a
black button, which has a metaUic lustre*

Described by Dufr^snoy, who named it from its locality, the

Commune des Hur^aux in the Haute Vienne.
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PHOSPHATE OF MANGANESE.

Fhonbormangan, W» ManganifePliospbaUe Ferrifi^re^ R. Fhufpfaale
of inm and MMgmeae^ A. Utmgaimt FliofplttUe> Bt. Tripiil,

Combination of phosphoric acid with the protoxides of iron

and manganeae.

Protoxide of manganese 32-6

Protoxide of iron 31*9

Phosphoric acid 32*8

PhoBphate of lime 3'2—Berzelius.

Sp. Or. 3-4—3-8. H. — 5 0.

Occurs in compact cleavable masses of a brownish-black

colour ; structure lamellar, with a briliiant and somewhat ada-

mantine lustre ;
cleavage in three directions perpendicular to

each other, one of them less distinct than the others, the pri-

mary form (thus indicated) being a rectangular prism; fracture

fiat conchoidal; opake in the mass, but thin fragments are semi-
transparent ; streak yellowish-grey. Alone on charcoal il fbsea

enr easily with brisk intumescence into ft bkck metalUc-like

globule^ which is mimetic; with borax is readily soluble into

a glassy which appears ofan amethystine colour in the oxidating

6ame»* bottle-green in the reducing; with soda it is insoluble

on charcoal, but on platina leaf exhibits a green colour; and
with boracic acid melts, and forms^ with iron wire» phospliuret

of iron. Is slowly soluble with effervescence in nitric or muriatic

acid.

It occurs in iarc^c-^rained granite, near Limoges in France,

associated with the beryl of that locality; also at Washington
io Connecticut^ and at Sterling in Massadiusetts.

The DufrinUe of Brogniart, or phosphaie de fer manganesien
vert of Beudant, contains phosphoric acid 24*8^ protoxide of iron

5IH)» water 15*0, peroxide of manganese 9*0. Specific gravity

3*227* Is of an olive* or duU-green colour ; in small radiated

masses; slightly translucent; and extremely fusible, melting even
on exposure to the candle. Occurs at Anglar near Limoges«
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SULPHURET OF MOLYBDENA.*
Wasserblei, W. Molvbdene Sulfur^, H. Bt. Molybdena, J. Rhom-

bobodral MoAjodena Glanee^ M. Moljbdeiiite, BetubmU

Combination of moljbdena 60, and sulphur 40.

Sp.Gr. 4-4^7, H.= l-0^1-5.
Colour nearly that of fresh cut metaUic lead* It occuts mas^

sive^ with a lamdlar structure ; and in very flat hexahedral tables*

which are readily divisible parallel with their terminal planes.

Lustre metallic; opake ; sectile ; highly flexible^ but not elastic

;

and unctuous to the touch* On paper it leaves traces ofa metal-

lic-grey colour, and on pottery or porcelain a greenish streak.

Before the blowpipe it gives out sulphureous fumes, which are

deposited on the charcoal, but neither fuses nor is reduced. It

is soluble with effervescence in nitric acid* but leaves a grey re-

sidue ; and it deflagrates with nitre.

Molybdena occurs in hexagonal plates in Greenland ; and in

flat, indistinct, six-sided prisms* at Arendal in Norway, and Nu-
medahl in Sweden. Generally it is met with in foliated masses,

either imbedded in or disseminated through granite, gneiss,

syenite, and other primitive rocks ; in Bohemia and Saxony with
tin ; in Silesia^ in granite ; at Chessy in France, in syenite ; in

grey granite near Mont Blanc; abundantly in gneiss at Hod-
dam, Saybrook» and Shutesbury in the.United States; also in Peru.
Many of the Cornish mines produce it in considerable quantity;

and in the granite^of Caldbeck Fell, in Cumberland, it occurs as-

sociated with tungsten, wolfram, and apalite* TRis species is

readily distinguished from graphite by its streak and lustre ; by
its specific gravity, which is much higher; and by its comportment
before the blowpipe, which is totally dissimilar.

OXIDE OF MOLYBDENA.
Molybdlc Ochre, Shepard. Molybdena Ocker, Karsttn.

Combination of molybdena and oxygen.
Colour yellow of various shades, occasionally greenish; mas-

sive ; composition impalpable, pulvenilent, friable and dull. Ac-
cording to Berzelius, its characters before the blowpipe resemble

those of pure molybdic acid ; but treated with soda it sinks into

the charcoal, leaving a residuum of protoxide of iron on the sur-

face. With salt of phosphorus it affords a green glass.

It is Ibuttd in very minute qimntities, incrusting the sulphuret

of molybdena^ at Numedahl in Sweden, and in o&er locahties of
that spedes.

* Molybdena, from the Greek, in alludon to its rewmldaiioe in edour
to lead.

1.2
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Oxide of tin

Oxide of iron

Oxide of manganese
Oxide of tantalum
Silica

OXIDE OF TIN.

ZinnsteiUyW. Ktain Oxydt', H. Tinstone, J. Pyramidal Tin Ore» M.^
StdDHoiitCf Necker. Cassitcrite, BeudanU

Oxide of tin, sometimes accidentally mixed with small quanti-

ties of oxide of iron, oxide of manganeBCi and tantalite.

CornwalL Jb'inbo.

99-00 93-6

0-25 1-4

0-00 0-8

0*00 2*4

0*75^KIaprotli* (FOl—Berzelius.

Sp. Gr. 6*4^-9. H.= 0*0^7*0.

Common fonn a quadrangular^rism terminated by four^sided

pyramids (Bg. 4). The primary is an obtuse octahedron with a
square base; the angle over the apex being 112° lO'; and of a plane

of one pyramid on the adjoining plane of the other, 67^ 50'. It

occurs almost transparent, and either colourless or of a yellowish

tint; hair-brown or reddish-brown, and translucent; most com-
monly deep brown passing into black, and opake; bright-yellow

and red colours are produced artificially by exposure to heat.

Rarely occurs massive, mostly in crystals coating cavities in veins,

or disseminated ; also fibrous and granular. Cleavage with some
difficulty parallel to the planes of the primary octahedron, viz.

with the narrow planes, which appear to replace the pyramidal

edges of fig. 3. Externally the crystals are splendent ; fracture

uneven or imperfectly conchoidali with a more or less shining

resinous lustre; structure lamellar; streak greyish^whlte.

gives sparks with the steel, and is brittle. When heated it de-

crepitates stronely ; but is reducible when exposed on charcoal

to die continued action of the blowpipe* It is insoluble in adds.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Fiff. I» the primary, an obtuse octahedron ; but no crystal has been
found of tliiiform : the nearest approach to it is fig. 2, which is prismatic,

the planes of the prism arisiii{^ from the replacement of the lateral solid

angles of the primary octahedron by six-sided planes (see Zircon, fig.

I, 2, 3). In fig. 3, the angles formed by the meeting of the terminal
(primary^ planes with the lateral planes, are each replaced by triangular

laces ; which are complete in fig. 4 (the form of the common crystal),

on which no part of the primary is visible. In fifj. 5, each solid angle

ibrmed by the meeting of the lateral and terminal planes of a crystal si-

milar to fig. 4, is r^laced bj two triangular planes j which in fig. 6
are considerably enlarged, and assume another form.
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Mades.

The large figure on the left exhibits a combined view of all the planes

hitherto observed on the crystals of oxide of tin ; f\ and/l' are those of
tlie common pyramid; e and e' those of the commonly observed prism.

The uppermost of the fibres on the right represents the must com*
mon macle of the oxide ot tin, consisting of equal portions of two si*

milar crjrsUils, the lower of which is turned and attached to the upper

;

the common plane of their attachment being parallel to the plane P' of
the upper half. The lines down the planes <; of both halves represent
the striae always observable on the prismatic planes of the crystals, and
are here represented in order to show the connexion between this and
the lower of the two macles, which for the sake of illustration is placed

in a different point of view ; it will be observed that the lower macle
consists only of portions of the prisms of crystals attached together, if

we except the small planes, which are parts ofP and/ I : only three, or
at most four, of these sections are usually to be seen thus attached.

/I on/1 or/1' on/ 1)
over the summit j

fV 121 40

/2 144 10

/3 142 24
i IGl 25
^1 154 15

A2 13« 20
— or/r on n 119 »
klonkX 159 5
k\ onkV. 118 10

Id on cor Ar one' 155 25

n onffl 153 25

g2 146 20
e on «' (lower macle) 90 00
cor e' on n' ditto 135 00
M'onn' ditto. 112 10

02* 55
P on P' 133° 30'

P on Plover the summit 112 10

P or P' on « 14 (J 2

e 113 20

f\ 160 45
P on i IC9 30

P on A l or A'l 137 20

P on « 123 55

0 140 30
e on if 90 00
fortr'onfi 135 00

«on^l 161 38

g2 168 45

A2 171 6
/I on a 136 30

e 1G5 56

e or/1' ore' 133 32

Tin belongs almost exclusively to primitive mountains^ and
found in veins traversing granite, gneiss, and mica- slate.

.On the European continent it is met with abundantly^ on both
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the Bohemian and Saxon sides of the Erzgebirge, particular!}' at

Zinnwaldand Schlackenwald, where itfrequently occurs in macied
crystals of considerable magnitude, weighing several pounds. It

18 also found in Oallicia in Spain ; in the ipranite hUl of Puy leo

Vignes, Haut Vienne» in France; in Greenland, Sweden, and the
United States $ in Asia on the east coast of Sumatra* in the

Island of Banca, and on the peninsula of Malacca} in Mexico;
among alluvial deponts in Chili, &c«
The chiefrepository, however, ofthb ore is in Cornwall, where

it occurs in veins traversing granite and schist, accompanied by
chlorite, apatite, fluor, topaz, schorl, arsenical pyrites, wolfram, and
blende ; also disseminated in f^anite, as in that of St Michael's

Mount. Generally speaking, the (furnish varieties arc not ot large

size, thoug]i extremely perfect in form and symmetry, nor do
they so often occur maclcd as those of Bohemia. The tin mines

oi this country are well known to have been worked at a period

anterior even to the Romans, and ore to the value of about

L.3G0,000 is still aaDuaiiyobtained ifom those of Cornwall.

Fibrous OxideofTin, Wood Tm* Etainoxydeconcretionn^ H.
Contains from d to 9 per cent* of iron. This occurs in renifbrm,

globular, and botiyotdal masses, or in wedge-shaped pieces, which
have arisen from their partial destruction; the surfaces are

generally water-worn* It exhibits various shades of brown,
which sometimes appear in concentric bands, giving ita ligneous

appearance ; structure divergingly fibrous in one mrectaon, con-

centric lamellar in the other; lustre glimmering or silky.

It occurs in some of the principal stream works of Cornwall,

frequently in masses weighing several pounds. The variety which
has received the name of toad's eye wood tin consists of niimite

spherical masses, of a silky lustre, and of alternate hair-brown
and yellowish-white colours disposed concentrically ; the fibres ra-

diating from a centre. Its usual matrix is a quartz rock, which
abounds in the neighbourhood of Tregurthy Moor in Cornwall.

Stream Tin, as its name indicates, is the alluvial debris of tin

veins separated from the deposit of gravel by washing ; it con^
' sists of detached fragments, which occur in many of the low
grounds or marshy places of Comwa)] ; it is sometimes accom-
panied by grains of native gold ; and frequently associated with

animal and vegetable remains, such as deer-horns, hazel-nutBy &c*
It is a valuable ore of tin.

Tantaliferous Oxide of TWy from Finbo in Sweden, occurs in

small grains, imbedded in quartz. It is black, with a shade of

red or reddish-grey ; lustre metallic ; fracture uneven ;
opake, and

hard enough to scratch glass. Sp. Gr. 6*55. Does not alter before

the blowpipe. It consists of oxide of tin 63-6, oxide of tantalum
2*4, oxide of iron 1*4, oxide of manganese 0'8. Another variety

affords upwards of 12 per cent, of oxide of tantalum.—Berzeiius.
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SULPHURET OF TIN.

Tin Fjrriteft. Zinnkies, W. Etaiue Sulfurd, H. Hezabednd Copper
Gknoe, M.

Combination of sulphuret of tin and sulphuret of copper.

Tin 34-0, copper S6*0» iron 2*0, sulphur 2.Va»Klaprotli.

Sp. Gr. 4-85—4r76. H.= M.
Massive ; of a steel-grey colour when pure, often yellowish

Urom an admixture of copper pyrites ; and these colours are some-
times intermingled in the same specimen, imparting to the mass
somewhat the aspect of bell*metal9 whence Mi*metal ore ; frac-

ture granular and uneven, passing into flat conchoidal, with a
shining metallic lustre ; opake and brittle. Before the blowpipe

sulphur is driven off, after which it fuses readily into a black

scoria. It is soluble in nitro-muriatic acid, with the exception

of the sulphur, which is precipitated.

It occurs only in Cornwall, and that principally at Huel Rock in

the parish of St Agnes, accompanying blende, pjrites, and other

minerals.

OXIDE OF TUNGSTEN.

Tungstic Ochre, Shepari.

Soft. Sp. Gr.

This mineral varies in colour from orange- or chrome-yellow

to yellowish-grey. It occurs masnve ; composition impalpable $

earthy, and pulverulent ; is inodorous ; tasteless ; assumes a green-

ish hue under the blowpipe; is insoluble in acids, but by di-

gestion in nitric acid the powder, wliich is greyish, assumes a
brilliant yellow colour, and would probably afford a fine pigment.

It is readily soluble in warm liquid ammonia ; and is precipitated

white by acids, the precipitate, by standing, re-acquirmg a yeiiow
colour.

It occurs in quartz, associated with woliram and tungsten, in

minute veins or thin coatings, at Lane's mine, in Monroe county,

United States.

ANATASE*
P/ramidal Titanium Ore, M. Oktaedrite, W. i lUuie AuaUk>t', H. Bt.

Octahedrite^ J.

It is the pure oxide of titaninm.

Sp.Gr. 3-85. H.=: 5-5-^*0.

* Anatase, firom the Gredr, signifying elevated^ in allusion to the
beight of the pyramids of the octaiwdrai ciystals s Octahcdrite, from its
occurring in ectahedrons.
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This mineral presents various shades of brown, indigo-bluc, or
steel-grey ; by transmitted light it is greenish-yellow. It occurs
in small crystals^ having the general form of an acute octahe-
dron with equal and similar isosceles triangular ^ces, which is die
form of the primary crystal ; the crystals exhibit the pUmes of
several modifications ; structure lamellar ; cleavage both parallel

to the faces of the octahedron, and perpendicular to the axis;
lustre of the fragments splendent and adamantine ; varies from
semi-transparent to opake ; streak white ; and is brittle. When
Iieated, it exhibits a reddish-yellow phosphorescent light; and ac-
quires resinous electricity by iriction. Before tlie blowpipe it is

infusible without addition ; with soda it forms a dull yellowglobule^
which becomes white on cooling.

P on P, or P' on P.. .ISO 4T
Pen P'or Poo F.... 98 6
P or r ona Ill 17
P on I 131 22

(lord 132 6
b\ on a mo 24

d 166 30

The principal locality of anatase is Oisans in Dauphine, where
it occurs in veins in granite and mica-slate, accompanying fel-

spar, axinite, rock-crystal» chloritCt &c. Is also found disposed

in mica*8late, in the Grisons; at Tavatsch in the Tyrol; and in

Brazil.

RUTILE.

Peritomous Titanium Ore, M. Rutil, W. Titane Oxydc, H. liutile, Br.
Titane Rutile, Bt.

The oxide of titanium, sometimes mixed with oxide of iron

or chrome.
Sp. Gr. 4-24—4-4. H. = 6-0_rr5.

Usual colour reddish-brown, in which case it is opake; also

in prismatic crystals tt iminated by pyramids, of a blood-red col-

our, and then translucent or transparent. It occurs in four- or

eight-sided prisms, either single or geniculated, and cotninonly

striated longitudinally ; also in minute reticulated crystals. The
structure is mmellar ; the primary a right prism with square bases ;

cleavage perfect parallel to interrupted parallel tod; thefrag-
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ments possess metallic adamantine lustre; cross fracture imper-
fectly conchoidal or uneven; streak very pale bro^n; brittle;

acquires resinous electricity by friction. Before ilie blowpipe
it is infusible/jer se, but with borax it forms a traiisparent reddith-
yellow glass, which when long in tiie reducing flame assumes an
amethystine colour.

GenicukteU crystal

Primary.

rM

P on M or M' 90' 00^

M on M'. 90 00— on dorM'ond' 135 5
M'onrorr' ICI 40
M on r or M on c' 122 45
a on u 123 10

a or a! on d I61* 42'

tfondoro'ontf' 132 20
on e • 153 88

a on a over summit 90 00
V on c over summit 109 47
M on M " (niacie).. 134 52

Rutileis mostfrequently met with in lengthened prismatic crys*

tals imbedded in quart/, as at Crianlarich in Pertl^shire, Rosenaii

in Hungary. St Gotliard, and in brazil. When the quartz is limpid,

and is cut and polished to shew the rutile, its slender needle-

bliaped or hair-like crystals appear of a blood-red hue by trans-

mitted light. The reticulated \ ariety occurs at St Gothard dis-

posed in red translucent flat prisms on crystals ot fL i-oligiste.

At St Yneix in France, and in Castile, it forms remarkable geni-

culated twin crystals, which are often of large size.

Nigrin,* W. Titane oxyd6 ferrifere, H. Titan nigrin, Bt«

Oxide of titanium containing about 14 per cent, of iron. Of a
brownish-black colour, and generally in loose angular or rounded
masses ; structure lamellar ; cross fracture flat and imperfecdy
conchoidal ; lustre shining ; streak pale*brown, and in most of
its characters precisely similar to rutile.

* It is found in alluvium in Ceylon with iron sand, hyacinth, &c.

;

and at Ohlapian in Transylvania with gold, almandine, rutile,

and fragments of granite and otlier primitive rocks in yellow

sand.

* From its black colour.
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MENACCANITE. ISERINE.

Is a titanitic iron, containincr,

Menaccanite. Iserine.

Oxide of titanium 45-25 48*0

Oxide of iron 51 00 4»0
Oxide ofmanganese 0*25 0*0

Oxide of arBniitm 0*00 4*0

Silica S-50—Klaproth. 0*0—Tlioiiison.
It occurs in the form ofblack sand, which slightly affects the

magnetic needle, and was first noticed in the bed ofa rivulet near

Menaccan, in Cornwall ; and near the rise of the stream Iser* in

the Riesengebirge of Silesia.

Different titanitic iron sands necessarily vary considerably in

their proportions of titanium and iron ; the analyses which are

pubiisiied of them are consequently little to be depended on.

BROOKITE.t
Prismatic Titanium Ore, HAidinger* Brookite, Levy.

Consists of oxide of titanium, with some traces of iron and
manganese.

H. = 5-5—6-0.

Primary form a right rhombic prism of 100° and 80".

8econdar7«

eoue 10P37'

e on (opposite dde) 135 46

m on m over h 140 0

In crystals of a hair-brown colour, passing into deep orange-
yellow, more or less translucent ; streak yellowish-white ; lustre

brilliant, metallic-adamantine. Insoluble and indecomposible in

boiling muriatic acid, even when reduced to powder. Alone on
charcoal it is infusible, but it is entirely soluble and forms a
brownish-yellow glass w ith salt of phosphorus.

This species occurs with anatase and crichtonite at Bourg

• Whence Menaccnnlte and Iserine.

t In compliment to the talented crystallograpber, Mr Brooke.
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d'Oisans in Dauphine, on the Tetc-noire in Savoy, and in large

distinct cry»tai» OD Snowdon in Wales. It is however a rare

tnineraL

CRICHTONITE.*
Fer Oxydttl^ Titan^, H. Crichtonite, Bmmum

Sp. Gi. 4 0. H. ~ 4 o.

It occurs in small crystals in the form of acute rhomboids,

havtoff the summits replaced, and being otherwise variously

modified by secondary planes ; the only deanrase Is at right angles

to the axis of the rhomboldt u e. parallel to the plane a. Cofour
bluish-black, opake, and of a brilliant metallic lustre ; the cross

fracture conchoidal and shining ; streak deep black. Infusible

before the blowinpe^ but with salt of phosphorus affords a glass

which becomes red on cooling. It does not affiect the magnet.
Crichtonite is classed by Beraelius with menaccanite.

Pon P'. ei^sc

P or P on 118 4ft

OP < ^ 97 12

P " on a 83 20

It occurs accompanying anatase and on rock crystal at St
Christophe neur Oisans in Dauphine.

ILMENITE.t

Axotenotts Iron Ore, M. Ilmenit, L. Ejbdelophsn, Aendnitf.

Combination of the oxides of titanium and iron*

Miaak. Gwtein.
Oxide of titanium 46*67 69-00
Peroxide of iron 11*71 4*25

Protoxide of iron 35-87 86-00
Protoxide of manganese 2-39 1-65

Magnesia 0-60 000
Lime 0-25 0-00

Oxide of chrome 0*38 0 00
Silica 2-80—-Mosander. O-OO—Kobeii.

Sp. Gr. 4-4—4-8. H. = 5-0—5-2.

Occurs, though rarely, in irregular opake crystals of a dark
iron-black colour ; generally aiassive. rrimary ibrm an acute

* In honour ofDr Crichton.

t Fxom its locality^ the lake Ibnen in Siberia*
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rhomboid of 85° 59' and 94° 1'. Cleavage perfect parallel too;
lustre imperfect metallic: streak black; fracture conchoidal

;

slightly affects the magnet. Before the blowpipe on charcoal
it is infusible, but with fluxes cumports itself like oxide of iron.

PonPovern 95^*39'

Ponn '158 0

This species occurs imbedded in serpentine* and associated
with apatite and sparry iron, at Inglisberg near Hoff, in the
Gastein Valle}', Saltzburg. It is also met with massive and com-
pact at Eggersund in Norway, and imperfectly crystallized at
Ilmensee and Ekatherineburg in Siberia.

MOHSITE.*

Mobflite, Levy, Uncleavable Iron Ore, SJiepard*

Scratches glass easily.

Ti imary fonii a rliomboid of 73° 45'. Occurs in twin crystals,

flattened in a direction perpendicular to the axis, presenting the
aspect ofsnlall flat tables, nearly circular, with alternate re-enter-
ing and salient angles on their edges. Cleavage uol observable ;

colour iron-black ; opake ; with a perfect metallic lustre ; brittle

;

does not act on the magnet*
This species was noticed by Levy on a specimen which was

understood to be from Dauphin^.

SPHENE.f
HemUMsniatic Titanium Ore, M. Sphen, Karttcn. Titane Siliceo-

Calcaire, H.

Combination of oxide of titanium, silica, and lime.

Fassau. Felbertbal. St Gothard*
Oxide of titanium 33*0 46*0 33*3
Silica 35-0 26'0 28-0
Lime 330 160 32-2
Water 00 l-o 00

Klaproth. Klaproth. Curdier.

Sp. Gr. 3*49—3*6. H. = 5-0—5 5.

Colour grey, yellow, hyacinth-red, and brown, also various
shades of green ; streak greyish*white ; occurs amorphous, and

• Named by Lery in compliment to Professor Mohs.
t Sphene, from the Greek, probably in sUuslon to ito cnrstak b^g

Bomewliat weUge-^ped. ^ ^
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in crystals ditiPering greatly in form ; the primary is an oblique

rhombic prism, of which the lateral angles are alternately about
133° SiV and 46^30'; cleavage parallel to the faces of this

prism, but not easily observed; fracture imperfect conchoidal

;

translucent on the edges; lustre adamantine, sometimes inclin-

ing to resinous. Before the blowpipe the yellow varieties do
not change their colour; all the rest become yellow

; they slight-

ly intumesce, and fuse on the edges into a dark-coloured enaroeU

and with borax aftbrd a yellowish-green diaphanous glass. With
salt of phosphorus it fuses slowly into a globule, which, after a
long blast, becomes opaline on cooling ; in the reducing flame

this globuJe assumes uie amethjstine tinge characteristic of ti«

tanium. Is soluble in heated moriatie or nitric acid» leavinjp

a siliceous residue ; the fragmentSy when exposed to heat» exhibit

a brilliant white phosphorescence.

Primary.

€

Spintb^re.

Mon M' 1^3=30'

P on iM or :Sl 121 60— 169 44
140 52

<r2or<r2 158 18—— f3 or e3' ...154 20
——.«4 or <>4 146 30

«5oreft' 120 8M orM' on a 139 30
— on 5 or M' on 124 35
— or Ar on c 86 20

on e2 or M' on tf2'.........119 35
c3 at. lie 42

-.^eS est. 138 42

00
30
44

la

M on/or Wonl' 161' 20'

c 120 2
bonK 167
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It occurs chiefly in primitive rocks.

The brown and almost entirely opake varieties of this species

occur with augite in beds of iron ore at Arendal in Norway ;

in a granitic rock at Sartut in Greenland ; and with scapolite

and tremolitc in the Hmestone quarry of Malsjo in Wermeland,
Sweden. The Hght-coloured and frequently transparent crys»

tills, on the other hand, are met widi of considerable magnitude^

freauently macled in the most fantastic manner, and associated

witti felmrand chlorite^ at Graubinden in the Griaons; on mica
date at St Gothard ; in distinctly pronounced brownish crystals

disposed on chlorite at the Val Maggia in Piedmont ; of a yd*
lowish-grey colour accompanying the rcx:k crystals ofMont Blanc^

and dsewhere among the Alps. Small individuals occur in cer-

tain syenites, as at Strontian in Argylesbire, and Criffle in Gallo*

way. More rarely it appears among volcanic rocks, as at the

Laacher See, and Andernach on the Rhine. (Manual.)
The Spinthere of Haiiy, found at Isere in France on crystals

of carbonate of lime, is only a variety of sphene*

PYROCHLOUE.

Octahedral Titsnlum Ore^ M. Fyrachlorei IFSMrr.

Combination of lime, titanic acid, protoxide of manganese,
and the oxides of iron, uranium, cerium, and tin.

Titanic acid 62^5
Lime 12*85

Protoxide of manganese 2*75

Oxide of iron 2*16

Oxide of uranium 5*18

Oxide of cerium 6*80

Oxide of tin 0-61

Water 4*20

Fluoric acid and magnesia <rac««-»Wdhler«
Sp. Gr. 4-2—4-25. H. =r 5-0.

Primary form the regular octahedron, ^vithoiit distinct cleav-

ajT^cs. Occurs in well-pronounced octahedrons of a dark red-

tiish-brown colour, which are slightly translucent on the edges,

or opake ; streak pale brown ; fracture conchoidal, witli a resin-

ous or vitreous lustre, and, when fresh, of a black colour. Be-
fore the blowpipe, in die matrass, it yields water, and becomes
greenish*yellow ; per se on charcoal it fuses with great difficulty

into a blackish-brown scoria ; with borax it effemsces, and is

completely soluble into a transparent globule, which appears red-
dish-yellow in the oxidating flame, but becomes opake on flam*
ing, wliile in the reducing flame it is deep red, but changes into

a bluish-grey enamel on flaming; with salt of phosphorus it ia
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also entirely soluble into a globule, which is yellow in the oxi-

dating tiaine, but becomes grass-green on cooling, and which
again la supeneded by a deep-red colour when exposed to the

reducing mune*
Pyrochbre was diflcorered by Otto von Tank» and received itB

name fkom Berzeliusy In attuaion to its property of turning yel-

low when exposed to the blowpipe. It bears considerable resem-
blance to zircon, with which it occurs imbedded in syenite, at

Frederickswarn and Laurvig in Norway. It lias also been brought
from Greenland, but is by no meansa mineral of Irequent occur-

rence. {ManuaL)

AESCHYNITE.

Combinatioii of niconia, thanic add, oxide of ceriam» lime,

and the o»des of tin and Iron.

Titanic acid 56K)
Zirconia 20-0

Oxide of oerium 150
Lime 3-8

Oxide of iron 2-6

Oxide of tin 0-5—Hartwall.
Sp. (ir. 5- 14—5-5. H. = d*0—6 0.

Primary form an oblique rhombic prism (according to Brooke),

of about 127° and 53°; secondary form, the primary terminated

by lour-sided pyramids. Colour dark black, inclining to brownish-

yellow when translucent ; lubire resinous ; streak dark grey or

black ; tiacLuie imperfecLly conchoidal ; and translucent only on
the edges, and when in thin fragments. Before the blowpipe it

yidds in die matrass some water; on charcoal it intumesces, and
becomes yellow; with borax ftises readilyinto a dark yellow glass,

and with salt of phosphorus forms a transparent colourless bead,
but with soda is insoluble.

This mineral occurs in the Ilmen range near Miask in Siberia,

imbedded in febpar^ and associated with mica and crystals of
zircon.

POLYMIGNITE.*

Combination of the oxide of titanium, zirconia» yttria, the
oxides of cerium, iron, manganese, lime, ^*

* From «iX«r, mneft, sod / midr ; in allusion to its numeroui
constituents.
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Cootams Oxide of titanium 46*30

Zirconia 14*14

Yttria 11*50

Oxide of iron ll^-SO

Lime 4-20

Oxide of manganese 2*70

Oxide ofcerium 5*00

with tracesofmagnesia^ potash* silica^ and oxideoftin—^Berzelius*

Sp. Gr. 4-77^*85. H. =: 6*5.

Primary form, according to Rose, a rhomboidal octahedron,

whose dihedral angles are ISO"* 28^ 1I6«' and 80^ 16^. Oc-
curs in long thin prismatic crystals, the edges of which are com-
monly replaced. Colour black; opake; lustre imperfect me*
tallic, but brilliant ; streak dark-brown ; traces of cleavage par-

allel to T and M ; fracture perfect conchoidal, presenting, like

the surface, a brilliancy almost metallic. Surfaces of the crys-

tals deeply striated longitudinally. Per se it h infusible, and
remains unaltered; with borax is soluble with facility into a
glass cotoini (1 yellow by iron, and with salt of phosphorus fuses

into a reddish glass*

a

T

Polymignite occurs in crystals sometimes exceeding an inch

in length, imbedded in the syenite of Stavern and Fredencks-
wiirn in Norway.

CERITE.
Jthombohedral Cerium* Ore, M. Cerit, His'ingcr. Cerium Oxid^ Silici-

f^re, H. Cerinstein, W. Cererit, L.

Oxide of cerium 68-59 67 0
Silica 1800 170
Oxide of iron 2-00 2 0
Lime 1-25 20
Water and carbonic acid 9*60 Hisinger. 12*0 Vauquelin.

Sp. Gr. 4-9—5 0. H. = 5-5.

* Cerium, after the planet Ceres.
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C6lour rose-red or cloTe-browD^ passing into grey; Streak

whitish-grey; it occuts massive; the fracture splintery and
more or less Bhining; opake» or slightly translucent on the

edges; scratches glass; gives sparks with the steel, and is hard
and difficultly frangible. Before the blowpipe on charcoal it

vSplits, but does not fuse; with borax it melts slowly, and forms
in the oxidating flame an oranp-c-ycllou- coloured <r]nbu]e, which

becomes neai ]y colourless on coolioL,^; and in the reducing tiarae

assumes a feeble tint of iron. With salt of phosphorus, in the

oxidating flame, it presents a deep-red glass, which becomes as

limpid as water on cooling; and which, in the reducing flame,

is colourless.

It is found only in the copper mine of Bastnaes near iiiddar-

hyttan in Sweden, where it forms a bed in gneiss, accompany-
ing copper, molybdena, bismuth, mica, and hornblende.

TiTANiiERQLs Cerite. Laugier describes a variety under
this name from the Coromandel coast, of a blackish-brow ii colour,

with a vitreous conchoidal fracture. H. equal to that of gado-
linite. It contains oxide of cerium 36*0, oxide of iron 19*0,

lime 8*0, alumina 6*0, water 11*0, oxide ofmanganese 1*8^ silica

19*0, oxide of titanium 8*0* These quantities exceed 100 by
9*55 parts, an excess occasioned by the protoxide of cerium in

the mineral becoming peroxide in the analysis. It intumesces
when heatedy and is acted upon both by acids and alkalies.

SILICATE OF CERIUM.

WollMttan.

• In regular hexagonal prisms of a pale yellowish-brown colour ;

cleavage parallel to the axis of the prism ; translucent.

Occurs with emerald in magnesian carbonate of lime at Santa
de Bogota in Peru.

ALLANITE.

Cerine, Hisinger and Berzelius. Cerium Oxjd^ Sihceux Noir, H. An-
orthitic Melane Ore, HtAd, Prismatic Cerium Ore, J.

Combination of silica, lime, alumina, with a mixture of the
protoxides of cerium and iron.
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Greenland. Eiddarhjrttan.

Silica 3 J- 02 3017
Protoxide of cerium 39*9 21-60 28-19

Oxide oi' iron 25-4 1510 20*72

Alumma 4-1 15-23 il'Si

Lime 9-2 ll-OS 9-12

Water 0-0 . 3*00 0*00

Oxide of copper OO (m 0-87

Thomson. Stromeyen> HifliDger*

Sp. Gr. 3^5—4*0. H. = 6*0.

Colour browntsh-biack; streak greenish-grey. It generally

occurs massive, and rarely crystallized in oblique four-sided

prisms^ Tariously termiDated; fracture uneven, passing into

small conchoidal, with an imperfect metallic lustre ; opake, the

thinnest fragments sometimes slightly translucent and of a yel-

lowish-brown. Before the blowpi[ie on charcoal it fuses readily

with effervescence into a black and shining glass ; with borax

forms a black opake globule, which in the oxidating flame ap-

pears blood-red while iiot, but becomes deep-jeiluw on cooling.

Gelatinizes readily in nitric acid.

• P on r U6»
ronM 128

Mon P 115

Allanite is easily distinguislu d from gadolinite and orthite,

by its difference in specific gravity and hardness ; thin fragments
of the gadoliiiite also are translucent on the edges and of a
fine-green colour ; allanite is commonly opake, rarely translu-

cent, and of a yellowish-browm
Allanite occurs imbedded in granite at Alluk^ near the south-

ern extremity of East Greenland^ where it was discovered by
Professor Giesecke, but was first noticed and recognised as

a distinct species by the late Thomas Allan, Esq. of Edinburgb,
in compliment to whom it was named.
The cerine of Berzelius is found associated with cerite, at

Bastnaes near Riddarhyttan in Sweden.

* The flrnwinp^ anil measurements of this mineral, given by l\Tr PldUips
in his last edition, evidently belong to another species. Those now sub-

stituted were taken by Haidinger Irom crystals brought from Greenland
by GiesMtf, and have since teen authenticated by Rose in regard to
the minute crystalliaatioo of the Swedish variety,»A.
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TORRELITE.

Consists of peroxide of cerium 12*3S» silica 32-60, protoxide of
iron 21 00, aiumina 3*68, lime 24 08, water 3-50—-Renwick. It

is infusible per se^ but forms witli borax a glass which is green
while hot, but which becomes colourless on cooling. It effer-

vesces with acid. Colour dull vermilion-red; streak rose-red;

fracture granular ; affects the magnet slightly.

Beudaiit considers torrelite a variety of red manganese, not

an ore of cerium. It occurs in Sussex County, New Jersey.

ORTHITE.

Combination and mixture of silica, alumina, the protoxides of

iron and cerium, lime^ yttria, oxide of manganese, and a small

Flnbo.

19-4Protoxide of cerium 17-39

Silica 86*25 32O0
Lime 4-89 7*84

Alumina 1400 14-80

Protoxide of iron 1 1-4-2 12*44

Oxide of manganese 1-36 3-40

Yttria 3-80 3-44

Water 8-70 Rer^el. 5*36 Berzel.

Orthlte occurs eitlier massive or in long thin acicular crystals.

Primary form undetermined. Colour ash-grey,ineliuiiig to black;

opake; lustre vitreous ; streak brownish-grey ; fracture conchoi-

dal. It resembles gadolinite, but differs in fusibility. Alone on
charcoal before the blowpipe it inturaesces, and becomes yellow-

ish-brown. In heated acid it gelatinizes, and luscs into a black

blebby glass ; with borax dissolves readily into a globule, which,

when hot> is .red ; when cold, yellow.

. OrUiite occurs in acicular diFerglng dark-brown coloured
prisms sometimes exceedinga foot in length, imbedded in quartZi

at Finbo near Fahlun in Sweden ; also in black vitreous masses*
disseminated through granite, at Skeppsbolm, one of the islands

of Stockholm. It has likewise been met with at Lindenaes
in Norway, and was brought from Greenland by Gies^e.
(itfontfa/.)

rYRORTHITE.
Protoxitlc of rrr'um silica 10'43, lime 1*81, alumina

3*59, protoxide of iron 6*08, protoxide of manganese yttria

4-87, water 26-50, carbon 31-41—Berzelius.
Sp. Gr. 2-19. H. = 2 5.
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Massive ; composition columnar ; fracture conchoidal, splin-

tery; earthy; internal lustre minouiy externally dull; colovr

brownish'black; becoming yellowish-brown by decomposition;

streak brownish-black ; opake. If gently heated on one side It

takes fire^ and burns without either flame or smoke ; after which
it becomes white, and melts into a black enamel* With borax
it forms a transparent blood-red glass when hot, which changes
into yellow on cooling ; and in heated acids is soluble, with the

exception of a black powder ; in the matrass it yields much water.

It accompanies cradolinite in granite at Kararfvct nearFalilun

in Sweden; and, except that it is devoid of In^tre, bears much
resemblance to the orthite from tlie same locality.

CARBONATE OF CERIUM.
Carbo-cerine, BatdanU Cnrhonate of Cerium, Berzeliui,

Contains oxide of cerium 76'7> carbonic acid 10*8» water 13*d

—Berzelius.

Occurs in thm foiir-?idcd crystalline plates of a greyish-white

colour. Does not alter its appearance, though it loses 19 per cent,

of its weight, when exposed to a sliglu red heat. It forms coat-

ings on tile ceiile iioni Bastimes in Sweden, and is probably de-

rived from the decomposition of that mineral. It is extremely
rare. {Maniud,)

YTTROCERITE*
riuate of Yttria and Cerium, Bcn-erius, Cerium Oxyd^ Yttrif^re»

Bciidani.

Consists of Oxide of cerium 18-22 13*15

Lime 47-63 47-77

Fluoric acid 25-05 24-45

Yttria 911 14-66

Berzelius.

Sp. Gr. 3-4—3-5. H. between 4-5 and 7-0.

The colour of this mineral is violet, or greyish-red, often

mingled in the same specimen. It occurs in amorphous masses,

varying from a thin crust to half a pound in weight, and present-

ing occadonal traces of cleavage parallel to tbe sides of an ob-

lique rhombic priAm, whose lateral planes incline under angles

ofabout 106° SO'. It is opake; lustre glistening. Before the

blowpipe, jMT se, it loses its colour and becomes white, but does

not fuse ; but on the addition of gypsum it melts readily into an
opake globule. Is soluble with residue in boiling muriatic acid.

It has been found only at Finbo near Fahlun in Sweden, dis-

seminated in quartz, and associatedwith aibite and pyrophysalite.

* From its c onsisting ckiefly ofyttria and cerium.
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NEUTRAL FLUATE OF CERIUM.

Beuto-fluate of Cerium* Fluoeriiie, SetiiaiiL

Combination of iiuoric acid and oxide of cerium.
Broddbo.

Oxide of cerium 82*64

Yttria M2
Fluoric acid 16'24<—BenseliuB*

Sp. Gr. 4-7. H. about 4 0.

Occurs in six-sided prisms, in plates, and in amorphous masseSy

of a reddish or wax-yellow colour. Dull ; translucent in ex-
tremely thin fragments ; and having an uneven fracture. Before

the blowpipe on charcoal it docs not fuse, but merely becomes
slightly brown ; with borax and salt of phosphorus it gives in

the oxidating flame a red or orange coloured globule, which
becomes pale^on cooling ; in the reducing flame it loses its colour

entirely. Heated in a tube it corrodes the glass.

This mineral has liitherto only been found at Finbo and Brodd-
bo near Fahlun in Sweden, in very small quantities ; it occurs im-
bedded in granite, and associated with pyrophysalite, ixMte,
Ac.
SUB-FLUATB OF Cerium, or Fhtote of Cerium wi^ esrem tif

base—^Berzelius* Basi-cerine—Beudant. This mineral differs

from the above in containing rather a larger proportion of the

oxide of cerium—in the absence of yttria—and in the presence
of a variable quantity of water. It possesses considerable resem-
blance to porcelain-jasper. Colour yellow ; with occasional slight

traces of crystallizirion. Before the blowpipe on charcoal it is

infusible, becomes black at an incipient rednes^s, but on cooling

assumes successively dark-brown, red, and orange lints.

It occurs in minute quantities, accompanying allanite, at Bast-

naes near Riddarhyttan in Sweden.

DOUBLE FLUATE OF CERIUM AND YTTRIA.

This is an earthy mineral found at Finbo in Sweden ; it is

much more common than the preceding, but its size seldom ex-

ceeds^that of a pea. It is usually of a pale-red colour, but oc-

curs deep-red, yellow, and even white. It is very soft, and may
easily be scratched by the nail. According to Berzelius, it is

a mechanical mixture of the fluate of yttria, with fluate of ce-

rium, and silica. It presents nearly the same re-actions as the

Neutral Fluate.
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PITCH^BLENDE.
Pecfa^Uende^ Fecherz, ^V. Uiane OxyduM, II. Unnpechers, Ii*

Uucleavable Uranium Ore, M.
Protoxide of uranium 86*5 84*52

Protoxide of iroQ 25 8*24

Silica 5-0 2-02

Sill} limot of lead 6-0 4*20

Uxide of cobalt 0-0—Klaproth. 1-42—Pfaff.
Sp. Gr. 6-5--7-5. H. =r 5 5.

Colour greyish-black, brownish-black, and iron-black ; and
occurs globular, rcniform, massive, disseminated, and pulveru-

lent; form and crystalline structure unknown ; fracture uneven,

or small concboidal ; lustre dull or imperfect metallic ; in tlie

former case frequently presenting iridescentoolours superficially;

it is opake; veiy brittle, but sometimes scratches glass. Per te

it is infusible before the blowpipe ; but with borax it yields a
deep yellow coloured glass, which becomes of a dirty ^reen ia

the reducmg flame» and when saturated to a certain pomt turns

black on flaming. If reduced to powder it is slowly soluble in

nitric acid, with effervescence and a disengagement of nitrous

gas. Docs not act on the magnet.
It occurs in botryoidal masses, accompanying various ores of

silver and lead, at Marienberg, Schneeberg, and Jolianngeorgen-

stadt in Saxony ; at Joachimsthal and Przibram in Bohemia

;

at Rezbanya in Hungary ; and with uranite in several of the
Cornish mines. It is a valuable ore to the porcelain painter,

yielding a fine orange colour in ilic enamelling fire, and a black

one in that in which the porcelain itself is baked. (^Manual)

URANITE.

Phosphate of Ural) in m. Uran Glimmer, \V. Uiane Oxid^, H. Urane
Micacd, ]ir. Uran-IVJica, J. Pyramidal Euclilore Mica, M.

Combination of phosphoric acid, lime, oxide of uranium, and
water, with traces of fluoric acid and ammonia, and a mechanical

admixture of silica, barytes, magnesia, and the oxides of iron and
manganese*

Autun.
Oxide of uranium 59*37

Phosphoric add 14-63

Lime 5*66

Magnesia and oxide of manganese 0 19

Silica and oxide of iron 2*85

Barytes 1*51

Water 1490
Fluoric acid and ammonia traces^Berzelius.

bp. Gr. 3*12.
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Colour lemon-yellow, tlie same crystal is sometimes yellow at

one end, green at the other ; it becomes brownish and dull by
decomposition. It is found crystallized in (juadrangular prisms,

in four-^ nx-^ and etghtHBided tables, rarely in acute stod obtuse

octahedrons ; the structure is lamellar, and it is mechanically di-

visible parallel to all, and with remarkable ease to the terminal

planes (P) of a right square prism—^the form of the primary

crystal. Transparent, translucent, or opake ; the lustre shining,

pearly upon the face P ; it yields easily to the knife, and is brittle.

It decrepitates violently on charcoal before the blowpipe, and
loses about 33 per cent, by ignition ; with borax and salt of phos-

phorus the glass obtained in the reducing flame remains green

after cooling; with soda the assay yields no inetallic particles*

Its solution in nitric acid is yellow, and in ammonia white.

1. 2. 4. 5. 6.

3.

Fig. 1, the primary ; a right square pri«m. Fig. 2, a tnbiilar crystal of
a quadrangular form ; these occur nf various lenfrth*?. 1 ig. 3 ; in this

the solid angles of the preceding are replaced, producing a six-sided
tabukr ciystal $ these are commonly rery long. Fig. 4 ; in this all the
terminal edges of the quadrangular prum are replaced, tending to pro-
duce an octahpflron, which sometimes occurs. In fig. 6, the solid angles
of the prism (

tig. 1) are replaced by triangular planers. In fig. 0, ail the
edges and solid angleii oi' the quadrangular prism are replaced.

P on :\r or M'... 90* 0(f c
M on Ar 90 00
Pon cl orcP.....U5 32

<!9orca'.....140 4a
«3 or c3^.....137 10_ c4 or «4',....lll no

a2... 134 00
c4 on c4'. 97 32

It occurs in yeins in granite at St Symphorien near Autun,
at St Yrieux near Limoges in France, and in several places in
Saxony.
The fJran Ochre appears to be the same substance in a friable

state. It presents a brilliant orange-yellow colour, is extremely
soft, and adheres to the finger ; it is frequently met with in

minute flocculent masses, coating pitch-bleodefrom Joachimsthal.
(^ManuaL)
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CHALKOLITE.

Uran-Gliiumer part), W. Pyramidal Euchlore Mica (in part), M.
Cbalkolile, Beudant, Oriiner Uranerz.

Combination of phosphoric acid> the oxides of uranium and of
copper, and water.

Cornwall.

Oxide of uranium 60-25 60-0

Phosphoric acid 15*56 16*0

Oxide of copper 8*44 9*0

Water 15*05—Berzelius. 15-0-i-Fhillip8.

Sp. Gr. S-33. H. = 2-0--.2-5.

This species corresponds with the preceding in crystalline fomiy

and in all other jioints except in tne following.—Its colour is

green; its solution in ammonia is blue; before the blowpipe with

borax and salt of phosphorus the glass obtained in the reducing

flame becomes, on cooling, red and opake. With soda the
chalkolite of Cornwall is reduced into white metallic p:rains.

Beautiful varieties of this species have been found in Corn-
wall, particularly in the veins of Tin Croft mine, and Huel Buller

near lledriitli, with red copper and arseniate of iron in Huel Gor-
land and Huel Unity, and in Gumuslake mine near Calliiiijton.

This species might sometimes be confounded with green mita,

but the laminae of mica are flexible and elastic, while tliose of

uranium are brittle, and do not bend ; mica, moreover, is not
soluble in nitric acid*

CARBONATE OF URANIUM.

Uran-Bloom, Uran-Bluthe, Zi^^ Uiaconise, BeudanU

In crystalline flakes of a small size, devoid of distinct form.

Colour bright yellow, between lemon- and sulphur-yellow ; opake,

with little lustre* When slightly heated before the blowpipe, its

colour becomes orange-yellow. It is soluble with effervescence

in addy yielding a yellow solution, which affords a brown precipi>

tate with prussiate of potash, thus demonstrating it to be a car-

bonate of uranium.

Professor Zippe of Prague distinguished this substance from
uran-ochre, and the yellow oxide of uranium> chiefly from its want
of lustre and more brilliant colour. It occurs in silver veins at

Joachimsthal in Bohemia, with pitch-blende, uran-ochre, and
pharmacoHte; and apparently is derived from the decomposi-

tion of the pitch-blende> on which it commonly forms a coating.
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JOilANNlTE.*

Unne Sul&U, Neckcr. Johannite, Haidhigcr. Uii» Vitriol, Jahm.

Sulfate Vert d*Unne, McudauL

Hydi ous sulphate of uranium mixed with sulphate of copper.

Sp. Gr. 3-19. H. = 2 0—2-5.

Primary form an oblique rhombic prism. Secondary, accord-

ing to Uaidinger,

^ a on a' HP (MK

« ) a on h 118 00

a'onc C7 28i

V (one 188

In very minutecrystalfl. Colour deep grass-green ; translucent

;

lustre vitreous; streak pale siskin-greenj taste slightly bitter;

deavage traces parallel to a, and to a face which bevels the edge

between b and e. Fracture imperfect conchoidal. Partially so-

luble in water. Heated in the matrass it yields much moisture,

leaving a dark blackish-brown mass. Fusod upon charcoal with

soda, and then laid on a piece of silver nnd moistened, it blackens

the metallic surface. In the reducing iiame with soda, a bead of

copper is obtained. With borax it forms a fine green glass, as

well in the oxidating as in the reducing dame ; in the latter it

becomes red and opake on cooling, exhibiting the presence of

oxUlu of copper. WiUi salt of phosphorus only green colours are

produced, that of the oxidating flame having ratherthe appearance

of copper, the reducing more of uranium. It therefore contains

water, sulphuric acid, and the oxides of copper and uranium, but

in wl^t proportion has not been determined.

The sulphate of uranium occurs in extremely small crystals at

Joachimsthal in Bohemia. It is a species as beautiful as it is

rare, having only beeii observed in one mine, and tbat in the

year 1809. {ManmL)

• Named by Haidinger in compliment to his Imperial Highness the

Avehdtike John of Austria.
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TANTALITE.

Columbite,* HatchelU Tantalit, Eanten. Tantale Oxidtf Femvinaii-
gan^sif^, H. Tantatite, J. A. PkrUmatic Tantalum Qre* M.

Kimito.

Oxide of tantalum 63*2
Bodenmais.

Oxide of iron

Oxicltj y{ inaiigan.

Oxide of tin

Tungstic acid

Ume

7-2

7-4

0-G

0-0

trace

750
200
40
0-5

0-0

0*0

750
17-5

11
1-0

0-0

00

America.

150
00
0-0
0*0

50

Combination of the oxide of tantalum with tlte oxides of iron

and manganese.
Broddbow
68-22

9-58

715
8-2a
6*19

M9
Berzeliug. Borkowsky. VogeL Woliaa.

Sp. Gr. 6*3—6'8. H, =s 6'0,

Colour greyish or brownish-black ; it occurs in single crystalB»

and in smiQl crystalline masses ; the crystals are mostly incom-

Cete, but possess the general form ofquadrangular prisms, striated

ngitudinally, shining externally, and variously modified. The
primary form appears to be a right rectangular prism. Cleav-

age parallel to M and T, rather distinct ; streak brownish-black.

It is opake, scratches glass, and gives sparks with the steel.

Alone before the blowpipe none of the varieties of tantalite

suffer any change ; with borax, however, those of Kimito and
Finbo, which contain larsje proportions of tantalum, dissolve slow-

ly but perfectly, comaiunicating to it a faint green colour ; those,

on the contrary, which contain less tantalum, fuse readily into

a black or extremely dark-green and almost opake glass^ In
heated sulphuric acid it is partly soluble.

Primary. P onMorT... 90" 00'

M onT 90 00

P on al oral'... 136 30
# 120 00

T on dl 156 30

d2 114 SO
c 150 00

Tbit figure represents a crystal in the possession of Mr Brouk

• Columbite, from its havinpf been first discovered in America ; whence

Columbium, the designation of the pure metal._
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The most crystalline varieties of this species have occurred at

Bodenmais in Ikivaria, associatf d with beryl. It was however

first noticed in America, at Haddam in Connecticut, and in the

tourmaline deposit of Chesterfield, Massachusetts ; and is still

obtained in granite at Kimito in Finland, at Finbo near Fahlun,

and at Rabenstein near Zwiesel in Bohemia.

YTTROTANTALITE.*

Yttrotantalt Kanten, Tantak Oxyd4 Tttrif^re, H. Yttrotantslite, J.

Of the yttrotantalite, Berzelius has described three varieties,

all differing considerably in composition. It is evidently an im-

pure mineral, and having never been olx-crvcd in a distinct

crystalline form, he considers it with propriety to be a mechani-

cal mixture of tantalum, yttria, uranium, and lime, and occasion-

ally of tunstic acid.
n»k, maek. YtUim

Oxide of tantalum 52*82 57*00 59*50

Ytiria 38-52 2025 24*90

Lime 3-26 6*25 3*2^

Tungstic acid with tin 2 59 8 25 1*25

Oxide of iron 0-55 3*50 2-72

Oxide of uranium Ml 0 50 8*23

Berzelius.
'

The dark yttrotantalite occurs in amorphous masses, has a

lustre intermediate between vitreous and resinous, and when in

thin fragments appears translucent and slightly yellow. Sp.

Gr. not exceeding 5 0.
/> i

The yellow yttrotantalite forms lam ii ;e m the nssiii es of iel-

spar. Its colour is yellowish-brown, it has a white streak, and

is opake. Sp. Gr. 5-8 to 5-9.

In the black variety, extremely indistinct traces of crystalhssa-

tioii liave been observed. It is black and opake, with an imper-

feet metallic lustre, and grey streak. Sp. 5-3 to 5-5.

None of these varieties are acted upon by acids, nor are

fusible per se before the blowpipe, although they decrepitate and

acquire a lighter colour ; but they exhibit very different results

when fused with re-agents.
. , ^ ,

They are all found in Sweden—at Ytterby, m red felspar ; and

atBroddbo and Finbo near Fahlun, imbedded in quartz and

alblte, and associated with garnet, mica, and pyrophysalite.

From its consisting chiefly of yttria and tantalum.

H 2
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274 NATIVE METALS AND

FERGUSONITE.*

Combination of the oxide of tantalum, yttridi zkconis^ and
tlie oxides of ccriuro, tin, uranium, and iron.

Oxide of tantalum
Yttria

Zirconia

Oxide of cerium

Oxide of tin

Oxide of uranluin

Oxide of iron

47-75

41-91

302
4*68

1-00

0*95

0*34—HartwalL

Sp. Gr. 5-8-^*9. H.= 5-5—0*0.

In pyramidal crystals of a brownish*black colour, which are
opake except when in thin splinters, and are externally doll.

t on i' 128 27

Fracture perfect conchoidal, with a brilliant vitreous lustre

;

streak very pale brown $ traces of cleavage parallel to the faces a.

Before the blowpipe per se it is infusible, but loses its colour and
becomes pale greenish -yellow ; is difficultly soluble with borax
into a yellow glass; previous to complete solution with salt of
phosphorus, the glass assumes in the reducing liame a slightly

rose-red tinge ; with soda is decomposed without meltiog» and
leaves a reddish scoria.

This rare species was found by Giesecke, disseminated in

quartz, at ivikertaursak, near Cape Farewell, in Greenlniul.

* In compliment to liobert f'erguson, £s^. of lUith, M. P.
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OXIDE OF CHROBIE,*

Cfarome-Ocbiv. Chrome Ozjd^.

Contains chrome YCHll, oxygen 29'89.

Occurs in a pulverulent state, and of a green colour more or

less intense, at Ecouchets in Burgundy* Before the blowpipe

it is infusiblet but changes to a lighter green. With borax it

forms a fine green-coloured globule. It is mentioned as occur-

ring in tlic Isle of I^nst io Shetland^ and in serpentine rocks in

Savoy and li^iedmont.

CUROMATE OF IRON.

Siderite Chromifere, N. Eisenchrom, L. Octahedral Chrome Ore, M.
ChromeisenflteiB, W. Fer Chromate, U. £t.

Combination of peroxide of iron and oxide of chrome with

alumina.
Siberia. Krieglach. Chester. iSt Doinkigo.

Oxide of chrome 53-0 55-5 51-36 36-0

Oxide oi uuu 34 0 33-9 35-14 37-0

Alumina 11*0 6*0 9-72 21*5

Silica 1H> 20 200 5-0

Laugier. Klaprotb. Seyber^. Berthier. t

Sp. Gr. 4-3—4 a H.= 6-6.

Occurs massive, disseminated in grains, and crystallized in the

octahedron, which is its primary form ; cleavage parallel to all the

planes of that figure ; colour iron-black or brownish-black ; the

massive has sometinies» though rarelyt a perfectly lamellar struc-

ture, the fracture being commonly imperfect conchoidal and un-
even, with a shinine^ and somewhat metallic lu?tre

; occasionally

nia<^^netic ; has a brown streak, and is opake. Insoluble in nitric

acid, and infusible before the blowpipe without addition; but

witli borax or salt of phosphorus it melts slowly, though com-
pletely, and on cooling exhibits the fine green of the oxide of

chrome; which becomes still more intense on the addition of

tin.

P on For?" 109* 28^

* Meaning a ciklouring substance i probably in allusion to its prep«ra«

tton as a pigment.
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The chroinate of iron forms irregular veins in serpentine at

Gassin in the Department du Var ; near Nantes ; in the Gulsen
Mountains near Kraubat in Styria ; in the Uralian Mountains
of Siberia ; in the Bare Hills near Baltimore ; and at Hoboken
in New Jersey, where it occasionally presents octahedral crys-

tals ; in the Shetland Isles of Uust and Fetlar ; and near Portsoy
in Banffslilrf.

Its large proportion of chrome renders this a highly valuable

ore. It is eni()lo3'ed as a pigment,—yielding, in combination with

the oxides of other metals, green, yello^v, and red colours^ which
are used in oil-painting, and colouring porcelain.

NATIVE BISMUTH.

Octtthedral Bismuth, M. Gediegen Wismutb, W. Bismuth Natif, H«

The pure metal, occasionally mixed with a small quantity of

arsenic.

Sp, Or, 9*6—9-8. H.= 2-a-2*5.
Its colour is 8ilver*white tinged with red» presenting generally

an external tarnish ; it occurs feathery, reticulated, amorphous»
and crystallized in llie form of the regular octahedron, which is

its primary form ; structure lamellar, with joints parallel to

the planes of the octahedron, and probably also in other direc-

tions; lustre metallic; soft, sectile, and not very frangible.

When cold, brittle
;
but, on being heated, may be hammered

into plates. Fuses readily nt tlie comparatively low tempera-

ture of 476°. It is soluble in nitric acid, but the solution yields

a white precipitate if diluted. After fusion it crystallizes, on
slow cooling, in regular cubes. On friction it presents resinous

electricity. When placed on live coal, or exposed to the candle,

it melts ; before the blowpipe it is volatilized in thefonn ui' white

vapour, which forms a yellow coatiiig on tlie charcoal, emitting at

same time an arsenical odour, from' an accidental admixture of
arsenic.

Bismuth chiefly occurs in the veins of primitive mountuns,
accompanying various ores of silver, cobalt, lead, and zinc

Its principal localities are Johanngeorgenstadt and Schnee*
berg in Saxony, Joachimsthal in Bohemia ; Modum in Norway

;

Transylvania, Suabia, France, and Sweden.
In Cornwall it occurs in feathery masses, with arsenical cobalt,

at lluel Sparnon, near Redruth ; and in Herland mine near St
Ives. At Schneeberg it forms arborescent delineations i^issemi-

iKited in brown jasper, which appear very distinctly ^hen the

mass is cut into slabs and polished.

Its great fusibility renders bismuth a useful conjpound in the

formation of several metallic alloys, as iu the faljf<cation of prin*

ters' types, pewter, and solder.
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SULPHURET OF BISMUTH.

Wismutb^lanz, W. Bismtith SuUUrtf, H. BL Bismuth GUmce, J.

FriamftUc Bismuth Gltnce, M. Bismutbine, Bftidani.

Combination of sulphur and bismuth.
Bidderbjttan*

Bismath 80*98

Sulphur ]8*7d-*Ro8e.

Sp. Gr. 6*5. H. = 2-0—S*5.

^ Colour between tin-white and ]ead-grey» but is sometimes
yellowish-white, with a metallic lustre ; it occurs in acicular

prisms, and in minute crystals deeply striated longitudinally, in

^cavities; also massive, in which case it presents sometimes a
toHated structure like j^alena, sometimes a fibrous one like an-

timony; cleavage parallel to the planes P andf of the following

figure, and at right angles to the latter ; the principal one pa-

rallel to f. It is soft and brittle. It melts in the flame of a

candle; and before the blowpipe is for the most part volatilized

with a suljihureous odour, emitting numerous small drops in an

incandescent state, covering the charcoal with a yellow areola,

and leaving a residue whicn is reducible with difficulty to the

metallic state. In nitric acid it is readily soluble, the solution

yielding a white precipitate when farther diluted.

The lines parallel to the plane /
represent the striae constantly ob-

served on the crystals, but which
in reality are a series of planes.

P on/. 91* 30'—Nedcer.

Its localities are pretty much the same as those of native bis-

muth, but it occurs in small quantities. At Caldbeckfell in

Cumberland it accompanies molybdenn and apatite, in foliated

masses ; in Cornwall it is found in small brilliant tin-white crys-

tals in Huel Sparnon near Redruth, and of a yellowish-white

colour disseminated in jasper, at Botallack near the Land's End;
massive, imbedded in limestone, at Johanngeorgenstadt ; foliat*

ed and granular at Magurka in Hungary ; with cerite at Bast*
naes in Stveden ; and elsewhere.
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CUPREOUS BISMUTH.

Cupriff^^rous Sulphuret of Bismuth. Kupferwismutherz, W. Bismuth
iiulphur^ Cupritere, Necker, Cuivr« Sulfur^ Bismutiflie, BerzeUus,

Combination of sulphuret of copper and sulphuret of bismuth*
Sulphur 12 58, bismuth 47*24, copper 34*66—Klaproth.

It U of a lead-grey, steel-grey, or tin-white colour, apeedily
acquiring a yellowish or reddish tarnish from exposure ; and
occurs very indistinctly crygtailized* massive, disseminated, and
acicular ; fracture small grained and uneven ; sectile ; lustre
metallic ; streak white. Partly soluble in nitric acid, the sul-
phur being left.

It occurs in certain mines near Wittichen in Furstenberg,
in veins traversing granitCi with barytes, native bismuth, and
copper pyrites.

NEEDLE ORE.

Aciculsr Bismuth Glance, J. Plumbo-Cupriferous Sulpliuret of Bia*
math. Kadeleis, MT. Bismuth Sulfiii^ Plumbo-Cuprif^re, H.

Combination of sulphuret of bismuth, sulphuret of lead, and
sulphuret of copper, with a small quantity of tellurium.

EkatheiiQeburg.

Bismuth 43-20 3645
Sulphur 11 .>H 16-61

Lead 24-32 36-05

Copper 12-10 10-59

Nickel L58 0-00

Tellurium 1*32—John. O-OO—Frick.
Sp. 6r. 6-1—615. H.= 2*a-.2-5.

Occurs in imbedded acicular four- or six-sided prisma indis-

tinctly terminated, and striated longitudinally ; structure lameU
lar; cleavage pandlel to the axis of the prism ; the cross frao*

tore small grained and uneven, with a shining metallic lustre.

Colour, when first broken, steel-grey or blackish lead-grey, soon
acquiring a yellowish tarnish. Before the blowpipe it partly

volatilizes and deposits on the charcoal a yellow powder, afier

which there remains a red trlobiilc, enclosing a grain of me^llic

lead. Soluble with brisk etfervescence, and the disengagement
of red fumes in nitric acid, which it colours green; Ammonia
precipitates the copper of this solution.

It has only been found near Ekatherineburg in Siberia, im-
bedded iu i^uuitZ) and accompanying galena and^^ld.

/

/
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OXIDE OF BISMUTH.

Knnuth Ocliie. Wismuthocher» W« Bumuth Ozyd^, B.

Oxygen 10-13, bismuth 89-87.

Sp. Gr. 4f-36.

Colour 8traw*yellovr or yellowish-grey; occurs maiitre iAd
dissemiaated ; the structure sometimes lamellar, with a Ainfng
lustre; sometimes fine-grained ov earthy, and dull; it is opake,

soil, and often friable. On charcoal, before the blowpipe, it is

easily reduced to the metallic state* In nitric acid it is soluble^

the solution throwing down a white precipitate on the addition

of water.

It has been found in small quantities, upon the ores of bis-

muth, cobalt, and nickel, nt Scbneeberg and Johanngeorgen-
stadt in Saxony, at Joachimstlial in Bohemia, and with plumbo-

cupriferous sulphuret of biamuth and native goid at Beresof in

Siberia*

BISMUTH BLENDE,

Bismuth^Bknde^il^vifftaiipf. Arsenical Bismuth* Arwnik-Wismuth, W.
JUewl-Wismuth, L.

Schnsebeig*

Contains Oxide ofbismuth 69-dB
Silica 22-23

Oxide of iron 2*40

Oxide of manganese 0*30

Phosphoric acid 3*31

Water, &c. I'Ol—Kersten.

Sp. Gr. 5-9—6-0. H. = 3-5^4 0.

In minute crystals, presenting the rare form of the trigonal

dodecahedron, or in implanted globular masses. Colour dark
hair-brown or wax-yellow ; streak yellowish-grey ; semi-trans-

parent or opake ; lustre resinous or adaniantine ; fracture

uneven ; cleavage parallel to the faces oi the dodiicahedron,

imperfect ,* rather brittle. Decrepitates briskly before the blow-

pipe, emits an arsenical odour, and is ultimately conrerted into

a which effervesces with borax.

This species accompanies cobaltandnatiTe bismuth, Schnee-
berg in Saxony ; its general appearance is that of implanted

globules, which rarely exceed the size of a pin-head^ ana are of

a dark-brown colour.
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X£LLUE1C BISMUTH.

^^oI^bdena Silver, J. and A. Molybdan Silber, Wenur* Tellur-Wis-
m\lthf LeoHhard, Bomioe^ Bemhnt. Rhombohednl Bismuth Glance, M.

Composed of tellurium, bisniutli, and selenium. Tellurium
29'74, bismuth 61'15, sul^iliur with traces of selenium 2-33, silver

2-07.—Wehrle.
Sp. Gr. 7*2— Soft.

Ofa light Bteel-grey inclining to lead-grey, with a metallic

lustre ; occurs in crystalline masses, or six-sided prisms» which
are diyisible into thin laminae parallel to the terminal planes, but
not so easily as mica ; elastic, and when reduced to powder, is of
an iron-black. Before the blowpipe on charcoal It melts on tlie

first impression of the point of the flame, into small globules,

which become of a yellow colour, and somewhat tarnished, disen-

gaging at the same time vapours of selenium. When pulverized,

it is soluble in nitric acid, with the exception of the sulphur.

It occurs with brown spar and iron-flint at Pilsen, and near

Schernowitz on the Gran in Hungary ; but it is an extremely

rare mineral.

NATIVE ARSENIC.

Gediegen Araenic^ IV. Arsenie Natii^ H. Rhouboliedral Arsenic, M.
Joschinisthal*

ConsisU of Arsenic 96*0 97 0

Antimony 30 20
Iron and water 1*0—John. 1*0—John.

Sp. Gr. 5-75. H. = 3-5.

When fresh broken, it presents a lead-grey colour, inclining

to tin-white, but is generally greyish-black, bccomini^^ dull on

exposure; it occurs reniform, botryoidal, and iti Hal inaiuaiillary

masses ; is not found crystallized, although indications of a rhomb
of 114® 26' and 65° 34' have been noticed ; cleavage occasionally

observable perpendicular to the axis of this rhomb ; fracture

fine-grained and uneven, occasionally with a slight appearance

of fibrous structure ; it yields to the knife, and is easily fran-

gible. Before the blowpipe it fuses readily: bums with a

bluish fiame and a dense white arsenical vapour; and is, when
pure, entirely volatilized. Acquires resinous electricity from

friction.

Arsenic occurs chiefly in the veins of primitive rocks, accom-

Ssnying ores of siver, cobalt, and copper. It is common in the

axon silver mines of Freyberg, Annaberg, and Schneeberg;

also at Joachimsthal in Bohemia, at Andreasberg in the Hartz,

at Kapnick in Transylvania, at Orawitza in the Bannat, at ZmeofF

in Siberia in large masses, at Wiiticben in Suabia, and at St
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Marie aux Mines in Alsace. It is at once distinguished by the

facihty with which it volatilizes, as well as by the odour and

copious white fumes it emiu when exposed to the blowpipe,

or dirown upon ignited charcoal. This odour, is alio distinctly

perceptible when the specimen is struck with a hammer* The
effects of arsenic os a violent poison are well known ; it is not*

withstanding made use of in several pharmaceutical prepara-

tions, and is variously employed in metallurgical processes.

{Manual)

OXIDE OF ARSENIC.

Octahedral Arsenic Acid, M. A r^m i k h I i'l t !i e, Kantmm Arsenic Oxid^, H.
Acide Arsenieux, Beudani,

The oxide of arsenic. Arsenic 75'81, oxygen 24*19.

Sp. Gr. d^a*?!. IT. = 1-5.

Colour 8now*white, sometimes tinged accidentally reddish,

yellowish, or greenish. It occurs earthy, capillary, investing

other substances, in stalactites, and also in tabular and pris-

matic crystals. Cleavage octahedral ; semi-transparent or opake;
lustre vitreous ; fracture conchoida] ; taste astringent. Soluble

in hot water. Exposed to a high temperature it is volatilized

without any odour, but when heated on charcoal before tlie

blowpipe the acid is decomposed, and the strong garlic smell

which characterizes metallic arsenic is emitted.

It occurs at Andreasberg in the Hartz, with the ores of silver,

arsenic, and lead, from the decomposition of some of which it

probably arises ; also at Joachimsthal in Bohemia ; and at Bie-

ber in Hanau. U resembles the pharmacolite, and is often con-

founded with it ; but that substance is not soluble in water, which
the oxide of arsenic is.

In some of the Hartz furnaces It has been obtained by sub-

limation, and in that case it presents large distinct octahedral

crystals.

SULPHURET OF ARSENIC.

Of this substance there are two varieties.

1. RBALCAR.

Hemi-prismatic Sulphur, M. BotherRauschgelb, W. Realgar Rouge,
Brochant, Arsenic Sulfur«^ Rouge, H.

Bi-sulphuret of arsenic.

Arsenic 69*57 69*0

fciuipUur 30-43—Laugier. 31*0—iKlaproth. •

Sp. Gr. 3-3^-6.
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Of a brilliant red colour, passing into scarletf sometimeB with
a tinge of orange; translucent, rarely transparent. It occurs

massivei dissemuiatedy investing, acicular, and crystallized ; the
crystals usually assume the prismatic form, and are externally
very brilliant. It cleaves indistinctly parallel to all the planes

of an oblique rhombic prism, whose lateral planes are 74° 15' and
103° 45' by the reflective goniometer, the terminal on a lateral

plane being about 104° 6' ; the declination of the terminal plane

is from one acute angle of the pi ism to its opposite. Fracture

conchoidal, with a splendent vitreous lustre $ streak orange-
ellow or aurora-red

;
yields to the pressure of the nail. It

ecomes electric by Iriclion, acquiring the resinous or nega-
tive electricity ; before the blowpipe, alone, on charcoal, it bums
with a pale yellow flame. Iiosea its colour in nitric acid.

Ti iuiary.

M on M' 74M5'
PonMorM' 104 6

6 or 6 U9 12— <!2 80 0— el oveW, 156 30
—— f2 or dr2'..., 138 22
—» e3 or 12C 50

k 90 0
H on or M' on 133 8
M or M' on el....... .....99 30—— «2 115 52
M' on <n 119 30

d2 131 34

M'onc^ 135= 2'

r'3 141 20

ii 172 a
i2 leo 43
k 142 42
/ ic:i 35

rl on c2 150 38

di 155 10

42 137 20
aa 25 41

k 90 00
c2 on di 161 20
i2 oil i2 112 55

Felsobanya in Upper Hungary, and Kapnilv and Napryag in

Transylvania, are the most noted localities of this beautiful mi-

neral ; it ulau occurs at Andreasberg in the Hartz , in dolomite
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on St Gothard ; in Bohemia ; in Saxony ; and in minute crys*

taU in the vicinity of active volcanoes^ as Vesuvius, the Solfa-

tara, See*

2. OBPIMKNT.

Prismatoidal Sulphiir» M. Gelbes Rauacfagelb^ W. Anenic Sulfur^
Jauae, H.

Orpimentis a sulphuret of arsenic, containing three atoms of
sulphur to one of arsenic. It is a tri-sulphuret, while the pre-

ceding sub-species is a bi-suiphureU

Arsenic 62-0 61-86

Sulphur 38*0—Klaproth. 381^Laugter«
Sp. Gr. 3-45.

Colour bright lemon-yeliow, passing into gold yellow.^ Oc-
curs disseminated, renif'orm, in stalactites, investing, and also,

thougli rarely, in iiiinutu crystals. The primary form appears
to be a rii^ht rhombic prism of 100° and 80°, but the crystals

yield to cleavage jjarallel only to the greater diagonal oi the

prism ; namely, parallel to the plane f of the following figure.

Semi-transparent^ or transluceni only on the edges ; lustre me-
tallic ; pearly upon the perfect faces of cleavage, the rest rest-

nous ; streak yellow, somewhat paler than the colour ; sectlle^

thin laminae flexible, but not elastic. Before the blowpipe its

comportment corresponds with that of realgar ; it bums» how*
ever, with a bluish-coloured flame.

.100 0'

.120 ? 0
140 0
177 54
102 'Mi

83 30
14S 60

Yellow orpiraent has been found in small crystals imbedded in

blue clay at Tajowa, near Ncusohl in Lower Hungary. Most
frequently, however, it fbrms foliated and fibrous masses, and in

that state is met with at Kapnik in Transylvania, at^Moldawa in

the Bannat, and Fclsobanya in Upper Hungary, where it accom-
panies realgar and native arsenic in metalliferous veins.

* Whence orpimeut, Uxom the Greek, sigaiiying gold ycUow,
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ARSENICAL PYRITES.

Aiotomfnia Arsenical Pvritei, M. Prismatic Arsenical Pyrites, J. Ar-
lenical P/ntes, A. AiMnik Eiaen, L.

Contains Arsenic

Sulphur
Iron

Nickel
Cobalt

Reidienstein*

65*99
1-94

28*06

(H)0

Schladming.

60*41

5*20

13*49

13*37

0*00 Hoffmann. 5*10 Hoffmann.

'

Sp, Gr. 71—7-4. H. = 5 0—5-5.

Primary form a right rhombic prism of i22<' 26' and 57<' 34'.

Seldom occurs crystallized^ generally in masses ofa silver-white or
steel-grey colour ; lustre metallic ; streak greyish-black ;

cleavage

distinct perpendicular to the axis i fracture uneven ; brittle.

0 on 0 over the apez*.....51^ 20^

d on d* 12& 26

This mineral is found associated w ith copper nickel at Schlad-

ming in Styria ; with serpentine at Reichenstein in Silesia ; and
in a bed of sparry iron, along with bismuth and 8Corodite> at

LdUng near Huttenberg in Carinthia. It occurs, however, only

in small quantities, and is a rare species.

BRIGHT WHITE COBALT.

Cobaltine, Bcndcint. Glan?; Kobalt, W. Cobalt Gris, H. Coiialt Ec*
latant, Br. White Cobalt, A. He.xahedral Cobalt Pyrites, M.

Combination in nearly equal volumes of the sulphuret and the

arseniuret oi' cobalt.

Cobalt
Arsenic

Sulphur

Iron

Skutterud.

3;M0
43-47

20-OR

Stronieyer.

Sp. Gr. 6*23.

Tunahcrsf.

3666
49-00

6*66

5-66

Tessaert.

H. =5 5-5.

Tunaberg.

4400
5500
0^50

O'OO

Klaproth«
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Colour silver- or yellowish-white, witli a tinge of red. It oc-

curs in the cube and its varieties—its crystalhne ionns resem-
bling tfaoee of iron pyrites ; the planes of the cube are generally

striated, those of the modifications smooth ; structure lamdlar,
yielding readily to cleavage parallel with all the planes ofthe cube,
which therefore Is the primary form ; fracture fine gained ; streak

greyish-black; it also occurs arborescent, stalactitic, botryddal,
and amorphous ; it yields with difficulty to the knife, and is not
very frangible. Before the blowpipe on charcoal it disengages co«
pious arsenical fumes, and, after being roasted for some time,

melts into a metallic globule of a dull black externally, which
attracts the matrnet, but whicli is not malleable ; it tinges borax
of a deep-blue colour ; and ettervesces in heated nitric acid.

1. 3. 4.

7,

Fig. 1, the primary; a cube. Fig. 8, the same, of which the solid

angles are replaced by triar.gular j>].uics ; which in fig. 3 are so greatly

increased as to reduce the pnniuv planes to small squares,- and are

complete in fig. 4, the regular octahedron. I'ig. 5, the cube ; of which

etch edge is replaced by an irregukrly sIx^ldeapIajDef alternately phiced

in diffeient directions. In fig. 6, these planes are complete,forming the
pentagonal dodecahedron. In fig. 7i they are in connection with the

planes of the octahedrnn, which are increased in tig. 8; reducing the

irregularly six-sided planes of fig. <i to small triangles.

Pon ForF' 90^00'H.
o on a' or a ' 109 28 ...

TFor F'ona 125 15 ...

Ponitl, FonJSrl' 166 30

Pon A-2, Fon*a' I'B 2G H.
a or a' 00*2 140 10

a on i *..lti3 27

k2'oxik2' 126 62 H.
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At Tunaberg and Hokensbo in Sweden, this species is met
with in large resplendent, distinctly-pronounced crystals, which
are generally combinations of the cube and pentagonal dodeca«
hedrott) as in 6g. 5. It also occurs abundantly in micapslate at
Wehna in Sweden, and at Modum and Skutterud in Norway

;

less so at Querbach in Silesia^ and in the vicinity of St Just in

Cornwall. From the following species it may be distinguished

by its inferior specific gravity and reddish hue, also by its la-

mellar structure, its more distinct cleavage^ and by its requiring

considerably greater heat to drive off the arsenic.

The cobalt or smalt of commerce is chiefly obtained from it.

TIN-WHITE COBALT.

Octahedral Cobalt Pjrites, M. Grauer Spieskobold, W. Cobalt Arteni«
cal, liecker. Tin^White Cobalt, L. Grey Cobalt, A.

Union of cobalt and arsenic, in which the latter preponder-

ates; and sometimes containing accidentally, small quantities

of copper and iron.

Biecfaelsdorf. Sclmeebefg. .

Cobalt 20-31 28 00
Arsenic 74*21 65*75

Iron 3-42 0-00

Copper 0*15 6'25

Sulphur 0-88—Stromeyer. 0*00—John.

Sp. Gr. 6'4~-7'7. H. =: 5 5.

Colour tin-white, inclining", when massive, to steel-grc}. It

occurs in cubes, octahedrons, and in crystals which form the

passage of the one into the other (see Bright White Cobalt, fig.

1, 2, 3, 4) ; but it is somewhat remarkable that the crystals of
this variety differ from the preceding, in exhibiting only the re-

gular planes of modification belonging to the cube. The crys*

tals are often cracked or rent in various directions, and their

planes are commonly more or less convex. Cleavage parallel to

the faces lioth of the octahedron and cube. It also occurs ar*

borescent, reticulated^ botryoidal» stalactitic, and amorphous.
The fracture is fine-grained and uneven, with a glistening me-
tallic lustre ; it yields with difficulty to flic knife, and is brittle

and hard. Before the blowpipe on charcoal it gives out a co-

pious arsenical vapour on the first impression of the heat; it

fuses, however, only partially, and that with difficulty; to borax

and other fluxes it imparts a deep blue colour ; and in nitric acid

aiiurds a pink solution.
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It occurs chiefly in primitive rocks, accompanying ores of
sUver, bismuth, and copper, as at Freyberg, Annaberg, and par-

ticularly at Schneeberg, in Saxony ; at Joachimsthal in Bohe-
mia; and at Uuel Sparnon in Cornwall. At Riechelsdorf in

Hessia its veins are included in cupriferous shnle ; and the reti-

culated variety from Joachimsthal is frequently imbedded in

calcareous spar.

Consi^^ts of arsenic 77*96, cobalt 0 88, Iron 4-77, bismuth 3*8Q,

copper 1*30, nickel 1*11, sulphur I'Ol— Kersten.

Occurs massive, with a radiated and porous-like structure.

Colour intermediate between lead-grey and steel-p:rey, with a

glistening or gliminc ring metallic lustre ; streak dull, same
colour as the luineral. Before the blow])ipe it emits copious

fumes of arsenious acid, and deposits on the charcoal a yellow

crust, the assay at the same time assuming a brown colour.

When well roasted^ it communicates to borax a smalt blue
colour*

This mineral has hitherto only been found at Schneeberg in

Saxony,

Koboldine, Bcudant. Schwefel Kobalt, Berxeliut, Isometric Cobalt

Pyrites, M. Cobalt Sulfhr^, Imcm. Cobalt-Kies, Cobalt Py.
riteux, Neeittr*

Sulphuret of cobalt, mixed with the sulphurets of Iron and

BISMUTH COBALT ORE.
Kenten.

SULPHURET OF COBALT.

copper.
Ridderhyttan. IVIussen.

43-86

410
5-34

Cobalt

Copper
Iron

43-20

14-40

3-53

buiphur 38*50—Hisinger. 41*00^Wernekinck.
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Sp. Gr. 6-3—6-4. H.=:5-5.
Colour steel-grey, or whitish with a tinge of yellow'; massive,

with an uneven fracture, presenting a granular surface; and
botryoidal. Lustre metallic ; cleavage parallel to the faces of
the cube, imperfect ; fracture uneven or imperfect conchoidal.

On charcoal alone before the blowpipe it fuses after roasting into

a grey metallic globule, from which it is difficult to drive off the

last portions of sulphur ; with the fluxes the effects of the cobalt

predominate so much that it is impossible to distinguish those of
iron or copper. Soluble in nitric acid, with the discn^ageraent

of nitron gas, leaving a whitish residue. Ncitlicr in tlic analysis

nor before the blowpipe does it exhibit the blightest indication of

arsenic.

It is found at Bastnaes near liiJuarhyttan in Sweden, in gneiss,

associated with co|)[)Lr pyrites and hornblende; and at Mussen
in Frussia, with barytes and carbona I e ul iron.

• EARTH.Y COBALT.

Black Cobalt Ochre, A. Oxlt^o of Cobalt. Erdkobold, W. Cobalt
Oxydi Noir, U. Cobalt Odire, J.

Consists of oxide of cobalt, rendered more or less impure by
an admixture of arsenic, iron, or manganese* with about 23 per

cent, of water, according to Dobereiner.

Sp. Gr. 2-10—242. Soft.

Colour various shades of brown, bluish-black, and black. Oc-
curs massive, mammillary, botryoidal, investing:, and pulvenilent

;

the fracture of the massive is earthy, and it is dull, but acquires

a polisli by friction ;
yields easily to the knife. Before the blow-

pipe on charcoal it exhales a slight arsenical odour, but docs

not iuse; with borax it forms a deep cobalt-blue coloured glo-

bule.

It occurs in sandstone, with yellow copper, at Alderley Edge,
in Cheshire ; at Nertschinsk in Siberia ; and at Riechelsdori in

Heiisia; at Saalfeld in Thuringia, associated with several species

of cobalt pyrites ; in the Tj^rol, Bohemia, Saxony, and elsewhere.

In Ireland, of a blue colour, investing fissures in date^lay in the

peninsula of Howth near Dublin. The brilliancy which its sur-

face attains when streaked with, or rubbed against a hard body,
is perfectly characteristic.
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COBALT-BLOOM,

Bother Erdkobold, W. CoUlt Arseniat^ H. Red Cobalt Ochre, J.

Priniiiitie Cotatt Mica, M. DUtonous Sodas Hilolde,aM Ar-
•enktearCobdC Kobiat Bl&the, Act. Eiythriiic> Beu^,

CombiBalioQ of arsenic acid, oxide of cobalt, and water.

Oxide of cobalt 39K>

Anenic acid S7*0

Water Sd*0»Biicliolz.

Sp. Gr.OT—3 1. H.= M^2*5.
Colour crimflon and peach-blossom red, sometimes whitish, or

greyish-white, or greeD. Is found in small botryoidal masses^

and short acicular diverging crystal"^, modified on the edges,

whose form is a right oblique-angled j)rism. The crystals which
possess most nearly the characters ot regular form are translucent

and bhining, the other varieties are glimmering or dull, and nearly

opake ; it is soft, light, and flexible; translucent; the red tints

very brilliant by strong transmitted light ; lustre pearly, on some
faces inclining to vitreous ; streak corresponding to the colour,

though a little paler. When crushed in a dry state, the powder
possesses a lavender-blue tinge, which is not the case if moisten-

ed. Qeavag^ perfect, in the direction of the prism. Before
the blowpipe on charcoal it fumes abundantly, emitting an ar-

aenical odour, and melts in the reducing flame into a bead of ar-

seniuret of cobalt. With borax and other fluxes it yields a fine

blue-coloured glass ; and is soluble in nitric acid, to which it com-
municates a r^ tinge.

KonT 124* O'. Brooke.

It occurs in primitive and secondary rocks, with other ores of

cobalt ; either in micaceous scales radiating from a centre, as at

Schneeberg in Saxony ; in minute aggregated crystals, as at

Saalfeld in Thuringia, and Riegelsdorf in Hessia s or coating

other minerals in the state of a peach-blossom red powder. This

last is met with in Dauphin^, ,in Cornwall, at the lead mine of

Tyne Bottom near Alston in Cumberland, and in many other

places. A perfecUy green variety occurs at Flatten in Bohemia

;

and sometimes red and green tinges appear on the same crystal.

N
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ROSELim
levy.

Contains oxide of cobaIt» araemc add, water» limei and mag-
nesia* according to Childron.

H. - 3 0.

Lustre vitreous ; translucent ; streak w liite ; cleavage distinct,

and brilliant parallel to P. Before the blowpipe it gives oft water
and blackens. It imparts a blue colour to borax and salt of phos-

phorus ; and is entirely soluble in muriatic acid. This species

resembles the last in colour, though (^uiie distinct in crystalline

fomu

^ ttonm over ••47* IS'. Ijtrf»

This extremely rare mineral occurs in small deep rose-red

coloured twin cryBtals, awociated with cobalt bloom, at Schnee-
berg in Saxony. It was noticed by Levy, who named it in com-
pliment to Dr Gustavus Rose of Berlin. (ManuaL)

SULPHATE OF COBALT.
Bed Vitriol. Kobalt Vitriol, Koppe, Khodhalose, BemUmf*

It is a hydrous sulphate of cobalt.

iBicber.

Sulphuric acid SO-2 19-74

Oxide of cobalt 28*7 38^71

Oxide of iron 0^ 0 00

Water 41'2—Beudant. 41*55—Koppe.

Primitive form an oblique rhombic prism of 97° 35', and 82"

25\ whose base is inclined to its lateral planes at about 108° and
82° (Beudant). Colour rose- or flesh-red. Occurs investing

other minerals, in small friable masses, and in stalactites ; the

masses are semi-transparent and crystalline; lustre pearly;

streak yellow ; taste styptic and bitter. Before the blowpipe in

the matrass ii gives olF water, and assumes a Ijrigluer colour;

with borax it forms a blue glass. It is soluble in water.

It occurs in the mining heaps of Bieber near Hanaui with

lamellar heavy spar, earthy and grey cobalt ; also at Leogang in

Saltzburg.
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SULFHURET OF NICKEL.

SchwefetNickel, L. HanUes, W. Cipilkry FyrHbtB, H. Nkk«l

Analym by Arfwedson,
Nickel 64r76 65*85

Sulphur SS'U 34*26

with traces of cobalt and arsenic.

Sp. Gr. 6-45. H. about 4.

It occurs in capillary and sometimes diverging 61«ment8 of «
yellowish colour, inclining to steel-grey. Primary form the

cube; flexible; opake, with a nnetallic lustre; not magnetic.

Before the blowpipe on charcoal, with a good heat, it fuses into

a globule which is metallic, malleable, and magnetic, and con-

sists wholly of nickel ; but in the open tube it eximles the odour
of sulphureous acid. With nitric acid it iurms a greenish solu-

tion.

It is found at Johanngeorgenstadt in Saxony, at Joachimsthal
in Bohemiat at Andreasberg in the Harts, in Cornwall and
other places, in thin capillary filaments, filling the cavities, and
dispersed among the crystals^ of other minerids.

ANTIMONIAL NICKEL.

Nickeliferous Grey Anlimcny, J. and A. Eutomous Cobalt Pyrites, M.
^ickelspiesglaserz, Jlaunmatt^ Nickel Arsenical Autimonifere,
Aotimoine Sulfur^ Nickelif^re, Antitmrn-nldcel, BetidanU

Combination ot nickel, sulphur, and antimony, sometimes with

ari>enic.

Siegen.

Nickel 27*36 26*10 25*25

Sulphur 15*98 16-40 15*25

Antimony 55-76 47-56 47-75

Arsenic OKH) 9-94 11-75

Rose. Ullman. KJaprotii.

Sp. Gr. 6-45—6-5. H. = 5-0—5-5.
Primary form the cube. In masses which have a granular

composition, and possess a steel-grey or silver-white colour;

lustre metallic ; cleavage perfect parallel to the faces of the

cube; brittle. Before the blowpipe it is partly volatilized, dis-

engaging vapours of antimony, and sometimes of arsenic, and ul-

timately melts into a metallic globule, which communicates a
blue colour to glass of borax* It is acted upon by nitric acid,

forming an immediate precipitate, and colouring the solution

green.'

It occurs in severaVof the mines near Freussbergin the prln>

cipality of Nassau, with- sparry-iron, ^ena» and copper pyrites.
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ARSENICAL NICKEL.

Kupli^niickel, W. Nickel Amnical, H. PtlmiAtie Nickel Pjrnlcs, K.
Copper Nkkel» J«

An union of nickel and arsenic.

Kiegelsdotf.

Nickel 44*20 48^
Arse&ic 54-72 46-42

Iron 0-33 034
Lead 0-32 0-56

Sulphur 040—Stromeyer. 0-80—PfeE
Sp. Cr. CrCi—l-Cy. H. = 5 0—5-5.

Of a copper or yellowish-red colour, but acquiring a grey or

blackish tarnish by exposure. It occurs reticulated, dendritic,

and botryoidal, but more commonly massive ; never crystallized ;

streak pale brownish-black. The fracture i* imperfectly con-

choidal, or ^ne-grained and uneven, with a glistening or shining

metallic lustre; it yields to the knife with difficulty, and u
brittle. Before the blowpipe it gives out an arsenical Tapoar,

and then fbses^ though not Yerv easily, into a white metallie

plobule. After roasting, it nsualfy colours glass of borax blue,

indicating the presence ofa certain quantity of cobalt. In nitric

acid it assumes a green coating, and in nitro-muriatic acid Is

dissolved.

It usually accompanies the ores of cobalt, silver, and copper;
and is found in veins of primitive rocks at ISchneeberg and An-
naberg, Johanngeorgenstadt and Freyberg in Saxony ; at Schlad-
ming in Styria ; Joachimsthal in Bohemia; at Aliemont in France,
and the Bannat ; in transition rocks in the Hartz ; at Saalfeld

in Thuringia; at Kiegelsdorf in Hessia; and, though less fre-

quently, m Cornwall.

NICKEL OCHRE.
Nickel BlUtbe, Nickel Ocher, W. Nkkel Ozid^, H. Bt. Nkkel Ar.

leidat^, Berthkr,

Combination of arsenic acid, oxide of nickel, and watfr.

Arsenic acid 36*97 36*8

Oxide of nickel 37-35 36*2

. Water 24-32 24'5

Oxide of cobalt 0-00 2*5

with a little iron and sulphuric acid—Stromeyer.
This substance is found adhering to or coating arsenical nickel,

and is considered to be derived from its decomposition. It is

sometimes compact, of a fine apple-green colour; and generally
filamentous or friable. By calcination it assumes a yellowish huci
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wad loses somewhat less than a fourth part of its weight of water,

without emitting any ociour. It dissolves readily and completely
in acids, without effor\ escence, the solution becoming violet on
the addition of ammonia; and before the blowpipe on charcoal

exhales a strong arsenical smell ; fusing in the interior flame

into a globule of araeniferotti nickel.

It 18 found adhering to eraenical mdkei at Allemoot and other

places*

PIMELITE.

Pimelit, W. Br. Nickel Ozjd^ BU FimeUte»J.

Oxide of nickel 15*62| silica 35*00, alumina 5-10, water 37*91,

nuuniesia 2*25, lime 0-40—Klaprotb.
Of an apple-green or jelbwish-green colour ; occurs iaTefl-

ing other minerals, and massive ; is earthy and dull ; opake,

and devoid of lustre
; soft, and greasy to the feel. It Is infusible

before the blowpipe, but loses part of its weight, and assumes a
dark-grey hue. Witli borax it forms a vioiet-coloured globule,

in which the nickel is reduced.

It occurs at Kosemiitz, and Glassendorf in Silesia, in veins

traversing serpentine, and associated with chrysopra8e> of which
nickel is supposed to be the colouring matter*

NATIVE SILVER.

Oediefea SUber, W; Ai^peat Katii^ H. Br* HeaMna Saver, M.

Pure silver, with occasional minute admixture of copper,

arsenic, antimony, and iron, which renders it less malleable than

the fused metal.

Sp. Gr. 10-47. 11. = ^ ,3.

Colour pure white, with a shining metallic lustre, but gene-
rally tarnished externally of a greyish*black, probably owing to
the presence of sulphur. Occurs crystallized in Uie cube and
reffiuaroctahedron; but as itdoes not possess a lamellar structure,

either of these solids may be considered as the primary form

;

in the following figure the cube is assumed, as being the moat
* simple. It also occurs capillary, ramose, and reticulated, but a

close inspection will discover, by the assistance of a microscope,
that these varieties consist of a congeries of elongated crystals,

or of minute cubes or octahedrons closely apgi'cgated, and dispos-

ed perpendicularly in straight rows. Flexible, ductile, and mal-
leable ; acquires vitreous electricity when isolated and rubbed.
It is fusible before the blowpipe into a globule, which is not
altered by continuing the heat, although, on cooling, it preseiUs '

a crystallme form, in which the faces of the octahedron, cube, and
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dodecahedron may be distinguished. It is soluble in cold nitric,

and in heated sulphuric add.

P on P or F 90* 00' H.
VmkOQttf I2ft 16
tf' on a or a., 109 SA

Virgin or native silver generally occurs in veins of calcareous

ipar or quarts, traversing gneiss, slate, and other primitive rocks

;

occasionally also in selenite and cky. Magnificent specimensy
presenting crystals halfan inch in dUimeter, used to be found in
the mines of kongsberg in Norway ; Freyberg, Schneeberg, and
Johanngeorgenstadt are its principal Saxon localities; Przibram,
Joachimsthiu, and BaUborzitz, its chief Bohemian ones. It is also

met with in smaller quantities at Andreasberg in the Haitz, in

Swabia, Hungary, at AUemont in Daupliine, and in some of the
Cornish mines. The most celebrated localities, however, ofnative
silver, are tliose of South America, and partictilarly the mines of
Peru. The employment of silver in comage, and in the manu-
facture of plate and articles of luxury, is well known ; but it is not
from tliis ore alone that the fused metal is obtained.

Auriferous Nathe Siher* Guldisches gediegen silber, W.
Argent nattf auriiire^ Bv«

Gold 64rO 74-0 76*41 28-0

Silver 34*0 26-0 3212 72-0

Klaproth. Boussingault. Rose. Fordyce«
Sp. Gr. 140—170.

Of a colour l>etween silver-white and brass-yellow ; dissemi-

nated, capillary^ and crystallized in cubes.

It occurs in veins at Kongsberg in Norway* at Rauris in Salz*

burg» and at Schlangeoberg in Siberia.

ANTIMONIAL SILVER.

Prismatic Antimony, M. Antimon-nlber, XMnteni. SpieigkidUier^W.
Aigent AntimoniA], H. Br.

Union of silver and antimony.
Wotfiich. Andrcssbov.

Silver 84-76 780
Antimony l6-24-~Klaproth. 22*0—Vauqoelin.

Sp. Gr. 9-44—9 8.

Colour between silver-white and tin-white, often externally

tarnished yellow or reddish. Generally occurs massive or in

grains, but has beenoitserved also indistinctly crystallized. Pri«
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mary form an obtuse rhomboid of 109<' 28^ and 70'' 32'—Necker.
The faces somewhat convex, and deeply striated longitudinally.

Structure lamellar, with a sliinin*:^ metallic lustre, and the cross

fracture flat conchoidal; easily trangibie ; sof> ; and possessing a
slight degree of malleability. Before the l>lovvpipe on charcoal

it melts into a grey metallic globule, \\ liith is not nmlleable, the

antimony being at the same time driven off in white vapour; on
continuing the blast a bead of pure silver is produced, in nitric

add it becomes soon covered with a bluish coating, which is the

oxide of antiracRiy.

It occurs with native arsenicand other ores ofsiWer» in granite,

at Wittichen and Altwolfach in Baden ; in clay-slate at Andreas-
berg in the Hartz ; also at Casalia near Guadalcanal in Spain ; in

Salzburg ; and at Allemont in France. It is a rare mineral*

AnemccU AnHmanial Stiver. Arsenical Silver, A. Argent
antimonial fcrro-arsenifere, H. Argent arsenical, Br.

Antimonial silver, nMxed with arsenic and iron.

A specimen from Andreasberg yielded to Klaproth silver

12*75, antimony 4rO0, iron 44*25, arsenic 35'00,

Sp. Gr. 9-4. H. = 4 0.

Nearly of the same colour as native silver, but comnionly tar-

nished yellow or blackish ; it occurs niammillated, or in small glo-

bular and reniform masses, sometimes investing other substances

;

atrocture lamellary with a shining or glimmering metallic lustre.

It is harder than antimonial silver, but is sectile» brittle, easily

Ihmgibley and heavy. Before the blowpipe the arsenic and anu*
mony are volatilissed, emitting at same time a powerful alliaceous

odour, and leaving a globule ofimpure silver.

Its localities and associations are nearly the same as those ot
antimonial silver ; it is best known at Andreasbei^ in the Hartz,

where it accom|>anies native arsenic.

TELLURIC SILVER.
Tellar^^ilber, Ro§c. Argtai Tellur^, Neektr.

Containa Silver 62-42 62*32

Tellurium 86*96 36-89

Iron 0*24—Rose. 0*50^—Rose*
Sp. Gr. 8-41—^'56.

Uncrystallized ; in coarse grained masses s colour between
steel-grey and lead-grey; lustre metallic; soft, and partially

malleable. Before the blowpipe on charcoal it fuses into a black
mass, which nn cooling appears covered with numerous minute
specks ot metallic silver ; in the matrass it fuses, and colours the •

glass yellow ; and is soluble in nitric acid, especially if heated.
From the silver mines of Savodinski in the Altai Mountains,
Siberia.
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SULPHURET OF SILVER.
Vitreous BUyer. Glaaerz, W. Ament Sulfur^ H. Bt. Ai^t Vit-

Kiue, Br. Hexafaetol SU?er Glance, H. Silver Glaaoe, J.

ComlnDation of silver and sulphur*
Freybef]^

Silver 850 8705
Sulphur I5*0--Klaprot]i. 12-96—Berzelius.

Sp. Gr. 6-9—7-2. H. = 2-0--2-5.

Of a dark lead-grey colour, \s ith occasionaUy a superficial irid-

escent tarnish. Primary form the cube ; also found in octahedrons

and rhombic dodecahedrons, parallel to the faces of which traces

of cleavage are sometimes observable ; fracture, fine grained and
uneven, sometimes small and tlat conchoidal, with a mure or less

shining metallic lustre ; malleable and sectile, yielding readily to

the knife. In the &ine of a taper> or before the hiowmpe, it in*

tumesceS) the sulphur flies oilF» and on continuing the luBst a bead
of pure silver remains* Soluble in dilute nitric acid ; and^ when
isolated and rubbed, acquires resinous electricity*

Pon ForP'' OO^OCKH.
PP' or on a 125 15

P or P' on e 135 00
umk«fm 0^ 109 28
a or a* <Mi f, or ) -iaa aa
iior«^on> /
r on or ^.•.•••».....120 OU

This Species occurb both crystallized and massive, assuming also

various reticulated, filiform^ arborescent, and capillary sliapes*

It is subject to tarnish ftim exposure, loses its hiBtre> and be*
comes covered with a black earthy^like coating. It occurs in

gneiss at Freybergin Saxony^ accompanying other ores of silver;

in mica-slate at Joachimsthal in Bohemia; in greywacke in the
Hartz; occasionally in Cornwall ; but in great abundance only in
Mexico, most of the silver obtained at the celebrated mines of
Guanaxiiato in that country being extracted from this ore.

Slack jSulphnret of Silver. Silberschwartze, W. ; Earthy silver

glance J. Is a decomposed and almost friable variety of the pre-

ceding. It is dark lead-grey, inclining to black, and without

lustre, or only feebly glimmering ; it occurs massive and puK eni-

lent, sometimes investing other ores of silver, and filling up cavi-

ties in them ; iiracture uneven ; is more or less sectile $ and gives
a shining metalHc streak. Bdbre the blowpipe it is converted

,

into a riaggy mass, oontahning globules of impure nlver. It oc*

cuTsintheveinsofpiimitiTe mountainswithotherores, as at Crero-
nitz and Schemnita in Hungary ; at Chalanches near Allemont
in Dauphine i at Kongsberg in Norway } and et Schlangenberg in

Siberia.
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FLEXIBLE SULPHURET OF SILVER.

AigentSidfiirtfFle^lile, Awrnoii. BicgMuncr SUbefj^iiis, L.

Consists, according to WoUaston, of silver, sulphur, and alttCle

iron.

ExternaUy of a dark colour, approaching to black; ocean

both maflrive and in small tabular crystals, whidi appear to be

right oblique-angled prisms, whose lateral planes are alternately

125* and 55<». Flexible when in thin laminae, and readily sepa-

rable into them. Cleavage parallel with the terminal planes

;

very sofl, yielding readily to the knife ; lustre metalUcy but less

brilliant than that of sulphuret of silver.

MobT 126' 00'

P on M or T 90 00
el 134 46
<^ Ill 30
d2 138 16

rf3 119 16

M cmill or d\*,»AU 00
_ii2 or i2'.....131 45
_<faoriO 160 SO

e 146 10
Tonclorcl' 136 00

e2 153 20
: e -159 00

This rare mineral has hitherto been met M-ith only in Hun-

gary, and at Freyberg in Saxony, and even at these localities in

very small quantity. The crystal figured is from the Himmels-

furst mine at Freyberg.

STERNBERGITE.*

38-2 32*9

86-0 32-8

300—Zippe. 34-3—Benelius.
Sp/Gr. 4-2—4-25. H. = 1 0— 1-5.

Primaryform a rhombic octahedron of I18S 84° 28^ and 128'' 49*.

Contains Silver

Iron
Sulphur

/on/., .118*00'. Haid.

Occurs generally in implanted crystals, attached to the matrix

laterally so as to form rose-like aggregations ; sometimes they are

madcfl Cleavage perfect parallel to ff. Colour pinchbeck-brown,

.witlian occasional superticial violet-blue tarnish on the faces /; high

* In honour of Count Caspar Sternberg of Prague.

N 2

*
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degrees of metallic lustre on the broad faces 0, not so bright on
the others ; streak black ; flexible In thin laminae ; and, after be-
ing bent, may be smoothed liown again with the nail, like tinfoil*

Before the blowpipe it bums per se with a blue flame, emits
powerful sulphureous vapours, and fuses into a globule, which is

generally hollow, has a crystalline surface, and is covci tjd with

metallic silver. This globule acts powerfully on tlie magnet, and
communicates to fluxes the ordinary colours produced by iron.

Borax readily removes the iron, and leaves a button of metallic

feilvei. in the matrass it loses its lustre, and becomes dark-grey,

and firiable. It leaves traces on paper like graphite, which may
be removed by caoutchouc.

Stembergite occurs with other ores of silver, particularly the
red and brittle stivers^ atJoachimsthal in Bohemia ; but it isa very
rare species.

BRITTLE SULPHURET OF SILVER.

|B^proc3 Glaserz, W, Araent Antimonid Sulfur^ Noir, U. Prismatic
Meiane GlAiice, M» Brittle Silver Glance. J. Schwarz Ottltigerz, L.

Contains Silver GG'5

Sulphur 12-0

Antiiuouy lO'O

Iron 6*0

Copper

f're^berg.

68 j4>

16-42

14-68

0*00

0-5—Klaproth. 0*64—Rose.
Sp.~Gr. H. = 2-0—S O.

Colour dark lead or bluish-grey, passing into iron-black ; when*
pulverised; dark-grey or brownish. Primary form a right rhom-
bic prism of I07« 47' and 72<> 13'.

0 on adjoining o ••••.115* 39'

P on r over ©....•.•.•.•..104 19

daadom^ lU? 47

Crystals most frequently macled ; cleavage in the directions

ofe and P; the structure sometimes distinctly lamellar, but the

fracture commonly concboidaV with a shining metallic lustre; soft^

and brittle. Before ^e blowpipe it melts, the sulphur, antimony,

and arsenic fly off, and there remains a dark-coloured metallic

globule, wliich may be reduced on continuing the blasts or add*
ing soda. Soluble in dilute nitric acid.
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It G^ccurs priiidpally in veins travening primitive rocks, and
associated with other ores of silver, as at Schneeberg and Frey-

berg in Saxony ; Przibram and Ratieborzitz in Bohemia ; Crem-
nitz and Scheninltz in Hungary ; in Siberia ; and in Mexico. It

is the compact and massive variety of this species to which the

name of Schwarz-guUigerz particularly applies; that termed
WeUs-guUigerZy on the other hand, is merely a mechanical mix-
ture of this species, galena, and grey antimony. The richer it

is in silver, the nearer it approaches the brittle sulphuret, while,

in the contrary case, it resembles compact galena or antimony ;

evidently therefore it cannot be considered a distinct species.

SULPHURET OF SILVER AND ANTIMONY.

Peritomous Antimony GlancGi M. " Schwefel-Silber und Antimon, lu
Aigent Sulfur^ Antimonifhe et Cupmi^

•

Consists chiefly of antimony, sulphur, silver, and copper.

Sp. Gr. 5*5—5*6. H.s2K)—2-5.

This rare mineral occurs in small crystals, sometimes irregn*

larly associated, more often separate ; externally they are shin-

ing and splendent, of a colour approaching to silver-white ; and
deeply striated longitudinally; the striae however are for the

mo&t part only a series of planes modifying the obtuse edges of
the prism, as in the following figure. Cleavage perfect parallel

to M ;
extremely brittle, yieldini^ rendily to mechanical division

parallel to the planes of a right rhombic prism of 100** and 80**,

and probably also in other directions. Before the blowpipe it

emits copious white vapours, accompanied by a slight sul{)hure-

ous odour, a small white bead, apparently of silver, reiiiaming.
^

Primary

M llnM^ 100*00^
M or l^P on a or a' 135 15
M on rl or M' on cr...llO 00

or gV.„ 70 10:

g2 or ^^mmm,^ ... GO 30
^3 or —^...146 80

a or cl or cP....«.m 120 12
cl on cl'..... 130 «

c2 146 24
€3 ....•••.....143 25

cdoncd. 122 15

It occurs in the Himmelsfurst mine at Freyberg in Saxony,
accompanying sulphuret of silver, blende, carbonate of iron, and
galena ; occanonally also at Kapnik in Transylvania*
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POLYBASITE.

ATexico. Freyberg,

Silver 64-29 65-50

Sulphur 1704 1940
Antimony 5-09 0*00

Arsenic S'74 3*30

Copper 9-93 3*75

lion 0*06—Rose. 5*46—Brandes.
Sp. Gr. 6-214. H. = «-0—3 0.

PrinMuryform a rhomboid. Occurs in tabular-shaped s^ix-sided

prisms, ihe planes of the prism are striated parallel to its base^

and the terminal flices parallel to the sides of an inscribed equi-

lateral triangle, indicative of the rhomboid being its primary tbrm.

Colour iron-black; opake; lustre metallic; streak black ; cleav-

a^re not observable; fracture uneven ; susceptible of being cut

with a knite. From Guarisamay in Mexico.

RED SILVER.
Ruby Silver. Rhonibohedra! Ruby Blende, M. "Roth<Tu!tif3;erz, W.
Argent Antimooie Suii'ur^ H. Argent iiouge, Br. BU Siiber-blendea
BreithaupU

Tliis species is subdivided into,

1. The sulphuret ot silver and antimony (Argyrythrose, Beu-
dant. Antimon siiber-bieode, BreiiftaupL Argent rouge anti-

monie, Necker,)

2. The sulphuret of silver and arsenic (Proustite, Beudant.
Arsen 8itber*>blende» Brelihaupt Aigent rouge arseni^y NeckerJ)

The former refers Co the dark-red variety, wMck contains
Andreaslicrg.

Silver 58-94

Antimony 22*84

Sulpbnr Ifi-Gl— BonsdorfF.

The latter to the light-red variety, of which the following

analyses have been made.
J(Mu:himst][iai.

Silver 64r67 Sulphuret of silver 74*35

Arsenic 15*09 Sulphuret of arsenic 25*00

Sulphur 19*51 IVoust.

Antimony 0*69—Rose.
These two varieties also differ considerably in specific gravity, -

the Ught-red seldom exceeding 5*4-—5^6^ while that of the dark-

red amounts to 5*8—5*9, Tlu y however correspond so entirely

in their crystalline form, and, with the above exception, so per-

fect an analog exists in all their physical characters, that roine«

ralogists have not ventured to distinguish tliem farther.
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It occurs crystallised ma great variety of forms, also dendritic,

masnye* and micaceous ; structure lamellar ; mechanically divi-

aible Into an obtuse rhomboid of lOS^ 90^ and 71« SO^^^the pri-

mary formjr-but Its extreme brittleness renders this difficult.

The above figure represents a aystalin the peesession of H. J, Brooke,

Esq. This crystal, perhap-? one of the most complex thai has been ob-

served, tends to confirm the ol servation already annexed to the rhom-

boidal figure accompanying the notice ofcalcareous spar, vis. that the mo-

dificstions to which the rhomboid is lid>le arealmost endless. The planes

6 of the above figure tend, bj their extension, to produce a rhomboid

more obtuse than the primary, the planes^ to acute rhomboids : the planes

ill, 2, 3, 4, and 5, to the production of obtuse dodecahedrons ; aii Llie planes

» and / to acute dodecahedrons ; o o and// to regular sizpslded prisms.

PonF.... 108'

6 172 Ocg.
dl or P' on dr.... 164 16—— <Q or ii2'.....167 43
14 or i4'.....141 50
a or ^....163 0
14 or W 158 22
0 or 0' 12G 10

42 on dS. 164 SO
<i2'.................,..132 56

4» ond6 156 Ocg.
db on dfy 126 0

ISoniS' 167^20'

g 168 10

ia on i3 161 16

14 on M.....^ 134 40

n on 12 ^ 178

?2 on /3 179 0

12 on 12 148 32

/3on » 163 17

M on 14 ^..........**....141 20
15 on /6 173 30

oonooro' 130 0
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II varies by reflected light from lead-grey to iron-blacky by
transmitted light from brilliant to dark red ; semi-transparent or
opake ; lustre imperfect-nietallic in dark-coloured varieties, ada-
mantine in such as are light ; streak different shades of cochineal-

red, according to the colonr ; cross fracture conchoidal, with a
shining lustre ; sectile, yielding readily to the knife. ]3efore the

blowpipe on charcoal it first decrepitates, fuses, emits fumes of
sulphur and antimony, and ultimately leaves a globule of silver.

Soluhle without effervescence iu nitric acid.

Tliis very beauLiful mineral is confined to a small number of
localities, though in some of them it is of pretty frequent occur-

rence. The light-red varieties, which exhibit by transmitted

light the most splendid cocluneal liue8» are met with princinally

in the Saxon and Bohemian mining districts of the Ensgebirge,

particularly at Marienberg, Annaberg, and Johannseorgenstadty
in Saxony, and at Joachimsthal in Bohemia, usuafly associated

with other ores of silver, galena, blende, pyrites, and arsenic

;

while the dark-red ones occur chiefly with calcareous spar, na-

tive arsenic, and i^alena, at Andreasberg in the Hartz. Freyberg
in Saxony, Scliemnitz and Nagybanya in Hungary, Guadalcanal
in Spain, Kongsberg in Norway, and St Marie au5C Mines in

France, are also well-known localities of this species.

It was formerly found at lluel Duchy in Cornwall ; and Ironi

the produce of some of the Mexican mines, vast quantities of the

precious metai have been obtained. Red silver, from its colour,

may sometimes be mistaken for red orpiment ; but the yellow
streak of the latter is sufficiently characteristic^ and its spedfic
gravity is also lower. Cinnabar volatilizes before the blowpipe,

whibt red silver forms a metallic globule. As an ore, it has been
observed that the dark yield a larger proportion of silver than
the light varieties, but i>oth of them are lughly valuable to the
smelter*

BilARGYRITB.

Hemi-Prismatic Ruby-Blende, M. ISJiarjTynte, Ro$e.

Combination of silver, antimony, and sulphur, in proportions

different from those of the preceding .^[h cics.

Braunsdorti'.

Silver 36*40

Antimony 39*14

Sulphur 21*95

Copper 1*06

Iron 0-62^Ro8e.
Sp. Gr. 5-2—5-4.

Primary form an oblique rhombic prism of 93** 56', and 86° 4',

and whose base is inclined to its axis at an angle of 101^
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Imperfectly cleavable in the direction of the larger diagonal of

the base. Colour iron-black; opake, except wnen Tiewed hy
transmitted light, in which case thin fri^^ents present a deep
blood-red hue ; histre intermediate between metallic and ada-
mantine ; streak dark cherry-red ; fracture imperfect concholdal

;

surfaces of the crystals deeply striated ; very sectile. Before the

blowpipe alone on charcoal it fuses with abundant white vapours,

which nave occasionally a slight alliaceous odour, leaving a glo-

bule of silver. It is soluble in nitric acid^ with an immediate
white antiraonial precipitate.

This very rare mineral used to be comprised among the

Yarieti^s of dark*red silver, nntil distinguished by reason of its

form, and described bj Mdis. It occurs with argentiferous ar*

seniod pyrites^ In one of the mines of Braunsdorn near Freyberg
in Saxony.

SULPHURET OF SILVER AND COPPER.

Awent et Cuimf Sulfbr^, Bimnum. SHberkupfofglanz, Sirmifer*
Stromeyerine, BeutUmt, Aigentiferous Cunper Glance, J. ArgentU
feroiM Sulpbuvst ofCopper, A. CuiTre Sulnii^ Aigentif^re, Latg.

Sulphuret of copper mixed with silver.

ScfalsDgenberg.

Contains Copper 30*83

Silver 5287
Sulphur 15-96

Iron 0*34—Stromeyer.
Sp. Gr. 6-25. H. = 3 0—4 0.

Crystalline form unknown. Occurs compact ; colour steel-

gi-ey, with a metallic lustre ; the surface prudiR cd by fracture

being brilliant, granular, and partially conchoiclal j very brittle,

and readily fusible before the blowpipe, emitting sulpliuiic^acid

fumes, and forming a grey globule with a metallic lustre. With
the fluxes it exhibits the re-action of copper, and on the cupola

yields a lai^e globule of silver.

It occurs associated with copper pyrites, calcareous spar^ and
homblende» at Schlangenberg near Colivan in Siberia. It is a
yery rare mineraL

BISMUTUXC SILVER.

Winuttth Silbererz, Sdb. Bismuthic Silver, J. A. Bismuth Sulftir^

Plumbo«Ai|^til^ie» Levy.

Consists of bisiiuith 27 0, lead 33*0, silver 15*0, iron 4*3, cop-

per 0-9, sulphur 1G*3—Klaprolb.. *
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* Of a light lead-grey odour, but subject to tarnish on expo-
sure. It occurs dissemniated or in amorphous masses, rarely

acicular ; fracture fine-grained and uneven, with a glistening

metallic lustre ; it is soft, sectHe, and somewhat brittle ; opake.

Before the b]u>\ jiipe it fuses readily into a silver button, at sanne

time covering the charcoal with an areola of the oxides of lead
and bismuth.

It accom|janies pyrites and galena at Schapbach in the valley

of Kinzig, Baden.

SELENIURET OF SILVER.

Sdcn^sObcr. SeJeniure d*Aigent, JfoMtom.

Contains seleniuret of silrer 89*71, seleniuret of lead 6*79

—

Rose.
Sp. Gr. 8-0.

Occurs in very thin veins traversing seleniuret of lead, at

Tilkerode in the Hartz, from which mineral it is distinguished

by its being of a darker hue. Possesses three cleavages perpen-
dicular to one another. Before the blowpipe with borax and
soda» it yields a metallic button of silver mixed with le&d.

SELENIURET OF SILVER AND COPPER.

£ukairite>* Bcrzeliug, Selen Kupfersilber, L» Ckiivre Sekni^ Argen-
tal, H.

Compound of seleniuret of silver and copper. Copper 23*05^

selenium 26 00, silver 38*93| earthy matter 8*90, carbonic acid

and loss 3*12—Berzelius.

Colour shinin^^ lead-grey, texture granular; massive; dis-

posed in thin superficial black metallic films, stainlno- the cal-

careous spar in vvliich it is contained. Before the blowpipe it

exhales a strong odour of selenium, and on charcoal fuses readily

into a grey metallic globule, which is not malleable. To borax

or Bait of phosphorus it imparts a green colour in the oxidating

fiame» becomes colourless ia the redudng one, and on hardenmff
appears opake and of a cinnabar*red hue. Is soluble in heated

nitric acidy and when cold water is added to the solution it forms

a white precipitate* -

This extremely rare nunerai was discovered and analyzed by
Berzelius. It occurs in a copper mine at Skrickerum in Smaland,
Sweden, with carbonate oflime^ serpentine^ seleniuret of copper^

and copper pyrites.

* Eukairite, from the Greek, signifying (Mporttme ; In allu&ion to its

discovery just as Berzelius had completed hb examination of selenium.
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IODIC SILVER.

Iodine d^Aigent, Nedcer. Iod«^ilber, JLMmhmrd,

H. about 1-0.

Occun maadve^ in thin platei of a greyisb-iriiite or tilrer*

white oolouTt whicli change to lavender-mue on exposure to Uie
air. Tfansparent or tranduoentt lustre resinous* passing into

adamantine ; malleable and flexible in thin lamtns; streak semi*
metallic Sdubie in heated muriatic acid, which it colours red*

dish-brown, disengaging, after a short time» vic^et-coloured va-

pours. Before the blowpipe on charcoal it instantly melts, and
produces a smoke which tinges the flame of a beautiful violet

hue, globules of silver at the same time appearing on the char*

coal.

It is found at Albarradon near Mazapii in Mexico, and forms
thin veins in steatite.

CARBONATE OF SILVER.

Argent Carbonate, H. Grey Silver Ore, J.

Consists of silver 72*5, carbonic acid 12, oxide of antimony
and a trace of copper 15-5—Selb.

It is of a greyish colour, passing into iron black ; it occurs

massive and disseiiiinated ; the fracture is fine-grainetl and some-
what uneven, with a glistening metallic lustre ; it is soft, brittle,

and heavy. It is almost instantaneously reduced before the blow-

pipe ; and eflenresces with nitrous add.
This species was observed many years ago by M. Selb in veins

traversing granite in a mine at Altwolfach in the Black Forests

accompanying native silver, sulphuret of silver, and barytes ; but

not having again occurred^ its properties are indistinctly defined.

MURIATE OF SILVER.
*

Hrnn Silver. Homers, W. Aigest Murist^, H. Bt La Mine Come, Br.
Corneous Silver, J. Hexahedrsl Pearl Kerate M. CUofailber* Jteni.

, dd^rideofSUver^ A.

Combination of chlorine and silver.

Saxony. Peru.

Silver 67-75 760
Chlorine 21-50 24-0

Oxide of iron 6 00 0 0
Alumina 1'75 O'O

Sulphuric acid 0*25-*Klaproth. O-O^-Klaproth.

Sp. Gr. 4*75—d*56.
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Primary form the cube. Of a pearl-grey, greenish, or reddish-

bliie» but Gmnmonly tarnished extmafiy of a brown oolour ; it

occurs massive, also investing other substances* and crystallized

in small cubes and actcular prisms; feebly translucent or opakey

with a glistening or waxy lustre; yields to the pressure of the
nail, and is malleable and sectile ; cleavage none ; iracture con-

choidal* It is fusible in the flame of a candle. Before the blow-
pipe on charcoal it is reducible to a metallic globule, emitting at

same time vapours of muriatic acid ; when rubbed with a piece

oi moistened zinc, the surface becomes covered with a thin film

of metallic silver. Insoluble in nitric acid.

It occurs ill veins chietiy in primitive rocks, witli some of the

otlier ores of silver. The largest masses, and particularly those

of a gieeo culuur, are brought from Peru and Mexico. It used

to be found in considerable quantities in the Saxon mining dis-

tricts of Flreyberg and Johanngeorgenstadt, but it is now very

scarce. It aiso occurs in Siberiai in Cornwall, and at Huelgoet
in Brittany.

BuUermHk SUver^ Buttermilch siiber, W. Earthy corneous
silver, J.

Silver 24*64, muriatic acid 8-28, alumina 67'08—Klaproth.

This is considered an earthy variety of tlie above species. It

is commonly found massive, and investing other substances; is

opake, and duil| with an earthy fracture, aud is soft, sectile, and
heavy.

It occurs only at Andreasberg in the Hart/., in veins traversing

transition rocks.

GANSEKOTHIG-EEZ-*

An araeniate of silver and iron*

H. = 20—S»0.

In irregularly mammillated translucent masses of a yellow or
pale-green colour. Shining, with white streak, resinous lustre^

and conchoidal fracture ; sometimes earthy, and mixed with
cobalt. Before the blowpipe it emits copious arsenical fumes,

and fuses into a blackish scoria; when the heat is continued, on

charcoal, it melts, diminishes in bulk, and yields a button of

silver, but the slag contains metallic iron, which strongly alfects

the magnet.

It occurs principally at the mines of Clausthal in the Hartz,

where, when obtained in sufficient quantity, it is highly prized as

an ore ofsilver. It is also met with in Cornwall, and at Allemoot
in Dauphin^. (MemuaL)

* Or goosedung^>re, in allusion to its peculiar colour*
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NATIVE COPPER.

Octahednl Copper, M. Gedieg^n Kapfer, W. Calm Katif, H.

Consists of 9d*B pure copper, with a trace of gold and iron

—

John.
Sp. Gr. 8'5^-9. H. = 2-5—3-0.

' Colour reddiali-yellow, frequently with a tinge of brown ; often

tarnished externally blackish. Occurs crystallized in the cube

and octahedron^ the former of which is adopted as its primary

form ; often in mades ; also capillary, dendritic, in thin plutes

filling crevices, and massive ; no regular structure : tough, mal*

leable, flexible, and sectiie« Before the blowpipe it fuses into a

bead of apparendy pure copper. Soluble in nitric acid, which

it colours green ; and in ammonia, to which it give? a fine blue

tinge. Isolated and rubbed, it acquires vitreous electricity.

Fusible at 2T Wedgewood.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Fig. 1, a cube. Fig. 2, the same, of wWch the sohd angles are re-

phused by triangular planes, which in fig. 3 are so greatly enlarrjcd as to

have become six^ide^, reducing: the planes of the cube to small quad-

tangles. The triangular phines of tig. 2 are complete in fig. 4 i—the re-

guSr octahedron. Vig. 6, an octahedron ofwhichthe «^giwaie mlMed,

forming a passage of £at solid into the rhombic dodecahcdrao, flg* e^ ui

which the planes lephniiig the edges of fig- 6m complete.

117
P P or P on e* or «.

p / € or

2>

...120 0..-

The most splendid cr^^stalline varieties of native copper are

those of Siberia, and the island of Nalsoe in I Liroe, where it ac-

companies fibrous mesotype in amygdaloldal trap. Some very

singular crystallizations, produced by the elongation of the simple

individual, occur at Moldawa in the Bannat, at Chessy m France,

Herrengrund \n Hungary, and elsewhere. Cornwall, however^

is certainly the greatest depository of native copper ; andMny of

Uie mines near Redruth, the Consolidated Mines, Wheal BuUer,

and some otliers, afford it in considerable quantities. Its cryfr.

tals are rarely regular, their faces being disproportionately en-
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larged, and they are generally grouped in branches formed by
the union of these crystals in rows, in a manner analogous to the

crystaliine structure of native silver. (ManuaL)

SULPHURET OF COPPER,

Vitreotti Gmer* Kupfer GUoz, W. Cuim SuUiir^, H. Bt. Cuivre
Yitieax, fir. Copper GUmoe, J« Primiatie Copper Gknoe, M»<«

Combination of copper and sulphur.

Siberia. Bothenburg. ComwaQ.
Copper 78*50 76-5 84rO

Sufphur 18^50 29*0 12*0

Iron 2*25 0*5 4rO

Klaproth. Klaproth. Chenevix.

Sp. Gr. 5*69—5 a H. = 2-5—3 0.

Colour lead- or iron-grey, often tarnished black, and occasion-

ally iridescent. Primary form the cube ; occurs crystallized

in regular six-sided prisms, mostly modified on the terminal edges,

sometimes on tlie lateral ; and in acute and obtuse double six-

sicled pyraniidb with triangular planes ; also massive, and occa-

sionally in pseudomorphous crystals ; structure perfectly lamel-

lar ; all the solid angles of the prism may be removed by the

knife, producing a double six-sided pyramid with brilliant planes,

the incidence of an upper on the adjacent plane of the lower
pyramid being about 147^ Fractore often concteidal, with

a vitreous lustre ; the masrive varies greatly in respect ofhardnese

and colour ; it is sometimes sectile and soft. Before the blow-
pipe, on charcoal, it disengi^es the odour of sulphureous acid ; in

the oxidating flame it fuses readily; in the reducing it emits
sparks; and when the sulphur is wholly driven off, it yields a bead
of copper. In ammonia it forms a blue solution. In heated nitric

acid the copper is dissolved, and the solution assumes a green
colour, but the sulphur remains.

L 2. 3, 4h 5. 6*

:>

Fig. 1, the most simple of its ffirms ; a six-sided prism. Fig 2, the

flame, of which the terminal ed^es are replaced by planes tending to ob*

tuse six-sided pyramids ; which are complete in fig. 3, a flat six-aided

pyramid. Fig. 4, a six-aided prism of which the terminal edges are

replaced by planes tending to acute six sided pyramids ; which are com-
plete in fig. 6. Fig. G represents a crystal consisting of portion*; of the

pianes of the acute pyramid, fig. 5, terminated by the obtuse pyraaiidal

planes of fig. 3.
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a on 61 or el .............146" HO'
62 orc2 137 40
63 or c3 135 30
&4or^ 116 40

•^ tf, ifm 90 00
. .^orj/..,,...*. 130 00 c. g»
eon ore" 120 00
€01 on 0' 150 00
9 on / or e" on P 168 34

The sulphuret is met with in veins and beds accompanying
other orea of copper, and is highly prized by the miner. The
crystallized varieties occur abundantly, and almost exclusively,

in the mines of Cornwall, and particularly in those near Red-
ruth ; while the more compact and massive are found also in

Siberia, Hessia, Saxony, and the Bannat,

The argent en epis, or cuivre spiciforme of Haiiy, from Frank-

enberg in Hessia, is supposed to be vegetable matter impreg-
nated with black sulphuret of copper.

Vitreous copper is readily distinffuished from either boumon-
ite or fahlerz by its comportment before the blowpipe^ and the
green solution it produces with nitric add ; and from red silver

ore by the colour of its streak» which resembles that of the mi-
neral, while red silver presents a fine cochineal-red. {Manual,}

Variegated Vitreous Copper. Cuivre sulfur^ hepatique, H.
Colour that of tempered steel, violet-blue, greenish, and yellow.

It seems to arise from an intimate mixture of the vitreous and
yellow copper ; both of which generally appear distinctly in the

same specimen.
It occurs in most of the mines of Cornwall in which vitreous

copper is found.

KUPFERINDIG.

Contains copper 64^7, sulphur lead 1*05^ iron 0*46-«»

VValchner*

Sp. Gr. 3-8—3-82. H. about 2-0.

Occurs in spheroidal masses, presenting superficial indications

of crystallization. Colour indigo-blue, or darker ; opake, with a

faintly resinous lustre, and a lead-grey shining streak. Sectile.

Before the blowpipe it burns, prior to becoming red-hot, with a

blue flame, and melts into a globule, which is strongly agitated,

and emits sparks ;
finally, it yields a button of copper.

It occurs at Sangerhausen in Thuringia, imbedded in grau-

wacke> and is a rare mineral* (McmmU)
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BI-SULPHURET OF COPPER.
Covelline,* Beudant. Bi-Sulphuret of Copper, CuvcUL

Contains copper 66, sulphur 32.

In black or ^ecnish-blue incrustations having the appearance
of spiders' webs, deposited around tlie furaaroles of the crater of
Vesuvius, and supposed to be derived from the action of sul-

phuretted hydrogen on the sulphate and muriate of copper. Is

soluble in nitric acid, witli the disengagement of mirous gas.

PURPLE COPPEii.

Buntkupfererz, W. Cuivre Pyriteux Hdpatique, H. Variegated Cop-
per, J. Octahedral Copper Pjiites, M*

Sulphur

Copper
Iron

Silica

Oxygen

Kiliamej.
2S-75
61-07

14-00

0-50

0-00

Phillips.

Norwaj.
190
69-5

7-5

0-0

40
Klaproth.

Silesia.

19-0

58-0

18-0

0-0

50
Klaproth.

Sp. Gr.M. H.= 3*0.

It occurs both massive-and crystallized; colour of the massive

between copper*red and tombac-brown ; in the crystaUized, the

latter colour prevails, with an iridescent tarnish, generally of
blue, sometimes yellow. The general form of the crystals is that

of the cube, of which the solid angles are replaced, and the faces

are mostly curvilinear ; lustre metallic ; streak pale-greyish-

black, and slightly shininjr ; not pei-fectly lamellar, but manifest-

ly yields to mechanical division parallel to the planes of the re-

gular octahedron ; in other directions the fracture is imperfect

conchoidal ; it is soft, easily frangible, and slightly sectile. Be-
fore the blowpipe it blackens and becomes red on cooling, but at

an increased tcmpeiutuie it is fusible into a giubule, which acts

powerfully on the magnet ; and with soda is reduced, forming a
copperhead. Soluble in nitric add.

PoqP 100*

P on 0,0 \2b 16

A on 0 00 00

* In compliment to iU discoveier, the kte Sig. Covelli of Naples.
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Crystalline varieties of buntkupfererz are altiiost peculiar to

Cornwall, ancWiat principally to the mines of Cook's Kitchen,
Tin Croft, and Dolcoath near Kedruth, where U Is aasoctated with
Titreous copper and yellow copper ore. It occurs massive and
compact, however, with green carbonate of copper, at Arendal in

Norway, in Siberia, Hessia, Silesia, and the Bsinnat ; also at Ross
Island in Killamey, Ireland ; and in cupriferous shale inThuringia.

GREY COPPER,

Tetraiiedral Copper Glance, M. Fahlerz, W. Br. Cuivre Gris, H.
Panabase, Beudant.

A combination of sulphur, copper, iron, silver, and antimony
or arsenic ; the proportions of which, however, have not been
satistactorily ascertained.

Falderz, Gwennap, Tttmantitt*

Fiejbeig. Cornwall. OnnwaU.
Copper 48-0 48-4 45*32

Arsenic 140 11-5 11-84

Antimony 00 0*0 0-00

Iron 25-5 14-2 9 26
Sulphur 10-0 21-8 28-74

Silver 0-5 00 0-00

Zinc 0-0 00 0-00

Silica 0-0 Klaproth. 5-0 Heninung. 0-00 Phillips.

tAnenicai and Antimonial

Grey Copper, Sckwarzerz. ClaustbaL

St Mark aux Mioei.
Copper 40^0 40*S5 34*48

Arsenic 10*19 0-75 000
Antunony 12-46 23*00 28 24

Iron 1 66 13*50 2-27

Sulphur 26-83 18*50 2473
Silver 0*60 0-30 4*97

Zinc 3-69 0*00 6*55

Silica 0*00 Rose. 0 00 Klaproth. 0-00 Rose.
Sp. Or. 4-4—o 2. H. =r 3*0—.4*0.

The marked diversity in their chemical composition would
seem to demand a separatioii ot some ol the varieties of the pre-

sent species. Many of them, indeed, are readily distingiushable

al first sight; but tliere are others which present such inter-

mediate stages, as to render all attempts at reducing the differences

to fixed limits imposdSile. Of a steel-grey or iron-black colour

;

it occurs crystallized in the tetrahedron, which is considered its

primary form ; also massive and disseminated ; cleavage octahed-

ral, imperfect % streak same colour as the mineral, sometimes in-

clining to brown ; fracture uneven or imperfect conchoidal, with
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a fthinbg or glistening metallic lustre ; brittle. Before the blow-
pipe it disengages vapours of an arseniod or aniiaionial odour.
With soda, after considerable roasting^ it yields a grain of me*
tallic copper ; and with borax presents the deep-green tinge
characteristic of iron. It colours nitric acid green i flnd its pow-
der, placed in that add| soon becomes grey.

P on F 70* 31' H.
I* or P' on a 109 28 —

.

on 5 or ^ 144 44 —
on e or e' 125 15

— on/or/ 160 31 —
a on b •••».* 144 44
i on 6 or b • 120 00 ^
bor b on c ISO 00 —
c or c on c 146 26 —
*on/or «'on/'or/...144 44 «^
/'on/'...., 109 28 —
/ on/' 146 26 ^
/ or/' on 6.............. 150 00 —

The above figure and measurements are given on the authority of
Hauj.

The largest known crystals of Fahlerz occur in some of the

Cornish mines near St Austle> generally in tetrahedrons, with

dull rough surfaces. At Andreasberg in the Hartz, Cremnitz in

Hungary, Freyberg in Saxony, Kapnik in Transylvania, and
Dillenburg in Nassau, it not only presents more romplicated

crystallizations, but a greatly brighter and more brilliant aspect.

Tenjicuitite.* This mineral usually occurs crystallized in the

form of the rhombic dodecahedron, either perfect or variously

modified ; also in the cube and regular octahedron, of which the

edges and angles are replaced ; often very splendent ; sometimes

lead-grey, with but little lustre ;
occasionally approaching to

iron-black and dull ; fracture imperfectly lamellar and uneven

;

deavage parallel to the planes of the dodecahedron ; primary
form the octahedron, as is indicated by occasional striae on the

planes ofthe dodecahedral crystals parallel with their longer dia«

gonal. Somewhat harder than the preceding ; and is brittle*

Its powder is reddish-grey. Before the blowpipe on charcoal,

it first bums with a blue flame and slight decrepitation, emits co-

pious arsenical vapours, and ultimately fuses, leaving a greyish-

black scoria, which affects the magnetic needle. After fusion it

yields with soda a bead of copper. Soluble in nitric acid.

* In honour of tbe late excellent chemist, Tennant.
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I.

Fig. 1. the ref^ular octahedron, of \rhich the solid angles ue n|ilaeed.
Fig. 2; in thia the edges also are replaced: the same planes appear on
fia. 3. Fig. 4, the rhambic doilecahedrou. Fig. d, the same, hsivinji iU
edges veplaeed.

F on P' or P" ..109°W
6]...M.«.......*...188 56
»• 161 30

a on a 00 00;
h2 144 60

aoneurr 135 4
«onf lire. iso (M

TennantiteU a variety exclusively Cornish. It usually occurs
in small but very splendent crystals, mvesting other ores oi cop-
per, in veins which traverse granite and day-slate, in the mines
near Redruth and St Day. The rhombic dodecahedron (fig. 4)»
the cube with its edges replaced (fig. 3), and tlie octahedron
and dodecahedron in various combinations, are its most frequent
forms ; but it has not been met with massive. (Manual,)

Antimonial Gre^ Copper. Schwartaerz, W. Cuivre gris an-
timonie, Bt. This mineral rarely occurs crystallized; its colour
is dark lead-grey, approachm<^ to iron-black, both externaliy and
internally; no appearance of regular structure; fracture con-
choidal, and suriace gUsteniag ; not very brittle.

PonPV 70* 31' II.

Ponft^or^. .144 44 ^
hwkhmV fmV* 120 00 ^

Represents a crystal from Schwats in the Tyrol, the principal
locality of this variety ; it, however, is also met with at Kap-
nik in Transylvania, at Clausthal in the HartsBi and in Siberia

;

frequently imbedded in red manganese.

o
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Arsenical and Antimonial Grey Copper. Occurs in iron-grey

coloured crystals, having a very brilliant metallic lustre, princi-

pally at St Marie wax. Mines. Its essential characters correspoiKl

with those of the foll<ming variety. Before the blowpipe it

gives olTan arsetiical odour, and in nitife acid is soluble, with'

the exception ofa precipitate of antimony.

ArsenietU Oopper P^fmeSf White Copper. Weiss kupferens,W.

Colour between silver-white and pale brass-yellow, with -a gKs-

teaing metallic lustrei but soon tarnishes by e^dsure. It occurs

massive and disseminated ; the fracture fine-grained, tmeven

;

yields easily to the knife, and is brittle. Specific gravity 4*5.

It contains 40 percent, copper, tlic rcniainder iron, arsenic, and
sulpliur—Henckel. Before tlie blowpipe it yields a white ar-

senical vapour, anil melts into a greyish-black slag.

It accompanies other ores of copper at Huel Gorland, and
elsewhere in Cornwall.

Platiniferous Grey Copper. giey-colourtd vaiiety, agreeing

generally with fahlerz in external character, consisting, accord-

ing to Vauquelin, of copper, lead, antimony, iron, silver, platina,

and sulphur ; was formerly found at Guadalcanal in Estremadura
in Spain, where it occurs with ores of silver and arsenic*

• COPPER PYRITES.

Pyramidal Copper Pyrites, M. Kupferkies, W. Cuivre PyriLeux, If.
Qudkopyrite, BeudmU, Pyrite Cuivreuse, Br.

Combination of the sulphurets of copper and iron.

Baygory, liamberg. Furstemberg. Cornwall.

Copper SO-2 30-5 34-40 33-12 3000
Iron 32-3 330 30-47 3000 32-20

Sulphur 370 330 35-87 36-o2 35- 16
Silica 0-5 1-5 0-27 0-39 000

Ouenyveau. Rose. Rose. Phillips.

Sp.Gr. 4-16^*8. H.£=3-5—4^0.
Colour brasB-yellow, but externally subject to tarnish, and ofkeh

iridescent ; the crystals present die general form of the tetra-

hedron, having the solid angles always replaced ; the structure
is perfectly lamelhiry affording brilliant surfaces parallel to the
planes of a somewhat acute octahedron with a square base ; so
that the tetrahedron, as is shown in the following figures, is in
fact only the remarkable consequence of an alternate enlarge-
ment of the planes /, modifying the edges of the primary octa-
hedron; tincture conchoidal and splendent; lustre metallic;
streak ^ii eenish-black, and somewhat shinincr ; brittle, it also
occurb stalaciitic, botryoidal, mammillated^ and amorphous, the
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Utter being often variegated ; the structure of the botryoidal

IS granular; these «re banler than the crystallized varieties;

Mttle. Copper pyrites yiekU to the kolfe, and may hence be
distinguished from iron pyrites* which it often greatly resembles

;

its colour is generally wso of a deeper yellow than that of iron

pyrites. It fuses on charcoal before the blowpipe, emits a sul-

phureous vapour, and mdts into a brittle black g)obtde» which
finally attracts the magnet ; with borax, in small proportion, it

yields a copper bead ; and with soda, after the sulphur is entirely

roasted off, separate globules of'iron and copper may be obtained.

In dilute nitric acid it forms a green sokiiion^ a portion of^«
phur remaijaing uudi3Solved»

^

P on P'. 102*W
P on P'' or P' on P'" 125 30
Pon d\ or P' on dV 150 oO
-— <i3 or d^'. 1 69 '32

5Fon f/in ot'/T^ }
' ^*

a on / 126 0

4^1 onA or dk' on d3>' ^160 54

41 oniP m^fiO'
d\ Dill. 143 24
dion 1 144 10

(i3 on d3' Ill 40
k onJt'...^ ^ 149 2
I onl'Qrr no 0

r oTV^one, 144 25
r oa^'. 71 10

This it the most abundant variety of copper ; nearly one third

of the ore obtained by metallurgical processes being extracted
from it, and in Great Britain yielding more metallic copper
than all the other ores of copper, together. In Cornwall it

occurs associated with tin, forming veins in killas, and accom*
panying buntkupferers, galena, grey copper, and blende. The
great repository of copper at Fahlun in Sweden consists of ex-
tensive masses of this species, which are surrounded by a coat^
ing of serpentine, and imbedded in gneiss. At Rammelsberg
near Goslar in the llartz it forms a bed in grauwacke-slatc,
along with iron pyrites, galena, blende, and minute portions of
silver and gold. Well defined crystals are found in the Kur-
primz mine at Freyberg in Saxony, and many others in diticr*
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ent continental districts^ the Bannat, Hungary, Thuringla, &c.;

also in Siberia* Japan» and America. (Manual)

SELENIURET OF COPPER.

Seieniure de Cuivie, Ber::erntt. Cuivre SelemV, H. Beraeliae^ Beuitm.
£>ekn Cuprite, Shepard,

Union of copper and aeleniiun* Copper 64^ teleniam 4«0

—

BefzeUns.
In massesy having an impalpable composition, and of a silver-

white colour ; streak shining ; lustre metallic ; soft, and admits
of being smoothed down and polished, assuming then the colour

of tin. Isolated and rubbed, it acquires resinous electricity.

Before tlie blowpipe it fuses into a grey globule, which is sliglit-

]y malleable, emitting at the same time powerful fumes of selen-

ium; in the open tube yields selenium, which sublimes in the

form of a red powder. With soda, af ter a lengthened roasting,

it affords a grain of copper. Is decomposed by nitric acid, and
the solution deposits metallic copper on a plate of iron. The
deoompoeition which this substance undergoes from exposure
to the air gives it a black colour; and it is therefore generally

found in the form of black dendritic delineations* or in minute
seams traversing calcareous spar* at the copper mine of Skrick*
erum in Smaland, Sweden.

RED OXIDE OF COPPER.

Oxydulated Copper. Rollikupfercrz, W. Cuivre Oxyduld, IT. Cuirre
Oxid^ Kouge, iir. Octahedral Copper Ore, M. ZigueHne, BemiUinU

The protoxide of copper.
Cornwall Siberia.

Copper 88*5 01«0

Oxygen 11'5-^Chenevix. 9*0-**Klaproth.

Sp. Gr. 5r6—61. H.= S*5-4'0.

The colour of this mineml is red of various shades* by trans-

mitted light sometimes crimson-red. it occurs crystallized in
the form of the octahedron and its modifications, which are
very numerous. The crystals are externally splendent* occa-
sionally iridescent ; or superficially of a lead-grey colour, witli

a metallic lustre ; and sometimes nearly black and dull. Struc-
ture lamellar; cleavage much interrupted, and not easily ob-
tained, parallel to tlie faces of the regular octahedron, which
therefore is considered its primary form ; fracture uneven,
more often conchoidal, with a splendent and somewhat adaman-
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tine lustre ; transparent or translucent; yields easily to the knife;

and is brittle. Streak several shades of brownish-red, and shining.

Betbre the blowpi|>e it is reilucibic on charcoal to the metallic

state, and with bonw f uses readily into a tine green glass. Solu-

ble with effervescence in nitric acid, disengaging nitrous gas,

and colouring the solution green ; it may thus be distinguished

from red silver ore, which doe& not enervesce in nitric acid,

and from cinnabar, which does not dissolve in it.

L 2. S. ^ 5.

Fig. I, the primary ; the regular octahedron. Fig. 2, an acute rhomboid,
arising, as wUl be perctived by the doUed lines,from an IncTCSse ofcrys-
taUine kmuys on two opposite and parallel planes of the octaliedron, the
lamirife progressively diminishing to a point. Fig. 3, an octahedron, of
which the solid angles are replaced by quadrang^ular planes ; these planes

meet and are complete m tig. 4, formiug Liie cube. k'ia. 6, the cube, hav-
ing its edges and aolicl anglesreplace^ Fig. 0, an octsbedron whoseetes
are replsoedby six-sided pknes ; which, in fig. 7, are increased ; ana in

fig. 8 are complete, formincj the rhombic dodecahedron. Fig. 9, an
octahedron, of which each edt^'c is bevelled by two planes. Fi^. 10, an
octahedron, of which each boUd angle is replaced by iuur triangular

plsnesy forming an obtuse pjramia on each. The aritties andog
mm combinatioiis of the plsnes exhibited hi the ihowt figuxcs are Terjr

aumerouai

P on P'or P" 109'W
PFor P"on« 125 10

b leO 42
a on 144 38
« on c or «'...,«..........«o....l20 00
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Particularly tiMiislucent varieties of this species, prcsentingf nu-
merous mod I ti cat ions of the octaherlron, occur w'lih native copper
and quartz in Iluel Gorland, and other luines in Cornwall. Iso-

lated crystals, sometimes an inch in diameter, are met with inr-

bedded m lithomartre, at Chessy, near Lyons, generally coated
or intimately mixed with the green and blue carbonates? and
many splendid speciiBens are brought from Moldaw^ in ilit

Bannaty and Ekatheniwbiir^ in Siberia. (ManuoL)
CapiUary Fed OMe of Copper^ This differs from the pre*

ceding opiy jn consisting of extremely slender transparent or
tnuislucent ciystals $ tliey are chiefly quadraagalar prisms or
elongated octahedfoost wkich appwr reticulated or .variously

aggregated, sometimes even, fibrous or ftoccul^at*
.

.

It 18 &und ia. avosl^ of th^ mineB of Cornwall in whicb the
crystallized variety occurs ; and at Rbeinbreitbach on the Rbine^
where it presents bright scarlet colours and a silky lustre*

Ferryffinoftfi Fed Oxide of Copper
y Ziegelerz^ or Tile Ore, ap-

plies to the earthy varieties. Externally it is of a brick-red or
reddish-brown colour; internally sometimes of a dark metallic

grey, and then nearly compact and hard; more comiiioiily the

fracture is earthy. Yields to the knife, sometimes to the nail,

and is opake. Beiure the blowpipe it blackens, but does not
fuse. Consists of red oxide of copper and iron*

It- IS foundt but not plentiiblly, with the red oxide, in some
of the Cornish mines ; also in the Banoat^ at Camsdorf and SaaN
feld in Thuridgia, and elsewheile. It is a valuable ore*6f coppecw

BLACK COPPER.

Ku^)ferscjiwar2e, W. Copper Black, J. and A. M«^iacomse,. BeudaiU.
Cuivre OxU4 Kein.

Contains copper 79 83, and oxygen 20'17.

Colour brownish -black, or black. Never occurs crystallized^

rarely massive, mostly disseminated in or investing other ores

of copper; coinnionly friable, soils the lingers, and is heav}'.

It is fusible beiore the blowpipe into a black slag, yielding

globules of copper in the reducing flame ; and is acted upon by
nitrie acid> without the disengagement of gas.

It occurs in most oF the Cornish mines, on the surface of and
associated with the butryoidal varieties of copper pyrites, with

crystallized and massive red oxide ofcopper ana vitreous copper,

and may not improperly be considered as resulting from the de*

composition of these ores» which are frequently nmnd fMwsing

into bkuHc copper. It has likewise been observed at Chessy
near Lyons» in Siberia, Peru, and many other placesi but only
in small quantities^
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BLUE CARBONATE OF COPPER.

69*08

25-72

5-20

70-0

00-
Klaprotli.

H. = 3-0—40. ^fi'^i""^! •

Kupferlaztir, W. Cuivre Carbonate Bleu, H. Azure Copper Ott^ J.

Prismatic Azure Malacliite, M. Axurite, BeudmU,

Combination of carbonic acid, copper, uad water.
Chessj. Banuat. Siberia.

Deutoxide of copper 69-08

Carbonic acid 25*46

Water 5-46

PhiUips.

Sp. Gr, 3-5—3-77.
Colour azure- or B<^ii<^iie, sometimes with a tinge ofblack.

It occurs cry^tiXISliii^i^^gcm

1iif;,^de^vage perfect parallel to the pli&^lfMyfl^Adf1Sikft<di^igo-

liW^'i^ ^4ue rbii^lpMM^f 9B« d(y^'61><» 10", whicii

is the^mary ^'^"^e'^lifid P^b^iiuyiv striMedtt lliep^Ht^-

tionntaicaited by the lines on the la^e^tOfthefettOiHtttf ligitres

;

fracture cbnchoidal, with a vitreous lustre ^trifiiliie^^r'opake,

t^^most complex crystals possessing the greatest degree dftrkns-

mbcncy ; yields easily to the knife-

Primary

. 0

g,9p M or M' 91" 30'

St on M' 98 oU
yon a X^'Xa
liiLL'eV^T 149 20
^^Li-r2 or r'?.. .;..».......... 138 12

M>^ c3 or e'i 1 1

9

tf4 or e^A 1 10

/^/iT ^ 1*2 15
h 92 1,-)

]\r or ^l' on n 123 40
M on cl or M' on e'\ Ill 5
^;ib^lde«r ^-^V2. 116 55

^j-rA^ IV -P..^ <5b V 1 iV; 5
^ or tf'6--i...... 1 3H 30

/ or /C!l!l..;.159 50

M on ^1 or M' on ^^'1 142' 5fi'

ir2 or £ -2. 131 4

a on /o*'/Mi>JLMJi..^J.'.'.*.^..139 30
h 13G 45

cl oa c2 169 2
eA

/
,

tf3 on tf^over P 120 30
*5 157 5

on g-1 168 15

h on cl •••••••f.^«f*p^»**^M« i<>4 4
——,.C2..„„„.^..,.»..,.„..'..134 55

—— c8...... ........115 0

..Hi 6
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Before the blowpipe it blackens, decrepitateB» and oltknafeljr

fuses; with borax on cbarcoal it efferresoes, and colours the
flux green. It is soluble with effervescence in nttric acid*

It occurs in the veins of primitive and secondary mountains,

chiefly with the green carbonate and red oxide ofcopper. Chessy
near Lyons is the principal k>cality of this beautiful mineral ; it

is there met with m considerable abundance, and under a great

varie ty of crystalline form. Very fine crvstals occur in Siberia ;

>vliile those from Moldawa in the Baniiat, though ofsmallc r size,

are often extremely distinct. Huel Duller, near Redrutli in

Cornwall, has also afforded some fine crystallized varieties ; and
at Alston-Moor and Wanlockhead small quantities are occasion-

ally met with. It is found massive, and of a smalt-blue eolour,

in Cornwall; compact and earthy in Siberia and Thuringia; and
in amorphous rounded concretions, sometimes of considerable

dimensions, at Chessy. When obtained in sufficient quantity it

is a valuable ore of copper.

GKiiEN CAKBONATE OF COPPER.

Bemi-Prismatic Habroneme Malachite, !M. Green Carbonated Copper.
Fibrous Malachite.* Maiadut, W. B. Cuivre Carbonate Vert, H.

Combination of carbonic acid, deutoxideofcopper^ and water.

Siberia. Cbessn
Deutoxide of cofiper 71-7 70-10 72-2

-Carbonic add 205 2125 1^5
Water 7*8 8*65 9*3

Klaproth. Vauquelin. Phillips.

Sp. Or. 3-5—4-0. H. = 3-5~4'0.

Colour various shades of ^^recn. Occurs in slender fibres^

which sometimes are fasciculated, sometinies stellated; in the

cavities, however, extremely minute and transparent crystals may
occasionally be observed, which in reality are macles, as sliuwii by
the fulluwing figures; of these, the primary is a rii^ht oblique-

angled prism, yield iriL^ to cleavage readily parallel to the planes P
and M, with diiiicufty parallel to T ; trans[>arent or translucent»

sometimes only on the edges; Instre adaniantine» inclining to

vitreom ; streak green, rather pafer than the colour i brittla. Be*
fore the blowpipe it decrepitates^ and fuses in part into a black

scoria ; with borax it readily allbids a bead of copper, and coloom

* Malachite, from the Greek ; Marsh Mallow ; the colour of both being
green.
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the flux green. In the matrass it jields water ; and is entirely so-

luble in nitric acid.

P on M, M', or T. WW 1 M on c or .......lia"8S'

M'on M «183 » Uon 107 1«

The fibrous and massive, into which this species has been di-

vided, is not a distinction of any consequence, as they nin so in-

sensibly into one another, that it is frequently difficult to ascertain

to which of thenn a specimen should be referred. The crystiilHzcd

variety is extremely rare, having been observed only in minute
transparent twins, coating the cavities of ilic n^ii e filii ous kinds.

Exteriorly it assumes globular, reniform, botrvnidal, and stalac-

titic shapes, and occurs in the sanie repositories as the last secies.

Splendid specimens of the fibrous variety are found in Siberia^

at Ciussy in France, in the old mine et Sandlmtee in Shetland,

and ^Memtnated in iron ore at Moldawa in the Bennat* Com-
pact OMdacfaite is driellyknown from Sdiwatz in the TjnA ; though
in small quantities, it also occurs accompanying the blue car**

bonate in Cornwall, Wales, Ireland, and many other places. The
green carbonate is a valuable ore of copper, and, from its varie-

gated appearance, and the brilliant polish of which it is suscep-

tible, is prized by the lapidary for omammital purposes. Such
varieties as are sufficiently compact are cut into vases, snuff-

boxes, &c. ; anf] in Si Petersburg it is formed into tables, and

other magnificent articles of luxury; for this purpose, as the

malachite rarely occurs in slabs exccodinL^ a foot square, the

pieces are united so as to render the concentric lines of the

stone continuous, and thus massive tablets of six or seven feet

in length are formed of apparently one piece of this beautiful

substance. Some varieties are used as pigments, and in the

preparation of the sulphate of copper. {Manual.)

o2
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CIITIVSOCOLLA.
Uucleavable Staphyiine Malachite, M. Ei<<en5irbiissi<? Kupferfrrun, W»
Cuivre Carbooate Tt^rreiuL, H. ChrjiiULulle, Ih. Copper Green, J.

Siberia. Siberia.

Oxide oi' copper 5U-0 49-63 40-00 "

•

Silica 26 0 - 28-37 86-54

Water 170 17-60 «0«
Cwbonic Mid 7*0 3*00

Sulphate of lime 0^ 1*50 0*00

Iron 0*0 . 0*00 1*00

Kiafwotb. John* Kobe!).

Sp. Gr. 2 0—2*2.

Colour emerald* and pistachio-green, passing into sky-blue

;

and inclining to brown when impure. It occurs botryoidal, stal-

actitic, reniform, massive, and investing other ores of copper ;

fracture cartliy or conchoidal ; translucent or opake; is shining

or dull ; it varies in hardncs« from almost triable to that of quartz.

Before the blowpipe on c liai coal it blackens in tlie exterior flame,

and reddens in the reducing, but does not fuse; with borax it

forms a green glassy globule, and is partly reduced. If pure, ii

is soluble witli eii'ervescence in nitric acid, and leaves a residue

of silica*

This substance differs much in appearance ; in the same speci-

menjt aometUner bears at one end the character of an earifhy

decomposed felspar, passing by insensible degrees towards the
other, into brittle translucent green chrysocoUa*

It is found in veins in primitive and secondary mountains^ with
other ores of copper, as in Cornwall ; at Somerville in New
Jersey ; at FalkensteMi and Schwatz in the Tyvol in limestone ;

in the Bannat^ Hungary, Siberiai and Mexico*

DIOPTASE.*

RhombolieJral Kmerald Malachite, Kmerald Copper. Aehirite.'f

Kupferschmaragd, W. Cuivre Dioptase, U. Bt.

Combination of oxide of copper, silica, and water.
Oxide of copper 55*0 45-45 48*89

Silica 330 43-18 36-60

Water 120 11-36 1220
Protoxide of iron 0 0 0 00 2 00

Lowitz. Vauquelin. Hess.
Sp. Gr. 3-2_3-4. H. = 5 0.

* From the Greek, in allusion to the possibility of seeing—by trans-
mitted lighi'i-.tbe natiiral joints.

t Achirite—from Achir Malined, the name ofthe merchant by whom
it was first introduced into £urope*
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Colonr fine emerald-green ; it occurs in crystals, bavinu: the

general iorm of elongated rhombic dodecahedrons ; structure

lamellar; cleavajre periect parallel to the planes of its primary

crystal, an obtuse rhomboui of 126° 17' and 53° frac ture

flat conchoidal ; translucent; with a shining lustre; scratches

glass feebly ; and is brittle. Belbre the blowpipe in the ma-
trass yields water and blackens ; on charcoal becomefl blsck in

the oxidating flame* and red in tfie reducing, bnC does not melt;

it fuses however with glass of borax, imparting to the globule a
green tinge, and isultimately rednced. Insoluble In nitric acid,

even wlien heated* but is dissolved without effervescence in

muriatic
1

«

Piimarjr*

primary
j

g oa^.,. . 0& 33
an oat 9 ...........120 4

g on o^oTg* OD <f .,.133 0

It occurs in tlie Kirghese ste|ipes ofSiberia, disposed on quartz,

and alwm cr^allized in well-defined elongated dodecahedrons)
or in modifications thereof

SULPHATE OF COPPER.

Blue Vitriol. Cvanose, Beudnnt. Tetarto-Prismatic Vitriol Salt, M-
Vitriol Bleu. Cuivr« Sulfate, H. Kupfer Vitriol, W.

Hydrous sulphate of copper.

Oxide of copper

Sulphuric acid

Wattfr

Mexico*

G6-2
16-6

\1'2

Berthier.

31-80 32-13

3214 31-57

3(i-06 SG-30

Berzelius.

Sb. Or. 2-213. H. r= 2*5.

Colour deep sky-blue, sometimes passing into bluish-green.
Occurs massive, stalactltic, and pulverulent; lustre vitreous; trans-

lucent: cleavage imperfect ; fracture conchoidal ; taste nauseous,
and metallic. When artlBcially prepared, it crystallizes. It iff

readily soluble in water, and affords a blue aoJution, ;i polished
surface of iron dipped into which becomes coated with a film

of metallic copper.
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r on )f •••••• ••<••• 109* 82^

T on P. 128 27
M on T 149 2

The above fiffore vefers to the artificial crystals, for in its'natu-

ral state the sulphate of copper has not yet occurred difitinctly

crystallized. It owes its existence principally to the decomposi-

tion of copper pyrites, and is found dissolved in water issuing

from mines, from which it deposits itself spontaneously. Its prin-

cipal localities are the Rammelsberg mine rear Goslar in the

Hartz, Fahlun in Sweden, Nensohl in Hungary, Pary^s mine in

Anglesca, Cornwall, and Wicklow. Reforc l^eini^ used in the

arts it requires puriiication, and is then employed in printing cot-

ton and linen, dyeing, &c.

BROCHANTITE.*

Combination of sulphuric acid, oxide of copi)er, and water..

Oxide oi copper 66*93

Sulphuric acid 17*43 .

Water 11-91

Oxide of lead 1*04

Oxide of tin 8*14—Magnus.
SfK Gr. S 78—8-87. H.= 8-5--4 0.

Primary form a right rhomboidal prism of 117^ and 63**.

0 on 0 contiguous'. ldO*SO'
M on M over the terminal

edge between o and o

dun 4 over P 1 17 0

..114 80

In hooour ofMans. Brocliant, the well-known French mineralogist.
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' Traces of cleavage parallel to M. Brochantite occurs in small

well-defined transparent cry stals of an emerald-green colour, and

having a vitreous lustre. Is soluble in acids, but does not dig-

solve in water. Before the blowpipe in the matrass it yields

water, exhaling tlie odour of sulphureous acid ; on charcoal })er

it is reduced into a non-malleable grain of copper ; and witli

soda fuses into a metallic globule.

This mineral occurs associated with malachite and native cop*

per at Ekatherineburg in Siberia. It was described by Levy.

The Konigim of Levv, or San^Ut of Bendaot, is generally

supposed to be nearly allied to Brocbantite* Its primary form
is a rhomboidal prism of about 105^ and 75^. It deftyes with
facility parallel to the base of the prism. Hardness between
2-0 and 3*0 ; colour emerald* or bhuxish-green ; transparent. It

occurs at Werchoturi in Siberia.

KUPF£RSAMMTERZ.

Velvet Blue Copper, J. Cuivre Velouttf, £Mf.

A compound of oxide of copper, sulphuric acid, silica, and
zinc—Brooke.

It consists of short delicate fibres of a smalt-blue colour, fre-

quently grouped in spherical globules, which are produced by
the divergement of tlie capillary crystals from a centre. Trans-

lucent; lustre pearly. When dissolved in nitric acid, a skeleton

remains, which is not soluble in any acid.

It occurs principally at M(^awa in the Bannat, coating the

cavities of an earthy oxide of iron ; but, from its extreme rarity,

its chfiracters have not been satisfkctorily ascertained.

MURIATE OF COPPER.

PrismAtoidal Habroneme Malachite, M. Atacamite. Sakkupfererz, W.
Salzaaures Kupfer, L. Cuivre Muriate H. Bt.

Peru. Chili.

Oxide of copper .
70-5 76-5 73 0

Muriatic acid 11'4 10-6 10 1

Water 18'1 12-7 IfrB

Piuust. Proust. Klaproth#

Sp. Gr. 4 0—4-3. H. = 3 0—

3
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Colour various shades of green; by transmitted light, some-

times of an emerald-green. It occurs in minute crystals, of which

the prmiary form is a right rhombic prism of about 100^ and

80° by the common goniometer, on the planes MM' produced

by cleavage,* wliicli however have never been observed, al-

though represented in the following figure, to show their posi-

tion. In some of the crystals the planes a2, a2', and c, c', of

the following figure, prevail to Ac exclusion of the rest, con-

verting them into the octahedron with a rectangular base. The
faces produced by cleavage parallel to the plane P are very

brilliant and easily obtained those parallel to M and M' are

less so. It is translucent or nearly transparent, soft, and brittle.

Streak apple-green; lustre vitreous. It tinges the flame of

the blowpipe bright green and blue, muriatic acid arises in

vapours, and a bead of copper remains on the charcoal. Is

soluble without effervescence in nitric acid, and communicatee

instantaneously to ammonia a fine blue colour.

Primary.

M on M 100' 00 ?

P onal 142 40
123 25

c 127 12
f 11^ 20

a2 on a 2 1 12 40

a2on c 110*30'

e 143 25
c on & 107 10

d 159 Oi)

e 137 40
c on c 127 7

It is found at Remdinos in Chili on brown iron-stone, some-
times with ruby copper and carbonate of copper; in Peru with

some of the ores of silver; and in the form of green sand in the

river Lipas, in the Atacama desert (whence Atacftmite), which
separates Chili from Peru. It also occurs in the iron mines of

Schwartzenbcrg in Saxony ; and on tlie lavas of Vesuvius, where
it is probably formed by the union of muriatic acid and carbonate
of copper, both ot which are well know n to be deposited by sub-

limation at that volcano.

45*snd 67'^lf'^°
^^^^ Beudant, the angles of this prism are 112=
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PHOSPHATE OF COPPER.

Phosphorltupfererz, W. Cuivre Phosphate, H. Bf. Bt. Di-priamatic
Olive Malachite, M. Octaetlrisches Phosj^orfaurer Kupf'er, Lconhird,

Combination of phosphoric acidi oxtile of copper,' and water.

Phosphoric acid 28*7, oxide ofcopper 63*9j water 7*4—Berthier.
Sp. Gr. 3-6—3-8.

It occurs crystallized, and in radiated masses ; externally the

crystala are greenish or blackisli-green, approaching nearly to

blacl^ and are considerably splendent, but their surfaces are un-
even, and not adapted to the use of the reflective goniometer

;

translt.'ccnt on the edges, or opake ; by tran?mifted liglit their

fragments are olive-green, occasionally with a tinge of yellow

;

lustre resinous; streak dark olive-green. When radiated, the

colour is bluish-green and black intermixed, the exterior being
often nearly black. The crystals are frequently prismatic, but
occasionally the prism is so short as to reduce tliL in to the gen-
eral iigiiie of an octahedron. They possess a disiiiict cleavage

parallel to the plane P of the following figure ; less perfect cleav-

ages may also be obtained parallel to the edges z x, thus redu*
cmp the crystals to a right rhombic pri«m of about 110^ and 70^,

which may be considered as the primary form. On charcoal it

fuses into a brownish globule, which by the continued action of
the blowpipe acquires a reddish-grey metallic lustre; in the

centre is a small bead of metallic copper. With borax aud salt

of phosphorus it presents in the oxidating flame a green glass,

which becomes, in the reducing, colourless while hot, and of a
cinnabar- or rub3'-red when cold. Soluble witliout efferves-

cence in nitric acid, to which, as well as to ammonia^ it imparts a
sky-blue colour.

Primary.

M on M or x on a?... 1 10" 00' ? eg.
Pone ......126 10
a on o'. t 96 15

con c ^ i2ri6'
e 149 10

It is found in quart2ose cavities associated with copper pyrites

at Ltbethen near Neusohl in Hungary; also in small quan-
tity in Cornwall, both crystallized and nbrous, in Gunnis Lake
mine» on the banks of the Tamar.
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HYDROUS PHOSPHATE OF COPPER,

JPrismattc Habroneine* Malachite, M. Pseudonmlachit, Ham. Pbospbor*
kupfer von Itheinbreitbach, Huid. Hydroitt Pboaphate of Copper, A.
Ypoleime, BeudanU

CombmaUon of phosphotie aeid, oxide of copper, and water,

in different proportions from the preceding.

Analyins by the Rev. F. Lunn, confirmed by M. Arfwedson*
Phosphoric acid 21*687

Oxide ofcopper 62*847

Water 15<454

Sp. Gr. 4*2—i-S. H. = 5 0.

It occurs both massive and crystallized. The colour of the

massive approaches to emerald- green, striated with black or

blackisli-^reen ; and it appears to consist of minute crystals often

diverging or radiated. The more determinate crystals are gene-
rally dull and of a blackish-green colour externall y', sometimes
black and splendent; by transmitted light they are emerald-

green ; translucent generally on the edges only, and possessing

a vitreous or adamantine lustre. Streak a little paler than the

colour. l>y exposure to red heat in a close crucible, it becomes
dark olive-green, and the powder increases considerably in bulk.

Before the blowpipe on dhafcoal it fuses into a reddish-lilack

slag, and by the addition of carbonate of soda is reduced to a
bead of pm'e copper. Soluble without effenrescence in nitric

acid, particularly if heated. Primary form an oblique rhombic
prism of 14P 5^ and 88^ 56'.

P on P 117° 49'

/on/. 141 4

The hydrous phosphate of copper is found at Rhcinbreitbach

near Bonn on tlie liiiine, in veins traversing grauwacke-slate, and
accompanied by quartz and ores of copper. It generally pre-

sents itself either aggregated in extremely minute individuals,

or mammillated and compact—its crystaliuie lorm therefore is

not easily dcterniiiitd.

* From «j8(«i, deUeate, and the tliread qifibre
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ARSENIATE OF COPPER.

There are several varieties of artenlate of copper, which do
not materially differ in their chemical cbaracteriyalthough readily

distioguishabie by external form.

1. Octahedral Arseniate.

Prismfitic TJrocone ^r-alachite, M. JArocomte^ Beudant. IJnsenor/, TV.

Cuivre ArseuiaLe Frirnitif, H. Lin sen Kujj fer, //au*. IjeuticuLar Cop-
per Ore, J. Lenticular Arseniate ot Copi)er, A.

Combination of arsenic actdi oxide of copper* and water.

Cofnwill.

Oxide of copper 49 0 35- 1

9

Arsenic acid 14*0 20*79

Water 35-0 22-24

Alumina 0*0 * 8-03

Oxide of iron 0-0 3-41

Phosphoric acid 0*0 3*61

Silica 0*0 Chenevix. 4 04 Wacbtmeister.
Sp. Gr. 2-88—2-92. H. = 2-0—2-5.

Colour sky-blue, smalt-blue, and occasionally deep ^ass- or

verdigris-green ; translucent
; cleavage imperfect paiallel to all

the planed of aiiat octahedron ; streak corresponding to the colour,

but paler ; In the matrass it yields much water. Before the blovr-

pipe on charcoal, fuses impmectly, emits ancaicid fiimesy and i»

coimrted into a Uack friable scoria ; and by subsequent fusion

with borax affords a bead of copper. Soluble without effer?es*

cence in nitric acid. Crystallized in obtuse rectanguhur four-

sided prismsy whose faces are inclined at angles of S(PW and
72« 22'.

P onF 60=40'

M on M'. 78 88
P on r. 179 22

188 80M on P j

I on 1 178 10

It occurs in veins passing through the adjoining mines of Huel
Muttrell, Huel Gotland, and Huel Unity in Cornwalli associated

with the following varieties; also with red oxide of copper, cop-
per-pyrites, arseniate of iron, and the martial arseniate of copper.

It is likewise met with at Herrengrund in Hungary in minute
crystals*
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2, JB.HOM^01JDAI« AR8BU4IAX&

Bhombohedrsl Euclorc ^flca, M. Hexabedral Arseniate, Bournott.

C?uivre Arsenlat^ I.amelliforme, H. IVismatic Ce]l]ier Mica^ J»
Kupfeigiimmer, W. and L. Cyproinica, Necker,

Combination of arsenic acid» oxide of copper, and water. ;

Oxide of copper S9-0 58*0

Arsenic acid 43 0 21-0

Water 170—Vauquelm. 21^0—Cbenevix.
Sp. Gr. 2-5—2-6. H. = 2 0.

Colour emerald- or grass- fjreen. In slx-sided tabular crystals,

of which the lateral planes are trapeziums, inclining alternately

in contrary directions, being sections of an acute rhomboid ot*

about 110** 80' and 69° 'MY ; and it yields to cleavage parallel to

all the planes of the rhomboid, but will) perfect ease and bril-

liancy only at rig-ht angles to its axis, i.t:. parallel to the tabular

planes a; these tables are often applied to each other laterally,

forming rosettes, wliicb may be separated into laminae like mica*
Streak mther paler than llie cobms. Luatre pearly parallel to

vitreous parallel to P. Transparent.or translucent. Befoite the
blowpipe it decrepitale% emits arsenical fumea, and passes first

into a spongy sooria*- ailter wbtdli it melts into a black slightly

vitreous gl&ule ; witb borax it affords a green plass, wbicb
iodudes grains of metallic copper. . Soluble in nitric acid.

'

The dotted lines in the first of Mowing figures^exbUiUi^ pqvu

tioDof the tabular «r,ystal In the prinsiy rbomhoi£ .

Primsiy*

This species is as yet peculiar to the mining districts of Corn*
wall: it occurs accompanying the preceding in the mines near
Redruth ; also at Gunnis Lake on the banks of the Tamar.
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ObLIQUB P&ISHATIC ABSSmATB*

Diatomous Habronerae IVfalacliite, M. Axototnous ITabroneme l^fala-

tiiite, llaid, Kadiateil Acicular Oiivenite, J. Stralileiz, A. Cuivre
Arseiyat^ en Prisme libomboidal Oblique, Zrrry. Aphanese, Necker,

Combinatmn of arsenic acidi oxide of oopptr, and imlcr*

CnrnwalL
Oxide of copper 64-0

Arsenieaeid 30*0

Water 16-0—Cbeoevix;
Sp. Gr. 4*1—4^2a H. = 2-5-^*0.

Externally bluish-black passing into deep black, with a shin-

ing lustre; internally preeni^h-bUic- Occurs, thoii^^h rarely, in

extremely minute (3bli((ue rhombic prisms, whose lateral planes

meet alternately ar angles of about .Hi'^ and 124°, and of wliicli

the oblique terminal plane declines from one acute an^le to the

otlier; they are frequently fasciculated in a sonle^^ ilat radiating

position, so that only the terminal planes of the following ligures

are distinctly visible; it also occurs in curved lamellar concre*

tiofis. The minute crystals areof^en transparent and of a beau-
tiful bitte or greenisn^bhie colour by tnmsmitted light; th«

brger crtstals are aometiniei blaok and opake^ but, on bein^
scratdiea by the knife, appear imemally ofa bllK«Dloiir« Streak
mdi^i8<greeii. Be&n iJke bloirpipe in tb^a mairaw yields

water; on charcoal omits ar^nical vapours, and fuses into a
bead, which on cooling crystallizes in small rhombic plates ofa
brown colour*

Primary.

M on \r 56* (K

P on M or M'. 95 0
al 125 0
d»««»«»»«»«»»»»»80 80
c2 99 30

/ on/. 02 30

The dotted lines on the primary show that' from the replacement of
its acute angles aiise the planes cl ofthe second figaiew

Thfs^ species is only known in Cornwall, where it accompanies
the preceding and other ores of malachite. The crystals pre-
sent a very dark-blue colour and brilliant lustre, but arc rarely
recognisable, being aggregated in diverging groups, or disposed
in extremely minute individuals in the cavuies of quaita*
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i» Right Paxsmatic Aassniat£«

Prismatic Olive Malachite, M. Cuivre Arseniat^ Octacdrt Aigu, H.
Ackular OliTenitei J. AcicttUr Axseniate of Copper, A. Oliven*
m, W. OUvenktipfer, Hatu. OUy^wH^ I» Beiukmt,

Combiuatioa of arseoic acid^ and oxide of copper^

Wood Arseniate*

Oxide of copper eO-O 50-62 56-63 50 0

Arsenic acid 39-7 45-00 36-71 29 0
Water 0-0 3-50 S-50 21-0

Phosphoric acid 0-0 0 00 00-0

Chenevix. Klaproth. Kobell. Chenevix.

Sp. Gr. 4-2—4-6, H. = 3 0—3-5.

Colour olive-^reen, pistachio-green, antl blackish-green, pass-

ing into liver-brown and wood-broun ; the fibrous variety siskin-

green. Occurs in pi isniatic crystals, which are divisible parallel

to the planes of a right rhombic prism of about 1 10*^ 50^ and 69^

10^ (M II). Streak olive-green or brown. Lustre between
vitreous and resinous. Fracture conchoidal and uneven. Some-
times however the planes e e prevail to the exclusion of P, and
the nrism is then so short as to give tt the general form of an
octainedron with a rectangiibr base ; the face a is extremely
rare; the crystals are usually attached to the matrix at MM'*
It also occurs capillary. Before the blowpipe, yields no water
in the matrass ; on charcoal emits an arsenical odour, fuses with
a kind of deflagration, and is reduced, forming a white metallic

globule, which during cooling becomes covered with a red ^oat*
iog. Is soluble in nitric aci^ and colours ammonia blue.

Men 110' 50'

P on M or M ... 90 00

M or M on a 132 ^

1 92 30

CnpiUari/ or Amiantiform Arseniate, This variety presents

the same colours, and occurs in minute crystals, occasionally ex-

hibiting the planes c of the preceding figure; generally they

are indeterminate, the capillary prisms being distinct for a part

of their length, and terminated by extremely minute fibres ol a

greenish-wliite colour and silky lustre.

llttmaiitic or Wood Arseniate. Cuivre arseniat^ mameloan^

fibreux, H. It occurs of various shades of brown, green, and

yellowy. often whitish or yellowish ; and is found uvesting some
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of the preceding varieties, also mammillated ; the structure is

fiuely and divergtngly fibrous, generally with a silky lustre. It

sometimes possesses considerable hardness ; frequently adheres

to the fin^erSi Before the Uowpipe it yields a hard black eel*

lular scOTia.

This species occurs in Hucl Gorland, and Huel Unity near

St Day ; also in Tm Croft mine near Redruth, and elsewhere in

Cornwall. It has likewise been observed at Alston Moor in

Cumberlaudf but not in such splendid specimens as in Corn-

wall.

EUCHKOITE.*

Prismatic Emesald Malachite^ M. Euchroite, BrvUAaafpf.

Combination of arsenic acid» oxide of copper, and water.

Libethen.

Contains Oxide of copper 47-85

Arsenic acid 33*02

Water 18-80—Turner.
Sp. Gr. 3-38—8-41. H. = 3-5—4-0.

Primary form a right rhombic prism of 117* 20'; cleavage

indistinct; fracture uneven; colour bright emerald-green; trans-

parent or translucent, with vitreous lustre, and considerable

double reiVaction. Streak pale apple-green. In the matrass it

yields water, changes its colour, and becomes friable. When
heated upon charcoal to a certain point> it is reduced in an in*

stant with a kind of deflagration, leaving a globule of malleable

copper, with white metallic particles disposed through it, which

are crystallized on continuing the blast. It dissolves readily in

nitric acid without eiervescence.

ft on ft overP 87* 5S'

MonM 117 20

This beautiful miiRi al occurs in crystals of considerable di-

nKMisiuns at Libetlien la liungary la (^uartzose mica-iilatc. It

in very rare.

* From Eyxe^ (pulchez eolor).
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KUPFERSCHAUM.*

Prismatic Euclore Mica, M. Zinc HjdnU Cupiif^, Levy. Kupftr-
ttchaun, W.

Ovule of copj LV 43*88, arsenic acid 25*01, water 17*46, car-

bonate of lime (|)robabIy matrix) 13-6o—Kobell.

Sp. <;,-. 3-0—3-2. H. = I'O— 1-5.

Primary form a right rhombic prism. Occurs in rliomboidal

plates, wliicli present perfect cleavage parallel to the faces of

the rhomb ; generally in small aggregated and diverging fibrous

groups of a pale apple gicen or verdigris-green colour, inclining

ta sky-blue, and translucent ; lustre pearly on tlie ftces of the

rhomb; streak same as the colour, but paler; thin laminse are

flexible. Entirely soluble in heated acids. Before the blowpipe

fuses readily in the platina forceps into a blebby copper-red

coloured scoria; upon charcoal, it intumesces, disengages an alli-

aceous odour, and melts into a green scoria, containing numerous
grains of metallic copper ; with borax It readily forms a green
limpid glass, and with soda Is reduced.

Is found disposed in the cavities of calamine, associated with

barytes, calc-spar, or quartz, in the Bannat, at Libethen in Hun-
gary, Nerzschinsk in Siberia, Scliwatz in the Tyrol, Saalleld in

Thuringia, and at Matlock in Derbyshire.

ERINITE.t

Bystotuic Uabroneme Malachite, M*

Oxide of copper 59*44^ arsenic acid 33*78, alumina 1*77,

water 5*01—^Turner.

Sp. Gr. 4*0—4a. H. = 4*5--fi-0.

Form unknown ; cleavage indistinct. In mammillated crystal-

line groups, consisting of concentric coats with rough surfaces,

and exhibiting a fibrous structure. Colour brilliant emerald-
green, slightly inclining to grass-green ; streak the same, but
a little paler; lustre none; faintly translucent on the edges;
fracture uneven, or imperfect conchoidal.

This i^prcirs ^^a^^ distinguished by Haidin2:er; it occur?,

tliough not abundantly, with arseniate of copper, in tlie County
Limerick.

* The cupriferous calamine of Mr Phillips*s last edition,—it liavincr

been considered by iirooke as a combination of the hydrate of zinc and
copp«r.

t Krinite, in refiprence to its locality, as well as to its characteriatic
emerald-green colour.
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8CORODITE.*

Cuprous Arseniate of Iron, Bournon, Cuivre Arsemat^ Ferrifere, H*
MtrtUil Arseniate of Copper, J. tod A* Priamatic Fluor Haloide, M.

Combination of arsenic acidy protoxide p.f iron, oxide of copper,

and water.
Corimrall.

22-5

33-5

27-6

200
8-0—Chenevix.

Oxide of copper

Arsenic acid

Plrotoxide of iron
Water
Matrix
Sp. Gr. S-l—3-2* H.=:3*5—4*0.

Colour pale Ieek>green or liver-brown. Occurs in transpar-

ent or translucent prismatic crystals, terminated by four-sided

pyramids; primary form a riglit rliombic prism of 120° 10' and
59° 50', by nieasuremrnts token with the reflective goniometer

from natural planes ; cleavage imperfect parallel to the planes M,
M of the prism, and to its lesser diarrnnal ; they are not often

single, and usually are small, and grouped in a globular form ;

lustre of tbe crystal adamantine; streak pale greenish-grey or

white. Before the blowpipe on charcoal it emits abundant fumes
of arsenic, and fuses in the reducing flame into a reddish-brown

magnetic scoria. With the fluxes it exhibits the bottle-green

colour charactcrisUc of iron ; and is soluble in nitric and mu*
riatic acid.

Mon M 120= 10'

M on ill 141 5M or 31 on/ 149 5'i

d\ on dV 103 5

The brown»ooloured variety ofthis species occurs at Schwartz-
enbcrg in Saxony; while tbe fine leek-green crystals are found
in certain of tlie Cornish mines, coating cavities of ferruginous
quartz. Beautiful specimens have been brouglit from Brazil,
and occasionally also from Ldling, near Huttenberg in Carin*
thia.

• Frora the Greek, in allusion to its emittingan alliaceous odour un-
der the blowpipe.
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NATIVE GOLD.

Hexahedral Gold, M. Gcdiegen Gold, W, Or Natif, H. Br. Bt.

Cominonly alloyed with copper^ silver, and iroiif ia minute
proportions.

Sp. Or. 17—19. H. = 2-5—3 0.

Native gold is bright yellow of various shades. It occurs

crystallized in the cube and regular octahedron and several of

their varieties, but does not possess a lamellar structure ; the

cube has been adopted as the primary form, as being the most

simple. It is also found capillary, ramified, and in grains ; oc-

casionally in masses weighing several pounds. Soft, inelastic,

flexible, and malleable. Fusible at 82° Wedgewood; but is

soluble only in nitro-muriatic acid. By friction it acquires

resinous electricity.

1. 2. 8. 4. 5. 6.

Fig. 1, the cube. Fig. 2, the same, of which the solid angles are re-
placed by planes ; which are complete in fig. 8, fermiDg the regular octa.
he Iron. Fig. 4, an octahedron, with its edges replaced by six-sided
planes ; which are complete in fig. 5, the rhombic dodecahedron. Fig. C,
an octahedron, whose solid angles are replaced by four triangular planes^
foraaiog on each an obtuse quadrangular pyramid.

P on P' or P" 90*00'H.
P, P,orP''ona m )5—

e 135 00— '

a on a' or 109 28 .

5 on b 146 2C—
e omftfre^ 120 00

It is found in veins or beds in primitive mountains, in nodules^

plates, and small crystals, coating the cavities or interspersed

through the mass.
It occurs in granite in Salzburg, and at La Gardette in France

;

in gnebs and mica-slatc in Mexico and the Tyrol ; in hornblende
rocic at Edelfors in Sweden ; and at Schlaitgenberg in Siberia*
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But gold is more common in alluvial deposits, and in the

sands of rivers, whither it has been conveyed from the de-

composition of the rocks in which it originally existed. This

is particularly the case at Matto- Gross o, Villa Rica, and other

places in Brazil, Mexico, and Peru, where it is sometimes met
w itli in masses of several pouiuis weight. In Siberia, too, it

occurs in a similar alluvium or sand, in the couiuiy eastward
of ihe Ural Mountains, where masses of eight, ten, or sixteen

pounds have occasionally been discovered. In Transylvania a

considerable quantity of gold is obtained from stream works, as

at Ohiapian near Hermanstadt. In the Wicklow Mountains
of Ireland, and at Leadhills in Scotland, it occurs in alluvial

soil ; and in many districts of Germany it appears under simi-

lar circumstances. The mines of Hungary and Transylvania,

Cremnitz, Schemnitz, Posing, Botza, Magurka, Nagyag, Offen*

banya, and Boitza, are all worked for this metal, and occasion*

ally afford the most splendid specimens ; and in Saltzburg, and
thence along the chain of the Alps as far as La Gardette near

Aliemont in France, there are numerous other establishments of
a similar description. The Russian and Siberian mines have of
late years afforded considerable quantities of gold ; and to the

United States it promises to be a product uf some importance.

(xold is frrqnenfly combined with other metalliferous minerals,

in various proportions; particularly native tellurium, and occa*
sionally iron pyrites, wliich thence are termed auriferous.

Argentiferous Gold. Eleclrum. Is distino^uisbcd by its silver-

white colour, although, as all gold contains a jji opurtion of silver,

no definite separation can be made between this variety and the

above.

Contains Gold 64 71^41

Silver 36^Klaproth. 23*12--Ro8e.
Sp. Gr. l**©—17^0.

Before the blowpipe it fuses mto a more or less pale-yellow

globule. It occurs at Schlangenberg in Siberia in tabular crys-

tals and imperfect cubes ; also at Kongsberg in Norway; in Tran-
sylvania; and in other mining districts.

Beudant considers that not less than 88,100 marks of gold

are annually produced from the different quarters of the globe,

of which South America alone supplies 70,U00, Africa 7000, Si-

beria 3000, Hungary and Transylvania 5100, &c. Its uses are

well known; it is the most ductile and ticxible of all metals, and
is at the same time very soft. The electric shock converts it

into a purple oxide. Its colour when melted is bluish-green,

tlie same as isesdubited by light transmitted through gold leaf.

p
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NATIVE PLATINA *

Gediegen Platin, W. Flatine Natif Ferrif^re, U. Hexfthedral Pla.
tiua, M.

Is sever met with pare, being alloj ed with about 20 percent,

of other substances, particularly iron ; also rhodium, iridium^

osmium, and palladium,—four metals which were unloiown till

discovered in platina.

Ural, Columbia,
Small graint, iMrgc graint*

Platina 78-94 84-30

Rhodium 0-86 3-40

Palladium 0-28 1-06

Iridium 4-97 1-46

Osmium 1 103
Iron 11-04 5-31

Copper 0*70—Berzelius. 0*74—Berzelius.

Sp. Gr. 16K)L.2(H). H.= 4-0^5.
Colour perfect steel-grey. Primary form the cube. Occurs

in irregular masses or grains, rarely exhibiting traces of crys-

tallization; cleava^ none; lustre metallic; streak unchanged
and shining ; ductile, and malleable. It requires amuch higher

degree of heat than can be produced by the common blowpipe,

to cause fusion ; but at the oxy*hydrogen flame it melts like

lead. It si igh tly affects the magnet, in proportion to the amoun t

of iron which it contains; and is soluble only in nitro-muriatic

acid.

The original repositories of native platina are not known, it

having hitherto been found only in pebbles and grains, nsso-

ciated with zircon and other gems, gold, and magnetic iron, in

certain alluvial de{K)?its. It has principally been obtained from
the provinces of Choco and Barbacoas in South America; also

from Matto-Grosso in Brazil; St Domingo; and Siberia. Lat-
terly platiiia has occurred in such abundance at Joetsk m the
l*erni government of Siberia, that the Russians have converted

it into a medium of cxciiange, by coining it into ducats of tea
roubles.

The refractory properties of this metal, its freedom from rust

or tarnish, and its not being acted upon by most chemical re-

agents, render it extremely valuable m the construction of phi-

losophical and chemical apparatus. It is used also for covering
other metals, for painting on porcelain, &c.

f From a Spanish word signifying silver ; in allusion doubtlesis Lo the
colour of platina.
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NATIVE PALLADIUM.*

Octahedral Palladium, Uaidlii^cr.

It consists of palladium) alloyed by mmute portions of platina
and iridium.

Sp. Gr. 1 1*5

—

\'2'b. H. above 4*5.

Primary form the octahedron. Occurs in grains apparently

composed of diverging fibres ; in other respects these grains

differ Hltle in external character from tliose of platina, amongst
which they are found. Cleavage none ; lustre metallic; colour

steel-grey ; ductile, and very malleable. Yields a red solution

with nitric acid ; and is soluble in muriatic, but iioL in sul-

phuric acid, unless heated. Before the blowpipe per se it is in-

fusible, but on the addition of sulphur it melts with ease ; and
when the heat is continued the sulphur is deposited, and a glo-

bule of malleable palladium remains. Isolated and rubbed, it

acquires resinous dectricity*

It is found intermixed with native platina in Brazil and Si«

beria ; and, except that its texture appears more fibrous, it bears
much resemblance to that substance.

NATIVE IRIDIUM.
BreiilMupl.

Sp. Gr. 23*55. In minute grains, occasionally accompanying
platina, at Nische-Tagilsk in Siberia.

ALLOY OF IRIDIUMt AND OSMIUM.

Iridi»sinine, Nedur, Bfaombohedral Iridtum, M. Iridium Ostnt^, H.

Beizelius maintains that llicre are three different combina-
tions of iridium and osmium, in which 1 atom of the forniLi is

united with 1, 3, and 4 atoms of the latter*

Iridium 72*9 46*77

Osmium 24*5 49*34

Rhodium 0-0 3*15

Iron 2*6—Thomson. 0*74—Berzelius.

Sp. Gr. 1 8-25— 19-5. H. above 4-5.

Primary form the rhomb. This natural alloy is rarely found
crystalHzed ; generally in small, irregular, and flattened grains,

which have a shining metallic lustre, but are of a somewhat
paler steel-grey colour than native platina, and are harder and

* Palladium ; from the planet Pallas.

•)• Iridium ; Iris, a rainbow $ its solutions are variegated.
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Iteuvier ; tliey possess a lamellar structure parallel to the termi-

nal planes of the crystals, and are brittle. Is not soluble in

nitro-muriatic or any other acid ; and is infusible before the
blowpipe, both alone and with fluxes. Fused with nitre» it

emits a peculiar chlorine«like odour, and becomes black; but re-

covers its original colour and lustre by heating on charcoal.

P on M or M'..*90* C Boumon.
M on M'. 120 0
Pon e\ 124 42

c2 114 67

It occurs along witli platina, in the province of Choco in

South America» and in the Ural Mountains of Siberia*

NATIVE TELLURIUM*
Hexabedral TeUurium, J. Gediegen Sjrlvan, W. Gcdiegen Teliur,

Hmu. Xellure Natif Auro-Fenif^re, H.

Tellurium 92*55, iron 7-20, gold 0-25—Klaproth.
Sp. Gr. 6*l-^-2. H. = 20—2-5,

Colour tin-white, passing into lead-grey ; with a shining metal-

lic lustre. Primary form the rhomb ; secondary, an hexagonal

prism, with the terminal edges replaced by single planes ; cleav-

age parallel to the faces of the primary, but, from the minute-
ness of the crystal) indistinct. Easily frangible.

It also occurs in crystalline grains, either aggregated, solitary,

or disseminated
; yields to the knife, and is brittle. Exposed to

the blowpipe, it melts readily, bums with a greenish flame, and
is almost entirely volatilized in a dense white vapour ; it at the

same time emits a pungent odonr like that of horse-radish,

whicli, however, is derived from a minute proportion of selen-

ium in combination. Is soluble in muriatic acid.

a on a' UO^'W
a' an ore" 141 36

It has only been found in the mine of Maria Loretto, at Face-
bay near Zalathna in Transylvania, where it occurs in veins in

sandstone, with iron pyrites and quartz. It is a scarce mineral.

* From tfae Lathi, Tellus, the earth.
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GRAPHIC TELLURIUM-

Graphic Gold. Schriflerz, W. Tellure Natif Auro-.lrgentifere, H.
Silvanite, Necker. Sjrlvane Graphique, BrochoHt, Prismatic Anti-

mony Glance, M.

Tellurium
Gold
Silver

Lead

Union of Cellurium, gold, and silver.

6M
8(H>
10*0

00
Klaproth.

61-35
28-86
10-29

0-00

Klaproth.

$20
24*0

11-3

1-6

Benelius.

Berzelius also remarked small proportions of copper» irooy an-

timooy^ sulphur^ and arsenic.

Sp. Or. 5-7. H. = 1-5—2 0.

OF a steel-grey colour, approaching to tin-white, and is gener-

ally splendent, but sometimes slightly tarnished externally.

Primary a right rhombic prism; the crystals are commonly
modified on the edges and angles, are extremely indistinct, and
generally minute. Cleavage perfect parallel to M ; fracture un-

even ; yields easily to the knife, and is brittle. Before the

blowpipe it fuses into a dark-grey metallic globule, covers the

charcoal with white fumes, which at the reducing flame disap-

pear, and, after a continued blast, is converted into a brilliant

and malleable bead* Soluble in nitric acid.

P onMor/..,., 90° 00*

MobM'.........107 44
P on al 141 30

a2 129 12
cl orcl'...15l 40
c2— cZ'-.-iae 42
<:3— c9'...132 45

Hon A 196 8
/on A 90 9

The German name of shrifterz was applied to this species by
Werner, in allusion to the peculiar disposition of its crystals,

which are frequently arranged in rows more or less resembling
graphic delineations. Several ditlerent crystalline forms have
been noticed, but the individuals being small, and in this man-
ner disseminated and engaged, they have not yet been satisfac-

torily described. It occurs accompanying gold in narrow veins,

which traverse porphyry, at OfFenbanya in Transylvania ; also

at Nagyag in the same country. Its large proportion of gold
renders this a highly valuable ore* {Manual.)
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YELLOW TELLURIUM,

Weiss Sjlvanerz, W. Wei?s Tullur. Gelberz, L. MuUexine, Necker*
Tellure Aunicre and Plumbifere, 11.

Union of teliuriuiDy gold, and lead.

Tellurium 44-75

Gold 26-75

Lend 19-50

Silver 8-50

Sulphur 0-50—Klaprotb.
Sj). Gr. 8 9—10-67. Soft.

Silver- white, j)a>Mngint() brass- yellow. Primary aright rhom-
bic [)rism oriOj*^ 30', and 74** 30'. Occurs in small but well-de-

fined cryiitals ;
possesses a brii^ht metallic lustre ; and is some-

what sectile. Before the blowpipe it covers the Lharcoal with
oxide of lead, melts into a white metallic globule, and emits a
nungent odour. Soluble in nitric acid> leaving a yellow metal*

lie residue.

MonM 105" 3(r

P on M or/... 90 00
Mod/. 142 30

h 127 30
a on /. H)l 30
c on h 12G 55

a 123

This very rare mineral occurs at Nagyag in Transylvania, in
irregular veins in porphyry, with gold, native arseniCi sulphuret
of manganese, and black tellurium ; also in the Altai MouDtaiiis>

Siberia.

BLACK TELLURIUM.

Naffjagererz, W. Tellure Natif Auro-Plombif^re, H. Pyramidal
Tellurium Glance, M. Blattcrtellur, //a//^. Foliated TeliuriuiDy A.
Telluro-Galene, Necker, Elasmose, BeudanU

Combination of tellurium, lead, gold, and sulphur.
Nagyag. Kagyag. Nagyag.

Tellurium 32-2 ?fMO 130
Lead 540 4600 63-1

Gold 90 7-50 6-7

Silver 0-5 0 00 0-0

Copper 1-3 100 1-0

Sulphur 3-0 2-50 11-7

Antimony 0-0 000 4-5

Klaproth. Brandes. Berthier.

Sp. Gr. 7 0—.7-2. H. = 1-0—.1*5.
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Colour between iron-black and dark lead-grey ; is found crys-

tallized in small and nearly tabular crystals, of which theprimary

form is a right square prism ; cleavage perfect parallel with P

;

lustre metafiic ; yields easily to the knife, is sectile* and in thin

laminae highly flexible^ though not elastic. On paper it leaves

slightly black traces ; and, when isolated and rubbed, acquires

resinous electricity. Before the blowpipe it melts, emitting a

dense vapour, which partly concretes on the charcoal in the form

ofreddish-brown powder; and yields a malleable metallic globule.

With borax it affords a bead of gold containing a little >ilver ;

and in nitro-muriatic acid is soluble without much diiiicuity,

leaving a white residue*

% Primaij.

jr on X }
"

x' oa X or X ...135 00 >

US 36
P on « or e^.,.««llO 00 c»g»

Occurs in foliated masses and crystalline plates, associated

with gold, bleiiLie, and red maiii^anese, at Nagyag in Translyva-

nia, and accoiupanying aiitimuny ores at Ollenbanya in the same
country.

NATIVE ANTIMONY.

Gediegen Spiesglas, W. Antimoine Natif, H* Br. Bt. Rhomboh«dral
Antimonj, M.*

.

Contains about 98 per cent, of antimony, with minute propor-

tions of silver, iron, arsenic, &C.

Sp. Gr. &o^6'S. H. = 3-0—3-5.
Of a tin-white colour, but by exposure becomes tarnished yel-

low. In nature ii occurs renifonii and amorphous, and in distinct-

ly lamellar concretions, but has not been observed crystallized.

The crystals, however, produced by fusion are readily recognised,

and, being the identical substance, may be assumed as the same.
The primary form of these is an obtuse rhomboid of 117^ 15^and
62^ 4&. It possesses a highly perfect cleavage, with a splendent

metallic lustre, parallel to o, and another, though with a minor
degree of lustre, parallel to P*

P on P 15'
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Isolated and rubbed, it acquires resinous electricity. It yields

to the knife, is somewhat sectile, and easily frangible. Before
the blowpipe it fuses readily, and, by continuing the heat, may
be entirely volatihzed in the form of a grey vapour ; but it the
fused mass be allowed to cool slowlv, it becomes covered with
brilliant white acicular crystab. When alloyed with a small pro-

puriion of arsenic, the vapour has ihc odour of garlic. Is solu-

ble in nitric acid, leaving a whitish deposit.

It occurs in veins traversing gneiss in Dauphme, with the
ores of antimony and cobalt; at Andreasberg in the Hartz ; at

Allemout near Grenoble in France ; at Sahlberg in Sweden, in

reniform masses disseminated in calcareous spar ; also in Mexico;
and in Connecticut with sulphuret of antimony. An anenical
variety is found at Allemont. It is frequently associated with
antimonial silver, from which it may be distinguished by its com-
portment before the blowpipe ; and is generally accompanied bj
antimonial ochre, which appears to be produced by its decompo-
sition. From its property of hardening the softer metals^ anti-

mony is employed as an alloy, particularly with lead and tin

;

and in several pharmaceutical preparations.

B£RTHI£RIT£.«

Haidingtr.

Contains Antimony 52*0

Suiphur 303
Iron 160
Zinc 0-3—Berthier.

Does not occur crystallized, but is found in masses confused-

ly lamellar, or composed of indistinct elongated prisms ; cleavage

parallel to the axis of the prism ; colour dark steel-grey, inclin-

ing to pinchbeck-brown ; lustre metallic. It fuses readily before

the blo\^ pipe, emits vapours of antimony, and forms a black sla^

which adts on the magnet* With fluxes it presents the indica-

tions of iron. It is soluble quickly in muriatic acid, witli disen-

gagement of sulphuretted hydrogen.
This species is found at Cbazelles in Auvergne, associated

with quartz, calcareous spar, and iron pyrites ; when fused it

yields antimony of such inferior quality that it is useless asan ore.

* Named by Haidioger in compliment to its diacoverer, Professor
Lerthier of Paris.
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SULPHURET OF ANTIMONY*

Prismatoidal Antimony Glance, ^1. Antimoine Gris, Brochnnf. Stil-

h\\ye, BrudanU GrejT AntunooJ. Omu Spie%;la0era, W. Antimoine
Suifure, H.

Combination of sulphur and antimony.

Antimony 73*77 75*0 IM
Sulphur 2G*SS 85-0 S60

Thomson. Proust Bergmann.
Sp. Gr. 4*3—4*6. H.= 2*0.

The massive presents a long columnar composition ; and the

fibrous variety occasionally exhibits a pltunosej wool]y» or felt*

like appearance : this last is the federerz of German mineralo-

glsts---the antimoine sulfure capillaire of Haiiy. Colour light

lead-grey, sometimes dull externally, often iridescent. Primary
form a right rhombic prism of about 88** SCy and 9P SC. It oc-

curs massive, disseminated, and crystallized in rhombic prisms,

variously modified and terminated ; the crystals are sometimes
closely aggregated laterally; it yields readily to cleavage at

right angles to the plane h of the following: figure, with brilliant

surfaces. Brittle ; yielding to the pressure of the nail ; soils

paper black when rubbed on it ; and emits on friction a sulphur-

eous odoui. In the flame of a candle it melts, even when in

considerable masses ; before the blowpipe it is absorbed by the

charcoal, and gives off at the same time a sulphureous odour and
white fumes.

M'on M 88»40'

M' on ^ or M on «2.....145 30
M' or M on h 134 20
M'on i' or M on t 17 1 40
M^on^ r 173 00
^2 on«3 108
A on or e2 1 25 30

Vori 161 30,

It occurs principally in veins, which in some places, as at
Wolfsthal in Hungary, are almost entirely coniposed nf n-rey an-
timony. Felsohanya, Schenuiitz, and Oenmitz in Hungary, are,

however, the most celebrated localities of this species; being
frequently found in these mines in distinct diverging prisms
several inches in length, associated with and penetrating crys-
tals of barytes and other minerals. It occurs also fibrous and
laminated in Dumfriesshire; massive in Cornwall; and com-

p 2
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pact particularly at Magurka in Hungary. The federerz is al-

most peculiar to Freybergand Braunsdorf in baxony, and Stol-

berg in the Ilartz.

This is the principal ore of antimony employed for commer*
cial purposes, and It is prepared by sinople iusioD. It is used In

the formation of severm alloys, in the fabrication of types, and
in medicine*

JAMESONITE*

Axotomous Antimony Glance^ M. Jamesonite, Hatdingcr,

Cornwall.

Contains Antimony 84*40 34*90

Lead 40*75 88*71

Iron 2-30 2*65

Sulphur 22*15—Rose 22*53—Rose.
and a little zinc and copper.

Sp, Gr. 5-5—5-8. H. = 2 0—2-5.

Primary form a right rhombic prism, whose lateral faces are

incHned to one another'at' angles of 101° 20' and 78° 40'; cleav-

age perfect perpendicular to the axis of the prism, less so pa-

rallel to it ; colour steei-grey i lustre metallic » streak unchanged ;

sectile.

Jamesonitc, like the preceding species, occurs both in aci-

cular diverging crystals, and in fibrous masses of considerable

dimensions. Its perfect cleavage perpendicular to the axis of
the prism is sufficiently characteristic. It occurs principally in

Cornwall, associated'with quartz, and minute crystals of bour-

nonite ; occasionally also in Siberia ; and disseminated in calca-

reous spar in Hungary.

PLAGIONITE.t

Combination of antimony 37*94, lead 40-52, and sulphur 21*53.

Occurs crystallized in oblique four*sided prisms, occupying the

drusy cavities of the matrix at Wolfsberg in the Hartz* Bcrze-

Uus doubts this combination, although it appears to be extremely

similar to that of the preceding ^[3ccie8.

* In honour of Professor Jameson of Kdinburah.

t From the Greek, TXay**;, obUque, ii om the form of its crystals.
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ZINKEMTE.

Wol&berg.

Contains Antimony 44*11

Lead 31-97

Sulphur 22-58

Copper 0*42—Rose.

Sp, Gr. 5-3—5-35. H. = S'O—3-5.
Occurs in regular six-sided prisms, terminated by flat six-

sided pyramids ; the faces of the prism inclined to one another

at an angle of 120°, those of the pyramid to the corresponding

faces of the prism at 102° 42', The faces of the prism are

usually striated deeply in a longitudinal direction, those of the

pyramid, though not furrowed, are uneven. Colour steel-grey ;

lustre bright metallic ; streak corresponding to the colour; fracture

uneven ; nu traces of cleavage. It is soluble in nitric acid,

yielding an immediate precipitate of white aiUiinony, When
heated alone on charcoal it decrepitates briskly, and melts as

readily as grey antimony ; small metallic globules are formed,

whidi are entirely volatile on the blast being continued, while

the charcoal is covered with a white coating of oxide of lead.

With soda it yields globules of metallic lead.

Zinkenite occurs in the antimony mine of Wolfsberg near Stol-

berg in the Hartz, and was named by its original discoverer, Dr
Gustavus Hose, in honour of his friend M. Zinken, the director

of the Anhalt mines. It much resembles both grey antimony

and bournonite in colour and fracture, but may be distinguished

from them by its superior hardness and specific gravity. Its

crystals are aggregated in groups, which present a columnar com-
position, and dccnr on a massive variety of the same species in

quartz. Their length often exceeds half an inch, tlicir breadth

two or three lines ; but frequently they are extremely tliin, and
form fibrous masses. ^ManuaL)

RED ANTIMONY.

Rothspiesglascrz, W. Antimoine Oxydc Sulfur^, H. Antimoine
Kouge, Br. Antiuion Blende, L. Prismatic Purple Blende, M.

Combination of the protoxide and sulphuret of antimony.
Braunfldor£

Antimony 74*45 67*5

Oxygen 4-27 10-8

Sulphur 20-47—Rose. 19-7—Klaproth.
Sp Gr. 4-5—4-6. H. = 1-0—1-5.

Piiuiary form an oblique rhombic prism, whose base, ac-
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cordmf}: to Mohs, is inclined to its axis at an anjjle of 101*^ iii'.

Secondary foim, the primary having its edges i L'[)laced. Cleav-
age highly perfect parallel to both sides of tlie primary prism.

Surface striated longitudinally ; lustre adamantine ; feebly trans-

lucent, strLak brownish-red; fuses easily on charcoal, by which
it is absorbed, and is at last entirely volatilized. When immers-
ed in nitric acid, it becomes covered with a white coating. The
capillary Tariety, in which the individuals are so interlaced as to
present flakes resembling tinder, is distinguished by the German
mineralogists, under the name of Zundererz or lender
By reflected light of a cherry-red, by transmitted light of a

crimson colour, but commonly tarnished externally with a brown-
ish or bluish tinge, or is iridescent* It forms very flne diverging

or interlaced acicular crystals ; has a shining luatrCi is translu-*

cent, and brittle.

Bed antimony occurs in veins with quartz, accompanyinggrey
and white antimony, at Malazka near Posing in Hungary ; at

Braunsdorf near Freyberg in Saxony ; and at Allemont in Dau-
phine. The principal localities of tmder are, are Clausthal and
Andrea&berg in the Hartz.

OXIDE OF ANTIMONY.

White Antimony. ^Weiss Spiesglaserz, W. Antimoine Oxydd, H.
Aiitimoine Blanc, Br. Prismatic Antimony Baryte, M. Prismatic
White Antimony, J. Spiessglansweias, Hmi§.

Combination of oxjgen and antimony. ^\ hen pure it con-

sists of antimony 84'32, oxygen 15*68—Berzelius.

Sp. Gr. 5-6—6-6. H. = 2*5—S*0.
Colour 8now*white, yellow, or grey, sometimes peach*bIossom

red. Primary form a right rhombic prism of 137** 43^ and 42^ 17%

Generally in tabular and acicular crystals, in diverging groups;

more rarely massive. Principal cleavage highly perfect parallel

to the lesser diagonal of the prism ; lustre between pearly and
adamantine; translucent ; streak white. It melts very easily be-

fore the blowpipe, and is volatilized in the form of a white va*

pour. With borax it forms a glass which appears yellowish while

hot, but becomes almost colourless on cooling* Soluble in nitro-

muriatic acid.

Beautiful varieties of agrg^i-cgated tabular crystals occur with

other ores oi antimony at Przibram in Bohemia ; the acicular

variety is found at Braunsdorf in Saxony, Malazlca in Hungary,
and at. Allemont in Dauphine.
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ANTIMONIAL OCHR£«
Spiessglanz Ocbre, W. Antimoine OxyA4 Terreuz, H. A&Hmonoker, I*.

SUbioonise, Beudani,

Combioation of oxygen, antimony, and water.

Sp. Gr. 3-7^*8.
Occurs in earthy masses of a yellow, greVi or brownish colour.

Dull; soft and friable ; streak grey or yellowish-white. Upon
charcoal it does not fuse, but forms a slight antimonial sublima-
tion; and yields water in the matrass. With borax or salt of
phosphorus it comports itself like oxide of antimony ; with soda
IS reduced.

This substance is found associated with the sulphuret and other
ores of antimony at Bruck in Rhenish Prussia; in Nassau; in

the Erzgebirge of Saxony ; and in Gallicia in Spain, where prisms

of the sulpliuret are frequently observed partly changed into an-
timonial ociire.

ANTIMONPHYLLITE.

Sp. Gr. 4 025. H. = 1-0—1-5.

Crystallized in thin unequiangular six-sided prisms, ofa grey-

ish-white colour ; lustre pearly, inclining to adamantine ; trans-

lucent ; sectile ; and, when in thin laminae, flexible like talc.

Contains oxide of antimony, a copious precipitate of which is

thrown down from its solution in muriatic acid by water. Spe-
cimens of this mineral are preserved in the collections of Dres-
den and Halle, but their locality is unknown*

NATIVE LEAD.
Lead is described as occurring in the metallic state, in small

masses, in the lavas of the island of Madeira and other volcanic

districts, iorming the native lead of some mineralogists, iiut it

is still a very problematical mineral.

SULPHURET OF LEAD.
Galena. Ble]gUuiz,W. Plomb Sulfurc, H. Gal^ne,Bt. Lead Glance, J.

Hexabedral Lead Glance, Al.

Bi-sulphuret of lead.

Durham.

Contains Lead 79-6 83-00 86-13

Sulphur 13-4 16-41 13-02

Silver 7-0 traces 0-00

Beudant. Westrumb. Thomson.
Sp. Gr. 7-4—7-6. H. = 2-7.
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Silver is very frequently found mixed with galena, and in ex-
tremely variable pro[)ortions ; its presence, however, which can
only be ascertained by cupellation, does not influence Liiher the
physical or external characters of the species in any v\ ay. Ex-
ternally o{ a Itad-grcy colour, occasionally blackish-grey ; some-
times irisated superficially. Primary form the cube. It occurs

crystallized in the cube and regular octahedron, and in some of
their varieties ; structure lamellar ; cleavage parallel with the
planes of the cube, highly perfect and easily obtained ; the frac-

tured surfaces possess a brilliant metallic lustre. It also oc-

curs in amorphous masses, possessing a straight or curved lameU
lar structure ; frequently granular, consisting of small crystal-

line plates irregularly disposed in regard to one another; and
sometimes almost compact, yielding a flat conchoidal fracture,

and presenting little lustre. A beautiful iridescent tarnish is fre-

quently observable, which is confined however (as in some other
minerals) to the secondary forms ; the faces of the octahedron
appearing iridescent, while those of the cube are not.

Before the blowpipe it first decrepitates, but when heated
with precaution it melts, and yields, after the sulphur has been
driven off, a i^lohule of metallic lead. It is partly soluble in nit-

ric acid, and leaves a white residue.

2. 3. 4. 5.

Fig. I, the primary ; a cube. Pig. 2, the same, of which the solid angles

are replaced by triangular planes, forming the passage into the regular

octahedron, fig. 3, in which these planes are complete. Fig. 4, the octa-

hedron, having the edges replaced. Fig. 6 : in this each edge of the teta*

hedron is bevelled, or replaced by two planes.

P on V or P" 90° 0' H.
P F or P'' on a a' or a" 120 15 —
Ponh 164 45 —

.

PorP'on«',orP'orF'ontflS5 00 ^
a on o' or rt" > ..109 28

6, 6, or 6..... 150 30 —
c or c 104 12 —

a or of on or a or a" on e...l44 44 »
eone • 160 31

Galena is a mineral of very frequent occurrence^ forming veins

and beds both in primary and secondary rocks. Veins in gneiss
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are its repositories at Freyberg in Saxony ; veins in primitive

limestone at Sala in Sweden ; and veins in clay^slate at Clausthal

and Neudorf in the Hartz, Przibram in Bohemia, and elsewhere.

The graiiwacke at Leadhills and the killas of Cornwall arc equally

interspersed with veins of galena; and the rich repositories of

Derbyshire, Cumberland, and the northern districts of England,

as well as those of Bleiberg, and the neighbouring localities in

Carinthia, are contained in transition or mountain limestone.

Tiie general forms of its crN stals are the cube and octiihcdron,

with various intervening rnociifications. Individuals of very large

dimensions hav e been obtained at Dul ton and Alston Moor in Cum-
berland ; at Pfafienberg near Neudorf in the Hartz ; in Tran*

svlvania and Saxony. Leadhills is its principal Scottish localitx,

though it has been noticed also in large octahedral crystals

near Inverkeithing in FtfeshirC) at East Calder, the Isle of
lalay and elsewhere* It is associated in the English localities

with calcareous and fluor spars, with blende, calamine, baryte8»

witherite^ and pearl spar ; in Greenland with cryolite and sparry

iron.

The compact variety chiefly occurs at Freyberg in Saxony, in

the Hartz, CTarinthia, and at Leadhills. {Manual,)
American localities of galena are extremely numerous, although

there are few valuable mining deposits of this species in the
western continent.

Spcmdar Galena, PIomb'sulfure]speculairc, II. consists of an
extremely tliin coating ol' lead on quartz or some other substance,

and exhiiuiij an appearance of poiisli, and a lustre, from which
the nauie of Slichenside, or looking-glass lead ore, has been de-
rived. It is found pi iiicipally in the mines of Derbyshire.

Blue Lead, Blau Bleierz, W. Plomb sulfure prismatique

epigone, H. Piomb bleu, Br. Plomb noir, Bt. This is evidently

pseudomorphous off^osphate oflead. It occurs massive, likewise

in six-sided prisms of a colour between lead-grey and indigo-

blue, which sometimes are narrower near the terminations than
across the middle, and which are superficially dull and rough

;

the fracture is even,orflatconchoidal, with a glimmering metiSlic

lustre ; it is soft, somewhat sectile, and easily frangible. Spe-
cific gravity 5*4. It has been found at Zschoppau in Saxony

;

at Huelgoet near JPouUaouen in France, accompanyingcarbonates
of lead and copper ; and in the mine of Huel Hope in Cornwall.
The prisms internally consist of fibrous galena, occasionally mix-
ed with a translucent substance, of a rich brown colour by trans-

mitted light, and greatly resembling some varieties of phosphate
of lead ; or they consist almost wholly of this substance, the
surface only appearing to have passed into the suiphuret; other
specimens consist of remarkably compact galena, and they all

bear the external appearance of the ordinary suiphuret of lead.
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Galena is distinguished from plumbago by its weis'bt, and by its

not affording distinct traces on paper ; from .sulphm et of molyb-
dcna also by its structure, which is never foliated; and from
the brilliant metallic varieties of blende, bv the surfaces of its

crystals resunning their histre instantly when breathed upon^

while those of blende remain dull for some time.

The Sulphuret of Lead and Antimony^ and tlie Sulphuret of
Leady Antimony^ and Silver^ may be classed with this species;

the difference in their chemical composition being insufficient

to distinguish them otherwise than as varieties.

Supemdphuret cfload is earthVf of a bluish-grey colour, and
so highly inflammable as to take nre and burn on bein^ held in

the flame of a candle* It occurs in the Dufton lead mines*

The lead mines of Chreat Britaui produce annually firom 45,000
to 48,000 tons of smelted lead, which is prmcipally obtained from
the sulphuret*

BOUKNONITE.*

Triple Sulpiiuret. Phidellione, Bournon. Schwarz Spiessglaserz, W.
Spiesjzlanzbleierz, Klapr. Bleiikhlerz, Ilaus. riombe Sulfur^ Auti-
monirere (in part), H. Diprismatic Copper Glance, M.

Combination of siilphuret of lead, sulphuret of copper, and
sulphuret or antimony.

Claustiial. Hartz. Pfaflenberg. Cornwall.

Lead 42-50 34-50 4084 41*0 42-62

Sulphur 18-00 13-50 20-31 20-0 17-00
,

Antimony 19*75 16-00 26*28 25*0 24-23
.

Copper 11*75 16*25 12*65 13*0 12*80

Iron 5*00 13*75 0*00 0*0 1*20

Silver 0*00 2^25 OKK) 0-0 0^
Klaproth* Rose. Smithson* Hatchett.

Sp. Gr. 5-79—5-83. H. = 2-5—3 0.

Colour approaching to steel*grey, wltl) a sliintng lustre; but
occasionally the crystals appear of a dull lead-grey, with a tinge

of black. Primary form a right rectangular prism. It occurs

crystallized in this forms variously modified ; structure lamellar,

affording cleavage planes parallel to the lateral faces of the pri-

mary and both its diaj^onals ; fracture uneven nr flat conchoi-

dal, vr ith a brilliant metallic lustre ; it is very brittle, and yields

to the pressure of the nail. Before the blowpipe it decrepitates,

then melts, emitting a white sulphureous vapour, after which

• Bournonito, in honour of theComte do Bournon, who first described

this mineral, and who £^ave it the name of EadelUone, from the parish
in Cornwall in which it was found.
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there remains a crust of sulpliuret of lead, enclosing a globule

of copper, ileadilj soluble in heated nitric add.

1. 2. 8.

Fin;. 1, a rectangular jjrism, of whicli the lateral erlges are replaced,

converling Liie cr^ystal into an eight-sided prism. In fig. 2, two oppo-
site edges of each terminal plane are replaced by planes Siclininff on the
terminal planes, so as to reduce them greatly. Ilg. 3. a made, in which
two crystals similar to fig. 2, but elongated, cross each ether.
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The most magnificent crystals of bournonite are found in the
mines of Neudorf in the Hartz, where they occasionally exceed
an inch in diameter. It occurs accompanying quartz, fahlerz^

and phosphorescent blende» at Kapnik in Tran8ylvania» in com-
pressed crystals, which, from their peculiar macled arrangement*

produce the variety termed in German [nukkrz or wheel->

ore ; also with pearl spar and quartz, at a mine near Servos in

Piedmont ; at Braunsdorf and Gersdorf in Saxony ; at Clausthal

and Andreasberg in the Hartz ; in some of the gold mines of
Hungary and Transylvania ; in Peru ; and in Cornwall*

PRISMATOIDAL COPPER GLANCE.

Prismatoidal Copper Glance, M. Cuivre Sulfiir^ FrismatoSde, 2feeker.

Contains lead 29-90, sulpliur 8 60, antimony 16*65, arsenic

6*04, copper 17*35, iron 140—Schrotter.

Sp. Gr. 5*7—5-8. H. = 2-0—3-0.
Primary form a right rhombic prism» cleavable paralld to the

axis in the direction of the smaU diagonal of the base* It is

generally somewhat decomposed, externally coated with oxide
ofiron, and, when fresh fractured, presents a blackish lead-grey

colour. It occurs with carbonate of iron at St Grertraud, near
Wolfsberg in Carlnthia.

NATIVE MINIUM.
Native Minium, SMAjon. Plombe Oxy64 Bouge, H.

Colour aurora«red. It occurs amorphous and pulverulent,

but when closely exammed exhibits a crystalline structure. Be-
fore the blowpipe on charcoal it is first converted into litharge,

and then into metallic lead. It is supposed to be an oxide of lead,

and to arise from the decomposition ofgalena, in veins of which
it commonly occurs.

It is found in Grassington Moor in Craven, and at Grasshill

Chapel, in Weirdale, Yorkshire. On the continent, near Baden-
weiler ; and in Siberia.

SELENIURET OF LEAD.

Selenblei. Flomb Seleniurt^, Levy, Clausthalie, Beudaiit,

Lead 70-98 63-98

Selenium 28*11 31*42

Cobalt 0-83—Turner. 3-14—Rose.
Sp. Gr. 8-2—8-8, Haidinger ; 6-7—6-8, Silliraan.

Crystalline form unknown. Colour lead-grey inclining to
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blaish ; lustre metallic ; cleavage indiBtiDct ; fracture granular

and shining. Bears considerate resemblance to fine granular

galena. Before the blowpipe on charcoal it is quickly deoom*
posed, and affords, besides the usual phenomena arising from the

presence of lead, the odour of decayed horse-radish, a brownish

matter being at the same time deposited on the charcoal ; heated
over the spirit-lamp in a glass tube closed atone extremity, the

selenium almost instantly sublimes, and forms a red ring with*

in the tube, at the open extremity of which its peculiar odour
is very perceptible. It is a rare substance, oecurring only in the

massive state in veins of hematite, near Clausthal, and Tilkerode
in the Uartz, sometimes with particles of native gold*

At the latter locality the ibliowiog compounds have likewise

been met with.

1. S£L£NIURET OF LeAD AND COPFER.

Lead 59-67 47-43

Copper 7-86 15-45

Selenium 29*76 34-26

Iron 0-77 000
Silver 000—Rose. 1-29—Rose.

Sp. Gr. 7-0.

Occurs in amorphous masses of a lead-grey colour. Is duc-

tile and scctile. Fuses readily before tlie blowpipe, yielding oxide

of lead, and reddish metallic grains. Acted upon by nitric acid.

2. Selen'ilret of Lead and Cobalt.

Lead 63-92 70-98

Cobalt 3-14 0-83

Selenium 31-42 2811
Iron 0*45—Rose. 0*00—Stromeyer*

Sp. Gr. 7-697.

Has much the aspect of Icjiiurct of lead. Gives off in the

closed tube a subHniation ot selenium, and exhibits with the

iiuxes tlie re-action of cobalt^ by colouring them blue.

3. SELENIUltET OF LeAD AND MeKCURY.

Lead 56-84 27-33

Mercury 16-94 44.-G9

Selenium 24 07—Rose. 27-98—Rose.
Sp. Gr. 7-8_7 87.

Exhibits a very distinct cubical cleavage. In the matrass

yields a crystalline sublimation ot the seleniuret of mercury.
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PLOMBGOMME.

Hydrous Aiuminate of Lead, Smithton, Plomb Hydro-Alumineuz, H.

Combination of the oxide of lead, alumina, and water.

Oxide of lead 40*14

Alumina 37*00

Water • 18-80

Sulphuric acid ' 0-20

Lime, oxides of iron and manganese [1 *80

Silica 0 60—^Berzelius.

Sp. Gr. 6425. H. = 4 0—5 0.

This mineral is of a ^'('llnw colour, sometimes tinged with

brown. It occurs in small reiiiform masses, composed of many
concentric spherical layers, whicli are externally splendent, often

resembling mammillated chalcedony, sometimes possessing a de-

gree of pearly lustre on tlteir inner surfaces, and occasionally

irisated. The concentric layers, when broken across, are with-

out splendour, and rarely present slight appearances of a radiat-

ed texture, but are without any regular crystalline structure.

Fracture conchoidal ; translucent. When suddenly heated it

decrepitates violently; but when approached with caution it

becomes white and opake, although it does not fuse. With
borax it forms a colourless transparent glass, hut without re-

ducing the lead, which, however, is effected on the addition of

soda. It acquires negative electricity by friction.

It is found only at Huelgoet near Poullaouen in Brittanjt as-

sociated in clay-slate with galena, blende, and iron pyrites.

There are certain varieties of mammillated blende to which it

bears much resemblance.

CAUBONATE OF LEAD.

Diprismatic Lead Baryte, M. Weiss Bleierz, W. Pkmbe Carbonate, H«
Ceruse, Beudaat* Kohlensauies Blei, L* White Lead Ore, J.

Combination of carbonic acid, and protoxide of lead.

Leadhiils. Zellerfeld. Nertschinsfc.

Carbonic acid 16 0 16 0 15-5

Protoxide of lead 82 0 812 84-5

Lime 0-0 0-9 0-0

Oxide of iron 0-0 0-3 0 0

Klaproth. Westrnmb. John.

Sp. Gr. 6-3—6-6. H. = 3-U—3-5.

Primary form a right rhombic prism. Either colourless or

white, passing into grey and greyish-black \ tinged also green
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and blue by admixture with ores of copper. It occurs in tabu-

lar crystals, in six-sided prisms variously terminated, and in

other macled crystals of difierent forms. It cleaves parallel to

the planes F, M, and ofthe following figures, butnotdistinctly,

being frequentlv interrupted by oonchoidal fracture ; the lustre of
the planes produced by cleavage is somewhat adamantine ; the
fracture small conchoidal, with a resinous lustre ; transparent or
translucent; when transparent it is doubly refractive in a high
degree; very brittle. It also occurs massive. Its powder thrown
upon live coal emits a phosphorescent light. Before the blowpipe
it decrepitates, becomes yellow, then red, and is immediately re*

duced to the metallic state, the charcoal being covered with the
yellow fumes of lead ; with the fluxes it forms a diaphanous glass*

it eiferve&ces in dilute muriatic acid, especially if warm.

Macles*

Mon M' 117" 00'

P on M or 90 00
a 140 14

/. 90 00
h 90 00

M or M on a or a' 116 30
MorM'on/. 148 82
MonMorM'onM' 144 15

12 12 146 12

&3 b3 124 42
cl 100 24

Mon A 121 26
i 150 00

a on a 67° 12^

fton»l orU 149 00
M on M 130 00
^^12 162 6

h3 160 32
cl on cl 140 20

M 184 00
^^3 151 00

Aoncl.... 109 16

c2 125 43
c3 145 IC

-.^i. 151 21
M on M" (macles) 125 80

There are few substances whose crvstallizations are more com*
plex than the carbonate of lead. The circumstance, too, of its

crystals being usually macled, in general small, and the number
oftheir facets very numerous, accountsfor its having long puzzled

mineralogists.^
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Leadhllls and Wanlockhcad are well known as tlie Scotch

localities of this mineral; it there occurs with other ores of

lead, particularly the phosphate, sulphate, sulphato-tri-carbonate,

and cupreous-sulphate, accompanying galena in transition-slate*

Very beautiful crystals are found in the mining districts of Sax-
ony, particularly at Johanngeorgenstadt ; at Nertschinsk and
Beresof in Siberia, near Bonn on the Rhine, at Clausthal in the

HartZf at Tamowitz in Silesia, at Bleiberg in Carinthia, and at

Mies and Przibram in Bohemia. In England it has also been
met with at Alston Moor, at Keswick, and in Cornwall, where,
particularly at the mine of St Minvers, it occurs in snow-white
and easily frangible acicular carystals, so delicate as almost to

preclude the possibility of transport. (MamiaL)
J^art/if/ Carbonate of Lead. Bleiorde, W. Plomb carbonate

terreiix, H. Indurated and friable earth}' lead-ore, J. Colour
grey, occasionally tinged green, yellow, or led, also reddish-

brown; massive, disseminated and pulverulent
;
conniioiily dull

and opake, sometimes friable, soft, and heavy. It occurs in seve-

ral European countries, commonly associated with the preceding.

SULPHATO-CARBONATE OF LEAD.

PrismatoiJal Lead Baryte, Haid, Schwefel und Koblensaures Bki of
the Germmum Lanarkite, BeudanU Dyoxylite, Shepard,

Combination of carbonic acid, sulphuric acid, and oxide of
lead.

Carbonate of lead 46*9, sulphate of lead 53-1—Brooke.

Sp* Gr. 6*8—7-0« H. = 2'5.

Colour greenish-white, pale yellow, or grey. Primary form
a right rhombic prism of 59^ 15^ and 120** 45f. The crystals

are seldom distinct, always minute and aggregated lengthways,

presenting a character approaching to fibrous. Cleavage per*

feet and easily obtained parallel to a plane which replaces the

acute lateral edges of the primary; the laminse resulting from
cleavage are flexible, like gypsum ; lustre adamantine ; streak

wliite ; translucent.

a on b .....lUMO'
b onb over summit 130 5

a on c 106 45

d 78 46
e 123 20

r on/. 133 0
d on e 136 d4
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It is soluble in nitric acid without perceptibly effervescing,

leaving a residue of the sulphate of lead s and before the blow«
pipe on charcoal fuses into a globule which is white when cold^

and is nearly reduced to metallic lead.

It occurs among other Bpecies of lead ore at Leadhills in

Scotland.

SULPHATO-TRI-CARBONATE OF LEAD.

Axotomous J>sd Baryte, ^l. Rhombohedrischer Schwefel Kohlen-
MMires Blei, Leanhard. LeadfaUlitey Beudani,

Combination of carbonic add^ sulphuric acid, and oxide of
lead.

Carbonate of lead 72*5 72-7 7M
Sulphate of lead 27*5 27-3 SOO

Brooke. Stromeyer. Berzelius.

Sp. Gr. 6-2—6-4. H.s2*5.
Colour white, passing into pale yellow, green, or grey. The

primary form of the crystals of this species used to be consider-

ed an acute rhomb of 72° 3(K and 107° Sa*, but the optical in-

vestigations of Sir David Brewster, who ascertained their two
axes of double refraction, and the crystallographic resciVches

of Haidinger, determined it to be an oblique rhombic prism of
120° 20^ and 59° 40^. The crystals seldom exceed an inch in

diameter, generally they are mucli smaller, and when macled, as

is not unfrequently the case, they present forms which are with

difficulty determinable. Cleavage perfect and easily obtained
parallel to a ; translucent; streak wiiite; lustre resinous, inclin-

ing to adamantine : pearly on the iacc a, which is one of the

most distinguishing characteristics of the species. Befort the

blowpipe it intumesces and becomes yellow, but re-assumes its

white colour on -cooling. It effervesces briskly in nitric acid,

leaving a white residue of sulphate of lead. *

a on 6 90^20'
c on cr 90 1

4

Pona Ill 42
P'ona Ill 18

g on a 128 23
g' on a 128 5
c one lio 'JO

h on c ilii oO

This substance also occurs with other ores of lead at Lead-
hills, Scotland
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CUPREOUS SULPHATO CARBONATE OF LEAD.

Paratomous Lead Baryte, HaUi. Schwefol und Kolilensaures Blei und
Kupfer of tin Germans. Calcedonite, Bcudant. Cupreous Sulphato-
Carl>onate of Letd, Brooke,

Combination of carbonic acid, sulphuric acid, oxide of*leady

and oxide of copper. Carbonate of lead S2*S, carbonate of cop*
per 11"4!^ sulphate of lead 55*8—Brooke.

Sp. Gr. 6-4. II. = 2-5—3 0.

Colour bright verdigris-green, or bluisli. Primary form a right

rhombic prism of and 85**, parallel to the planes of which it

cleaves indistinctly. Sometimes its cr3^stals are large and well-

defined, at others it appears in small tufts radiating from their

common point of attachment. Translucent; streak greenish-

white ; lustre resinous ; rather brittle. Before the blowpipe on
charcoal it is reduced. Soluble wirli feeble effervescence in nitric

acid, leaving a residue of sul |>hate ui lead.

M on i\r' 95» 00'

P on M or M' 90 00
a% 108 00— «— c 126 00
orrV 126 00

—~ c2 or c>' 115 m
h 1/0 00

M on el 144 00
h 132 30

fl2 onfl2' 143 42
—- on ff2 140 40
c on h 144 30
el on tV, 108 00
«2 on^ ItO 35

The above figure and measurements by Brooke.

It is found, with the two preceding variettes of lead*ore, at

Leadhills in Scotland*

MURIATE OF LEAD.

Berzelite, Levy. Peritomous Lead Bnrjto, IVI. Saitsaures Blei von
Mendip of the Germans.

Composition not exactly determined, it being difficult to as-

certain whether the carbonate of lead, which is in small propor-

tions in this species, is combined or only mixed with it. Ber-

zelius supposes it to be a combination of one atom of chloride

with two atoms of the oxide of lead, mixed with carbonate of
lead*
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Mendip.

Chloride of lead 34-63

Oxide of lead 65-82

Carbonate of lead 7-55

Silica 1-46

Water 054—Berzelius*

Sp. Gr. 7-L H. = 2-5—a O.

Occurs in crystalline masses having a fibrous and radiated

columnar structure. Primary form a right rlionibic prism of
102" 27' and 77° 33', parallel to all the faces of which it cleaves

with facility. Colour white, with a yellow or reddish tinge

;

feebly translucent or opake ; and presenting a pearly lustre on
the faces of cleavage* Fracture conchoidal or uneven. Before

the blowpipe on charcoal it is reduced, and emits fumes ofmu-
riatic acid ; and in a mixture of salt of phosphorus and per-

oxide of copper the flame assumes an intense blue colour. Is

soluble with slight effervescence in dilute nitric acid.

Churchill in the Mendip Hills of Somersetshire is the prin**

cipal locality of this rare species; it is there found disposed on
earthy black manganese. It is said to occur as a product of sub-

limation upon the lava of Vesuvius ; but from that locality the

specimens are so indistinct as to render its identity doubtl'ul.

COTUNNITE.

Cotunnia, Jlfmllceffi and CovelB. Cotunnite, KabeS,

Contains Lead 74*52

Muriatic acid 25-48—^Berzelius.

Sp. Gr. 1-897. Slightly scratched by the nail.

In extremely minute acicular crystals of a white colour.

Lustre adamantine, occasionally silky, or pearly. Fuses with

facility before tlie bluv\pipc, culouring the flame blue, and emit-

ting a white smoke, which is condensed on the ehaieoal ; with

soda globules of reduced lead are formed ; in the matrass it

fuses and is sublimated ; and in abbut twenty-seven times its

weight of cold water is entirely dissolved.

This substance was observed by Monticelli and CovelU in the

crater of Vesuvius, after the eruption of ; it was accom-
panied with muriate of soda, muriate and sulphate of copper,

and other salts. It is named in compliment to one of themedi«
cal men of Naples. {ManuaL)

Q
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MUIiiO-CARBONATE OF LEAD.

Hornblei, W. Plorab Cornd, Br. Tlomb Muriate, Bt. Corneous Lead-
Ore, J. Blci-IIorncrz, Leonhard. Plomb IMurio-Carbonat^, I^vft,

Brachytypous Lead Barjrte, M. Kerasiiie, BmdanL

This mineral appears to be muriate oflead mechanically mixed
With carbonate of lead.

Matlock.

Oxide of lead 85-5

Muriatic acid 8*5

Carbonic acid 6-0—Klaproth.

Sp. Gr. 6-0—G l. n. = 3 0.

Colour white, greyish, or yellow. Primary form a rectangular

four-sided prism ; in which it also occurs either perfect, or having

the lateral and also the terminal edges replaced, cleaves parallel

to all the faces of the prism ; structure lamellar ; fracture con-

choidal, with a splenoent adamandne lustre; transparent or

translucent ; sectife^ and easily frangible. Before the blowpipe

on charcoal it fuses into a transparent globule, which becomes
pale-yellow on cooling. With salt of phosphorus mixed with

deut-oxide of copper it colours the flame green or bluish-green.

M onM WW
Hot M(nii...l35 00

The above from a crystal in the British Museum, by Brooke.

The finest crystals of this species have been obtained in Crora-
ford Level, near Matlock in Derbyshire, with carbonate and sul-

phuret of lead and fluor. Of these some splendid specimens, ex-

ceeding an inch in length, are preserved in the British Museum.
It is oescribed also as occurring at Badenweiller in Germany ;

and crystallized and of a green colour on galena in Southampton,
Massachusetts.

«

PHOSPHATE OF LEAD.
Khombohcrlrnl Lead Baryte(in part), M. Phosphorsaiires Blei, Leonhard^

Pyroinorjihite, 7?ri/J(/«/. Griin Bleierz, W. Plomb riiospbat^, H.

Conibioation of protoxide of ieady phosphoric acid, and muri-
atic acid.

Iluelgoet. Zschopau.

Oxide of lead 78-58 82-29

Phosphoric acid 19-73 15-73

Muriatic add 1-65—Klaproth. l*98~Woh]er.
Sp. Gr. 6-9—7 H.= 3*5—i*0.
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It is of variotis shades of green, yellowish-green, yellow, ash-

grey, and brown. Primary form the regular six-sided prism, in

wliich it also occurs crystallized, generally, however, modified on
the edges; traces of cleavage are visible parallel to all the faces

of the prism c d (f replacin<r its terminal edges, thereby ailurd-

ing cleavages parallel to the planes of a six-sided jjyramid ; it

also occurs botryoidal, reniform, and massive, and oflen barrel-

shaped, or contracted at the ends of the prisms. Fracture im«
perfect conchoidal and dull. Surface ofM always striated hori«

zontally ; P rough and often indented ; streak white or yellow

;

semi-transparent to translucent on the edges; lustre resinous;

easily frangible, but less so than sulphate or carbonate of leacL

Before the blowpipe on diarcoal it melts in the outer flame into

a globule, which crystallizes on cooling, and becomes brown ; in

the reducing flame the globule appears bluish, is luminous while
hot, and on cooHng crystallizes with large facets of a lighter colour,

approaching the aspect of mother-of-pearL It is acted upon by
nitric acid.

M on M' .120" 00'

P on M or M' 90 00
AI orM'on d'. 150 00
M on e'er M' on 0^131 45
P on c ore". 138 30
c one or 110 0

It occurs with galena in primitive and secondary rocks. Finely
crystallized specimens are found at Zschopau and other places
in Saxony; atPrzibram and Mies in Bohemia; at Badenweiller
in Baden; in Cornwall; at the Leadhills in Scotland; and in

'Siberia* The brown varieties occur principally at Poullaouen and
Huelgoet in Brittanyi at Wanlockhead in Scot4and» and at Blei-

stadt in Bohemia.

POLYSPHAlilTE,

Sp. Gr. 5'83—5-89.

In roundish masses, having internally a radiated structure
;

colour brown or yellow; lustre greasy ; fracture conchoidal. It

scratches mica, but is scratched by fiuor spar. Contains oxide
of lead, pliosphoric acid, and magnesia. From the mines of
Freyberg in Saxuny, where it accompanies blende, galena, quartz,

and iron pyrites. (jSIanuaL^
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Osdde of lead
FboBphoric add
Arsenic acid

Muriatic acid

ARSENIATE OF LEAD.

Plomb Axseaiat^, H. Rhomboh«dna TLe&d Baijte, M. Mimet^
BmdaHL AnenikMures Blei, Ltoi^antU

Combination of arsenic acid, muriatic acid, and oxide of lead.

Johanng^oigenstadt. GomwalL
76-69 77-60 69-76
1-32 7-60 0-00

21-20 12-50 26-40
1-89 1-50 1-68

Wohler. Rose. Gregor.
Sp. Gr. G'9—7-3. = S-d—4-0.

Colour various shades of yellow, passing into hyacinth- and

anrora-red—frequently very brilliant. Primary form the regu*

lar six-sided prism, in which it likewise occurs either perfect or

having tlu terminal edges replaced ; also nnmimillated, reniforro,

and c()m{)act. The structure of tlie crystals is lamellar, yielding

indistinctly to cleavage parallel to the planes of the prism; it is

translucent, rarely transparent ; external lustre of the crystals

resinous ; easily irangible ; fracture imperfect conchoidaK or un-

even. Before the blowpipe on charcoal it I'u-es with difficulty,

emits arsenical vapours, and is reduced to glubules oi metallic

lead.

^5 M on M' • 120* eg'

P onMorM' 90 —

*

M on r ••••.130 —

The largest crystals of this iqpecies have been found at Johaim'

georgenstadt in Saxony ; but at that locality they are now rare.

Latterly it has occurred in beautiful translucent yellow crystals,

disposed on quartz at Huel Alfred in Cornwall; and at Caldbeck

Feil in Cumberland, aggregated in opake, orange-yellow colour-

ed individuals, which consist each of three hexagonal prisms

curved towards their terminations in a manner often bcautitully

symmetrical. The varieties from Leadhills are more remarkable

for the richness oi their colours than the beauty of their crys

line forms, being generally agt.^rcgated, grouped in rosettes, form-

ing superficial coatings, and otherwise indistinctly defined. The

orange phosphate from this locality has been ascertained by the

Rev. W. Vernon to contain about one per cent, of the chromate

of lead, to which admixture he attributes the splendid tinges of

that variety. (Manual)
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Mammillated araeniate of lead occurs at Huelgoet; the reni-

form and orbicular varieties are met with at the Puy de Dome
in Auvergne» and in the Grand Duchy of Baden; while the

filamentous or capillary kind is found at St Prix in the depart^

ment of the Saone in France.

The Hediff^n of BreUhat^ described as a white» shining*

massive mineral^ having a specific gravity equal to 5*404^ and
containing oxide of lead 52*95, muriatic acid 2*03, arsenic acid

22-78, phosphoric acid 6-20, and lime 14*03—Kersten, from

Langbanshyttan in Sweden, is evidently a variety of this spe-

cies.

SULPHATE OP LEAD.
Biei Vitriol, W. Plomb Sulfate, H. BU Vitriol de Plomb Natif, Dr.

Prismatic Lead Barjte, M. Anglesite, BeuianU

Combination of sulphuric acid and protoxide of lead*

ZeUerfeld. Angtetes. MTanloekhesd.

7247 71-0 70-50

26*09 24-8 2575
012 2-0 2-25

0»61 0-0 000
Stromcver. Klaproth. Klaproth.

Sp. Gr. 6-23—6'3'l. H. = S O.

Colour white, grey, or yellowish; frequently tinged blue or

green by tlie oxide of copper. It occurs crystallized in rhombic

prisms with diedral terminations, but the crystals, when the prism

is short, assume the general form of an octahedron ; the struc-

ture is ptTfectly lamellar; it cleaves parallel only to the planes

of a right rhombic prism of 103° 42' and 76° 18', which therefore

is the form of its primary crystal.

Pttoiaty.

Protoxide of lead
Sulphuric acid

Water
SUlca

MonM' .•.„a03M2'
P on MorM' .... 90 00

I. a 140 3C
*or g 115 40

/« 90 00— h 90 00

Mon A • 138*10'
c\ i 1^7 66

^1 on » or on i.. IfJo 42
a on a' 79 30
u fst ef on/. 129 28
cl on cV 104 30

«a 142 20M on forM'one'. 153 20
M or M' on/. 141 02

When reduced to thin laminae it is oflen colourless and trans-

parenty with a splendent lustre ; fracture conchoidai and resin-^
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OU8 ; brittle, and yields to the nai!. It also occurs massive,

fiefiire the blowpipe it decrepitates^ then melts $ fuses in tbe
oxidating 6ame into a transparent globnie, u liich becomes milky
on hardening ; and in tbe reducing flame effervesces, and is soon
reduced to the metallic state.

The finest specimens of this species are found at the mines of
Wanlockhead and Leadhills in Dumfries-shire, often in tabular-

shaped crystals some inches in diameter. Pary's Mine in An-
glesea, and Mcllanoweth in Corn u nil, are its principal English

localities; while on tlie Continent it is best known at Cbustlial

and Zellcrfcld in the Hartz, and at Hadenweiller in the Brisgau.

Small but cxtrenitly perfect transparent crystals have been
brought from Fonilon in Granada; while the massive and com-
pact varieties are chiefly from Siberia, Andalusia, and Alston Moor.
Many of the ores of lead are unquestionably derived from the

decomposition of galena, and none more distinctly so than the
sulphate, which not only contains the same ingredients, but is

frequently metwithatLeadhills, either occupying the cavities of
cubical crystals^ or disposed on a surface ofgalena, which has all

the appearance of having been acted upon by acids. (Manwd,)

CUPliEOUS SULPHATE OF LEAD.

BiplogenicLead Baryte, Haidinger, SchwefeUaures Blei-und-Kupfer, L»
Sulfate de Plomb CuivreuXy Beudant, Cupreous Sulphate or licad,

Brooke,
' • •

, < . .

Combination or mixture of sulphate of lead» oxide of copper^

and water.

Sulphate of lead ,
74-4

Oxide of copper 18'0

Water 4-7—^Brooke.

Sp. Gr. 5-3—5 4. H. = 2-5—3 0.

Of a deep nznre-bliie colour, grently resembling that of the

briglitest and more translucent varieties of blue carbonate of
copper. Primary ibrm a right oblique-angled prism

; cleavage

very perfect parallel to M, less so to T; translucent ; lustre vit-

reous or adamantine ; streak pale blue.

MonT 102' 15'
'

P on M or T 90 00

fi 90 00
T on /I lai HO-
M on <f. 120 30
M return on/2m 104 50

Brooke.

Leadhills in Scotland is the only well-ascertained locality of
this very rare species, although it is mentioned also from Linares

in Spain. ...

Primary.
* ^ ^^^^^^^^ "^^^

M T
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MOLYBDATE OF LEAD. •

Bleigeib, Haus, Gelb-Bleiere, VV. Plonib Moijbdate, H. Bt. Plomb
Jaune, Br. Pyramidal Lead Baryte, M. Melinose, Beudani*

. CombinatioQ of molybdic iiicid and oxide oi lead.

Oxide of lead 60*86 64-42

MQlybdieadd SQ'li—BersdUm. 84*25—Klaprotlu
Sp> 6r. 6*69-^*76. H.ss3-0.

Colour generally orange or wax-yellow> passing into grey of

brown, ramy aurora-red. Primary fomiy the octahedron with a
smiare base. It occurs crystallized in flat and in acute fbur-

slded pyramids variously modified^ and in tabular crystals ; struc-

ture perfectly lamellar; yields to cleavage parallel to the planes of

the primary^ and also to the common Imse of the two pyramids i

fsacture uneven, passing into small conchoidal^ with a glistening

resinous lustre j trao8lucent» aof^ and brittle. It rarely occurs

massive.

1. 3. 5.

Fig. 1, an octahedron, exhibiting only the planes of cl of the following
figure, and much flatter than the prinuuy. Fig. 2, the same, of which
the summits, and edges of the common base of the pyramids,m replaced
by planes,* these planes are increased and complete in fig. 3, producing
a crystal nearly in the proportions of the cube. Fi^. 4, an octahedron,
of which all the solid angles a^id the edges of the pyramids are replaced.

Fig. 6, 8 tabular ciyatal arising from the deep replacement of the sum-
mits of a crystal similar to fig. 2, combined with the planes of fig. 4,
which replace the lateral solul nnglea. Fig* 6, « quadrangular prism
(fig. *6) terminated by acute pyramids.

Frimary.

P on Per Fon P'" 131M5'
1

P on F or V" on Y'" 99 60

For Foua lU 16

Fon (2 150 38

a onclorc"! 142 10

a an h\ 172* 7/

143 24
rlon</l 128 23

,
cV 76 0

1 c2 on c2'.,.......* 99 30

' Before the.blowpipe it decrepitates s on charcoal it fuses into

a dark-grey mass> m which globules of reduced lead are visible

;

Digii
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with a little borax it forms a brownish globule, and with a larger

quantity a blue or greenish-blue glass. Slowly and with diffi*

culty soluble in nitric acid, leaving a residue.

At Schwarzenbach, Bleiberg, and Windisch-Kappel in Car-
inthia, the niohbdate of lead occnrs in beds and veins of lime-

stone, along with other ores ot lead. It is also met with at

Ilfczbanya in Hungary, and at Moldawa in the Bannat, where
its crystals bear at first sight much resemblancei particularly

in colouri to the chromate.

CHROMATE OF LEAD.

Hemi-Prismatic Lea l Baryte, ^T. Prismatic Lead Spar, or TJed Lead
Spar, J. Rothbleierz, "W. Kallochrom, Hau*. Chromsaures Blei^
Leouhard, Flomb Chromat^ llouge, U. Crocoise, Beudamt,

Combination ofchromic acid and lead.

Oxide of lead 68-5 63-96

Chromic acid 31*5—Berzelius. 34*40—Thenard.
Sp. Gr. 5-95—.6-6. H. = 2*5.

Colour deep- red or hyacinth-red. Primary form an oblique

rhombic prism. Occurs in very distinct crystals; also massive.

Cleavage parallel to M, perfect; translucent, sometimes only on
the ed<^cs ; lustre adamantine ; streak orange-yellow. Before the
blo\v[>ipe it becomes black and decrepitates, if quickly heated;
it may be fused, however, into a black slag, containing globules

of metallic lead. It colours glass of borax green; and is soluble

without effervescence in nitric acid, forming with it a yellow
solution.

M on M..••••« •••••••••••••••

P ooBCorM 99 10
e 119 10

/. : 133 0
h 102 6

M or Men c2 133 10

/ 146 25

-.A. 136 35

eonf .....140 3

/on /. 118 58

Of this rare and beautiful mineral there are only a few known
localities, the principal of which is Siberia ; it occurs near

Beresof, in narrow veins traversing decomposed gneiss, and as-

sociated with gold, iron-pyrites, galena, quartz, and vauquelin-

ite. In Brazil, at Conglionas do Campo, it occurs in equally

splendid cr^staLs^ though more sparingly, in decomposed granite*
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MELANOCHROITE*
Herrman.

Sp. Gr. r)-75.

Contain? oxide of lend 79 (j9. c hromic acid 23-^1.

This mineral occurs, along witli the precedinj^, at Ijcrcsof in

Siberia. Its form is that of a rhombic prism, having two faces

enlarged, so as to impart to it a tabular shape. Colour In ac inth-

or orange-red ; lustre resinous ; nearly o[)ake. Before tlie blow-

pipe it does not decrepitate, but retains its shape until it fuses;

and on cooling assumes a crystalline structure. Its matrix is

calcareous, and it is associated with galena, vauquelimte« and

quartz.

VAUQUELTNITE.t
Chromate of Lead and Copper. Hemi- Prismatic Olive Malachite, Haid.

Combination of chromic acid, oxide of lead, and oxide of

copper. Chromic acid 28-33, oxide of lead 60*87, oxide of cop
per 10*80—Beizelius.

Sp. Gr. 5-8. H. - 2-5-—3 0.

Primary form supposed to be an oblique rbombic prism. This

substance occurs in mammillated masses, or minute and generally

macled crystals, aggregated irfec^ularly, and constituting a thin

crust, occasionally with a tendency to the form of stalactites,

which sometimes are hollow, sometimes include the chromate
of lead of a dingy orange colour. The crystals are black, oc-

casionally with a tinge of green, and, when viewed under the

microscope, often appear splendent ; or they are without lustra,

and brown. Streak siskin-green or brownish. Fracture un-

even; faintly translucent or opake. Before the blowpipe on
charcoal it intumesces slightly, and fuses into a dark-grey glo-

bule of metallic brilliancy, surrounded by small beads of reduced
lead ; but the globule suffers no change. Partly soluble in nitric

acid.

P on F o7er the Bummit....l34*30'

FonA 149 0

It occurs in Siberia on qiinrtz accompanying chromate of

lead ; also at Pont (jibaiul in the Puy de Dome; and, it is said,

in Brazil, along with the chromate of lead from that country.

• From fMXaftxv*'* ^^^^ colour.
*)• In honour of the celebrated French chemist, Vauqueiin.

q2
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TUNGSTATE OF LEAD.

ScbeeljMiures Blei, L. Plomb Tuiigslate, Levy. Sch^eliline, Btudmt.

Combination of tungstic acid and oxide of lead.

Oxide of lead 48-28 48-0

TuDgsiic acid 51*72—Lampadius. 52*0—Levy.

Sp.Gr. 81, H, = 3 0.

Primary form a rectangular four sided prifiiii» having one single

distinct cleavage parallel to its base. Occurs in aggregated

indistinctly pronounced four-sided prisms, whose terminal edges

are replaced by octahedral planes. Colour yellowish-grey

j

faintly translucent ; lustre resinous ; fracture conchoid^ and
shining. Before the blowpipe it melts, and gives oft' vapours of

lead, leaving a dark-coloured metallic-like crystalline globule ;

when sufficiently roasted to drive off the lead, it yields, v/ith

borax, a yellow bead, which becomes transparent nnd deep-red

on cooling ; arid with salt of phosphorus, at a certain degree of

saturation, affords a blue one in the reducing flame*

TungBtate of lead occurs at Zianwald in Bohemia, associated

with quartz and mica. Levy mentions it as accompanying the

molybdate of l^ad at Bleiberg m Carlnthia.

VANADIATE OF LEAD.

Vauadm^aures Blei, Leonluird,

ZlmapiB.
Contains Vanadiate of lead 74*60

Chloride of lead 25*SS
Hydrous oxide of iron 0*67—Berzelius.

Sp. Gr. 6-99—7-23. Scratched by the knife.

Occurs, though rarely, in indistinct hexagonal prisms, general-

ly in globules. Colour varying iVoiii straw-yellow to reddish-

brown ; opake, and dull. The fractured surfaces present a resin-

ous lustre ; streak white ; fracture conchoidal ; brittle. Before

the blowpipe, in the forceps* it fuses^ and on cooling retains Its

yellow colour; if kept some time in fusion, however, it ischanged
into a steel-grey porous mass, which upon charcoal yields im-

mediately globules of lead. Per ie on charcoal it fuses readily,

exhales the odour of arsenic, is reduced, and leaves, after heat-

ing In the inner flame, a steel-grey Very fusible slag, which ex-

hibits the re-actions of chromium. It forms green solutions

with the sulphuric and muriatic acids ; and a beautiful yellow
solution witli nitric acid.

This mineral was first noticed at Zimapan in Mexico, by Del
Rio. liose also observed it at Beresof near Ekatheriaeburg iu
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1

Siberii^ associated with phosphate cyf lead ; and latterly it has
occurred in considerable qnantltj among some of the old'work-
ings at Wanlockheady in Diunfries-^shir^ where at first» irom the
resemblance it bears to that species. It was mistaken for arseniate

of lead. It is there found in small globular masses sprinkled

over calamine, or in thin coatings on the surface of that mineraK
Isolated and perfect crystals are rare, but occasionally the larger

globules exhibit traces of six-sided prisms* {ManmL)

SULPHURET OF ZINC.

Blende,* W. Zinc iSuliure, H, Bt. Dodecahedral Garnet Blende, M.

The sulphuret of zinc, mixed with variable proportions of the

proto-sulphuret of iron ; in some varieties also from two to three

per cent, of proto-sulphuret of cadmium.
£ogland« Pyrenees. Var.

Zinc 61-5 630 60-2

Sulphur 33-0 33-6 30-2

Iron 4-0 3-4. 10-8

Bertliier. Berthier. Berthier.

Sp. Gr. 4-0—4-2. H. zz 3-5—4 0.

Colour brown, yellow, blackish-brown, red, and black, rarely

green. Primary form the rhombic dodecahedron. It occurs
crystallized and amorphous ; the forms of its crystals are very
numerous; structure perfectly lamellar, and mechanically di*

visible witli facility into the dodecahedron/octahedron, obtuse
rhomboid, acute rhomboid, and irregular tetrahedron ; the lustre

of the fragmeota is splendent, sometimes adamantine ; it is

translucent or opake, yields to the knife, is moderately brittle,

and easily frangible in the direction of the lamine. Streak

varying with the colour, from white to reddish-brown. When
strongly heated in the oxidating flame of the blowpipe, it emits

vapours of zinc, wliich deposit on the ciiarcoal ; but it is in-

fusible, even with the addition of borax. It gives out an hepa-

tic odour when pulverized and digested in sulphuric acid. Some
varieties are highly phosphorescent when rubbed or struck with

the steel.

Though the forms and colours of bleutlc are extremely various,

tlie perlect cleavage whicli it presents paiallei to the fai;es uf the

dodecahedron is highly characteristic. It may be distinguished

also from those varieties of galena, garnet, and tin, which it oc-

casionally resembles, by the facility with which it yields to the

knife^

* From the German, signifying g'AtUi^ng i inaliuaion to its shining
«y«t«»ia.
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I. 5,

o
6. 7. 8. 9.

Fig. 1, the primary ; a rhombic dodecahedron. Fi>. 2, the same, of
'H'liich e\(rht or the solid anj^le*? are replaced by as many triangular planes

;

whicii, in fig. 3, are increased greatly, forming the passage of the rhombic
dodecahedron into the regular octahedron, fig. 4. Fig. 6 le an octahedron,
"Which has received an increase of crystalline iaminse progreaaively di«

minishing in size, on opposite faces ; this crystal forms the pa<?gn(?c of the
octahedron into the tetrahedron, fig. 6, in wfiich the triangular planes of
fig. 5 have received a stiii further increase of laminae. Fig. 7» a regular

octahedron, of which the six solid angles are replaced by quadrangular
planes, which are increased and complete in fig. 8, the cube. Fig. 9« a
crvstal in the general form oftho rhnmhic dodecahedron (fig. 1), but mo-
dified in part with the small equilateral triangular planes of fig. 2, and
of which the edges are alternately replaced by isosceles triangular planes

incUnmg on the solid angles.

Pon F or P'' 120*00' II.

P, P', or P'' on a.....l35 00 —
Ponr, ore' 144 44 ~
a on ^,or 25 15 ^
c on t' or^' 109 28 —
e' on r"ovcr a 70 31 —
g on ^ over a 120 31 —

Blende (the bkutk'Jack of English miners) is a mineral of very
frequent occurrencet being met with in beds and veins accom-
panying most of the ores of silver and lead. It is found not
only crystallized as above, and in macles, but massive, fibrous,

and botryoidal. The dark-coloured crystalline varieties are prin-

cipally from Derbysliire, Cumberland, and Cornwall, though
many splendid specimens are also brought from Transylvania,
Hungary, and the Hartz. A transparent bright-yellow variety

accompanies bournonite and fahlerz at Kapnik; a still more
brilliant one of an oil-green colour occurs at SchemnitZi wink
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Sahia 10 Svreden, Ratieborzitz in Bohemia, and several of the

Saxon localities, are celebrated for the splendid brown and black

crystals which they afford. {Manual)
Cadmtfercm Blende* The splendent fibrous blende of Przt-

bram possesses a lustre very nearly metallic, especially after

fresh fracture ; its structure is radiated, the fibres are shining,

and of a brown colour, and it contains a small proportion of

cadmium. A white fibrous variety in botryoidal concretions

also occurs in Fowey consolidated mines ; the massive in many
other Coniisli lucalilies.

Though this ore is frequently found in larc^e quantities, the

difficulty of reducing it, and the limited cxietit to wliich it can

consequently be applied, render it a pK^luction of little impor-

tance ; it is however iu suiue iuatances employed as an ore of

zinc.

KKD OXIDE or ZINC.

Prismatle Zinc Ore,M. ^nk Oxyd, L. 2inc Ozyd^ Mangmesif^re, B.

Oxide of ztnc, usually mixed with red oxide of manganese.

Kew Jersey,

Oxide of zinc 92-0 88 0

Oxide of uron and manganese 8*0 12*0

Bruce. ' Bcrthien
Sp. Gr. 5-4— 5-5. H. - 4-0—4 a.

Colour aurora- or vcmnlion-rcd, inclining to yellow. Primary
form a right rhombic prism ot about 125° and ^h^. It occurs

massive, disseminated, and micaceous ; the structure is lamellar

;

principal cleavage parallel to the terminal plane of the prism

;

translucent when reduced to thin laminae, or opakc; with an ada-

mantine or shining lustre ; but on exposure it becomes dull and
covered by a pearly crust; streak orange-yellow; fracture con-

choidal ; brittle, and easily scratched by the knife. It is infu-

sible before the blowpipe without addition, covering the char-

coal with zinc fumes when exposed to the reducing flame ; but
with borax melts into a transparent yellow bead, and with salt

of phosphorus forms a colourless one. It is soluble without ef-

fervescence in nitric acid, and is supposed to derive its red co-
^ lour from the manganese it contains.

It occurs massive, and in considerable quantities, mixed with
calc-spar and franklinite, at the Franklin and Stirling mines
near Sparta in New Jersey. Mitscherlich has described some
minute six-sided prisms, formed artificially in the iron furnaces
ot Konigshiitte in Silesia» which he believes to belong to this

species*
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SILICEOUS OXIDE OF ZINC.

Electric Calamine. Prismntic Zi!u I? aryte, M. Prismatic Calamine, J*
Galmei (in part), AV. Zinc Oxyd4 Siiiciiere, H.

Combinalion of oxide of zinc, silica, and water.
liimbourg. Altenberg. £risgau* •

Oxide of zinc 6(3-83 6tr37 64-5

;Sinca 24-89 26-23 * 25-5

Water 7-46 7-40 100
Berzelius. Berzelius. Berthier.

Sp. Gr. 3-3—3-6. H. = 6 0 when crystallized, the massive
varieties being less.

Most prevalent colour white^ occasionally blue, green, yellow,

or brown. Prlmaty fbrm a right rhombic prism. It occurs

crrstaHized, Btalactttic» maBomtllated, botryoidal, and maaBive.

The crystalline forms are omnerous; the crystals are mostly
disposed in radiated groups; cleavage perfect parallel to M;
fracture uneven streak white; lustre vitreous; vanes from
transparent to opake ; yields to the knife, but is much harder
than the carbonate of zinc. -When gently heated it is strondty

electric; some varieties become so by friction.. Before uie
blowpipe it slightly decrepitates, loses- its transparency, intU'i'

mesces, and emits a green phosphorescent light; it is infusible

without addition, but is soluble ^vitli borax into a clear glassy

globule, M'liich becomes opakc on coolinsr. Reduced to jiowder

it dissolves in heated sulphuric and muriatic acid» and the so-

lution gelatinizes on cooling.

Mod 100*40"
M or M' on a 132 35
51 on h 128 40
a on c or a' 115 00
c on <f, i2G 30

This species and the following are frequently found associated
in veins, with blende, iron, and lead. Considerable quantities
occur at Bleiberg and Raibel in Carinthia, often in extremely
delicate crystals. Several beautiful varieties are met with near
Freiburg in the Brisgau, at llezbanya in Hungary, Tarnouitz ia
Silesia, and Altenberg near Aix-la-Chapelle. Concentric botry-
oidal groups occur in the iMendip Hills, and at Wanlockhead
in Dumli ies-sliire

; and numerous pseudomorphic crystals, as-
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suming different forms of the carbonate of lime> are found in

Derbyshire, and at Schemnitz in Hungary.

CARBONATE OF ZINC.

Galniei_(in part), W. Zinc Carbonate, H. Calamine.* I^lionibohedral

Zinc iWyte, M. Zinc Spath* L* libombobedral Calamine, J*

It it the carboDate of zinc.

Somerset* Derby. Altai.

Oxide of zinc 64*8 65-2 62-5

Carbonic acid 35-2 34*8 36 0
Smithson. John.

Sp. Gr. 4-2—4-5. II. = 5 0.

Calamine is found crystallized, compact, })seudomorpiiic, earthy,

and cupriferous. Colour communly i,^ t yisli or yellowish, but also

occurs of various shades of green and bro\Mi. Primary form an
obtuse rhonil) of 107** 40'. It is found in obtuse and acute rhombs,
and in long quadrilateral tables which sonietinies are modified ;

structure perfectly lamellar, yielding to cleavage parallel to all the

primary planes ; the external hiatre of the crystals is between
vitreous and peariy ; translucent or optket and yields easily to

the loiife. It dissolves with effervescence in nitric or. muriatic

acidy but it does not» like the silicate of zinc» form a jellj with
tbem* Before the blowpipe it is infusible, but loses its trans-

parency» the carbonic acid is driven off, and the residue acts

like pure oxide of zinc. With salt of phosphorus it fuses into a

transparent glass, which becomes, in the reducing fire, clouded
on flaming, and forms a white enamel when cold. It is nega-
tively electrified by friction.

Most of the localiticfs of tlie foregoing species are also com-
mon to this. A dark- brown coloured variety, and another of a

beautiful bright green, are found in Siberia. Jefferson County in

the United States ; Dognatzka and the Bannat in Hungary ;

lieibcl and Bleiberg in Carinthia; Tarnowitz in Silesia; Aix-la-

ChapcUe; Mendip in Somersetshire ; Matlock in Derbyshire ; Wan-
lockhead and the Lead Hills in Scotland ; all produce it in consider-

able abundance. A compact, fibrous, semi-transparent \ ai :ot\ , of

a pale-yellow colour, disposed in concentric laminae, also occurs

at Alston Moor in Cumberland.

This species, however, does not so often occur ciystallized as

the siliceous oxide, being more generally staiactitic, reniform,

mammiUated, cellular, and amorphous ; sometimes imperfectly

fibrous i and frequently assuming the aspect of calcedony.

* From the Latin, ealamuiy a reed ; when in fusion, it adheres to the
base of the furnsce, in the form ofreeds.
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WILLELfillNE.
Waielmioe, Uvjfutd BeuianL WiXHevaiU Uonhari*

S]>. Gr. 4-18.

An anhydrous silidtte ofzinCf—being composed ofalica, oxide

of zinc, and a small quantiQr oif oxide of iron. Crystallized in

regular six-sided prismsy terminated by rhombic faces inclined

to one another at an angle of about 128^. Primarv form an ob<

tuse rhomboid of 128°. Colour white» yellow, red, or reddish-

brown. Cleavable in one direction, perpendicular to the axis.

It occurs in the calamine deposits of the Vielle Montagne,
near Aix-la^Chapeile.

SULPHATE OF ZINC.

FrUmatic Vitriol Sail, M. Galliziiiiie, Beudant. Zink Vitriol, Kar*.

Zinc Sulphate H. White Vitriol^ A.

The hydrous sulphate of zinc.
Schemnitz.

Oxide of zinc 28*5

Sulphuric acid 29-8

Oxide of manganese 0*7

Oxide of iron 0 4
Water 40-8—Beudant.

Sp. Gr. 2 036. H. = 2 0—2-5.

Greyish-, yellowish-, reddish-, or greenish- white. Primary form

a right rhombic prism of 90° 42'.* It seldom occurs distinctly

crystallized, generally massive, stalactitic, botryoidal, reniform,

and investing; cleavage perfect parallel to tlie face o ; fracture

coiichoidal ; lustre vitreous ; streak \vhite; ltansj)arent or translu-

cent; with a na'.Lseuus metallic taste. Before the blowpipe it is

fusible with ebullition, giving off its sulphuric acid, and covering

the charcuai with a while coating, it ia itadily aulubie in water.

20-0

0-5

0-0

500—Klaproth.

M on / ,...129* 2^

MonM 90 42

It occurs principally in the deserted galleries of old mines»
frequently with blende, and is supposed to arise from the decom-
position of that mineral. It is found at Hammelsberg near
Goslar in the Hartz, in Austria, Hungary, at Fahlun in Sweden,
and at Holywell in Flintsliire $ but it is a rare species.

• 91* T aadW «y according to BeudanU
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HOPEITE*
«

Bremter, Trans. Bojral Soc. Edin. x. 107*

** A compound of some of the stronger adds,—as phosphoric

or boracic—zinc» an earthy base, a litUe cadmium^ and a great

deal of water."

Sp. Gr. 2-46—2-76. H.= 2-5—3 0.

Primary a right rhombic prism of 98* 26^^ and 81* S4/.

Cleavage perfect parallel to /. Colour greyish-white ;
transparent

or translucent ; lustre vitreous, inclining to pearly on the face e ;

streak white. Surface of p deeply striated longitudinally; rest

of the faces smooth. Entirely soluble without effervescence in

the muriatic and nitric acids, but is acted upon very slowly by
sulphuric. Neither phosphorescent nor electric by heat. Yields

water in the matrass, and melts before the blowpipe into a clear

colourless globule> which tinges the flame green.

M on M over ^...M,.... lor 24'

i ou s over I • 81 34

This is a very rare substance ; it was noticed bv Sir David
Brewster ; and has hitherto been found only in the calamine

mines of Altenberg near Aix-la-Chapelle*

NATIVE QUICKSILVER.
Mercury« Gediegen Quecksilber, W. Mercure Natit; H. Bt.

Fluid mercury is the pure metal as produced by nature ; it

presents no determinate form, but occurs in small globules dis*

seminated through its matrix.

It is of a silver-white colour, with a splendent metallic lustre.

Specific gravity 13*6. It volatilizes entirely before tlic blow-

pipe at less than a red heat ; becomes solid at a temperature of

-—40^ ; and is easily soluble iu nitric acid.

* In honour of Dr Hope, Kegiui Professor of Chemistry in the Uni*
Versity of Edinburgh*
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It occurs in most of the mines producing the ores of quick-

silver, particularly those of Idria in Carniola, Almaden in Spain,

and the Palatinate. At Idria it is found in a kind of slate-clay,

which forms the upper portion of the mines; and from this source

is obtained by means of washing. Mercury is used in various

chemical and pliarniaceutical preparations ; in the amalgamation
of gold and silver ores, for which purpose vast quantities are

annually exported from Europe to the South American continent;

in the formation of artificial cinnabar, and fulminating powder
for percussion guns ; in silvering mirrors ; making thermometers
and barometers ; and for many other purposes.

NATIVE AMALGAM.

Katurliflcbet Aiaatom, W. Mercure Argental, H. Bt Dodeealiedfal

aUxeatji M. Awalginws NMtm

Union of nercury and nlver.

Mercury 65-2 72-5

SUvcr 34-7—Klaproth. 27-5—Cordier.
Sp. Gr. lO-O— 14-1. H. = 1-0—3-5.

Silver-white, or greyish. Primary form, rhombic dodecahedron.

It occurs in a serai-fluid state ; also massive ; and occasionally

forms large and very perfect crystals, with numerous modifica-

tions of the rhombic dodecahedron ; but no distinct cleavage

has been observed ; has a flat conchoidal fracture ; is soft, cracks

when cut, and acquires vitreous electricity from firiction when
isolated. Before the blowpipe the mercury is volatilized, and
a bead of silver remains. It whitens the suiiace of copper when
rubbed warm upon it. Soluble in nitric add.

It is found principally at Rosenau in Hungary, and at Mos-

chellandsberg in Deux Fonts, accompanied by quicksilver and

cinnabar, in ferruginous and argillaceous veins, and is described

as occurring at those points where veins of silver and mercury

traverse one another.
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SULPHURET OF MERCURY,

Peritomous Euhy Blende, :Nr. Queckailber-Lebererz. Zinnober, W.
Mercure Sulfure, H. Bt. Cinnabar, A.*

Con^iMition of mercury and sulphur.

Japan. Idria.

Mercnrv 84.-50 8500

Suliihur 14-75—Klap. 14-25—Klap.

Sp. Gr. G-7—8-2. H. = 2 0—2'5.

It varies in colour from carmine, through cochineal- red, to

lead-grey ; in this last case it is opake, and has a metallic lustre

;

when it is red it is more or less translucent, and exlubits an ada-

mantine lustre. Primary form an acute rhomboid of 71** 48' and

108° 12', in which it also occurs crystalHzed; bul the crystab

are mostly modified by seoondary planes t abo massive^ fibrous,

and pulverulent Structure lamellar, in the massive sometimes

curved, with a shiniaff lustre; cleavagehighly perfect parallel to P,

the primary rhomboid ; streak bright scarlet. Before the blowpipe

h mek% and is volatilized with a blue flame and sulphureous

odour. OnJMng suUimated it cryslaUioea in coiumnar masses*

It is sdoUe in nitro«mumtic add.

P on F, 71*4V
'P on ^...............IST SO

.<rtV^\ — — 8

«/\yN^'''SA « «.-l69 18

:^// \ « on bl 127 *

<^ 7 V^>| 68... : 133 22

er ^38 34

/ &4.„.... 146 31

e on 61 .142 66
63 131 26

Figure and m^Bsuvements on the authority of Hatiy

,

The Lehererz or HepaHit Chmahar is dark-red, sometimes

nearly iron-grey ; it occurs both compact and slaty ; and, being

generally mixed with impurities, such as bituminous matter or

day, affords a brownish streak, and is always opake.

The best-defined crystals of dnnabar are found in the coal

formation of Moschellandsberg and Wolfstein in the Palatinate,

though it also occurs in beds traversing gneiss at Reichenau^in

Upper Carinthia, in grauwacke at Dumbrawa in Transylvania,

and in lUi^gBtiinp- at Neiiniarktel in Carniola. Well-crystallized

specimens are mentioned also from Japan, Mexico, and Brazil.

The prindpal repositories of this ore, however, are Almaden ia

* From tlie Greek, ngnifying a red-cdooied grain.
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8pjiii, and Idria in Carniola, where it occurs almost exclusively

massive, and whence it is obtained in large quantities as an ore of
mercury. The variety termed coralinerz, from the latter loca-

lity, consists of curved lamellar concretions, which present

form and apparent structure of fossilized sliells.

Cinnabar is the most abundant and most important ore of
mercury, which is obtained from it in a metallic state by subli-

matioD. VernaiHon is, in fact, pure cinnabar, being a compound
of mercury and lulphur, in nearly the same proporticms as ia
this species. {Manual)

MURIATE OF MERCURY.

Horn Quicksilver. Quecksilber Uornerz, W. Mercure Muriate, H.
Chlorquecksilber, Bern, Pyramidal Pearl Kerate, M. Calomel, Beudant*

Chloride of mercury* Chlore 14*89, mercury 85*11.

Sp. Gr. 6*48—6*5. H.= l*5—2*0.

Colour greyisli-white, grey, yellowish and greenisli-grey

;

sometimes occurs crj^stallized in distinct quadrangular prisms

terujinated by pyramids ; also in tubercular crusts; sometimes
fibrous; rarely compact; is occasionally translucent, with an

adamantine or vitreous lustre; and is sectile; fracture conchoi«

dal or uneven. Before the blowpipe on charcoal it is totally

volatilized if pure ; in the matrass it affords a white sublimation,

and mixed with soda forms numerous globules of mercury.

MonM.. WW
M or M on 6l or cl.. 129 30?
^^^^a<at2 158 00

d 135 00

a on d au?

The preceding figure and measurements are on the authority ofBrooke.

The principal locality of this rare mineral is Moschellaruls-

berg in Deux Ponts, where the crystals are often large and well

de6ned, coating the cavities of a ferruginous gangue, and asso-

ciated with cinnabar ; but it is also met with in the quicksilver

mines of Idria in Carniola, at Almaden in Spain, and at Hor*
zowitz in Bohemia.
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IODIC MERCURY.

Iodine de Mefcure, or Mmure lodui^, Necker* lod-Quecksilber,M Bio and Lfonhuri,

In spots of a fine lemon-yellow colour, in the variegated sand-

stone of Casas Viegas, Mexico. Exposed to the air, as well as

in ammonia, it changes to black. It resembles the ai iiiidal (jrot-

iodide of mercury. (Shepard.)
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Those of which the base is sulphur or carbon. It includes 8ub->

stances of the most opposite extersal characters; both the
hardest and the softest in nature.

SULPHUR.

>iaturiiciier Scbwefel, W. Soufre, II. rii^niaUc Suipiiur, Af.

Sp. Gr. 1-9—2- 1 . H. = l-6^2-5.
Colour when pure, citron-yellow ; from accidental admixture

sometimes red, brown, yellowish-grey, and even green. Pri-

mary a four-sided pyramid, with equal and similar scnlf^ne trian-

gular planes, and ot which the common base is rhombic. It oc-

curs massive, disseminated, investing otlier minerals, and crys-

tallized in the iVu tn of an acute four-sided pyramid, either perfect

or variously modified ; cleavage imperfect and mterrupted; frac-

ture conchoidal, uneven in the iniiuire varieties ; lustre shining

and resinous, varying from transparent to translucent on the

edges; very britile. It burns readily with a lambent blue, or

white flame, according to the low or high degree of temperature,
emitting at the same time a pungent smeli of sulphureous acid,

and fuses into a brown Uqutd. It acquures resinous electricity

by friction.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Fig. 1, the primary pyramid. Fig. 2. the same elongated. Fig. 3,
the same, having its summits replaced. Fig. 4 ; in thia two opposite solid
angles of the octahedron are replaced by rhombic planes. Fig. 5 tin
this the edges of the base of the pyramid are deeplv replaced bv quad-
rangular planes. In fig. 6, the summits of the primary are replaced bj
four triangular planea^ forming a low pyramid on each.
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lOG" 30'

. 85 5

143 25

Sulphur occurs prbcipally in two kinds ofrepositories,—either

in gypsum and salt rocks, as in die Talleys of Noto and Maz-
jeara in Sicil^» at Conil near Cadiz in Spain, and at Cracow in

Poland; or in the vicinity of active and extinct volcanoes. ,In

the latter case it is tlie result ofsuUtmatton, forming either crys-

tals in the clefts and cavities ofthe rock, or crusts, stalactites, and
loose efflorescent coatings. In small quantities it is likewise met
with in certain metallit'erous veins, as in Savoy, Switzerland,

Hanover, &c* In Iceland it is deposited by hot springs, and
many of the natural medicinal waters both of this and other
countries hold it largely in solution. In Sicily crystals of sul*

phur two or three inches in diameter are occasionally met with
;

and by much the larger proportion of what is used for commer-
cial purposes is obtained from that island ; at Radoboy, near
Crapina in Croatia, it occurs in imbedded spheroidal masse s, of

a brown tinge, which is owing to bitumen ; and in the dark-red-

dish coloured sulpliui of the Lipari Islands, Stromeyer detected
ficleaium. (^Ma/maL)

DIAMOND*
Octahedral Diamond, M* Diamond, W. and H»

Fare carbon.

Sp» Gr. 3*55. H. =: 1(H).

Diamonds are either colourless, or of a yellowish, blubh, yeU
iowish-green, clove>brown, or rose^red tinge. Primary form the
regular octahedron ; always found in detached crystals, the va-
rieties of form in which are numerous ; the faces often convex,
giving its crystals a spherical appearance; frequently macled ;

structure perfectly lamellar, yielding readily to cleavage parallel

to the planes of the octahedron ; lustre brilliant adamantine

;

* Perhaps from adamus (Piiny), signifying uMon^uerabit^
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fracture conchoida] $ ysnes from transparent to nearly opake*
At a heat less than the melting point of silver (viz. at 14^
Wedgewood) it gradually dissipates, burnsi and, combining wit h
nearly the same quantity of oxygeni forms the same volume of
carbonic acid as charcoiu, whence it appears to consist of pure
carbon* It is not acted upon by acids or alkalies; possesses vi-

treous electricity when rubbed ; and, after exposure to the solar
rays, presents in the dark a distinct phosphorescence*

I. 2. 8* 4. 5. 6.

For tranntions of fig. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, see Red Oxide of Copper, p. 317.

'

^
The crystal represented by theannex«

^—C^jV figure was selected, as exhibiting, with
more than usual beauty and precision,

( \dz \ ^he planes of the primary octahedron P,
dzl :P

\ /\ P , P ", and P'^ and those of the cube <i,

a\ and a", which nre jrenerally flat and
"

I brilliant. The numerous faces dl and

a \ j
et2 are uniformly convex ; each of these

/ fkces is in reality a series of planes, as
. is manifest on other crystals, bul in no

p"Jy'^ inctanro sufficiently perfect for the use
oi ilie reilective «;oniomcter. In the last

of the small preceding figures, the^e laces

are shown, to the ezcluaion of the planes of the octahedron and €ube.

The true angles ofthese solids are;

PonForF' 109* 88'

P on a, o^, or a" 125 15

a on a' or a" « 90 00

The rocks hitherto considered as the matrix of the diamond
are secondary ones, as several kinds of sandstone, consisting;' of

aggregated quartz pebbles ; it is also found in strata of iroii-iiiut

sand and clay, and in the alluvium of plains and rivers.

Hindostan and Brazil are the principal localities of diamond,

and in both these countries it is confined to the tropics.
^
In

India, where it has for ages been an article of commerce, it is

met with in the district between Golconda and Masulipatam,

near Parma in Bundelcund, where some of the most magnificent

specimens have been found ; and extensively on the Mahanuddy,
and in thevicinity of EUore. Up to the commencement of last

century, diamonds were wholly derived from India and Borneo*
In Brazil, the district of Mines Geraes comprehends, so fiir as
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is known, the whole diamond grounds of tl)e American conti-

nent. The largest and most magnificent specimens havehither^

to been brouo;ht from tlie East. The Pitt or Regent Diamond,
for instance, one of tlie crown jewels of i ranee, weighing 136

carats, was found in the Golconda district ; that of the emperor
of Russia, the weightofwhich is 193 carats, is said to have once
formed the eye of an Indian idol, and is doubtless from the same
vicinity. The Rajah of Mattan possesses one of 367 carats,

which was found in Borneo ; and that of the Great Mogul is said

in its rough state to have weighed not less than 800 carats* In
Brazil, although of fine vmUr^ they rarely exceed twenty carats*

PLUMBAGO.*
Rhomboidal Graphite, J. Graphit, W. Fer Carbure, H. Ithombo-

hedral Graphite Mica, M.

Combination of a considerable quantity of carbon^ with a small

proportion of iron.

Cornwall.

Carbon 91-9 960 92-0

Iron ' 9-1 4-0 8-0

Bertholet. Saussure. Vauquelin.
Sp. Gr. 2 08—2-45. H. = 10—2 0.

. Colour iron or steel-grey. Primary form a regular six-sided

prism. It occurs in kidney-shaped masses, or disseminated in

rocks ; also, though rareiy« crystallized in regular six-sided

prisms, of which the summits are striated parallel to three of their

edges ; cleavage perfect perpendicular to the axis. It has a
glistening' metallic lustre, a granular and uneven fracture ; is

unctuous to the touch ; sect lie, and the thin lanjina^ very flexible

;

not very brittle ; streak lead-coloured and shining. Before the

blowpipe it becomes yellow or broM n after long-continued heat,

but is infusible ; and is not aiiected by the addition of any re-

agent.

It belongs chiefly to primitive rocks, and to tlie coal forn ation.

The purest and most esteemed plumbago is found at lioi luv, -

dale in Cumberland) where it occurs in rocks consisting chiefly

of grauwacke, and whence it is obtained in considerable quantity

for the manufacture of pencils. It occurs crystallized at Par-
gas in Finland^ in Greenland, and in the United States ; in

scales like mica at Arendal in Norway ; forming irregular mas-
ses imbedded with particles of garnet in gneiss, at Strathferran

near Beauly in Aberdeenshire ; passing into a kind of columnar

*' Plumbago, from its drawing like lead (its streak being of the saite

colour). Grsphitei irom the Greek, to draw \ in allusion to its use.

R
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coal at Craiginan in Aynhire; al Passan jn Anstria; in Cey-
lon ; and many other places* Besides being extensively used
in the fabrication of pencils, graphite is employed in the maim*
facture of crucibles, particularly those required for the purposes
of the mint, as they sustain intense heat, and are esteem^ for

their tenacity and expansibility. It is also u^ed to dixniaish

frictionj and to protect iron from oxidation. {MantiaLy

ANTHRACITE*

OlanzkoUe^ W. Blind Coal. Anthracite, H. Bt. Blende Charbon.
neiise, Br. Non-bituminous Mineral Coal, M. Glance Coal, J.
Koliienblende, Jj.

Combination of carbon in considerable quantity, with a small
proportion ofsilica.

Tarantaise.

Carbon 6M 72-06

Silica 30*0 1S*19

Oxide of iron 2^0 3«47

Alumina 0*0—^Yauquelin. 3*29^Dolomieo«
Sp. Gr. l*4-.i a H. s= 2«0—2-5.

Primary form a rhombic prism of 120°.

Of this substance there are three varieties. Massive Anthra-
cUe is ofan iron-blade colour, often superficially tarnished, and
occasionally with a splendent metallic lusfrr ; fracture conchoi-
dal and shining; is light and brittle. It burns without flame

i

or odour, leaving a whitish ash. It occurs at the Meissner, in
j

Hesse.
'

Slaf^ Anthracite has a brownish-black colour. The structure

IS imperfectly slaty in one direction, with a somewhat metal-

lic lustre; fracture flat conchoidal ; easily frangible, somewhat
sectile, and brittle. Vast deposits of anthracite exist in the

United States, the most celebrated of which is the anthracite ,

region, as it is called, of the Susquehanna in Pennsylvania ; it is

betireen sixty and seventy miles Jong, and about five broad, con-
'

ttitutin^ a trough orfelongated basin, through which the Susque*
hanna river, and Lackawanna creek flow.

In England it is found in the coal-formation near Walsal in

Stafibrd^ire (Siane Coal) ; in Wales, in the southern parts of
Brecknockshire, Carmarthenshire, and Pembrokeshire (Welsh
Culm) ; in the same situation near Cumnock and Kilmarnock in

Ayrshire, and many other parts of Scotland {BHnd Coal) ; and
,

at Kilkenny in Ireland (^KUhenny Coal),

Autiiracite, from the Greek ; consi^^tiog of carbon.
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Columnar Anthracite occurs in short prismatic concretions,

either straiglit or curved ; of an iron-black colour, with a shining

metaJlic lustre, and occasionally tarnished externally. It is opake,

flofl, light, and brittle. It bums without flame or smoke. It ia

principally found at the Meissneri in HeflBia* forming the upper
portion of a bed of brown coal> whieh is covered by basalt ; at

Craigman in Ayrshire, dso> and in some of the Newcastle pits,

it occurs in contact with dykes of greenstone, at the former fre*

quently passing into plumbago.
Thesevarieties being more difficultly inflammable than bitumin-

ons coal, are principally used in lime-kilns, malt-kilos, iron foun>

deries, and such like ; for when ignited in considerable quantity

they bnrn nith a strong and durable heat ; and indeed mucli of

the diHiculty of kindling may be overcome by the addition of

gome charcoal, and the iudicions application oi' a current of air.

In the northern stales ot America, where common coal is little

known, this lurms the principal fuel of the maritime cities, and is

tliere applied to nearly every purpose of raising temperature.

"Closely allied to the present species is die Mineral Carbon or

Mineral Charcoal, which occurs in thin layers, and fibrous dis-

tinct concretions of a delicate silky black colour, in most of the

coal fields of Great Britain ; at Voitsberg in Styria ; Disko Island,

Greenland, and elsewhere.

MINERAL OIL.

Under this term are conijneheuded two substances, . Naphtha
and Petroleum ; both of which are Uquid> highly inflammable,

and lighter than water.

1. Naphtha.*

Bitume Liquide BUmchatre, H. LeNaptfae, Br. BUuttie Kapthe, Bt.

Carbon 82-2 87-60

Hydrogen 14*8—Thojnson. 12-78—Saussure.

It is nearly colourless, sometimes yellow, and transparent ; it

burns with a white flame, much smoke, gives out a penetrating

odour, and leaves no residuum. It dissolves resins^ but is not

itself soluble either in alcohol or ether.

It is found in large quantity in Persia, and in the Birman
empire. At Rangoon there are said to be upwards of500 naphtlia

weUsy which yield annually about 412,000 hhds. It is of essen-

tial use in the manufacture of varnish^ and is preferred to oil in

* from the Greek, signifying to take fire.
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tlie formation of oil paint, from its property of drying with great
rapidity. Like alcohol, it is employed for removing spots of
grease from woollen and other stuffs, hut it is difficult to dcstrov
the disagreeable odour which it emits. Near the Caspian, and
elsewhere in Persia, it is used instead of oil for lamps.

2. Petroleum.*

Bituine Uquide Noiratfe, F. Petrol, Br. Bituine Petrole, Bt.

Petroleum, at the usual temperature, is rather thicker than
common tar, has a strong disagreenble bituminous odour, and is

of a blackish or reddish-brown culour. It is very combustible,
emitting during ignition a thick black smoke, and leaving a
little residue in the form of black coal.

It is found in many countries, principally in those producing
coaL At several places in France. In England, at Ormskirk
in Lancashire, and at Coal Port» near Coalbrookdale. In Scot-
landy at St Catherine's Well near Edinburgh, and in the Isle of
Pomona one of the Hebrides. It occurs also in Bavaria» Swit-
zerland, and in Italy near Parma. At the latter place thepetro*
leum £^ves out so powerful an odour that the workmen cannot
long endure it at the bottom of the petroleum wells without
danger of fainting. It is found in many other parts of Europe,
and in America.
When naphtha is exposed to the air and light, it becomes brown,

thickens, and seems to pass into petroleum ; and when prtro-

leinn is distilled, an oil is obtained similar to naphtha. \\ lien

petroleum is exposed to the air, it thickens and passes into a kind

of bitumen. Considerable alliance is thus proved to exist between
mineral oil and bitumen.

BITUMEN.

Of bitumen tliere are three varieties.

I. Earthy Bitumen.

£r(Hges Ertlpech, W. Bitume Glutineux, IL I.a Poix Mineral*

I^Terreuse, Br. Earthy Mineiai rilcli, J. Malthe, Batdaiit.

It is blackish-brown, and dull ; fracture earthy and uneven

;

soft enough to take an impression of the nail ; sectile, and pos-

sesses a strong bituminous odour. It burns with clear brisk flame,

emits a powerful smell) and deposits much soot. It consists of

* Froni two Greek words^ signifying rock or minenl oiL
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inflammable matter, miogled with a considerable proportion of

earthy substances.

It is found in Persia, between Schiraz and Bender-congo ; at

the coal mines of Hurlet near Paisley, enclosing crystals of cal-

careous spar ; in East Lothian, and otlier places. It is occasion-

ally ii6cd as a pitch, and in the fabrication of certain varnisheft.

2* Elastic BiTUMES^.

filastisches Eidpecb, W. Bitume Elastique, H. La Poiz Miaentle
Elastique, H. Elastic Mineral Pitch, J. Elaterite, Settdant,

Elastic bitumen is of various shades ofbrown ; it is sof^, yields

easily to pre33ure»^is flexible, elastic, possesses a strongly bitumin-

ous odour, and is about the weight of water. It bums readily

with large flame and much smoke, but melts by a gentle heat,

and is thereby converted into a substance resembling petroleum,

or asphalt, according to its previous consistence. It takes up
the traces of a pencil, in the same manner as caoutchouc or India

rubber, whence its name of Mineral Ccumiehoue^ It consists,

according to Henry, of

England. France.

Carbon 52-250 58-260

Hydrogen 7-496 4-890

Oxygen 40 100 36-746

Nitrogen 0-154 0-104

It occurs principally in the Odin mine, near Castleton in

Derbyshire, m a secondary limestone.

3. Compact Bitumen. Asphalt.

SchlackifTcs Enlpech, W. BiLuine Solide, II. La Poix Minerale Scor*
iac^e, Br. Bitume Asphalte, Bt. SLaggy Mineral Fitch, J.

Varies from brownish-black to black $ occurs massive, with a
conchoidal fracture, and shining resinous lustre ; is opake, and
very brittle. Specific fj^mvity I— 1-6. When rubbed, it gives

out a bituminous odour. By combustion, it leaves a small quan-
tity ot ashes. It consists chiefly of bituminous oil, hydrogen
gas, and charcoal, but the latter is in greater proportion th^in in

elastic: bitumen. Like the elastic variety, it is often solt when
ibund, but soon hardens.

This is mucli the iiio^-^t cuiiiiiion variety ofbitumen. It is found
in the Palatinate ; in France ; at Neuchatel in Switzerland ; in

large strata in Avlona in Albania ; and in masses on the shores

or floating on the surface of the Asphaltic lake in Judea, called

the Dead Sea* It abounds in the islands of Barbadoes and Tri-
nidad; in the latter it forms with sand a lake three miles in cir-

cumference, called the Pitch Lak^ the ^ckness of which is un-
known. A i^entle heat renders it ductile, and when mixed with
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ffrease or common pitch it isiised for paying the bottoms of ships.

The ancients employed bitumen in the construction ol' their build*

ings, and the Egyptians used it for embalming.

COAL.

Schieffierkohle, BlUttcrkolile, Grobkohle, AV. Houille, H. Slate-CoaJ,

Foliated Coal, Cuarse Coal, J. Bituminous Mineral Coal, M.

Sp. Gr. 1-2— H. = 1-0—2-3.

It 18 of a black colour, frequently with ao iridescent taratah.

It occurs massive ; the structure in one direction is elaty* some*
times it is so in two directions ; the fragments vary in shape from
nearly the proportions of the cube, to those of a rhombic prism
greatly resemhliiif,^ that of mica ; it sometimes contains thin pa-
rallel layers of minerai carbon ; fracture small and imperfLCtly

conclioifial, frequently with a brilliant semi-metallic lustre. It

burns with a bright flame and much smoke ; but this coal com-
monly contains some propttrtion of earthy ingredients.

Analyses of several variuiies of coal by Dr Thomson. NeW"
eastle, or caking coal, carbon 75*28, hydrogen 4*18, azote 15-96,

oxygen 4*58. SpUnt, or light-bum hard coal, from Glasgow,
used for making coke and smelting iron, carbon 75, hydrogen
6*25, azote 6*25, oxygen 12*5. Cherryt or s<fi coal, from one
of the Glasgow upper beds (of the same kind with the StafFord-

shire), carbon 74*45, hydrogen 12*4^ azote 10*22, oxygen 2*93.

Cannd coal, carbon 64*72, hydrogen 21-56, azote W7% Dr
Thomson inclines to the opinion that coal is a direct combina*
tion of these elements, and not a compound of bitumen, &c as
has been supposed.

It occur? in many countries of the European continent, and is

tlie common coal of the most extensive British collieries.

I. Cannel CoaL Kennel Kohle, W. Houille, H. Of a grey-

ish-black colour, and occurs massive ; fracture large and flat con-

choidal, with a glimmering resinous lustre ; brittle. S})ecific

gravity 1*2. It burns with a bright flame, but at the same time

decrepitates and flies into angular fragments. It is common in

the upper beds of our coal deposits, as near Wigan in Lancashiref

at Glee liill in Shropshire, and Newcastle ; and in Scotland, at

Gilmerton near Edinburgh, and Muirkirk in Clydesdale. The
name Cannel is sunposed to he derived from the word candle,

because in some places it is used as a substitute. In Scothind

it is termed Parrot coal. As it receives a polish, it is occasionally

made into snuff-boxes, ink-stands, &c.

% Jei. Pechkohle, W. Jayet, H. Fitch Coal; J. Jet is gene-
rally of a velvet-black ; it occurs in elongated reniform masses,

and sometimes in the shape of branchesy with a regular woody
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Structure ; this structure is visible internally only by transmitted

light and in specimens cut extremely thin ; it has then a brown
translucent appearance. It presents a brilliant resinous lustre, and
a perfect conchoidai fracture ; is soft and brittle, and little heavier

thaD water ; burns with a greenish flame and strong bituminoui

smell, leaving a yellowish tub. Jet occurs principally in marly«

achistqse, or sandy beds, in several places in France, where it

is sometimes found enclosing amber ; nearWittemberg in Prussia

;

and in detached fragments, in the amber mines on the coasts of

the Baltic. In England it occurs in aluminous shale, at Whitby in

Yorkshire. It is worked into various trinkets, chiefly worn as part

of the mourning habit ; but when not sufficiently fine and hard
for that purpose, it is used as fuel.

S. Brown Coal, Braunkohle, Lignite, W. This substance

is perhaps principally characterized by its odour when in a state

of combustion, which resembles that of peat ; the flame is weak

;

it appears to have but little analogy with common coal. It occurs

massive, and brown of various shades, and brownish-black {Moor
coal) ; the fracture is eartiiy, or fibrous, and in the latter case it

generally possesses more or less of the structure of wood ( Wood
coal) ; but it is frequently sufficiently compact to alibrd a more
or less perfect conclioidal fracture, with a somewhat resinous

lustre, and is Dearly black* It yields to the knife, occasionally

to the pressure of the nail ; 200 grains of the Bovey brown coal

afforded on distillatio9 ^0 grains of water, acidulous and bitumin-
ous ; 21 grains of. thick brown oily bitumen $ 90 of charcoal

;

and 29 of mixed gases, hydrogen, carbonated hydrogen, and
carbonic acid. .

The earthy and fibrous varieties occur together in Thuringia,

in the circles 4)f S|iale and Leipsic, and at the Meissnerin Hessia,

forming beds 20 to 40 feet thick, and several square miles in ex-

tent J also in France, Silesia, Bavaria, and other European coun-

tries. In England, the fibrous and compact kinds {Bovey coal)

are found near Bovey Tracey in Devonshire, forming beds of

various thickness, mterposed between brownish clay ; small veins

of coal are found in the clay, together with retinasphalt. The
fibrous variety aUo occurs at the mouth of the Ouse in Sussex ;

abuadaiitly in the Faroe Isles, particularly buderue \ and iu the

county of Antrim imbedded in trap.

. «

DYSODILE.

Dysodile, Cordier, Houille Papyracde, Lttcoi, Meida di Diavoio tUi

JSicilkm*

It occurs in masses of a greenish-grey or yellow colour, and
either compact or laminated, sometimes botfa« It^is extremely
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fragile, emits an argillaceous odour when breathed on, and is oftl>e
sj>ecitic gravity of 1'146. It burns with a considerable flame and
smoke, and an almost insupportably fetid odour, with a crackling
noise* leaving a residue of nearly half its weight, unaltered in
form. Macerated in water, it becomes translucent^ and its la*
minae acquire flexibilitj.

It occurs at Melili* near Syracuset in a bed in secondary lime*
stone.

AMBER.

Bernstein, W . Succin, H. VeJlow Mineral Resin, M.

Contains Carbon 80 59 70-68

Hydrogen 7*31 11*62

Oxygen 6-73—Drapier. 7'77—Ure.
Sp. Gr. 10—M. H. - ?-0—2-5.

In irregular nodules, masses, or grains, generally of a yellow or
yellowish-white colour ; sometimes reddish-brown. It is brittle,

and yields easily to the knife ; is occasionally transparent, always

translucent; fracture more or less perfectly conchoidal, with a
vitreous or resinous lustre. Resinous electricity easily produced

by friction ; this property gave rise to the science of eiecLi icity,

which was so called from UXikt^ov, the Greek name for amber.

It yields by distillation an acid called the sweime acid, and
leaves an extremely black, shining residue, which is employed as

the basis of the finest black varnishes. It bums with a yellow

fiame» emits an agreeable odour, and leaves a light, shining,

black coal. Is soluble in idcohoK The experiments of Sir David
Brewster on the optical properties of amber, leave no doubt of

the origin of this substance being derived from the vegetable

kingdom, as the traces of regular structure indicated by its action

on polarized light are not the effect of the ordinary laws of crys-

tallization by which mellltc has been formed, but are produced

by the same causes which influence the mechanical condition of

gum arabic and other gums, which are known to be formed by the

successive deposition and induration of vegetable fluids.

The largest specimens of amber occur on the Prutj»ian coast,

where it is disengaged by the action of the waves, a ul cast ashore.

It also occurs occasionally presenting very peculiar tinges of

blue, on the Sicilian coast near Catani&; imbedded in brown

coal at Hasen Island in Greenland; in Poland, France, Italy,

and many other countries; and occasionally in the beds of

travel in the neighbourhood of London, and on the coasts of

Torfolk and Suffolk, Of those insects which have been origin*

ally enclosed in amber, some have evidently struggled hard for

their liberty, and^even led their limbs behind them in the at*
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tempt s it being do unusual thing to find in a mass of amber
which contains a stout beetle, the animal wanting one or perhaps

two of itsjegS) and those limbs left in different places nearer that

part of the mass from which it set out. This also may account

for the common accident of finding l^s or wings of Hies without

the rest of their bodies in pieces of amber ; the insects havlnsr,

when entangled in the yet soft and viscid matter, escaped at the

expense of ieavi?!^ those limbs behind them. Most if not all of

these insects art unknown at the present day. (Manual,)
Amber is u^ed m the fabrication of ornaments by the Turks,

as mouth-pieces tur their pipes, &c. ; and considerable value is

attached to large transparent specimens. The conuuon varieties

are used for making varnish.

HATCHETINE**

Mountain Tallow, Mineral Adipocere, ConyUare.

This singular mineral varies in colour from yellowish-white to

wax and greenisli*yellow. It occurs either flaky, like sperma-

ceti, or sub-granular, like bees' wax. When flaky it has a
slightly glistening and pearly lustre, and a considerable degree
of translucency ; when sub-granular it is dull and opake. It is

of about the hardness of soit tallow, and possesses neither odour
nor elasticity; but is so fusible as to melt in water heated he-

low 170° ; and is very light. Like elastic bitumen, it is readily

soluble in ether ; and both solutions, by spontaneous evaporation,

leave a viscid oily matter in separate drops, but that from

Hatchetine is still inodorous, while the one from elastic bitumen
retains strongly the peculiar odour of that substance. Hatchetine
distilled over the naked flame of a spirit-lamp assumes the bitu-

minous smell, and yields a butyraceous substance of a greenish-

vellow colour, a coaly matter remaining in the retort ; at a lower
heat it affords a light oil.

It occurs filling small contemporaneous veins, lined with cal-

careous spar and small quartz crystals, in iron-stone at Merthyr
Tydvil in South Wales.

SCHERERITE.

Scheierit, Sifomiyer, . Naturliche Kaphthaline, Sdi/trer.

Combination of carbon and hydrogen. Carbon 73*0, hydra-
gen S^'O—Macaire.

* So named in honour of the eminent chemist Chos. Uatchett

R 2
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Exists in loosely aggregated, wliitish, feebly shining, pearly^

erystalline grains, and iblise, which generally occur in nests* It

is rather heavier than water, does not feel greasy, is very friable,

and has no taste. It melts readily into a colourless liquid at a
temperature of 112^, and in that state resembles a fiitty oil, and
penetrates paper in the same manner; the snots, however, thus
produced disappear when the paper is heated. On cooling, the

melted mineral crystallizes in four-sided acicular crystals. When
exposed to fire, it inflames and burns completely away, with a
feeble aromatic smell. Is insoluble in water, but melts easily in

alcohol, ether, and concentrated sulphuric acid. Occurs in beds
of lignite at Ussnack near St Gall, and at Bagh in the Wester-
wald, Switzerland i and w as named oiter its discoverer, Captain

Scherer,

OZOKEKITE.*

Sp. Gr. 0-935. Soft.

Colour yellowish-brown; translucent; has a blight uduur of

bitumen, and softens by the heat of the hand, so that it may be
kneaded like wax. Fuses readily, and emits a stronger bitumin-

ous odour whilst doing so ; bums with a clear bright flame, and
leaves no residue. Not affected by acids or water, and oiAy

slightly by heated alcohol. Is soluble in ether or oil of turpentine^

with a yellow colour.

Occ 11! s in considerable masses at Slanik in the Buchau dis-

trict of Moldavia, where it has been long used by the peasants

for fiieL

MELLITE.

Fynmudal Meliichrone Jlesin, M. Honevstoue, J. Honiffstein, W.
MeUite, H.

Combination of mellitic acid, alumina, and water.

Mellitic acid 46*0 41*4

ittumina 160 14-5

Water 38 0—KIaproth. 44-1—Wiihler.
Sp. Gr. 1-58— 1-66.

Colour honey-yellow, reddish, or brown. Primary fi>rm the oc«
taliedron with square base, in which it also occurs with the sum-
mits of the octahedron truncated. Cleavage parallel to the planes

* From MicUingy and «f(««, vat*
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of tf)e primarvj but difficultly obtained-^ fracture conchoidal

;

transparent or tianaiuccat ; luaire resinous, inclining to vitreouii.

It is slightly resiao- electric by friction ; before the blowpipe it

becomes of an opake-white with black spots, and is at lengui re-

ditoed to ashes ; when burnt in the open air, neither smoke nor

flame is observable, and it eTenttially acquires the colour and
consistence of chalk. Soluble in nitric acid.

V on V « ,.118* C
F ou V" 93 0

The mellite is a rare mineral, having hitherto only been found
at Artem in Thuringia. It occurs in bituminous wood, and earthy
coai, and is generally accompanied by sulphur.

RETINASPHALT.

Betinite, J. lletinaaphalt, Uatdkett,

Contains, according to the researches of Haichett,
Resin soluble in alcohol 55
Insoluble bituminous matter 41

Earthy substances 5
Sp. Gr. H. s

It occurs in irregular opake masses of a pale brownish-yellow

colour, having a glistening lustre and imperfect conchoidal frac*

ture. It is brittle and soft ; when placed on hot iron it melts,

smokes, and bums with a bright flame, emitting a fragrant odour.

Partly soluble in alcohol, with an unctuous residue. Though
this species exhibits characters;somewhat different from those of
bitumen, it yet appears to be more nearly allied to that than to

any other substance. The variety from Bovey Tracey in Devon-
shire, where it is found accompanying brown coal, has a dry
eartliy texture ; while that from Woichow in Moravia is hard and
resinous.

FOSSIL COPAL.

FoMil Copal, Hl^igite Besin.

Fossil copal or Highgate resin was found in considerable

quantity in the bed of blue clay of which Highgate Hill, near
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London, in great measure consists. It is in irregular piedes af
a light-yellowish and dirty-brown colour^ somewhat translucent,

aud with a resinous lustre ; it is britUet yields easily to the kiiife>

and is but little heavier than water, its specific gravity being only
1046. It pvcs out a resinous aromatic odoiir when heated,

and melts into a limpid fluid; when applied to the ranflle it

takes fire and burns with a clear yellow flame and abundance
of ^^t^oke, as is the case with other resins; before tiie blowpipe
it burns away without leaving any perceptible ash.

It has been found in considerable abundance at Wolchow in

Moravia.
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CONSISTING PRINCIPALLY OP MINERALS OF WHICH NO AUTHEN-
TIC ANALYSIS HAS HITHERTO BEEN PUBLISHED, OB RESPECT-
ING WHICH FULLER INFORMATION IS RBQUIRBD BEFORE

<THEIR PLACE IN THE GENERAL ARRANGEMENT CAN WITH
ACCURACY BE DETERMINED.

ARSENICAL ANTIMONY.
Anenik-Splesglaoz, Lm

Sp. Gr. 6-2. H. = 2-0—4-0.

Ill kidney-shaped masses. Colour tin-white. Occasionally

8[)lendent, sometinics dull. Before the blowpipe it melts, and at

the same time emits considerable lumes of arsenic and antimony.

This species was noticed by Zippe at Przibram in Bohemia,
where it occurs in metallic veins, associated with blende^ anti-

mony, sparry iron, &c*

ARSENIURET OF MANGANESE.-^JKbik?.

Contains manganese 45'50^ arsenic dVSO, oxide of iron 2*70

—

Kane.
Sp. Gr. 5-55.

Occurs massive and botryoidal ; of a greyish-white colour.

Composition granular. Fracture uneven. When exposed to the

atmosphere it becomes coated with a black powder. Before the

blowpipe it burns with a blue flame, attended by a white smoke,
and the odour of garlic. Is soluble iir nitric acid.

Locality^ Saxony.

ATELESTITE.—iS^SMnvT.

Heavy. H. about 8*0.

Crystalline, in structure resembling sphene. Colour pure

Eulphur-yellow. Lustre between resinous and adamantine;

transparent or translucent. Before the blowpipe affords indica-

tions of bismuth.

Locality, Schneeberg in Saxony.
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BATRACUIT£.^iS%an^

Sp.Gr. 8-038. H. = 50.

Massive, exhibiting traces of a rhombic prism of 1 15**. Com-
position impalpable. Cleavaprc parallel to the sides and shorter

d!ag:ojKil oi tlie prism, but mostly indistinct. Fracture small
coiichoidal. Colour li<jht greenisli-grey, to almost white. Streak
white. Lustre resinous or vitreous, more inclined to the latter.

Before the blowpipe per se it is iiiiusibie, uithuut any percep-
tible cbanire of colour to the Hume. Heated in the matrass it

ali'ords a litilo luuisLuie. It is slowly soluble in salt ol'phoapiiurus,

leaving a silica residue; with soda it fuses with difficulty into

a dark*coloured pearl. From these and other experiments it

has been inferred by Merlet to be a silicate of magnesia.

Is found at Rizoni, a mountain ia Southern Tyrol.

B£EZ£LIN£.—iVec^.

H. about 5*0.

In extremely inintite white octahedral crystals, whose surface

is dull. Slightly translucent; and having a vitreous lustre OQ
the fracture. Very brittle; but devoid of distinct cleavage. Be-
fore the blowpipe in the forceps it is fusible, though with diffi-

culty, into a pale glass. 1 ornis with heated muriatic acid a green-

ish coloured jelly.

From Galloro near La lliccia in the lioman States, w here it

accompanies crystals of black garnet and pinchbeck-brown micu,

in the dnisy caviti^ of an augitie rock.

BEUDANTim—Zet;2r.

H. = 4-(>-4-5:

Occurs in small closely aggregatcc^ crystals, being slightly ob-

tuse rhombs (\ i/. 92° 30') w ith the -ununits truncated. Colour

black. Translucent in thin fragments, and of a deep-brown

colour by transmitted light. Lustre resinous. Streak greenish-

grey. Cleavage easily eft'ected perjjeiKlicul.u- to the axis of the

rhomb. The only substances Dr VVuilusLun cuuid detect in it

were the oxides of lead aiid iron.

lieudaiitite is found associated with brown iron ore at Hor-
hausen, in the district of Nassau^ on the Rhine.
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BIOTINE.

Biotioa, MouthM, Biotin, LeonhanU

Sp, Gr. 3'11. Scratciies glass.

Colour white or yellowish. Transparent and limpid. Lustre
brilliants Fracture vitreous, inclining to conchoidal* Presents
double refraction. Is not ailected by the blowpipe^ and is only
pertly soluble in nitric acid.

Sig. Monticelli noticed tliis mineral among the volcanic debris

of Vesuvius, and named it in honour of M. Biot. It is easily

distinp^uislied from other b|)Lcies with which it is associated, by ^

the superior briiUancy of us lustre*

BR£iSLAKIT£.

Occurs in delicate capillary prismatic crystals of a reddiiili

or chestnut-brown colour, coating the cavities of certain lavas.

Its fibres ar^ flexible, its lustre semi-metallic. It contains

silica, alumina, iron, and a considerable proportion of copper.

Before the blowpipe per se it fuses readily into a brilliant and
magnetic black scoria $ with borax forms a green glass, which
becomes colourless in cooling ; and with sicdt of phosphorus

a green globule, which reddens in the reducing flame. It ao>

companies nepheline, pyroxene, and other Vesuvian minerala;

and is met with both at that locality, and at Capo di Bore near

Rome. (MamiaL)

CRELmi' ORDITE,— Ckaveland.

Sp. Gr. 2*4.

In rectangular prisms, occasionally modified ; also amorphous.
Presents one impierfect cleavage. Contains 75 per cent, of si*

iica.

It occurs in Chelmsford in the United States, associated with

quartz, mica, and apatite.

CHLOROPHiEITE *—Z)r M'CuUoch.

This mineral, when newly broken, is of a green colour, vary-

ing from the fine transparent yellow green of olivin, which it

* Chlorophu^ite, from the Greek, in allusion to its appearing of agreea
colour (when Dewly broken}.
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flometimes resembles, to the dull muddy green of steatite, to
which it then bears an equal similitude. After a few hours' ex-
posure it turns darker, and shortly becomes black. The frac*

ture is generally conchoida). It is so soft as to be scratched by
a quill, and is brittle. Specific gravity 2*020. Before the blow-
pipe it remains unchanged, neither cracking nor sensibly alter-

ing its colour nor translucency. Consists principally of silica and
iron, with a little alumina.

It is found imbedtlnl in the amygdaloid of Scuirmore in the
Isle of Rum, the base being either a basalt or a black indurated

clay-stone. It also occurs in Fifeshire, in Iceland, and at Gill

and Southbury in the United States. The nodules are general-

ly round, and vary from the .si/c of a radish seed to that of a pea
and upwards sometimes they are hollow.

CHOmKRlTE^KobeU.

Hydro-silicate of alumina, magnesia, and lime.

Contams Silica 35*69

Alumina 17*12

Magnesia 22*50

Lime 12*00

Protoxide of iron 1*46

Water 900—KobeU.
H. between 2*0 and 4 0. >

Occurs massive. Composition impalpable. Fracture uneven
and imperfectly conchoidal. Lustre glimmering or dull. Colour
white, with shades of yellow and grey. Translucent often only on
the edges. It melts readily before the blowpipe into a greyish glas^^s,

and with borax fuses slowly into a globule coloured by iron, it

is easily decomposed by concentrated muriatic acid.

Occurs in rounded masses at Elba.

COBALTIC GALENA.

Cobsltie Galena, or Cobaltlc Lead Glance, J. and If* Cobaltbleierzj

Sp. Or. 8*44. Soft and sectile.

Contains lead 62-89, arsenic 2247, sulphur 047, iron 2^11,

cobalt 0*94, arsenical pyrites 1*44 (the loss of 9*76 being attri-

buted to intermixed calcareous spar)—Du Menil. In minute
moss-like groups of crystals, or cleavable masses. Colour lead-
grey, inclining to blue; opake ; lustre metallic and shining.

Soils a little. Splits into fragments before the blowpipe, and
communicates a smalt-blue colour to glass of borax.

It occurs in a vein of clay-slate with brown spar, traversing
grauwacke, at Clausthal in tlie Hartz.
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Sp. Gr. 2-136. H. about 2 0.

In reniform masses, riirely globular, and in tliin coatings or

crusts. Colour dark oiive-green or liver-brown ; with low resin-

ous lustre. Translucent on the edges. Fracture conchoidal.

Feels greasy, and does not attach itself to the moist lip. Streak
yellow, inclining to grey. Emits an aigillaccous udour when
breathed upon. Splits and becomes somewhat friable before the

blowpipe, assuming at the same time a darker hue.

From tlie serpentime quarry near Waldheim in Saxony.

GREEN IRON EARTH.

Griine Eisenerde, W. Hypochlorite, Sehuler.

Contains oxide of bismuth 13-03, silica 50-24', alumina 14*65,

oxide of iron 10*54!, phosphoric acid, with traces of manganese,

Occurs in renifbrm, botryoidal, and globular masses ; struct

ture impalpable ; colour siskin-green, passing into black and yel*

low ; lustre resinous and dull ; «treak yellowish-grey ; brittle; be-
comes brown and black before the blowpipe^ but does not melt

;

nor is it soluble in nitric acid. Is found at Schneebei^ in Sax-
ony, and in the county of Sayn in Germany.

liLRRERITE.—.S'^arJ.

Contains carbonic acid 31*86, tellurium 55'5S, peroxide of

nickel 12*32—Hcrrera.

Sp.Gr.4-3. H=40—4-5,

Occurs in reniform masses. ClefSvage in three directions, af-

fording rhomboidal fragments, whose angles are incapable of

measurement on account of the curvatures of the faces. Lustre

vitreous to pearly, and shining on fresh surfaces. Colour pista-

chio-, emerald-, and grass-crreen. Streak yellowish-grey. Tran-^hi-

cent. Brittle. Before the blowpipe on charcoal it at first be-

comes grey, and afterwards emits a white smoke, which adheres

to the charcoal; in the reducing flame it becomes of a beautifid

grass-green. _^Heated in an open tube, it gives olF abundant
white fumes, which adhere to the glass ; and on examining these

with a microscope they appear to conust ofnumerous white trans-

parent globules.

It occurs at Albarradon in Mexico^ traversing transition lime-

stone in a metallic vein, consisting chiefly of ores of lead, sUver^

muriate of silver, and iodic silver. When decomposed it appears

earthy and dull, with a son^ewhat fibrous structur^^
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MARCELWE^Beudani.
Silicate of Manganese from Piedmont

—

Berzeliiu,

8p. Gr. 3*8. Scarcely scratches glass.

A silicate of the deutoxide of manganese without water.

Silica 15-17 . 26-00

Oxide of maDganese 75*80 67*23

Oxide of iron 4-14 1*23

Alumina 2-80 3-00

Lime 0*00 1-40

Magnesia 0*00—Berzelius. 1*40—Berthier.

Occurs crystallized in octahedrons, with a square base. Co-
lour greyish-black, with a slightly metallic or vitreous lustre

;

yields no water when calcined ; is fusible before thn blowpipe,

without alteration of colour, imparting to soda a distinct re-ac-

tion of the oxide of manganese. Is acted upon by muriatic acid,

with disengagement of chlorine, leaving a gelatinous residue.

Marccline forms considerable repositories iu mica-schist, ia

the valley oi' iSuiiit Marcel in i'iedmuut.

M ICROL 1TE

Sp. Gr. 4r75^*0. H.s5-0—5-5.

Primary fomiy the resular octahedron. Secondary^ llie same
having all its edges bevelled. Occurs in minute crystals.

Cleavage imperfect, parallel with the primary faces. Colour
straw-yeilow, passing into dark reddish-orown. Transparent, to

translucent on the edges. Lustre resinous. Fracture conchot-

dal, passing into uneven. Surface of the primary faces dulL

Streak white^ except where the colour of the mineral is brown

;

it then resembles the colour. Alone, before the blowpipe, it

remains unaltered. Is slowly soluble in borax, communicating
to it a yellow colour, which grows paler on cooling ; but remains

transparent unless subjected to flaniinf_r, when it becomes nebu-
lous, and presents, on cooling, a pale \ lUow enamel. It is not

readily acted upon by soda, and is in soluble in nitric acid. The
chief ingredient of this substance is supposed to be the oxide of

cerium. It is I'ouihI at Chesterfield in Massachusetts, imbedded
in albite, along with the green and red tourmuluics from that

locality.

MONAZITE—^mMoup^.
Sp. Gr. 4-924. H. = 5*0.

Primary form, a doubly (ib!i(|ue prism : colour hyacinth- or

brick-red; translucent on the edi^cs ; lustre vitreous; streak white.

Heated to redness in a glass tube^ it suffers no change, la.
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the strongest heat of the blowpipe it only melts upon the edges,

where it becomes greenish-yellow. Treated with soda or boia.v

in the reducing flame, it dissolves with effervescence into a light-

yellowish opoke mass, Diasolired in salt of phosphoni8» the glob-

ule is yellow while warm, but on cooling becomes yeUowish-
green and opake* From these and oilier experiments^ it has

been inferred that monazite is a compound of the oxide of ura-

nium, with some one or more of the earths.

It is found in the mountains about Umensee in Siberia; and
has been described also under the name of MengUe*

MONTIOELLITE^JB^NMb.

H. = 50—6-0.

^ In small imbedded crystals, having the general aspect of quartz.

Colour yellowish ; sometimes nearly transparent, and colourless.

Occurs at Vesuvius imbedded in a crystalline carbonate of
lime, along with particles of black mica and minute crystals of

pyroxene* Its name was pro}>osed by Brooke^ m honour of the

celebrated Neapolitan mineralogist Monticelli.

MYSORINE BeudanL

Contains dentoxide of copper 60-75, peroxide of iron 19*50,

carbonic acid X(i'70, silica 2*10—Tiiomson.

Sp. Gr. 2 02.

Occurs massive, having an impalpable composition. When
pure its colour is brownish-black, but it is frequently tinged green

and red irom admixture with- carbanatc of copper and oxide of

iron. Fracture small conchoidaL Is soluble in acids when pure,

but if mixed with foreign matter the solution deposits a red pre-

cipitate. This rare substance was noticed by Dr Heyne, near
the eastern frontier of Mysore in Hindustani where it is men-
tioned as ibnmng beds in the older rocks*

NEOCTESE*—BewAwi^.
Hydrated arseaiate of iron.

Contains arsenic acid 50'78| peroxide of iron 34*85| water
15*55—Berzelius.

Tins substance occurs crystallized, though in ill-pronounced

individuals. Its primary form is supposed to be a right square

prism. Its colour is green, but when heated it gives off its mois-

ture and becomes j ellow. Tu llie duxes it imparts the colour

of iron, emitting at the same time a powerful alHaceous odour.

It occurs at St Antonio Perreira, near Villa Ilicca, in Brazil,

* From MHi nem^ and «r«r/f, ac^uisUknu
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imbedded in or mixed with compact hydrate of iron ; and ap*
pears to be closely allied to arseoiate of iron* Page 234.

NONTEONITE—iy^r^/d/er.

Contains silica 44 0, peroxide of iron 29*0, aJamina 3*6, mag-
nesia 2*1, water 18*7, clay 1*2— Berthier.

This substance resembles clay. It is of a pale straw, or ca-

nary-yellow colour, with a greenish tinge. Opake. Unctuoua
to the touch ; and exhaling an odour wlicn breathed upon. Ac-
quires a fine polish and resinous lustre from the friction of softer

bodies. Is not reduced to powder, but become'^ himpy under the

pestle ; and does not affect the magnet. \\ iiuii immersed in

water it disengages numerous air bubbles, becomes translucent

on the edges, and increases in weight. When slightly heated,

it gives ofi water, and assumes the colour of red oxidt; oi iron ;

and when calcined becomes sensibly m^^netic.

Nontronite was noticed by Berthier in small kidney-shaped

masses^among manganese in the arrondissement of Nontron in

France^

OSMELil E.

—

DreiUiaupt.

Sp. Gr. 2-79—2-83. H. = 4-0—6^.
Massive ; in thin prismatic concretions, scopiformly or stellu-

larly arranged. Colour greyish-white inclining to smoke-grey.
Translucent. Lustre not great, between pearly and vitreous.

Feels greasy, and when brcatlied upon emits an argillaceous

odour; hence its name, from otf/x^, smell. Cleavage in one direc-

tion. In the mouth it feels as if about to dissolve, although no
change takes place.

Occurs superimposed on calcareous spar, mixed vvith datho-

lite, in trachyte at Niederkirchcu, near \Voiistein, on the Kiune.

PHENAKITE.—iVbrcfc/wAiW.
Silicate of Glucina.

Contains silic^'55*l4, gluctna 44*47, alumina and magnesia
0-39—Uartwalh

Sp. Or. 2-9(59. H. above 6-0.

Primary Ibrm a rhomboid of 115° 25^*

F on 6

P on « ..122 17
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Cleavage parallel to it. Colour bright wine-yellow» incliniDg

to red or white* Varying from transparent to opake. Lustre
vitreous. Not affected by acidsy and with difficulty fusible be-
fore the blowpipe.

Occurs associated with beryl in the Perm district of Siberia.

At first sight it is described as being readily mistaken for quartz

;

and is iience named from fiva^ the deceiver*

POONAHLITEU-^rooAe.

H. = 50—5-5.

In slender rhombic prisms of 92° SCK.

This species at first si<rlit much resembles needlestone, with
which it also nearly corresponds in hardness. Its crystals, how-
ever, traverse the matrix instead of forming groups in the cavi-

ties, and have not been observed with natural terminations. It

occurs along with the fine apophyllites from Poonah in Hindus-
tan..

PROTHEITE.— (7rc.

Heavy. Scratches glass.

In rectangular prisms, the faces being striated longitudinally.

Colour olive-green or white. Nearly opake in large specimens,

translucent in smaller. Lustre vitreous, inclining to adaman-
tine. Is infusible before the blowpipe, and becomes electric by
friction.

• Has lately been discovered in the Zillerthal in the Tyrol.

PYROSKLERITE.—i£bictf.

Sp. Gr. 2-71. H. = 2-5—3-5.

Silicate of alumina and magnesia.
. Contains silica 37*03, alumina 13*50, magnesia 31*62, prot-

oxide of iron 3*52, green oxide of chrome 1*43, water 11*00—^Ko-

bell.

Massive. Cleavage parallel with the faces of a rhombic prism.

Fracture uneven and splintery. Lnstre on the cleavage faces

feebly pearly, in other directions dull. Colour apple-green or

light greenish-grey. Before the blowpipe it fuses with difficulty

into a greyish glass. With borax it slowly yields a glass coloured

by chrome. It is decomposed when in the state of powder by
concentrated sulphuric acid.

It occurs at Elba with chonikrite ; and seems to be closely re;

lated to picrolitc.
'
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SOMERVILLITE.
H. under 6 0.

Colo ir pale dull yellow. Lustre vitreoui. Cleavage perfect,
paralld to F.

e Wkg 122*65'
P on c 147 5
P on / 90 0
/ on^ 135 0
I on /. 90 0

It decrepitates before t!ie blowpipe, fusing per se into a grey
colo^ived globule, and with borax into a transparent one.

Somcrvillite occurs amon<^ the ancient scoriae of Vesuvius, as-

sociated witli black mica and other minerals. The determina-
tion of this species is due to Brooke, who named it in compli-
ment to Dr Somerville, from whom he obtained the specimens.
It may be distinguished from itlocrase by its cotiij)(}rtment be-
fore the blowpipe, as the latter does not decrepitate ; and when
it fuses, which it does with greater difGculty, it yields globules

of a greenish tinge.

STEINMANNITE.
Sp. Gr. 6-833. H. = 2-5.

' Primary form the cube. Secondary form the regular ocla*

hedroQ«

Cleavage parallel to the cube> imperfect and scarcely visible.

Fracture uneven. Surface of the crystals smooth. Lustre me-
tallic. Colour pure lead grey. Botryoidal ; massive. Compo-
sition fine granular ; in some varieties a curved lamellar com-
position is visible. Composition also compact^ sometimes po*
reus. When heated before the blowpipe on charcoal, it decre**

pitates with violence. Its powder, heated, emits the odour of
sulphurous acid, and a metallic globule remains, as in the case

of galena, but which finally yields a distinct button of silver.

It appears to consist of lead, antimony, silver, and sulphur.

It is tbund at Przibram with quartz, blende, and iron pyrites.

S i ILPNOMELAN.— G^ltJcAer.

Sp. Gr. 3*27^8-4. H. =: 3 0-4-0.

In crystalline, lamellar, and fibrous masses, of a black or

greenish colour ; lustre vitreous \ cleavage in one direction ;

streak olive-green to liver-brown. Insoluble in acids | fusible

before the blowpipe into a bluish-black scoria.

Localities^ Obergrund and Zinkmantel in Silesia.
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' Muriate of Potash. Cblorure de Potassium.

Consists of chlorine 47«46, potassium 52*54.

Soluble, with the taste of common salt. Crystallizes in the
form of the cube, and cleaves parallel to the faces of that solid.

When in solution the addition of muriate of platina produces a
yellow precipitate. Treated with sulphuric acid, it leaves, after

evaporation, acicnlar crystals, which do not effloresce in the air.

It is found in small quantity, mixed with salt, in the mines of
Hallein and Berchtesgaden, in Saltzburg, where it was first noticed
by M. Vogel.

TEP i 1liOlTE.-^Leonhard,

Sp.Gn 4*116. H.£5 5-0^-0.

Massive and compact. Colour ash-grey, tarnishing black.

Lustre adamantine. Streak somewhat paler than the mineral.

Cleavage perfect in several directions; two of them forming to-

gether a right angle. Fracture imperfect conchoidai, or uneven.
Forms a black slag before the blowpipe.

Occurs with franklinite and red zinc, at Sparta in the United
States.

TH£NARDlT£^Ak£0r.

Sp. Gr. 2-73.

Anhydrous sulphate of soda, mixed with a minute proportion

of the sub-caorbonate of soda.

Sulphate of soda . 99*78

Sub^carbonate of soda 0*29-^Casaseca.

Primary form a right rhombic prism of about 125^ and 55^
Occurs in rhombic octahedron^, simple* or modified on the

summit) which are grouped one upon another.

Cleavage parallel to the faces of the prism ; most distinct pa*
rallel to its base. Colour white or reddish ; transparent or trans-

lucent. Superficially efflorescent. Before the blowpipe, in the

matrass, yields no water. Soluble in water.

This substance occurs in crystalline coatings at the bottom of

certain lakes, at a place called Les Salines Espartlnes, five

leagues from Madrid, and two and a half from Aranjuez; where
it is collected for the fabrication of artificial sub-carbonate of soda.
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UWAIIOWITE.*—^m.
H. above 6'0.

In extremely ?man rliorrboidal doclecalicdron«:, of an emcralcU

green colour; transparenL In the matrass afiords no water, and
does not alter its colour. Before the blowpipe is infusible and
unalterable without addition; and colours glass of borax chrome-
green. By Hess this is considered a chrome-coloured jrarnet,

but from that species it is distinguished by its infusibilily before

the blowpipe, by its not decrepitating, and not altering either

colour or appearance.

, It occurs at Bissersk in the Ural Mountains.

ZUiiLIT£.t^Jfofftfee/&*.

Sp. Gr. 3'27. H. about 6<0.

Occurs in rectangular four-sided prisms, lengthened in the di-

rection of their axis, and having occasionally their lateral edgea
replaced. Colour asparagus*green, inclining to grey. Op&e,
Lustre resinous. Cleavage indistinct. Fracture conchoidal.

Surface of the crystals rough, frequently covered with a white
coating. It is infusible before the blowpipe, but yields with bo-
rax a black glass. Nitric acid dissolves it, partly with efferves-

cence, and the solution becomes yellow. Zurlite is a Vesuvian
mineral ; it is generally found in large distinct crystals, associat-

ed with calc spar and other species.

* Named after the President of the Academy at St Petersbuig^ Id,
Uwarow.

f In conipiiu.ent to tbe Neapolitan minister, Sig. Zurlo.
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Acicular arseniate of copper 232
bismuth glance 218
olivenite 332

Acide arsenieux 2E1
Actynolite &8
Adamantine-spar 6fi

Adhesive slate 3|I

Adipocere mineral ' 393
Adularia 1 15

^schynite 2fil

Agalmatolite Hi)
Agaric mineral 1G2
Agate ID
Alabandine 245
Alabaster 163
AUlite hi
Alaun 202
Alaunstein 203
Albin 108
Albite 132
Allagite 2AA
AUanite 2fi3

Allochroite l^

Allopliane 21
Alloy of Indium and osmium 330
Almandine lA

ruby 82
Alum 202
Alumine hydrate sliicif^re 10

fluatde alkaline 20i
hydro-phosphat^e IM
8ous-«5ulfatce 155
sulphatce alkaline 202

Aluminite lih2

Alumocalcite * 13
Alumstone 203
Alunite 203
Alunogene IM
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37fl

117
A mhpr 39>
Amblv£ronic autpite snar \^\\

Amblygonite 1^
AmetliYSt
Amiaiit hti^ 59
A mninn^il iini 207
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oil Awild 201
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Ansilcime 138

AnataseaX ajnvC»o^ 253
Andalusite ion
A n Tlnri 230
An(Tlp«:if 3(15

A nil vHritA 17C
AnVi vrlrniiQ siHpst^ n€ Smn 224
A nlrpritp 1^
Anorthite 2g
Anortliitic melane ore 203
Anorthotomous feldspar 35
Anthophyllite 33
Anthracite 386
Anthraconite 1G4
Antiraonoker 34a
Antimonphyllite 34p
Antimoine blanc 34B

gris 345
natif 343
oxyde 34Q
oxyde sulfurt^ 347

terreux 34D
rouge
Rultur^

347
345

Antimon blende 347
nickel 2ftl

silber 294
silber blende 300

.Antimonial grey copper 313
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Antinionial nickel

ochre
silver

Antimoine sulfure nickelif^re

Antimonphyllite
Apatite
Aphanese
Aph^rese
Aphrite
Aphthitalite

Aplouie
Apophyllite
Aquamarine
Aremlalite
Arfwedsonite
Argent antimonial

antimoni^ sulfur^

antimoni^ sulfur^ noix

carbonate
muriate
natif

rouge •

sulfur^

antimonif^re et cup-

rifere

flexible

tellure'

vitreuse

Argentiferous copper glance

sulpburet of copper

gold
J

Argile
smectique

Argyrythrose
Arragonite
Ar^eniate of cobalt

of copper
of iron

of lead

of lime
Arsenic natif

oxyd^
sulfure' jaune
sulfur^ rouge

Arsenical antimonial silver

antimony
bismuth
copper pyrites

iron

nickel

pyrites

silver

Arsenik kies

wisnmth
Arsenikblltthe
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201

2M
2fll

3ia
170
aai
327m
im
m
IM
99

£1
29i
3QQ
298m
305

292
300
296

299
297
29^
2311

303

aoa
337
3&
32

aoo
165

289
323
2M

180
280
mi
283
281
235
397
279
314
213
292
2M
295
213
279

180, 2hl

Arsenikeisen

Arseniksaures blei

Arsenik-spiesglanz

Arseniuret of manganese
Arsen-silber blende

Asbestus
Asparagus stone

Asphalt
Atacamite
Atelestite

Augite
Auriferous native silver

Automalite
Avanturine
Axe stone

Axinite
Axotomous antimony glance

arsenical pyrites

augite spar

habroneme malachite

iron ore

lead baryte

stone
triphane spar

Azure copper ore

Azurite
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284
MA
397
397
mi

m
3^

397
4a
2M
26
A

m
34fi

2M
53
331
257
359m
22
am

159, aia

Babingtonite
Baikalite

Balas ruby
Barystrontianite

Baryte carbonat^e

sulphat^e

Barytes
BarVtine
Baryto.calcite

Batrachite

Berg crystal

Bergmannite
Bergmehl
Berg-milch
Bern-stein

Berthierite

Bervl
Berzeline
Berzelite

Beudantite
Biegsamer silber glanz

Bildstein

Bimstein
Biotine

Bismuth blende
cobalt ore

glanz
natif

52
52
22
193
187
ISQ
189
im
iBd
398
2

144

162
3^2
MA
99

316, 398
45,

398
297
iia
UQ
«i99

279
287
211
22b

)ogle
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CODalb OClirc ^11 11

copper 1 }}O i ti

hematite 240
iron ore 2iiQ

manganese 237
tellurium 342
wad 241

Blatter-zeolith 23
tellur 342

Blattricher schwarz braun-
steinerz 237

Blau-eisenstein 151
Bleierde 3Sfi

Bleifahlerz 332
Bleigelb 367
Bleiglanz 349
Blei.hornerz 362
B lei-vitriol 3M
Blende 371

charbonneuse mi
Blind coal 3fifi

Bloedite 204
Bloodstone m
Blue carbonate of copper aiii

iron ore 22a
lead 331
vitriol 323

Bole 3B
Bolognian stone mi
Boracite LM
Borate oflime 179

of magnesia 186

of soda mo
Borax 102
Boraxsaures natron 199
Bornine
Botryogene 233
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Botryolite IM
Bournonite 332
Brachytypous lead bairyte 3fi2

lime Woide LM
manganese ore 237
parachrose baryte 228

Braunite 232
Brauner glaskopf 221
Bretslakite 299
Brcunnerite 184
Brevicite 122
Brewsterite 4ij

Brewsteritic kouphone spar 43
Bright white cobalt 21i4

Brittle sulphuret of silver 2M
silver glance 298

Brochantite 324
Brogniartin 203
Bronzite 62
Brookite 23fi

Brown iron ore 220
haematite 221
spar 228

Brucite fift

Bucklandite 54
Bucholzite 102
Buntkupfererz 310
Bustamite 243
Buttermilk silver 30«

Cacholong 111

Cadmiferous blende 323
Calaite gO
Calamine 375
Calaniite 52
Calc spar ifiO

Calcareous spar IM
Calcedony 9
Calcedonite 3fiQ

Calomel 380
Candite 82
Cannel coal

Capillary pyrites 291
Carbo-cerine 2fifi

Carbonate of barytes 187
of cerium 2fifi

of copper 320
of iron 228
of lead 330
of lime 180
of lime and Scila M)!
of magnesia 1 W'.i

of niognesia ;uui lion 184

ot" manganese "24f»

of si Ivor MKi
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rage. Pafie

Carbonate of soda 196 Chrysolite

of strontian 192 Chrysoprase Ifl

of uranium 270 Chusite BB
of zinc 325 Cimolite Sfl

Carintbin &5 Cinnabar 379
Carnclian 19 Cinnamon stone 19

Cassiterite 259 Clausthalie 354
Cat*seye ft Clays 35
Cawk 191 Cleavelandite 132
Celestine 193 Coal 32Q
Cererit 2112 Cobalt arseniat^ 282
Cerinstein 2S2 arsenical 2Bfi

Cerine 2113 eclatant 2iii

Cerite 2ii2 gria 2M
Cerium oxyd4 yttrif^re 266 ochre 2SD.

silicifere 2G2 oxyde' noir 2fl8

slliceux noir 263 pyriteux 287
Cerolite 49 sulfurd 282
Ceruse 359 vitriol 299
Ceylanite 82 Cobalt-bleierz 499
Chabasie lAa Cobalt-bloom 289
Chalk 164 Cobalt-kies 282
Chalkolite 220 Cobaltic galena 499
Chalkopyrite aU Cobaltine 294
Cbamoisite 224 Coccolite 53.

Chaux arseniat^e IM Cockscomb pyrites 212
borat^e siliceuse 129 Colophonite 12
carbooate'e 199 Columbite 272

magnesifere 162 Compact bitumen 389
datolit 129 Common jade 92
fluatde 122 Comptonite lifi

nitrat^e 129 Comptonitic kouplKine spar l2&
phosphat^e 120 Conite l9ft

Bulphatce 122 Condrodite flS

anhydre 126 Copper, Black ^LS
Chelmsfordite 399 glance SOfi

Chiastolite 41 Green 322
Childrenitc IM mica 330
Chlorquerksilber 380 nickel 294
Chloride of silver 3Q5 pyrites 314
Chlorite 12fi Cordierite 42
Chloropal 224 Corindon 67
Chloroph«ite 399 Corneous lead ore 392
Chlorophane 175 manganese 244
ChlorsilUer 395 silver S95
Chonikrite AM Corundum 64
Christianite 35 Cotunnite 361
Chromatc of iron "T^ Tfi5) Couzeranite 122

of lead rr; (^SL Covelline aill

of lead and copper 369 Craie 164
Chromeisenstein 225 Cricbtonite 2o7
Chrome ochre 27o Crocoise Bfifi

Chromsatires blei 3liS Cronstedtite 223
Chrysoberyl fiH Cross.8tone 43
ChrysocoHa 322 Cryolite 2Q4

)Ogle
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Cube ore m
Cuivre arseniat^ ferrifere 335

lameliifurme liM
enprisme rhomboidal

oblique 2iL
octaedre aigu 2ii2

pnmitif a2fi

carbonate bleu 21^
terreux 322
vert

dioptase u22
gris ail
muriate 325
natif 307
oxid^ noir MR

rouge 31fi

oxjduld aifi

< phosphate 322
pyriteux 314

hepatique 314
seleni^ argental Mi
sulfure' 30a
sulfate 323

ar|Tentif5ro 303
bLsmutiferc 278
prlsmatuide 3M

velout^ 32ii

vitreux 308
Cummingtonite 152

Cupreous ariu^oiate of copper 331i

bismuth 228
manganese 2A2
sulphate of lead 305
sulphato carbonate of lead 360

Cupriferous sulphuret of bis-

muth 228
Cyanose 323
Cjmophane fiffi

Cyprine 21

Cypro-mica 2M

Datolit 179
Davina 2B
Davyne 2fi

Davytic kouphone spar 2ii

Datholite 179
Dermatine
Beuto-fluate of cerium 2G2
Devonite
Diallage M

chatoyante G2
Dialiogite 24fi

Diamoud 333
Diaspore G3
Diatomous kouphone spar 22
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Diatomous euclas haloide 239
gypsum haloide liil

nabroneme malachite 331
Schiller spar (ii

Dichroite 42
Dicromalic euclas haloide 229
Diopside M
Dioptase 322
Diplogenic kouphone spar L29

lead baryte 3G6
Diploite UB
Diprisinatic copper glance 352

iron ore 22fi

. hal baryte 182
lead baryte 35fi

olive malachite 327
Dipyre 2fi

Disthene 23
Dodecahedral garnet 13

corundum £1
garnet blende Mi
iron ore 21il

kouphone spar 134
mercury 328

Dolomite 167
Double fluate of cerium and

yttria 262
Dyoxylite 3M
Dvsclasile 1 10
Dysodile 3^1
Dystomic augite spar 54

habroneme malachite 334

Karth foam Ui2
Earthy carbonate of lead 358

bitumen 3M
cobalt 233
manganese 241
mineral pitch 333

Ecume de mer 134
Edingtonite 150
Egeran 21
Eisen-vitriol 232
Eisenchrom 275
Eisenglanz 216
Elsenkiesel 5
Eisenoxyd 216
Eisenpecherz 221>

Eisenschiissig kupfergrliti 322
Kisensinter 226
Ekebergite 144
Elaolite 133
Elasmose 342

Elastic bitumen 389
mineral pitch 382
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Claterite

Electric calamine
Electrum
£iiierald

copper
Emeraude
Emeril
Emery
Endellione
Epidote
Epistilbite

Epsom sak
Epsom ite

Erdpech
Erdiger talc

Erdkobold
Erinite

Erlamite
Erythrine
Esmarkite
Eseonite
Etain oxyd4

sulfure

Euehroite
Euclase
Eudjalite
Eukairite
Euklastic disthene spar
Eutomous cobalt pyrites
Exantholose

Fahlerz
Fahlunite
Fassaite

Felspar
Feldspath apyre

opalin

Fer arseniate

arsenical

calcareo-siliceux

carbure
chromatd
hydro-oxid^
muriate

. natif

oligiste

oxalate'

oxyde
carbonate
haematite

resinite

ozyduM
titane

phosphatil

spatbique
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374
337

322

12ii

inn
388
IM
2M
33i
130

2^
129
19

2SD
2ii3

333

153
30
fiS

2.01

IM

311
49
&1
115
IM
136
234
213
225
3fifi

275
2211

227
2118

2m
235
2ia
22B
221
22fi

215
257
229
22fl

Fer speculaire

sulphate

sulfur^

blanc

ferrif^re

magaetique
titane'

Fergusonite
Fettstein

Feuerstein
Fibrolite

Fibrous brown iron ore
malachite

Fiorite

Fishaugenstein
Flabelliform kouphone spar
Flexible sulphuret of silver
Flint

Float stone
Fluate of lime

of yttria and cerium
Flucerine
Fluellite

Fluor spar
Fluorine
Fluss

FoUated black manganese ore
tellurium
zeolite

Forsterite

Fossil copal
Franklinite
Fuller*8 earth

Page-

2I«
232
209
212
213
213
210

214
133
A
22

221

108
125
297

5
172
IM
267
26
173
172
172
237
342
2»
81
395
21^
32

Gadolinite
Gahnite
Galena
Gallizinite

Galmei
Ganse*kuthig-erz
Garnet
Gay>lussite
Gedie|;en arsenic

eisen

gold

kupfer
platin

quecksilber
silber

spiesglas

sylvan
tellur

wismuth
Gehlenite
Gelb-bleieras

IQSk

26
d4»
376

374, 375
306
13
2m
208
2m
336
307
338
322
2113

343
340
340
276
22
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Gelberz M2
Gelbes rauscbgelb 2M
Gibbsite fiB

Gieseckite 113
Giobertite IM
Girasol J
Gismondine 4B.

Glance coal tWt
Glanz kobalt 2M
Glanzkohle 28fi

Glaserz ^6
Glauber salt IM
Glauberite 205
Glaucolite 122
Glimmer IM
Gmelinite 122
Goethite 221
Grammatite M
Granular limestone 163
Grapbicgold 341

tellurium 3^
Graphite aflS

Grau braunsteinerz 2^
spiesjrlaserz 345

Grauer spieskobold 28G
Green carbonate of copper 320.

earth 121
iron earth Ml
vitriol 232

Grenat 14
Grenatlt 74
Grey antimony 2i5

cobalt 2&i2

copper an
oxide of manganese 239
silver ore 30fi

Grossular 15

Griin bleierz :\H2

Griine eisenerde 401
Griiner uranerz 270
Grlinerde 121
Gurhofian im
Gyps 117
Gypsum 177

Haarkies 2fll

Haidingerite Ifil

Halloysite 22
Hard fahlunite 4^
Hamiotome 43
Hatchetine 3^3
Hausmaniiite 237
Hauyne 111
Heavy spar IBS
Hedenbergite &h

Pa«e.

Hedyphan
Heliotrope Ifi

Helvine 242
Hematitic copper 332
Hemi-prismatic augite spar 54

brythine salt 2ii5

chrysolite fifi

fluor haloide Ififi

gypsum haloide IM
nabroneme malachite 320
halbaryte 1119

kouphone spar 25
lead baryte 3(ia

natron salt 1^
oliv^e malachite 369
ruby blende 302
schiller spar 62

• sulphur 2iiJ

talc mica 1(15

titanium ore 253
vitriol salt 232

Hemi-pyramidal feldspar 150

Hepatic cinnabar 319
Hq)atite 191
Herderite 172

Herrerite 41A1

Herschelite 119
He'te'posite 231
Heterotomous feldsjmr IM.
Heulandite 25
Hexahedral cobalt pyrites 2H4

copper glance 2'">3

glance blende 2AIi

gold 33fi

iron pyrites 209
koui)hone spar 127^ 1311

lead glance 34{»

lirocone malachite 2M
pearl kerate 395
platina 33S
rock salt 290
silver 293
silver glance 2M
tellurium 349

Highgate resin 395
Hisingerite 225
Hobpath 41
Honev-stone 294
Hopeite 322
Horn silver 305

quicksilver 3flQ

Hornblei 3li2

Hornblende 54
Hornerz 395
Hprnstone . .. 1^
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Jlouille 'Sm
papjrac^e 361

Ilumboldtilite IM
Humbokltine 236
Huniboldtite 119
Humite . . ail

Huraulite '241
Hyacinth * 06
Hyalite G
Hyalosiilerite 86
Hytlrargillite Udi
Hydrate of manganese OA
Hydrated deutoxide of man-

ganesc 239
Hydro-honicite IK7

Hydrolite 122
Hydroplianc 8
Hydrosilicate of manganese 2^
Hydrous alum inate of lead 356

oxide of iron 22Q
phosphate of copper 'ii2!l

Hypersthene 61
Hypochlorite iQl
Hypostilbite 129

Ice spar Ul
Ichthyophthalmito IAS
Idocrase 2Q
Ilmenite 261
livait 223
Indianite 32
Indicolite lifl

lod-quecksilber Ml
lod.silber 305
Iodic mercury 3A1

silver 3flS

lodure d'argent 2fisi

lolite 42
Iridium 332

osmi^ 339
Iridosmine 331)

Iron flint 5
glance 216
pyrites 269

Iserine ' 256
Isometric cobalt pyrites 2H1
Isopyre 32
Isopyric quartz 32
Ittnerite 132

Jade nephritique &2
tenace li2

Jamesonite 34fl

Jargoon Q6
Jeif'ersonite 46
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Jet 3£Q
Johannite 211

Kakoxene 161
Kalk-salpeter 119
Kalk sinter 162
Kalk-tuff 165
Kalkstein 163
Kallochrom 363
Kaneelslein iSL

Kaolin 113
Karpholite 12
Karpbosiderite 232
Kerasine 362
Kerolite 40
Kibdelophan 257
Kiesel-wisnmth 279
Kieselsinter 6
Killinite m
Kimmeridge-coal 36
Klaprolhine 159
Knebelile 245
Kobalt bluthe 269
Koboldine 281
Kolilenblende 336
Kohlensaures blei 336

mangan 246
Kokkolith fiS

KoUyrite 70
Konigine 325
Konigite 323
Kreide 164
Kreutzstein 43
Krokydolite 161

Kryolith 204
Krysoberyll 85
Krysolith 85
Kubizit 133
Kupfer glanz 308

mangan 242
Kupfer-glimmer 330
Kupfer^chmaragd 322
Kupfer-sammterz 325
Kupfer.vitriol 323
Kupferindig 309
Kupferkies 314
Kupferlazur 319
Kupfernickel 292
Kupferschaum 334
Kupferschwarze 313
Kupferwismutherz 218
Kyanite IS

Lnbradorische hornblende 61

Labradorite 136

J Gpogk
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Labradorstein liiS

JLaniellar heaver spar iilil

Lanarkite 2aB
Lapis-lazuli Lil
Lasionite IM
I.atialite LLl

Latrobite LIB
Jjaumonite 27
Lave vitreuse perle 112.

Lazulite 131

Iiazurstein IM
Lead glance 312
Leadhillite 3^
Lebererz 370
Ledcrerite 12fl

l^elite 12
Lemnian ear:h 3B
Lenticular arseniate of copper 3212

Lenzinite JO
Lepidokrokite 221
Lepidolite 122
Leucite iSi&

Levyne IAS.

Libcthenite 322
Lievrite 225
Ligurite 82
Limbelilc M
Lime harmotome IQQ
Limonite 221)

Linsencrz 32Ii

Linsenkupfer 3211

Liroconite 222
Lithomarge 32
Lomonit 27

Made Ai
ZVlaclureite 88

Macrotypous kouphone spar IM
lime haloide H»7

parachrose baryte 246
Magnesian limestone IM
Magnesie borat^e 186

hjdrate'e siliceuse 23
nitratde IM
phosphat^e IBQ

sulphat^e IM
Magnesite 183

Magneteisenstein 215

Magnetic iron ore 215
pyritea 213

Magnetkies 213
Malachite 320

, INIalacoUthe S2
Malthe 3M
Manganblende 2Ah
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Manganese hydrate cuprifere 2i2
oxidd carbunatc-e 2ili

oxidt^ hydrate 232
oxidd hydratd concretionnd 2^
oxidd metalloide 230
phosphat^e 2111

silicitcre 2i3
spar 243

sulfur^ 2ifi

Manganesian epidote 30
garnet lii

Manganglanz 245

Manganite 2^
Manganspath 213
Marble lfi3

Marceline 4112

Marekauite 112
Margarite IM
Marl , 165

Marmolite 113

Martial arseniate of copper 335
Mascagnin 221
Meerschaum IM
Meionite li2
Melaconise 318
Melanite 17

•Melanochroite 3fi2

Melanterie 232
Meliiiose 367
Meililite AB
IVlellite 321
iSIenaccanite 25fi

Menelite 8

Mengite 123
Mercure argental 378

iodurd 3M
muriate' 3M
natif 322
sulfure' 329

Mercury 377
Mesole 125

Mesolite 122
Mesotype 123
Miargyrite 322
Mica 122
Micareile 113
Microiite ' 122
Miemite IM
Mimet^se 3fil

Mineral charcoal 387
oil 397
pitch 3M

Minium 3iil

Mispickel 213
Misy 234
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Mocha Stone U
JVfohsite 2M
Molybdate of lead 362

silver 2M
Molybdena 249
Moljbdene sulfur^ 2AQ
Molybdenite 241?

IMolybdic ochre 242
Monazite 402
Monticellite 403
Moon stone IM
Moroxite 171

Mountain cork fiD

leather GO
meal 39
ivood fiQ

Mullerine 342
MuUer's glass 6
Murchisonite 115
Muriacite 176
Muriate of ammonia 2111

of copper 325
of lead 360
of mercury 3M
of silver 3M
of soda 200

MuriO'Carbonate of lead 362
Mussite hi
Myaorine 403

Nacrite 106
Nagy^ererz 342
Naphtha 382
Naphthaline 3113

Native amalgam 32^
antimony 343
arsenic 280
bismuth 276
boracic acid 1^4
carbonate of lime and soda 202
copper 302
gold 336
iridium 330
iron 20a
lead 340
magnesia 64
mercury 327
minium 354
palladium 330
platina 336
quicksilver 322
red iron vitriol 233
silver 203
sulphuric acid 164
tellurium 340
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NatroUte 1^
Natron IM
Naturliche naphthaline 303

Naturlischer alaun 201

bitter salz IM.

salmiak 201

salpeter lHh

schwefel 3B2

Naturlisches amalgam 328

glauber salz IM
mineral alkali 136

Needle ore 228

stone 12S

Nemalite 93

Neoctese 403

Neo])lase 233

Nepheline 131

Nephrite fl2

Neutral iluate of cerium 262
Nickel arseniat^ 202

arsenical 202
arsenical antimonif^re Ml
bluthe 202
ochre 202

oxyd^ 203
spies glaserz 201
sulfure 201

Nickeliferous grey antimony 201
Nigrin 255
Nitrate de chaux 119

of lime 12?
of magnesia IBfi

of potash lOS
of soda 106

Nitre 105
Nitro-magnesite 165
Nontronite 404
Non-bituminous mineral coal 366
Nosin 136

Nuttalite 133

Oblique prism, arsen. of copper 331
Obsidian 141
Octahedral alum salt 202

ammoniac ^It 201
arsen iate of copper 329
arsenic acid 2111

bismuth 226
chrome ore 276
cobalt pyrites 2B6

copper * 302
copper ore 3ii»

copper pyrites 310
corundum 26

diamond 362
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Octahedral fluor haloide 112
iron 2M
iron ore 215
kouphone spar IM
palladium 33i2

titanium ore . 260
Octahcdrite
Odontalite fid

Okenite 4S
OliTen kupfer 33^2

OUvenerz 322
Olivenit 332
Olivine 86
Onegite 22Q
Onyx • a
Oolite 164
Opal 6
Ophite SO
Opsimose 2AA.

Or natif 23fi

Orpiment 223
Onhite 265
Orthoklas LlA
Orthotomous kouphone spar 12A.

(^melite 404
Ostranite 91
Oxaliverite 109
Oxalate of iron 235
Oxide of antimony 346
- of arsenic 261

of bismuth 219
of chrome 275
of cobalt 2m
of molybdena 2i3
of tin 250
of tunesten 2^

Oxydulated iron 215
copper 316

Ozokerite 394

Palladium 339
Panabase 31

1

Paranthine 143
Paratomous au^ite spar 4ii

kouphone spar 43
lead baryte 3M
lime haloide 160

^'arffasite ad
Paulite 61
Pearl-^^limmer 104
Pearlsinter 6
Pearlspar 166
PearUtone 112
Peastone . 164

Pech-blende 266

"Psuc.

Pechkohle 390
Pecherz 2ti&

Pectolite 144

Peliom 42
Pelokonite 247
Pericline 136
Peridot 65
Peritomous antimony trlance 209

hal-baryte 192
kouphone spar 123
lead baryte 360
ruby blende 379
titanium ore 254

Petalite 45
Petroleum 38S
Petrosilex resinite 14.0

Pechstein 140

Pharmacolite 160
Pharniacosiderite 231
Phenakite 404
Phillipsite 10«
Phosphate ofcopper 327

of iron 220
of iron and manganese 21H
of lead 362
of lime 170
of mangan 216
of uranium 268
of yttria 194

Phosphorite 170
Phosphorkupfer von Libethen 327

von Rheinbreitbach 32H
Phosphorkupfererz 327
Phosphormangan 218
Pliosj)horsaure yttererde 194
Phosphorsaures- blei 30'4

talc 166
Phosphyttria 194

Pholizite 244
Physalite 79*

Picrolite

Picro-Pharmacol] te mi
Picrosmine 94
Pictite 84
Pierre d*azur 131

cruciforme 43
ffrasse 433

Pimelite 293
Pinguite 223
Finite 113
Pipe-clay 39
Pisolite 164
Pistacit 29
Pitch. blende 268
Pitchstone 140
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Pitchy iron-ore 220
Pittizite 2:!£i

Piagionite 346
Plasma 2
Piatina ' 3Ili

Platiiiiferous grey copper 'silA

Pleonaste 82
Pleuroklas l£A
Plomb arseniat^ 364

carbonatd 2^
chromatc rouge d£8
corne' 2S2
hydro-alumincux
jaune 362
molybdatd 362
muriatd 3ft2

oxjde rouge '^hA

phosphate 2S2
seleniur^ 3nA
sulphate
sulfur^ MS.
sulfur^ antimonif^re 252
tungstat^ 370

Plombgomtne 3^
Plumbago 3M
Plumbu-argentif^re 303
Plumbo-calcite 170
Plumbo-cupriferous sulphuret

of bismuth 328
Polishing slate

Polybasite 3flQ

Polychromatic felspar 136
Polyhallite 203
Polymignite 2fil

Polys])harite 3fi3

Polystomous augite spar 43
Poonahlite IM
Porcelain clay Ufi

jasjjer 12
Pot-stone 82
Potasse nitratJe IM

sulpha te'e iSfi

Potter's clay 28
Prase 4
Prehnite 22
Pri:»matic andalusite IM

antimony 2fli

antimony baryte MR
antimony, glance 341
arsenical pyrites 213
augite spar 42
axinite 2Q
azure malachite 31ft

azure spar l&ft

Page.

Prismatic bismuth glance 277
blende 242
boracic acid 1j&4

borax salt 183
calamine 374

cerium ore 202
chrysolite 8A
cobalt mica
copper glance 208
copper mica ^0
corundum 88
cryone haluide 204
disthene spar 21
dystome spar 122
emerald 82
emerald malachite 332
epsom salt 182
euclore mica ^4
iluor haluide 1222 222
gadolinite 188
glauber salt 188
gypsum haloide 128
habroneme malachite .228
hal baryte 188
iron mica 229
iron ore 228
iron pyrites 212
kouphone spar 124
lead baryte 282
lime haloide 165

lirocone malachite 329
manganese ore 238
mclane glance 288
natron salt 188
nephrite spar 142
nickel pyrites 282
nitre salt 182
olive malachite 222
petaline spar 42
purj)le blende 847
pyramidal garnet 28
pyrgom fil

quartz 42
sell eel!um ore 236
Schiller spar 32
sulphur 322
talc mica 128
tantalum ore 272
titanium ore 2^
topaz 22
triphane spar 48
vitriol salt 3^6
white antimony 248
zinc baryte 32*

d by Google
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Prlsmatoidal zinc ore

antimony glance

Prismatic augite spar

copper glance

garnet
glauber salt

fypsum haloide

abroneme malachite

hal baryte
kouphone spar

lead baryte
manganese ore

Schiller spar

sulphur
Protheite

Proustite
Pifieudo-malacbite

Psilomelane
Pumice
Purple copper
Pyrnite
Pyrallolite

Pyramidal copper pyrites

euchlore mica
felspar

kouphone spar

lead baryte
manp^nese ore

mellichrone resin

pearl kerate

scheelium baryte
tellurium glance
tin ore

titanium ore

zircon

Pyrargylite

Pyreneite
Pyrite cuivreuse

Pyrite martiale

Pyrochlore
Pyrolusite
Pyromorphite
Pyrope
Pyrophylite
Pyrophysalite

Pyrorthite
Pyrosklerite

Pyrosmalite
Pyroxene

ferro-manganesien

Pyrrhosiderite

Quartz
Quecksilber lebererz

homerz

Page,

373
3AS
29

254
24
196

Ul
325
193
24

San
239
(il

283
4Qfi

300
328
240
140
310
79
53
314
268

143
108
367
237
394m
1B2
342
2S9
253
95
114
15

314
209
260
238
362
1^
49

29
265
405

227
49
227
220

1

379
3M

Quicksilver

Radiated acicular olivenite

Kealgar
rouge

Red antimony-
cobalt ochre

copper ore

haematite

Page.

377

331
2ai
2ai
347
2119

316
21B
21B
368
246
373

iron ore

lead spar

manganese
oxide of zinc

of copper
silver

vitriol

zinc ore

Retinite
Retinasphalt
Reussite
Rhsetizite

Rhodonite
Rhodhalose
Rhomb spar

Rhomboliedral alum haloide

antimony
arsenic

bismuth glance

calamine
cerium ore

corundum
emerald
emerald malachite

euclcre mica
felspar

fluor haloide

graphite mica
iridium

iron ore

iron pyrites

kouphone spar

lead baryte

melane mica
molybdena glance

pearl mica
quartz
ruby blende

talc mica
tourmaline >

zinc baryte
Rhombohedrisclier schwefel

kohlensaures blei

Rhomboidal arseniaie of copper3M
baryte 187
graphite Sfifi

316
399
299
373
395
895
205
23
244
290
167

293
343
2M
2M
375
262
64
99
322
339
131
170
385
339
215
213
14&

362, 364
223
249
mi

1

399
102

147
375

359

d by Google
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Page.

Right prismatic arseniate of

copper 222
Rock milk
Rohe wand IM
Romanzovite Ifl

Roselite - 2M
Rothbleierz afifi

Rotbbraunsteinerz 2ifi

Rotber braunstein 2i&
eisenstein 218
eisen-vitriol 223
erdlcobold 239
rauscbgelb 281

Roth|^ultigcrz dOQ.

Rothkupfererz 316
Rothspiesglaserz 347
Rottenstone 3f?

Rubellane IM
Rubellite 149
Rublnglimmer 221
Rubicelle a2
Rubj silver 20Q
Rutile 2hA

SahLite ^
Sal marc ^ 2M
SaUammoniac 201
Saltsaures blei von Mendip 3iiQ

Salzkupfererz 225
Salzsaures kupfer 325
Saphirine 82
Sappare 22
Sapphire 64
Sarcoli£e 13a
Sassoline IM
Satin spar 162
Saussurite 142
Scaly talc IM
ScapoHte 143

Scarbroite 21
Schaalstein 42
Schabasit liS
Scheeliii lfl2

ferrugin^ -JM
Scheelite 1B2
Scheelitine 320
Scheelsaures blei ' 320
Schererite 3S3
Schiefer spar ICl

Schieferthon M
Schiller spar 62
Schillerstein 02
Schiste d polir Sfi

Schmelzstein 2&
Schmiergel 62

Page.

Schorl 142

Schriflerz 'AAl

Schwartz eisenstein 240
Schwartzer glaskopf 2iQ
Schwartzerz ^ 246j 212
Schwarz gultigerz 298

spiessglaserz 2^
Schwarzer niangan-kiesel 244:

Schwefel und kohlensaures blei 2M
und kohlensaures blei und

kupfer 3M
silher und antimon 290

Schwefel-kobait 2fi2

Schwefel-nickel 2ill

Schwefelkies 2mi
Schwefelsau res blei und kupfer 3fl6

Sohwcrspath IM
Schwerstein liii

Schwimmstein 3
Scorodite 22^
Scorza 30
SeUd'epsom natif I8h
Sel-gemme 200
Selen cuprite 316

kupfersilber 204
silber 304

Selenblei 2M
Selen ite 177
Seleniure d*argent 304

de cuivre 316

Seleniuret of copper 31ii

of lead 254
of lead and cobalt 3^
of lead and copper 2^
of lead and mercury 355
of palladium 204
of silver 3QA.

Semi-opal 2
Serpentine Ui)

Sesqui-carbonate ofsoda 192
Severite 20
Shale M
Siberite

Siderite aimant 21^
chromifere 275
zinciftre 219

Sideritine 226
Sideroschisolite 225
Silber-blende 300
Silber.kupfer^lanz 202
Silicate of cerium 252

of iron 22i
of manganese 243

Silice fluate^ alumineuse 22
Siliceous hydrate of magnesia 1)3
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Page.

Siliceous oxide of zinc 374
sinter 6

Siliciferous hydrate of alumina 70
oxide of manganese 21^

Sillimanite 23
Silver glance 2^
Slate-clax ^

spar 161

Slickenside

Smaragdite 3i
Soapstone ^
Soda alum 2Sm
Sodaite 144
Sodaiite 134
Somervillite Mfi
Sommit IM
Sordawalite 43
Soude borat^e im

carbonat^e Iflfi

nitrat^e IM
sulphat^e \M

Soufre ZS2
Spar^elstein 171
Sparkles ' 212
Spath calcaire IM

eiseustein 228
en tables 47
magnesien 184

Spathose iron 22R
Speckstein 01
Specular iron 216
Spessartine i 6
Sphierulite li2
Sphaerosiderite 22d
Sphene 2M
Spherostilbite IM
Spiesglanzweiss MB
Spiesglassilber 2M.
Spiessgianz ocbre 34d
Spiezgianzbleierz 2^
Spinel ai
Spinelle zincifere 26
Spinellane 135

Spodumene 46
Sprdd-glaserz 293
Stalactitic carbonate of lime 1^
Stangen spath IM
Stannulite 2fifl

StauroUte 24
Staurotypous kouphone spar IM
Steatite Ql

pagodite 1 13
Steinheilite 42
Steinmannite 406
Steinmark 32

Page

Steinsalz 2011

Sternbergite 292
Stibiconise 349
Stilbine 345
Stilbite 24
Stilpnomelan 406
Stilpnosiderite 222
Stinkstone 164

Strabl-zeolith 24
Strahlerz 331
Strahlkies 212
Strahltstein ' 5fi

Strohstein 13
Stromeyerine 303
Stromnite 1123

Strontiane sulphat^e

carbonat^e 192
Strontianite 192
Strontites 192
Sub-fluate of cerium 267
Sub-phosphate of alumina Lafi

Sub*sulphate of alumina
Succin 392
Succinite 19
Sulfate vert d'urane 221

de plomb cuivreux 366
Sulphate of alumina and am-

monia 202
of alumina iMi
of ammonia 291
ofbarytes lfi9

of cobalt 299
of copper 323
of iron 232
of lead 365
of lime 122
of magnesia IBh.

of potash 106

of soda I9fi

of strontia 193
of zinc 376

Sulphato-carbonate of lead 35B
Sulphato-tri-carbonate of lead 359
Sulphur 382
Sulphuret of antimony 345

of arsenic 2S1
of bismuth 277
of cobalt 282
of copper 30«
of lead 349
of lead and antimony 352

of nickel 291
of manganese 24i2

of mercury 379
ofmolybdena 249
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Page.

Sulphuret of silver

of silver and antimony 299
of silver and copper 31)3

of tin 253
of zinc 371

Super-sulphuret of lead 253
Swinestone 164
Sylvane fprapbique 311
Sylvanite 311
Sylvyne 407

Tabular spar 42
Tachylite 32
Talc 12ft

pranuleux lOfi

f^aphique 119
ollaire 22
steatite Ql

Tanlale oxyd^ yttrifere 223
Tan tali te 222
Tautolite 09
Tellur aurifere et plombifere 342

natifauro-argentifere 341
natifauro-ferrifere 310
natif auro-plombifcre 342
silber 295
wismuth 2M

Telluric bismuth 230
silver 295

Telluro-jralene 342
Tennaiitite 311
Tephroite 407
Tesselite 1119

Tetartin 137
Tetarto-prismat'C feldspar 137

vitriol salt 323
Tetrahedral boracite IM

copper glance 311
Thallite 29
Thenardite 402
Thomson ite 124
Thon 35
Thorite IM
Thulite fi3

Thumerstone 33
Tile ore aiU
Tinder ore 343
Tin ore 250
Tin pyrites 253
Tin stone 250
Tin.white cobalt 2M
Tincal 199
Titane anatase 253

oxyd^ 254
siliceo-calcaire 253

Titaneiscn 21fi

Titatiiierous cerite 263
Titanitic iron 216, 25a
Topaz 22
Topazolite u
Topfstein 92
Torrelite 265
Tourmaline 112
Trapezoidal kouphone spar 105
Tremolite fifi

Tricklasite 4fl

Tripel 32
Triphane 4fi

Triplite 24fi

Triple sulphuret 352
Tripoli 38
Trona 197
Tufa 165
Tungstate of iron 236

of lead 370
of lime 1B2

Tungsten 132
Tungstic ochre
Turnerite

253
&3

Turquoise

Uncleavable azure spar

iron ore

nephrite spar

manganese ore

quartz
staphyline malachite
uranium ore

Uran glimmer
mica
ochre
vitriol

Uran-bloom
bluthe

Urane micac^
oxyd^
oxydule
sulfate

liran ite

Urani)echerz
Urao
Uwarowite

Vanadiate of lead

Vanadinsaures blei

Variegated copper
Vauquehnite
Velvet blue copper
Vesuvian

253
92
240

6
322
263

268, 270
2M
269

221
270
270
2fia

263
263
211
2113

268
197
493

370
320
310
369
325

J
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Page.

Vitreous copper 308

Vitriol bleu

de plomb natif 365

Vivianite 222
Vulpinite

Wad 211
Wagnerite
Wandstein Ifia

Wasserblei 219
AVavellite IM
Websterite 155

Weiss bleierz 3M
spiesfflaserz 348
syivauerz 312
tellur ;ii2

Weissite U2
AVemerite 113
Willelraine 376
Wismuth glance 177

ochre 279
silbererz 3113

WIthamite C3
Witherite 187
White antimony

• aifi

cobalt 2fll

copper 311
iron pyrites 202
lead ore 35fi

vitriol 376
Wolchonskoit
Wolfram 23fi

AVollastonite il
Wood opal 1

tin 252
arseniate of copper 3112

Worthite 72

Page.

Wurfelspath LI6
Wurfelerz 321

Xanthite 33
Xenotime IHI

Yellow mineral resin 392
tellurium 312

Yenite 225
Ypoleime 328
Yttria phosphat^e iiil

Yttro-cerite 2M
tantalite

Zeafjonite 19
Zeolite • 123
Zevlanite M
Ziegelerz 31»J

Zigueline 316
Zinc carbon att? 375

hydrate cuprifere 331
oxyd 373

oxide ferrif^re 219
oxyd^ silicifere 374
spath 375

sulfur^ 311
sulfate 376
vitriol 376

Zinkenite 347
Zinnkies 2^
Zinnober 37ii

Zinnstein 2M
Zircon 95
Zircon ite Sfi

Zoisite 28

Zootinsalz ^ IM
Zundererz 318
Zurlite . IM
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